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How To Test Just About Anything
Last Modified on 08/13/2018 3:59 pm MST

Test a web form

You can test web forms on-the-fly while you are creating them in the Campaign Builder.

1. Make sure to publish any changes you've made to the form before you test it.

2. While viewing the web form, click the Test Test button at the top of the web form and
choose your user record from the drop-down menu.

3. Fill out your form and click the Submit Submit button.

4. Close the thank you page.

5. Click the Back to CampaignBack to Campaign button.
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6. Click the Back to ListBack to List button.

7. Find your contact record in Infusionsoft, scroll down to the Form Submission section to
get details on when the form was submitted and what information was obtained.
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Test an Order Form

The easiest way to test an order form is to run an actual transaction with your credit card or
PayPal account. If this isn't possible, and you use an Authorize.Net merchant account, you
can put the Authorize.Net merchant account into "Simulator" mode and fill out the order
form. In simulator mode, all transactions are approved, but no actual financial information is
sent through the gateway.

Simulator Mode Warning! Make sure not to leave your Authorize.Net merchant account
in Simulator mode! Also, make sure your Authorize.Net merchant account isn't presently
active on an existing order form or the shopping cart. In simulator mode, ALL
transactions will always be approved!

To test an order form with an Authorize.Net account in "Simulator" mode:

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup in the main navigation menu.

2. Click on the Order FormsOrder Forms link.

3. Click on the name of the order form you want to test.

4. Click the Links Links tab.
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5. Click on the link to open the order form.

6. Fill out the form using a test credit card number. For example, VISA;
41111111111111111; 01-2020; 123.

7. Go to the contact record in Infusionsoft and make sure the items were added correctly
to the order. If the product you purchased is part of a purchase goal in a campaign,
make sure the campaign goal was accomplished correctly. Also, if you have billing
automation set up, check that too!

Test your Shopping Cart

The easiest way to test your shopping cart is to run an actual transaction with your credit
card or PayPal account. If this isn't possible, and you use an Authorize.Net merchant account,
you can put the Authorize.Net merchant account into "Simulator" mode and fill out the
shopping cart. In simulator mode, all transactions are approved, but no actual financial
information is sent through the gateway.

Simulator Mode Warning! Make sure not to leave your Authorize.Net merchant account
in Simulator mode! Also, make sure your Authorize.Net merchant account isn't presently
active on an existing order form or the shopping cart. In simulator mode, ALL
transactions will always be approved!

To test your shopping cart with an Authorize.Net account in "Simulator" mode:

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup in the master nav menu.
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2. Click on the Shopping Cart ThemesShopping Cart Themes link.

3. Click on the thumbnail of your Active Theme to go to your shopping cart.

4. Add items to your cart and checkout.

5. Go to the contact record in Infusionsoft and make sure the items were added correctly
to the order. If the product you purchased is part of a purchase goal in a campaign,
make sure the campaign goal was accomplished correctly. Also, if you have billing
automation set up, check that too.

Test a Campaign
1. Go to Marketing > Campaign BuilderMarketing > Campaign Builder in the main navigation menu.
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2. Click on the name of the campaign you wish to test.

3. Complete the goal that begins the campaign. For example, if the first goal of the
campaign is to submit a web form or add a tag, do so now.

4. Find the contact in Infusionsoft you tested with and scroll down the page and click on
the Campaigns Campaigns tab.

5. From here, you can see what campaigns this contact belongs to as well as all of the
individual marketing pieces of the campaign.

Test an Email in a Campaign Sequence

While viewing the email in the campaign sequence, click the Send Test button and select a
user from the drop-down.
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Test a Broadcast Email

When sending a broadcast email, you can test the email on-the-fly while you are building it.
Just click the Send Test button at the bottom of the page.

Test a Merchant Account
1. Go to E-Commerce > Settings in the main navigation menu.

2. Click on the Merchant Accounts link.
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3. Click the Edit link next to the merchant account you wish to test

4. Make sure the merchant account is in Live Mode.

5. Click Save to save your changes (if necessary.)

6. Click the Click Here link next to your merchant account.
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7. Enter your credit card information and click the Submit button. This will send a test
charge of $.01 through your merchant account. If successful, you will get an "approved"
message from the gateway. If it doesn't work correctly, you will get an error message
with an error code. The image below shows an example of an error message from an
Authorize.Net account that was set up incorrectly. Error code (13) means the API Login
ID or password has been entered incorrectly, or the account is not active.
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Get Your API Key
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:08 am MST

Legacy Alert!Legacy Alert! This feature should only be used if a 3rd party developer asked for the
encryption key. The encryption key is only needed for the Legacy authentication method.
If you are unsure if you should use this or not please talk with the 3rd party developer to
find out. If you are attempting to set up a new integration please visit
https://developer.infusionsoft.com/get-started/

1. To enable the API key, go to Admin > SettingsAdmin > Settings and click on ApplicationApplication in the settings
menu

 
2. Scroll down to the API section and enter a passphrase in the text box. The  API

Passphrase is simply a password, or series of words that will be  used to generate your
unique API key. Be sure to remember your  passphrase if you ever need to generate
your API key again.
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3. After you enter a Passphrase, click on the Save Save button to generate the API key

 
4. Your API Key is now available under the text box where you entered the pass phrase

 
5. Copy and paste your API Key into the required field in your 3rd party application
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Remove The Infusionsoft Logo At The
Bottom Of Your Emails
Last Modified on 08/13/2018 4:00 pm MST

1. Go to Admin > Branding CenterAdmin > Branding Center
 

2. Click the Infusionsoft FooterInfusionsoft Footer tab.
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3. Scroll to the bottom of the page to change your settings.

Allow Infusionsoft Footer in emails: Choose No to hide the Infusionsoft logo.
Allow Infusionsoft Footer to link to Infusionsoft: Choose No to show the logo, but
disable the link to the Infusionsoft website.
My Infusionsoft Referral Partner Code:  If you are an Infusionsoft referral partner,
you can enter your partner  code here to receive credit for leads generated
through the  Infusionsoft footer link.

4. (Optional) If you choose not to hide the Infusionsoft footer, select a logo or text option
for emails and system pages.

 
5. Click SaveSave
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Store Files In Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 08/13/2018 4:00 pm MST

Infusionsoft includes digital document storage that enables you to  centralize files and make
them more accessible to users. Typically,  users store images and pdfs that they can reuse in
various marketing  pieces. You can store any file that is under 10 MB in size.You can store any file that is under 10 MB in size. You are able  to
store user files, company files, company images, digital products  and contact record files.
You can also rename or delete files from here.  If you need to update an existing file, make
sure the revised file has  exactly same file name and file type (.doc, .xls, etc.) as the older
 version. When you upload the file, Infusionsoft will ask you if you want  to create a new file
or replace an existing one.

Hover over the Home icon and click on FilesFiles

 

My  Files are protected; they are only accessible to the user who uploaded  the file. User
files can also be attached to an outgoing email or email  template, but only by the user
who uploaded them to Infusionsoft. These  files are also not accessible to your contacts,
unless you send them as  an email attachment.
 
Company Files are accessible to all of  your Infusionsoft users. You may want to store
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document templates,  internal procedure manuals, price lists, etc. the company file box.
The  company files can be attached to email communications sent out through
 Infusionsoft. These files are not accessible to your contacts, unless  you send them as
an email attachment.
 
Company Images are  accessible to all of your Infusionsoft users. This list includes
images  you've uploaded to Infusionsoft to use in emails, thank-you pages,  shopping
cart or order form styles, etc. You can display them to  contacts when they are used in
one of these external facing mediums or  if you send them as an email attachment.
 
Digital Products  are accessible based on the restrictions you defined when you set
them  up. Digital Products are most often created and managed through  E-Commerce
> Products, but you can also view and manage them here if  your user permissions
allow.
 
Contact Record Files are uploaded and managed through individual contacts. The File
Box is located in the bottom row of tabs.
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Automatically Email Reports
Last Modified on 08/13/2018 4:00 pm MST

Once you create a saved search or report, Infusionsoft can automatically email you an
updated list on a recurring basis.

1. Pull up a Saved Search or Report

 
2. Click on OptionsOptions, and select Email Saved SearchEmail Saved Search

 
3. Select the frequency for the email report. Hold down the CTRLCTRL key (or the CommandCommand

key on a Mac) on your keyboard to select more than one day.
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4. Click on the Save Save button, or Save and Send NowSave and Send Now (to get a copy of the report right away.)
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Customize The Default Drop Down
Menus
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:24 am MST

You can customize drop-down field options in contact, task, opportunity, and order records.
You can easily add or remove options that do not apply to your company. Customizing the
drop-down fields can speed up data entry, improve accuracy, and minimize confusion.

Contact Fields
1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings in the main navigation menu.

2. Add more list options (one to each line) or edit the existing ones (i.e. contact type, title,
phone type, etc.) then click on the Save Save button at the bottom of the page.

Task, Appointment, & Note Fields
1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings in the main navigation menu.

2. Click on Task/Appt/NoteTask/Appt/Note in the settings menu.
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3. Add more list options or edit the existing ones and click on the Save Save button.

Opportunity Fields
1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings in the main navigation menu.

2. Click on Opportunity DefaultsOpportunity Defaults in the settings menu.
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3. Add win and loss reasons to the list and click on the Save Save button.
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Change Field Labels
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:09 am MST

You can customize the standard labels displayed within your Infusionsoft application. This
allows you to re-purpose a standard field or use names that are more familiar to you and
your Infusionsoft users. When you change the label for a record or field in Infusionsoft, it is
only a cosmetic change. It does not change the back-end database name that you would use
to integrate other systems with Infusionsoft through the API .

Record labels are displayed in the area navigation and drop-downs (e.g., You could change
the label "Companies" to "Accounts" or change "Opportunities" to "Deals".)

Field labels are displayed within individual records, like a contact or company record. You can
customize field labels to align with address field names for your locale.

1. Go to Admin > SettingsAdmin > Settings in the main navigation menu
 

2. Click on Application Application in the settings menu

 
3. The first section on this screen displays a list of system labels. Click on the link for the

type of label you want to change (Order, Company,  Contact, etc.) The standard field
labels are on the left.
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4. Click on the link (e.g. "No Value") next to the record or field  label you want to change,

and then enter and save the new label name. In the example below, we rename
"Company" to "Account."

 
5. it now looks like this...
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Add a POP Email Account
Last Modified on 08/23/2018 2:20 pm MST

You can connect an existing email accounts to Infusionsoft so you can  send and receive their
email through Infusionsoft. Email accounts are  linked to individual users. You can add
multiple mail accounts for each  Infusionsoft user. Repeat the process below to add
additional email  accounts.

Note!Note! The Infusionsoft email client is very basic. We recommend to use either the
Infusionsoft Outlook or Gmail sync products. If you are a Mac user we recommend
Tealeaves .  If you are having issues using Pop Mail you can reach out to your service
provider to review their configuration. For example click here is Gmail.

1. Click on Edit My ProfileEdit My Profile in the user toolbar (or go to Admin > UsersAdmin > Users and click on a user's
name to link an email account for another user.)
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2. Scroll to the bottom row of tabs in the user record and click on the Mail AccountsMail Accounts tab.

 
3. Click on the Add New Pop AccountAdd New Pop Account button

NameName:  Enter the account name; users will see this name when they download
email messages (e.g., Bob Smith's Gmail Account.)
UsersUsers:  Select the users who will need to download messages from this account
 through Infusionsoft. Hold down the CTRL key on your keyboard to select  more
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than one.
UsernameUsername: Enter the username for your email account. This is usually an email
address.
HostHost:  Enter the host name for your POP mail server. You can get this from  your
email service provider (i.e. GoDaddy, Gmail, etc...) or by  searching Google. The
format usually looks something like this:  pop.domain.com or pop3.domain.com
(i.e., pop.secureserver.net.)
PortPort:  You only need to change this if the default setting (110) does not  work.
Check with your email service provider or search Google for the  correct port for
your email service provider.
Use SSLUse SSL: Select Yes if you are setting up a Gmail or Microsoft Exchange email
account.
How Long to Leave Messages on ServerHow Long to Leave Messages on Server:  The Infusionsoft email client downloads
copies of the email messages  stored on your email server. When you view the
messages through  Infusionsoft, you are viewing the copies, but the original
messages  still take up space on your email server. If your email server has
 storage space limitations, you will encounter problems receiving email  when that
space gets full.  Deleting a message from the Infusionsoft  email client does not
remove the message from the server automatically. 
No DeleteNo Delete:  This is the default setting. Choose No Delete if you never want
 Infusionsoft to remove the original messages from your email server. If  you
choose this option, make sure you are removing the original messages  through
another email client or by logging directly into your email  server. 
Delete in X DaysDelete in X Days: If Infusionsoft is  your primary or only method of checking email,
you need to select a  specific number of days to keep the original emails on the
server after  you've downloaded a copy into Infusionsoft. Once the original
message is  deleted from the server, it is no longer accessible through any other
 email client. If your Users share this email account, make sure you  leave
messages on the server long enough for everyone to download them.

4. Click SaveSave
5. To Test your POP email account, click on HomeHome and select InboxInbox
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6. Click on Get MailGet Mail

Pro Tip!Pro Tip! If you receive an error message, review step 3 more closely. You may need to
enabled SSL and change your port number to 995.
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Fixing Common Error Messages
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:24 am MST

There are several problems that you can remedy by simply clearing your browser cache &
cookies. Here is a great website dedicated to helping you do this on the most popular web
browsers.

Drop-down fields are missing or not working on a page
You get an “Access denied” message when trying to use the Contact search even though
you are an Admin user
You receive the error message, "Results cannot be retrieved at  this time” or something
similar that states that the page is not loading  correctly
When you are trying to save a page or make changes to a campaign and they are not
updating correctly
Occasionally, clearing cache & cookies can resolve slowness issues
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Resolving 502 Bad Gateway and Other
Error Messages
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:22 am MST

If you are experiencing 501 Bad Gateway errors in Infusionsoft, it is due to poor
communication between our servers and your computer network. There are a few things you
can try to resolve the issue:

1. Clear your browser cache completely. Many times, this is a local caching problem that
you can quickly resolve. Check out this website that describes how to clear your
browser's cache.
 

2. If you are surfing the Web and see this problem for all Web sites you try to visit, then
either:

1. There  is something wrong with your internal Internet connection (e.g. your
 company firewall is not functioning correctly.) In this case, you should  contact
your company's IT department.

2. Your ISP has a major equipment failure/overload - this is unusual. If this is the
cause, then you will need to contact your ISP.

3. If you get this problem only when trying to access your Infusionsoft account and you
have cleared your browser’s cache, please contact our customer service department.  If
after hours, call the support line, +1 866 800 0004 Ext. 2 and wait  for “emergency”
notice to leave a message for on-call support.

Here are some other common errors that can usually be resolved by clearing your browser
cache & cookies .

Drop-down fields are missing or not working on a page
You get an “Access denied” message when trying to use the Contact search even though
you are an Admin user
You receive the error message, "Results cannot be retrieved at  this time” or something
similar that states that the page is not loading  correctly
When you are trying to save a page or make changes to a campaign and they are not
updating correctly
Occasionally, clearing cache & cookies can resolve slowness issues
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Server Status Page
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:24 am MST

Go to status.infusionsoft.com to learn the current status of Infusionsoft and Partner edition
servers. The status page will be kept up to date with any known incidents or scheduled
maintenance windows that would disrupt the normal operation of our products. View
historical incidents and maintenance by clicking the History History link at the bottom of the page.

All Systems Operational

Planned System Maintenance
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Partial Service Disruption
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Service Disruption
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Browser Time Zone Settings
Last Modified on 08/13/2018 4:02 pm MST

The format of an application is currently based on an Infusionsoft setting or a browser
setting. Here are the steps to make sure your browser settings are set to your correct Time
Zone. 

Set up the Chrome Time Zone Browser Setting

1. Click on the Customize and Control Google ChromeCustomize and Control Google Chrome icon in the upper right corner and
click SettingsSettings
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2. Scroll down to AdvanceAdvance

3. Scroll down to LanguagesLanguages
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4. Click Add LanguagesAdd Languages

Search for your language

Check the box next to the correct language

Click AddAdd
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5. Click the 3 dots3 dots next to the newly added language

6. Check Display Google Chrome in this languageDisplay Google Chrome in this language & Move to the topMove to the top
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Set up the Firefox Time Zone Browser Setting

1. Click the hamburger menu in the top right and click OptionsOptions
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2. Search or scroll down to Language and AppearanceLanguage and Appearance and click ChooseChoose
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3. From the drop down locate your language and click AddAdd

4. Click OKOK
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Infusionsoft Email IP Range
Last Modified on 08/13/2018 4:03 pm MST

The IP Address is subject to change. You should always look up our SPF record to get the
latest IP Addresses.

To search our SPF record use MXToolBox to search infusionmail.com.infusionmail.com.

Paste infusionmail.cominfusionmail.com into the search field.
From the "MX Lookup" drop down select "SPF Record Lookup"
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There's an a:infusionsoft.coma:infusionsoft.com in the SPF record which says that the AA record of
infusionsoft.cominfusionsoft.com is also allowed to send mail.

That's a separate DNS lookup.

Paste infusionsoft.cominfusionsoft.com into the search field.
From the "MX Lookup" drop down select "DNS Lookup"
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OAuth Authentication
Last Modified on 08/13/2018 12:23 pm MST

Pro tip! Click images to view larger

1. Create an account on developer.infusionsoft.com

2. Login to the developer accountdeveloper account

3. Click on "Get StartedGet Started"

4. Scroll down and click on "OAuth Guide Guide" under OAuth 2.0 Step 2 Step 2
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5. Under StepStep 3 click "Request PermissionRequest Permission"

6. Copy and paste this link in a new tab.
"https://signin.infusionsoft.com/app/oauth/authorize/client_id=(paste in the client ID
which you have received on developer accounts page)"
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Ensure that the you are logged in to the application

You will be taken to your Account central.

7. Click on "API AccessAPI Access"

 

a. Paste your "Client ID" Client ID" and "Client secret" "Client secret"

b. Click on "Generate API Token"Generate API Token"
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Increasing Email Open Rates with Emojis
Last Modified on 09/13/2018 11:05 am MST

Emojis can be a nifty choice when there is a word in your subject line that you can replaced
with an image. For example, instead of “love” use  “❤�” for a Valentine’s Day promotion. This
helps shorten the subject and makes it stand out. That being said you do not want the
meaning lost, so use this approach only when your message can read without the word itself.
 Strategically using emoji in your subject line can increase opens, but overusing them can
make your email look like spam.

NoteNote! Adding emoji to a bad subject line only makes the subject line worse, so stay away
from phrases that are known to trigger spam complaints. Click here to learn how to use
the Content Checking ToolContent Checking Tool, which can help check for spam triggers. 

To add emojis to your email subject line
1. Go to https://emailstuff.org/glyph (See Resources below for additional option)

2. Search for the emoji you would like to use and click the Search Search button.
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3. Highlight and copy the code next to "Email Subject or friendly form.

4. Paste the code into the subject line of your email where you would like the emoji to
appear.
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Note!Note! This will not display if added to the Preview TextPreview Text

6. Make sure to test your the email before sending! Emojis can render differently on every
email client.

 

What to keep in mind
Stay within your brand
Know Your Content
Keep It Relevant
Convey an Emotion
Only use between 1-2 in a Subject
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Pro tip! Pro tip! Test your Audience by doing a simple subject line A/B test to see how they affect
your open rates.

The Top Ten Emoji

RegisteredRegistered
TrademarkTrademark

RedRed
HeartHeart

LoudLoud
speakerspeaker

TulipTulipSunSun
DeliveryDelivery

TruckTruck
TradeTrade
MarkMark

PartyParty
PopperPopper

FireFire SparklesSparkles

®� ❤� � � ☀� � ™ � � �

Opening emails on different OS & Email clients 

Take into account your subscribers’ email client and operating system. Different email clients
render emojis differently, and some of them may not even render these emojis. The same
goes with the Operating system. Windows 7 has very limited support for emojisWindows 7 has very limited support for emojis

Outlook Desktop vs Outlook WebOutlook Desktop vs Outlook Web

Resources  
2016 analysis reported a 775% annual increase in marketing messages that contain
emoji
Go to https://www.copypastecharacter.com/emojis or https://emojipedia.org copy emoji
and then go to https://tools.bluestatedigital.com/kb/subject-line-assistant and paste.
Use the encoded string to add to your Subject line.
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Any links we provide from non-Infusionsoft sites or information about non-Infusionsoft
products or services are provided as a courtesy and should not be construed as an
endorsement by Infusionsoft.

Click to view larger
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I Just Purchased Infusionsoft and Need to
Set it Up for the First Time
Last Modified on 02/13/2018 1:09 pm MST

Please note!Please note! Most of features described in this article require you to have Admin
permissions in Infusionsoft.

Review the Basic Getting Started Guide

First, review the basic getting started guide for all new Infusionsoft users in order to learn the
basic concepts in Infusionsoft.

Add or Remove users

Learn how to invite new users and remove old users from your Infusionsoft account (Admin >Admin >
UsersUsers).
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Set User Permissions

Infusionsoft has a very extensive permission structure allowing you to gate users from
accessing certain areas or performing certain tasks in Infusionsoft. If another user in your
account says, "Why can't I see X" - it's likely because they don't have permission to do so. Go
to Admin > UsersAdmin > Users and click the Edit PermissionsEdit Permissions link to start configuring the permissions for a
particular user. You can find an exhaustive list of permissions here .

Here are Top 5 Most Common Permissions That New Admins Change:

How can my users see each other's calendars?
I don't want my users to see each other's contacts
I don't want my user to export lists from Infusionsoft
Why can't my user add a tag ?
I need to give my user the ability to edit marketing campaigns
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Import Contacts

You can upload your own .csv file or use one of our native import tools to get your contacts
into Infusionsoft.

1. First, take a look at the Import FAQ
2. (optional) Export from your current system
3. Prepare your csv file
4. Import Contacts
5. How to view and rollback imports
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Custom Fields
1. Choose the types of custom field(s) that best fits your needs. This article will show you

how to choose the right field type when you need to store data that isn't native to
Infusionsoft.

2. Once you've learned about all the custom field types available in Infusionsoft, follow this
guide to learn how to create and manage them.

Segment Your Contacts

Most of the time, tags are create on-the-fly when you are setting up automation. Click here to
learn how to create and manage your tags and tag categories.
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Set up the Branding Center

There are only a couple things in the Branding Center that will apply to you.: Uploading yourUploading your
business logobusiness logo and configuring a setting that controls Infusionsoft branding in the footer ofInfusionsoft branding in the footer of
your marketing emailsyour marketing emails. You may have already uploaded your logo when you first set up your
Infusionsoft account, so this may be an optional step for you.

Pro-TipPro-Tip! Unless you are already using legacy features, you can ignore the DefaultDefault
TemplatesTemplates tab.

Improve Email Deliverability with DKIM & DMARC

Learn how DKIM can help you achieve better deliverability. Do you use a Gmail, Yahoo or
another "free" email service? Learn why sending emails from Infusionsoft with these emails
will result in poor deliverability.
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Update your Billing Information

Click here to learn how to make changes to your payment and personal information we have
on file for your account.

Make a Payment on Your Infusionsoft Account

Learn how to make a payment on your Infusionsoft account.

Upgrade Your Account Users Or Contact And Email Levels

Learn how to add more users, email and contact capacity .
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I'm New and Just Want to Learn the
Basics
Last Modified on 06/21/2018 9:30 am MST

Download the Full PDF Version

Before you start...

If you have questions about how to use Infusionsoft, check the Help Center first. At the
bottom of each article, please let us know if you found the resource helpful so that we can
ensure you always have the most accurate and helpful content available.

Sign in to Infusionsoft

After you set up your Infusionsoft ID, go to signin.infusionsoft.com to sign in with your email
address and password. Here is a full step by step walk through of how to create your
Infusionsoft ID .
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Your "App Name" or "App ID"

If you ever need to contact Infusionsoft Support, you will be asked to provide your App NameApp Name
- this can be found by signing in to your Infusionsoft account and looking at the URL prefix. In
the screenshot below, the App Name is yq263yq263.

Watch these introductory videos!

Navigate Infusionsoft
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Lifecycle Marketing

Campaign Builder Basics
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Email Builder Basics
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Landing Page Builder Overview

Coming Soon

Customize your email signature

Learn how to customize your email signature for outbound emails. Here is a full step by step
walk through of how to Customize Your Email Signature .
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Add a contact record

There are numerous ways to add a contact record in Infusionsoft. The simplest way is to Just
click the ++ button at the top right of the page to add a new contact manually.

A few other ways to add contacts to Infusionsoft:

(Manual) Importing contacts
(Manual) Custom Internal Forms
(Automatic) When a contact submits an online web form or Landing Page
(Automatic) When a contact buys something from an Order Form or Shopping Cart
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Contact Record Overview

Segmenting Your Contacts

You can organize your contacts by creating tags and applying them to contact records. This
allows you to search contacts by a tag or tagss. Many times, you'll be creating tags on-the-fly
as you are setting up campaign builder automation. You can also simply go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings
to set up tags and tag categories .

There are two ways to manually apply a tag to a contact record:

From the search results page, find the contact, click the Tags Tags button, enter the name of the
tag and click ApplyApply.
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You can also add a tag after opening the contact record. On the right side of the page, under
their email address and social info is a Tags Tags section.

You may have several tag categories on the left side of the page. Choose the name of the tag
from the appropriate drop-down box and click the Apply this TagApply this Tag button.
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Searching Contacts

There are two ways to find a contact record in Infusionsoft. The most common way is to use
the quick search bar at the top right. If you want to perform a more in-depth search (like
searching by tags), you'll need to perform an Advanced Search .

Customize your Home Page Dashboard

Learn how to personalize your home page Dashboard to show reports and information
relevant to you.
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Store files in Infusionsoft

Learn how to upload and store files for all users on your account and how to upload files to a
specific contact record .

Manage Your Tasks and Appointments with My Day

Learn how to use My Day to effortlessly manage tasks and appointments in Infusionsoft.
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Infusionsoft Mobile, Outlook Sync, and Gmail Sync

You can perform certain tasks in Infusionsoft using your mobile device. Download the free
Infusionsoft Mobile app to your iOS or Android device. You can also download and install our
plugins for Microsoft Outlook and Google Gmail .
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Sign in to Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 09/28/2018 11:53 am MST

Create your Infusionsoft ID
1. If  you have been invited to an Infusionsoft account, you will receive an  email with a link

to the Infusionsoft ID set up page. Click the link in  the email to begin the process.
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2. Fill out the form to create your Infusionsoft ID.

If you already have an Infusionsoft ID, you can use it on multiple accounts! Instead of
filling out the form, just click the Already Have an ID? link at the bottom of the form.
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Sign in to your Infusionsoft Account
1. After setting up your Infusionsoft ID, go to signin.infusionsoft.comsignin.infusionsoft.com to enter your

credentials.

Forgot Your Password?
2. If you forget your password, click the Forgot your password?Forgot your password? link below the Log In
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button.
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System Requirements
Last Modified on 09/28/2018 11:53 am MST

Supported browsers for using your Infusionsoft application

Infusionsoft is a web-based application. You don’t need to download or install software on
your computer to access Infusionsoft. Since you’ll be accessing Infusionsoft using a web
browser, let’s review the options that will ensure you’re set up to use Infusionsoft
successfully.

Important Note!Important Note! Accessing Infusionsoft via a mobile device (Android, Iphone, Ipad) is not
supported. While some users have had success logging in, this is not recommended, as
Infusionsoft is designed to run on Chrome or Firefox, on a PC or Mac.

Google Chrome
Mozilla Firefox

Supported browsers for your customers

(e.g., for accessing shopping cart, forms, An Infusionsoft-hosted web page used to capture
information about a prospect and landing pages)

Google Chrome (including Android)
Mozilla Firefox (including Android)
Safari (including iOS)
Microsoft Internet Explorer 11
Microsoft Edge

FAQs

What do you mean by “supported”?
What does it mean if a browser is not supported?
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What versions of the supported browsers may I use?
Why does Infusionsoft support different browsers for your users vs. users’ customers?

What do you mean by “supported”?What do you mean by “supported”?

When a browser is supported, this means that the software has been  designed to work in
that browser and that it is routinely tested to  ensure it works as designed.  If users
encounter bugs/issues when using a  supported browser, these will be prioritized for
correction by our  development teams.

What does it mean if a browser is not supported?What does it mean if a browser is not supported?

A browser that is not listed as ‘supported’ is not tested by our quality  engineers and may or
may not work with our software. We recommend using  a supported browser when logging
into your Infusionsoft application.

What versions of the supported browsers may I use?What versions of the supported browsers may I use?

Modern browsers are typically designed to continually update as new  security standards and
features become available. Make sure you use the  most recent stable release version of your
preferred, supported browser  and rest easy that it will be supported by Infusionsoft. We
cannot promise full support for beta or developer browser versions.

Why does Infusionsoft support different browsers for your users vs. users’ customers?Why does Infusionsoft support different browsers for your users vs. users’ customers?

Your business runs on Infusionsoft. We understand how critical it is  that you connect with
your customers, whether you’re sending them an  email, taking them to custom landing
pages, or processing orders; we  also understand that you can’t control what technology your
customers  use when they connect with you.  That’s why we dedicate development  resources
to ensuring that, whatever browser or device your customers  may use, they’re getting the
best experience possible so your business  can look its best.
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Learn How To Navigate Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 09/28/2018 11:54 am MST

Dashboard

When you sign into Infusionsoft, you will see your home page dashboard. You can add
reports and activity widgets to create a custom dashboard. The home page dashboard
should display the information you need and provide direct navigation links to specific role-
related lists and reports.
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Main Navigation Menu

When you hover over the Infusionsoft logo, the main navigation menu is displayed. The main
navigation menu is comprised of several columns to help you find something fast. Although
most people spend their time in a specific area (e.g. Marketing), the main nav allows you to
jump to another area quickly.
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Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! What columns are displayed is restricted by permissions and what Infusionsoft
edition you have.

Area Nav

Each system area (CRM, Marketing, E-Commerce, and Admin) has a matching area nav with
additional drop-down menu options. The area nav allows you to perform multiple tasks (or
work the whole day) in the same area of the system.

User Toolbar

The user toolbar menu provides access to organization, customization, and information
tools.

Home Home - This section gives you access to check email, create and manage tasks and
appointments, as well as upload or access company or personal files.
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Recently ViewedRecently Viewed - This displays a list of the last few pages a user has viewed. It provides
a quick way to navigate back to one of them.

My FavoritesMy Favorites - This menu is customizable. Click on Edit to add a link. This is a great way
to add links to external websites you frequent throughout the day (e.g. company blog,
facebook, or twitter.)
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MarketplaceMarketplace - You can download free campaigns, check out various 3rd-party
integrations, and connect with a certified Infusionsoft Consultant.

My ProfileMy Profile - This menu gives you access to customize you profile, preferences, and email
signature.

Help Help - Read articles and watch videos in the Help Center. Stuck? Ask questions and
participate in the Infusionsoft Community .
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SearchSearch - From this area, you can search for a specific record by name or ID number. Use
the drop-down to select a different item to search for.

Contact Quick-AddContact Quick-Add - Quickly add new contacts to Infusionsoft.
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Customize The Home Page Dashboard
Last Modified on 09/28/2018 12:05 pm MST

Dashboard

When you sign into Infusionsoft, you will see your home page dashboard. You can add
reports and activity widgets to create a custom dashboard. The home page dashboard
should display the information you need and provide direct navigation links to specific role-
related lists and reports.
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Main Navigation Menu

When you hover over the Infusionsoft logo, the main navigation menu is displayed. The main
navigation menu is comprised of several columns to help you find something fast. Although
most people spend their time in a specific area (e.g. Marketing), the main nav allows you to
jump to another area quickly.
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Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! What columns are displayed is restricted by permissions and what Infusionsoft
edition you have.

Area Nav

Each system area (CRM, Marketing, E-Commerce, and Admin) has a matching area nav with
additional drop-down menu options. The area nav allows you to perform multiple tasks (or
work the whole day) in the same area of the system.

To Add a New Widget
1. Go to the home page dashboard by clicking the Home Home button or by clicking the

DashboardDashboard link.
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2. Click the Add WidgetsAdd Widgets button at the top of the page.

3. Click the Add to DashboardAdd to Dashboard button next to the widget you want to use.

List of Available Dashboard Widgets
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Campaign Reporting

This widget allows you to view high-level statistics on a campaign that you choose from a
drop-down. In the example below, you can see how many contacts filled out the "Time Off
Request Form" and how many times tags were applied. Please note that the campaign needs
to be published in order to show up in the drop-down.

All Email Stats

This widget displays summary statistics for email activity.

RSS Feed

This widget allows you to add an RSS Feed to your home page. By default, it links to the
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InfusionBlog, but you can Edit the RSS link to customize the feed. Add the widget more than
once if you'd like to see multiple feeds. Click on Edit to change the feed URL.

Email

The email widget is designed to help you send your first email broadcast. Once you have sent
your first broadcast, the widget will "unlock" and present you with detailed reporting on the
last 5 email broadcasts you have sent. Just select the broadcast from the drop-down at the
top.

Calendar Items

This widget displays daily appointments and provides access to past and future
appointments. If your user permissions allow, you can also view appointments assigned to
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other users.

Custom Statistics

This widget displays custom report summaries on your Home Page. Display the number of
records in a particular list, the sum or average of a column on a report, and more. You must
create a saved search before using this widget. This widget displays numerical summaries,
but you can easily click through to view list or report details. Click on Rename to customize
the box name. Click on Add another stat to add another stat to the widget.
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Pipeline Stages

Provides a count of how many contacts are currently in each of your sales stages. Full list
views are available by clicking on each stage.

Tasks

Allows quick access your daily tasks directly from your dashboard.

Saved Search or Saved Report

This widget displays the first 20 individual records on a particular list or report. You can click
View all results to see the full list or report.
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Usage Stats

This widget displays system activity so you can see the total number of user sign-ons,
broadcasts, active web forms, and more.

Contacts

The Contact widget is designed to help you add contacts and provide you insight into your
list(s). If you haven't added contacts yet, the widget will be displayed on your dashboard by
default. Once you add contacts, the widget will "unlock" and provide you with quick access to
your contacts. You also have the option to swap out the default 'all contacts' numbers with a
number from a specific tag. To filter by tag, just type the tag name at the top of the widget.
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All Sales

The All Sales widget gives you a quick view of orders and sales made for the month, year, or
quarter. Once an order is recorded, the widget will "unlock" and display dollar amount of
sales, month-to-date. You can also place a manual order from this widget.

Fulfillment Jobs

This widget displays all of the fulfillment jobs assigned to you. Click on a link to access the job
details and related documents (spreadsheets, labels, letters, etc.). Once viewed, the
fulfillment jobs are put into "Processing" status until you mark them as complete.

Recent Activity
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This widget displays a stream of activity, similar to popular social media streams. It will show
you when someone fills out a web form, opens an email, clicks a link, and more. Activities are
grouped on a per-person basis. Click on the arrow to expand the display to view all activities.

User Toolbar

The user toolbar menu provides access to organization, customization, and information
tools.

Home Home - This section gives you access to check email, create and manage tasks and
appointments, as well as upload or access company or personal files.

Recently ViewedRecently Viewed - This displays a list of the last few pages a user has viewed. It provides
a quick way to navigate back to one of them.
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My FavoritesMy Favorites - This menu is customizable. Click on Edit to add a link. This is a great way
to add links to external websites you frequent throughout the day (e.g. company blog,
facebook, or twitter.)

MarketplaceMarketplace - You can download free campaigns, check out various 3rd-party
integrations, and connect with a certified Infusionsoft Consultant.

My ProfileMy Profile - This menu gives you access to customize you profile, preferences, and email
signature.
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Help Help - Read articles and watch videos in the Help Center. Stuck? Ask questions and
participate in the Infusionsoft Community .

SearchSearch - From this area, you can search for a specific record by name or ID number. Use
the drop-down to select a different item to search for.

Contact Quick-AddContact Quick-Add - Quickly add new contacts to Infusionsoft.
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Upload Your Company Logo
Last Modified on 09/28/2018 12:06 pm MST

Upload your company logo to customize your Infusionsoft invoices, opt-in pages, sign in
screens, and more.

Logo dimensions are controlled by the following parameters:

External PagesExternal Pages Logo - This image will be constrained to a max height of 150px. Width
will be scaled by the browser.
Sign-in PagesSign-in Pages Logo - This image will be constrained to a max height of 60px. Width will
be scaled by the browser.
All otherAll other Logos - All other logo images will be constrained to a max height of 40px.
Width will be scaled by the browser.

Image size is limited to 100kb. If you upload an image larger than  100KB, Infusionsoft will
resample the image to meet the maximum file  size. If Infusionsoft is unable to resample an
image, it will be  rejected. This is usually due to an image that is too large (several
 megabytes). If your image is rejected, try to reduce the file size to  less than 1MB.
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1. Click on the Logos Logos tab

There are several different logo types to choose from:Go to Admin > Branding CenteAdmin > Branding Center in
the main navigation menu
 

Default LogoDefault Logo - Your customers and prospects will see the master logo. It is
 displayed on invoices, digital product download pages, and opt-in/out
 confirmation pages.
Logo SnippetLogo Snippet - The logo snippet is available in the email and web form builders.
External PagesExternal Pages - Displayed to your audience on opt-in/opt-out screens, invoices,
and digital products.
Sign-in PagesSign-in Pages - Shown on the sign-in screen for your Infusionsoft users and
referral partner center

2. Click the Edit Edit link under the logo that you want to update.

 
3. Click the Add New ImageAdd New Image button to upload a new image from your computer, or

(optional) select an existing image from the drop-down.
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Configure Your Email Footer - CAN SPAM
Address Block
Last Modified on 09/28/2018 12:06 pm MST

Your company information is displayed in some emails and on all opt-in/ opt-out
confirmation pages by default. This information pulls from one of three places: the CAN
SPAM address block, the company info fields, or a user profile.

CAN SPAM Address Block

The CAN-SPAM Act requires that all commercial emails include the sender's valid physical
address. Infusionsoft adds your company address to the bottom of all broadcast and follow-
up marketing emails automatically to ensure compliance. If the CAN SPAM Address block is
empty, you will not be able to send automated marketing or broadcast emails.

1. Go to Marketing > SettingsMarketing > Settings in the main navigation menu
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2. Click on Email DefaultsEmail Defaults in the Settings menu.

3. Go to the Address Block section to enter your company's physical address.

4. Select a Layout: multi-line OR one line.

5. Click SaveSave.
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Company Merge Fields

Your company name is merged into the default double-opt in confirmation emails and on
opt-in/opt-out confirmation web pages. This defaults to the information you gave us when
you signed up for Infusionsoft, but you can change it.

1. Go to Admin > Settings Admin > Settings in the main navigation menu.

2. Go to the Company Info section to enter or edit your company name, tax ID, address,
telephone, email, and website.

3. Click SaveSave.

User Merge Fields

If you are using owner or logged in user merge fields in your Infusionsoft emails, the
company information you're seeing may be pulling from a user profile. This is less likely, but
still possible.

1. Go to Admin > UsersAdmin > Users in the main navigation menu and click on the name of one of your
users.

2. Enter the correct information on the General tab and click SaveSave.
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Customize Your Email Signature
Last Modified on 09/28/2018 12:07 pm MST

Edit Your Email Signature
1. Click on Edit My ProfileEdit My Profile in the user toolbar to customize or update your profile.
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2. On the right side of the page, you'll see the Email SignatureEmail Signature section. This shows you
what your signature will look like when it is  merged into emails. You can also upload an
image of your business logo  or an image/avatar of yourself.

3. Your Signature will automaticaly update with the information entered in

Infusionsoft ID Name
Company
Title
Email
Phone 1 & 2
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Website

Change Your Preferences

Preferences: Increase efficiency by setting up preferences that  correspond with job
responsibilities. Make sure each user has quick  access to the most relevant information to
perform their daily tasks  within Infusionsoft.

Default Tab on Contact Second RowDefault Tab on Contact Second Row:  This setting controls which tab shows up first
when you view the lower  portion of a contact. The tasks tab is the default view. Use this
 setting to ensure the most relevant history is displayed for each user's  role (i.e., a sales
rep needs to see opportunities.)
 
Default Search TypeDefault Search Type:  This setting controls the default search type for the quick search
box  located at the top right of your Infusionsoft application.  Select from  Contact,
Company, Task/Appt/Note, Order, Subscriptions, or Opportunity.
 
(Optional) Default Start PageDefault Start Page:  This setting controls the first page a user sees when they
sign in to  Infusionsoft. Navigate to the page you want to use as your home page and
 copy the URL beginning with /Admin/ from a different page to override  the default
(e.g., /Admin/myFiles.jsp.) The Infusionsoft home page is  the default.
 
(Optional) Default Search View for Contacts and OpportunitiesDefault Search View for Contacts and Opportunities:  This setting controls the
way you view lists of contacts and  opportunity records. Interactive View increases
efficiency when working  and updating lists. You can change this to grid-view if you
prefer to  view more records per screen and align the data into spreadsheet-style
 columns.
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(Optional) SSiignature at Top of Replygnature at Top of Reply:  This setting controls the location of your signature
in email replies  sent by the Infusionsoft email client. Skip this if you are using the
 Outlook Plug-In or a different email program to check your email. This  is set to no by
default. Set it to yes if you are using the Infusionsoft email client to check and reply to
email messages.
 
Default Calendar ViewDefault Calendar View:  This setting controls the number of days displayed on your
calendar. It  is set to day by default. Select from day, week, or month.
 
Default Start and End HourDefault Start and End Hour:  This setting controls the daily time range displayed on the
your  calendar. Adjust these settings if a user works non-standard hours.
 
Time ZoneTime Zone: Your time zone will be auto-detected when you first create your Infusionsoft
account.

Manage User Groups
AdminAdmin: Assign a user  to the admin group if their job responsibilities include advanced
 Infusionsoft administration (e.g., importing, setting up system  defaults, managing
users.) Users in the admin group have access to all  areas of Infusionsoft and view all of
the available reports. They will  be able to use your Infusionsoft system without
restriction.
 
Sales RepSales Rep:  Assign a user to the sales rep group if their job responsibilities  include
contacting leads, tracking the sales process through  opportunities (e.g., adding notes,
moving sales stages.) Users in the  sales rep groups can create and be assigned to an
opportunity.
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Change Your Infusionsoft Id Email
Address
Last Modified on 09/28/2018 11:54 am MST

1. Select Edit My ProfileEdit My Profile from the header navigation bar

 
2. Select EditEdit next to your email address under "Your Infusionsoft ID"

3. Change your email address from in the "Infusionsoft ID" field.  Click Save Save when you are
finished.
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4. Give yourself a high five! Once you have successfully  changed your login email address,

you will receive the following email  to both your former login email address AND your
new one:
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Set Up Campaigns, Emails, Landing Pages
and Report Marketing ROI
Last Modified on 08/15/2018 9:00 am MST

Email Builder

Choose from a wide selection of hand-made email templates, or build it from scratch using
our Email Builder tool.

Send an Email Broadcast

Send an immediate or scheduled marketing email to your contacts. It's suggested that you
first read how to segment contacts so you can send the broadcast to a targeted list.
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Campaign Builder Overview

Learn how to download pre-built campaigns and how to create them from scratch. Learn
how to add contacts to a campaign with GoalsGoals.

Campaign Sequence Overview

A Campaign Sequence is an automated series of marketing events (usually emails) that starts
automatically when someone submits a web form, landing page or if any number of
Goals Goals have been achieved.

Campaign Publishing

Take the anxiety out of "going live" by learning how to Publish a campaign and how to make
changes to a live campaign.
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Landing Page Builder

Create a great looking Landing Page quickly using the Landing Page Builder. Choose from a
wide selection of pre-built templates, or create your own from scratch.

Campaign ROI Reporting

Now that your campaign is running, learn how to leverage reporting to monitor the
effectiveness of your marketing efforts.
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Learn How Sales Reps Manage Leads in
Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 06/05/2018 12:56 pm MST

ImportantImportant! In order to be able to see and manage opportunity records, an admin must
add you to the Sales Rep group!

Watch the Opportunity Management Overview Video

Watch the Opportunity Record Overview Video
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See How to Create An Opportunity Record

Create an opportunity manually from a contact record.

Find Your Opportunity Records and Add Them to Your
Dashboard
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Find your sales opportunities and add reports to your Dashboard

Work Your Leads

There are a few different ways to work your leads in Infusionsoft. One of the most common
methods is searching for your leads and working them in the Interactive View - this allows
you see a list of all your leads and interact with them without having to open each individual
contact record.
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How To Use The Next Action Fields In An Opportunity Record

Next action dates help you track task commitments related to the direct sales process. The
idea is simple - enter notes and the next action date that you want this opportunity to show
up on your dashboard. Click here for a more in-depth article .

Update The Opportunity Summary

The opportunity summary section is the best place to keep information you want "front and
center." It is like putting a sticky note at the top of the opportunity record.

Track Product Interest In An Opportunity Record

If you have our E-Commerce module, you can add the products and subscriptions that your
opportunity is interested in. Doing this allows a sales manager to forecast revenue. Click here
to learn more
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Send A Buy Now Link From An Opportunity Record

If you have the E-Commerce package and are tracking product interests (shown above), than
you can send your opportunity a link to make the purchase online through the shopping cart.

Create An Order From an Opportunity Record

You can also create an order directly from the opportunity record.

Assign A Referral Partner To An Opportunity

If you are using the Referral Partner Management module, you can assign a referral partner
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to the opportunity . For example: Your company may have a partner program that pays
referral partners commission for the leads they send to you. When a partner sends you a
lead, you will need to make sure the referral is tracked in your opportunity record so that the
affiliate will receive credit for the lead. The commission is calculated when the deal closes
and a purchase is made.
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Set Up Products, a Merchant Account and
Billing Automation
Last Modified on 08/14/2018 2:15 pm MST

Choose A Merchant Account

Sign up now for Infusionsoft Payments or choose from one of the alternative merchant
account offerings . You can also use PayPal Express Checkout but there will be some
limitations discussed here .

Set Up Your Products

Learn how to set up a one-time purchase product or a recurring subscription product .
Import your existing products or subscriptions .
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Add product options like size and color.
Learn all about product images
Organize your products and subscriptions with product categories .
Manage product inventory to automate "Sold Out" messaging and learn how to adjust
inventory manually
Create Product Interest Bundles which are links that automatically fill a shopping cart
with the items and quantity that you configure.

Configure Your E-Commerce Settings

Review your E-Commerce settings (E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings). There are some very important
settings here that you don't want to gloss over!

Product SettingsProduct Settings

Run Purchase Actions On All OrdersRun Purchase Actions On All Orders - This setting enforces the Billing Automation rules
(that you will learn how to set up later) to run not only on shopping cart and order form
orders, but for manual orders too. It is recommended to enable this feature, YesYes.
Track InventoryTrack Inventory - It is recommended to turn this on so you will automatically have a
"Sold Out" notice on your order form or shopping cart when you inventory is depleted.
Promo CodesPromo Codes - It is suggested not to manage these here, but to go to E-Commerce >E-Commerce >
PromotionsPromotions instead.

Order SettingsOrder Settings
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There are a lot of settings here and some may not apply to you. You can go here to see a
descriptions of every setting. The most important ones are:

Default AutochargeDefault Autocharge - Make sure to set this to Yes Yes in order to autocharge recurring
subscriptions and payment plans.
Default Charge TaxDefault Charge Tax - Enable this to apply Sales Tax automatically to an order.
Default Merchant AccountDefault Merchant Account - Be sure to set this as the merchant account you set up
previously. This will simply set your default merchant account on manual orders, and
when you are building order forms in Infusionsoft.
Default Max RetriesDefault Max Retries - The default setting is 3, meaning that after 3 consecutively failed
autocharge attempts, Infusionsoft will no longer try to process a payment on a
particular order. It is typically not necessary to change this.
Number of Days Between RetriesNumber of Days Between Retries - Building on the previous Default Max RetriesDefault Max Retries setting,
this is the number of days between each retry attempt. The default setting is 2, either 1
or 2 is typical here.
Email receipts/invoices upon successful payment?Email receipts/invoices upon successful payment? You'll learn how to set up receipts
further down this article. Make sure to enable this option to automatically email your
customer a receipt.
Reset failed autocharge attempt counters when Credit Card changes?Reset failed autocharge attempt counters when Credit Card changes? It is
recommended to turn this option on. This will reset the Default Max RetryDefault Max Retry attempts
when a customer updates their credit card.

Credit Card Settings

Make sure to take a look at these settings:

CC TypesCC Types - These are the cards that will be available for your customers to choose from
when entering their payment information on order forms and on the shopping cart. So
if you don't want to offer American Express, you can just delete that entry and it won't
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be an option your customer can choose from when selecting which credit card to use.
This will come in handy if you prefer not to allow a certain card due to higher fees or
any other reason.
Allow UK Maestro Cards?Allow UK Maestro Cards? This simply adds Maestro Maestro as an entry in the CC Types.

Update Credit Card Page Header

This is a powerful feature; however it does have a limitation that you need to be aware
of. You can only send customers to the "Update Your Credit Card" page from an
automated emailautomated email that is part of billing automation triggerbilling automation trigger (there is a dedicated section to
billing automation below that will explain this more clearly). Infusionsoft does not
natively have a "Billing Portal" where your customers can sign in at any time and update
their credit card information. They can only update their credit card information by
clicking on one of these links. However, there are robust membership add-ons built by
our Partners that solve this problem. If you decide that you need a robust billing portal
with the added benefit of having a fully-functional membership website, check out these
popular offerings or ask on the Infusionsoft Community what other customers like you
enjoy using.

With that out of the way, the Header, Body, and Footer section can all be modified here. It's
suggested that you use the same branding assets that you use on your website and emails
so that your customer will trust the page and not be put off by a completely different looking
page to enter their payment information.

Sales Tax

Follow these instructions to enable sales tax and to configure tax per product . Note that if
you need to charge sales in the shopping cart, there is a separate setting that needs to be
enabled.

Set Up Invoices, Quotes and Receipts
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1. It's easy to get quotes, invoices and receipts set up in Infusionsoft. Just go to E-E-
Commerce > Settings > Quotes & InvoicesCommerce > Settings > Quotes & Invoices.

2. From here, you will want to make sure that Enable payment collection on Invoices is set
to YesYes. This will allow you to send good-looking, mobile-responsive quotes and invoices
to your customer so that they can pay online.

3. Continue configuring your quotes, invoices and receipts. Note the See ExampleSee Example link next
to each section to preview the document.

Billing Automation & Purchase Actions

Leverage this powerful feature to create Failed Auto-charge Automation , Credit Card Expiry
Automation and much more .

Payment Plans

Offer your customers payment plans that better meet their spending budget. You can define
the number of installments and number of days between charges.
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Create Orders and Set Up Order Forms
and the Shopping Cart
Last Modified on 02/27/2018 10:38 am MST

Create Manual Orders

There are several ways orders can be created in Infusionsoft:

(Manually) Creating an order by hand in the contact record
(Automatically) Using order forms, the shopping cart, or with a 3rd party integration.

The video below will show you how to create an order by hand:
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Set Up an Order Form

The quickest and easiest way to start selling your good and services online is to set up an
online Order Form.  Here is a quick video explaining what an order form is:

Now that you know what an Order Form is, the video below will show you how to set it all up
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Set Up the Shopping Cart & Storefront

If you need to provide your customers with a catalog of goods & services, then a shopping
cart may be the best choice for your business. Check out this video to learn the basics of the
Infusionsoft shopping cart

Create Upsells and Other Promotions

Maximize revenue by offering upsells, order total discounts, promo codes, etc... Check out
these articles to learn how.
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Shipping & Fulfillment

If you are handling physical products, you can integrate with UPS Shipping or you can create
your own custom shipping options . You can also leverage Fulfillment Reports to automate in-
house or outsourced fulfillment houses.

Manage Refunds & Cancellations

Learn how to refund an order , cancel payments , and manage other aspects of a customers
order and credit card on file .
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Set Up and Manage Your Sales Team in
Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 08/07/2018 2:35 pm MST

ImportantImportant! In order to be able to see and manage opportunity records, an admin must
add you to the Sales Rep group!

Watch the Opportunity Management Overview Video
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Watch the Plan Your Sales Stages Video

Edit the Default Pipeline Stage Settings

Before you begin setting up your sales pipeline, it is a good idea to go through all of the
default settings and make any changes if needed.

Set Up Your Sales Pipeline Stages

Now that you understand the concepts, it time to start setting up your sales pipeline .
Optionally, check out how to create stage checklists - these are check-boxes that the sales
person needs to check in order to proceed to the next stage.
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Add Users to the Sales Rep group

Before your users can start working their opportunities, you need to add them to the Sales
Rep group. This will enable that user the ability to be assigned opportunity records.

Watch the Opportunity Record Overview Video

Set Up Lead Scoring

Lead scoring allows sales reps to focus on their hottest leads first.

Allow Your Reps to Manually Change a Lead Score

In order to allow your reps to override the lead source score you'll need to set a few things up
first.
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Assign Opportunities via a Round Robin

Now that you have your sales reps set and your pipeline stages ready to go, you'll need to
figure out how you want to distribute leads as they come in. If you have multiple sales
people, the best way to manage this is with a Round-Robin lead distribution rule.

Integrate Pipeline Automation into Your Marketing Campaigns

Now it's time to automate! Learn how to automatically create and distribute opportunities in
a campaign . You can also automate marketing messages based on a sales person changing
the sales stage of an opportunity.
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Configure your Dashboard to Manage Sales Rep Activity &
Effectiveness

Now that you have everything set up, it's time to track your pipeline and your sales team's
effectiveness. 

The Opportunity Pipeline Summary is a good start to get a big picture snapshot showing
opportunities in each stage, projected and weighted revenue, and average number of
days spent in each stage.
To get a more detailed report showing all opportunities per rep , the best thing to do is
simply to search for opportunities belonging to a specific rep and then adding that
report to your dashboard - then rinse and repeat so you have a dashboard widget for
every sales person. Now, you can sign in to Infusionsoft and know exactly what leads
each sales rep is working on.

Create Opportunity Records En Masse
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Set Up and Manage Your Referral Partner
Program in Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 06/11/2018 11:00 am MST

Watch the Referral Partner Program Overview Video

Decide How Partners Will be Tracked

If two partners are marketing to the same person and the person clicks on both of the
partner's links...which partner gets credit for the sale? Check out the How Partners are
Tracked article to see how to configure your referral partner settings to properly manage
these scenarios.
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Configure the Default Commission Program Tracking and
Payout Options

Just a couple of things to configure here before creating your first commission program. Will
you be paying your affiliate a percentage of the sale or a flat rate...or both?

Create a Commission Program

Now that you have the basics down and have made some decisions on how you will be
setting up your referral partner system, it's time to cocreate your first commission program
in Infusionsoft.

Set Up Tracking Links

Now it's time to create some tracking links so that your referral partners can promote your
products and services.
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Set Up the Referral Partner Center

Next, it's time to set up the referral partner center so that your partners can sign in and
generate links, build ads, and review their affiliate ledger. Note that the Referral Partner
Center is a separate sign-in and doesn't use up any user licenses on your account. You'll also
want to know how to quickly preview the referral partner center.

Understand How Your Referral Partners Can Leverage the
Referral Partner Center

Click here to see articles created to help your referral partners take advantage of the referral
partner center.

Build a Referral Partner Signup Campaign

Now that you have everything set up, it's time to automate! You can start by downloading a
pre-built campaign, or you can build it from scratch. 

1. The first thing you'll need to learn is how to recreate a referral partner registration form
in the campaign builder.
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2. Then, you'll want to learn how to merge referral partner fields into an email (like their
user name and password).

Learn Referral Partner Reporting

Time to check out how well your referral partners are doing. It's important to know who your
top partners are so that you can establish closer relationships with them.
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Chat, Phone and Community Support
Last Modified on 09/28/2018 12:08 pm MST

Ask the Community

Click here to ask a question to the Infusionsoft Community.

 

Live Chat 24/7

Just hover over the Question icon on your toolbar and click the Chat NowChat Now button.

 

Call Tech Support

RegionRegion Toll Free NumberToll Free Number

US/Canada Toll
Free

+1 866.800.0004 ext. 2
Mon - Fri: 6AM - 7PM Arizona
Time
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UK Freephone
44.(0)808.258.0093
Mon - Fri: 6AM - 7PM Arizona
Time

AUS Free Call
61.800.730.419
Mon - Fri: 6AM - 7PM Arizona
Time

RegionRegion Toll Free NumberToll Free Number
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Contact Record Overview
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:18 pm MST

Pro-Tip!Pro-Tip! You won't be able to customize what standard fields appear on contact records.
In New Infusionsoft, only fields that have data will be shown when viewing the contact
record.

The Top Row of Tabs

The top rowtop row of tabs  stores general contact information and specific details about the
 contact, like street address, birth date, and more. These details are  stored in the default
Infusionsoft fields and in custom fields you  create for your specific business needs. The
standard and custom field  information is added and updated either manually by one of your
 Infusionsoft users, or automatically through a web form or online  purchase.
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General: General: It  stores the most pertinent contact information: company, job title,  phone
number, email address, website, and local weather. It also  displays a tag summary.
There is an envelope icon that opens the email  client so you can quickly send a
personal email.
 
Address: Address: You  may have more than one address for each contact. The primary address
 (billing address) is stored in the general tab. You can store up to two  more addresses
within the address tab.
 
Additional Info: Additional Info: This tab contains fields for additional phone numbers, birthday, spouse
name, etc.
 
Person Notes: Person Notes: This is a text box where you can add notes about a person that do not
need to be date/time stamped.
 
Custom Fields: Custom Fields: You may have many custom tabs; each labeled with a different custom
label (in other words, none of them may actually say "custom fields".)
 
Tag: Tag: The  tag tab lists the tags applied to this contact record. You can also  manually add
or remove tags from the contact record. Choose a tag from  one of the drop-downs or
create a new tag.
 
Linked Contacts:Linked Contacts: This  tab displays relationships you've established between contacts in
your  system by linking them together and allows you to create new links (e.g.  links
between family members.)
 
Access Privileges:Access Privileges: This tab allows a user to share access to a contact record with other
users or user groups / teams.
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The Bottom Row of Tabs

The bottom rowbottom row of  tabs stores activity history like pending tasks or appointments, email
 correspondence, automated follow up, notes, and transactions.

Tasks: Tasks: The  Tasks tab displays pending and completed tasks, a dates stamped note
 history, web form submissions, email correspondence and click history,  etc. You can
also add new tasks, appointments, notes, and send emails  from here.
 
Scored & Recent ActivityScored & Recent Activity:  This tab displays all of the recent activity recorded within
 Infusionsoft. It also houses all activity related to lead scoring.
 
Referral Partner Tracking: This  section shows if a referral partner is involved with this
contact. You  can add a referral partner manually while viewing the record, too.
 
Follow-Up Sequences: Follow-Up Sequences: This  tab shows the contact's follow-up sequence history. The
sequences that  are active, paused, and / or completed. Most of the time follow-up
 sequences are automated and require little to no intervention, but you  can manually
manage sequences from here when needed.
 
Campaigns:Campaigns: This  tab displays campaign sequence activity. The recent history shows up
to  25 completed campaign items that occurred within the last 30 days. The  upcoming
campaign items section shows the sequence items that will take  place in the near
future.
 
Opportunities: Opportunities: If your system includes the opportunity component, this tab will store a
history of sales interactions, both active and closed.
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Orders: Orders: If  you are processing orders through Infusionsoft, this tab will house the
 purchase history. You can also manually manage orders, payments,  refunds, and
invoices from here.
 
Web Profile: Web Profile: This  is a comprehensive view of this contact's web interactions with you,
 including any site where the tracking code is in place.
 
File Box: File Box: Use  Infusionsoft for online document storage by uploading contracts,
 estimates, questionnaires, and more to an individual's file box.

Pro-Tip!Pro-Tip! Does your screen look different? If your unable to view certain  tabs in the
contact record, it is likely due to not having the  appropriate permissions to view that
object. If you are not an admin and can't configure your own permissions, ask someone
who has admin access to modify your permissions for you.
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Create a Contact Record
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:21 pm MST

Manually Add a New Contact to Infusionsoft
1. Click on the (++)  icon at the top right of any page inside of Infusionsoft. This  "Quick-Add"

feature is the fastest and most convenient way to manually create a contact in
Infusionsoft.

 
2. Simply enter the contact information and click the SaveSave button.

 
3. Now, just click on the link to go to navigate to the contact record.
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An Alternative Method is the following:
1. Go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts in the main nav

 
2. Select Add a ContactAdd a Contact from the Contacts drop-down.

 
3. Enter the contact's information, and then click on the Save Save button to view the new

contact record, or click Save & Add Another PersonSave & Add Another Person to refresh the form so you can
quickly add another contact.
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Add a Contact With an Internal Form

You can select an internal form from the drop-down at the top of the contact record entry
page.

Quick Add-New-Person FormQuick Add-New-Person Form: This is the short form. You can customize the fields that
appear on this form by going to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings and scrolling down to the bottom of the
page.
 
Standard Add-New-Person FormStandard Add-New-Person Form: This is the default contact entry form and cannot be
changed.
 
Custom Internal Forms:Custom Internal Forms: Internal  Forms also show up in this drop-down. These internal
forms are created  in the campaign builder. When an internal form is used to add a
contact,  it has the added benefit of initiating campaign automation (starting a
 campaign sequence). Internal Forms are a powerful business automation  tool.
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Delete a Contact Record
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:22 pm MST

Delete a Contact Record

Pro-TipPro-Tip! If you do not see a Delete button, you don't have permission to delete the
contact record.

1. Navigate the contact record you wish to delete
 

2. Click the Delete Delete button.
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Export Contacts From Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:22 pm MST

If your user permissions allow , you are able to export contacts and other types of data from
Infusionsoft. The data will be exported in CSV file format. The example below shows how to
export a contact list. You can use the same steps to export referral partners, opportunities,
orders, and various reports from Infusionsoft.

1. Go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts in the main navigation menu to start exporting your contacts.
Note that you can also export filtered search results and reports.
 

2. Select a saved search from the drop-down, or click on New SearchNew Search to enter new search
criteria.
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3. Select the contacts that you want to export. If exporting all search results, check the

Select All Select All box at the top of the list

 
4. Click on the Actions Actions button and select ExportExport

 
5. Mark the check-boxes beside the fields you want to export. If you are exporting your list
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to do an update import , you must include the ID field

 
6. Scroll down and choose a file format for the export: csv or zip

 
7. Select the method of delivery: View/download the fileView/download the file or Email it to a specific addressEmail it to a specific address
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8. (Optional) Save the export field settings to use with future exports. Enter a name and
mark the check box if all users need to access the saved export settings. You will be
able to select the saved export settings next time you export data by clicking on
the Choose Saved Export Choose Saved Export drop-down instead of selecting individual fields.
 

9. Click Process Process and then click on Okay Okay to continue. Save the csv file to your computer or
locate it in your email inbox
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Store Files On A Contact Record
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:40 pm MST

Each contact record has a file box where you can store contracts, spec sheets, proposals, and
more. You can store any file that is under 10 MB in size. The files are date stamped and
hyperlinked so that you can retrieve them easily while viewing the contact record.

Pro-Tip!Pro-Tip! If you are looking to do something outside of simply uploading and storing files
to the filebox, ask the Infusionsoft Community about popular filebox integrations.

1. On the contact record, Click on the File BoxFile Box tab located in the bottom row of tabs

 
2. Click on Browse Browse to find a file on your computer.
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3. Click Attach Attach to upload the file to the contact's file box.

You can view, delete, or rename files stored in the file box. If you need to update an
existing file, make sure it has the same file name and file type (.doc, .xls, etc.) as the
older version. When you upload the replacement file, Infusionsoft will ask you if you
want to create a new file or replace the existing one.
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Add a Note to a Contact Record
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:46 pm MST

1. Navigate to the Contact Record

2. Go to the Notes section and click on the Add NoteAdd Note button.

(Optional) Assign to different userAssign to different user: Select a user from the drop-down to associate
someone else with the note (if your user permissions allow).
(Optional) TemplateTemplate: This drop-down list includes pre-populated note templates.
(Optional) TypeType:  Select a type that describes the interaction you're recording (i.e.
 Call, Email, etc.). Note: You can modify this list through CRM > Settings >CRM > Settings >
Task/Appt/Note SettingsTask/Appt/Note Settings (if your user permissions allow.)
SubjectSubject:  Enter a subject line for the note. The subject is visible in the  contact
history; it should be a short description of the interaction.
DetailsDetails: Enter or customize the notes. This is a more detailed description of the
interaction.
(Optional) NotifyNotify: Select one or more users to send them a copy of the note by
email.

3. Click on the Save Save button to record the note in the contact record.

Pro-TipPro-Tip: You can also use note templates to record repetitive interactions. Note
templates can also trigger automation in Infusionsoft. They can help you work more
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efficiently and reduce the possibility of errors.

Important NoteImportant Note: Your user permissions may not allow you to delete a note from a
contact history. The Can edit all records permission needs to be set correctly.
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Contact Communication History
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:46 pm MST

Infusionsoft keeps a consolidated record of user and system communications like emails,
notes, tasks, appointments, and follow-up sequences. These interactions are date stamped
and archived within the contact record. Communication history is accessible to all users who
have permission to view or edit the contact record. Just click the Tasks Tasks tab (if necessary) to
view this information.

Tasks & Appointments

This section displays tasks and appointments that have not been completed. You can also
add a new task or appointment in this section.

 

Completed Tasks

This section shows all previously completed tasks for this contact.

Previous Appointments
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This section shows all previous appointments for this contact.

 

Notes

This section displays the most recent notes and includes notes added by users and notes
added automatically by Infusionsoft. Click on View all NotesView all Notes to view the full note history. You
can also add a note in this section.

 

Form Submissions

This section will display any web forms or landing pages that have been submitted by the
contact.
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Recent Email History
Incoming emails that have been retrieved through the Infusionsoft email client or
manually recorded with Sync for Outlook or Sync for Gmail.
Outgoing emails and replies sent through Infusionsoft or manually recorded with Sync
for Outlook or Sync for Gmail.
Outgoing emails generated by Infusionsoft through broadcasts or follow-up sequences.

 

Interactive View

You can also view this information when viewing results in interactive view. Just click on the
icons below the contact.
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Web Profile
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:47 pm MST

The web profile is an aggregated history of web activity stored within a contact record. You
can use this information to get a snapshot of prospect and customer interests and concerns
before a personal interaction. It provides details that help you personalize the conversations
with the contact. For example, you can also use this information to gauge their current
interest level based on their most recent online activity. The web profile is automatically
generated when:

A contact is created through an Infusionsoft web form, landing page , order form, or via
the shopping cart
An existing contact clicks on a link in an email

1. While viewing the contact record, click on the Web ProfileWeb Profile tab

 

The Web Profile Includes:
Original referral URL and lead source
Screen resolution
Date of last visit
System and browser information
Date the web profile was generated
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Date stamped online activity, including clickable page URLs and time on page. The last
10 page-visits are displayed by default. Click on the View All Page ViewsView All Page Views to see a
complete history.
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Restore Deleted Contacts and Other Data
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:47 pm MST

Infusionsoft may be able to restore contact records or other data in your application that has
been deleted or altered.

Infusionsoft regularly performs backups. These backups are kept for 90 days, meaning
items listed below that are deleted or altered within the last 90 days will be able to be
restored. (Please see the list below of what can and cannot be restored)

There may be a fee associated with the restore depending on the data/content that
needs to be retrieved.

Data restores can take between 3-5 business days. Timing is dependent upon the
complexity and amount of data requested to be restored.

In order to request a restore, please be prepared to share the following information. This will
be used to perform the requested data restore.

What records needs to be restored? (Contacts, Campaigns, Opportunities, Tags, etc)
What fields need to be restored?
How was the data deleted? (e.g. Ran action to delete list, clicked “delete” button within
record, etc.)
When was the data altered/deleted?

Have an authorized user who is able to approve account charges call or chat into Infusionsoft
Support

We will need to verify that the user requesting the restore is an authorized user who is able
to approve account charges

Please NotePlease Note! Any fee quoted by the support team is an estimate. If it is determined that
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the restore services will require any additional costs, a representative will reach out to
you for approval before any restoration is completed.

Able to RestoreAble to Restore Unable to RestoreUnable to Restore

Contact Records Legacy Templates

Merged Records Email Templates

Campaigns Contacts within campaigns

Tasks/Appointments/Notes Legacy Order Forms

Company Records Legacy Shopping Cart

Opportunities Web Forms

Referral Partners Landing Pages

Orders

Subscriptions

Products

Tags (that were applied to a contact)

Tags (that were edited/deleted from the app)

Shipping Options
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Create and Apply a Stand Alone Note
Template
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:48 pm MST

A note template is used to record a personal interaction or event related to an individual
contact record. Note templates save time by reducing or eliminating manual follow-up
changes, and can prevent user errors and omissions. Note templates can also be used to
initiate automation in Infusionsoft.

Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! A standalone note template is not tied to automation. For that, you will need to
use the campaign builder to configure campaign note templates . This article will focus
on how to create a Standalone Note TemplateStandalone Note Template type and how to apply it to a contact
record.

There are three types of note templates:

Campaign Goal Note TemplateCampaign Goal Note Template: This is the more common type of note template and is
set up in the campaign builder. When this type of note template is applied to a contact,
campaign automation begins; it is defined as a Goal in the campaign builder.
Campaign Sequence Note TemplateCampaign Sequence Note Template: This type of note template is also configured in the
Campaign Builder. Unlike a campaign goal note template, this type of template does not
initiate automation; it simply automatically adds a note to the contact record as part of a
campaign sequence.
Standalone Note TemplateStandalone Note Template: This type of note template is not built using the campaign
builder; therefore it does not kick-off campaign automation when applied to a contact
record.

Set Up a Note Template
1. Go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates in the main navigation menu

2. In the Add a Template drop-down, select NoteNote
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3. Enter a title for the note template Note: The title is used to identify a note template in

various lists throughout the system. It should be short and descriptive.

 
4. Choose a privacy option

PublicPublic: Choose this to make the template accessible to other Infusionsoft users.
PrivatePrivate: Choose this if you want to hide this template from other Infusionsoft
users.

5. Enter the body of the Note
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(Optional) Action TypeAction Type: Select a note type from the drop-down (e.g. Call, Email).
You can customize these options by going to CRM > Settings > Task/Appt/NoteCRM > Settings > Task/Appt/Note
SettingsSettings.
Action DescriptionAction Description: Enter a brief action description. The description should
summarize the nature of the interaction or event (e.g. Qualifying Call - Voice
Message 1). It will show up in the note history within a contact record.
Creation NotesCreation Notes: Enter general notes that further describe the interaction or event.
Users can individualize the note when they apply the note template to the contact
record.
(Optional) User IDUser ID: "Logged In User" is the default. This means that Infusionsoft will
attribute this note to the user who logs into Infusionsoft and adds the note to a
contact record. Select an individual user if the note template should always be
attributed to one specific user instead of the "logged in" user.
(Optional) Notify these UsersNotify these Users: Select user(s) who need to know when this note is
used. These users will receive an email notification when the note is applied.
(Optional)  Send Notify as BCCSend Notify as BCC: Mark this check box if you do not want each
notified user to see all of the users who are notified.

6. (Optional) Click on the Actions Actions tab to add one or more action to the note template

7. (Optional) Click on the Categories and Follow-Up SequencesCategories and Follow-Up Sequences tab to assign this template
to a category. The categories are used to help you organize and filter templates in
Infusionsoft.

8. (Optional) Click on the Misc. ExpenseMisc. Expense tab to assign a cost per person to this
template.This is not commonly used with note templates, but can include the cost of
materials and labor related to the note event or interaction.

9. While on the General General tab, mark the note as ready. Notes that are not marked as ready
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are not available to users.

 
10. Click on Save Save button to create the note template

To apply a note template

Open the contact record, scroll down to the Notes section, and select the note template from
the drop-down. After you select your note template and click Add NoteAdd Note, the note will be
applied.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Submit An Internal Form For An Existing
Contact
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:48 pm MST

An internal form gives you the ability to submit a form on behalf of an existing contact.
Internal forms help automate internal workflows.

Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! Click here if you are looking to learn how to set up an internal form in the
campaign builder.

1. After finding the contact, scroll down to the Internal Form Internal Form Submissions Submissions section, select
the form you would like to use from the drop-down, and click the Fill OutFill Out button

 
2. The current contact information will populate the form. Enter or update the

information in the form, and then click on Save Save to apply the update
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3. Or While in Interactive List View, just click the Internal Form Internal Form icon
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Add A New Contact With An Internal
Form
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:49 pm MST

Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! Click here if you are looking to learn how to set up an internal form in the
campaign builder.

1. Go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts in the main navigation menu

2. Hover over Contacts Contacts and select Add a ContactAdd a Contact

 
3. At the top of the contact creation page, select the internal form you would like to use
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4. Fill out the form and click Save or click or click Save & Add Another Person to create more to create more

contacts using the formcontacts using the form
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Why Did My Contact Not Receive An
Email
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:50 pm MST

A common troubleshooting question that many Infusionsoft customers experience is "Why
didn't a contact/user receive an email that I sent?" In this article, we'll dive into how you can
troubleshoot this question just like our Support Team.

Here is the common order of operations that we follow when troubleshooting this problem.
Of course, every situation is different, but this should give you a good ideas as to where you
can begin looking.

1. Does the contact record have a valid email address in their contact record?

 
2. Is their email address opted-in to receive automated marketing emails?
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3. Was the contact part of the list being sent to (campaign or broadcast?). The most

common example is to check that they have the correct tag applied to their contact
record; however, you may be pulling a list based on a custom field that you created or
any other number of criteria. Check the contact record to make sure they meet the
criteria.
 

4. If the email is coming from a Campaign, has the email been set to "ready" and
published? Is the Sequence that contains the email "ready" and published?

 
5. Has the “To” field been accidentally hard-coded to an email address instead of the

default “Email” merge field?
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6. Does the sending domain have their SPF records configured properly?
 

7. What time zone was the email scheduled in and what time zone are your user
preferences set to?
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Mass Opt In Or Opt Out Contacts
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:50 pm MST

If you transition to Infusionsoft from another email system, you will export lists of contacts
from that system so that you can import them into Infusionsoft. When you import a list, you
must confirm that you have received prior permission to send email to those contacts. If you
do not have permission, the system assigns a "non-marketable" status to the email addresses
on the list. If you do have permission, the system assigns a "single opt-in " status for each
email address on the list you import. It is a good practice to re-confirm the people with the
single opt-in status. This is another layer of protection, ensuring that you get the best
deliverability possible and that the people on your list really want to receive your messages.
You can create a custom double opt-in link and email to send as a broadcast, or you can use
the double opt-in template we provide.

Be CarefulBe Careful! You may only send the double opt-in request email to people from whom
you've already received prior permission. Do not send it to a purchased, borrowed, or
harvested list (or any other list that is questionable). Infusionsoft customers must abide
by the CAN SPAM regulations and the Infusionsoft Acceptable Use Policy.

Please Note!Please Note! Only emails that are in the ‘Non-Marketable’ will be opted in through the
mass action.  Email addresses that have been Opted-out either by the recipient or an
Infusionsoft user cannot be opted back in.

1. View the contacts that you want to update. Typically, this will be a previous import or a
tagged list.
 

2. After you find the contacts, click on the Actions Actions button at the top left of your search
results and select the very last option, Update Opt-in/Opt-out StatusUpdate Opt-in/Opt-out Status
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3. Choose which email address field you would like to update. The (default) main email
address is the first in the list and will be pre-selected. you can hold the Ctrl Ctrl key (or
Command Command key on a Mac) to select multiple fields to update.

 
4. Choose to Opt-in or Opt-Out these email addresses en masse.

5. If you choose to Opt-in the email addresses, Infusionsoft will require specific
information explaining how these email addresses were obtained. Provide as much
information as you can and follow the prompts if more information is required.

6. Click Process ActionProcess Action
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Email Status Icons Explained
Last Modified on 08/27/2018 8:51 pm MST

Each email address stored in Infusionsoft is assigned a status. This status is generally
assigned automatically, but can also be managed manually with some limitations. You cannot
double-opt in a person or single-opt in someone who has previously opted out
(unsubscribed) of your email marketing. The email status is visible within individual contact
records and can be used as a search criteria for the email status search report (Marketing >Marketing >
Reports > Email Status SearchReports > Email Status Search.)

 

Email Status Glossary

Unengaged MarketableUnengaged Marketable: This email status is automatically applied on a weekly basis to
any email address that has not engaged with your marketing efforts in the last 4
months. When the contact re-engages, their email status will revert to the previous
state. Specifically, the status will be applied when all of the following are true:

The contact has no opened an email in the past 4 months

The contact has not clicked a link in an email in the past 4 months

The contact has not submitted a landing page or web form in the last 4 months

The contact's email status has existed in any " opt-in " status for the last 4 months

Unconfirmed (Single Opt-In)Unconfirmed (Single Opt-In): The unconfirmed email status indicates that you have
permission to send marketing messages to the email address. An email status is
automatically set to Unconfirmed when you import a list and indicate you have
permission to send email marketing to the people on the list or when a contact signs up
through one of your web forms. The Unconfirmed status is set manually when you add
a new contact to Infusionsoft (CRM > Contacts(CRM > Contacts) and indicate you have permission to
email them, or when you manually manage someone's email status.
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Confirmed (Confirmed ( Legacy Legacy ) ): Any email address that is confirmed (double-opted in) using a
legacy custom confirmation link.

ConfirmedConfirmed: Any email address that is confirmed (double-opted in.)

Non-MarketableNon-Marketable: The Non-Marketable email status is assigned to email addresses
during import or when a person is added manually, but you did not indicate that you
have permission to send email marketing to them. Click on Manage Email StatusManage Email Status to
manually update the email status for a specific email address. You can send individual
emails to Non-Marketable email addresses, but cannot send any broadcast or follow-up
sequence messages to them.

LockdownLockdown: This status indicates that our email services team has manually disabled the
ability to opt-in this email address. This status is rare and only pertains to customers
that are working with our email services team.

Soft Soft BounceBounce: This status indicates that the recipient is not receiving your email due to a
temporary issue with their email inbox or email provider. An example would be a full
inbox that can no longer receive email messages. After multiple soft bounces the email
will be automatically set to hard bounce. If the soft bounce issue is resolved, the status
will update accordingly.

Hard bounceHard bounce: This status typically means that the email no longer exists or it soft
bounced too many times.

Opt-OutOpt-Out: The Opt-Out status indicates a person has unsubscribed from all of your email
marketing. You can send individual emails to these email addresses, but cannot send
any broadcast or follow-up sequence messages to them. You are not able to manually
update an Opt-Out status.

Opt-Out AdminOpt-Out Admin: This status indicates that it was manually opted-out by a user in your
Infusionsoft account.

List UnsubscribeList Unsubscribe: This is similar to the unsubscribe link at the bottom of the email. This
unsubscribe option will appear at the top of the email and is generated by some email
service providers to make it easier for their customers to opt out of unwanted emails.

Provide FeedbackProvide Feedback: This status indicates that the recipient reported your email as SPAM
directly to their ISP.

Reported SPAMReported SPAM: This status indicates that the contact reported your email as SPAM, via
the unsubscribe feedback form, after clicking the unsubscribe link at the bottom of the
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email.This method of reporting SPAM does not count against the threshold, as this is
additional feedback from the recipient, after clicking the unsubscribe link at the bottom
of the email.

Invalid EmailInvalid Email: The Invalid status indicates the email address is missing characteristics of
a valid email address (e.g. an @ symbol, .com/.net/.org, etc.)

Email Status Search Report

1. Go to Marketing > ReportsMarketing > Reports

2. Click on Email Status SearchEmail Status Search

3. Click the Start OverStart Over button
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4. Click on the email status you want to search for

5. Click the Search Search button

Automated List Management

Set a "contact engagement thresholdcontact engagement threshold" (in monthsin months) which identifies and sets the two statuses
listed below automatically. The Automated List Management settings allows you to customize
when these email statuses are applied to a contact. To learn more click here

Unengaged Marketable StatusUnengaged Marketable Status - These contacts are eligible to receive your automated
marketing emails, but are tracked as not having engaged for a certain number of
months. The default time frame is 4 months.  

Unengaged Non-Marketable Status Unengaged Non-Marketable Status - These contacts will no longer be eligible to receive
your automated marketing emails unless they engage with an email they've already
received from you or submit an Infusionsoft web form.  
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Send a One-Off Fax to a Contact
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:51 pm MST

You can send a fax to one contact or broadcast a fax to a group of contacts. Before you start
using Infusionsoft to send faxes, you may want to set up a confirmation email address
through Marketing > Settings > Voice & FaxMarketing > Settings > Voice & Fax. The system will email a confirmation message to
this account after each fax is sent.

Send a Fax to a Single Contact
1. Send a fax to a single Contact. While viewing a contact record, click the Select an actionSelect an action

drop-down and click Send a FaxSend a Fax.

2. Choose from the following options:
1. Select a system template from the drop-down to use a fax from your template

library.
2. Select a document from the uploaded document drop-down.

3. Click on the Process Process button to send the fax immediately.

Send a Batch Fax to a Group of Contacts. 
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1. Go to Marketing > Email & BroadcastsMarketing > Email & Broadcasts in the main navigation menu

2. Click on the Fax Fax option

3. Select the people:
1. Saved SearchSaved Search: Select a list of contacts from the dropdown. If you frequently

broadcast to a specific list of contacts, you should create a saved search for that
list.

2. New SearchNew Search: Click on the new search link to create a new list of people. This list is
temporary. It is not going to be a saved search.

3. Quick add a new contactQuick add a new contact: Add a new contact if you find someone missing from the
saved search or new search lists.

4. Import a list of new contactsImport a list of new contacts: Import a new list if the contacts you need are not
already in Infusionsoft.

4. Click on the Next Next button

5. Upload a file attachment (such as a pdf or word document) and select it from one of the
Attachment drop-downs. If you have previously created a Fax Template, click the PickPick
an Existing Faxan Existing Fax link.
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6. Click on the Send TestSend Test button to send the fax to yourself. Note: You must have a valid
fax number in your user record. Fax fees will apply

7. You must have permission to send fax broadcasts to a business. Click on the Acceptable Acceptable
Use PolicyUse Policy link to read the policy, then mark the checkbox to confirm you are in
compliance.

8. Click on the Next Next button

9. Go to Marketing > Reports > Fax Batch StatusMarketing > Reports > Fax Batch Status to view the status of your fax
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Print a Letter for a Contact
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:54 pm MST

You can print a letter for one contact or create a letter broadcast to  print one for a group of
contacts. Infusionsoft will create a letter in  Microsoft Word with the merge fields already
filled in. You just need to print the letter and (if needed) the mailing labels.

Print a Letter For One Contact
1. While on the contact record, click the contact action drop-down and select Print aPrint a

LetterLetter.

2. Select a letter template from the drop-down. These templates are created and stored in
the template library
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3. Click on the ProcessProcess button to open the document in Microsoft Word

Batch Print a Letter for a Group of Contacts
1. Go to Marketing > Emails & BroadcastsMarketing > Emails & Broadcasts in the main menu.

2. Click on the Letter Letter option
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3. Select the contacts

Saved SearchSaved Search: Select a list of contacts  from the drop-down. If you frequently
broadcast to a specific list of  people, you should create a saved search for that list.
New SearchNew Search: Click on the new search link to create a new list of people. This list is
temporary, it is not going to be a saved search.
Quick add a new contactQuick add a new contact:: Add a new person if you find someone missing from the
saved search or new search lists. 
Import a list of contactsImport a list of contacts: Import a new list if the people you need are not already in
Infusionsoft.

4. Click on the Next Next button

5. Create a new letter or click on the Pick an Existing LetterPick an Existing Letter link to select a template from
your template library. Click on the Use ThisUse This link to choose a template.  Note: If you
create a new letter, fill in the processing info before proceeding.
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6. Click Send Send to send the responsible user an email notification and create the letter job
on the fulfillment widget on their user dashboard
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Hide Your Email Communications On A
Contact Record
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:55 pm MST

Emails you receive through the Infusionsoft email client are automatically recorded in the
communication history of the contact that sent you the message. Your reply is also recorded
in the history by default. Most of the time this is desirable since it helps you centralize
communications, and gives your user team more visibility into the current status of the
relationship with each contact. There may be times you want to prevent emails from specific
companies from showing up in the email history.

In Infusionsoft, you can set up a domain level filter that will block all communications from
that domain from displaying in the contact record. If you remove the filter, the
communications will show up again and all users who have access to the related contact
record will be able to view them.

ExampleExample: Your company negotiates contracts with various suppliers. You want to put
these suppliers on your company email newsletter list, which you send as a broadcast
through Infusionsoft. However, you do not want your users to see the personal email
communications that take place as you negotiate pricing and contracts with these
suppliers. You need to be able to correspond with these vendors through the
Infusionsoft email client, but maintain the level of privacy and confidentiality required.
You want to hide all of the communications that take place with specific vendor domains
(e.g. vendordomain.com) so that they are only accessible from the email client, but not
from the Person Record for that vendor.

1. Go to Marketing > SettingsMarketing > Settings in the main navigation menu

2. Click on Email DefaultsEmail Defaults in the settings menu

3. Go to the Email Email section and enter the domain name into the Email History IgnoreEmail History Ignore
DomainsDomains text area (e.g. vendordomain.com). Note: This is a domain level filter, it does
not filter a specific email address (e.g. supplier@vendordomain.com).
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4. Click Save Save to apply the change. Note: To remove the filter, just delete a domain from
this list and save. When you remove a domain, the communications with that domain
are no longer filtered from the person's communication history.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Linked Contacts
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:55 pm MST

AlertAlert! The Linked Contact feature is only recommended for very specific situations. This
feature is rarely an ideal way to group contacts together. Tags are the ideal way to group
your contacts in Infusionsoft.

Some businesses need to track non-company relationships, like family relationships and
professional service relationships. For example, if you are a real estate agent, you may need
to track contacts for the title company, inspection company, mortgage company, etc. If you
are a dentist, you may need to track a husband and wife relationship. If you sell software, the
businesses you sell to may outsource their IT needs. You can create contact record
relationship links in Infusionsoft.

1. While viewing a contact record, click on the Linked Contacts tab in the top row

2. Search for a contact record to link to this contact. Type the name of the person and click
the Search button
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3. Select a type of link from the drop-down and click Save. (optional) Click Manage Link
Types to create a new type.

4. The contact is now linked to the one that you are viewing. You can navigate to the
linked contact record, send them an email, or create a task
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5. When composing an email, you can merge a linked contact into the body of the email,
or you can cc them by merging their email address in the cc field

Warning! You can only merge the first linked contact per link type. For example, if you
had 3 linked contacts under a linked contact type called "Partner", only the first of those
contacts would merge.

6. Click the merge field and select the name of the Link Type that you created

7. Select where in the email you would like to merge the field

8. Click the field that you would like to merge
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Reassign Contacts to Another User
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:55 pm MST

Note that you will need the proper permissions to change the owner drop-down menu!

Reassign an Individual Contact Record
1. While viewing a contact record, select a user from the owner drop-down menu.

2. Click on the Save Save button to apply the change.

Reassign a Group of Contacts to Another User

You can reassign a group of contacts or opportunities to a new owner. You can do this in one
of three ways:

Reassign Contacts (Batch) or Reassign Opportunities (Batch)Reassign Contacts (Batch) or Reassign Opportunities (Batch): This option allows you to
reassign an entire list of contacts or opportunities to one person. You might use this
when you want to assign all of the opportunities in a specific stage to one sales rep (e.g.
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a "Qualifying" stage.)
Reassign Contacts (Multi-user) or Reassign Opportunities (Multi-user)Reassign Contacts (Multi-user) or Reassign Opportunities (Multi-user): This option allows
you to redistribute a list of contact or opportunity record s using a numerical logic. You
can create new logic rules or use an existing round robin distribution logic. You might
want to use this when a sales rep leaves and you need to reassign his opportunities to
multiple sales reps.
Reassign Contacts (Datasheet)Reassign Contacts (Datasheet): This option allows you to quickly update the owner
(assigned user) for up to 20 contact records at a time.
Reassign Opportunities (Quick Edit)Reassign Opportunities (Quick Edit): This option allows you to quickly edit the user, next
action date, and stage for on a per-opportunity basis. Each opportunity can have
different values in each field, but you edit the values from a list and can save the
updates for all of the opportunities at once.

1. Go to CRM > OpportunitiesCRM > Opportunities

2. Select a saved search from the drop-down, or enter search criteria to create a new list

3. Click on the ActionsActions button and select a reassignment option from the drop-down (e.g.
Reassign Opportunities (Batch), etc.)

4. Reassign the opportunities using one of the methods listed above

5. Click on Process ActionProcess Action or Save Save to reassign the opportunities
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Opt-Out Contacts From Receiving
Marketing
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:56 pm MST

Your contacts are able to manage their own subscriber status through the custom
unsubscribe / opt-out links in broadcast and campaign sequence emails. When a contact
clicks on the link, they are able to opt-out of all of your email marketing or just unsubscribe
from one specific list. Occasionally, contacts may send you an email or call you with a request
to remove them from your email marketing. If a contact wants to be removed from one
specific list, but still wants to continue receiving other email marketing from you, you can
remove the tag associated with that list (e.g. newsletter subscriber) to comply with their
request. If you need to remove a contact or a list of contacts from ALL of your email
marketing, then you will need to update their email status.

Opt-out an individual contact
1. While viewing their contact record, click on the Manage Email StatusManage Email Status next to their email

address.

2. Click on Manually opt-out this addressManually opt-out this address and select an opt-out configuration from the
drop-down list. This list includes all of the custom unsubscribe links you've created.
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3. Click on the Opt-OutOpt-Out button.

Opt-out a list of contacts
1. Find the list of contacts you want to opt-out of email marketing.

2. Click on the ActionsActions drop-down in your search results and select, Update Opt-In / OutUpdate Opt-In / Out
StatusStatus.
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3. Select the email address field(s) you wish to update. The first email option is the main
email address on their contact record.

4. Select Opt-OutOpt-Out from the status drop-down.
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5. Click on the Process ActionProcess Action button.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Send A One-Off Email To A Contact
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:56 pm MST

1. While viewing the contact record, click the email icon next to their email address.

2. Create your email now, or select a different starting template by clicking on the
Template Template button.

3. Click SendSend.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create a Task or Appointment While
Viewing the Contact Record
Last Modified on 10/03/2018 5:54 pm MST

You can create tasks or appointments from a contact record or from My Day . When you use
the My Day calendar, you'll be able to coordinate tasks or appointments with your overall
schedule. When you create tasks or appointments on a contact record, Infusionsoft will not
alert you to existing of tasks or appointments or prevent double-booking.

1. While on a contact record, click on the Add AppointmentAdd Appointment or Add TaskAdd Task button. 
a. Add Task:Add Task: will create a "to do" item on your calendar. You can assign a date and

time, but cannot block out a window of time on your calendar for a task. NoteNote:
Tasks have a start date, but the end date is not recorded until the task is complete.

b. Add Appointment:Add Appointment: to block out a specific period of time and/or to record a firm
commitment. NoteNote: Appointments have a Start date, End date, and time.

2. Fill in the task or appointment details:
a. Linked InformationLinked Information: The task or appointment will automatically be linked to the

contact record you are in. Click on the Select a different contact link to link it to a
different person. Note:Note: that it will only be linked to one contact. If you need to link
it to multiple contacts, you must create multiple tasks/appointments.

b. Task / Appointment InformationTask / Appointment Information: Enter the event details. NoteNote that your date/time
entry will specify when it shows up on the user's calendar.

c. Advanced InfoAdvanced Info: Assign an Action Type and Priority. The priority helps you identify
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which tasks are most critical so you can work on them first.
d. NotificationsNotifications: Click on one or more users to send them an email notification when

this task is created. Set a pop-up reminder to trigger before the appointment. The
pop-up reminder displays when the user is logged into Infusionsoft.
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3. Click the Save Save button to save the task or appointment to the calendar and/or task list.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Print Mailing Labels For Contacts
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:57 pm MST

You can use Infusionsoft to print a mailing label for one contact or to print mailing labels for
a group of contacts. Infusionsoft will create a label document in Microsoft Word with the
merge field s already filled and ready to print.

1. Go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts in the main navigation.

2. Search for a new list of contacts or select a saved search from the drop-down.

3. Click on the Actions Actions drop-down and select Print LabelsPrint Labels.

4. Set up your mailing label by clicking on the Open Merge WindowOpen Merge Window button and add your
merge fields. Remove any merge fields you are not using (e.g.
~Contact.StreetAddress2~.)
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5. Warning! Using a merge field that does not have data or default will create blank
spaces on the labels.

6. By default, Infusionsoft will generate one label per contact, but you can change this
value if needed.

7. Choose a Label TypeLabel Type from the drop-down. This list includes common Avery label
formats.
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8. (optional) Click on a label location to select the starting label. This allows you to use a
partially used label sheet.

9. Click on the Generate LabelsGenerate Labels button and then OK OK to print the labels.

10. Print a Mailing Label for One Contact. While viewing a contact record, click on the SelectSelect
an actionan action drop-down and select Print a LabelPrint a Label.
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11. Follow steps 4 - 8 above.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Email Status Search
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:57 pm MST

The email status search report displays a list of people based on the status of their email
address (i.e. bounce , opt-in , opt-out , etc.). You may use this search to clean up your
database or to follow up with people who have bad email addresses in your system. Search
by multiple criteria, including email status, last sent date, tags , and more. Click on Opt Status
to view additional details.

1. Go to Marketing > ReportsMarketing > Reports

2. Scroll down to Email Status SearchEmail Status Search
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3. Click New SearchNew Search

4. Enter your Search Criteria. 

Email Status

Last Sent Date, Last Engagement Date, Last Engagement Interval
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From the "Misc Criteria" tab you have options to:
Tags
Products
Last Open Date
Last Web Form Submission Date
Last Web Form Submitted

Customize the results by adding/removing "Columns". This includes
Name
Status
Email
Opt Type
Last Engagement Date
Time Since Last Engagement
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Import Contacts FAQs
Last Modified on 08/07/2018 2:23 pm MST

What data should I import?

Take the time to be thorough. Have an in-depth understanding of exactly what data you
currently have. Typically, you only want to bring actionable data over from a previous system.
Any data that is not actionable now or in the foreseeable future should be scrutinized. If the
data does not provide value to your organization, don't import it. The more data you bring
over, the more complex the migration will become.

Clean up your source data

Make sure to spend time preparing your data for the migration. Following this guide will help
you avoid common mistakes. If you have data spread across multiple spreadsheets, you will
likely need to use functions like Microsoft Excel's VLOOKUP and/or Text To Columns to
format your data accurately in excel. If these functions seem overwhelming, it may be a good
time to turn this over to experts.

How do I build the structure in Infusionsoft? (Tags vs. Custom
Fields)

When your deciding on what method to use to segment data, first ask yourself how you plan
on searching for the data and what type of reports would you like to create.

Tags Tags are labels that you can apply to contact records in Infusionsoft. Tags are visible
when looking at the contact record. Tags are used as filters in search queries. Many
different types of reports allow you to filter by tag. Tags are the most commonly used
way to segment data in Infusionsoft. For example, you could search for everyone in
your database that has tag x, but does not have Tags y and z.
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Custom fieldsCustom fields allow a ton of flexibility. You can create many different types of custom
fields and merge custom field data into emails to personalize them. If you want to store
data in custom fields, take a look at all of the available field types and decide which field
type a particular piece of data should use. The best way to determine what type of field
to use is to think about how you want to search for that data when you build a reporthow you want to search for that data when you build a report.
For example, if you are importing a date, you wouldn't want to import dates into text
fields or as individual tags; you would want to import them into date fields so you can
perform searches based on date ranges. You can add up to 100 custom fields in
Infusionsoft. It's fine to build custom fields and import some sample data to see if it
meets your needs. You can always delete custom fields and rollback imports. Take the
time to test things out to find the optimal way to store your data.

Quality check your data

Search through your data and evaluate the results. If you've made a mistake, or just aren't
happy with the results, you can always rollback your imports and rebuild your custom fields
and tags. Taking the time to do this right will give you the power to effectively and efficiently
slice and dice your data when that time comes.
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Export From Your Current System
Last Modified on 08/07/2018 2:03 pm MST

Click on the link below to navigate to the "how to export" documentation of the particular
vendor. 

Most CRM software providers offer a method for exporting data into a CSV (Comma
Separated Value) format. If your system exports to a different format, you will need to save it
as a CSV prior to importing it into Infusionsoft. The two most common programs for opening
and editing a CSV file are Microsoft Excel and Google Sheets .

Also, please let us know below if any of these links are no longer accurate!

ACS ACT! 
Acuity
Scheduling 

AWeber Batchbook

Celerant
Constant
Contact 

Excel HighRise HubSpot

iContact Magneto Go MailChimp Maximizer 
Microsoft
Outlook

Microsoft Access NetSuite PipeDrive QuickBooks Salesforce

SharePoint Top Producer Zoho Creator Zoho CRM 
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Prepare Your CSV Import File
Last Modified on 08/07/2018 2:03 pm MST

After you export data from your current system(s), you should take time to clean it up before
importing it into Infusionsoft. Data must be in a .CSV format; it’s the only acceptable file type.
Here are a few recommendations that will help your import go more smoothly.

Remove any irrelevant data

Remove duplicate columns and columns that store information you won't need in Infusionsoft
to segment, communicate, or produce reports.
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Delete empty rows and columns

Blank rows and columns will corrupt the import.

Make the column headers clear and concise

If there are any confusing or unclear headers in your data, this can cause data to be imported
to the wrong areas.

Ensure the column headers accurately describe the column of
data

If the headers are wrong, the data will be imported into the wrong areas.
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Correctly format all dates

MM-DD-YYYY, MM/DD/YYYY, YYYY-MM-DD, and YYYY/MM/DD are all acceptable date formats.

Place multiple phone numbers into separate columns

Multiple phone numbers within a single phone field will cause data to be imported improperly.

Phone extensions must be in a separate column

Text or an extension within a phone field will cause an improper import.
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Addresses must be separated into different columns

A single field for a full address will cause data to be imported improperly.

Fully spell out country names

Abbreviations for countries will cause data to be imported improperly.

Separate multiple tags with a comma (if you want to import a
column of data as a tag.)

Any column imported as a tag, without comma separation, will cause erroneous tag names.

Make sure you are not importing contacts who have opted out
of your email marketing!
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You will run into SPAM issues if you import people who have opted-out!
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Import Your Contacts
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:16 pm MST

Infusionsoft allows you to import contactscontacts, companiescompanies, tagstags, productsproducts, and subscriptionssubscriptions. The
most common import type is a contact import. The process for each type of import is almost
identical. Before you import, make sure that your data is in csv (comma delimited) file format
and that they have been properly prepared.

Click on the links below to view the sample.csv files:

Contacts
Contacts with Credit Cards
Companies
Tags
Products
Subscription Programs

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! Need to import UTF-8 Characters? Imports with UTF-8 characters will fail if the
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file was created or edited using Microsoft Excel. Instead, you can paste your excel
spreadsheet to a Google Sheet

1. Open your Excel file, select all data and copy (CTRL-C).
2. Open Google Sheets and paste your data into a new Sheet (CTRL-V).
3. Save your Google Sheet as a CSV file (top left corner in Sheets: File > Download As >

Comma-separated values (.csv , current sheet)
4. Navigate to Infusionsoft and import the CSV file you just saved from Google Sheets

through the import tool. Be sure to not open the newly saved CSV file in Excel after
saving.

1. Go to  Admin > Import Data  Admin > Import Data 

2. Or CRM > Contacts CRM > Contacts and then  select Import ContactsImport Contacts from the Contacts menu.

3. Select ContactsContacts and click GoGo.
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4. Click on Browse Browse to select a csv file from your computer.

5. Click on Next Next to start the import wizard.

6. Match the fields. The field name from your spreadsheet is on the left column. The
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Infusionsoft field name is on the right. Select the matching Infusionsoft field from each
drop-down. If a matching field is not listed, you can create a custom field or select  Do
not Import this field to omit the field from the import.

(Optional) Match field values for the multi-choice fields (e.g. drop-downs or select lists).
Select a matching Infusionsoft field from each drop down. If you need to populate
multiple Infusionsoft fields with data from one spreadsheet, click on the Additional Field
Matching Options link at the bottom of the page.

7. Click Next Next when you have finished mapping your fields.
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8. Confirm Explicit Permission to send email. Read through the permission guidelines and
choose Yes or No.

NoNo - These contacts will be imported with the email status of Non-Marketable which
means you will still be able to send them individual emails. You will not however be able
to use these contacts in Email Broadcasts or Campaigns. Read more on Email Status

YesYes - When you select Yes, you are agreeing to the Infusionsoft Acceptable Use Policy
and are required to answer a series of questions regarding how you obtained the list
you are importing. This information will be reviewed by our compliance team.
 

9. Click Next Next after you have successfully answered the questions. If some information is
missing or incomplete, you will be alerted to provide more information.
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10. Review your import. Click on Previous Previous or Next Next to scroll through a few of the records to
verify you matched the fields properly.

11. (Optional) If you make a mistake, click the link to make changes to the field mapping
before proceeding.
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12. Pro Tip! Pro Tip!  You can mark the checkbox to create or add contacts to an existing
company record that has a company name in the company field. Every contact that
belongs to the same company will be grouped together in the same company
record. Please NotePlease Note that any spelling variationspelling variation in a company name will create
multiple companies records. For example, InfusionsoftInfusionsoft  and Infusionsoft SoftwareInfusionsoft Software
would create two separate companies.

13. Click on Done Done to begin the import

14. (Optional) Upon completing the Import, you have the option to view the list you
imported, send them a broadcast , and/or save the import settings. When you save the
Import settings, the system will store the field matches and the actions you assigned to
the import (see #9). Using a saved import allows you to skip some import steps when
you import the same kind of list in the future.
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Create Company Records During An
Import
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:16 pm MST

If you sell to business accounts, you may want to create and use company records to link
together the contacts who work for the company and to see an account activity summary.
There are 2 options for creating company records during import:

 Before you import, follow these steps to prepare the list for creating company records: 

1. The system creates a unique company record based on the company name listed in the
spreadsheet. You may need to clean up your spreadsheet before importing to make
sure the company names are consistent. (e.g.,  Get More Leads Mktg and Get More
Leads Marketing,Inc. will generate 2 different company records). If the names are
inconsistent, the system will create duplicate company records.

2. If you work with companies that have the same or similar names (e.g., franchises), you
need to differentiate before you import (e.g. Keller Williams - NW and Keller Williams -
Central.) If you just use Keller Williams, all people associated with either branch will fall
under one company record.

3. (Company Import Only) Customize the company records. If you choose option #2, then
you can add custom fields to the company record to store account-level information
(e.g., buyer name or primary contact.) You can also add custom fields to company
records during the import process.

4. Your list must include multiple people with the same company name. If it doesn't then
you may not need to create company records.

5. Your file must be in CSV format.

6. Your user permissions must allow you to add and manage company records. If you
cannot do this, contact your company's Infusionsoft system admin to ask for help.
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Create Companies When You Import Contacts

On the 'Review' step of the import process, mark the checkbox to create company records
during the Import.

Import Companies and Batch Assign Contact Records

After you have imported your companies, go to CRM > Contacts to search for a list of
contacts associated with a specific company. Possible search ideas include email address,
street address, phone, etc... Mark the check-boxes beside the contacts of the company.

1. Click on Actions Actions and select Assign to CompanyAssign to Company.
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2. Click on Search Search to find and select the correct company record.

3. Click on Process ActionProcess Action to attach the selected contacts to the company.

4. Repeat this process for each company you created during the import.
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View and Rollback Imports
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:17 pm MST

After you import a list of contacts into Infusionsoft, you may need to  view the list, run
Actions on the list of people you imported, or delete  the list so you can fix data issues and
import again.

1. Go to Admin > Import DataAdmin > Import Data in the main navigation menu

2. Select Import ContactsImport Contacts from the Contacts menu

3. Click on view your previous importsview your previous imports
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4. Find the import and click on ViewView

5. (Optional) Click on the Actions Actions button to run actions on this list (e.g., apply / remove a
tag.)

6. If there are issues with the data you imported and you need to start over, click on the
Rollback Rollback link to remove the list you imported.
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Be CarefulBe Careful! When you rollback an Import, you will delete the history and all data included
in the import. If you've already merged duplicates, then rolling back the import will
delete the merged person, causing you to lose the history in both the original record,
and the record you imported more recently.
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Working With Credit Card Numbers in
Excel
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:18 pm MST

If you work with credit card data (or any other data that is stored as a long string of digits in
Excel), you've probably noticed that Excel converts these long strings of digits into scientific
notation. Excel will always convert a long series of digits into scientific notation when you
open the source data in Excel (double-clicking the file and opening it in Excel.)

To get around the scientific notation conversion, you will need to import your CSV file into
Excel and define the column of digits as "Text" so that Excel will not convert it to scientific
notation.

1. Open Microsoft Excel

2. Click the Data Data tab

3. Click the From TextFrom Text button
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4. Locate and click on your CSV file

5. Click the Import Import button

6. Make sure Delimited Delimited is selected and verify the file contains the credit card source data.
If your source data is already scientific notation, you will have to reacquire the source
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data

7. Click NextNext

8. Make sure Comma Comma is the only option selected

9. Take a look at the Data preview window and make sure it looks accurate

10. Click NextNext

11. Select the column of data in the Data preview window that contains the credit card
numbers
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12.  Change the data format to Text Text for that column

13. Click FinishFinish, then OKOK
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Advanced Search Techniques
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:58 pm MST

Search Tab

In this tab you can search by basic contact information. For example, you could search for
everyone that has a Yahoo email address by choosing Email "ends with" @yahoo.com.

Search by tagsSearch by tags: Select a tag or multiple tags to pull up all contacts that have the tag. The
second tags box labeled, "Tags 2" allows you to craft more sophisticated searches. For
example, you could pull up everyone that has a newsletter tag but does not have a customer
tag. It is recommended to watch to review the article and video How to Use Tags to Segment
Your List

General Tab
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This section allows you to search on general contact information. For example, If you've
collected a birthday or anniversary date, you can search for all contacts who's birthday falls
within the current month and send them a card.

Address Tab

This section allows you to search on the billing, shipping and optional addresses found in the
contact record. For example, you could search for all contacts that live in your state to
promote a regional event.

Phone/Email Tab
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The phone options allow you to search for contacts based on an area code or entire phone
number. The email options on this tab are the secondary email addresses found on the
contact record. To search on the main email address, click over to the Search Search tab.

Custom Fields Tab

This tab will show you any custom fields that you have created in Infusionsoft and allow you
to search on this criteria. The above example shows a simple drop-down menu that was
added to denote the gender of a contact record.

Misc Criteria Tab
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This often overlooked tab contains some very powerful search criteria such as products
purchased, lead source, date created (when the contact was created in the system), and the
Data Exists option.

Pro Tip!Pro Tip! The "Data exists" option allows you to segment contacts who have values in
certain contact fields. For example, you could view all contacts that have an email
address. Another popular criteria is the Owner ID which is the Infusionsoft user assigned
to that record.

Columns Tab

The columns tab allows you to edit the presentation of the search results. The fields on the
left represent the current columns that will be displayed in your search results. To add more
columns, select the column(s) on the right and click the double-arrow button to move them
over to the left side of the page.
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Use Tags to Create Contact Lists
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:59 pm MST

Tags are marketing labels that are applied to contact records. Tags are one of the most
powerful segmentation tools in Infusionsoft. Tags segment your contacts into very specific
lists so that you can send more targeted marketing messages to those contacts.

You can apply tags to contact records manually . Most of the time, tags will be applied or
removed with campaign automation. You can keep your tags organized and make them
easier to manage by assigning them to tag categories.

You can create new tags through CRM > Settings > TagsCRM > Settings > Tags or you can create them "on the fly"
when you are on a contact record or creating an automated campaign sequence or sending a
broadcast . Tag names can correspond to information requested, events attended,
membership programs, relationship status, and more. They should be descriptive because
they track prospect and customer engagement history and serve as powerful search criteria.

TAG CATEGORYTAG CATEGORY TAG NAMETAG NAME
Prospect 10 Tips to Facebook Success eBook
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Prospect Facebook for Businesses Webinar
Prospect Online Business Reputation Workshop
Customer B2B Online Marketing Coaching Program

TAG CATEGORYTAG CATEGORY TAG NAMETAG NAME

When searching for specific contacts, tags give you powerful segmentation options. You can
set very specific search criteria CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts for tags using the following parameters:

With ANY of these Tags: This is an "or" statement. You will use this if you want a list of
people who have at least one of the tags you've selected as search criteria.
With ALL of these Tags: This is an "and" statement. You will use this if you want a list of
people who have ALL of the tags you've selected as search criteria.
Doesn't have ANY of these Tags: This is an "or" statement. You will use this if you want a
list of people who do not have even one of the tags you've selected as search criteria.
Doesn't have ALL of these Tags: This is an "and" statement. You will use this if you want
a list of people who do not have ALL of the tags you've selected as search criteria.

Sometimes you may need a combination of logic shown above. For these situations, you will
notice that there are two tag search fields in Infusionsoft. Using the table above, here is how
one might find the right contacts to send a special offer for the B2B Online Marketing
Coaching Program.

To find the list of people that are interested, but who are not customers you might use the
following tags search criteria:

With any of these tags

Prospect - 10 Tips to Facebook Success eBook
Prospect - Online Business Reputation Workshop

AND
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Doesn't have any of these tags

Customer - B2B Online Marketing Coaching Program
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Tag Categories
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:59 pm MST

Use tag categories to organize your tags.

Example tag category names:

Customers
Prospects
Members
Events

1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings
 

2. Click on Tag CategoriesTag Categories in the settings menu

 
3. Click on the Add Tag CategoryAdd Tag Category button. Note: You can also create a new tag category "on

the fly" when adding a new tag.
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4. Enter the category name and description and click on the Save Save button

5. (Optional) Click on Delete Delete to remove the tag category permanently.

Be Careful! Be Careful! When you delete a tag category, it is permanent. The tags assigned to it
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will be reassigned to the "Unnamed Category." You may want to update existing
tags before you delete a tag category.

6. To assign a tag to a different tag category, find the tag and change the Tag CategoryTag Category
drop-down.
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Apply Or Remove Tags From A Contact
Record
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:59 pm MST

1. While viewing a contact record, click the Tag Tag tab
 

2. To apply an existing tag, select a tag from a drop-down and click on the Apply this TagApply this Tag
button.
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3. If you don't see the tag you need, click on the Create a new Tag Create a new Tag button (if your user

permissions allow.)

 
4. To remove a tag, click on the "x".

 
5. Click the Save Save button to apply your changes.
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Apply Or Remove Tags to a List of
Contacts
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:00 pm MST

1. Go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts and select a saved search from the drop-down or enter new
search criteria and click on the Search Search button.

2. Once you have accurate search results, Click on the ActionsActions button and select the
Apply/Remove TagApply/Remove Tag option from the drop-down.

3. Choose the tags using one or more of the following options:
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Click on the name of a tag to select it. Hold down the Ctrl Ctrl key (or Command Command key on
a Mac) on your keyboard to select more than one.
Click on an All TagsAll Tags option to apply or remove all of the tags within a tag category.
This option will work with all of the current tags in that category, and all of the tags
you add to the category in the future.

If you don't see the tag you need listed, then click on the Create a new Tag link
to add one. Enter a tag name and select an existing category from the drop-
down (or enter a new category in the "other" field provided) and click on the
Create this Tag button. Warning!Warning! When you create a new tag, it will clear any
tags you previously selected. You will need to select them again.

4. Click the Save Save button to save the tag, and then click on the Process ActionProcess Action button.
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How to search by the Date Created
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:00 pm MST

1. Go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts

2. Click the Misc CriteriaMisc Criteria tab
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Pro-TipPro-Tip: Date created is available through multiple reports. It's always listed under the
Misc Criteria tab

3. Scroll down to Date CreatedDate Created

4. Search by the contact's date created by selecting a specific date range, date Interval, or
custom interval
 

5. You can say 60 days ago and/or 30 days after today; which will show you Contacts
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Created between 60 and 30 days ago
 

6. Click on the ColumnsColumns tab to add Date CreatedDate Created to the Search Results
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Saved Search
Last Modified on 09/07/2018 12:43 pm MST

When you create a saved search, you save a set of criteria that determine which contacts
show up in search results. The contacts listed in the results will change automatically as the
people in your database respond to your marketing messages, make purchases, move
through your sales pipeline, etc... Saved searches are dynamic lists and reports that can be
referenced quickly. You can also print and export the lists (if your permissions allow) or
manually apply actions to them.

The following example is based on a contact search, but you are able to create a saved
search from any record-type (Contacts, Companies, Referral Partners, Opportunities, Orders)
in Infusionsoft.

1. Go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts

2. Click the Start OverStart Over button to clear any previous search results
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3. Navigate the tabs to find the search criteria you are looking for

 
4. Click the Search Search button

 
5. (Optional) If you need to further refine your search, click the Edit Criteria/Columns...Edit Criteria/Columns...

button
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6. (Optional) Click on Save Save button to name and save the dynamic list on your dashboard

for quick access in the future
The contacts in the list will update automatically. Remember, you are saving the criteria,
not a specific list of people.

 
7. Name your saved search, choose who can have access to it, and (optionally) add it to

your dashboard
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NameName:  Enter a short, descriptive name for the search. This name will display in
custom drop-down menus and on the Dashboard
Share with UsersShare with Users: Click on the name(s) of users who need to see this search. Select
Everyone to share the search with all users. Note: Hold down the CTRL key on
 your keyboard to select more than one user from the list.    
Mark  the checkbox if you want to add a saved search widget to your home page
 Dashboard. The saved search widget will display the first 20 people in  the list and
a link to view the entire list of people.

8. Click the Save Save button

 
9. Once you save a search, click the Options Options button to modify it, add it to your user home,

share it, or create an automated email report
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10. The saved search is now available as an item in the saved search drop-down and can

also be accessed on your Dashboard
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Mass Update A List Of Contacts
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:01 pm MST

Infusionsoft allows you to mass update a field for a list of contacts. This works well when you
need to add a common field to each contact on the list (e.g. each contact needs to have the
same country or lead source id.)

1. Go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts and search for the contacts you want to update
 

2. Select the desired contacts to be updated, by selecting all, or individually selecting
eligible contacts

3. Once you have your list, click on the ActionsActions button and select Mass update ContactsMass update Contacts
form the drop-down
Note: You will only see this option if your permissions allow.

 
4. Mark the checkbox next to the field(s) you want to update and enter the updated

information into the Value box
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5. Click on the Process ActionProcess Action button to complete the update

Pro Tip! This same process can be used to update opportunities (CRM > Opportunities) or
Referral Partners (CRM > Referral Partners)
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View Custom Fields In Contact Searches
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:01 pm MST

1. Navigate To Contacts Under CRM

 
2. (Optional) Click on New SearchNew Search if available. This will reset any previous search criteria

 
3. Click Edit Criteria / Columns...Edit Criteria / Columns...
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4. Click the ColumnsColumns Tab

5. Add a Custom Field as a Column. Click on the name of the  custom field in the "Available
Fields" box and then click on the small  arrows in between the boxes to move your field
over to the left.
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6. Click OKOK

7. Your custom field will now be available in the Search Results.

Pro-Tip!Pro-Tip! To scan a list of contacts more quickly, switch to "Grid View"!
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Interactive View Vs. Grid View
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:02 pm MST

There are 2 ways to view a list of contact and opportunity record s: an interactive view and a
grid view. You are able to choose the  viewing format that best fits the work you are trying to
accomplish at  the time. While viewing search results, toggle your view by clicking on  the
button of your choice. You can also make more contact fields  available to edit by clicking on
the Edit Criteria/Columns...Edit Criteria/Columns... link at the top of the page and clicking the ColumnsColumns tab.

Interactive List View

The interactive list view makes it  fast and easy to work through a list of people or
opportunities. You can  easily add or update important contact information (e.g. email
address  or phone number) without clicking into individual contact records. The  Interactive
List includes inline editing tools so that you can quickly  access and edit most contact record
fields. You can also click on the  interactive list view icons below each contact to do even
more.
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Add a note or view the note history
Add, view and update tasks & appointments
Send an email
View orders and quotes
View, apply and remove tags
Submit an internal form
View recent and upcoming campaign events for that contact
View legacy follow-up sequence events
View lead scoring activity

Edit a Contact Record from the Interactive List View
1. Hover your mouse over the field you want to edit until see the pencil icon

2. Click the pencil icon to edit the field.
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3. Click SaveSave

Grid View

You may prefer the grid view when analyzing a  large list of data. The grid view displays
contact and opportunity  records in a spreadsheet-style layout. It does not give you the ability
 to efficiently interact with the records you are viewing, but does give  you the ability to align
columns of data and view up to 500 records at  one time.  You can also click on column
headers in the grid view to  dynamically change the sort order of the list. As with Interactive
view,  you can click the Edit Criteria/ColumnsEdit Criteria/Columns link at the top of the search results, then click
the Columns Columns tab to change which fields are displayed in the search results.
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Create a Tag
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:02 pm MST

There are many ways to create tags in Infusionsoft. Many times you will create them on-the-
fly while creating campaigns, contact records, emails, landing pages, etc... You can also simply
go to CRM > Settings > Tags and start creating new tags or manage your existing tags.

1. Go to CRM > Settings > TagsCRM > Settings > Tags

2. Click Add TagAdd Tag

3. Give your tag a name and choose a category. You can create a new category by entering
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one in the (Other box). Optionally, you can add a description to remind you and other
users the purpose of the tag

4. Click the Add Tag(s)Add Tag(s) button

5. The tag is now available in any area of Infusionsoft that allows you to apply a tag. For
example, while on a contact record, you can click the Manage Tags button located on
the right column of the contact record.
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6. If you are looking at a list of contacts, you can quickly manage their tags by clicking the
Tag Tag icon.
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Identify Duplicate Contact Records
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:04 pm MST

After your initial data import, you should run a duplicate check to  consolidate data. The dup
check tool identifies two matching records at a  time based on the criteria you select. You
may need to run the dup  check and merge (dedupe) several times to identify all of the
duplicate  records in your system. After the initial data import, you should check  for
duplicates on a periodic basis. This will help keep your database  from getting bloated and
help ensure your lists and reports are  accurate.

Pro-Tip! This process only identifies the duplicates. In the next user guide, you will learn
how to actually merge duplicate records.

1. Go to Admin > Data CleanupAdmin > Data Cleanup in the main navigation menu

2. Click on Check for Duplicate Contact RecordsCheck for Duplicate Contact Records

3. Review the Intro to Duplicate Checking summary and click NextNext

4. Choose Who to Check:
1. All records: Checks all contacts, even if they've already been checked before.
2. All records that haven't been marked as a dup before: Checks only contacts that

have not already been identified as a duplicate.
3. Records that haven't been checked already: Omits all of the contacts that have

already been checked at some point in the past.

5. Choose the checking logic, and then click Next.

Review the logic summary to understand the logic behind stages and checks and the
order in which the checks are run. Uncheck all of the boxes and select the criteria you
want the system to use to identify duplicates. The best criteria is absolutely unique to
an individual. In most cases, the email address is a good, unique identifier.
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6. Click on OK OK to confirm you're ready for the dup check to begin

7. The system will run the dup check and then give you 3 options:
1. View the list of contact records that are considered duplicates: Choose this to look

at the list of duplicate contacts.
2. Go back to clean up more of your data: Choose this to view all data cleanup

options, including auto-merge.
3. Click here to see all of your contacts: Choose this to see a list of all of your person

records (not just the duplicates.)
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Automatically Merge Duplicate Contacts
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:05 pm MST

Pro-TipPro-Tip! Infusionsoft can automatically merge (de-dupe) duplicate contacts once they've
been identified. This is the most common option for a large database of contacts. WhenWhen
you automatically merge duplicates, you do not have a chance to review them prior toyou automatically merge duplicates, you do not have a chance to review them prior to
merging.merging. The system automatically merges all identified duplicates at once. The auto-The auto-
merge will take information from the newer contact record and use it to update themerge will take information from the newer contact record and use it to update the
information in the older (original) contact record, based on the records' ID numbers. Theinformation in the older (original) contact record, based on the records' ID numbers. The
merged record will contain all of the tags , history, notes, etc. from both records.merged record will contain all of the tags , history, notes, etc. from both records.

1. After running the duplicate check , go to Admin > Data CleanupAdmin > Data Cleanup.

2. Choose an Auto Merge Option:
1. Merge Duplicate Contact Records By Overwriting Old Data With New DataMerge Duplicate Contact Records By Overwriting Old Data With New Data: Choose

this option to replace old data with the newer data and add data that did not exist
in the original contact record.

2. Merge Duplicate Contact Records By Only Adding New Data, Not Overwriting OldMerge Duplicate Contact Records By Only Adding New Data, Not Overwriting Old
DataData: Choose this option to keep all of the existing data in the original record and
only add missing information.

3. Click OK OK to acknowledge that this step is irreversible and continue with the merge. You
can now view the new list of merged records or return to clean up more data.
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Warning!Warning! You cannot un-merge data after the auto merge!
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Manually Merge Duplicate Contacts
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:06 pm MST

Pro-Tip!Pro-Tip! Manually merge (de-dupe) duplicate contacts if you want to maintain control
over the merge process. When you do a manual merge, you are able to review duplicates
and decide to merge or not to merge each record on an individual basis. You might
choose to manually merge duplicates if you are not completely confident in the accuracy
of the criteria you set when you checked for duplicates, your database is not too large, or
you run frequent duplicate checks.

1. After you run the duplicate checking process, go to Admin > Data CleanupAdmin > Data Cleanup in the main
menu
 

2. Click on the View Duplicate Contact RecordsView Duplicate Contact Records link

 
3. Click on Manual MergeManual Merge beside one of the duplicates to view the match before merging.

The older information for the person is on the left, and the newer information is on the
far right. The center displays what the contact record will contain after the merge.
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4. Click on the arrows to adjust the information in the center column to make sure the
correct information is maintained.

 
5. Choose a merge option:

Merge & View ContactMerge & View Contact: Completes the merge and takes you to the new Person
Record.
Merge & Return to SearchMerge & Return to Search: Completes the merge and takes you back to the list of
duplicate records.
Mark as Not DuplicatesMark as Not Duplicates: Removes the records from the duplicate list.

6. Repeat the process for each identified duplicate.
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When Does The System Automatically
Merge Contacts
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:06 pm MST

Pro-Tip!Pro-Tip! Infusionsoft does not automatically merge contact records together.  Though
listed here are times the system will auto update a contact  record with newer
information instead of creating a new contact record. All other methods of merging
contacts have to be triggered or started by you.

Filling Out A Web Form, Landing Page, Or Internal Form

By default, Infusionsoft will check the email address entered into the form. If this is the same
as what is on an existing contact, Infusionsoft will update the contact record with any new
information that was entered in the form.

This setting can be edited for existing forms. Go to the form's Settings tab and adjust the
"Duplicate Checking" Options. Don't forget to publish the campaign with these changes or
they will not take effect.

The default setting for new forms can be edited in the Branding Center.
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Placing An Order On The Shopping Cart Or Order Forms

Unlike the other forms, an order's duplicate checker settings cannot be edited - they are
preset to check by First Name, Last Name, and Email Address.

Performing A Mass Update From A Spread Sheet

This too is different from the Import Data tool in that it allows data to be updated from the
.csv file to existing contacts. To use this tool, the contact's system ID numbers are required.
For more details on this check out this help article .
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Mass Update Contacts With a
Spreadsheet CSV File
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:06 pm MST

You can use the Infusionsoft Modify Existing Records Import tool to mass update a specific
list of contacts. This mass update option allows you to update a group of existing contacts.
For example, you may need to add country information to all of your existing contacts. You
can export a list, add each person's country information to it, and then import it back into
Infusionsoft to update your existing contact list. The Contact ID field must be included in the
export and the updated import file.

Warning!Warning! The new information will permanently overwrite existing information in the
updated field(s). The only exception is the Contact Notes field; this field can only be
appended to. Updates performed through the Import tool cannot be reversed. Make
sure you preview the field matching before you complete the import.

Part 1 - Find a List of Contacts
1. Go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts in the main navigation menu.

 
2. Select a saved search from the drop-down or click on Start OverStart Over to enter new search

criteria and then click the Search Search button.
 

3. Verify you have the correct list.

Part 2 - Export the List
1. Click on the Actions Actions button and select ExportExport
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2. Choose the fields to export. All of the fields are selected by default.  Click on the top
check box to clear the selections. Mark the boxes next  to the fields you want to include
in the export. You MUST include the Id fieldYou MUST include the Id field.

3. Save the file to your computer.

Part 3 - Add or Change Data
1. Open the csv file to change or add  fields. You can add fields by inserting a new column

on the spreadsheet.  Make sure you add a descriptive header to the top of the column.
 

2. Remove  unnecessary columns from the spreadsheet. Only import the Infusionsoft  ID
column and columns that contain updated information.
 

3. Save the revised file.
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Part 4 - Import The Updated List
1. Go to Admin > Data Cleanup in the main navigation menu

2. Click on Modify Existing Records. Select the data type and click on Go

3. Click on Browse to find the revised csv file on your computer, and then click Next

4. Match the Fields. The ID Field must match with the Infusionsoft ID Field

5. Follow the import wizard instructions to complete the process
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Populate Multiple Fields With A Single
Field From Your Spreadsheet
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:07 pm MST

When you import a list, you are able to populate multiple Infusionsoft fields with data from
one Infusionsoft field. For example, you can use the address data in your spreadsheet to
populate both the Billing and the Shipping address fields in Infusionsoft. You can also use the
additional matching options to set default values for Infusionsoft fields during import, even if
the field data is not included in your spreadsheet file (e.g., set the Person Type field to
Prospect or Customer.)

Click on the Additional Field mapping optionsAdditional Field mapping options link to populate multiple fields with data from
your spreadsheet or to set default field values.

To populate data to more than one field
1. Select the first Field from the Your Field drop down

2. Now select the target Field from the Infusionsoft Field drop down.

3. Click Pick another fieldPick another field to repeat the process for additional fields.
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To auto-populate an Infusionsoft field
1. Select a field from the drop down

2. Type in the value you want added to that field. This information  is added to the field for
all of the contacts on the import list.

3. Click Next Next to complete the import process.
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Mass Update A Specific Field for a List Of
Contacts
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:07 pm MST

1. Go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts and search for the contacts you want to update

2. Select the desired contacts to be updated, by selecting all, or individually selecting
eligible contacts

3. Once you have your list, click on the ActionsActions button and select Mass update ContactsMass update Contacts
form the drop-down. Note: You will only see this option if your permissions allow

 
4. Mark the checkbox next to the field(s) you want to update and enter the updated

information into the Value box.
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5. Click on the Process ActionProcess Action button to complete the update.

Pro Tip!Pro Tip! This same process can be used to update opportunities (CRM > Opportunities) or
Referral Partners (CRM > Referral Partners)
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Create a Company Record
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:13 pm MST

To Create a Company Record
1. Go to CRM > CompaniesCRM > Companies in the master nav.

 
2. Select Add a CompanyAdd a Company from the company menu.
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3. Enter the Company Information.

 
4. Click on the Save and Add a Contact to this CompanySave and Add a Contact to this Company button. Note: You must link at

least one person to the company.
 

5. Enter the contact information.
 

6. Click the Save & View Save & View button of your choice, or click on Save and Add a Contact to thisSave and Add a Contact to this
CompanyCompany button to enter another contact.

To Create a Company from an Existing Contact Record
1. Open the contact record

 
2. Click on the contact actions drop-down and select Add a Company for this ContactAdd a Company for this Contact.

 
3. Add to or edit the information in the company record.
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4. Click the Save Save button to save the new company record.
 

5. (Optional) Click on the ContactsContacts tab in the top row to link more people to this company.
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Company Record Overview
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:13 pm MST

Company records are most useful to B2B businesses that need to see a  consolidated view of
the people and activity related to a company.  Company records link together multiple
contact records to give you a  snapshot view of an account in order to make it easier for you
to  communicate with the people working for that company. You can add a  company name
in any contact record. If you are not a B2B business or do  not serve larger accounts, you may
not need to create company records.  Although you can get a consolidated view of account
activity through a  company record, all of the communications triggered through Infusionsoft
 are attached to contact records. You are always communicating with  specific individuals
within a company.

The company record, like the contact record, is divided into two tabbed sections:

Top Row of Tabs
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The top row of tabs stores company contact information, financial  summaries, contacts, tags,
notes, and (if applicable) custom fields.

Bottom Row of Tabs

The bottom row of tabs store a consolidated history of tasks,  appointments, and notes for
the people linked to the company record. It  also shows all of the opportunities and orders
attached to these  contacts.
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Assign A Contact To A Company
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:14 pm MST

Assign a Contact to a Company From a Contact Record
1. Open the contact record.

 
2. Click on Search Search to choose an existing company.
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3. Click the SelectSelect link next to the company that the contact should be assigned to. (Using

 the search capabilities may make it easier to find the company. Type  all or part of the
company name and click Search.)

 
4. Click on the Save Save button to apply the update.
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Assign a Contact to a Company From a Company Record
1. Do a contact  search from CRM > Contacts by entering the search criteria (company

 name, email address, etc.) for the contacts that should be assigned to a  company.

2. Review the list and mark the checkboxes for the contacts that should be assigned to the
company.
 

3. Click on the Actions Actions button and select Assign to CompanyAssign to Company.

 
4. Click on SearchSearch to choose an existing company.
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5. Click on the Process ActionProcess Action button.
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Calendar
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:08 pm MST

Each Infusionsoft user can track their tasks and appointments through Infusionsoft. These
are individual calendars, not a group calendar. You can allow users to view each others
calendars and tasks by editing their user permissions. Infusionsoft may also automatically
assign tasks or appointments as part of your automated follow-up strategies. You can create
tasks and appointments from the calendar or through an individual contact record. To sync
your Outlook or Gmail calendar, take a look at the Infusionsoft marketplace for the
Infusionsoft Sync for Outlook and Gmail products.

1. Click on Home Home in the user toolbar and select CalendarCalendar

2. Your calendar will be displayed by default. Select a user from the drop-down to view
another user's calendar (if your user permissions allow.) Task will show up on the
calendar and on the task list. Click on the Task icon to view the task list and add new
tasks.

3. Click on DayDay, WeekWeek, or Month Month to change the calendar view.
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4. Use the tools to navigate the calendar or select a specific calendar date.

5. Click on a time slot on the calendar to add a new appointment or task or click on an
existing appointment or task to edit it.

Select one of the create appointment options to block out a specific period of time
and/or to record a firm commitment. Appointments have a start AND end date
and time. They are assumed completed based on the end date / time.
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Create a task to create a "to do" item on your calendar. You can assign a date and
time, but cannot block out a window of time on your calendar for a task. Tasks
have a start date, but the end date is not recorded until the task is marked as
completed.

6. Fill in the task or appointment details.
Linked InformationLinked Information: Click on the select a different contactselect a different contact link to find a contact
record and link it to the task or appointment.
Appointment / Task InformationAppointment / Task Information: Enter a short description (this will show up in
your task or appointment list), start and end date / time, creation notes, and select
the responsible user from the dropdown. The appointment or task will show up
on that user's calendar. You can only assign one responsible user to each task or
appointment.
Advanced InfoAdvanced Info: Assign an action type and priority. The priority helps you identify
which tasks are most critical so you can work on them first.
NotificationsNotifications: Click on one or more users to send them an email notification when
this task is created. Hold down the Ctrl Ctrl key on your keyboard to select more than
one user. Set a pop-up reminder to trigger before the appointment. The pop-up
reminder displays when the user is logged into Infusionsoft. It is not an email
notification.

7. Click the Save Save button to save the task or appointment to the calendar and/or task list.
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Manage Tasks
Last Modified on 10/03/2018 5:01 pm MST

Each Infusionsoft user can track their tasks and appointments through Infusionsoft. You can
allow users to view each others calendars and tasks by editing their user permissions .
 Infusionsoft may also automatically assign tasks or appointments as part of your campaign
sequences . You can create tasks and appointments from the calendar or through an
individual contact record .  To sync your Outlook or Gmail calendar, take a look at the
Infusionsoft marketplace for the Infusionsoft Sync for Outlook and Gmail products.

1. Click on the Home Home icon in the user toolbar and select TasksTasks.
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2. Click the Add TaskAdd Task button to create a new task. You can also create a task while viewing

a contact record or while viewing a list of contacts in interactive view.

3. Start typing the first name of a contact and click the Search Search button to find the contact
record.
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4. Fill-in the task details:
a. Action DescriptionAction Description: This is the task title that shows up in your task list.
b. Action DateAction Date:  This is the date the task is due. You can update this date if you are

 not able to complete the task on the due date or keep it pending as an  overdue
task.

c. Completion DateCompletion Date:  Use the calendar icon to select a completion date when you
finish the  task. Setting a completion date will remove the task from your task list
 and archive it in the contact record history.

d. Creation NotesCreation Notes: These notes describe the task in detail. You can also use this
space to record notes about the outcome of the task.

e. PriorityPriority: Is used to set the urgency level of the task.
f. Action TypeAction Type: This is the Task Category. You an use the Action Type when running

the "Call History Summary report" and "Call Log Report" located under CRM >
Reports > Sales. Also when running the "Task Note Report" located under Admin >
Reports

5. Click the Save Save button to save your changes.
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Manage Tasks And Appointments with My
Day
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:09 pm MST

The My Day page consolidates tasks and appointments onto one page. With  My Day, you can
focus on one area of Infusionsoft to perform your daily  activities instead of jumping around
to various pages in Infusionsoft.  The left panel contains tasks and appointments. The large
panel to the  right shows you the details of the tasks and appointments you select  from the
left.

Manage Tasks

The Task Panel shows up to 250 tasks assigned to you. Tasks are  ordered by the due date,
then priority, and organized into one of these  four groups:

Overdue Overdue - Tasks that are past due
Today Today - Tasks that are due today
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Tomorrow Tomorrow - Tasks that are due tomorrow
Someday Someday - Tasks that have not been assigned a due date

Each of these groups can be collapsed or expanded by clicking on the group name.

Please Note!Please Note! This state is not saved. When you leave My Day and come back, the groups
will reset to all groups expanded. If there are no tasks in the group, the group name will
be hidden. If there are over 250 tasks in your tasks panel, all other tasks will transfer to
the All Tasks view.You will be alerted that you have exceeded the 250 display limit. You
may click the All Tasks button to see these tasks.

Task TitleTask Title - If your task title is too long, just hover over the task to reveal the full title.

 
Due DateDue Date - The Due Date represents the date the task is due
Contact AssociationContact Association - If the task is associated with a contact record, a person icon will
appear on the task
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Task TypeTask Type - Can be Email, Call, Appointment, Letter or Other.

 
Priority IconPriority Icon - The priority icon only displays if you specify a priority on a task.  Priorities
have been migrated to the new task data model, and are  represented as colored dots
that represent the severity of the priority.  Red = Critical, Orange = Essential and No Icon
= Non-Essential.
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Adding a Task

To add a task, type the title of the task into the New Task field and hit EnterEnter on your keyboard
(or click the AddAdd button on the page.) Newly created tasks appear below the New Task field
 and above the task groups. These new tasks include the task title and a  delete icon (allowing
you to quickly remove a new task.)

When the task is created, it is automatically selected and displayed in your Working View.
Here, additional details can be added to the task:

Due Date
Contact
Task Type
Priority
Description

Edit a Task
1. To edit a task in the working panel, click on a task in the left panel to select it.
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2. The task details will appear in the right hand panel, along with icons for Edit Edit and DeleteDelete.

Click the EditEdit icon in the right hand panel to bring up the edit task screen.

 
3. The edit screen is the same as the creation screen.

Once  a task has been edited and saved, the task remains selected in the list  and the right
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panel displays the task details. If the due date has been  changed, and the task no longer falls
into the display criteria for the  working tab, then the right panel will return to the default
blank view.

Completing a Task

To complete a task from the Working tab, simply click on the  check mark next to the task
title. The task will be struck through. The  completed task will be removed from the
Working tab and archived in the Task Note Report under Admin > ReportsAdmin > Reports.

For  tasks that have legacy completion scenarios (outcomes) that trigger  automation, a modal
with scenario options is presented to you when the  checkbox is clicked. You must choose a
scenario and click SaveSave to complete the task.

Once a task has been completed, the task details are presented in a read only state,  and
cannot be deleted or edited. If there is a contact associated with  the task, and the contact
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record is showing, you will still be able to  perform actions on the business card's action pane.

Manage Appointments

The Appointments panel on the My Day page displays your appointments for today and
tomorrow. Each appointment includes:

Appointment TitleAppointment Title (Character limited to one line. If the title needs to extend beyond one
 line, it is shortened with ellipses. On mouse-over, a tool-tip will  appear with the entire
appointment title.)
Start Time & End TimeStart Time & End Time
Location Location (only displays if you specify the location.)
Attendee Attendee (only one attendee can be attached to an appointment.)

The  Appointment panel allows up to three appointments to be viewable at one  time. If there
are more than three appointments between today and  tomorrow, a scroll bar will appear,
allowing you to scroll in the  appointments panel. There is no limit to the number of
appointments that  can display in this panel.

Please NotePlease Note

The panel's height is responsive based on your resolution.

Height = 768 px or lower: One Appointment will appear at a time
Height = 800 px: Two Appointments will appear at a time
Height = 960 px or higher: Three Appointments will appear at a time

Appointments consist of the following elements:

Title Title - The Title is required
Contact Contact (optional) -  If the appointment is tied to a contact record, start typing the name
 of the person and choose the person from the drop-down list.
Location Location (optional) - Enter in the name of the location of the appointment.
Start Date/TimeStart Date/Time
End Date/TimeEnd Date/Time
DescriptionDescription - Optional details that you can enter.
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Process A Letter Fulfillment Job
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:10 pm MST

A letter fulfillment job is created to make it easy for you to  process a mail merge and print
labels for a list of contacts. The job is  created when the letter template is used in a
campaign. It includes a  link to a letter template that auto-merges contact information from
the  contact records so that you can batch print the letter for those people.  The letter jobs
are automatically displayed in the fulfillment job  widget on your Dashboard.

Each job will accumulate (or queue up)  people until you begin processing. After you begin
processing a specific  job, the system will not add any new people to it. It will, instead,  create
a new job the next time the template is triggered. A letter job  displays the status, the name,
and count (number of people queued) as  well as a link to view and process the job.

1. Click on BeginBegin to view and begin processing the job. Clicking on this link updates the job
status to processing and the system will stop adding people to the job.

 
2. Click on the Open Merged Letter Open Merged Letter link to open the letter in Microsoft Word and generate

the mail merge. If prompted, click on Open Open or Open in WordOpen in Word. The system will customize
the letter for each person in the queue so that you can print them all at once.
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3. Print the letter.

4. Some letter jobs may include a link to print labels, or the job  have been created for the
sole purpose of generating address labels. Click on the Print Labels Print Labels link.

 
5. Review the label setup

Merge FieldsMerge Fields:  The merge fields pull information from each contact record. Click on
 open merge window to add new merge fields to the label. Remove any
 unnecessary merge fields or add default values for fields where a blank  field may
be common.
Label TypeLabel Type: Choose an Avery label type and the position of the first available label
on your sheet.

6. Click on Generate LabelsGenerate Labels to open the labels in Microsoft Word. If prompted, click on
Open or Open in Word.
 

7. Print the labels
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8. When you're finished with this job, click the Complete Complete button to remove the job from

your dashboard. The job can remain pending until it is fully processed. Do not click
complete until you have truly finished the job.
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Process A Queued Fulfillment Job
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:10 pm MST

A queued fulfillment job is most often associated with mailing a  gift, postcard, kit, free
report, etc. The job is created when a queued fulfillment list used in a campaign sequence in
the campaign builder. It includes a list of people due to receive the  mailing, and may also
include documents to reference or print. The jobs  are displayed in the fulfillment job widget
on your dashboard.

Each  job will accumulate (or queue up) people until you begin processing.  After you begin
processing a specific job, the system will not add any  new people to it. It will, instead, create
a new job the next time the  template is triggered in the campaign sequence. A queued
fulfillment  list job displays the status, name, and count (number of people queued)  as well
as a link to view and process the job.

1. Click on Begin Begin beside a queued fulfillment list job to view and begin processing the job.
Clicking on this link updates the job status to processing and the system will stop
adding people to the job.

 
2. Click on the csv File link to download the spreadsheet.
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3. (Optional) If there are additional attachments, click on the  other document links to

download or view the documents (i.e. postcard  jpg, free report, etc.)
 

4. Click on the Complete Complete button to remove the job from the user home.
The job can remain pending until it is fully processed. Do not click Complete until you
have truly finished the job.
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Process An Order Fulfillment Job
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:10 pm MST

An order fulfillment job (fulfillment report) is created when an order is placed that includes a
product you ship to  the customer. It includes a list of people, the product(s) ordered, and
 shipping information. The jobs are displayed in the fulfillment job  widget on your
dashboard.

Each job will accumulate (or queue up)  people until you begin processing. After you begin
processing a specific  job, the system will not add any new people to it. It will, instead,  create
a new job the next time an order goes through and the job is  triggered. The fulfillment
report creates a job that displays  fulfillment status, report name, and count (number of
people queued) as  well as a link to view and process the job.

1. Click on the Pick Up ItemsPick Up Items link beside a fulfillment report job to view and begin
processing the job. If you manage fulfillment jobs, you will approve jobs for other users.
 

2. Click on the Download CSVDownload CSV link to view the list of orders associated with the job.

 
3. Click on the Pick Up ItemsPick Up Items button to confirm you are going to work on this job and to

update the job status to processing.
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4. Click the Mark CompleteMark Complete link in the fulfillment job widget to confirm you've finished the

job. The job can remain pending until it is fully processed. Do not click Complete until
you have truly finished the job.
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Campaign Builder Terminology
Last Modified on 10/02/2018 2:58 pm MST

The campaign builder is a visual, drag & drop interface that allows you to build a marketing
and sales process from start to finish; including emails, landing page s and more. Your
business may only require a single campaign to automate your entire marketing and sales
automation strategy, or you may run many campaigns concurrently to support more complex
automation needs.

This article simply defines some common terminology used throughout this guide.

Campaign Canvas

The campaign canvas is simply your work area; it looks like graphing paper. You will drag
objects from the campaign sidebar onto the canvas to create sales and marketing
automation. If you are running out of room on the canvas, just right-click and drag your
mouse. You have an infinite canvas to work with.
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Goals

A goal represents a business objective that you are trying to achieve in your marketing
strategy - like submitting a web form.
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Naming a Goal

Once you drag a goal onto the canvas, you must name it. The name is for your internal use
only - your audience will not see the name.

 

Campaign Sequences

A campaign sequence is a scheduled series of communications and/or processes that are set
in motion when a campaign goal is achieved. Sequences deliver time-release messages to a
contact, update the contact record (e.g. tags), and assign tasks or send internal process
notifications to Infusionsoft users.
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Example Campiagn Sequences:

An email series
An automated sales process
An internal business automation strategy
A combination of all three

Sequence TimersSequence Timers: Sequence timers allow you to define when a series of communications or
processes occur within a sequence.
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Example Timers:

Delay Timers
Date Timers
Field Timers

Sequence CommunicationsSequence Communications: Sequence communications are the individual components in a
sequence that allow you to communicate to your audience. They are typically emails, but may
also include faxes, voice broadcasts, direct mail, or a combination of all four.

 

Sequence ProcessesSequence Processes: Sequence processes are the individual components in a sequence that
create business automation. Adding a tag, creating a task, and assigning the contact to an
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owner are a few examples of the available processes you can implement in a campaign
sequence.

 

Draft / Ready

When something is in Draft mode, it is considered inactive or incomplete. For example, an
email in Draft mode will not be sent. Once the item is ready, just toggle it to Ready and
publish your changes.
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Email Confirmation Sequence

A special type of automated email sequence that sends an email confirmation request to
contacts who have opted-in to a campaign.

 

Notes

Notes allow you to document items on the canvas. You can document the purpose of the
campaign, the intended audience, the call to action, or the goal the campaign is driving
towards. Documenting your campaign is very useful when you are transitioning someone
else into the role of managing your marketing campaigns.
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Decision Nodes

A decision node is a device that defines what path a contact will take when multiple pathways
are present. A decision node will automatically appear when a goal is connected to two or
more sequences.

 

Publishing
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When you have finished building a campaign, or updating an existing campaign, you will need
to publish your changes. Publishing is the act of "going live" with the campaign.
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Campaign Builder Knowledge
Requirements
Last Modified on 10/02/2018 2:57 pm MST

When constructing your campaign, build objects moving from the left side of the canvas, to
the right side of the canvas.
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If you have a large campaign and need more canvas area to work with, hold right-click with
your mouse and move your mouse around. This will move your entire campaign and allow
you to see more blank canvas area.

Mac Tip! Mac Tip! On a Mac, hold down the Ctrl Ctrl key, then click click & drag drag to move around the canvas.

To move groups of objects on the campaign canvas, left-click and drag a selection window
over the objects

To delete an object on the campaign canvas, left-click the object and click the delete icon.

Warning! Warning! When you delete an object from the campaign canvas, the related content is
also deleted and cannot be restored without restoring a previous version of the
campaign. When a sequence is deleted from a campaign, the sequence is marked as
done for all contacts who are currently in that sequence.
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Double-click on any object description to rename it to something more useful

Connect objects by dragging the green arrow from one object to another

Remove connections, by clicking on the connecting line and hitting the Delete key

The campaign builder automatically saves your campaign every 30 seconds so you can work
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with confidence. You can restore a previous version of the campaign, clone it, rename it, etc...
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Add Someone To A Campaign
Last Modified on 07/25/2018 12:20 pm MST

Automatically adding someone to a campaign

How someone is  added to a campaign is dictated by a goal in a campaign. For example,  in
the campaign below, the first goal is for a person to fill out a web form to request
information. Once this goal has been achieved, the  person has now been "added" to a
campaign.

Manually adding someone to a campaign

In some cases, you  may want add some logic to the campaign that will make it easy to
 manually add one-offs to the campaign. There are several ways to do this  depending on
your situation. Below are two ways to set up logic in the  campaign builder to manually add
individual people to a campaign:

Add  a Tag goal to the campaign. Whenever a specific tag is applied to a  contact record,
the goal will be accomplished, and the person will be  added to the campaign.
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Another method to manually add someone to a campaign is set up an internal form in
the campaign. An internal form is similar to a web form, but an Infusionsoft user fills
this out on behalf of a prospect.

Adding to campaign via the contact record
While  in a contact record, scroll to the 'Campaigns' tab. Here you will be  able to click
the Add to Sequence button at the top right.
This will allow you to then choose a campaign, followed by a sequence that the contact
will start at the beginning of. Click Add
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Connecting Objects In The Campaign
Builder
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:12 pm MST

A campaign is assembled by arranging a series of goals and sequences on the campaign
canvas. After the campaign objects are in place, they are connected together to define one or
more paths. Campaign connections are created sequentially, moving from left to right. When
a campaign goal is achieved, the earlier connected sequences (to the left) automatically stop,
and the next sequential sequence(s) (to the right) automatically start.

The campaign builder has built-in checks that prevent you from making connections that
don't make sense or won't function properly. This article outlines the allowable connections
and helps you understand what to expect from each one.

1. Goal to Sequence Connections. You can connect a goal to more than one sequence.
When you do this, a decision point appears automatically. You must configure the
decision point to define the contact's next appropriate sequence(s). The previous
sequence(s) will stop, and the new one(s) will begin.

You can also connect a sequence to more than one goal. When you do this, the
contact's previous sequence(s) stops and the contact enters the next sequence based
on the first goal achieved. If both goals are satisfied and function independently (e.g.
purchase two products, more than one tag is applied), then the contact may enter more
than one sequence. You can edit the sequence settings if you want a specific sequence
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to "run until completed" instead of stopping when the subsequent goal(s) is achieved.

2. Sequence to Sequence Connections. When you connect a sequence to another
sequence, the contact will enter the second sequence within one minute of completing
the first.

If you connect a sequence to more than one sequence, a decision point appears
automatically. You must configure the decision point to define the contact's next
appropriate sequence(s). If a contact meets the criteria for more than one set of
sequence rules they will begin more than one sequence. When the first sequence in the
chain is completed AND one or more of the sequence rules are true for the contact,
then the contact will move forward in the campaign. The previous sequence(s) will stop,
and the new one(s) will begin.
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3. No Campaign Connection. You can intentionally create a "disconnected" process within
a campaign. This would allow the process to run in parallel to other campaign
processes. The process would not stop. It functions independently of other campaign
goals. The first goal in each process is a default entry point as well. A contact will jump
into the process when the related goal is achieved, even if they are not involved in any
other processes within the campaign.
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Publish A Campaign
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:20 pm MST

When sequences, communications, goals and other items in the campaign builder are
created a status slider button will be at the top right of each configuration page. The best
practice is to keep the slider in Draft mode until editing has been completed for that item.
When finished, move the slider to the Ready position. The Ready status indicates the object is
ready to be published. To start using a campaign or have changes take effect, it must be
published.

1. Example of a Web Form in Draft Draft mode...

2. Example of a Web Form in Ready Ready mode...
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3. Color-Coded Objects

Icon ColorIcon Color MeaningMeaning

Black objects are still being drafted.

Striped objects are ready to be published.

Green objects have already been published.

4. To publish a campaign...
1. Make sure the objects in the campaign are in Ready Ready mode.

2. Click the Publish Publish button located at the top right of the campaign builder.
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3. After reviewing and resolved any items discovered in the Campaign Checklist, click
the PublishPublish button again.

5. Whenever a change is made to a campaign, the campaign will need to be published
for the changes to take effect.

Be aware of the following!Be aware of the following!
Republish the campaign after moving objects around. Moving an object will not
prompt to republish the campaign. It will only prompt for publish if campaign
objects are added, removed or modified.
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If an item is quickly switched from ready to draft to ready again, it will be flagged for
publishing even when no changes have been made.

6. Important Campaign Builder Notes
Review sequence objects and make sure each email communication that was
modified is set to "ready." If verbiage or images in "ready" emails are edited
then updates will apply automatically.
Review the campaign sequences and make sure they are set to Ready.
Check the timer objects within campaign sequences. If a timer object is not
configured, the objects that follow it in the sequence will not run (even if they
are ready.)
Publish the campaign updates to apply the changes made during a work
session. Campaign changes are not active until the campaign is published.
Do not mark incomplete objects as Ready or publish them until they are
complete.
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Decision Diamonds
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:13 pm MST

When you create a campaign, some of your business goals may have more than one possible
outcome, and each outcome may take the contact down a different path. When this happens,
Infusionsoft needs to evaluate the information available and use it to choose the appropriate
sequence. In the example below, there is a newsletter goal connected to two sequences:
Dogs and Cats. Let's assume the sign up form asks the user which animal they are interested
in. If they choose Dogs, they go into the Dogs sequence. If they choose Cats, they go into the
Cats sequence.

Pro-tip!Pro-tip! Decision diamonds are created automatically when a campaign goal or a
campaign sequence connects to two or more sequences.
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1. Double-click the Diamond icon to set up the rules. On the Decision Rules screen, you
will see at least two separate set of rule areas: In this example, there is one for the
Dogs sequence and one for the Cats sequence. If we had another sequence for
Hamsters, we would have that option as well on this page.

Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! The order in which the sequences appear on this page is determined by which
item you connected your goal to first. I connected my web form goal to the Dogs
sequence first, so it will be at the top of the page.

2. Click + RULE+ RULE button to set up your rule for each sequence. Rules can be based on tags,
radio or checkbox options, custom fields and the following contact fields: Title, Job Title,
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City, State, Country, Birthday, Contact Type or Owner. If a contact matches more than
one rule, they will enter multiple campaign sequences. If no sequence rules are
assigned, then ALL contacts will begin the related campaign sequence.

My rule for entering the Dogs sequence is that the user must choose the dogs radio
button on the newsletter signup form. The criteria for this rule is shown below: Form
Submission > Option > Animal Interest - Dogs >is selected (Animal Interest is the label of
the radio button on the newsletter sign up form.)

Now, whenever someone chooses the Dogs radio button on the sign up form, they will
enter the Dogs sequence.

3. If a sequence path has more than one criteria, click the + And+ And icon to add other criteria

Pro Tip!Pro Tip! When you add the next criteria in this manner, the first criteria AND the second
criteria must be true for the sequence to run. You can add an unlimited number of
criteria.

4. You can also add an alternative rule or set of rules for each sequence. When you click
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on the small + Rule+ Rule button, you are now adding separate criteria that can be met in
order to move the contact into the Dogs sequence. When you add an alternative set of
criteria, the first set of criteria must be true OR the second set must be true. In the
example below, they will be moved into the Dogs sequence of they chose the
Dogs radio button, or they have Dogs tag applied to their contact record.

5. Click on Back to CampaignBack to Campaign when all of the sequence rules have been defined.

6. Advanced Logic Cheat Sheet. In the example above, the scenario was fairly
straightforward: They either chose Dogs or Cats when they signed up on the web form.
For more advanced criteria, here is a cheat-sheet showing the different rule
combinations and what scenario they should be applied to:
Decision Diamond RuleDecision Diamond Rule
CriteriaCriteria

OROR ANDAND

Contains
Contact has ANY one of
these tags

Contact has ALL of these tags

Doesn't contain See note below
Contact Doesn't have ANY of
these tags
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Doesn't contain "A" OR "B": Doesn't contain "A" OR "B": This logic doesn't work due to the reason that the campaign
will only check the first part of the rule. The proper way to set this up is Doesn't contain
"A AND B".

Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! Some campaigns containing decision diamonds may benefit from a 'Catch-All'
sequence. A 'Catch-All' sequence is simply an empty sequence titled 'Catch-All' or 'Other',
connected to the decision diamond, with no criteria rules, where all contacts will fall, to
create a backup list of contacts, that have passed through the decision diamond. Having
this in your campaign allows you to keep contacts in their current place in the campaign,
while keeping a backup list of all contacts that passed through the decision diamond.
This will allow for you to review any contacts that may not have met the criteria set, for
another sequence.
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Campaign Canvas Basics
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:14 pm MST

The Campaign is where you can create automation. This can be as simple or as complex as
you need it to be. 

Campaign Sequences

Where your automation is built. You can have tags applied, Tasks created, Email Sent, and
more

Campaign Goals

How you add/remove contacts from the campaign sequence based on accomplishing that
goal type. Example Submitting a Web Form accomplishes the Web Form Goal. If the Web
Form was Before the Sequence the Contact would be added. If the Web Form was After they
would be removed.  To see more on how an End Goal works

Contacts in Campaign VS Any Contact

If your campaign sequence has a middle goal. You have an option of allowing only contacts in
that campaign to accomplish it to move into the following sequence OR you can allow ANY
contact to accomplish it. 

An example is if you have a Purchase goal connected to a Thank You sequence. Changing it
to ANY contact would allow any contact to receive the Thank You email regardless if they
started in the campaign. 
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Sequence Flag

A Goal after a sequence will remove the contact when accomplished. 

You do have the option to change the Sequence so that the contact is NOT removed.
Changing the Flag to "Runs Until Complete" will allow the contact to stay in the current
sequence until it's completed.  *Note - The contact will be moved into the sequence following
the goal AND complete the sequence with the "Runs Until Complete"

Convert Goal, Duplicate, and Delete

Instead of deleting and then re-adding a Goal, you Right Click on the goal to convert it. This
makes customizing your campaign a snap. The Right Click also allows you to duplicate and
delete (both with goals and sequences)

Reporting Tab

View where you contacts are currently in the sequence. You have the ability to customize
your date range, to view past email performance (opens, clicks, opt-out s, bounce s, etc.), all
from the reporting tab in the campaign builder.

Important Note!Important Note!

You will be able to pull reporting back to May 1st, 2017May 1st, 2017 in existing campaigns. 
You cannot yet click on the numbers next to the different email activities recipients are
doing... future iterations will allow users to see contacts doing that behavior and take
action on them

Also view the campaign email statistics, at a glance, from within the campaign builder's
reporting tab. 

Clicking the Sequence & Email Report button will display a summary report for all
sequences that contain email(s).  
All Sequences containing an email will be listed and a report that shows the open and
click % for each email.  
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Opt-out, Un-open counts and other useful metrics are available

To view Campaign Contacts hover over the Goals/Sequences to click the "Blue People" this
can be done inside the sequence as well. 

Actions Button

Create Reporting Widget

Quickly create a Campaign Dashboard Widget

Save Version

The system automatically creates a version of each published campaign. You can also save a
version whenever you wish. A version contains a snapshot of the campaign traffic sources,
goals, sequences, and decisions. It is a good idea to save a version when you plan to modify it
significantly by adding/removing goals and sequences. A version does not store previous
content (e.g., landing page or sequence email content) or the decision point settings. Object
configurations and content always reflect the most recent edits.

Restore Version

 The versions are date stamped and stored so you can rollback the campaign to a previous
version. You might decide to do this if campaign performance drops after you make
significant changes to it. It is a good idea to save the current version of the campaign before
you restore a previous version.

Make a Copy 

 This option creates a completely new campaign by copying the existing one. The edits you
make to the new campaign will not affect the original. The new campaign is "unpublished" by
default. If you create a new campaign, you will need to change form code and landing page
links to begin using the new goal objects. You might make a copy of a campaign to speed up
the process of creating a new campaign for a different audience (e.g. partners). The email,
web form, and landing page styles and content from the first campaign are applied to the
copy.
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Rename 

Change the name of your campaign

Revert Changes

This option allows you to "undo" the work from your current session. The revert option
restores the campaign to the way it looked when you first opened it during this work session.
You might need to revert a campaign if you accidentally delete campaign objects or make
some other kind of significant mistake.

Unpublish

 This action will:

Remove all contacts from the campaign
Disable all automation - All published goals and sequences will be switched to the
Ready state (striped green) to indicate that they are no longer published, but ready to
be published again
The Last 24 Hour and Last 30 Day reporting data for the campaign will be preserved
(Current will no longer be accessible), though it will still "expire" (e.g., 24 hours after
unpublishing, the Last 24 Hour reporting will show all zeros because there will not have
been any activity in that time-frame)

In addition, when unpublishing, Infusionsoft will check to see if there are any published web
forms or landing pages in the campaign. If there are, you will be presented with the option to
customize the error message displayed when the forms are filled out (e.g., if a form is not
removed from your website, or the link to the hosted version is still live.)

Print 

This option sends the current version of the campaign to your printer.

Save as Image

This option allows you to save your campaign as a jpg image file

Merge Fields

 Campaign merge fields are useful time-savers when information in your campaign changes
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frequently. For example, if you have five emails in a campaign that all reference a constantly
changing date, a campaign merge field will save you from editing all five emails every time
the date changes; all you have to do is change the value of the campaign merge field.

The merge field can only be text
There is no limit to the amount of campaign merge fields you can create
A campaign merge can only be used in the campaign that it was created in
Campaign merge fields are available to use in any email from the campaign that it was
created in

Links

Campaign links are useful time-savers when hyperlinks in your campaign emails change
frequently. A campaign link works very similarly to a campaign merge field.

The merge field can only be text
There is no limit to the amount of campaign merge fields you can create
A campaign merge can only be used in the campaign that it was created in
Campaign merge fields are available to use in any email from the campaign that it was
created in

Edit Campaign Category 

Organize your list of campaigns using Campaign Categories

To assign a campaign to a category, open your campaign and click the Edit CategoriesEdit Categories
option under the ActionsActionsdrop-down.
Choose the campaign category and click Save CategoriesSave Categories.
A campaign can be added to multiple categories

Publish Button

To start using a campaign or have changes take effect, it must be published.
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Make sure the objects in the campaign are in Ready mode.
Click the Publish button located at the top right of the campaign builder.
After reviewing and resolved any items discovered in the Campaign Checklist, click the
Publish button again.

Whenever a change is made to a campaign, the campaign will need to be published for the
changes to take effect.
Do Not mark incomplete objects as Ready or Publish them until they are complete. 

Be aware of the following

If an item is quickly switched from ready to draft to ready again, it will be flagged for
publishing even when no changes have been made.

Some Goals and Sequence processes have a Draft slider that you move to Ready but some
just require you to configure and click Save to become Ready. 
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Draft to Ready Examples
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Install Pre-Built Campaigns
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:14 pm MST

1. Go to Marketing > Campaign BuilderMarketing > Campaign Builder

2. Click the Go to the Strategy Guide button.

3. Follow the Strategy Guide and click on a campaign. You will be brought to the
Infusionsoft marketplace in order to download the campaign.

4. To download the campaign into your application, click the Install Install button below the
campaign preview/description. A pop-up selecting your compatible Infusionsoft
Application will appear. Confirm that your application is selected, and click the Begin
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Install button.

 
5. Your new campaign is ready to customize. It will appear in the list of campaigns.

 
6. All campaigns will have instructions on what needs to be customized. Just explore the

campaign and read the notes for more details.
 

7. When you are ready to go live with your campaign, just click the Publish Publish button to make it
live.
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Testing Decision Diamonds
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:13 pm MST

Infusionsoft offers a tool that allows for you to test decision diamond logic, from within the
decision diamond criteria setup. Below, are instructions on using this tool, to test decision
diamond logic, in order to give you full confidence that your contacts will move into the
appropriate sequence, or help you see adjustments that need to be made.

1. Double-click on the decision diamond
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2. Set up decision diamond logic

3. Hover over the 'Actions' button, in the top right corner of the screen, and click the 'Test'
option
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4. Fill in the associated fields, listed on the test form
Depending on if the logic is going off of Tags, Contact Fields, etc. you have the
ability to test the logic
Decision diamonds can be as simple as operating on tags, and/or as advanced as
using multiple criteria, to segment contacts

5. Click the Evaluate Button and view the bulleted list at the bottom of the form indicating
which sequence the contact would enter into
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This particular example (above) shows the contact would go into both the CEO and Non-
CEO Education paths, which is not intended. So you would need to add appropriate logic
to the Non-CEO path to ensure that anyone without the CEO title would go there. Once
that logic is added, the test would now show this contact would appropriately go to the
CEO Education Path.
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6. If the contact would fall out of the campaign, there is a warning that lets you know the
contact would fall out and to:

Check decision diamond logic
Build a catch-all sequence, with a link to a help-article instructing you on how to
create a catch-all sequence
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Pro-Tip!: Pro-Tip!: A 'Catch-All' sequence is simply an empty sequence titled 'Catch-All' or 'Other',
connected to the decision diamond, with no criteria rules, where all contacts will fall, to
create a backup list of contacts, that have passed through the decision diamond. Having
this in your campaign allows you to keep contacts in their current place in the campaign,
while keeping a backup list of all contacts that passed through the decision diamond. This
will allow for you to review any contacts that may not have met the criteria set, for another
sequence.
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Campaign Walkthrough Part 1 - Capture
Leads
Last Modified on 10/02/2018 2:59 pm MST

We will capture prospects with a Landing Page, offering a free report titled, “7 Mistakes New7 Mistakes New
Pool Owners Make That Cost Them MoneyPool Owners Make That Cost Them Money." In exchange for their email address, we will
provide to them a free PDF document.

1. Drag the Landing Page Goal onto the campaign canvas.
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2. Name it "7 Mistakes New Pool Owners Make That Cost Them Money" (or whatever you
wish) and click SaveSave.

3. Double-click the Goal to setup the Landing Page

Pro-tip!Pro-tip! Double-click the name of the web form and hit the enter key on your
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keyboard to break to the next line.

4. After customizing the Landing Page, toggle the form to Ready Ready by clicking on the slider.

5. Now click the Back to CampaignBack to Campaign button.
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Campaign Walkthrough Part 2 - Nurture
Prospects
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:15 pm MST

Now that we have a web form goal, let's connect it to an automated sequence.

1. Drag an Email Confirmation Confirmation onto the canvas to the right of the landing page.
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2. Now, click and drag a SequenceSequence to the right of the Email Confirmation.

 
3. Rename the sequence, "Nurture Sequence."

 
4. Double-Click the Nurture SequenceNurture Sequence icon.
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5. You are now viewing the campaign sequence canvas. Click and drag an Email Email to the

right of the Start icon. This email will go immediately when someone submits the web
form (accomplishes the goal.)

 
6. Click and drag a Delay TimerDelay Timer onto the canvas to the right of your email.

 
7. Double-click the Delay TimerDelay Timer icon.
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8. This email will run 3 days after the goal is accomplished on any day of the week. You

can configure the timer by clicking on the drop-down fields and selecting your
parameters.

 
9. Click the green Save Save button when you are finished configuring the timer options.
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10. Click and drag another email onto the canvas to the right of the Delay Timer. This  email
will be sent according the timer you created in the previous  step. You can continue to
add timers and communications to build out  your nurture sequence.

 
11. When you are done configuring your sequence, mark the sequence as ReadyReady.

 
12. Click Back to Campaign Back to Campaign.
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Campaign Walkthrough Part 3 - Convert
Sales
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:16 pm MST

Let's convert the prospect into a customer.

1. Drag a Product purchased goal onto the campaign canvas to the right of the Sequence
and give it a name

 
2. Double-click the goal and set up the purchase goal. In this example, the goal is satisfied

when they purchase a specific service
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3. Click SaveSave

 
4. Your campaign should look similar to this image below:

 
5. Connect the campaign elements together. When you hover over a goal icon you will see

a green arrow icon. Click the green arrow and drag it over to the object on the right.

 
 

6. Publish the campaign by Clicking on the Publish Publish button at the top right of the campaign
canvas.
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7. The Campaign Checklist will validate your campaign and let you know what needs to be

fixed before the final publish. Whenever you make changes to the campaign, you will
need to publish your changes in order for them to "go live."

 
8. After correcting any mistakes, click Publish again to "go live" with your campaign.

Congratulations! You just built your first basic campaign. Next, you'll want to learn  how
to build more sophisticated automation and how to customize the look and feel of your
web forms and emails.
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Clone Campaign Content
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:16 pm MST

To copy and paste elements from within a campaign...
1. Left click your mouse and select the objects you want to copy

 
2. Once items are selected, right-click on one of the selected elements, and choose the

option to 'Duplicate'

To copy an element from a separate campaign...
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1. Double-click a goal or sequence that you would like to duplicate from a separate
campaign

 
2. Once inside the element, select the drop down button located at the top left of the

screen, and choose Copy from CampaignCopy from Campaign.

 
3. A light-box is presented allowing you to select from a list of existing campaigns.
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4. Once  a campaign is selected, a second drop down is presented allowing you to  choose

a sequence or specific goal within the campaign.

 
5. After a specific goal or sequence is selected, it is copied over, overwriting what

previously existed.
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Rename, Restore And Unpublish
Campaigns
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:19 pm MST

Create a Campaign Dashboard Widget to Gain Insight into
Your Campaign

1. Open a campaign that you have already published

2. On the top-right of the canvas, click on the Actions Actions button and select the first option,
Create Reporting Widget...Create Reporting Widget...

3. Click Save to DashboardSave to Dashboard
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4. Your new Widget will be available on your Dashboard

Pro-Tips! Pro-Tips! Infusionsoft will automatically pick the goals that will be added to the widget.
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Infusionsoft will prioritize goals that are near the end of the campaign first (end goals),
then prioritize those at the beginning of the campaign second (start goals.) Goals that
are neither at the beginning or the end of the campaign will not be available on the
Campaign Dashboard Widget. In this example, you will see how Infusionsoft prioritizes
the 5 goals that appear in the campaign

There is a limit of 5 goals per widgetThere is a limit of 5 goals per widget

Save Version

The system automatically creates a version of each published campaign. You can also save a
version whenever you wish. A version contains a snapshot of the campaign traffic sources,
goals, sequences, and decisions. It is a good idea to save a version when you plan to modify it
significantly by adding/removing goals and sequences. A version does not store previous
content (e.g., landing page or sequence email content) or the decision point settings. Object
configurations and content always reflect the most recent edits.

Restore Version

The versions are date stamped and stored so you can rollback the campaign to a previous
version. You might decide to do this if campaign performance drops after you make
significant changes to it. It is a good idea to save the current version of the campaign before
you restore a previous version.

Make a Copy

This option creates a completely new campaign by copying the existing one. The edits you
make to the new campaign will not affect the original. The new campaign is "unpublished" by
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default. If you create a new campaign, you will need to change form code and landing page
links to begin using the new goal objects. You might make a copy of a campaign to speed up
the process of creating a new campaign for a different audience (e.g. partners). The email,
web form, and landing page styles and content from the first campaign are applied to the
copy.

Rename

This option allows you to update a campaign name.

Revert Changes

This option allows you to "undo" the work from your current session. The revert option
restores the campaign to the way it looked when you first opened it during this work session.
You might need to revert a campaign if you accidentally delete campaign objects or make
some other kind of significant mistake.

Print

This option sends the current version of the campaign to your printer.

Save as Image

This option allows you to save your campaign as a jpg image file

Merge Fields

Click here to learn more.

Links

Click here to learn more.

Deleting a Campaign

Be Careful! Be Careful! When you delete a campaign, it is permanently removed from your system
and cannot be restored.
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1. Go to Marketing > Campaign BuilderMarketing > Campaign Builder
2. All of the campaigns are selected by default. Click on the top checkbox to deselect them,

then mark the checkbox beside the campaign you want to delete.
3. Click on the Actions Actions button and select Un-publish and DeleteUn-publish and Delete.
4. Confirm the number of campaigns selected and click on Process ActionProcess Action to confirm

deletion.
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Campaign Merge Fields
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:21 pm MST

Campaign merge field s are useful time-savers when information in your campaign changes
frequently. For example, if you have five emails in a campaign that all reference a constantly
changing date, a campaign merge field will save you from editing all five emails every time
the date changes; all you have to do is change the value of the campaign merge field.

Pro-Tips!Pro-Tips!

The merge field can only be text
There is no limit to the amount of campaign merge fields you can create
A campaign merge can only be used in the campaign that it was created in
Campaign merge fields are available to use in any email from the campaign that it was
created in

Create a Campaign Merge Field...
1. While inside your campaign, click on the Actions Actions button and select Merge FieldsMerge Fields.
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2. Click the Add Merge FieldAdd Merge Field button.

 
3. Enter the Merge Field Label and Value.
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1. Merge Field LabelMerge Field Label - This is the name of the merge field. Only you will see this.
2. Merge Field ValueMerge Field Value - The actual value that will be merged into the email.

 
4. Click the Save Save icon to save your changes.

 
5. Repeat these steps to add more merge fields.

To insert a Campaign Merge Field into an email...
1. Open the email you would like to modify.

 
2. Click inside the email where you would like to insert the merge field and click the

Merge Merge drop-down.
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3. Campaign Merge Fields are at the bottom of the merge drop-down list.

 
4. Click on the Merge Field and it will appear in the email.
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To Edit an existing campaign merge field...
1. While inside the campaign, click on the Campaign Campaign button and select Merge FieldsMerge Fields.

 
2. Click the pencilpencil icon to edit an existing merge field.
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Campaign Links
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:18 pm MST

Campaign  links are useful time-savers when hyperlinks in your campaign emails  change
frequently. A campaign link works very similarly to a campaign merge field .

Pro-Tips!Pro-Tips!

There is no limit to the amount of campaign links you can create.
A campaign link can only be used in the campaign that it was created in.

To create a Campaign Link...
1. While inside your campaign, click on the Campaign Campaign button and select LinksLinks.

 
2. Click the Add LinkAdd Link button.
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3. Enter the link Name, URL and (optional) Description.

1. Name Name - This is the name of the link. Only you will see this.
2. URL URL - The actual hyperlink that will be merged into the email (e.g.,

http://www.infusionsoft.com).
3. Description Description (optional)

 
4. Click the Save Save button to save your changes
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5. Continue the steps above to continue adding links. Click the Close button at the bottom
when you are finished adding links.

To insert a Campaign Link into an email
1. Open the email you would like to modify.

 
2. Highlight the text you want the reader to click.

 
3. Click on the Link Link button.

 
4. Select Campaign linksCampaign links from the drop-down.
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5. Select the campaign link you created earlier.

 
6. Click the Insert LinkInsert Link button
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Edit an existing campaign link
1. While inside the campaign, click on the Actions Actions button and select LinksLinks.

 
2. Click the Edit Edit button next to the link you want to change.

 
3. Make your changes and click the Save Save button.
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4. Publish the campaign to make your changes live.
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Republishing Campaigns FAQ
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:18 pm MST

A common question customers ask is "What happens when I make a change to an existing
campaign and then re-publish it?" This article will answer specific questions that are
commonly associated with re-publishing a campaign.

Can I change the text or verbiage of a specific email?Can I change the text or verbiage of a specific email?

Yes. Once you re-publish the campaign, the revised email will only be seen by the people to
who have not received the email previously.

Can I change where a link is driving a contact, without impacting the “Link Clicked” goalCan I change where a link is driving a contact, without impacting the “Link Clicked” goal
following it?following it?

Yes, as long as you don't delete the link from your email and replace it with a brand new one,
then the goal will remain unchanged. The Link Clicked goal is tracking a hyperlink you have
created, you can change the destination at any time. If you do delete the link, and replace it
with a new one, you’ll need to be sure to go reconfigure the “Link Clicked” goal.

What happens if I add a goal?What happens if I add a goal?

Goals are either achieved or not. They cannot be retroactively achieved. So, if you publish a
new goal, it can only be achieved in the future. If you have a goal configured to look for the
application of a tag, when you publish, it will look for new applications of that tag. Any people
who already have that tag will not automatically be placed into this campaign. The concept
applies the same to customers that purchase products. If you publish a campaign with a goal
configured by the purchase of a product, it will only be achieved by new purchases of that
product.

What happens when I add a new email in the middle of a sequence? What happens when I add a new email in the middle of a sequence? For example, what if IFor example, what if I
add an email between emails four and five in an existing sequence?add an email between emails four and five in an existing sequence?

Only contacts that have not reached this point of the sequence will receive the newly added
email. Contacts that have already passed this point in the sequence will not receive the email

What happens if I remove an email from a sequence?What happens if I remove an email from a sequence?
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If you remove an email and there are people who would have normally received the
message, Infusionsoft will not send that email to those people. If you remove a timer as well,
it will recalculate future steps and process accordingly.

What happens when I add an email or step to the end of an existing sequence?What happens when I add an email or step to the end of an existing sequence?

Contacts that have not yet reached the end of the sequence will process the step based on
the sequence setup, naturally. Contacts that have already passed through the sequence, or
fell into queue at the end of the sequence will not have the additional step processed.

Insider’s Advice...Insider’s Advice...

I recommend to completely build your campaigns out before launching. I know, that’s easier
said than done. If you need to add steps to an existing sequence and you want all queued
contacts to receive them, consider adding a new sequence after your existing one. Once
contacts complete the steps in an existing sequence, if they don’t have somewhere to move
to, they are added to a queued list. If you add a new sequence afterward, all queued contacts
will be funneled in at the same time and the system will calculate the new sequence’s steps
for everyone.
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Why Are Contacts Queued In My
Campaign
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:20 pm MST

A contact that is entered into a campaign can go through different statuses while moving
through Sequences or triggering Goals. These statuses are "Active," "Queued" and "Done."

You can see these statuses after entering the campaign and clicking the "Reporting" tab near
the top right corner of the builder window.

How to Find Contacts in these Statuses
1. Navigate to Marketing > Campaign BuilderMarketing > Campaign Builder

 
2. Open a published Campaign
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3. Click the Reporting Reporting tab, near the top right corner of the builder

 
4. Hover over a sequence with queued contacts and click the person icon that appears in

the top right of the sequence.

 
5. By default, this will pull up any Active contacts in the sequence. To change this, you will
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need to click the "Edit Criteria/Columns" button, and a new window will appear. In that
window, you will see a "status" field that has the three statuses that you can select from.
Choose the status and Click OK.

Active

These contacts are indicated as blue. Active contacts in a campaign are currently waiting on a
timer, or an action (email, task, apply/remove tag etc) to process.

Pro-tip! Pro-tip! In most cases, the only time you will see contacts as active, is when they are
waiting on a timer in a sequence.

Queued
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These contacts are indicated as orange. Queued means that the contact has completed the
actions in the sequence. They will remain "queued" until they achieve a goal in the campaign,
or are manually pulled out of the sequence. Also, they can still receive new content if you
were to add it to the end of the sequence, unless they have been in the queued status for 7
days or longer, so make sure to plan accordingly.

Pro-tips!Pro-tips!

Contacts will show as queued after completing a sequence, so if you entered contacts
into a campaign and they are showing as queued, this does not necessarily indicate that
the email was not sent.

You can navigate to a contact in the campaign and click the "Campaigns" tab to view if
there were any errors in processing the action.

Done
Contacts in the Done status are not indicated in the performance tab of the campaign. These
contacts have completely finished a sequence. They cannot receive additional content unless
they are re-triggered into the campaign, either manually or by achieving a start goal.
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How to Build a Looping Sequence
Last Modified on 08/14/2018 7:42 pm MST

How to setup a campaign that will send and/or run an action continually.

Pro tip! Click any image to view larger

Create your campaign
Navigate to Marketing > Campaign Builder
Click on “Create my own Campaign”
Name the campaign
Click Save

1. Drag out two Tag Applied goals

2. Create two different tags -- one for each goal

3. Add a sequence between two tag goals, and connect the entry goal to the sequence,
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and the sequence to the exit goal

 

In the sequence

1. Double click on the sequence

2. Add an Apply/Remove Tag process after the Start timer

3. Set the process to Remove "Start Loop" tag

4. Next add steps (timers, emails, etc)

5. Then a timer for at least 3 minute
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6. For the final step, add an Apply/Remove Tag process to apply "Start Looping hold
Sequence" tag

 

Create Second Sequence

1. Drag out two new tag goals, and place a sequence between them, connecting the items

2. Set the first tag goal to be achieved when "Start Looping hold Sequence" tag is applied,
and the second tag goal for when "Start Loop" is applied
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3. Remove "Start Looping hold Sequence" tag

4. Set timer for desired wait time before the contact is looped

5. Apply "Start Loop" tag
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The loop will end up looking like this:
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Add End Loop Goal

Add GoalAdd Goal

1. Drag a 5th Tag goal and place behind all sequences

2. Set the Tag Goal to be achieved when "Remove form looping campaign" tag is applied

Apply TagApply Tag

The "Remove form looping campaign" tag can be manually applied in the contacts
record OR you can create a process to applies it. For example if you created a process to
apply the tag when a Opt-Out Web Form/Landing Page is submitted, that would apply
the tag and therefore remove the contact from the loop
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Contact's Campaign History Tab

When reviewing the Campaign History tab, you might see the Tag Goals listed before
the Apply/Remove tag goal and/or the Apply/Remove tags grouped together. This is only
a display issue because these run at the sametime. The process is running as designed.
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Field/Date Timers

In situations where a Field/Date Timer is needed create a second sequence to apply the
"Start Loop" tag
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Pro Tip! Because the restart tag is applied in a  different sequence line you wont run
into the "Single Looping Line issue". Read more here

Why this setup over other ways of creating a loop?

This method is more reliable than the Tag Goal -> Sequence -> Tag Goal, because when
goals are achieved simultaneously, there is a margin of error in which the can trigger
the start goal before the end goal, causing contacts to drop.

It is also more secure than Tag Goal -> Sequence -> Sequence -> Tag Goal, while most
single line loops work, a contact can start into the first sequence before the end goal is
achieved. Once it is achieved, the contact would be removed.

By using two separate tags, and two separate sequences, we can ensure that the
contact will loop properly
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How To Create Action Sets And Rules
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:23 pm MST

Action sets can be used both inside and outside of a campaign in order to give you access to
additional actions. The most common uses are to create orders for up-sells or running an
action if a field is blank.

1. Navigate to CRM > Settings

2. Click on Actions SetsActions Sets in the column to the left

3. Click on Add an Action SetAdd an Action Set in the top right
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4. Name your action set

5. Select an action from the Add New Action drop-down. In this example, we chose an
action that Applies a tag to the contact.

6. (Optional) Set a rule
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1. Click on Only run this action when certain rules are metOnly run this action when certain rules are met checkbox

2. Click Add Add to create a new rule.
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3. Name the rule

4. Choose if the rule is true when all, any, or none of the criteria is true. You can
create multiple criteria and use this logic to determine when the action is run.

5. Click Create CriteriaCreate Criteria
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6. Select the field you want to run the rule on and set the criteria. Click Save CriteriaSave Criteria
when you are done.

7. Click SaveSave

7. Click Save Save on the action
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8. Click Save Save on your action set
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Purchase A Product Or Service For
Another Guest Or Attendee
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:25 pm MST

Use case: Selling tickets to Seminars and Training events where the buyer is not necessarily
the attendee.

Please Note!Please Note! This only works with Order Forms as the shopping cart requires a lot of
customized code to achieve different thank you pages based on product being
purchased

1. Create A Product. This will be the ticket given in the example above. Do not know how to
create a product, not a problem just follow the steps given in this help article.
 

2. Create An Order Form And Add Product To It. Do not know how to create an Order
Form, not a problem. Just follow the steps given in this help Article.

Pro-tip! Pro-tip! An Order Form Theme will need to be created prior to creating the Order
Form

3. Create Custom Fields For Guest Attendee Information. For example, create fields
for "Attendee/Guest First Name", "Attendee/Guest Last Name", etc.

Please Note! Please Note! If there is the possibility for more than one Attendee/Guest then
create sets of custom fields for each possible submission. Otherwise data will be
overwritten each time the Web Form is filled out.

4. Create Campaign
1. Add a web form

2. Add all designed fields you would want to collect for the Attendee/Guest
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3. Add email field as a hidden field. Drag out the "hidden" field snippet and set this to
"Email" and leave value blank.

 
4. When form is submitted the field values will be saved to the contact who

submitted the information

5. Before leaving the web form settings, click on the "Code" tab and copy the "hosted
link", you will need this later

 
6. Drag out a new sequence and connect this Web form to it. Add a "Fulfillment List"

process to the sequence.

7. Remove all unnecessary fields

8. Add all of the fields from the Web From

5. Add Web Form URL to Order Form's Thank You Page. Navigate back to the Order Form
and click on the Thank You Page Thank You Page tab then set drop down to Web AddressWeb Address. Paste in the
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Web Form URL.
 

6. Click SaveSave. You are now ready to promote your order form and collect attendee data.
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Invisible reCAPTCHA Update In
Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:25 pm MST

Infusionsoft web forms and landing pages have been updated to utilize Google's Invisible
reCAPTCHA . This below icon will be visible in the lower right corner of the web page that
includes an Infusionsoft web form, or a landing page that has Invisible reCAPTCHA support.
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This improves Infusionsoft's spam bot detection on all Infusionsoft web forms and landing
pages to prevent spam emails from entering your application. With a reduction in spam
submissions we can ensure our apps contain valid contact information resulting in better
email deliverability. Google invisible reCAPTCHA is built to watch for suspicious behavior on
your form or landing page and only prompts verification when suspicious behavior is
detected. To learn more about Google Invisible reCAPTCHA, please visit
https://www.google.com/recaptcha/intro/invisible.html.

This feature has been automatically updated within your application and will apply to all new
webforms and landing pages that are created moving forward, but in order to benefit from
Google's Invisible reCAPTCHA on existing forms, please follow the instructions listed below.
Taking these steps will ensure the best security on your page or web form, while having the
lowest inpact on form submissions

If you have previously disabled bot detection and now want to benefit from the Google
Invisible reCAPTCHA update, navigate to the Settings tab on your landing page or web form
goal and deselect "Don't use Google reCAPTCHA for spambot detection"
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HTML Code

To update web forms or landing pages using the HTML Code, copy the updated HTML code
(which includes Invisible reCaptcha support) found on the Code tab of your web form and
landing page campaign goal and re-pastere-paste it into any external web pages referencing your
Infusionsoft web forms and landing pages

1. Navigate to the campaign with the web form or landing page goal you want to update
2. Double click on the web form or landing page goal
3. Navigate to the Code tab
4. Click on the HTML Code radio button
5. Copy the HTML code by clicking on the blue copy icon to the right of the code box.
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6. Navigate to your website where the original web form or landing page HTML code is
pasted

7. Paste the copied HTML code
8. Enjoy Increased Security

9. Important Note! Important Note! If you have modified the HTML or CSS associated with the HTML
code from Infusionsoft, you will need to re-style or customize the newly pasted
HTML code to match.

JavaScript Snippet

No action is necessary if you have pasted the JavaScript snippet on your external web pages,
however, form submissions using JavaScript snippet will be redirected to a second Infusionsoft
hosted webpage for bot detection. After a user checks the "I'm not a robot" checkbox, they will
be redirected to the Thank You page associated with the web form or landing page you are
using. If you want to benefit from Google's Invisible reCAPTCHA and avoid the need of a page
redirect, you will need to replace the JavaScript snippet with new HTML code on your website.
To update your code, see above instructions.
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(Bot detection redirect page from Javascript snippet submission.)

Hosted Web Forms & Landing Pages

No action is necessary if you are using the hosted versions of your Infusionsoft web forms or
landing pages. Google's Invisible reCAPTCHA will automatically be enabled on these web forms
and landing pages.

Using HTTP Posts

If you are using HTTP post functionality within Campaign Builder to send data from one
Infusionsoft application to another, this will continue to work.

If you are using HTTP post functionality to send data from an Infusionsoft application, to your
own server, and then back to Infusionsoft, you must use the API to ensure this works moving
forward.

Remove Outdated CAPTCHA from Web Form and Landing Page
Editors

The following Captcha Field Snippet has been removed from the web form and landing page
builders
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Infusionsoft has updated to Google's Invisible reCAPTCHA and wants to ensure there is only
one, reCAPTCHA for your page visitors to see. Any currently published web forms and landing
pages that include the old style captcha will continue to work. If you are using the old
CAPTCHA field snippet on any web forms or landing pages, you must remove it from any
existing web forms and landing pages by following the steps below and republishing the web
form or landing page.

Steps to remove outdated CAPTCHA from existing Landing
Pages and Web forms:

1. Navigate to the campaign with the web form or landing page goal you want to update
2. Double click on the web form or landing page goal
3. Navigate to the Design tab
4. Hover over the outdated captcha field snippet and click on the trash can
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5. Re-publish your campaign
6. Follow steps from the instructions above for adding Google Invisible reCAPTCHA
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Campaign Builder Checklist
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:28 pm MST

The Campaign Checklist helps you feel more confident hitting the 'Publish' button by
automatically reviewing your campaign for common errors. Additionally, if a campaign
contains a tag entry goal to start the campaign, Infusionsoft will prompt you to add contacts
that have never been in the campaign, but contain the tag in their contact record.

The Campaign Checklist automatically checks the campaign upon hitting the Publish button.
The Campaign Checklist will check for the following errors:

Elements Marked As Ready: Checks all campaign elements (goals, sequences, items
within sequences) to verify they are marked as ready and configured correctly.
Campaign Elements Are Connected: Checks all campaign elements (goals, sequences,
items within sequences) to verify they are connected to each other so that the campaign
runs as it was intended.
Email Delivery Frequency: Checks to verify that there is a timer between emails or that
there is some sort of user action required between emails so that your customers do
not receive multiple emails at once.
Emails Are Personalized: Checks all emails to verify that a Contact Merge Field or
Custom Contact Merge Field is used within the email ensure all emails are personalized.
Email Merge Fields Are Correct: Checks that all merge fields (Contact, Owner, Company)
are correct and not invalid.

1. Click on the Publish Publish button
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2. A new panel will slide in from the left-side of the screen with four animated
messages: Analyzing Campaign, Checking Sequences, Checking Emails, Checking Timers.

3. Next, the Campaign Checklist will appear. Hovering over any of the main checklist items
will result in an explanation block to slide in from the left within the panel, below the
Cancel and Publish buttons.

 

Any items that need attention will have a red exclamation icon next to it. Any items that
were analyzed and no errors were identified will have a green check mark icon next to
it.

4. Click on the arrow next to an item with an error to see the details of the problem(s).
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5. When you click on an individual problem, you will be taken to that part of the campaign
in order to fix the error.

6. In this example error, the email was never finished, nor marked as Ready.

7. Once you have corrected the issue and backed out of the element (email, timer,
sequence) then the Campaign Checklist will automatically update and the previously
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erroneous item will disappear.

8. Once all errors are fixed, click the Publish button once more.

9. If you have a campaign that contains a tag entry goal, a box box will drop-in indicating
that there are X number of contacts that have never been in the campaign, but that
contain the tag that starts the campaign (for example, you may have imported 200
contacts with the "New Lead" tag and are ready to publish your "New Lead Follow-Up
Campaign".)

10. You can choose from the following options:

Add ContactsAdd Contacts: Add the contacts and continue publishing the campaign. All
identified contacts will be added to the campaign into the sequence that's
connected to the tag entry goal.
Don't Add ContactsDon't Add Contacts: The campaign will be published but the contacts will not be
added to the campaign.
View ContactsView Contacts: You can view the individual contacts that could be added to the
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campaign.

11. If you choose to View Contacts, you will have the option choose Not Now or Add
Contacts and Publish after reviewing them.
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How To Link Web Forms Together
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:29 pm MST

Here are the steps to use when linking multiple
Web Forms together using the Hidden Field
Snippet.

Create web form capturing information to be passed
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Navigate to Marketing > Campaign Builder
Click on “Create my own Campaign”
Click on “Create my own Campaign”
Name the campaign
Drag the “Web Form Submitted” snippet onto the canvas
Enter the name of the form (for this article, Form A
Double click anywhere on the form, except for the red “x” or the form icon on the
bottom left
Click into “Field Snippets”
Add the field(s) that need to be captured on the secondary form (e.g. Email)
Click on “Draft” in the top right to set the form to “Ready”
Return to campaign canvas

 

Protip: When linking multiple webforms you can turn off the captcha under the Web
Forms "Settings" tab
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Create a second web form that information is being passed to

 

Drag out a second “Web Form Submitted” snippet onto the campaign canvas
Enter the name of the form (for this article, Form B)
Double click anywhere on the form, except the red “x” or the form icon on the
bottom left
Click into “Field Snippets”
Add the “Hidden” field snippet to the form
Select the field needed from the “Which field” drop down (e.g. Email)
Do notnot enter a value into the Field Value section
Click “Save”
Add whichever other fields need to be captured
Click “Draft” in the top right to change the form to “Ready”
Click into the “Code” tab
Click “Use the Hosted Version”
Copy the form URL
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Passing contact information from Form to Form can only be done with the Web Form Hosted URL or
Javascript. It will NOTNOT pass information when the form is embedded with HTML Code or HTML code
(Unstyled).

 

Set the Thank You Page on “Form A”

 

Return to main campaign canvas
Double click anywhere on “Form A” except for the red “x” for the form icon in the
bottom left
Click into the “Thank-you Page” tab
Set the “Thank-you Page to Display” dropdown to “Web Address”
Paste in the copied URL into the URL section
Check the box to “Pass contact’s information to the thank-you page”
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Copy “Form A” URL
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Click into the “Code” tab
Click on “Use the Hosted Version”
Copy the form URL

 

Publish the campaign

 

Return to main campaign canvas
Click “Publish” in the top right
Click “Publish” in the checklist
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Test the forms to ensure that information is being properly
passed

 

Open a new tab/window
Paste in the URL for “Form A”
Enter values into all of the fields
Submit the form
Enter any values on “Form B”
(Optional) Right-Click > Click "View Source" > followed by Ctrl+F and search for the
contacts email address, which will confirm the information is being passed from
Form A to Form B
Submit the form
Return to application
In the quick search in the top right, search for the name/email address you
submitted on the form
Click on your contact record
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(Optional) If not defaulted, click on the “Tasks” tab
Scroll to the “Form Submissions” section above the “Recent Email History”
Ensure that both Form A and Form B were recorded on your test contact record
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A List of Available Campaign Goals
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:30 pm MST

There are many different Goals to choose from. Each goal is briefly described below.

Goals initiated automatically by the Contact...
Submits a web formSubmits a web form - Web forms are either hosted on your website, or by Infusionsoft.
When a web form is submitted, the goal is satisfied.
 
Submits a Landing Page formSubmits a Landing Page form - A landing page is an Infusionsoft hosted web page with a
built in web form that can be designed and launched quickly without the help of a
webmaster. You can create a multi-column landing page layout and include text,
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images, and videos in the content. Contacts usually fill out the form on a landing page.
They can also be used as data entry pages for an outsourced call center or contractor.
 
Clicks a linkClicks a link - The links you add to campaign sequence emails can be sued as goal
settings. They are generally used to engage the reader and gauge interest level. When
you use a link click as a goal setting, it should be associated with a specific call to action
(e.g. contact me or sign me up) so that it is no surprise to the contact when they move
to the next stage of your marketing process.
 
Reaches a ScoreReaches a Score - If you are using the infusionsoft lead scoring mechanism, you can set
this method to be complete when a certain lead score is reached.
 
Purchases a productPurchases a product - Purchases are tracked when a prospect or customer buys
through an Infusionsoft order form or the shopping cart. The goal can be satisfied by a
general purchase, the purchase of a specific product, or the purchase of a particular
category of products. If you process manual orders, you will need to use an alternative
goal setting, like an opportunity stage move or a note.

Goal methods initiated by an Infusionsoft user...
Submits an internal formSubmits an internal form - An internal form gives you the ability to submit a form on
behalf of someone else. Users of your Infusionsoft application can quickly and
effectively collect and update contact information using an internal form. Internal forms
help automate internal workflows.
 
Completes a TaskCompletes a Task - The tasks you add to a campaign sequence can be used to satisfy a
Task is completed goal setting. The tasks are generally related to predictable events, like
a welcome call after a new customer purchases.
 
Moves an opportunity Moves an opportunity - Opportunity stages represent milestones in a sales process and
track prospect progression. Sales reps manually update opportunity sales stages based
on their personal interaction with prospects. Some of these sales stages may satisfy a
campaign goal. You may need to customize opportunity stages before using them as a
goal setting.
 
Applies a noteApplies a note - Notes are manually added to a contact's history to document a specific
interaction. Notes include a date stamp as well as a description of the interaction that
took place. A note might be added to a contact after a phone call or an in-person
appointment, which can satisfy a goal in the campaign sequence. If this personal
interaction has more than one possible outcome, you will create multiple goals, each
with a unique note assigned to it.
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Applies a tagApplies a tag - Tags are searchable labels that are used to segment contacts. They can
be updated automatically as part of a campaign sequence or manually by an
Infusionsoft user.

Goal methods initiated automatically by an Integration... 
API Call is madeAPI Call is made - The Infusionsoft API enables third-party applications to communicate
with Infusionsoft and process incoming data for a wide variety of uses.
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Create A Web Form
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 10:58 am MST

 

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! You can use the Other Other snippet to create your own custom fields on the fly.
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1. Click and drag a web form goal onto the campaign canvas.

 
2. Name the goal and click Save. Now, double-click the goal to configure the web form.Save. Now, double-click the goal to configure the web form.

 

3. To access all of the available fields for a form, click the Field Snippets Field Snippets tab. From
here, you can add, remove and edit the fields on this form.
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Pro Tip! Pro Tip! You can use the Other Other snippet to create your own custom fields on the fly.
 

4. Move to the Snippets tab and click and drag a snippet onto the web form - An image
snippet for example

 
5. Configure your field snippet and click SaveSave.

 
6. To delete a field or a snippet, hover over the item and click the Delete Delete icon.

 
7. Click on the Format Format tab to access all of the text formatting tools.
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8. Click on the Layout & StyleLayout & Style button to configure the look of your web form.

 
9. When you are finished designing your web form, click the Thank-You pageThank-You page tab and

configure your Thank-You page.

 
10. To test your form, just click the Test Test button and select a person.
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11. Once you've tested your form and are happy with it, change it from Draft Draft to ReadyReady.

 
12. Click to go back to the campaign and Publish your changes.
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13. To grab the URL of the web form, or grab the code to place on your site, go back
into the web form goal and click on the Code Code tab.

Important! Important! Every time a web form is changed, the javascript and hosted version will
automatically update. If the HTML or HTML unstyled code is used, then the web
form code must be manually updated on your website in order for the changes to
take effect.
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Make Better Web Forms
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:30 pm MST

Guest Author: 

Edward Bell
Client Success Manager & On-boarding
Coach
Launch Business Automation 

Web forms are often overlooked or oversimplified because they’re ‘necessary’. But getting
them right can mean the difference between floods of new leads vs a trickle, or high-quality
data vs muck.

Web form Use Cases:

Contact Us
Lead Magnet
Consultation Request
Customer Questionnaire
Quick Quotes
Surveys
Abandon Cart or 2-step web forms

High-Level Overview:

Best practices for web forms
What to include for each type of web form

These are crucial to the lifeblood of your business and turning your database into a
goldmine: the more data you have, the richer your database. Have a read to see how you can
get more juice from your web forms below:

1. Have ONE purpose for your web form. Let this purpose guide your field choices
For example:

Is this for brand new prospects, existing clients, or both?
Is this for an expression of interest, lead magnet optin, contact us or something
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else?
Do I want high volume opt-ins or more quality responses?

2. Choose if you want high volume opt-ins or more quality data.
Use less fields to potentially get more submissions (make it easier to complete and
submit).
Use more fields for potentially more extensive data capture (gets higher
commitment and trust from them upon submit and completion.)

3. Use clear field labels to guide your prospect or client through the form. This helps
reduce ‘web form friction’ (makes it easier for them to complete and submit the web
form)

Ask questions. E.g. ‘How can we help?’ instead of ‘Comments:’
Include instructions. E.g. ctrl + click to select multiple options
Give examples. E.g. Date fields could be followed by ‘e.g. 11/9/1987’
Ask yourself: if I’d never seen this before… would I know exactly what to put in this
field? If ‘no’, take it one level clearer.

4. Divide your form into clear sections with headings
For Example:

Your Contact Details
Your Project Details
Key Company Info
Past Experience
Your Contact Preferences
Where Would You Like Us To Send It?

5. Auto-populate wherever possible. This is a great way to get an ‘easy opt-in’ because it
fills out the web form with all the details they have already given you, which means they
can simply click to submit straight away.

1. Double click to edit your web form
2. Once in, click the Settings Settings tab
3. Make sure the box is ticked to say Auto-populate this form with a Contact's

information when visited from an Infusionsoft-delivered email

6. Important Note! Important Note! This will only work as long as the data already exists inside
Infusionsoft. E.g. they have already given you their email address, first name, etc.
AND if they arrive at the web form from an Infusionsoft-delivered email (not by
clicking around on your website.)
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7. Create a personal “I remember you” touch by hiding the email field when your prospect
is clicking through from an Infusionsoft-delivered email. This means when they click
through from the email, you don’t need to waste any of their time confirming or
gathering contact details again. This allows you to get creative, ask juicier questions and
gather priceless data.

1. Click on the Field SnippetsField Snippets tab.
 

2. Drag in a Hidden FieldHidden Field to the top of your web form
 

3. In the popup that appears, select EmailEmail from the dropdown
 

4. Leave the text field underneath blank (this will allow the field to automatically grab
your prospect’s email address
 

8. Important! Important! This will not work for cold traffic to your web form – they must click
through from an Infusionsoft- delivered email e.g. broadcast or campaign builder
email. You must ensure that the auto-populateauto-populate box is ticked in the ‘settings’ tab in
your web form for this to work. See Step 5 for instructions.)

9. Use radio buttons to segment your list so you can send relevant follow up emails to
them

1. Drop in a radio button snippet on your web form
2. Edit the radio button label and options to suit your purpose (e.g. What kind of pet

do you have? Options: Dog, Cat, Bird, Fish, Rabbit... etc)
3. Apply tags depending on the option they choose by clicking the rectangular TagTag

button to the right of each option.
4. Exit your web form builder and drop one sequence for each radio button option

onto the canvas (with a little breathing room just to the right of your web form
goal)

5. Rename your sequences so they marry up with your web form options.
6. Hover over your web form goal and drag the green arrow appears onto one of the

sequences, then repeat for each sequence.
7. Double click on the decision diamond that appears
8. Click on the +Rule+Rule button for each sequence
9. Click on the choosechoose link and select form submissionsform submissions

10. Then choose the radio button option that matches the sequence title, then choose
is selectedis selected

11. Repeat for all sequences
12. Exit the decision diamond and craft emails in each sequence relevant to the
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option they have chosen on the form
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Create A Tag Goal
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:31 pm MST

Tags are searchable labels that are used to segment contacts. They can be updated
automatically as part of a campaign sequence or be manually updated by an Infusionsoft
user. Tags can be applied to individual contact records or through a batch action on a list of
contacts.

Be Careful! Be Careful! The goals based on tag updates are considered satisfied whenever a tag is
applied: by a user, by the system, or by the API. The related sequence(s) will begin even if
the contact was not in in any previous part of the campaign. Make sure your users can
easily identify the tags you use as goal methods by assigning them to a unique tag
category and be sure to train them so they know what happens when the tag is used.
The tag is applied goal is not retroactive; previous contacts with the tag will not satisfy
the goal.

When a tag is used to satisfy a goal, the related sequence begins as soon as the tag is applied
and the sequence does not stop when the tag is removed due to user error.
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1. Click and Drag a  goal onto the campaign canvas

 
2. Name your tag goal. Now double-click the goal to finish setting it up.

 

3. Search for an existing tag by name and click on the name select it.

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! If you assign more than one tag to this goal, the goal is considered satisfied
when ANY ONE of the tags is applied to a contact. You can also create a tag on the
fly; just type the name of the tag and click CreateCreate.

 

4. Click SaveSave
 

5. Be sure to publish your changes
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Create a Link Click Goal
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:32 pm MST

The links you add to campaign sequence emails can be selected as goal methods. They are
used to engage the reader, gauge their interest level, and can be used to transition them
from one campaign sequence to another. All of the email links track activity automatically.
The ones you select as goal methods should be associated with specific calls to action so that
it is no surprise to the contact when they move to the next stage of your marketing process.

If sequence emails include links for more than one call to action, and each call to action
transitions the contact to a different sequence, then you will create a campaign goal for each
call to action. The contact will go into the next sequence based on their first response.

Important! Important! Before you configure a link goal, you must customize the sequence emails
that are designed to achieve the goal and add links to them.
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1. Drag a goal onto the campaign canvas

 
2. Name your Email Link Clicked goal.

 
3. Double click on the goal to set it up.

 
4. On the left, you will see a list of the individual emails in the sequences that connect to

this goal. Click on the email title to view the message and select the links that satisfy the
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goal.

 

5. Click on the email link(s) that satisfy the goal. You may have multiple links that
satisfy the goal.

Be Careful! Be Careful! A click on the links you select stops all campaign sequences that occur
before and are connected to this goal. You will most likely have several links in each
email, but not all of them will satisfy the goal.

 

6. When you are finished selecting links in the first email, proceed to the next one in the
list and repeat this process.
 

7. Be sure to publish your updates.
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Create A Note Template Goal
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:32 pm MST

Notes are manually added to a contact history to document a specific interaction. Notes
include a date stamp as well as a description of the interaction that took place. A note might
be added to a contact after an interaction such as a phone call, appointment or meeting.
 These interactions can satisfy a goal in a campaign sequence. If this personal interaction has
more than one possible outcome, you will create multiple goals, each with a unique note
assigned to it. If you do not process purchases online, then a note can also be used to satisfy
a purchase goal. A note that satisfies a campaign goal is available to users after the goal is
configured and the campaign update is published.

Be Careful! Be Careful! The goals based on note updates are considered satisfied whenever a note is
added to a contact history. The related sequence(s) will begin even if the contact was not
in any previous part of the campaign. Make sure your users can easily identify the notes
you use as goal methods and be sure to train them so they know what happens when a
note is used.
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Each note can only be assigned to one campaign goal. You cannot re-use campaigns.

1. Drag a goal onto the campaign canvas.

2. Name your Note Applied goal.
 

3. Double-click on the goal to set it up.

4. Select an Action TypeAction Type from the drop down menu. The user will search for and identify
notes by their title. The title is assigned to the campaign goal.
 

5. Enter a description and creation notes. The description shows up as a link in the contact
history. The creation notes can be viewed when a user clicks on the description link.
Users can add custom notes before saving the note to the contact history.
 

6. (Optional) Select a user to attribute this note to. In most cases, you'll want the system to
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attribute it to the logged in user who uses the note, which is the default.
 

7. (Optional) Set up email notifications. The user(s) you select will receive an email
notification each time this note is used. Click on a user's name to select them.
 

8. Click Save Save to create the note assigned to this goal.
 

9. You are ready to publish your updates.
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Create An Internal Form Goal
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:33 pm MST

An internal form gives you the ability to submit a form on behalf of someone else. Users of
your Infusionsoft application can quickly and effectively collect and update contact
information using an internal form. Internal forms help automate internal workflows.

1. Drag a goal onto the Campaign Builder canvas and modify the goal setting so that it is
satisfied when a user fills out an internal form.
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2. Double-click on the goal to set up the internal form.

 
3. (Optional) You can rename the internal form or copy from a previously created Legacy

or Campaign Builder internal form. Note that only forms created by the Drag & Drop
Builder are available to copy from.

 
4. Click on Layout Layout in the toolbar to make any aesthetic adjustments to the form.
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5. To add snippets and field snippets to your internal form, click and drag a snippet onto

the form. Note that only snippets relevant to an internal form are available. It's a good
idea to include a paragraph content snippet containing any necessary instructions or
reminders to the user that is filling out the form.

6. When you finish customizing the internal form, toggle the status from Draft to ReadyReady.
 

7. You are now ready to publish your changes.
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Create A Task Completion Goal
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:33 pm MST

Tasks that you add to a campaign sequence can be used to satisfy a task completion goal.
Once all the required tasks are complete, the goal is satisfied and the campaign will
continue. The task completion goal must be preceded by at least one campaign sequence
containing tasks driving to the goal. There is no limit to the number of tasks in the sequence
nor is there a limit to the number of sequences with tasks driving to the goal.

Important! Important! Before you configure the task goal setting, you must add and customize the
tasks in the sequence that are designed to achieve the goal.
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1. Double-click on the campaign sequence you wish to edit or create a new campaign
sequence.
 

2. Add the task(s) to your sequence.
 

3. Drag a goal onto the campaign canvas and connect them to the sequence that contain
the task(s)

4. Double-click the goal and select all of the tasks that are required to be completed. The
tasks you select are the requirements for this goal to be accomplished.
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5. Click SaveSave

 
6. You are now ready to publish your changes.
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Create An Online Purchase Goal
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:33 pm MST

Purchases are tracked when a prospect or customer buys through an Infusionsoft order
form, the shopping cart or upon successful payment for orders created through the API .

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! A purchase goal can be satisfied by a general purchase, the purchase of a
specific product, or the purchase of a particular category of product. If you process
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manual orders, you will need to use an alternative goal method , like an opportunity
stage move or a note.

1. Click and drag a goal onto the campaign canvas.

 
2. Name the Product Purchased goal.

3. Double-click on the goal.

4. Select the purchase option that satisfies the goal.
Any PurchaseAny Purchase: This option allows you to update a contact's campaign sequence
when they make any kind of purchase. This is a good option for companies that
send generic customer follow-up that is not related to a specific product or
category of products.
Specific Product PurchaseSpecific Product Purchase: This option allows you to send product-specific
communications, which can be used to help the customer maximize the value they
receive from the product and / or to upsell additional products to them.
Product in a Specific Category PurchaseProduct in a Specific Category Purchase: This option allows you to send customer
communications based on a specific category of interest (e.g. live event
promotions to people who like to attend seminars.)
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5. Click on the Save Save button to apply the purchase option that satisfies the goal.
 

6. Don't forget to publish your changes when you are ready to go live.
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Create An Opportunity Stage Move Goal
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:35 pm MST

Opportunity stages represent milestones in a sales process and track prospect progression.
Sales reps manually update opportunity sales stages based on their personal interaction with
prospects. Some of these sales stages may satisfy a campaign goal and be used to begin a
sequence. Stage movement is not always sequential in reality. However, when designing a
campaign using stage movement to satisfy goals, set them up sequentially. When a goal is
satisfied, all of the previous sequences in the campaign path stop, and only the sequence
attached to the recently satisfied goal (a stage move) begins.

The campaign sequences are completely separate from any other sales automation. The
campaign sequences attached to the goal run in conjunction with existing sales automation.
They do not override the existing automation.

Be Careful! Be Careful! The goals based on opportunity stage movement are considered satisfied
when a sales rep selects a new sales stage and saves the opportunity. The related
sequence(s) will begin even if the contact was not in any previous part of the campaign.
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Make sure you train your sales reps so they know how sales stage movements
coordinate with campaign goals and sequences.

1. Click and drag the goal icon onto the campaign canvas

 
2. Name the Opportunity Stage Moved goal.

3. Double-click on the goal

 
4. Configure the stage

The goal can be based on movement INTO a particular stage, regardless of the
prior stage.
It can also be based on moving OUT OF a particular stage, regardless of the new
stage.
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5. Click Save Save to apply the stage update to the goal.

 
6. You are ready to publish your updates.
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Create A Reaches A Score Goal
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:35 pm MST

You can configure your campaign to take action when a contact's lead score increases or
decreases to a specific number. Once the score has been reached, the goal is satisfied and
the campaign will continue.

1. Drag the Lead Score Achieved goal to the canvas.
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2. Name the Lead Score Achieved goal.

 
3. Click SaveSave

 
4. Double-click the goal and configure the number of flames needed to accomplish this

goal and send the prospect to the next part of the campaign.

 
5. Click SaveSave

 
6. You are now ready to publish your changes.
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Create A Web Page Automation Goal
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:36 pm MST

You can trigger campaign automation when an existing contact visits a specific page on your
website. After a contact performs one of the following actions, a tracking cookie is placed in
their browser:

Clicks a link in an email
Submits a hosted or JavaScript embedded web form
Submits a landing page form
Submits an order form
Submits an order via the shopping cart
When the contact visits a web page that contains the tracking code, you can initiate
campaign builder automation.

1. Click and drag a Web Page automationWeb Page automation goal onto the campaign canvas

 
2. Name the Goal and click SaveSave
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3. Double-click the goal to configure

 
4. Click the copy copy button to copy the script into your computer's clipboard

 
5. (Optional) If you're not ready to use the script now, simply paste it into Note Pad or Text

Edit so that you can grab it later
 

6. Click + Add URL+ Add URL and enter the URL of a page you would like to track on your website
and hit EnterEnter
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7. Repeat step 6 until you have entered all of the URLs that you would like to track

 
8. When you're finished, click the Save Save button

 

9. Now insert the code snippet onto the pages that you want to track. It can be added
using any HTML widget (Weebly and WordPress) or inserted anywhere on a custom
page

Pro-Tips! Pro-Tips! If you are already using the web tracking code on a page you want to
track, you don't need to add this new snippet to the page. Two conditions must be
met in order for the campaign automation to trigger:

The tracking code must be on the page that the contact visits.
The tracking cookie exists on the contacts browser.
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Create An API Goal
Last Modified on 09/07/2018 10:49 am MST

API Goals in campaign builder are ways to connect your app integrations to your campaign
sequences. Configure your API goal, then connect the goal to a sequence. For an example,
check out how to create custom API goals when using the BigCommerce integration

1. Drag an API goal onto the canvas

 
2. Double-click it to configure

 
3. Configure the API goal. The IntegrationIntegration and Call NameCall Name can be anything you want, or

these values will be provided to you by the 3rd party app developer.
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4. Connect the API goal to a sequence and test your API call

 
5. For more information about our REST API, please see our documentation, here
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Creating a Web Form with Firefox
Last Modified on 09/14/2018 2:52 pm MST

With the Java 8.0 upgrade features with the Web Form builder are not compatible with
Firefox.  Since we are focusing our efforts on a new builder experience you have two options.

Option 1:

 Click here to download Chrome.

Option 2:

Click here to learn how to create a Landing page to use as a Web Form. 
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Campaign Sequence Overview
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:09 pm MST

A campaign sequence is a scheduled series of communications and/or processes that are set
in motion when a campaign goal is achieved, or a business event takes place. Campaign
sequences are integrated into a larger campaign strategy. Like a campaign, a sequence is
created by adding drag & drop objects onto a blank canvas. When an object is added to a
sequence canvas, Infusionsoft automatically generates the related feature.

Timers

Timers are used to define a sequence schedule.

Start TimerStart Timer: The start timer is required and is already placed on the sequence canvas to
mark the beginning of the sequence. A campaign sequence may include more than one
communication or internal business process that run in parallel to one another (e.g., a
marketing series of communications and a work flow process.) If this is the case, you
may want to add additional start timers.
Delay TimerDelay Timer: The delay timer determines the time that elapses between the automated
communications or processes.
Date TimerDate Timer: The date timer allows you to run a step at a particular calendar date and
time.
Field TimerField Timer: The field timer runs a step based on a date field (or date/time field) in the
contact record (e.g., Birthday, Anniversary, or your own custom date or date/time field.)

 

Communications

The communications are generally the emails sent to the contact who is progressing through
the campaign. The default email settings can be changed to send a notification email to an
internal staff member, an outsourced service provider, or anyone else. The communications
options are the following:
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EmailEmail
VoiceVoice
FaxFax
LetterLetter

 

Processes

Process objects handle segmentation and work flow automation. They include objects that
update tags, tasks, opportunities and an HTTP post to another server. These objects do not
send communications directly to a contact. They keep the contact record up to date and
assign responsibilities to Infusionsoft users.

Apply/Remove TagApply/Remove Tag: Tags are searchable labels that are used to segment contact records
and track certain contact activity. They are also used to signify goal completion in the
high level campaign strategy.
Apply NoteApply Note: The note object adds a date stamped note to a contact with standardized
comments. They are often used to mark a relationship milestone. These notes do not
initiate any automation. They are also hidden from users so they cannot be used to
manually add a contact note.
Create TaskCreate Task: The task object assigns one specific responsibility to an Infusionsoft user.
The tasks are generally related to predictable events, like a welcome call after a new
customer purchases. After a task is assigned, the user is responsible for manually
updating it and adding a completion date.
Assign an OwnerAssign an Owner: This object allows you to assign an owner (an Infusionsoft user) to a
contact record.
Create Opportunity: Create Opportunity: The opportunity object assigns a sales process responsibility to a
sales rep. The opportunity is worked over a period of time, until the deal is won or lost.
Sales reps use opportunities to store sales process notes, track prospect progress
through various sales stages, and keep a record of product interests and potential
revenue.
Fulfillment ListFulfillment List: This object allows you to set up an automated fullfillment process. This
is typically used for direct mail purposes, like printing lables and shipping free gifts.
Send HTTP PostSend HTTP Post: The HTTP Post object sends information from Infusionsoft to an
outside web page to trigger a script. The script may add or update members in a
membership site,  process the posted information and feed updates back into
Infusionsoft, and more.

Notes
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The notes object can be used to document the purpose of a sequence, the intended
audience, the call to action, or the goal that the sequence is driving towards. Notes help you
track general sequence information and make it easier to transition responsibilities when
staff changes take place. You can add multiple notes objects to a sequence canvas.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Connecting Objects In A Campaign
Sequence
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:09 pm MST

A sequence is assembled by arranging a series of timer, communication, and process objects
on the sequence canvas. If only one series of objects is needed, connections are
automatically created as you add objects to the canvas from left to right.  If there is more
than one series of objects in a sequence (e.g., a communication series and a work flow
series), then you will manually connect sequence objects.

Each sequence series is a linear process. Each object connects to one other object. If an
object is not connected to a previous sequence object, it will not run. If there is more than
one series of objects in a sequence, they run simultaneously. Connections are active as soon
as a campaign is published. However, the related sequence objects (timers, communications,
and processes) will not run until they are also configured or marked as Ready and published
to the campaign.

Start Timer to Any Object
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The start timer is required. Do not delete it! A start timer can be connected to a timer object
or communication/process object. 

Connect the timer to a communication/process object first if you want them to happen
immediately.
Connect the start timer to a timer object first if you want to delay the first
communication/process in the series.
If you want to start multiple processes within the same sequence, just add more start
timers.

Timer to Communication/Process
If the timer between two communication/process objects is configured, the sequence
holds the future item (to the right of the timer) until the timer schedule is met, then the
sequence proceeds.
If the timer between two communication/process objects is not configured, the
sequence will run until it reaches the unconfigured timer, then it will pause until the
timer is configured.
If all of the sequence timers are configured, but some of the communication or process
pieces are not configured or marked as ready, the sequence will skip the unfinished
pieces and proceed to the next ready object.

Communication/Process to Communication/Process

If there is no timer between two communication/process objects in a sequence, they will run
simultaneously.

Timer to Timer

You can connect a timer to another timer, but this does not really make sense. One timer
between objects provides many flexible scheduling options.

Multiple Series within a Sequence

You can create multiple communication and/or process series within a single sequence. All of
the series run in parallel. You may create multiple series when the sequence requires
external communication to a prospect or customer and internal communications or
processes. Creating two series allows you to segment and track each one separately. When a
new client signs up with Rainy Day, they send a welcome series to the client, but also start an
internal work flow series to schedule a task for one of their admins to create a new client file.
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1. To insert a new object between existing connected objects, drag and drop the object
when the connecting line becomes bold.
 

2. To delete an object, click on the object, then click the delete icon.
Warning! Warning! If you delete a communication piece, the custom content you've added
will also be deleted. If you want to be able to restore a communication piece, you
must save it as a template before deleting it from the sequence canvas.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Email Confirmation Sequence
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:13 pm MST

An email confirmation sequence is a special type of sequence that will send an email
confirmation request to contacts who opt-in to a campaign. This gives you the ability to focus
your marketing efforts on people that have confirmed their email address.

1. Drag out an email confirmation sequence onto the campaign canvas and connect it to a
goal - like a web form or landing page.

2. The item transforms into an email confirmation request. The sequence is locked to the
confirmation goal.
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3. If you double-click the goal, you will get a message stating that if someone already has a
confirmed email address, the sequence will be skipped. In this case, the person will
move to the next step in the campaign.

4.  Double click on the email confirmation request sequence.

5. Double-click the confirmation email. It opens the email builder with locked-down
content and very limited customization. You will see an interlocked email
communication item and a delay timer. You cannot add or remove anything from the
locked sequence. These sequences are designed to be CAN-SPAM compliant and have
limited customization options.
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6. When you are finished editing the email, change the status to ReadyReady.

7. You are ready to Publish your changes.

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! You can add another email confirmation as a reminder if the contact does
not immediately confirm their email address. The purpose of this sequence is to
remind the person to confirm their email in order to receive the information they
requested.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Campaign Sequence How-To
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:12 pm MST

The Sequence is where the Automation happens. This can be as simple as sending an Email
after a Web Form filled out or a complete process of creating assigning contact owners, tasks,
follow up emails, and more.

Timers
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If the timer between two communication/process objects is configured, the sequence holds
the future item (to the right of the timer) until the timer schedule is met, then the sequence
proceeds.

If the timer between two communication/process objects is not configured, the sequence will
run until it reaches the unconfigured timer, then the contacts will skip the
communication/process objects following the unconfigured timer.

If all of the sequence timers are configured, but some of the communication/process pieces
are not configured or marked as ready, the sequence will skip the unfinished pieces and
proceed to the next ready object.

Timer to Timer - You can connect a timer to another timer, but this does not really make
sense. One timer between objects provides many flexible scheduling options.

If there is no timers between communication/process in a sequence, the
communication/process will run immediately.

Communications

Communications are generally emails sent to the contact who is progressing through the
campaign. Email's can be sent to a internal staff member, an outsourced service provider, or
anyone else.

Process

Handles work flow automation. They keep the contact record up to date and assign
responsibilities to Infusionsoft Users. Click the icons on the Process Image to learn about that
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specific Process.

Apply/Remove Tag

Tags are searchable labels that are used to segment contact records and track certain contact
activity

Apply Note

Apply Note adds a date stamped note to a contact with standardized comments. They are
often used to mark a relationship milestone. These notes do not initiate any automation.
They are also hidden from users so they cannot be used to manually add a contact note.

Create Task

Create Task assigns one specific responsibility to an Infusionsoft User. After the task is
assigned, the User is responsible for manually updating it and adding a completion date.

Create Appointment

The Create Appointment will create an appointment based on the date the contact enters the
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sequence or using a Date Field in the contact record.

Set Field Value

Automatically set the value of a field in the contact record; this includes both standard and
custom fields. You can specify to overwrite existing data in that field, or preserve existing data
and only execute this step if the field is blank. Date Fields have an option to use the date
when the contact reaches that point in the sequence

Note: Fields that cannot be update are : Name, Phone, Address, Main Email, and SSN.  Also,
Merge fields also do not work in Set Field Value.

Assign an Owner

This object allows you to assign an owner (an Infusionsoft user) to a contact record.

Assign to User: This option allows you assign the contact record to a specific user in your
Infusionsoft application.
Assign using Round Robin: A round robin is a set of distribution rules based on numeric
logic. Round robins are created outside of the campaign builder (CRM>Settings>Round
Robins ).

Create Opportunity

When you add the "Create Opportunity", you assign the opportunity to a specific sales rep or
a round robin . You also define a sales stage. Before you configure the opportunity objects
you need to:
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Assign Infusionsoft User to the "Sales Rep User Group" located in the User Record >User Record >
User GroupUser Group tab
Set up a Round Robin if you will being using a Round Robin to assign Contacts
(CRM>Settings>Round RobinsCRM>Settings>Round Robins)
Create Opportunity Sales Stages (CRM>Settings>Sales PipelineCRM>Settings>Sales Pipeline)

Fulfillment List

Is a spreadsheet containing contact information and/or include an attachment. 

DeliveryDelivery: There are two ways to deliver a fulfillment list: 

A User's Dashboard 
An email address
Optional queue jobs to only send when X amount are ready to be fulfilled within a
specific amount of days

User's DashboardUser's Dashboard: This delivery option is typically designed for companies that do their own
fulfillment, or want to check over the spreadsheet before sending it to external fulfillment.
The User will see the fulfillment job on their dashboard, click to open it, and then mark the
fulfillment as complete when they are done.

An Email AddressAn Email Address: The fulfillment is automatically attached to the email (.csv file type) and
then sent to the recipient.  If you use an external fulfillment company, this will allow you to
automate your fulfillment process.

Add to CustomerHub

Creates the Contact's login information (Username and Password) Note: Requires a
CustomerHub license.
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HTTP Post

Is used to send information from Infusionsoft to a Web Page that runs a script (e.g., ASP, PHP,
Javascript.) which extracts data from the URL and processes it on your web server. Only
standard port numbers are supported. Supported ports are: 80 80 and 443443.

You can add multiple lines of Name / Value pairs.
Click the "plus" icon to add another pair
Click the "minus" icon to remove a pair

Note: You cannot reorder the lines after they've been added. You can only delete and
recreate them. Click on  to remove a Name / Value line item.

Each line item of the HTTP Post will send 2 pieces of information to the URL: a field name and
a field value

NameName: The first field is the name of the field you are sending. For example if you wanted
to send the Contact's Email, you would enter  "email" 

For fields with two parts use a _ for the Space i.e. first_name
ValueValue:  The second field is for the Infusionsoft merge field value.  For example for the
Contact's Email you would use ~Contact.Email~
Click Merge Merge to access the Infusionsoft merge field values

When you've finished adding Name / Value lines, click on the
Test Test button to verify the post is working as expected.

"200" response code validates the post is working properly.  
"409" error may mean that the user you selected already has a member record in
CustomerHub. Try testing with a different user.
Other response codes may require troubleshooting

Action Set Legacy
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This is a legacy feature that can be used to give you access to additional actions. The most
common uses are create order and cancel subscription. First create the Action Set by going to
 Marketing > Settings > Action Set
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Delay Timers
Last Modified on 08/27/2018 10:28 pm MST

Delay timers schedule the amount of time that elapses between sequence communications
and / or processes. The delay timer is very flexible giving you a great deal of control over
when a communication is sent to a contact. It allows you to simulate personal
communications by limiting the schedule to acceptable days (e.g. excluding weekend days)
and the acceptable time of day (e.g. within normal working hours.)

NoteNote: Delay Timers are sequential. They run in order based on their position in the
sequence and the individual timer settings. The first timer must run before the second,
the second before the third, and so on, regardless of the individual timer settings. Thus
changing a Delay timer in an active sequence will affect the order in which the timers
run, and can cause contacts to drop.

1. Double-click on the campaign sequence you wish to edit or drag and drop a new
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campaign sequence onto the canvas.

Pro Tip! Only one type of timer can be used per "Start" button. Meaning, no Start > Email
> Delay Timer > Task > Date Timer. The Date Time would need to be on it's own "Start"
button. 

2. Drag a Delay Timer onto the canvas and double-click it to configure.

Click to view larger
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3. The default delay schedule shows up on the schedule summary. This schedule is

applied if you save the timer without changing any settings.
 

4. As you modify the timer settings, the summary updates so you can confirm the revised
schedule before saving it.

Wait at leastWait at least: The wait settings configure the minimum required delay for the next
sequence piece(s). Use the arrows to choose a numerical value and then select a
unit of time from the dropdown. The timer will schedule the following sequence
piece on the same day if you are using minutes or hours, as long as the acceptable
window of time has not passed for that day. If it has, then the piece will go on the
next acceptable day and time.
Run onRun on: The run settings allow you to choose acceptable days, weeks, and / or
months. They configure the day and date limitations. The wait settings are taken
into account first, then the system looks at the run settings to identify the first
acceptable day or date. These settings are very flexible, so you should check the
timer summary updates to verify they are configured as expected.
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WeekdayWeekday: This limits the acceptable days to Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, or Friday. If the wait setting alone would schedule a piece to go out
on Saturday, the run setting will make sure the piece does not go out until
the following Monday.
WeekendWeekend: This limits the acceptable days to Saturday and Sunday and will
hold sequence pieces until one of these two days.
Day Of WeekDay Of Week: This allows you to define a limited number of acceptable days
based on their position in the month, specific day(s), and /or specific
month(s). If you use this setting, the timer will delay the specified wait time,
then run on the next acceptable day you define here.
Day of MonthDay of Month: This allows you to define a limited number of acceptable
calendar dates based on their position in the month, specific day(s), and /or
specific month(s). If you use this setting, the timer will delay the specified
wait time, then run on the next acceptable date that you define here.

At or BetweenAt or Between: The At / Between setting allows you to define the acceptable time,
or window of time, for the sequence pieces to run (based on U.S. Eastern Time.)
The between option is only available when the time unit assigned to the wait
setting is minutes or hours or if "no delay" is selected. This setting makes it easy
for you to confine automated communications to the hours associated with a
standard work day.

5. Click Save Save to apply the revised timer schedule.

 
6. Repeat this process to configure or modify the schedule for the rest of the sequence

timers.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Personalized Email Confirmation
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:12 pm MST

In the Campaign Builder there is a Confirmation Sequence that will allow your contacts toIn the Campaign Builder there is a Confirmation Sequence that will allow your contacts to
confirm their email address. However, the Confirmation Sequence is locked and doesn't allowconfirm their email address. However, the Confirmation Sequence is locked and doesn't allow
many personalization options.  Here is how to create a personalized confirmation emailmany personalization options.  Here is how to create a personalized confirmation email
including the campaign setup and contact record example.including the campaign setup and contact record example.

Before the Campaign Process is created a tag needs to be configured under the Automation
Links >Default Opt-in

Note: Automation Links Do Not work in the campaign builder but as long as you are using the
Default Opt-in the tag will be applied.
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By default the Link Text for the Default Confirmation Link is "Click Here" but you can change
the verbiage.

Click the Actions Tab from the top right
From the Actions Drop down select "Apply/Remove Tag"

Select an existing tag or create a new tag

Next go to Marketing > Campaign Builder where you can then create a New Campaign or add
these steps to an existing Campaign.

Create a sequence with the Confirmation Email 
In the email use the ~DoubleOptInLink~ merge field which will create the
Confirmation Link

Add a Tag Apply Goal to the End of the Sequence

Contact Record Example
After the contact goes through the campaign and clicks the confirmation link in the email
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Date Timers
Last Modified on 08/27/2018 10:30 pm MST

Date Timers allow you to schedule a marketing piece at a specific date and time or within a
date/time range.

Pro Tip! Only one type of timer can be used per "Start" button. Meaning, no Start > Email
> Delay Timer > Task > Date Timer. The Date Time would need to be on it's own "Start"
button. 
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1. Drag the Date Timer snippet onto the canvas

2. Double-click it to configure the settings.

Click to view larger
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3. Choose to run at a specific date or within a date range. Choose to run at a specific time

or within a time range. Note the Summary section to see what day/time it will run.

4. Click SaveSave

 
5. You are now ready to publish your changes.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Field Timers
Last Modified on 08/27/2018 10:21 pm MST

Field Timers allow you to schedule a marketing piece based on a date or date/time field in the
contact record. There are two default date fields in every contact record: Anniversary Date
and Birthday Date. You can also create your own custom date or date/time field.

Pro Tip!Pro Tip! Only one type of timer can be used per "Start" button. Meaning, no Start > Email
> Delay Timer > Task > Field Timer. The Field Timer would need to be connected to it's
own "Start" button. 

1. Drag the Field Timer snippet onto the canvas

Click to view larger
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2. Double-click it to configure it.

 
3. In the Wait Until section, select the day(s), week(s), month(s) to delay before or after the

custom date.

 
4. In the Contact Field section, select the date field. By default, Birthday and Anniversary
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will always show in the drop down. Any new custom date or date/time fields will show
here too.

NOTE: Selecting 'Next Occurrence will look at the Mont/Date to schedule the event.
Selecting Use Year from Field will look at the Month/Date & Year to decide when to
schedule the event.

5. Choose what time of day you would like to send this marketing piece and click SaveSave. If
you are using a date/time field, this will say "The time specified in the contact field." It
will send based on the time set in the contacts custom field.

 
6. You are now ready to publish your changes.
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Campaign Sequence Tags
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:15 pm MST

Tags applied at the beginning of a sequence usually define a specific lead magnet (e.g.
Video Tips Series), a segment (e.g. Home Buyer), and/or a relationship stage (e.g.
prospect.)
Tags applied in the middle of a sequence usually define a period of time that has
elapsed or a milestone. These can help you gauge how long people stay in a sequence
before responding to a call to action.
Tags applied at the end of a sequence can be used to add a contact to a broadcast list
(e.g. monthly newsletter) after a period of inactivity or after they've completed a higher
priority sequence (e.g. a customer welcome sequence.)

1. Click and drag an Apply/Remove TagApply/Remove Tag object onto the campaign canvas and double-click
it to configure.

 
2. Choose a tag option (apply or remove) and then enter the tag name into the search box

to find a list of possible matches.
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3. Click on the tag name to select it or start typing to create a new tag and click the

Create Create button to create it. You can repeat this process to add multiple tags.
 

4. Click on Save Save to apply the tag settings
 

5. Don't forget to publish your changes when your ready to go live!
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Campaign Sequence Note Template
Last Modified on 10/03/2018 1:26 pm MST

The note object adds a date stamped note with standardized comments to a contact history.
They are often used to mark a relationship milestone.

Please note! Please note! Each note object must be configured individually. They cannot be re-used in
multiple sequences or at more than one point in the same sequence. Note objects are
not archived. If you delete a note object from a sequence, it can only be restored if you
restore a previous version of the entire campaign.

1. Double-click on the campaign sequence you wish to edit or create a new campaign
sequence.
 

2. Drag and drop an Apply a NoteApply a Note object onto the canvas.
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3. Double-click the Apply Note icon to configure it.
 

4. Select an Action TypeAction Type from the drop-down.
 

5. Enter a Description and Creation Notes. The description is displayed as a link in the
contact history. The creation notes provide additional details when the history link is
clicked. The description and creation notes should be generic since this note is applied
automatically to all of the contacts who reach this point in the campaign sequence.
 

6. Select a user to attribute this note to. The user name will show up along with the note in
the contact history.
 

7. (Optional) Set up email notifications. Type a user name into the search box and click on
a name to select a user. Repeat the process to add more user notifications. These users
will receive an email every time this note is automatically applied to a contact through
this sequence.
 

8. Click Save Save to apply the note settings.
 

9. Don't forget to publish your changes.
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Campaign Sequence Opportunity Record
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:18 pm MST

The opportunity object assigns a sales process responsibility to a sales rep. The opportunity
is worked over a period of time, until the deal is won or lost. Sales reps use opportunities to
store sales process notes, track prospect progress through various sales stages, and keep a
record of product interests and potential revenue.

When you add an opportunity object to a campaign sequence, you assign the opportunity to
a specific sales rep or a round robin. You also define a sales stage. Before you configure the
opportunity objects you need to:

Assign sales reps to the sales rep user group .
Set up a sales rep round robin .
Customize opportunity sales stages .

Please Note! Please Note! Each opportunity object must be configured individually. They cannot be re-
used in multiple sequences or at more than one point in the same sequence. If you
delete an opportunity object from a sequence, it can only be restored if you restore a
previous version of the entire campaign.

1. Double-click on the campaign sequence you wish to edit or create a new campaign
sequence.
 

2. Drag and drop a Create Opportunity Create Opportunity process onto the canvas.
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3. Select a starting stage from the drop down.

 
4. Select a sales rep user from the drop-down or distribute opportunities among multiple

users by selecting a round robin.
 

5. (Optional) Select a product interest bundle if the product interest is predictable based
on the previous campaign path the contact has journeyed through.
 

6. (Optional) By default, opportunities are created without checking for other
opportunities. Turn on the duplicate checking option if you only want to create new
opportunities when no other active opportunities exist.

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! This is especially important when distributing opportunities through a
round robin. It ensures that each prospect with an active opportunity only works
with one sales rep at a time.
 

7. Assign the next action due date and enter action notes.
 

8. Click Save Save to apply the opportunity settings.
 

9. Don't forget to publish your changes.
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Set Field Value
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:18 pm MST

You can automatically set the value of a field in the contact record as part of campaign
sequence in the campaign builder; this includes both standard and custom fields.

Available Fields Available Fields The only fields that you cannot update using this process are the
following: Name, Phone, Address, Main Email, and SSN.

Please Note! Please Note! This WILL overwrite data to the existing field.

1. Click inside a campaign sequence and drag and drop the Set Field Value object onto the
campaign canvas.

 
2. Double-click the Set Field Value icon
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3. Set the field value.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Campaign Sequence HTTP Post
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:19 pm MST

An HTTP Post is used to send information from Infusionsoft to a web page that runs a script
(e.g., ASP, PHP, Javascript.) which extracts data from the URL and processes it on your web
server.

Please Note! Please Note! Only standard port numbers are supported. Supported ports are: 80 80 and
443443.

Each HTTP post object must be configured individually. They cannot be re-used in
multiple sequences or at more than one point in the same sequence. HTTP post objects
are not archived. If you delete an HTTP Post object from a sequence, it can only be
restored if you restore a previous version of the entire campaign.

1. Double-click on the campaign sequence you wish to edit or create a new campaign
sequence.
 

2. Drag and drop a Send HTTP PostSend HTTP Post object onto the canvas.

3. Double-click on it to configure the post settings.
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4. Enter the post URL. This is where the external web server script is hosted.
 

5. Click Merge Merge to access the Infusionsoft fields you can post.
Each line item of the HTTP Post will send 2 pieces of information to the URL: a field
name and a field value.

Name: The field name can be defined by you. This flexibility allows you to use
existing scripts and / or comply with external API standards. If there is no need to
comply with external standards, you may use the default Infusionsoft field names
for standard or custom fields.
Value: The value is the content of the field. For example, the standard field named
"Email" might have the value "myemail@email.com." You must use an Infusionsoft
merge field to designate the value to be pulled.

6. You can add multiple lines of Name / Value pairs.
Click the "plus" icon to add another pair
Click the "minus" icon to remove a pair

7. Note: You cannot reorder the lines after they've been added. You can only delete and
recreate them. Click on  to remove a Name / Value line item.
 

8. When you've finished adding Name / Value lines, click on the Test Test button to verify the
post is working as expected.
A "200" response code validates the post is working properly. Other response codes
may require troubleshooting. A 409 error may mean that the user you selected already
has a member record in CustomerHub. Try testing with a different user.
 

9. Click Back to SequenceBack to Sequence
 

10. You are ready to publish your changes.
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Campaign Sequence Voice Message
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:20 pm MST

You can incorporate automated voice communications in a campaign sequence. Infusionsoft
will automatically dial the primary phone number on a contact record and deliver the voice
communication. Automated voice communication is a powerful marketing tool. It adds the
personal touch of human voice to your marketing mix. Voice communication is an especially
powerful when it is used to welcome new customers or remind someone of an event.

1. Drag and drop a Voice onto the campaign canvas.

2. Double-click it to configure the settings.

3. Configure the voice communication
Recording for a live personRecording for a live person: This message will play when a live person answers the
phone.
Recording for voicemailRecording for voicemail: This message will play when the call goes to voicemail.
Billing & LegalBilling & Legal: You will need to agree to the Infusionsoft Acceptable Use Policy
before using voice communications. You will only need to do this once. The boxes
will be pre-checked the next time you create a voice communication.

4. Click Add MessageAdd Message to record your message. Configure your Caller ID if prompted.
 

5. Name your message, enter your phone number and click Call MeCall Me. Follow the voice
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prompts to record your message from your phone.
 

6. When your recording is completed successfully, you will notice the success message on
the Add Message window.
 

7. Click Save Save and make sure your recording is selected in the drop down.
 

8. When you are finished with your recordings, change the status of this voice
communication from Draft to Ready in the top right corner.
 

9. Click Back to SequenceBack to Sequence and don't forget to publish your changes.
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Campaign Sequence Fax
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:20 pm MST

Follow the steps below to add a fax communication as part of a campaign sequence.

Important Note! Important Note! Using a fax may cause extra charges. Please note that in the snippet the
cost of using the Fax snippet will be displayed.

1. Double-click on campaign sequence to edit it or drag and drop a new campaign
sequence onto the canvas

 
2. Drag a Fax communication snippet onto the canvas
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3. Double-click the fax snippet to configure the settings

 

4. Upload the file(s) to send out as a fax

Please Note: Please Note: Merge fields are not available for fax communications!

5. Read the Billing & Legal information and check the boxes, if agreeable

6. (Optional) Send a test to a user in the system
 

7. When complete change the status from Draft to Ready

8. Click Back to CampaignBack to Campaign and publish your changes
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Campaign Sequence Letter
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:20 pm MST

You can automatically queue a job to create a letter document in a campaign sequence. This
allows you to incorporate direct mail into your marketing mix. When a letter template is
triggered through the sequence, the system will queue up a letter fulfillment job on the
home page dashboard of the user. The user then prints the letters and prepares them for
mailing.

1. Drag the Letter Communication process snippet onto the canvas

 
2. Double-click it to configure the settings.

 
3. (Optional) You can copy a letter you have already created in an existing campaign. You

can also preview, rename or revert changes from this drop down.
 

4. Choose the person who will be responsible for processing the letter. You may also send
that user an email notification when a new letter job is ready to be completed.
 

5. Design your letter communication using the design menu and letter snippets.
 

6. When you are finished editing your letter, change the status from Draft to ReadyReady.
 

7. Click Back to SequenceBack to Sequence and don't forget to publish your changes.
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Campaign Sequence Fulfillment List
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:21 pm MST

A fulfillment list can either be delivered to a user's dashboard or sent to their email address.
A fulfillment list is a spreadsheet containing contact information and can include an
attachment. Sending to an email address is useful if you use a third-party fulfillment
company. You can also queue jobs to only send when X amount are ready to be fulfilled.

1. Double-click on the campaign sequence you wish to edit or create a new campaign
sequence.

2. Drag and drop a Fulfillment ListFulfillment List object onto the canvas.

3. Double-click the Fulfillment List icon to configure it.
 

4. Delivery: There are two ways to deliver a fulfillment list: A user's dashboard and an
email address.
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A User's dashboardA User's dashboard: When you choose to send the fulfillment to a User's
dashboard, you will see a couple of configurable Dashboard Options. This delivery
option will send the fulfillment list to a user's dashboard. This delivery option is
typically designed for companies that do their own fulfillment, or want to check
over the spreadsheet before sending it to external fulfillment. The user will see
the fulfillment job on their dashboard, click to open it, and then mark the
fulfillment as complete when they are done.

Assign ToAssign To - Choose the Infusionsoft User that will be responsible for fulfilling.
The user will receive a job on his or her dashboard when something is ready
to be fulfilled.
InstructionsInstructions - Add a text blurb that will appear on the job description in the
user's dashboard.
(Optional, but recommended) Send an email notification - This will send an
email notification to the user when there is something ready to be fulfilled.
The user will then look at their Infusionsoft dashboard to process the
fulfillment job.

An Email Address: An Email Address: When you choose to send the fulfillment to an email address,
the fulfillment is automatically attached to the email (.csv file type) and then sent
to the recipient. This delivery option will send an email with the fulfillment list
attached. If you use an external fulfillment company, this will allow you to
automate your fulfillment process.

FromFrom: Choose from whom the email will be sent from
ToTo: Choose to whom the email will be sent. You will most likely be choosing
the Other option if you are sending the email directly to an external
fulfillment company. You could also send the email to yourself or another
user to check over before forwarding to the fulfillment house.
SubjectSubject: This is the subject line of the email. It is best-practice to include your
company's name or initials and a short job description (e.g. RDFP Mailing Job:
New Customer Welcome Gift.)
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BodyBody: Add any instructions that the fulfillment company will need in the body
of the email.

5. Fields: In this section, you will choose which contact record fields you want to add to the
fulfillment list. The left-hand column titled, Infusionsoft Fields, represents all the
available fields you can choose from. The right-hand column represents the fields that
will actually be present on the spreadsheet the recipient receives. To add or remove
fields, just click the ++ or -- next to a field on the right-hand side.

6. Attachments: Attachments are optional. Select or upload any additional documents
needed to process the mailing. Click the "+" button to add multiple documents.

7. Test & Publish. When you are finished configuring your fulfillment list, click the SendSend
TestTest button and select a user from the drop-down.
 

8. When finished, change the status from Draft to PublishPublish, click back to your sequence
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9. You can now publish your changes.
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Manually Start Or Stop A Campaign
Sequence
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:22 pm MST

In most cases, campaign sequences start and stop automatically as contacts complete
campaign goals and move through the strategic process you designed. If you find yourself
manually starting sequences regularly, then you may need to add a goal type that automates
that campaign transition. It may be better to create a goal that uses a note, tag, or
opportunity stage move (which are all controlled by you.)

Contacts may ask you to stop a sequence in a way that the system cannot automate (e.g.
phone call, email reply, or in person.) If this happens, you need to manually stop the
sequence for that contact.

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! If you expect to start or stop sequences manually, make sure that a tag is applied
at the start of each campaign sequence and removed at the start of the next sequence in
the campaign path. This will ensure you are able to search for contacts based on their
active sequences.

Stopping a SequenceStopping a Sequence

When you stop a sequence, the contact is removed from it.
The contact will not proceed further down that particular path of the campaign.
The contact will continue to receive other sequence messages, if they are in more than
one sequence.
To remove a contact from all campaign processes, you must stop each individual
sequence.
If, in the future, a contact interacts with you in a way that satisfies a campaign goal (e.g.
fills out a web form), they will begin the related sequences again.

Starting a SequenceStarting a Sequence

When you start a sequence, the contact starts at the very beginning of the sequence,
even if they have previously received some or all of the sequence communications.
If the contact is already in the sequence, starting it manually does not reset the
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sequences. The contact will not go back to the beginning, they will continue receiving
communications sequentially.
If you want a contact to restart the sequence, you must first stop the sequence, and
then start it again.

Manually Managing a Sequence StepManually Managing a Sequence Step

You can also resend or cancel an individual campaign sequence step.

1. Search for the contact in the Quick Search

 
2. Click the Actions Actions button and select Start/Stop a Campaign SequenceStart/Stop a Campaign Sequence

 
3. Select the action type (Start or StopStart or Stop), select a the CampaignCampaign, then the SequenceSequence
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4. Click on the Process ActionProcess Action button
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Make Sure Contacts Always Complete A
Sequence
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:22 pm MST

The sequences you add to a campaign are set to stop immediately when one of the campaign
goals connected to the right of it is completed. The contact does not receive any of the
remaining email messages and the remaining work flow processes will not happen. This
makes sense when the remaining messages in the sequence are no longer relevant.

There are times you may use a sequence to deliver a series of educational messages. In this
case, it makes sense to deliver all of the messages because they contain valuable information
that the contact has requested. These messages are generally less promotional, and more
educational. You may also use a campaign sequence to schedule internal tasks which must
be completed even if the contact responds to a subsequent goal.

In these cases, you would want to edit the sequence settings so that the sequence will run
until complete.

1. Click on the flag icon on a campaign sequence to edit the sequence settings.
 

2. Select Runs until completedRuns until completed
 

3. Click Save Save to apply the update. Don't forget to publish your changes.
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Resend A Campaign Email To Someone
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:22 pm MST

If a contact needs a campaign sequence email resent to them, follow the instructions below

1. Find and open the contact record that you would like to resend the email to.

2. Scroll down and click on the Campaigns Campaigns tab.

 
3. Click the Resend Resend button next to the email.
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Automatically Assign An Owner To A
Contact In A Campaign
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:21 pm MST

The Assign an OwnerAssign an Owner process snippet allows you to assign or reassign the owner of a contact
record as a step in a campaign sequence.

1. Double-click on the campaign sequence you wish to edit or create a new campaign
sequence.

 
2. Drag and drop an Assign an Owner Assign an Owner process snippet onto the canvas.

 
3. Double-click it to configure the settings.

4. To configure owner assignment...
Assign to UserAssign to User: This option allows you assign the contact record to a specific user
in your Infusionsoft application.
Assign using Round RobinAssign using Round Robin: A round robin is a set of distribution rules based on
numeric logic. Round robins are created outside of the campaign builder
(CRM>Settings>Round Robins.CRM>Settings>Round Robins.)

5. Click Save.Save.
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6. You are now ready to publish your changes.
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Automatically Create a Task in a
Sequence
Last Modified on 10/03/2018 2:49 pm MST

The task object assigns a manual follow-up responsibility to an Infusionsoft user. The tasks
are generally related to predictable events, like a welcome call after a new customer
purchases or 30 day phone survey. After a task is assigned, the user is responsible for
manually updating it and adding a completion date.

Remember! Remember! Each task object must be configured individually. They cannot be re-used in
multiple sequences or at more than one point in the same sequence. Task objects are
not archived. If you delete a task object from a sequence, it can only be restored if you
restore a previous version of the entire campaign.
 

1. Drag and drop a Create TaskCreate Task object onto the canvas.

 
2. Double-click it and select a task typetask type from the drop-down.

 
3. Enter the task titletask title and bodybody. The title is displayed on the user's task list. The body

information provides additional details when the user clicks on the title to view the task
details. The body might contain instructions, a script, or a list of "to do" items related to
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this task.
 

4. Assign the task:Assign the task:
Assign to Contact's ownerAssign to Contact's owner: Check the box if you want the user who is the assigned
owner of the contact record to complete this task (e.g. sales rep.)
Assign to (backup)Assign to (backup): Select a backup user from the drop-down. This setting assigns
a specific user to complete this task or assigns it to this user if no owner has been
assigned to a contact.

5. Set a due datedue date, timetime, and prioritypriority. The due date is different from the assign date. The
task is created and assigned based on the sequence timer before it in the sequence.
The due date is used to determine whether the task has been completed on time or is
overdue. Priority is used to set the urgency level of the task.
 

6. Notify Notify (Optional): : Set up email notifications, check the box to have a notification sent to
the Owner and/or type a user name into the search box and click on a name to select a
user. Repeat the process to add more user notifications. Every time the sequence
creates a task, these users will receive an email.
 

7. Pop up reminder Pop up reminder (Optional): A browser pop-up will be triggered to remind the owner
and users of the tasks approaching due date.
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8. Click The Draft The Draft to Ready Ready slider to set the task to ReadyReady.

 
9. You are now ready to publish your changes.
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Campaign Performance Reporting
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:24 pm MST

After publishing a campaign, you will have access to performance reporting. Performance
Reporting allows you to evaluate the effectiveness of your campaign within the Campaign
Builder. It allows you to view the performance of your campaign at a "macro” level and then
dig into specific marketing pieces (such as emails) in order to see how well they are
performing.

1. Click the PerformancePerformance tab within a campaign

 

2. You can choose a default date range from the drop-down or enter a custom date
range.
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Important!: Important!: After changing dates, be sure to hit the Refresh Refresh link!

3. Active vs Queued Contacts. The blue number represents active contacts. A contact is
considered "active" if they are currently being actively being marketed to in the
campaign sequence. An active contact has not yet received all of the emails in a
campaign sequence.

The orange numbers represent "queued" contacts. A queued contact has received all
the emails in a sequence and is no longer waiting for further content. In the example
below, there are 2 active contacts currently being marketed to in the EcoPaint Follow-up
sequence.
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Note that when you hover over a sequence, a person icon appears. Click on this icon to
view a list of all the active contacts in this sequence.

 
To view the queued contacts, simply change the filter to only see "queued" contacts by
clicking on the Edit Criteria/ColumnsEdit Criteria/Columns button and changing the status to queued.
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Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! Keep in mind that when viewing contacts in a campaign sequence, the report
will always default to showing the "active" contacts first, unless you manually specify
"queued".
 

4. Campaign Performance Reporting. Double-click any sequence in your campaign to view
more details

 
Each email in this sequence is represented by a card on the right side of the page. We
can quickly see the open rate, click through rate and opt-outs for each email in this
sequence. This information can help us determine which emails are working well and
which emails may need to be improved.

 
Each card's title matches the name of the email in the sequence. In the example above,
the title of the email is "EcoPaint - Intro"

Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! If you click on a card, it will highlight where in the sequence the email lives. And
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vice versa, click on an email and it will highlight the card. This makes it easy to find the
information you are looking for in order to make informed marketing decisions.
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Campaign Email Performance Visibility
And Date Range Selector
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:24 pm MST

Infusionsoft provides the ability to view your campaign email performance from within your
campaigns.  You will have the ability to customize your date range, to view past email
performance (opens, clicks, opt-outs, bounces, etc.), all from the reportingreporting tab in the campaign
builder. 

1. Navigate to the 'Reporting' tab within the campaign builder
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2. Choose from the list of preset date ranges, or choose a date range

Depending on how large the date range is, users may see a loading screen as the data is
being pulled
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3. Once the data loads, you are able to see email opens, clicks, opt-outs, bounces, etc.  This
gives you the ability to observe email performance for the campaign

 
4. (Optional) Click the Email Performance numbers to navigate to the corresponding

marketing report for more in-depth reporting
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Campaign Full Sequence And Email
Summary Report
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:24 pm MST

Infusionsoft has the ability for you to view campaign email statistics, at a glance, from within
the campaign builder's reporting tab.

1. Navigate to Marketing>Campaign Builder and click on the name of a campaign that
contains emails

2. Click on the 'Reporting' tab, from within the campaign builder, and select a preset or
custom date range to report on

3. Click on the Sequence & Email Report button, located at the bottom right of the Total
Email Performance stats
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1. Clicking the Sequence & Email Report button will display a summary report for all
sequences that contain email(s).  All Sequences containing an email will be listed
and a report that shows the open and click % for each email.

2. Opt-out, Un-open counts and other useful metrics are available

4. (Optional) Click the Email Performance numbers to navigate to the corresponding
marketing report for more in-depth reporting
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Web Form Tracking Report
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:25 pm MST

Use the Web Form tracking report to view the Web Form submissions for specific forms
within a given date frame. 

This report is only for Web Forms and Legacy Landing Page .

1. Go to Marketing > ReportsMarketing > Reports

2. Click Web Form tracking ReportWeb Form tracking Report
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3. Click New SearchNew Search

4. Select the Web Form from the drop down

5. Enter a Date range or just click SearchSearch to pull all submissions
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Merge Field Defaults Explained
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:26 pm MST

Merge fields are used to personalize follow-up communications on an individual basis. They
pull information from a contact record and insert that information into emails and other
templates. In the example below, the merge field (~Contact.FirstName~~Contact.FirstName~) pulls a name from
the contact record and ~Owner.Signature~ pulls information from the assigned user.

In some cases, a contact record may not contain the referenced information and there may
not be an assigned user. You can use merge defaults to automatically insert a value into
messages when the system cannot find a field value in the contact record so that every email
will have some type of value instead of a blank space.

 

To change the default user, Go to Marketing > Settings Marketing > Settings 
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Click on Template DefaultsTemplate Defaults in the settings menu.

 

Go to the Merge DefaultsMerge Defaults section and select a user from the
Default User dropdown.

 

Click Save Save to apply the update.
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Change the Global Merge Defaults

Merge defaults are inserted into communications when the related information is missing
from a contact record. You can set up global merge defaults that apply to all email and other
templates. However, you override the global settings for individual email templates. In the
example above, you may set up a default value of friend or associate that will take the place
of the contact's first name when no first name can be found.

Click on the Contact, Credit Card, Invoice, or LeadContact, Credit Card, Invoice, or Lead link.

Click on Show FieldsShow Fields to display all available merge defaults. 

Protip: This will open as a pop-up window. Make sure your browser doesn't have a pop-
up blocker enabled.
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Enter in a default value for each appropriate field.

Note: You do not have to enter a value in each box. If a box is left empty, the default will
be to display nothing.

Save the changes and close the window
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Content Risk Services
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:27 pm MST

The email builder has built-in functionality to help you avoid triggering spam filters. Certain
keywords can trigger these filters, which send your email straight to your contact’s junk
folder, where it sits unread. You can check your emails for these keywords by clicking the
“Spam” icon in the email builder. These keywords will also be flagged when you click “Review
and send” before sending your email.

Please NotePlease Note: This is currently only available when sending an email broadcast

1. You can manually check the contents of an email you are composing by first clicking the
Spam Spam button.

2. Click Check nowCheck now
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3. You will then be presented with an alert message detailing the errors that need to be
resolved prior to sending the email

4. You will also be notified if there are no issues found
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5. Also, when you click Review and SendReview and Send, you will be presented with a new modal that will
give your email a final check so you can fix any issues prior to sending.

6. If you are working in an email that has been flagged for Spam content, you will see an
orange banner at the top of the email.
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7. Clicking the Show spam checkShow spam check link simply brings you back to the Spam Spam check section of
the Email Builder
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Add Links To Emails
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:15 pm MST

Links you add to campaign sequence emails serve more than one purpose:

They track engagement. Link clicks are recorded and taken into account on various
reports. The links give email recipients a way to interact with the content you send to
them.
They serve specific purposes. Opt-in and opt-out links are designed to help you follow
email marketing best practices and minimize spam complaints.
They can satisfy campaign goals. The links you add to emails can be identified as a goal
method that moves a contact from one campaign sequence to another.

1. Select the text or image you would like to hyperlink and then click on the Link Link icon to
add your link.

 
2. Select a link type from the drop down

Web addressWeb address: Enter the full URL of the website:
http://yourwebsite.com/blog/business.
Email addressEmail address: Enter an email address: rachel.baker@yourwebsite.com.
Thank-you pageThank-you page: This is a thank-you page hosted by Infusionsoft. Use the
WYSIWYG or HTML source editor to create a simple thank-you message.
Hosted Email pageHosted Email page: This is usually used in the pre-header of an HTML email or in
the plain text version of the email. It links to the hosted version of the email in
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case someone has difficulty viewing it in their email client.
Update pageUpdate page: This links to a page that displays the contact's current contact
information and allows then to make changes if something is no longer accurate.
Update / Opt-Out pageUpdate / Opt-Out page: This links to a page where a contact can either update
their information or unsubscribe from email marketing (or both.)
Opt-Out pageOpt-Out page: This links to a page where a contact can unsubscribe from all email
marketing.
 

3. Click on the Insert LinkInsert Link button to add the link to the email.
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Change Email Preview Text
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:34 pm MST

Preview text is what your recipient sees in their email client before opening an email. The
content in this section can greatly impact open rates! The preview text should contain
something compelling that drives the recipient to open the email.

1. When configuring an email, you will see the Preview Text section below the subject line.

2. Enter your text:

Up to 75 characters
Can include merge fields

3. The preview text will be shown right below the subject line in the recipient's preview
pane.
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Pro-tip! How many characters the recipient sees is dependent on their email client
and the method in which they are viewing (mobile for instance.)
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How To Link To A Web Form In An Email
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:36 pm MST

This article shows how to quickly create a link in an email that leads to a web form.

High-level overview:

Make sure to have a web form already created and published in a campaign
Create a Broadcast or Campaign Builder email
Create link using quick links

Pro-tip! This will only work for the Drag and Drop Builder and Email Builder, but not the
Classic email builder

Email Builder
1. Highlight a word or group of text
2. Click on the link link icon
3. Choose the "Web Form" option in the "URL" drop down
4. Choose the name of the Web Form
5. Click Insert LinkInsert Link
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Drag and Drop Builder (legacy)
1. Highlight a word or group of text
2. Click on the link link icon
3. Change "Web Address" to "Hosted web form"
4. Type to search for your web form
5. Click Insert/UpdateInsert/Update button
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Html Support In Email Clients
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:23 pm MST

The vast majority of Email clients typically do not support the latest interactive web
technologies. Here is a list of the most common asked-about elements that are either not
supported or have limited support by most email clients:
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HTML Block
Last Modified on 09/17/2018 7:26 pm MST

You are able to add snippets of HTML code into your email using the HTML block. This guide
is going to review the type of code the HTML block accepts. 

There are a few different versions of HTML. The common version these days is HTML5, which
is considered a "loosely" written language. XHTML is an older version is a "strictly" written
language, which leaves less room for mistakes.

The BARD builder itself renders in HTML5, but when sending or looking at the preview, the
email will render in XHTML. This is because in HTML5, you don't need to use a self-closing tag
(though it's a best practice to do so regardless). In XHTML, however, you do. 

All XML Elements Must
XHTML Elements Must Always Be Closed
Empty Elements Must Also Be Closed
XHTML Elements Must Be In Lower Case
XHTML Attribute Names Must Be In Lower Case
XML tags are case sensitive. The tag is different from the tag

XML Elements Must be Properly Nested

In HTML, you might see improperly nested elements:

<b><i> This text is bold and italic </b></i>  

In XML, all elements mustmust be properly nested within each other:

<b><i> This text is bold and italic </i> </b> 

In the example above, "Properly nestedProperly nested" simply means that since the element is opened
inside the element, it must be closed inside the element, it must be closed inside the element.element.
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Another example is, instead of doing something like:Another example is, instead of doing something like:

You would need to actually close the tag as with a You would need to actually close the tag as with a //

/>

There are five pre-defined entity references in XML:There are five pre-defined entity references in XML:

< < less than

> > greater
than

& & ampersand 

' ' apostrophe

" " quotation
mark

Only Only << and  and && are strictly illegal in XML, but it is a good habit to replace > with > as well. are strictly illegal in XML, but it is a good habit to replace > with > as well.

White-space is Preserved in XMLWhite-space is Preserved in XML

XML does not truncate multiple white-spaces (HTML truncates multiple white-spaces to oneXML does not truncate multiple white-spaces (HTML truncates multiple white-spaces to one
single white-space):single white-space):

XML: Hello           Tove

HTML: Hello Tove
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Source: Source: https://www.w3schools.com/xml/xml_syntax.asphttps://www.w3schools.com/xml/xml_syntax.asp

Helpful tools to clean code:Helpful tools to clean code:

Paste your code there, and click on "fix IT" this will fix any small errors in the code, and youPaste your code there, and click on "fix IT" this will fix any small errors in the code, and you
can use the fixed code in the element, and the errors should be fixed. can use the fixed code in the element, and the errors should be fixed. http://fixmyhtml.com/http://fixmyhtml.com/

HTML To XHTML Code ConverterHTML To XHTML Code Converter::

  http://www.csgnetwork.com/cvthtml2xhtml.htmlhttp://www.csgnetwork.com/cvthtml2xhtml.html

http://www.cruto.com/resources/code-generators/code-converters/html-to-xhtml.asphttp://www.cruto.com/resources/code-generators/code-converters/html-to-xhtml.asp

Any links we provide from non-Infusionsoft sites or information about non-InfusionsoftAny links we provide from non-Infusionsoft sites or information about non-Infusionsoft
products or services are provided as a courtesy and should not be construed as anproducts or services are provided as a courtesy and should not be construed as an
endorsement by Infusionsoft.endorsement by Infusionsoft.
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Import Legacy Template
Last Modified on 09/28/2018 12:39 pm MST

Here are the steps to Import a Legacy Email Template into the current Email Builder. 

1. Go to Nav > Marketing > Email & Broadcasts

2. Click "Get Started"

3. From the top right click "Actions" drop down and select "Import Legacy Template"
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4. You can either scroll through the available templates or simply type the name of the
template.

5. Click "Convert template"
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NoteNote: If your email was created though the "Classic Email Broadcast" it cannot be
converted. You can either rebuild it in the current Email Builder or go to Nav > Marketing
> Templates to create a template to convert. Either way you would need to rebuild the
email.  
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Send an Email Broadcast
Last Modified on 09/28/2018 10:19 am MST

A broadcast message is a single message that is sent to an entire list of people at the same
time. It can be scheduled to go out on a specific date and time, but the schedule is the same
for everyone. A broadcast is generally the best option when you need to send the same
message to everyone at the same time (e.g., a monthly email newsletter). It is also the best
option for sending messages that require frequent updates.

Pro-TIp! Pro-TIp! Email marketing is permission-based marketing. Make sure you have permission
before you send a broadcast. Review the Infusionsoft Acceptable Use Policy.

1. Go to Marketing > Email BroadcastsMarketing > Email Broadcasts
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2. Click Send EmailSend Email

 
3. Choose your template

You can choose from:
GalleryGallery: The Gallery contains several starter templates that you can use. Just hover
over the template icon and click the "eye" icon to preview the template, or click
Use TemplateUse Template to start customizing it.
Previously SentPreviously Sent: This section contains a list of the most recent email broadcasts
that you've sent. Hover over the template and click Use as DraftUse as Draft to start
customizing it. You can also click the Save Save icon to save the template to the "My
Templates" area.
DraftsDrafts: When you are customizing an email template and click the Save &Save &
Exit Exit button, the email will be saved as a draft so that you can come back to it later.
My TemplatesMy Templates: To save an email template to the "My Templates" area, click on
Previously SentPreviously Sent, hover over the email template and click the Save Save icon. To save a
template while in the campaign builder, click the Actions Actions drop-down while
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customizing the template and select, Save to My Templates Save to My Templates.

4. Chose the Email Broadcast recipients. Click inside the search box to find an existing
tagged list, or click the New SearchNew Search link to create a new list to send this message to.
(Optional) Click the Recipient optionsRecipient options link if you need to change the default "To" email
address.

 

5. Enter a Subject Line

Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! You can personalize the subject line by merging in the recipient's contact
details. For example, if you want the subject line to call out their first name, click
inside the subject line text box and click the Merge Merge button > Contact Fields (most> Contact Fields (most
common) > First Namecommon) > First Name.
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Customize the Email (Design View)

Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! Your work is auto-saved every 30 seconds

In Design View, you can style various attributes of the email.
Heading 1 StyleHeading 1 Style: This allows you to configure the font, color and size of any text in the
template that is formatted as "Heading 1". You can specify text as "Heading 1" by
highlighting some text and choosing Heading 1Heading 1 from the drop-down.
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Heading 2 StyleHeading 2 Style: This allows you to configure the font, color and size of any text in the
template that is formatted as "Heading 2". You can specify text as "Heading 2" by
highlighting some text and choosing Heading 2  Heading 2 from the drop-down.
Normail TextNormail Text: This allows you to configure the font, color and size of any text in the
template that is formatted as "Normal Text". You can specify text as "Normal Text" by
highlighting some text and choosing Normal TextNormal Text from the drop-down.
Hyperlink StyleHyperlink Style: This allows you to format the color of hyperlinks in your email.
Email Background ColorEmail Background Color: Changes the background color of the email.
Email PositionEmail Position: You can toggle the position to left-justifiedleft-justified (this is more typical when
creating a personal, "hand written" email style) or centered centered for a more professional
look.

Customize the Email (Blocks)

Click and drag blocks into your email to add new elements. To modify a block, select it and
use the configuration panel on the left to make changes. For a Text block, just click inside the
block and start typing.

TextText: Adds the most basic block for holding text.
SpacerSpacer: Allows you modify the spacing between blocks (both verticle and horizontal).
DividerDivider: Adds a divider line across the width of the email.
ImageImage: Adds an image. You can choose an image from your image library, upload a new
image, or link to an image on the web.
ButtonButton: Adds a button on the email. The button can be a link to a page on your website,
or you can send them to web forms, landing pages, etc...

URLURL: Sends them to the web page of your choice.
Email AddressEmail Address: This is a "mailto" link which opens the recipients default email
client when they click on it.
Phone NumberPhone Number: Adds a phone number link which can be interacted with on a
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mobile device.
File DownloadFile Download: Adds a download link from your filebox. You can also uplaod a new
file.
Web FormWeb Form: Choose from a list of Web Forms that you have created. When the
recipient clicks the button, they will be redirected to the form.
Landing PageLanding Page: Choose from a list of Landing Pages that you have created. When
the recipient clicks the button, they will be redirected to the landing page.

SocialSocial: Call out your social media channels with this block: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
YouTube, Google+, Pinterest, and Snapchat.
GroupGroup: This block adds an image, text, and a button all in one block.
VideoVideo: Embeds a linked video thumbnail compatible with Wistia, Vimeo and YouTube.
SignatureSignature: Merges the signature from your user profile.
HTML:HTML: This block allows you to injecti custom HTML into the email.

Important Note! Important Note! Using custom HTML in responsive emails could impact the way your
email displays on different devices. Please test all emails before sending them to your
entire customer list.

Preview and Test your email

Click the Test Test button to send yourself an email, or just click the Preview Preview button to see how the
email will look in most email clients and mobile devices.

1. (Optional) Click Save and ExitSave and Exit to save this email in the Drafts area so you can come back
and finish it later
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2. Click Schedule or Send Schedule or Send to View the Email Broadcast Checklist

 
Send with Confidence! The Email Broadcast Checklist will scan your email for errors and
suggestions.

 
When you are ready send, choose:
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Schedule to Send LaterSchedule to Send Later: You can schedule the email based on your time zone or
the time zone that is on the customer's contact record .
Send NowSend Now: Starts sending the email immediately
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Stop an Email Broadcast
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:29 pm MST

AlertAlert! Modifying an already queued email may not give you the results you desire. When
you schedule an email broadcast to be sent at a day and time in the future, it is added to a
broadcast queue until that time arrives.

Once the broadcast is scheduled, you cannot:

Add or remove people from the queued list
Edit the email template
Update the day or time

If you need to change any of this information, then you must stop the scheduled broadcast, fix
the problem, and then schedule a new broadcast.

1. Navigate to Marketing > Email BroadcastMarketing > Email Broadcast

2. Click New SearchNew Search button above the Email Broadcast Report

3. Review the Search Criteria to make sure the correct user(s) are selected from the list. You
must select the user who scheduled the broadcast. Hold down the Ctrl key on your
keyboard to select more than one user. Note: You only need to select "System" if you
want to include follow-up sequence emails in the search results.
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4. Click on the Misc. Criteria Misc. Criteria tab

5. Go to the status section and select QueuedQueued from the status list.
Select Contains AnyContains Any from the dropdown.
Select Scheduled Scheduled from the status list.

6. Click on the Search Search button to see a list of scheduled broadcasts.
 

7. Click on View View to see the broadcast details (i.e. created date, scheduled start date,
template name, etc.)
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Can't see the View link? Can't see the View link? If you do not see the "View" link, you need to add this column to
the report. Click on the Edit Criteria and Columns...Edit Criteria and Columns... button, then click the ColumnsColumns tab.
Click the View ReportView Report item in the Available Fields box on the right. Click the arrow in the
middle to move it over to the Custom Columns section. Click OKOK.

8. Go to the Send ProgressSend Progress section and click on the Stop BatchStop Batch button to cancel the
broadcast. After you stop the broadcast, you can edit the email template or update the
list and then schedule a new broadcast.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Find Your Scheduled Broadcast Emails
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:30 pm MST

You sent an Email Broadcast and need to find its progress or want to see the results. This
article answers where to go to find this out.

1. Go to Marketing > ReportsMarketing > Reports

2. Click on Email BroadcastsEmail Broadcasts

3. (Optional) You may need to click on the New SearchNew Search button to clear any previous search
criteria.
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4. Review the Search Criteria to make sure the correct user(s) are selected from the
list. You must select the user who scheduled the broadcast. Hold down the Ctrl key
on your keyboard to select more than one user.

Pro-tip! Pro-tip! You only need to select "System" if you want to include follow-up sequence
emails in the search results. Suggest not using date range fields to open the search
up and find your broadcast easier

5. Click on the Misc. Criteria Misc. Criteria tab

 
6. (Optional) Search user Broadcast's Subject line. Add the subject line to the "Batch

Name" field
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7. (Optional) Go to the status section and select QueuedQueued from the status list.
Select Contains AnyContains Any from the dropdown.
Select SchedulingScheduling To find Broadcasts that the system is getting ready to add to the
queue
Select QueuedQueued to find only broadcasts that are waiting to send
Select Processing Processing to find Broadcasts that are currently sending
Select Stopped by userStopped by user to find Broadcasts that a user stopped from sending
Select Spam complaintsSpam complaints to find Broadcasts that were stopped due to spam
complaints
Select ErrorError to find Broadcasts that encountered and error

8. Click on the Search Search button to see a list of Broadcasts

 
9. Click on View View to see the broadcast details (i.e. created date, scheduled start date,

template name, etc.)
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Can't see the Can't see the View View link? link? If you do not see the "View" link, you need to add this column to
the report. Click on the Edit Criteria and Columns...Edit Criteria and Columns... button, then click the ColumnsColumns tab.
Click the View ReportView Report item in the Available Fields box on the right. Click the arrow in the
middle to move it over to the Custom Columns section. Click OKOK.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

View The Current Status Of A Broadcast
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:30 pm MST

You are able to track the status of a broadcast through Marketing > ReportsMarketing > Reports.

The email broadcasts report shows you the status of the broadcast emails sent by users or
sent automatically through a follow-up sequence. You can view the emails sent by individual
users and/or those sent automatically by the system through an action or follow-up
sequence. It displays date, status, and summary level delivery statistics (sent, delivered, skip,
or error.)

Note: The system will skip the emails that are duplicates, invalid, opted-out, or bounced. To
ensure accuracy, the batch status report does not include these email addresses in the total
number of emails sent, therefore, the total sent may be less than the number of people on
the broadcast list.

Pro-TipPro-Tip! Open rates are estimates. They are not the best way to measure true
engagement. An open rate is recorded for each contact who receives the HTML version
of an email and opens it long enough to activate the tracking image in the email. The
system is not able to track instances where the recipient has images disabled in their
email program or receive the Plain Text version of an email. The system may also record
an open when a recipient briefly glances at the email, which is not true engagement.
Click through rates are the best measure of email engagement.

1. Go to Marketing > ReportsMarketing > Reports and click on Email BroadcastsEmail Broadcasts
2. Click on View View to see the details for an individual broadcast
3. Click on a statistic to drill down and view specific segments of the broadcast group (i.e.

opened , clicked, bounced, etc.)
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Send A Fax Broadcast
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:32 pm MST

You can use the broadcast feature to send a fax to a group of people.  Fax broadcasts are
sent immediately. If you need to schedule a fax for a specific date, then you must integrate it
into a follow-up sequence. There is an additional fee for sending fax broadcasts of 12 cents
per page. If you send a three page document, the cost is 36 cents per person. These fees are
added to your regular Infusionsoft billing.

Privacy WarningPrivacy Warning! Faxes are a permission based marketing tool. You must obtain
permission from individuals or businesses before sending them automated faxes.
Review the Infusionsoft acceptable use policy .

1. Go to Marketing > Emails & BroadcastsMarketing > Emails & Broadcasts

2. Click on the Fax Fax icon

3. Select the recipients:
Saved SearchSaved Search: Select a list of contacts from the drop-down. If you frequently
broadcast to a specific list of contacts, you should create a saved search for that
list.
New SearchNew Search: Click on the new search link to create a new list of contacts. This list is
temporary, it is not going to be a saved search.
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Quick AddQuick Add: Add a new contact if you find someone missing from the saved search
or new search lists.
ImportImport: Import a new list if the contacts you need are not already in Infusionsoft.

4. Click NextNext

5. If you've previously sent a fax, you can select a previous fax and use it as a template

6. If you're starting from scratch, upload the document you wish to fax. Documents can
have multiple pages, but be aware that you are changed per page.be aware that you are changed per page. At the time of this
writing, fax fees are $0.12$0.12 per page.
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7. Once you have your documented uploaded, click Send TestSend Test to send the fax to yourself.

Note: You must have a valid fax number in your user record. Fax fees will apply.
 

8. Click on the Acceptable Use Policy link to read the policy, then mark the checkbox to
confirm you are in compliance.
 

9. Click on Send Send to send the fax.

 
10. Go to Marketing > ReportsMarketing > Reports and click on Fax Batch StatusFax Batch Status to view the status of your fax.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Email Broadcast Reports
Last Modified on 07/30/2018 3:14 pm MST

There are several marketing reports that will help you evaluate email marketing effectiveness.
To see these reports, go to Marketing > ReportsMarketing > Reports in the master navigation menu.

Email Broadcasts Report

The Email Broadcasts report shows you the status of broadcast emails sent by users or sent
automatically through campaigns. It displays date, status, and summary level delivery statistics
(sent, delivered, skip, or error.)

Skipped Emails: Skipped Emails: The system will skip emails that are duplicates, invalid, opted-out, or
bounced.  To ensure accuracy, the batch status report does not include these email
addresses in the total number of emails sent, therefore, the total sent may be less than
the number of people on the broadcast list.

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! Open rates are estimates, and are not the best way to measure true engagement.
An open rate is recorded for each person who receives the HTML version of an email and
opens it long enough to activate the tracking image in the email. The system is not able to
track instances where the recipient has images disabled in their email program or receive
the plain text version of an email. The system may also record an open when a recipient
briefly glances at the email, which is not true engagement. Click through rates are the best
measure of email engagement.

1. Click on View View to see the details for an individual broadcast.
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2. Click on a statistic to view a specific segment of the broadcast group (i.e. opened , clicked,
bounced, etc.)

3. You can also view broadcast email statistics by adding the Email StatsEmail Stats widget to your
home page dashboard.

 

Email Broadcast Conversion Summary

The email broadcast conversion summary report displays a statistical summary on a per-
broadcast basis. It displays the number of emails sent, opened, clicked, opt-out, bounce, spam
complaints, and double opt-ins.

Click Through Percentage Search

The click through percentage search helps you identify the most engaged email recipients. It
displays click through statistics on a per-person basis. You can filter this search by percentage
range, number of emails sent, number of emails clicked, tags, and more.
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Email Status Search

The email status search report displays a list of people based on the status of their email
address (i.e. bounce, opt-in, opt-out, etc.). You may use this search to clean up your database
or to follow up with people who have bad email addresses in your system. Search by multiple
criteria, including email status, last sent date, tags, and more. Click on Opt Status to view
additional details.
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Email Complaint Summary

Use the email complaint summary report to monitor email complaints generated when
someone clicks on the SPAM button in their email client (ISP Complaints) or when they opt out
of your email marketing (Internal Complaints). You must keep your complaint rate below .01%
(1 per thousand emails) to comply with the Infusionsoft acceptable use policy and the CAN-
SPAM Act. This report helps you monitor and manage email complaint issues right away.

 

Email Broadcast A/B Testing Results

The Broadcast Report pages will help you understand your results of your A/B Test.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Send A Voice Mail Broadcast
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:31 pm MST

We integrate with a cloud based technology (CallFire) so you can send a recorded messages
to a group of people in your Infusionsoft database.  Voice broadcasts are sent same day (not
on a scheduled date), but you can limit the message to specific hours (so you don't wake
someone up in the middle of the night!). The times are in US / Eastern Standard Time. There
is an additional charge of 15 cents per minute for each contact dialed. If you send a two
minute message, then the cost per contact is 30 cents. This fee is added to your regular
Infusionsoft billing.

Get Permission! Get Permission! Voice broadcasts are a permission-based marketing tool. All Infusionsoft
users must comply with the U.S. FTC regulations and obtain permission from individuals
before sending them voice broadcast messages.  Review the Infusionsoft acceptable use
policy.

1. Go to Marketing > SettingsMarketing > Settings
 

2. Click on Voice & Fax Voice & Fax at the bottom left of the page

 
3. Enter a valid phone number with country code + area code + local number (e.g. 1 (480)

555-1234). The U.S. country code is 1. This number will show up on caller ID.
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4. Click SaveSave
 

5. Go to Marketing > Email & BroadcastsMarketing > Email & Broadcasts
 

6. Click on Voice BroadcastVoice Broadcast
 

7. Select the recipients:
Saved SearchSaved Search: Select a list of contacts from the dropdown. If you frequently
broadcast to a specific list of people, you should create a saved search for that list.
New SearchNew Search: Click on the new search link to create a new list of people. This list is
temporary, it is not going to be a saved search.
Quick AddQuick Add: Add a new contact if you find someone missing from the saved search
or new search lists.
ImportImport: Import a new list if the contacts you need are not already in Infusionsoft.

8. Click NextNext
 

9. If you've already created a voice broadcast, you can use it as a template for the current
voice broadcast. Just click the Pick an existing voice broadcastPick an existing voice broadcast link at the top of the
page.
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10. To create a brand-new voice message

1. Choose a scenario (whether a machine or human answers) and click the AddAdd
MessageMessage button.

2. Enter a short, descriptive name for the message. This is an internal name.

3. Enter your phone number and click on Call Me.Call Me.

4. Pick up the phone when it rings the number you entered above. You'll hear, "You
have reached the Infusionsoft Message Recording Service. Please press 1 to get
started."

5. Press 1 to record your message. Begin the recording by instructing the recipient toBegin the recording by instructing the recipient to
press 8 to remove themselves from your call list - this is federal law.press 8 to remove themselves from your call list - this is federal law.

6. Save the message or replay it. The message will be saved for future use.
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11. (Optional) Click Send TestSend Test to send the voice broadcast to yourself. Note: You must have
a valid phone number in your user record. Voice broadcast fees will apply. Note that
you can also select a different person to test other than yourself.

 
12. Click on the Acceptable Use PolicyAcceptable Use Policy link to read the policy, then mark the checkbox to

confirm you are in compliance.
 

13. Click on Done Done to send the voice broadcast today, during the scheduled hours.
 

14. Go to Marketing > Reports > Voice Batch StatusMarketing > Reports > Voice Batch Status to view the status of the voice
broadcast.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create A Physical Letter Broadcast
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:32 pm MST

A letter broadcast is simply a way to manually create a letter fulfillment job for a list of
people.

1. Go to Marketing > Email & BroadcastsMarketing > Email & Broadcasts
 

2. Click on the Letter Letter link at the bottom

 
3. Select the contacts...

Saved SearchSaved Search: Select a list of people from the drop-down. If you frequently
broadcast to a specific list of contacts, you should create a saved search for that
list.
New SearchNew Search: Click on the new search link to create a new list of people. This list is
temporary, it is not going to be a saved search.
Quick AddQuick Add: Add a new contact if you find someone missing from the saved search
or new search lists.
ImportImport: Import a new list if the people you need are not already in Infusionsoft.

4. Click on the Next Next button.
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5. If you've created a letter previously, you can select it as a starting template

6. Click the Edit Edit button to begin creating the document

7. Note that you can merge-in contact details by clicking the merge button and choosing a
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field to merge in.

8.  Set up the notification message and choose the system user that will be fulfilling on
this. Be sure to select, Needs Labels and you will be able to print Avery® labels for each
letter.

9. Click on the Done Done button to send the responsible user an email notification and create
the letter job on the fulfillment widget home page dashboard.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Why Some Emails Skip During A
Broadcast
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:32 pm MST

When you send a broadcast email through Infusionsoft, the system will skip certain email
addresses because of their status. These email addresses are removed from the broadcast
group before the email is sent. This reduces the size of the sending list, but speeds up the
send rate. You will see the number of emails skipped on the email broadcasts report. You
can click the link number of skipped on the report and view all skipped records. This report
appears as the last step of the broadcast process, and can be accessed later through
Marketing > Reports > Email BroadcastsMarketing > Reports > Email Broadcasts.

These email addresses are skipped prior to broadcast...

 

Duplicate Email Addresses

You may have duplicate email addresses in your list if:

Your web forms allow duplicate contact records to be created
You seldom check for duplicate records and merge them to keep your database clean

Your list numbers may not be accurate if you are allowing duplicate records to accumulate in
your system. Infusionsoft does not delete the record with the duplicate email address, it just
skips it when sending a broadcast email. You can resolve this problem by regularly checking
for duplicates and merging them.

 

Hard Bounces

If an email address hard bounces, it is no longer valid. Hard bounces occur when someone
uses an email address for a time, and then closes it down. This is a permanent issue. You can
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resolve this issue by searching for hard bounce email addresses using the email status
search under Marketing > Reports > Email Status Search. You can resolve hard bounce email
addresses by contacting the person directly to request a new email address. You can set up
actions that adjust tags and /or alert you about hard bounces at Marketing > Settings > Email
Status Notification.

 

Invalid Email Addresses

Email addresses are designated as "Invalid" if they are not properly formatted. This means
they do not have the characteristics of a valid email address, like @, .com, .net, etc. Invalid
email addresses happen when someone leaves out part of their email address when they fill
out a form or when a form is submitted by a robot instead of a human. If you suspect an
invalid email address belongs to a valid person, you may be able to correct the typo yourself
or contact the person to confirm the valid email address. If you have a large number of
invalid email addresses that were most likely auto-submitted by a robot, you can add the
CAPTCHA code snippet to your drag & drop web form. This snippet confirms that a human is
filling out the form.

 

Opt-Outs (Unsubscribes)

When someone unsubscribes from your email marketing, you can no longer send broadcast
or follow-up sequence emails to them. The person will still show up in your searches if they
meet the search criteria, but the system will skip them when sending broadcasts or follow-up
sequence emails. If you automatically want to remove tags, you can set up an opt-out email
trigger or actions on a custom opt-out link (Marketing > Settings > Automation Links) Note:
You are still able to send these people individual one-off emails.

 

Reported Spam

When someone reports an email as spam during the unsubscribe process or by clicking on
Spam in their email client (i.e. AOL), you can no longer send broadcast or follow-up sequence
emails to them.  The person will stills show up in your searches if they meet the search
criteria, but the system will skip them when sending broadcasts or follow-up sequence
emails.  You should review complaints regularly to identify the root cause so you can change
your practices to reduce or eliminate spam complaints.
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You can search for emails by status (hard bounce, invalid, opt-out, reported spam, provided
feedback) using the email status search (Marketing > Reports > Email Status Search.Marketing > Reports > Email Status Search.)
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Prevent Someone From Receiving A Voice
Broadcast
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:33 pm MST

Voice broadcasts are a permission-based marketing tool. When you send a Voice Broadcast
as part of a marketing process, the person receiving the voice messages can "opt-out" of
your call list. You are required to begin your voice message by telling the recipient to press 8
to be removed from the list. This process is automated and does not require your
intervention.

You may occasionally receive these types of requests by phone, email, or in person. You can
manually update the opt status to remove (or add) a contact's phone number to your voice
broadcast list. When you remove someone from your voice broadcasts, they will continue to
receive other forms of marketing messages as long as their email status permits. They will
only be opted out of the voice broadcasts.

1. Open the Contact Record that you would like to modify.

2. Click on the Manage Phone StatusManage Phone Status link to manually add or remove the person from your
voice broadcasts.

3. Click on the Manually Opt-Out This PhoneManually Opt-Out This Phone link.
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4. Enter an Opt-out reason and click the Opt-OutOpt-Out button.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

A/B Test Broadcast Emails
Last Modified on 08/07/2018 8:54 pm MST

You can convert a broadcast email to a split-test that can test up to 5 email variants. 

Note: that currently, split-testing is only available in the Send a Broadcast section.

1. Click the A/B SettingsA/B Settings button when you are designing your broadcast email
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2. Click the Enable A/B TestingEnable A/B Testing button

3. Name your split test

4. Add variants
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You can add up to 5 email variants to split-test. Then, you can move between variants by
clicking on the variation buttons. When you add additional Variation it copies the previous
Variation Subject, preview text, and design.

Here are the most common elements that are split-tested:

Call to action
Subject line
Preview text
Overall design
The overall message: Headline, Body and Closing text

Pro-Tip: Click on above image to view larger

Note that you can quickly delete a variant by clicking the trash can icon.
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Also, note that you can cancel this split-test altogether by clicking the Cancel this A/B TestCancel this A/B Test
button at the bottom.

5. Choose the recipients for the email.
Use a saved search you've created before (e.g., "Newsletter List")
Add recipients based on a tag applied
Or click "New Search" to search directly within the Email Builder.
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Pro-Tip: Use New Search if you want to send to contacts that contain a tag but also
excludes a tag.

6. The slider allows you to control how emails are distributed
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For example, in the image below, 10% percent of the emails will be split evenly between the
email variants that you create. Then, based on the winning metric (which is explained in the
next step) the system will distribute the rest of emails (90%). If you prefer, you can split test
your entire distribution list by moving the slider all the way to the right.

7. Choose the winning metric for this A/B test
Click RateClick Rate: Also called, "click-through rate" this is the percentage of recipients that
clicked a link in your email. This is a very common way to measure the
effectiveness of your email's call to action.
Open RateOpen Rate: Another way to measure the success of an email is the percentage of
recipients that opened your email. This is also a common metric for measuring
email effectiveness, but not as scientific as click rate due to the false positives and
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false negatives that is inherent with email clients.

8. Determine the time period that you would like to run the test

You can choose to run your split-test from 4 hours, all the way up to 7 days. The time period
you choose will primarily depend on your list size and how active your list is. A split-test to a
large, active list may only take 4-8 hours. A small or less active list may take longer to get an
accurate picture of which email variant was the most successful.

9. When you are ready to run your split test, click the Review and SendReview and Send button at the top
right

10. 

a. You will be able to see details on the variant distributions prior to starting the test.

A/B Testing currently doesn't have the ability to schedule to send the email on a specific
date/time
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10. Click the Run A/B TestRun A/B Test button to start the test

Pro Tip! The Broadcast Report pages will help you can better understand your results of
your A/B Test.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Email Broadcast - Best Send Time
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:34 pm MST

Infusionsoft can calculate the Best Time to send an email to a given group of recipients.
Infusionsoft will attempt to calculate the ideal send time for your selected audience when a
confidence of at least 75% is met. If the confidence level is lower that 75%, we will send the
broadcast based on the best send time for the average customer.

1. Go to Marketing > Email & BroadcastsMarketing > Email & Broadcasts

2. Click Get StartedGet Started
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3. When you are ready to send click Review and SendReview and Send

4. Click the radio button called Send at the best time todaySend at the best time today
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Content Checking Tool
Last Modified on 09/07/2018 5:12 pm MST

The email builder has built-in functionality to help you avoid triggering spam filters. Certain
keywords can trigger these filters, which send your email straight to your contact’s junk
folder, where it sits unread. You can check your emails for these keywords by clicking the
“Spam” icon in the email builder. These keywords will also be flagged when you click “Review
and send” before sending your email.

Please Note: This is currently only available when sending an email broadcast

How use Content Checking

1. You can manually check the contents of an email you are composing by first clicking the
Spam Spam button.

2. Click Check nowCheck now
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3. You will then be presented with an alert message detailing the errors that need to be
resolved prior to sending the email

See #4 for examples of possible error messages

You will also be notified if there are no issues found
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4. Also, when you click Review and Send, you will be presented with a new modal that will
give your email a final check so you can fix any issues prior to sending.

The following are possible errors you might see:The following are possible errors you might see:

Private Domains

Infusionsoft recommends using a private business domain to avoid email deliverability
issues  In an effort to reduce spam and spoofing, email providers are moving to a policy
that will reject mail sent from outside of their respective servers. This means that if you
use a ‘from’ email address from a free provider (Yahoo, AOL, etc.), your email will be
rejected because it is sent from Infusionsoft and not that actual provider. Click here for
more information on DMARC.

Message FormatMessage Format
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Image-to-text ratio: Keep your email to 20% or less images, and at least 80% text to
prevent your email from triggering spam filters. Providers look out for this because
typically, spammers try to mask their links by including too many images and/ or large
images.

Spam KeywordsSpam Keywords

Certain words and phrases in the subject line or in the body of the email can trigger
spam filters and cause them to go to junk folder. Our built in content checker will help
you identify if your email contains possible ‘spammy’ words, but it’s best to also A|B test
your content to see what yields better results. 

The following are examples of phrases that will likely trigger spam filters:The following are examples of phrases that will likely trigger spam filters:

Meet singles

Work from home

Free; F R E E

$$$

Stock picks

Get out of debt

This isn’t spam

100% FREE

You’re a winner!

Act now!

Get paid

Save $

URL FormatURL Format

Inbox providers are also looking at the links you’ve included in your email.  

Link shorteners (e.g. Bitly, TinyURL, etc.) are typically flagged as spam. Try A|B
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testing links to see if it’s the cause of an email landing in the junk folder.

Unreputable sites or blacklistings can also trigger a spam filter. MXToolbox is a
free tool you can use to quickly check if your domain is currently on a blacklist.
Navigate to ‘Blacklist check’ on the homepage and enter the domain.

Malformed links, or links with uncommon characters can be triggered for spam. A
couple examples:

.com, .net, etc. in the middle rather than the end

Uncommon characters (*, &, etc.)

5. If you are working in an email that has been flagged for Spam content, you will see an
orange banner at the top of the email.

Clicking the Show spam checkShow spam check link simply brings you back to the Spam Spam check section of
the Email Builder
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Landing Pages - Choosing a Template
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:42 pm MST

Infusionsoft allows you to create beautiful, stunning, mobile responsive landing pages. Below
is how to get started by choosing a template.

1. Navigate to Marketing > Campaign BuilderMarketing > Campaign Builder and click Create a CampaignCreate a Campaign (Or open an
existing campaign)

2. In the toolbar, under Goals, drag the New Landing Page goal onto the canvas

3. Double-click on the center of the landing page goal to open the template gallery. You
can filter templates by type (webinar, ebook or lead generation) or choose a tempate
you've saved previously. Note that if the Your Templates area becomes to messy, you
can archive old templates that you don't use anymore.
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4. Hover your curser over a landing page template and click the Preview Preview button or you can
just start from scratch with a blank template.

5. When previwing a template, note the option to preview Desktop, Tablet, and Phone
versions.

6. Once you are ready to edit the template you can click on Use This Template.
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7. In the next article, you'll learn how to use the landing page editor to design your landing
page.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

New Landing Pages Design And Configure
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:43 pm MST

After choosing your template, follow the instruction below to learn how to set up and design
your New Landing Page template.

1. The name you type here will be shown in the browser's title bar. Your website visitors
will see this, so make sure to choose a name wisely.

2. (Optional) Choose the font set you would like to use and add a logo

3. Click Next Next to start building your landing page template
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4. We utilize a layout system that is built upon layers. These layers are:

Section Section - The foundational layer to your content. Every other layout element sits on top
of a sectionsection. The image below is an example of a Hero Section .

Row Row - A horizontal layout element. You can add multiple rows rows in a sectionsection. The hero
section below contains 3 rows: The top row shows the social media icons (in the top
right), the Hero text is currently highlighted in the middle, and there is a new row at the
bottom that hasn't been configured yet.
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Column Column - A vertical layout element that sits inside a row row and contains an element within
it. You can add multiple columns columns in a rowrow. Note the new row that I added has 3 columns

 

Element Element - Sits inside a columncolumn. You can only add one element element in a columncolumn. Elements
include Text, Image, Buttons, etc...
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5. Click on Manage LayoutManage Layout to navigate and modify your layout by adding sections, rows,
columns and elements to your landing page template.

As you hover your mouse over each layout element, it will be highlighted in the editor.
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6. Click on an Element to configure it. Choose the element type from the left side of the
page and drag it over. Let's add an image element in the bottom row of our Hero
section. Note how the configuration panel slides out from the right side of the page
when our new element is selected.

7. From left to right:
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You can undo/redo edits that you make,
Click on an icon to start editing in Desktop View, Tablet View or Mobile View.
Get live help while you are building your Landing Page.

8. You should now understand the basic structure of a Landing page. In the next article,
you'll understand a bit more about how to manage the color scheme throughout your
Landing Page.
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New Landing Pages Managing Color
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:44 pm MST

1. To add or change the color of a section, a specific element, etc...just click it and you'll
have the option to configure the color in the panel to the right of the page

2. You have the option to:

Choose a color from the pallet by simply clicking a color icon
Change a color on the pallet, but hovering over a color icon and clicking the
Edit Edit button.
Click the Add ColorAdd Color button to add a new color to the pallet.
Clear ColorClear Color will reset the color of the element.
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Create an Effective Landing Page
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:31 pm MST

Guest Author: 

Jason Benedict
Infusionsoft Certified Partner
Automation Agency 

Let’s first start by defining what a landing page is. A landing page is a web page that is
published online and should be used to serve a single purpose – to capture and convert
leads.

Often referred to as an opt-in page or squeeze page – a landing page is typically used at the
beginning of your sales cycle or the top of your online marketing funnel for the sole purpose
of lead generation, lead capture, and or re-engagement strategies.

A landing page is one of the most integral pieces of your overall online marketing strategy or
marketing funnel to help you convert leads into warm prospects. A high-converting landing
page is the centerpiece or foundation to creating a successful lead generation strategy.

A highly effective landing page is targeted, focused, persuasive, concise, builds trust, and
grabs the attention of itsvisitor s and compels them to take immediate action through the
use of an irresistible offer.

At the Automation Agency, we believe there are 11 key elements that every effective landing
page must have in order to successfully convert cold leads into warm prospects and paying
clients.
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Form A Positive First Impression

The overall look, feel, and design of your landing page will play a critical role in the
effectiveness of your opt-in rate and your conversions. Ion Interactive states that people form
impressions in just 1/20th of a second, so in this case – looks are everything. Be sure to use
eye-catching images that relate to your overall message and make smart use of colors that do
not contrast with one another.

Consistency Creates Conversion

Whether you're sending traffic to your landing page from a Facebook ad, email newsletter, or
a YouTube video your ability to keep your content, headlines, images, branding, and use of
colors consistent will create higher conversions.  When your prospects hear the same
message, see the same image, and read the same headline (or a slight iteration) throughout
each point of contact it psychologically builds a sense of trust, stability, and brand awareness.

Align Your Core Offer With Your Audience

Creating a landing page about your favorite cat video on YouTube and sending an email blast
to your list of dog lovers won’t yield promising results. Regardless of how cute your cat video
is or how stunning your landing page may be – you absolutely must align your core offer with
your audience. One of the most important elements of conversion and optimization is
ensuring your product or offering properly aligns with your prospects needs, challenges,
interests and or behaviors.

Create A Compelling Offer

A compelling offer with a singular focus is the cornerstone to every successful landing page.
And every successful landing page has a compelling offer that directly meets the needs of its
intended audience or solves a particular problem. An offer is also sometimes referred to as a
lead magnet, which can help increase your opt-in conversions. A lead magnet can be
something as simple as an email newsletter, coupon, eBook, webinar, video training series,
etc. It’s basically a free gift that you offer in exchange for their email opt-in.

Killer Headlines Command Attention

The headline of your landing page is typically the first thing visitors will see, so making a killer
headline that captivates your audience's attention is a must. Be sure to carry the overall
message of your ad copy headline into your landing page copy. This will ensure you’re
commanding your visitors’ attention while continuing to instill trust that you are the expert
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and authority on the subject matter.

Remove All Exit Opportunities

One of the biggest mistakes we see across numerous ad campaigns is when an advertiser
chooses to direct paid traffic to their website or a landing page that is hosted on their website
with all of the navigation options still intact (Home Page, About Us, Products, Pricing, Etc.). A
landing page should serve a single purpose and that is to get your visitors to submit their
information through the opt-in form in exchange for your core offer. Landing page visitors
should not have the option to click other pages, review other offers, or navigate away from
your primary opt-in page.

Create A Clear Call-To-Action

Every effective landing page has a clear and singular call-to-action (CTA). A call-to-action on a
landing page is typically created by the use of a button or opt-in form. A few examples would
be: Apply Now, Sign Up, Download Now, Call Now, Buy Now, etc. A visitor to your landing
page should know exactly what they are going to get when they take action. If you have too
many calls to action or you don’t deliver on your promise this can drastically reduce your
conversions while also leaving landing page visitors with a distasteful impression of you and
your brand.

Use A Mobile Responsive Design

According to comScore, 65% of all digital media is consumed on mobile devices.
Smartphones alone have contributed to more than 90 percent of the total increase in
minutes spent on digital media since 2013 and now account for just over 54 percent of digital
media usage. So what does this mean and how does it affect your landing pages? It’s simple
really… People don’t want to fumble around with a clunky landing page that doesn’t
automatically adjust the size and layout of your landing page to their mobile device. So make
sure your landing page is mobile responsive, easy to navigate, loads quickly and highly
focused towards your call-to-action.

Keep Your Opt-In Form Short

It’s no secret that reducing your form fields increases your landing page conversions. Are you
asking for more than just a first name and email address on your landing page? If so, chances
are your conversions are suffering from too many form fields. When it comes to requesting
information on your landing page – less is more. Keep your web forms short and simple. We
recommend starting with requesting first name and email. Requesting additional fields leaves
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room for confusion and can sometimes come across pushy. If collecting additional data
beyond your prospects first name and email address is necessary we recommend creating a
two-step web form. The first step will request minimal data and the second step can request
additional fields as needed.

Use An Email Autoresponder Web Form

When someone opts in to receive your free gift or lead magnet on your landing page are they
waiting days or weeks on end to actually receive your offer? Or are they receiving this
premium gift on autopilot through the use of an email auto-responder? Companies using
email to nurture leads generate 50% more sales-ready leads and at 33% lower cost. At the
Automation Agency, we leverage the power of Infusionsoft; an all-in-one CRM and email
marketing automation software that allows you to quickly and easily deliver your lead
magnets on autopilot.

Test & Measure

The last and most important aspect of an effective landing page is the ability to test and
measure your overall success. And success for a landing page is typically measured by its
conversion. You can measure the effectiveness of your landing page by dividing the number
of opt-in’s by the number of unique visitors. For example, if your landing page received 1500
unique visitors and you generated 330 opt-in’s then your landing page conversion is 22%.
Lastly, an effective landing page is one that has been A/B split tested to ensure that all of the
above attributes are performing optimally. If your landing page is suffering from less than
desirable conversions you’ve likely overlooked one of the 11 key elements listed within this
article.

About Automation Agency: The Automation Agency is a digital marketing agency which was
Co-Founded by Jason & Therese Benedict. The Automation Agency helps small businesses to
convert cold leads and purchased emails into warm prospects and paying clients. Their cold-
list marketing services help businesses from many B2B industries to produce some of the
lowest cost-per-acquisition conversions over any other marketing channel. As an Infusionsoft
Certified Partner, the Automation Agency also provides marketing conversion strategies and
email marketing automation services to small businesses around the world. For more
information, visit www.automation.agency
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

New Landing Pages - Adding Anchors
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:45 pm MST

1. Click on the botton, then click on a section you would like to anchor to.

2. Now, when someone clicks this button, it will move them to another section of the
Landing Page.
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New Landing Pages - Applying Tags
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:45 pm MST

A Global Tag allows you to tag a visitor that submits the landing page.

1. Click on the form element to view the form settings in the panel.

 

2. Click on Add Global Tags. Here, you can add multiple tags that you want to be applied
when a visitor opts-in.

A tag to a form field applies a specific tag based on what checkbox or radio button a visitor
selected on the form.
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1. Click on the form to open form settings on the Right Edit panel

 

2. Click on a form field that has options (checkbox or radio buttons)
 

3. Click the Tags icon to assign ttags to that form field option.
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New Landing Pages - Launching
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:45 pm MST

The final step of the Landing Page Builder is deciding how you want to publish it.

1. Click Go LiveGo Live when you are ready for your new Landing Page to be active.

2. Click the Copy URL to clipboardCopy URL to clipboard button to grab the URL and share it. You can also share
it socially by choosing on of the social share buttons.

3. If you have a Google Analytics account or if you use Facebook Pixel , you can add your
tracking code in this section.
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4. You can create a custom Facebook ad with a title, description and image here.

5. Configure a Custom Domain

If you would rather use your own doamin or subdomain instead of the randomly
generated URL, you can change that here. Our custom domain feature is the easiest
way to publish your pages to a custom or sub domain.  Once it's set up, you can publish
any Infusionsoft New Landing Page to a custom domain or subdomain, e.g.
http://yourpersonaldomain.com/ or http://uniquename.yourpersonaldomain.com/.

1. Just enter your desired domain and click ConnectConnect.
2. Follow the instructions carefully in the pop-up modal, then click VerifyVerify.

6. Embed the Landing Page using an 
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6. Embed the Landing Page using an 
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New Landing Pages - Custom URL
Parameters
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:46 pm MST

1. Click on the form you would like to modify

2. Click the field that you would like to auto-populate

3. Enter the name of a URL parameter you would like to use
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4. Publish (or Republish) the landing page

5. Test it out by entering your URL parameter and value in the format as shown in the
example below
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6. Note the field is now pre-filled with the value
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New Landing Pages - Hidden Fields
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:46 pm MST

1. Click on the form you would like to change

2. Click on the field you would like to change and enable the Hidden Hidden slider.

3. Be sure to republish your Landing Page
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

New Landing Pages - Archive Templates
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:46 pm MST

With the New Landing Page builder in Infusionsoft, you have the ability to archive your
previous templates that are stored in the Your TemplatesYour Templates section of the template selector. This
feature is designed to assist with cleaning up your view of previous templates that you have
created. Follow the steps below to archive previously created templates.

1. Campaign Builder, drag in a New Landing Page goal, and double click to enter the
template selection screen

2. From the left menu, select Your TemplatesYour Templates
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3. Click the ArchiveArchive button above a template that needs to be archived.

4. Confirm the selection in the pop-up.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

New Landing Pages - Mobile Editing
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:47 pm MST

You have the ability to have three separate designs for each Landing Page based on what
device is viewing it. Use the buttons at the top to change the design for Desktop, Tablet and
Mobile devices. For example, if you click on the mobile icon and make changes, those
changes won't be applied when viewed on a desktop or tablet device.
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New Landing Pages - WordPress Plugin
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:47 pm MST

You can display your Infusionsoft Landing Page in your WordPress website. You can assign
any domain name you own to the landing page. It will give the appearance that the page
exists on your website.

1. Log in to your WordPress website

2. Click PluginsPlugins

3. Click Add NewAdd New

4. Search for "Infusionsoft Landing Pages"

5. Click Install NowInstall Now on the plugin listing page. Once installed, the WordPress plugin can be
found under SettingsSettings.
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6. Grab the URL of a landing page you've created in Infusionsoft

7. Paste the URL and add a Slug. The URL is what you copied from Infusionsoft. The Slug is
the page name that you would like to use on your WordPress website. Just note that it
can't use an existing page name you already have published.

8. Click Add Landing PageAdd Landing Page
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9. Click Save ChangesSave Changes

10. Click View View to see the page!
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Connect Your Domain to a Landing Page
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 2:48 pm MST

Infusionsoft landing pages are hosted under the Infusionsoft domain. If you would like
contacts to reach your landing pages through your existing domain, you will have to make
changes to your DNS records. Please use the following instructions below:

Adding Your Domain to Your Landing Page
1. In your landing page domain field. Add your domain to the input field and verify.

2. Once the domain is verified, send the instructions to your webmaster. This will allow
you to commit your domain to the landing page you have selected.
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3. Landing Page is now ready to be connected. You will need to update your domain
information with your registrar using the steps below:

 

Configuring your domain with Registrar
1. Create a 'sub domain' as a 'CNAME' record pointing to 'yourapp.infusionsoft.com'

 
2. If you want your Infusionsoft Landing Page to be the main page on your domain, then

you will need to configure a 301 permanent redirect from the apex or root domain to
the sub domain above.
 

3. This prevents users from having to explicitly type the latter and will prevent search
engines from creating colliding canonical URLs.
 

4. DNS settings for this setup would look something like this:
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1. '@ forwards 301 to www'
2. 'www CNAME yourapp.infusionsoft.com'

 

Please note that Infusionsoft has no control of your domain's settings and cannot provide
assistance with DNS changes. Once DNS changes are made, it may take up to 72 hours for
changes to propagate. For any troubleshooting assistance, please contact your web
developer and/or domain registrar.
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Landing Pages FAQs
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:04 pm MST

How do I edit text?How do I edit text?

Simply highlight the text you'd like to edit and use the right panel to change the color, font
and sizing.  The highlight disappears while you're editing, but will still adjust the text.

What is Manage Layout used for?What is Manage Layout used for?

Manage Layout allows you to navigate directly to the section, row, and column you'd like to
edit.  You can also add sections, rows, and columns from this area.

How does Add Elements work?How does Add Elements work?

The Add Elements button on the left gives you the items that you can drag & drop onto the
page.  Click the element, drag to its intended location, wait for a blue highlight and drop!

How do I delete an element?How do I delete an element?

You can click on the element and tap the Delete button at the bottom of the right side panel,
or, if you're using a PC you can right click on an element to delete.  On a Mac, hold Ctrl + Click,
to access the delete option.

How do I duplicate an element?How do I duplicate an element?

You can click on the element and tap the Duplicate button at the bottom right side panel, or,
if you're using a PC you can right click on the element to duplicate.  On a Mac, hold Ctrl +
Click, to access the duplicate option.

How do I move an element if I drop it in the wrong place?How do I move an element if I drop it in the wrong place?

You can simply grab, drag, and drop that element in in its intended location.  Look for the
blue highlights to drop the element.

How do I increase spacing in between 2 items on the page?How do I increase spacing in between 2 items on the page?

To change spacing vertically, click on the item and adjust Margin and Padding.  To change
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spacing horizontally, click on the section and widen the section by selecting "Edge to Edge".

Does 'Go Live" publish my landing page?Does 'Go Live" publish my landing page?

Yes, Go Live publishes only your landing page.  Your campaign will have to be published
separately if you have other goals and sequences you're editing.  However, the landing page
can stand alone and collect leads, whether the campaign is published or not, as long as the
landing page is published.

*For Further Assistance, please use the "help" button located at the top right of the landing
page editor*

In the event that these FAQs do not provide you with the information you need, during this
limited release, we want to connect customers directly to the team that is building our New
Landing Pages.  To receive the best answers to your questions, tap the help button located at
the top right of the landing page editor.  This will allow you to chat directly with the team and
ensure your questions get resolved, in the quickest way possible.
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Publish A Landing Page To A Custom
Domain
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:26 pm MST

By default, all pages hosted by Infusionsoft are published to a URL that shows infusionsoft.net
in the address. For example, https://29jfwi.landingpages.net/your-page-name. These URLs are
automatically secured by SSL.

Our custom domain feature is the easiest way to publish your pages to a custom or sub
domain. Once it's set up, you can publish any Infusionsoft New Landing Page to a custom
domain or subdomain, e.g. http://yourpersonaldomain.com/ or
http://uniquename.yourpersonaldomain.com/

1. Add your domain to Infusionsoft

1. After building your landing page, click NEXTNEXT to get to the LaunchLaunch page.

2. Scroll to the bottom and you will see a section to add custom domains. Start by
entering the domain you want your landing page set up on. It can either be on your
subdomain (name.yourrootdomain.com) or root domain (yourrootdomain.com.)

2. Connect and verify your domain
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1. After you have entered your domain and hit CONNECTCONNECT you will see a modal window
appear with a set of instructions to follow.

2. Once you have set your TXT and CNAME records, Run a CNAME check to see if it has
propagated. Click here to run a check on your records. (Results should look
something like the image below.)
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3. Optional Option B - iframe embed

If you would like to embed your published landing page on your site, via an iframe, as
opposed to connecting your domain via the steps above, this too is an option.

1. Publish your landing page, or navigate to the LaunchLaunch step of an already active
landing page

2. Scroll down to the Embed Code (Iframe)Embed Code (Iframe)
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3. Click the embed code to copy to your clipboard

4. Paste the coppied code to any page of your website, or share the code with your
web developer.
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Acceptable Use Policy Quick Reference
Guide
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:05 pm MST

Best Practices

Email deliverability is a partnership between the email service provider and the email
senders.  Help us maintain our stellar deliverability rates, so we can help you connect with
your customers by following email marketing best practices and complying with
Infusionsoft's AUP .  Check out the rest of the Email Deliverability & Compliance articles for
more resources.

Policy Violations

Part of our responsibility is to keep our system clean, which means we proactively monitor all
usage. Any application found to be in violation of the AUP or which routinely fails to follow
best practices may result in disabled email functionality or termination of the account. 

Customer Obligations

We’re doing what we can on our end to keep our systems clean, but we need your help. You
must:

Have explicit permission from each contact prior to sending email marketing
Any type of third party, purchased or otherwise unsolicited list is strictly
prohibited. This includes renting/ borrowing lists, joint venture, and affiliate lists
Lists of email addresses for marketing cannot be shared/duplicated/transferred
between applications

Maintain less than the industry threshold for complaints: 0.1%  or 1 complaint out of
1,000 emails per Inbox Provider
Only use Infusionsoft in accordance with email marketing best practices
Only send emails to active and engaged subscribers

Perform list hygiene maintenance at regular intervals based on your sending
frequency

Use the Infusionsoft provided opt-out link, include a physical address, and use relevant
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and specific subject lines
Process unsubscribe requests immediately
Not do anything to obfuscate the opt-out link, like putting more than 5 line-breaks
between the last line of the email and the opt-out link
Not send content created in Infusionsoft through another service

Prohibited Industries and Content

Regardless of how well you follow email marketing best practices, certain industries or email
content will still pose an inherent and unacceptable risk to our sender reputation.  In order to
maintain email deliverability, the following are strictly prohibited:

Exploitation of minors
Instructions on how to make bombs or other weaponry
Harmful software (viruses, worms, phishing, malware, etc.)
Illegal drugs, software, or other goods
Online and direct pharmaceutical sales
Gambling (e.g. casino games and sporting events)
Debt collections; credit repair; debt relief
Payday Loans, and other loan offerings
Stock market
Forex Trading (Foreign Exchange Market)
“Get rich quick” offers; work from home; lead generation
Multi-level marketing (MLM)
Pyramid schemes
Affiliate marketing; network marketing
Dating services; escort services
Pornography
Sexual products; sexual healing
Selling “likes” or “followers” for social media
List brokers (distributing email addresses)
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Automated List Management
Last Modified on 08/27/2018 9:48 pm MST

List Hygiene is a crucial part of email marketing best practices. With Automated List
Management you have access to customize these two new email statuses automation.

Unengaged Marketable StatusUnengaged Marketable Status - These contacts are eligible to receive your automated
marketing emails, but are tracked as not having engaged for a certain number of
months. The default time frame is 4 months.  

Unengaged Non-Marketable Status Unengaged Non-Marketable Status - These contacts will no longer be eligible to receive
your automated marketing emails unless they engage with an email they've already
received from you or submit an Infusionsoft web form.  

Set a "contact engagement thresholdcontact engagement threshold" (in monthsin months) which identifies and sets these statuses
automatically.

Steps to setup Automated List Management
1. Go to Marketing > Settings in the main menuMarketing > Settings in the main menu
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2. Click on Automated List ManagementAutomated List Management

3. Click Save Email Address Status LimitsSave Email Address Status Limits when finished

Unengaged Marketable StatusUnengaged Marketable Status 

These contacts will still be eligible to receive your automated marketing emails, but
are tracked as not having engaged for the number of specified months. The
default time frame for this status is 4 months - which is the hard-coded policy
currently in place. 

Based on this threshold, after 4 months with no engagements (opens, clicks, web
form submissions), all contacts with confirmed or unconfirmed email status will
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automatically move to an Unengaged Marketable status.

 In this status, contacts are still eligible to be sent automated marketing emails, but
keep in mind that no engagement after 4 months increases risks for excessive
spam complaints or hard bounce s due to email accounts becoming inactive over
time. Once these contact re-engage with your marketing efforts (open, click, or
submit a web form) their email status will return to the previous state.

Unengaged Non-MarketableUnengaged Non-Marketable

These contacts will no longer be eligible to receive your automated marketing
emails unless they re-engage (open, click, web form submission.) If they re-engage,
their email status will return to its previous state. 

Toggle this OnOn and set your timeframe. The default timeframe recommendation is
12 months12 months, but you can adjust 1-24 months1-24 months depending on your preference. It must
be equal to or larger than the Unengaged Marketable threshold.
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You can also disable this functionality by toggling the switch to the OFFOFF position.
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Cold Email Throttling
Last Modified on 08/24/2018 9:44 am MST

Infusionsoft's throttling mechanism automatically places a temporary hold on emails sent to
cold contacts. This process is in place to protect you and Infusionsoft from high complaint
rates. Your account will be subject to the consequence if the complaint rate exceeds
acceptable standards and violates the Acceptable Use Policy .

How It Works
Throttling affects broadcast emails sent to cold contacts.
Warm contacts included in the broadcast are not subject to throttling and their email
will be immediately sent.
The mechanism will randomly select a small test portion of the cold list, and begin to
send emails during a 16 hour throttling period16 hour throttling period.
During the throttling period, complaints must not exceed 0.1% (1 complaint per 1,000
emails per email provider. ExampleExample: If 2,000 of the 72,499 emails were to Gmail, and 2
or more Gmail receivers said it was spam, the broadcast would stop).
After the throttling period, if complaints are under 0.1%, the remainder of emails will be
sent and cold contacts will be considered "warm" in your application 24 hours later.
However, if excessive complaints are received, the broadcast will stop. This gives you
the opportunity to correct the issue before trying again. Was explicit permission
obtained? Do they expect to receive your email? What feedback are they leaving for
you?
The "Try Again" button allows for one re-try, but if additional complaints are received,
the broadcast will permanently stop and the "Try Again" button will be disabled.

Risk Management on Imports

The highest frequency of SPAM complaints occur after a new or existing customer imports a
list and sends out a broadcast or starts a follow-up sequence. When you import a list into
Infusionsoft, we provide a list of requirements so that you can evaluate your list before
proceeding. If the people on your list have not given you permission to email them, you can
proceed with the import, but must indicate that you do not have permission to email the list.
The list will be imported as "non-marketable" which means you will not be able to send these
people email until you contact them via direct mail or phone to obtain their permission.
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Compliance Monitoring

We also have an internal team that is dedicated to monitoring and quickly responding to
issues related to excessive SPAM complaints. This monitoring ensures that the customers
who violate email best practices (by sending SPAM emails) do not jeopardize email
deliverability for those who do follow best practices.

What to Do if a Broadcast Does Not Pass Throttling
1. If your broadcast has was stopped during the throttling process, it is important to

examine the list and identify causes of spam complaints before attempting to send to
the list again. Your recipients will mark any email as spam that is unwanted and/or
unexpected.  Read our list of best email marketing practices that outline the ways to
gain explicit permission and set expectations, which greatly reduces the possibility of
spam complaints.
 

2. If you’ve cleaned up your list and you are confident that your email is wanted and
expected by each contact, you can queue up a new batch. To make sure you don’t send
duplicate emails to the contacts from the first broadcast attempt, tag those contacts
and choose to exclude that tag in your new batch.
 

3. If you have confirmed your list was built, maintained and sent to using best practices,
you can use the “Try Again” button in the broadcast report (Marketing Reports->EmailMarketing Reports->Email
Broadcasts->ViewBroadcasts->View.) This option will start the throttling process again, and is only
available once per broadcast. Be aware that you should only use this option if you are
confident that your broadcast will not generate excessive complaints, as every
complaint affects your sender reputation.
Email throttling is a reactive safety mechanism that limits damage to your reputation if
you send to a high-risk list, however, you are still ultimately responsible for the
complaints that your broadcast emails produce. A proactive approach to minimizing risk
is still the best method for maintaining a great sender reputation and respecting the
Infusionsoft Acceptable Use Policy.
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Configure Your SPF Records
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:07 pm MST

In an effort to protect you as a business owner and a sender of emails, your web host uses
Sender Policy Framework (SPF) as a method to prevent unauthorized senders from forging
your email address, or “spoofing”. In short, SPF protects you by validating the sending server
to confirm that the emails appearing to come from you are authorized.

Many Internet Service Providers (ISPs) require SPF records to be published under your
domain name in order to accept your email.

Regardless of what service provider you use to send email, you need to ensure that your SPF
record is configured to authorize that provider (in this case, Infusionsoft) to send email from
your sender address.

Below is a list of the top web hosting providers, their contact numbers, and examples of their
default SPF records (where we could get them) so that you can easily accomplish setting up
your SPF Record.

As you read these instructions, if you have concerns about updating your SPF record. PleaseAs you read these instructions, if you have concerns about updating your SPF record. Please
call your hosting provider (aka - the company you purchased your website from or thecall your hosting provider (aka - the company you purchased your website from or the
private domain that you send email from). We have provide the support numbers for theprivate domain that you send email from). We have provide the support numbers for the
most popular hosting providers below.most popular hosting providers below.

How-to Steps
1. When you edit your SPF record, you will be modifying or adding a TXT record.

 
2. You may also be asked for a HostHost. You want to type in the “@” sign or edit the existing

row with the “@” sign so that the authorization applies to your entire domain.
 

3. Your SPF will then look something like this
v=sp1 a mx ptr include:mydomain.com ~all
or
v=sp1 a mx ptr Ip4:xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx ~all
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4. If you don’t have an SPF record listed, you will want to create the following TXT entry:

TXT | @ | v=spf1 mx include:infusionmail.com ~all
 

5. If you do have an SPF record listed, you will want to append the entry so that it looks
something like this:
TXT | @ | v=spf1 a mx ptr include:mydomain.com include:infusionmail.com ~all
or
TXT | @ | v=spf1 a mx ptr Ip4:xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx include:infusionmail.com ~all
 

6. You may also be asked about TTL. Most of the time there is a default value here, but if
not set it for 1 hour.

Example SPF records for the more popular Web Hosting
Services

If you have any questions regarding your specific SPF setup on your hosting pages, please callIf you have any questions regarding your specific SPF setup on your hosting pages, please call
your hosting service as they are the resident experts of their default SPF settings.your hosting service as they are the resident experts of their default SPF settings.

GoDaddy - Support: 1-866-463-2339

TXT | @ | v=spf1 a mx ptr include:secureserver.net include:infusionmail.com ~all

Bluehost - Support: 1-888-401-4678

TXT | @ | v=spf1 a mx ptr include:bluehost.com include:infusionmail.com ~all

HostGator - Support: 1-866-964-2867

TXT | @ | v=spf1 a mx include:websitewelcome.com include:infusionmail.com ~all

1 and 1 - Support: 1-866-991-2637

TXT | @ | v=spf1 include:1und1.com include:infusionmail.com ~all

DreamHost - Support: Chatting in for support may be most effective

TXT | @ | v=spf1 ip4:208.97.132.0/24 ip4:66.33.201.0/24 ip4:64.111.100.0/24
ip4:66.33.216.0/24
ip4:208.113.175.0/24 mx include:infusionmail.com ~a
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Liquidweb - Support: 1-800-580-4985 x1 or 1-517-322-0434 (int’l)

TXT | @ | v=spf1 a mx ip4:XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX include:infusionmail.com ~all

(make sure that you replace the X’s with the actual IP address in the default entry)

MediaTemple - Support: 1-877-578-4000 or documentation

TXT | @ | v=spf1 a mx ip4:XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX include:infusionmail.com -all

(make sure that you replace the X’s with the actual IP address in the default entry)

Siteground - Support: 1-800-828-9231

TXT | @ | v=spf1 +a +mx +ip4:37.60.224.72 include:infusionmail.com ~all

Hostwinds - Support: 1-918-960-0191

You'll need to call in directly and ask them how to append mx include:infusionmail.com toYou'll need to call in directly and ask them how to append mx include:infusionmail.com to
your SPF record.your SPF record.

InMotion Hosting - Support: 1-888-321-4678 x2

You'll need to call in directly and ask them how to append mx include:infusionmail.com toYou'll need to call in directly and ask them how to append mx include:infusionmail.com to
your SPF record.your SPF record.

Bonus Tools

Tools to help your deliverability and maintain/monitor domain health

MXToolBox Domain Health : If you’d like to check the health of your domain, please enter
your domain on this page. Your results will tell you where you need to tighten up for domain
reputation and improved deliverability (other helpful mx tools can be found here)

DMARCIAN SPF Survey : This tool will look specifically at your SPF record and let you know if
there are any concerns. You can use this information when you call your webhost to ensure
that you are setting yourself up for success.
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DKIM
Last Modified on 08/23/2018 7:22 pm MST

What is DKIM?

DKIM (Domain Keys Identified Mail) is a complex email protocol that allows a sender's identity
to be authenticated by the recipient to help combat email fraud.

How does it work?

A public key is used to create a DNS  record. That same key is also used to digitally sign the
header of emails that are sent. When the recipient's provider receives the email, they check
the sender's DNS records and the sender's authenticity is validated by the matching key. The
message can then be delivered to the recipient with confidence that the sender is who they
claim to be.
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Why is it important?

DKIM affords the greatest assurance that the sender is who they say they are and gives email
providers a way to track and hold senders accountable for the messages they're sending. As a
result, deliverability of these messages is greater and inbox placement is improved.

 

What's special about Infusionsoft's implementation of DKIM?

Normally, implementing DKIM requires a domain owner to create public and private RSA keys
which are used in the authentication process. To make it easier for you to implement DKIM,
Infusionsoft has eliminated this complexity by creating these keys on your behalf. With this
approach, you only need to create a CNAME record in your DNS that points back to the
Infusionsoft servers, and turn on the function in your Infusionsoft account. We've tried to
further simplify this process by providing simple, step-by-step instructions directly within your
Infusionsoft account to help guide you.

 

How do I set it up?
1. Go to Marketing > Settings > Email AuthorizationMarketing > Settings > Email Authorization

 
2. Click the Add a Domain Add a Domain button
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3. In the window that appears, select the domain for which you would like to create a DKIM
key from the drop-down. This will populate the field in step two.
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Pro Tip! You can add additional email domains by adding that email domain to a User
Record under Admin > Settings > Users in the "Email" field.  
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4. Now, follow steps that appear on-screen. These instructions require you to create a
CNAME entry in your DNS records. If you need assistance with this step, we recommend
you contact your DNS provider for assistance because the steps may vary depending on
your provider. Below are links to help articles of several common DNS providers to help
you. For most of the providers listed below, remove your domain name from the URL in
step 2 and use that value for the Host.  For example, if the URL is "d5e8e10f-67fd-4e29-
87dd-58f7b3760b10._domainkey.yourdomain.com", use only "d5e8e10f-67fd-4e29-87dd-
58f7b3760b10._domainkey" for the Host value.

1. GoDaddy
2. BlueHost
3. Host Gator
4. DreamHost
5. Liquid Web
6. In-Motion
7. Important Note! Important Note! Some DNS providers are not compatible with this method of DKIM

5. In the last step, you'll click the Verify Verify button at the bottom of the window to continue.
Infusionsoft will attempt to validate the CNAME record you created in your DNS. The
record must be live in order for your Infusionsoft account to successfully validate it. If the
record cannot be verified, wait until the Time-To-Live (TTL) settting of your DNS provider
has passed, and try to validate again by clicking the Retry ValidationRetry Validation link.
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6. Once the domain has been verified, Infusionsoft will begin using DKIM when sending
emails on your behalf. 

 

DKIM Re-validation Steps

Recently we deployed updates to how we assign DKIM to outgoing emails. If you setup DKIM
prior to 1/17/17, you may need to follow these steps to ensure DKIM is signed properly for
mail from your Infusionsoft application. The changes require you to update your CNAME
record that you added to your domain and then to re-validate your domain. There are 2 steps
to complete:

1. Update Your CNAME record - These instructions require you to edit a CNAME entry in
your DNS records. If you need assistance with this step, we recommend you contact your
DNS provider because the steps may vary depending on your provider.

1. Locate the CNAME entry in your DNS records where you previously entered
infusionmail.com and replace it with dkim.infusionmail.com, then save the record. 

2. If you have multiple domains that were previously verified, you will need to do this
for each CNAME record on each domain.
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2.  Re-Validate Your DKIM record

1. Login to your Infusionsoft application, navigate to the Marketing module and click
on SettingsSettings.

2. On this page, look at the navigation bar on the left and click on EmailEmail
AuthenticationAuthentication.

3. Now you should see your domain(s). Click on the hyperlink Retry ValidationRetry Validation.

4. This will open up a Retry Domain Verification pop-up window. Click on the VerifyVerify
ButtonButton to complete the update. If this fails to validate, please wait and try again (it
can take hours, depending on your DNS provider). If you have multiple domains
that were previously verified, you will need to repeat these steps for each Domain.
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DKIM and SPF Setup Example
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:08 pm MST

An SPF record is a type of Domain Name Service (DNS) record that identifies which mail
servers are permitted to send email on behalf of your domain. The purpose of an SPF record
is to prevent spammers from sending messages with forged From addresses at your domain.

Example of SPF record set up through GoDaddy using Gmail
v=spf1 include:_spf.google.com include:infusionsoft.com ~all

DKIM (Domain Keys Identified Mail) is a complex email protocol that allows a sender's identity
to be authenticated by the recipient to help combat email fraud.
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You can add additional email domains by adding that email domain to a User Record.
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DMARC May Impact Your Deliverability
Last Modified on 09/05/2018 2:17 pm MST

Changes at Gmail, Yahoo and others may impact your deliverability - are you prepared for
DMARC?

In an effort to reduce spam and spoofing, email providers are moving to a policy that will
reject mail sent from outside of their respective servers. This means that if you use a ‘from’
email address from one of these providers, your email will be rejected because it is sent from
Infusionsoft and not the actual provider. While this will help to reduce spoofing and phishing
via email, it may also impact your legitimate marketing efforts.

We want to help you understand how you can be best prepared for these upcoming industry
changes. Here are answers to some of the most common questions:

 

Q: What happens if I do not update to a DMARC compliant "from" address?What happens if I do not update to a DMARC compliant "from" address?
A: In order to deliver your emails, Infusionsoft will automatically update your "from" address
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to one ending with @infusionmail.com.

ExamplesExamples:
bob@gmail.com > bob+gmail@infusionmail.com 
123company@yahoo.com > 123company+yahoo@infusionmail.com

Note, this solution is meant to be temporary as we strongly advise all small businesses use a
private domain email as soon as possible (name@mycompany.com ).
 

Q: What does DMARC stand for?What does DMARC stand for?
A: Domain-based Message Authentication Reporting & Conformance. Learn more at
dmarc.org

 

Q: Which email providers are embracing DMARC policies?Which email providers are embracing DMARC policies?
A: Yahoo, AOL, Google, and Microsoft are among the email providers who will use these
policies. This means that any email that ends in @yahoo, @aol, @gmail, @outlook, @hotmail,
@msn, or @live will no longer be delivered if it is in your Infusionsoft ‘From’ address.

 

Q: Is this just an Infusionsoft problem?Is this just an Infusionsoft problem?
A: No, this is across the industry. If you do your email marketing with any email marketing
provider and send your emails from one of the impacted domains, your email will not be
delivered.

 

Q: My Infusionsoft ‘from’ email is one of these, what should I do?My Infusionsoft ‘from’ email is one of these, what should I do?
A: We advise any small business owner to have a private domain email (ie -
myname@mycompany.com , info@mycompany.com , etc.) If you have a website, you may
have access to a private domain through your hosting package. If you aren’t sure, please call
your website host and ask for help getting a branded domain email.

 

Q: How do I get my private domain email into Infusionsoft?How do I get my private domain email into Infusionsoft?
A: Please follow the instructions below:

1. Go to Admin > UsersAdmin > Users
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2. Select the User you want to modify
3. Change email address, modify permission, and Save.Save.

You'll want to change AllAll users that have an email from an @gmail, @hotmail, @msn,
@live, @yahoo, or @aol email address.
If you have campaigns that use an 'Other' or a Non-merge field with an email address
that has one of the above domains, you will want to modify these addresses too so that
they will be delivered.
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Email Address Whitelisting
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:08 pm MST

"Email Whitelisting" is used to describe the act of allowing an email to reach your inbox. This
is helpful if you want to make sure a certain business' email doesn't go to your spam folder.
Whitelisting is typically accomplished by adding the sender to your contact list in your email
client. In this article, I'll give you step-by-step instructions that show how to whitelist a
sender. 

Below you'll find step-by-step instructions to whitelist a sender in common email clients and
providers.

Apple iPhone / iPad
1. Open the email.
2. Tap the sender's name in the From line.
3. On the next screen, tap Create New Contact.
4. Tap Done.

Microsoft Outlook 2013
1. Right-click on the email that you would like to add to your safe sender list
2. Hover over Junk and then click the option Never Block Sender.

Android
1. Tap to open the email.
2. Tap the icon next to the email address.
3. Tap OK.

Apple Mail
1. Right-click on the sender's email address.
2. Select Add to Contacts or Add to VIPs.

Gmail
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1. Click and drag the email into the Primary tab.
2. Click Yes to confirm

Outlook.com (formerly Hotmail)
1. Open the email.
2. Click the Add to contacts link

Yahoo! Mail
1. Right-click the email.
2. Select Add Sender to Contacts.
3. Click Save.
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Email Bounces Explained
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:13 pm MST

Most emails bounce because of a permanent issue with the receiving email account, a
temporary issue with the receiving email account, or because the email is blocked by the
receiving server. When an email bounces, the recipient's server sends a message back to
Infusionsoft that describes the reason for the bounce. You can view the reasons through the
Email Status Report (Marketing > Reports > Email Status Report) and can set up actions that
trigger for each type of bounce through Marketing > Settings > Template Settings and click on
the Email Status Automation tab. You can use these actions to segment people based on
bounce issues and/or follow up with individuals to request a new email address or resolve
the problem that is preventing email delivery.

General Bounce

A general bounce is recorded when the server could not deliver an email message, but also
could not detect a specific reason. In most cases, this is related to a soft bounce.

Hard Bounce

A hard bounce is recorded when an email message is considered permanently undeliverable.
The email system will not try to deliver the email again. Hard bounce email addresses are
automatically disabled. The system will not allow you to send any automated email to these
accounts. You can contact the person directly to request a valid email address. In most cases,
a hard bounce indicates the email address does not exist, however, it may also indicate that
your emails are being rejected due to the SPF configuration on your DNS account. You may
need to configure the SPF records to allow Infusionsoft servers to send email from you.

Soft Bounces

A soft bounce is recorded when there is a temporary issue with the recipient's email account,
delaying message delivery. In many cases, the email system will try to redeliver the message
several times over a period of hours or days and will only consider it undeliverable after the
retry process times out. There are several types of soft bounces.
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Mailbox Full: The recipient's email box is too full. There is no room for the message.
Most of the time this is related to improper maintenance, but it could mean that the
recipient no longer actively uses the email account even though it still exists.
Message too Large: There is content in the message or attachments causing the
message size to exceed the limits of the receiving server.
DNS Failure: The email cannot be delivered due to an issue with the receiving server.
This is most likely an issue with the nameserver settings for your domain. Contact your
domain administrator for assistance. The issue may be related to the SPF records.
General: The specific reason for the bounce has not been detected.
Auto Reply: This kind of soft bounce indicates the message has been delivered, but the
recipient has an auto-reply enabled on their account. The bounce status will be
removed as soon as the recipient opens the email.
Subscribe Request: These are recorded when an auto-reply is sent to your bounce
capture email account (mailer@infusionsoft.com or bounce@infusionsoft.com) asking
to be added to your list. They are a type of soft bounce since most people would not
send a message to these accounts.

Mail Blocks

A mail block is recorded when the recipient's email server blocks an email message
completely. It rejects it before it tries to deliver it to their inbox.

General: The recipient's email server is blocking messages sent through the Infusionsoft
server.
Known Spammer: The recipient's email server is blocking messages from your email
account based on an email history or reputation that indicates you've been sending
SPAM.
Relay Denied: The recipient's email server is blocking messages sent through the
Infusionsoft server. Setting up your SPF to include infusionmail.com will help you
resolve this issue.
Spam Detected: The recipient's email server is blocking your email because the content
looks like SPAM. Use the Infusionsoft Spam Score tool in the email template to check
the email content and reduce the SPAM score below 5 (preferably zero.)
Attachment Detected: The recipient's email server is blocking the message because of
the attachment. It may have identified the attachment as a possible virus source, the
system may not allow attachments at all, or may block specific types of files (e.g. .exe).
The size of the attachment may also be causing an issue. Make sure your attachment
size is less than 10 MB.

Unsubscribe Request
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These are recorded when an auto-reply request is sent to your bounce capture email
account(mailer@infusionsoft.com or bounce@infusionsoft.com) asking to be removed from
your email list. A real person will reply to the email or click on the Unsubscribe Link. These
Unsubscribe Requests are the same as an ISP Spam complaint.

Undetermined

An undetermined status is assigned when Infusionsoft is not able to identify the cause of the
bounce based on the feedback received from the receiving server.
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Email Compliance Remediation Process
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:09 pm MST

Why have I been contacted regarding email compliance?

Some of your email marketing practices are not aligned with the industry standard best
practices. This results in excessive spam complaints, hard bounces, or other symptoms, and
can negatively affect email deliverability due to decreases in sender reputation. It may also
put your Infusionsoft account at risk for violating the Terms of Use.  As an Infusionsoft
customer, you a have a number of obligations including, but not limited to, the following that
specifically pertain to email use:

All recipients must explicitly agree to receive email marketing from your specific
business entity.
Spam/Feedback complaint rates must not exceed .1% (1/1000) per email service
provider.
Opt-out links must not be padded or obscured.
Subject lines must not mislead the recipient as to the contents of the email.
Your business and/or email content must not pertain to any of the categories listed in
Infusionsoft’s Acceptable Use Policy , Section 4.a. Questionable Practices (“Inappropriate
Use”)

What will happen if no changes are made to my current
marketing practices?

Once the below actions have been taken there should be a vast drop in the symptoms that
negatively affect sender reputation.  If the symptoms do not drop, any one of the following
will occur:

You may be contacted directly to take further action.
Temporary loss of email functionality in the application.

How do I get back in compliance?
Review all of your current marketing practices to ensure that you are using all of the best
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practices. These topics along with other best practices are covered in our Email Marketing
Best Practices Handbook . (Link to Handbook)  Of these best practices, these 2 are the most
important to focus on:

1. Explicit Permission: Verify that you are only sending bulk marketing to contacts that
have provided explicit permission – opt out any contacts that have not given you
permission. Update your lead generation practices to ensure you are obtaining explicit
permission to market to your contacts. For more specific help with this, use the
information outlined in our Explicit Permission guide.
 

2. List Hygiene: It is important that you only market to those contacts that want your
emails and are actively engaged. To assist in reviewing your contacts you will need to
perform List Hygiene Maintenance. Use the steps outlined in our List Hygiene guide.

3. It is important to perform List Hygiene Maintenance on a monthly basis to prevent
any further issues.
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Explicit Permission
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:10 pm MST

Gaining explicit permission for email marketing is not only a best practice, but it's also
required by Infusionsoft , and most email service providers in the industry. Email marketing
without permission will negatively impact your sender reputation, and ultimately lead to a
decrease in deliverability and loss of good leads.

What is Explicit Permission?

Explicit permission is obtained when a contact voluntarily requests to receive email
communication from your business, and is aware what content they will receive and how
often they will receive it.

How do I obtain explicit permission for my bulk marketing?
On web forms, use a check box defaulted to unchecked to allow contacts to choose to
agree to marketing.
Through personal interaction like at an event, over the phone, or direct contacts via
social media, be sure to ask explicitly if you can send ongoing marketing emails to the
address they shared with you.

What is NOT considered explicit permission?
Having the contact sign up for a one-time email, but then adding them to additional
marketing.
Purchasing a list of email addresses from a 3rd party that sells “targeted” lists.
Borrowed or shared lists from companies in your industry.
If you force or coerce contacts into sharing their email address for them to receive a
discount, special access or even to create an account. Permission is only explicit when it
is voluntary.

What do I do with contacts that have not given permission?
Opt out any contacts that have not given you permission.
Permission can be obtained by phone or personal interaction. Do not send bulk email to
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these contacts.

Here is an example of how to collect explicit permission:

Additionally, make sure you are following all the best practices that are found in our Email
Marketing Best Practices Handbook .
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How Your From Address Affects Email
Deliverability
Last Modified on 09/05/2018 12:29 pm MST

DMARC, Domain-based Message Authentication Reporting & Conformance, is an email
authentication protocol that allows domain owners to publish a policy statement telling
receiving domains what to do if their message fails SPF or DKIM authentication. In an effort
to reduce spam and spoofing, email providers have moved to a policy that will reject
(p=reject) mail sent from outside of their respective servers. This means that if you use a
‘from’ email address of one of these providers, email will be rejected because it was sent
from Infusionsoft and not the actual provider. In 2014 Yahoo! and AOL published strict
DMARC policies, with Gmail slated to follow suit in June of 2016. In fact, this policy will likely
become the new standard across all free email providers over time.

To mitigate deliverability issues, we encourage the use of your own private domain.
Registering your own domain for your business is important for branding and marketing,
along with many other benefits including email deliverability. Please note this is not specific
to Infusionsoft, these changes impact anyone using a third-party email service provider or
service that sends email on your behalf.
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Does this affect me?

This affects Infusionsoft customers who are sending emails through Infusionsoft using a
Yahoo, AOL! or Gmail email address in the “From” field of their emails (i.e.
james123@yahoo.com).

How does this affect me?

If you send emails from Infusionsoft using a Yahoo, AOL! or Gmail domain, your emails will
get rejected (bounced) by most major email providers including Gmail, Yahoo and Hotmail.

How can I fix this?

Best practice is to send emails from Infusionsoft using a custom business domain
(i.e.tom@tomscleaning.com). We recommend that customers obtain a custom business
domain, setup an email address and update the “From” fields for any email sent from their
Infusionsoft account.

This will resolve this problem completely and ensure that all of the emails you send get
delivered.

Here is how you can create a custom business domain for Gmail .

After I've Fixed This, How Do I Further Maximize My
Deliverability?

To maximize your email deliverability through Infusionsoft, we recommend configuring the
SPF records on your domain to indicate our servers are authorized to send email from your
sender address. This will further reduce the chance that your emails might end up flagged as
spam. You can find instructions on that here: Configure Your SPF Records .
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How to Locate And Remove Opt Outs
from Email List
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:11 pm MST

Removing opt-outs helps to:

Maintain a current and active list
Open up free space in your contact list
Remove dead leads from your broadcast and campaign stats

Finding the Report

Go to Marketing>ReportsMarketing>Reports and click on Email Status SearchEmail Status Search.

If results appear click New SearchNew Search.
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Locating Opt-outs

In the Status box, select Opt-outOpt-out.

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! Note that there are several status options in this search that can also be
examined for removal. Non-MarketableNon-Marketable, Provided FeedbackProvided Feedback, Reported SpamReported Spam: These
contacts no longer wish to be marketed to. Unengaged MarketableUnengaged Marketable: These contacts
haven't opened an email, clicked on a link, filled out a web form, or engaged in at least
the past 6 months. Hard BounceHard Bounce, Invalid EmailInvalid Email: These are bad email addresses.

Further Criteria selections for Opt-outs
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If you have a specific time frame that you wish to search for the Opt-outs use the time tools
directly below the Status box.

Last Sent DateLast Sent Date: This tracks how long ago this contact was marketed to in your
application, is it a cold lead (over 4 months ago) or a warm lead (less than 4 months
ago.)
Last Engagement DateLast Engagement Date: You have 2 options you can either search in 3 month intervals
up to 12 months, or select your own date range.

The search criteria offers you basic contact field data to search on several tabs as well
including GeneralGeneral contact info, AddressesAddresses, Phone/emailPhone/email, and your Custom FieldsCustom Fields.

Click on the Misc CriteriaMisc Criteria tab for more options:

Search for contacts using TagTag criteria
Search for if they did or did not Purchase Products Purchase Products
You can search by the contact's Date CreatedDate Created,
See when the contact was Last UpdatedLast Updated
Search for specific content on the records in the Data ExistsData Exists field.

Also, you can search by Contact OwnerContact Owner, enter a date range for Last Open DateLast Open Date, the Last WebLast Web
Form Submission DateForm Submission Date, and Last Web Form SubmittedLast Web Form Submitted.

Once you have selected your full search criteria hit SearchSearch.
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To Remove Opt-outsTo Remove Opt-outs

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! You might want to do an ExportExport of the list before you delete your contacts so
that you have a record of the Opt-outs. Once the list is deleted, you cannot review/view
them again.

To remove Opt-outs click on the ActionsActions button in the upper left corner of the search results.
Then go to Delete ContactsDelete Contacts.

On the next screen check the box next to the number you wish to delete, be sure to review
the warnings on the screen, Deleting these contacts will delete all associated orders,
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subscriptions, and referral partners. If this is fine, hit Proceed ActionProceed Action.

Note: Depending on the number of contacts you are deleting this might take some time to
fully process.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

How to Add a Spam Filter to Opt-In Forms
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:11 pm MST

You can block domains from submitting web forms. This is particularly useful if someone
keeps filling out your form and reporting your email as spam; this type of malicious intent is
not common, but can happen.

Please Note! Please Note! This feature applies to both external web forms and internal forms

Please Note! Please Note! When blocking specific email addresses, for example,
david@xbsuinessprofs.com, and no one else on that domain, entering
david@xbsuinessprofs.com will notnot work. You must enter david as a line item in the
Spam Filter and note that any email address with david before or after the @ sign will
also be blocked!

Protip! Protip! The spam filter is a global setting that applies to all all of the web forms you create. If
a blocked domain is entered into the form, the person submitting the form will see the
blow error message (Error 7726)

1. Navigate to Admin > Settings > ApplicationAdmin > Settings > Application Tab
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2. Go to Form SecurityForm Security

3. Enter domain name(s) you wish to block. For example, to block any email address
ending with the domain, "xbusinessprofs.net", just type, xbusinessprofs into the SPAM
filter. To add multiple domains, just enter the new domain on a new line in the SPAM
filter.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Auditing Imported Subscribers
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:12 pm MST

Click here if you are looking for step-by-step instructions for importing records into
Infusionsoft

Building and maintaining a quality email list will maximize the success of your marketing
efforts. A quality email list starts with ensuring permission has been obtained from all
subscribers. Use these requirements below as a guide when importing your lists into
Infusionsoft. 

Import Requirements
Explicit PExplicit Permission

Everyone on your marketing list opted-in to receive email communication from your
business. The following lead sources are prohibited:

purchased or rented lists
joint venture/ affiliate lists
lists from chamber of commerce
membership/organization lists
business partner's list

*When importing contacts, if you select 'No' to the question: "Do you have permission to
send marketing emails to these contacts?" the list will be imported with the status:
nonmarketable. This is useful, for example, if customers have purchased products and you
still need to manage their account, but they will not be sent any email marketing.

Set and Meet ExpectationsSet and Meet Expectations

In addition to obtaining permission from your contacts, it's important to set and meet
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expectations about content and frequency. For example, if your lead magnet says "Sign up
for a free e-book," they will not be expecting to receive a weekly newsletters which can put
you at risk for complaints. Transparency is key!

Active and EngagedActive and Engaged

When importing, make sure to remove old leads that haven't engaged with your marketing
recently. Old/ unengaged lists can put you at risk for spam traps, spam complaints, and
hitting blacklists. Going forward, keep your list actively engaged and perform regular list
hygiene to remove inactive contacts.

SegmentationSegmentation

As you create or migrate your list, it’s important to remember not all contacts on your list
should be treated the same. Are there contacts on your list that are unengaged, previously
unsubscribed or hard bounced? Make sure you can distinguish between these types of
contacts by exporting not only their email address, but also their current email status. What
about subscribers that are interested in a monthly newsletter vs. a customer who's only
interested in quarterly product updates? Add relevant tags to specific groups to ensure you're
targeting the right segment!

Preventing Risks
Once you import a clean list, keep it healthy by following all best email marketing practices ,
including performing list hygiene (instructions here and here !) on a regular basis depending
on your sending frequency.  This will help to prevent spam complaints, hitting spam traps,
and landing on a blacklist.  For more information, check out our other Help articles on Email
Deliverability .
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Invalid Hard Bounces
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:12 pm MST

What is an Invalid Hard Bounce?

When you try to send an email to an address that does not exist, the email provider will
return an “Invalid Hard Bounce” response. This indicates the address is not deliverable and
that future attempts to deliver email to that address will also fail.  Too many invalid hard
bounces from an email marketer is indicative of poor email practices, which will harm your
email sender reputation.

Unlike spam complaint rates, there is no real agreed upon industry standard rate when it
comes to invalid hard bounces; the fewer the better.  At Infusionsoft, we consider anything
over 1% per email provider as excessive and at risk for being contacted by the Email
Compliance Team.

How Did Invalid Addresses End Up On My List?How Did Invalid Addresses End Up On My List?

Sending to a Cold Email List

30% of subscribers change their email address every year. If you don’t stay engaged with your
subscribers, many will change their email address without you knowing. This results in old,
invalid addresses on your list. Regular email sending is a great way to keep your list clean and
helps prevent too many hard bounces.

If you have email addresses that have not been sent to for more than 4 months, you run the
risk of sending to invalid addresses. Use caution when considering email marketing to cold
contacts.

Purchased or Scraped List

Generate all email lists organically through lead collection.  Any account known to have
imported a purchased or scraped list is in danger of having their account suspended.

Poor Lead Generation Practices
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We’ve seen fake email addresses purposely entered into web forms to get to the promised
reward like an ebook or access to exclusive information. This typically happens when the
potential customer doesn’t trust the company behind the promotion.

List Bombing

List bombing happens when a web bot starts to randomly fill out all the web forms it can find
with email addresses from who knows where.  Obviously this can be very destructive for
email marketers for a number of reasons.

Why Invalid Hard Bounces Matter

Invalid Hard Bounces are considered a symptom of poor email collection and bad email
marketing practices.  As mentioned above, too many Invalid Hard Bounces will damage your
sender reputation and make it harder to deliver emails to the inbox.

Resolution

If you have received an email from the Infusionsoft Compliance Team about excessive invalid
hard bounces being generated by your application then please read this section carefully and
enact the measures needed to reduce your hard bounce rate.

List hygiene
Audit your landing pages and check for unsecured web forms
Audit your lead collection process for incoming invalid email addresses and take the
steps needed to promote trust and loyalty to your prospective leads
Review the best practices guide and make improvements where necessary
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

List Hygiene
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:13 pm MST

List Hygiene is the practice of cleaning an email list to ensure all addresses are active and
deliverable. Regularly implementing this process removes unengaged addresses from your
marketing list, which decreases risks for spam traps, complaints, and invalid hard bounces. 

First, identify engaged contacts and tag them accordingly. Engaged contacts meet at least
one of the following scenarios:

Recently opted-in via an Infusionsoft hosted web form
Recently opened an email
Recently clicked a link within an email
Rrecently purchased a product or service
Are currently on a recurring subscription

Typically, contacts are considered engaged if they meet at least one of the criteria above
within the last 4 months.  After tagging engaged contacts, the next step is to clean the list by
removing or opting-out the rest of the contacts since they have been identified as
unengaged.

Tag web form activity

Tagging web form activity is the process of identifying and tagging contacts that have
recently opted in via a web form.

1. Hover over the Infusionsoft logo in the top left.
2. Under the Marketing column, click on ReportsReports.
3. Click on Web Form Tracking ReportWeb Form Tracking Report.
4. On the Search Criteria page, in the Form Date fields, select dates by clicking on the

calendar icon (General rule of thumb: 120 days.)
5. Click Search Search (This shows you a list of all contacts that filled out a web form in the past

120 days.)
6. Click Actions Actions in the top left corner of the list and select Apply/ Remove TagApply/ Remove Tag.
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7. Click Create a New TagCreate a New Tag, for example: Engaged – web form submission. Click Create ThisCreate This
TagTag and SaveSave.

8. Click Process ActionProcess Action

 

Tag opens

Tagging opens is the process of identifying and tagging contacts that have engaged by
opening and/or clicking a link within your email.

1. Hover over the Infusionsoft logo in the top left.
2. Under the Marketing column, click on ReportsReports.
3. Click on Email Status SearchEmail Status Search.
4. On the Search Criteria page, in Email Status, highlight all marketable statuses:

Unconfirmed, Confirmed (Legacy) and ConfirmedUnconfirmed, Confirmed (Legacy) and Confirmed.
5. On the same page, in the Last Open Date fields, select dates by clicking on the calendar

icon (General rule of thumb: 120 days.)
6. Click Search Search (This shows you a list of all contacts that opened an email in the past 120

days.)
7. Click Actions Actions in the top left corner of the list and select Apply/ Remove TagApply/ Remove Tag.
8. Click Create a New TagCreate a New Tag, for example: Engaged – Opens. Click Create This TagCreate This Tag and SaveSave.
9. Click Process ActionProcess Action.

Tag Purchases

Tagging purchases is the process of identifying and tagging all contacts that have recently
purchased a product or service within the past 90 days. We do not recommend increasing
this time period.

1. Hover over the Infusionsoft logo in the top left.
2. Under the E-commerce column, click on OrdersOrders.
3. On the Search Criteria page, click on the Misc CriteriaMisc Criteria column.
4. Scroll down to the Purchase Date Interval drop down menu and select Last 90 daysLast 90 days.
5. Click Search Search (This shows you a list of all contacts who have purchased within the last 90

days.)
6. Click Actions Actions in the top left corner of the list and select Apply/ Remove TagApply/ Remove Tag.
7. Click Create a New TagCreate a New Tag, for example: Engaged – Purchases.
8. Click Create This Tag and SaveCreate This Tag and Save.
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9. Click Process ActionProcess Action.

Opt out the rest

Now that you've identified and tagged all contacts that have recently engaged, it's time to opt
out all un engaged contacts.

1. Hover over the Infusionsoft logo in the top left.
2. Under the CRM column, click on ContactsContacts.
3. Click on Start OverStart Over to go to the Search Criteria page.
4. Under the Tag Ids drop down menu, select Doesn't have ANYDoesn't have ANY of these.
5. Highlight all of the engaged tags that were just created and click Search Search (This shows you

all contacts in the database that does not have at least one of these tags.)
6. Click Action Action in the top left of the list and select Update Opt in/out statusUpdate Opt in/out status to mass opt out

this entire list of unengaged contacts.

Turn on automated list management
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Monitoring Email Complaints
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:14 pm MST

As a company, Infusionsoft sustains a deliverability rate of over 98%.  That means that 98%
(or more) of the emails sent through Infusionsoft servers are accepted by the recipient's
email servers. However, your individual reputation also plays a role in whether or not your
emails are delivered and sent to the inbox. Your deliverability can change at any time as
negative or positive changes are made to your email marketing practices .

To mitigate complaint rate issues, monitor your rates and recipient feedback so that you can
make adjustments as needed.

1. Go to Marketing > Reports
2. Click on the Email Complaint Summary Email Complaint Summary Report.
3. Set a date range for the search and click on the Columns Columns tab to select the columns to

display on the report. The fields listed as custom columns will be displayed.
4. Click on the Search Search button.
5. The email complaint summary chart shows the day, how many emails were sent, and

the number of complaints that were made.
These statistics are displayed in a line graph allowing you to view your progress toward
a more acceptable reputation.

ISP (Internet Service Provider) complaints are SPAM complaints made to email
clients such as Gmail, Hotmail, and Yahoo. These complaints directly affect your
sending reputation. Note: An acceptable ISP complaint rate is .1% or 1 complaint
per 1,000 emails sent.
Internal complaints are registered when someone opts out of your mailing list.
 When this happens, Infusionsoft changes the contact's email status to "opted-out"
and asks the contact if the email they received is SPAM. These complaints are
closely monitored by Infusionsoft as we work to ensure the highest delivery rates
possible for ALL Infusionsoft customers. You should also monitor your own SPAM
and internal complaints.

6. To View People Who Reported SPAM or Provided Feedback, go to Marketing > ReportsMarketing > Reports.
7. Click on the Email Status SearchEmail Status Search Report.
8. Select Provided Feedback and Reported SpamProvided Feedback and Reported Spam from the email status list. Hold down the

CTRL key on your keyboard to select more than one.
Provided Feedback: This means the person marked the email as SPAM through
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their ISP (e.g. AOL.)
Reported Spam: This means the person marked the email as SPAM through an
Infusionsoft opt-out link. When this happens, the person has the option to add
comments.

9. Click on the Search Search button.
This report will show you who provided feedback or reported spam. You can click on
the Opt Status link to view more details and click on View Status History to read the
comments the contact posted when they registered an internal SPAM complaint.
Comments are not required. If you do not see any comments, the person who
submitted the SPAM complaint did not post a comment.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Protect Your Web Forms From Bot
Attacks
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:14 pm MST

List bombing occurs when an email address was submitted to your web form by someone
other than the owner of the address and you unknowingly sent unsolicited email. While one
or two instances will surely go unnoticed, this problem can become especially significant if it
occurs in bulk.

The Cause: Subscription Bombing

The most prevalent cause for this is what’s known as “subscription bombing”, which is an
attack designed to overload a recipient’s inbox with unsolicited email, thus rendering their
inbox useless (imagine how useful your inbox would be if it received over 100 emails per
minute). The attacker essentially weaponizes your marketing automation by using a script or
bot to submit the email address of the target, or more often multiple targets, into as many
web forms as possible.  The attacker then relies on your email campaigns or broadcasts to
contribute to a barrage of unwanted emails aimed at their target - all without your
knowledge.

The Impact: Greatly reduced email deliverability

Allowing your forms to be used as an attack vector to send unsolicited email, especially in
significant volumes, negatively impacts your (and our) email sender reputation with mailbox
providers (e.g. Gmail, Yahoo, etc.) and blacklisting providers (e.g. Spamhaus).  Because
sender reputation is so critical to inbox placement, you are effectively held accountable for
the all email that you send - including email sent because of a bot attack on your web form.

The Solution: CAPTCHA and COI
Use CAPTCHA - Google’s ReCAPTCHA is enabled by default on web forms created with
Infusionsoft, but you will need to setup CAPTCHA on your own if you use 3rd party web
forms.
Use Confirmed Opt-In (COI) AKA “Double Opt-In” (DOI) - When used correctly, a COI
sequence will send no more than one email per form submission per recipient.  While
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this doesn’t completely stop you from unknowingly sending unsolicited email, it does
help limit the amount of unsolicited email that you send, thus reducing the potential
damage to your sender reputation. In this way, COI can help to prevent a subscription
bombing attack from compounding.

Email industry experts and blacklist moderators agree: the best defense against subscription
bombing is using both CAPTCHA and COI.  Remember, while Infusionsoft does not require
the use of CAPTCHA or COI, we do require that you obtain explicit permission to send email,
and unsecured web forms provide the possibility for you to unknowingly violate that
requirement.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Spam Complaints
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:15 pm MST

Spam is essentially unsolicited email. However, when it comes to the business of email
marketing, spam is whatever an email recipient marks as spam. Every person you email is
empowered to report any email to their ISP as spam. The ISP then informs us through a
Feedback Loop where the spam complaint came from and who sent it.

It is generally accepted in the email marketing industry that spam rates over 0.1% (1
complaint per 1000 emails sent per provider) are excessive. This metric is tracked per email
provider and not as global rate.

Common Causes of Spam Complaints

Lack of Permission

When a contact shares their information with you, make it absolutely clear that they are
signing up for email marketing from your company. We recommend using a checkbox and a
double opt-in sequence to ensure that permission has been granted.

Specific Examples:

A list of email addresses was purchased from a third party.
The list of email addresses was borrowed from another user/business.
The list of contacts was obtained from a trade-show or event
Someone gave you their business card
A customer purchased a product from your company and they are automatically signed
up for a weekly newsletter
A customer requests a free e-book and they are automatically signed up for the weekly
newsletter as well

For more details on email marketing expectations grab a copy of our Best Practices PDF

Poor Expectations
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Contacts will often mark unexpected emails as spam. Set expectations for the recipient
about your emails in regards to what, when, how often, and from whom.

Specific examples of poor expectations observed at Infusionsoft:

The contact opts-in for ONLY the monthly newsletter, but they unexpectedly receive
weekly or daily promos/offers
You inform your recipient that they will be receiving monthly newsletters, but you don't
get around to it for a few months, then suddenly start to 'blast' emails to make up for
lost time.
You keep a very consistent pattern of a weekly newsletter then decided to send daily
with no warning or consent from your customers
Customers sign up for what appears to be an informative newsletter, but the emails
only consists of ads or promotional material
The content of the email does not relate to the content of the landing page
The customer receives great email marketing for a time, but on occasion they get
emails not relating to what they signed up for
From address changes or is different from the landing page or business name

Remember, Infusionsoft has great tools to help keep your email frequency consistent and
within the expectations you set. For more details on email marketing expectations grab a
copy of our Best Practices PDF

Inconsistent Branding

Branding needs to be consistent from the signup page to the email.  If the email recipient
doesn’t recognize who sent the email there is a good chance it will be reported as spam.

Hiding the Unsubscribe Link

On occasion we’ve seen our customers hide the unsubscribe link so that an email recipient
can’t remove themselves from the email marketing list.  Not only is this illegal and a violation
of the Infusionsoft Acceptable Use Policy,, but it causes more spam complaints because it
leaves the recipient no other options to opt out..  Don’t do this, as you risk having your email
functionality suspended.

Spammy Subject Lines

Describe clearly and directly what you are sending. People have developed an amazing ability
to spot spam based on the subject line alone and will flag an email as spam without even
opening it.  Only use subject lines that are specific and relevant to your content.
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Avoid anything that is deceiving or misleading, such as “RE:” or “FW:”  Avoid vague phrases
like “What’s up?” or “A quick reminder”.  Avoid spam related words like “FREE” or including
monetary amounts like “Earn $500 Today”.

Why Spam Complaints Matter

Infusionsoft wants to deliver our customer’s emails to their customer’s inbox.  All of our
customers share in our email network and if our network is deemed to send too much spam
too often then we may lose our ability to do so or it will be greatly inhibited.

Keeping our spam rates low is a great way to show the ISPs that accept our emails that we
are a responsible email sender and that our emails are wanted and expected by the
recipient. If the ISP believes that emails from Infusionsoft and its customers is wanted then
all of our customers have a much better chance of being successful email marketers.

How to Fix Spam Related Issues

If you have received an email from the Infusionsoft Compliance Team about excessive spam
complaints being generated by your application then please read this section carefully and
enact the measures needed to reduce your spam footprint.

Audit your email marketing list and ensure that you have explicit permission to send
email marketing to everyone on the list.  If you have permission questions then reach
out to support or re-read the Best Practices Handbook .
Audit your webforms and landing pages to make sure that permission is voluntary, the
expectations are clear and the branding is consistent.
Audit your email sending practices to verify that your sending schedule adheres to the
expectation set on the landing pages.
Verify that subject lines  are not spammy
Double check your from address and ensure that it is consistent and recognizable
Perform list hygiene

Once you have completed these steps report back to the Email Compliance Team through
this link
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Spam Traps
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:15 pm MST

Spam traps are commonly used by inbox providers and blacklist providers to catch malicious
senders or legitimate senders with poor email marketing practices. A spam trap looks like a
real email address, but it doesn’t belong to a real person nor is it used for any kind of
communication. Its only purpose is to identify spammers and senders not utilizing proper list
hygiene. There are 3 types of spam traps:

Pristine Pristine - Email addresses that  are hidden within a website's code. The purpose of
pristine traps are to identify email marketers who build their lists by scraping sites or
purchasing data.
Recycled Recycled – Email addresses that were once valid, have become dormant, and then
 repurposed by an email provider. Someone could have used this email address to opt
in at one point, but the address has since been abandoned. The purpose of of this trap
is to identify email marketers who do not perform regular list hygiene.
Typo Typo - Mistyped email addresses , such as: me@mgail.con. The purpose of a typo trap is
to identify marketers with questionable lead collection processes.

Why does it matter?

The penalty for emailing spam traps can range in severity, depending what type of trap it is,
how often you email it, and the group that runs the trap(s). This can result in IP addresses
and/or sending domains being blocked and/or blacklisted which causes serious deliverability
issues.

How do you identify and deal with spam traps?

Spam traps are  a symptom of poor lead collection practices and/or list maintenance
practices. If you are sending to spam traps, there is a good chance you are also sending email
to other leads that did not opt-in or who are no longer engaged with your email marketing.

Resolving spam trap issues aren’t about finding and removing the trap(s) from your list, but
about addressing poor lead collection and list hygiene practices.  In fact, the anti-spam
organizations purposefully make it very difficult to identify spam traps and do not provide a
list of maintained traps for this very reason.
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There are some common characteristics that can be used to clean spam traps from email
lists.  Pristine and typo spam traps will never open or click on the emails that are sent to
those addresses and recycled addresses will have at least a 6 month period with no opens or
clicks.

To minimize the risk of sending to spam traps keep your list active and engaged. Make sure
to perform:

List Hygiene on your list to opt-out contacts with no engagement and then going
forward, use the new...
Automated List Management tool. Also, only send emails to those leads that have
given...
Explicit Permission for your marketing.
Lastly, consider using a Double Opt In process to confirm the leads are interested and
that their email address is spelled correctly.

Avoid importing leads into your system that you do not know the history of the leads. Some
examples to avoid are shared lists, 3rd party purchased lists, and old lists that you might
have laying around. This is also a requirement of the Infusionsoft Acceptable Use Policy .

More information on spam traps can be found in this article: https://blog.returnpath.com/its-
a-trap-avoiding-and-removing-spam-traps/
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

URIBL Greylisting
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:15 pm MST

How do links on the URIBL Greylist affect email delivery?

URIBL maintains three types of lists: white, grey and black. URIBL "blacklistings" have
the most impact because it is enabled by default among email administrators.
"Greylistings", on the other hand, are not enabled by default and have a minimal impact
against senders. The domain, "infusionsoft.com" is currently greylisted on URIBL as are
most prominent bulk email senders.
We ask that you please do not submit requests to de-list the infusionsoft.com domain
from URIBL; the current greylisted status is normal.

SpamAssassin relies on a third-party service, URIBL, to determine the reputation of
hyperlinks within an email message. URIBL is a domain-based reputation list and is
independently operated.

URIBL maintains three types of lists: white, grey and black. URIBL "blacklistings" have the
most impact because it is enabled by default among email administrators. "Greylistings", on
the other hand, are not enabled by default and have a minimal impact against senders. The
domain, "infusionsoft.com" is currently greylisted on URIBL as are most bulk email senders.

If a hyperlink in an email is listed on the URIBL greylist, it will have minimal impact on
deliverability. However, some smaller ISPs and ESPs that have enabled URIBL greylist blocking
will impact the delivery of your email.

Unfortunately, we don’t have any further insights into the specific causes of URIBL listings,
except that it relates to our customers sending emails to unused, abandoned email
addresses. We recommend you continue to demonstrate sensible, CAN-SPAM email
marketing practices in order to maintain and improve the reputation of email sent from the
Infusionsoft network.

You can remain confident that Infusionsoft is a trustworthy network to send permission-
based email marketing messages from:

Our customers send over 70,000,000 emails weekly.
Our customers experience 99.55%+ average email deliverability. Confirmed opt-in email
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addresses experience even higher deliverability.
Our email infrastructure is DKIM/SPF compliant and is designed for high-performance
email delivery.
We have a dedicated team that monitors and responds to abuse and compliance
matters so we can minimize threats and maintain our reputation among other ISPs.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Unsubscribe Report
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:16 pm MST

The Unsubscribe report shows you the contacts that have globally unsubscribed and what
feedback they have submitted. When a contact clicks the unsubscribe link in an automated
email, they are redirected to a page with the following options:

1. Go to "Marketing > Reports"

2. Click "Unsubscribe Report "
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The report will show you which option the contact chose and any additional feedback they
gave prior to clicking the Unsubscribe MeUnsubscribe Me button on the page.

When a contact clicks the unsubscribe link in an automated email, they are redirected the
following page of options:
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Create A Lead Source
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:16 pm MST

Lead sources are specific methods or sources your company uses to attract qualified traffic to
your website or location. Infusionsoft automatically generates lead sources through the
Infusionsoft web tracking code you've embedded into all of your web properties. Online lead
sources are tracked automatically. You should only need to manually create lead sources for
offline sources that cannot be tracked automatically, however you may need to edit auto-
created lead sources to add more detail to the record (e.g. message content or date range.)

A lead source is automatically assigned to contacts when they fill out an online form or make
a purchase. You can manually assign lead sources when importing a list of contacts or
manually entering a contact into Infusionsoft. The lead source field displays on contacts and
opportunities and can be used to filter searches and reports.

1. Go to Marketing > Lead GenerationMarketing > Lead Generation

2. Click on the Create Lead SourceCreate Lead Source link in the Lead Sources section.

NameName: The lead source name is displayed on contacts, opportunities, and various
reports. It should be short but descriptive.
(Optional) Description(Optional) Description: The description may include additional details about the
advertising agreement or terms, including the internal team member responsible
for the advertising relationship.
CategoryCategory: The category is used to group similar lead sources together for reporting
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purposes. Select a predefined lead source category from the drop-down or click on
the Add Category button to create a new one.
VendorVendor: Select a vendor from the drop-down, or create a new vendor by entering
the vendor name in the space provided. Note: The vendor is the business you pay
for the advertising.
MediumMedium: Select a medium from the drop-down, or create a new medium by
entering the medium name in the space provided. Note: The medium is the type
of advertising (e.g. event booth.)
MessageMessage: Select a message from the drop-down, or create a new message by
entering it into the space provided.
(Optional) Start and End Date(Optional) Start and End Date: Choose a start and end date for the advertisement,
if this is a limited run ad.
StatusStatus: Select a status. The status is used to filter lead source reports. Note:
Inactive lead sources cannot be assigned manually. They are hidden from user
view in contact and opportunities.

3. Click on the Save Save button to create the new lead source or apply the changes to an
existing one.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Manually Assign A Lead Source To A
Contact
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:16 pm MST

Lead source s are automatically created and assigned when a contact fills out a form online
or makes a purchase. However, you will need to manually assign a lead source to contacts
you add to Infusionsoft manually. A lead source is defined as the first point of contact. This
can be tracked when the first point of contact is online. If a contact's first point of contact is in
person or by phone, you may need to ask the contact how they first learned about your
business.

The ability to update a contact's lead source or mass update a list of people is controlled
through user permissions .

Open the contact record and on the left side the page, select a lead source from the drop-
down and click on the Save Save button at the bottom of the page.
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Track Lead Source Expenses
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:17 pm MST

Cost versus benefit should be a huge factor when evaluating paid lead sources. This kind of
evaluation allows you to assess the return on your investment (ROI) so that you can invest
more money into the lead sources that produce the desired results and discontinue using
the ineffective ones. A lead source should achieve one or more of the following goals:

Attract visitors to your website or place of business. This allows you to expand
awareness of your business and earn the attention of potential buyers.
Grow your list. This gives you permission to send marketing materials to more people
and remain top of mind until they are ready to buy.
Produce paying customers. The best lead sources produce the highest amount of
customers for the least amount of cost.

Adding lead source expenses is critical in analyzing acquisition costs for leads and customers.
A lead source may involve a one time expense (e.g. a trade show fee) or a monthly recurring
expense (e.g. a banner ad on a website). One-time expenses must be entered manually when
they occur. Recurring expenses are automatically applied at the beginning of each monthly
billing cycle.

Infusionsoft totals lead source expenses and then compares them to the number of leads,
the number of customers, and the amount of revenue generated. This data is used to
produce lead source ROI reports and calculate cost per lead and cost per customer.

1. Go to Marketing > Lead GenerationMarketing > Lead Generation

2. Click on the Create Lead SourceCreate Lead Source or Edit / View Lead SourcesEdit / View Lead Sources to modify an existing one.
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3. Click on the Expenses Expenses tab.

4. Click on the Add ExpenseAdd Expense button.
One time expenses should be entered on the date they occur. A one time expense
may be incurred for a limited run print or media advertisement, an event
sponsorship, or for the purchase of banner space on a website. The lead source
expense is "billed" on the date that it is entered.
Monthly recurring expenses are entered once and billed automatically at the
beginning of each cycle. This type of expense may be incurred for pay per click
advertising with a consistent monthly budget, a paid advertising service (e.g.
outsourced social media management), or a recurring print or media
advertisement.  If a recurring expense is variable, enter the budgeted amount, and
then edit the expense to adjust it up or down after the actual billing occurs.

The start date represents the first bill date. This bill date can be back dated.
The system will bill the recurring fee on this date each month.
The end date represents the end of the ad duration.

5. Click on the Save Save button to enter the expense.
The total lead source expense is the sum of the individual one time and/or recurring
expenses. The ROI percentage is calculated based on total revenue this lead source has
generated from customers divided by the total lead source expense. A lead source ROI
over 100% means the lead source is producing more revenue than expense.
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Evaluate Lead Source Effectiveness
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:17 pm MST

There are two lead source reports that help you evaluate how well a lead sources or a group
of lead sources are performing: Lead Source ROI and Lead Source ROI by Category. These
reports allow you to make educated choices about where to (or not to) spend your marketing
dollars. Lead sources are automatically created and assigned to one of the five standard lead
source categories (Direct, Organic, Social, Referral, and Paid) through the Infusionsoft web
tracking code. You can also manually create lead sources and lead source categories. You
must track lead source expenses consistently to produce relevant and accurate ROI reports.

If you are using the Infusionsoft web tracking code in all of your web properties, lead sources
are also automatically assigned to contacts when they sign up for something or make a
purchase. Users should assign lead sources to contacts manually when importing a list or
entering a contact manually. These reports are available through Marketing > LeadMarketing > Lead
Generation > Return on InvestmentGeneration > Return on Investment.

The lead source reports provide you with the following statistics:

Total Expenses for an individual lead source or lead source category
Total Revenue for an individual lead source or lead source category
ROI (Total Revenue minus Total Expense/Total Expense)
Number of Visitors
Cost per Visitor (Total Expense divided by Total # Visitors)
Number of Contacts
Cost per Contact (Total Expense divided by Total # Contacts)
Number of Customers
Cost per Customer (Total Expense divided by Total # Customers)
Visitor to Contact conversion percentage ( # Visitors with lead source divided by #
Contacts with lead source)
Contact to Customer conversion percentage ( # Contacts with lead source divided by #
Customers with lead source)

Lead Source ROI

The Lead Source ROI report provides statistics for individual lead sources. Click on report
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hyperlinks to view the lead source category ROI report or the specific list of contacts or
customers assigned to a lead source. The most common filters include lead source, lead
source category and relevant date ranges. The expense Incurred date range is especially
important. Align the expense incurred end date with the end date of monthly recurring billing
if a lead source involves recurring expenses otherwise an expense may be included in the
report before the results have been tracked. Click on the Misc. tab to filter this report by tag,
sequence, purchased products, opportunity stage, and web form to evaluate effectiveness of
a specific lead generation effort, product promotion, or sales process.

Lead Source ROI by Category

The Lead Source ROI by Category report provides summary level lead source data that can be
used to evaluate specific methods of lead generation. This report aggregates the data for
individual lead sources to display the same data at the category level. This can help you
evaluate the overall performance of specific groups of lead sources. The default lead source
categories are Direct, Organic, Social, Referral, and Paid, however you can also create custom
lead source categories assign lead sources to them. You can filter this report by lead source,
lead source category, relevant date ranges, tag, sequence, purchased products, opportunity
stage, and web form.
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View Your Website Visitors
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:18 pm MST

A visitor is an unidentified person who visits a website, landing page, online store, or other
web page that includes the Infusionsoft web tracking code. The web tracking code captures
visitor activity and stores it in Infusionsoft. A visitor record is created for each unique visitor
(based on cookies and IP address.) Aggregated visitor data is available through the Web
Analytics and Lead Source ROI reports.

Individual visitor records are created, and data is tracked as long as a visitor is actively
engaging with your web content. Visitors are considered inactive if they have not visited one
of your web properties within the last 90 days. Inactive visitor data is archived. It is included
in reports, but you can no longer access the individual visitor statistics.

The visitor data generates a web profile within a contact record as soon as the visitor signs
up for something or makes a purchase. Visitor data is also merged with existing contacts as
soon as they confirm their identity through an online interaction (form submission, purchase,
or email link click.) If a visitor views your web properties from more than one location, the
system generates multiple visitor records. The duplicates are resolved as online interactions
align a visitor identity with an existing contact.

The web demographic data for individual visitors helps you identify browsing trends, such as
device, operating system, browser, plug-ins, and more. This visibility helps you optimize your
web properties to ensure a quality experience for most visitors.
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1. Go to CRM  > VisitorsCRM  > Visitors

2. Click New SearchNew Search to filter the list by date created, system or browser information, or
lead source information, then click SearchSearch.

3. Under each visitor, click on Page ViewsPage Views in the interactive panel to view URL and time on
page for the last 10 visits.
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Embed The Infusionsoft Tracking Code
Into Your Website
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 3:18 pm MST

Infusionsoft automatically tracks online activity for Infusionsoft hosted pages: landing pages,
web forms, order forms, storefront and shopping cart and thank-you pages. However, this
only gives you a partial picture of online marketing interactions. If you would like to extend
this tracking to other website assets, you will need to add the Infusionsoft tracking code to
produce a well-rounded picture of visitor activity

1. Go to Marketing > Lead GenerationMarketing > Lead Generation

2. Click on Get Tracking Code for Your WebsitesGet Tracking Code for Your Websites

3. Highlight the analytics code, and then right click on it to copy it to your clipboard.

4. Paste the code before the close body HTML tag, if you edit your website through
Dreamweaver or another code editor. If you are using Google analytics, you can paste
the Infusionsoft tracking code below it. Put this code on each individual web page or
add it to the footer code that is called into every page of your website.

Example Code

/*This is the Google analytics code*/

/*This is an example of the Infusionsoft tracking code*/
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Default Billing Settings
Last Modified on 07/25/2018 1:29 pm MST

The Billing SettingsBilling Settings define global defaults for accepting initial payments and handling failed
auto-charge payments. Some of the default settings can also be customized for individual
order forms, shopping carts or when creating a manual order.

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings in the master nav.
 

2. Click on Orders Orders in the settings menu.

 
3. Go to the Billing section to review and edit the following defaults.

Currency LocaleCurrency Locale: This setting controls the currency symbol displayed on products
in the shopping cart, order forms, and invoices. Select from US Dollar, Euro,
Pounds, Rands, Australian Dollar, Canadian Dollar, or New Zealand Dollar.
Payment TypesPayment Types: These Payment Types show up when processing manual
payments in an Order Record.
Charge Defaults:

Default Auto-chargeDefault Auto-charge:  Set to Yes if you want the system to automatically
charge credit card payments for payment plans and the recurring
subscription programs.
Charge TaxCharge Tax:  Set to Yes if you want to automatically calculate and charge
sales tax for taxable products and subscription programs for all orders.
Merchant AccountMerchant Account:  Select your primary account. It will display automatically
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on Shopping Cart Themes, Order Forms, and Manual Orders, but can also be
customized on a per-item basis.
(Optional)  Max Retries(Optional)  Max Retries:  Change this number if you want Infusionsoft to try
to process a failed charge more or less than 3 times (system default.)
(Optional)  Num Days Between Retries(Optional)  Num Days Between Retries:  Change this number if you want
Infusionsoft to wait more or less than 2 days (system default) between each
retry.
(Optional) Show Payment Interface in Orders Tab(Optional) Show Payment Interface in Orders Tab:  Set to Yes if you want to
view a payment history from an Order Record. This turns on a More
Payments button with a date range search.
(Optional) Days to Wait Before Auto-charging(Optional) Days to Wait Before Auto-charging:  This setting delays all pending
auto-charges (e.g. If you set this to 3, all pending auto-charges will process 3
days late). It may be useful if you are switching merchant gateways or are
resolving an issue with a gateway, but most businesses do not need this
setting.
Email Invoices Upon Successful PaymentEmail Invoices Upon Successful Payment:  Set to Yes if you want Infusionsoft
to send an invoice each time a manual or automatic payment is posted to
Infusionsoft.
Reset Failed Auto-charge Attempt Counters When Credit Card ChangesReset Failed Auto-charge Attempt Counters When Credit Card Changes:   Set
to Yes if you want to zero out the auto-charge counter for a new credit card
instead of resuming the count based on failed charges on a previous card.
(e.g. The previous card was tried 2 times. If you don't reset, a failure on the
new card will be counted as the 3rd try instead of the first.)
(Optional) Don't Auto-charge Invoices That Have Been Outstanding For More(Optional) Don't Auto-charge Invoices That Have Been Outstanding For More
ThanThan:  Select a time range limit for auto-charge attempts. The system will no
longer try to charge the card after this limit is reached. The default is 12
months. You can reduce this to 9, 6, 3, or 1 month.

4. Scroll to the bottom of the settings and click on Save Save to apply the update.
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Sales Tax
Last Modified on 08/21/2018 7:42 pm MST

Infusionsoft can automatically calculate and apply sales tax to online and offline orders. You
will set up the sales tax rules and then designate individual products and subscriptions as
taxable. You can add Country, State, and City types of sales tax. These settings are
determined by the tax laws of your country, state, and city. You will need to contact the tax
authorities to ask for guidance about which products are taxable and the sales tax
percentages.

To Enable Sales Tax by default

1. Go to E-Commerce > Settings > Orders.E-Commerce > Settings > Orders.
2. Set Default Charge Tax? to YesYes.

Enable Sales Tax in the Shopping Cart & Order Forms
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1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
2. Click on Shopping Cart SettingsShopping Cart Settings
3. Check the box to Charge sales taxCharge sales tax.

Sales Tax will need to be enabled for each product

1. Go to E-Commerce > ProductsE-Commerce > Products
2. Select a product.
3. Set the Taxable drop-down to YesYes.

Configure the regional tax options on each product.
1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings in the main navigation menu.
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2. Click on Sales TaxSales Tax in the settings menu.

3. Select a tax type from the drop down: Country, State, or City.  Note: You must add each
type of tax individually.
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a. CountryCountry: Select a country from the drop-down and enter the tax percentage for
that country.

b. StateState: Enter the state 2 letter abbreviation and the tax percentage for that state.
Note: Canadian business can use this field to set up province taxes.

c. (Optional) Compound: Set compound to Yes if you want the country tax applied to
the taxable subtotal before the state tax is calculated.

d. CityCity:  Enter the city name and tax percentage for that city.
e. (Optional) Compound: Set compound to Yes if you want the country and state tax

applied to the taxable subtotal before the city tax is calculated
f. Click Save Save to add the new sales tax.

NoteNote! The CountryCountry, StateState, and CityCity names are case and spellingcase and spelling sensitive. Meaning that if
you have the State Tax setup as "AZ"AZ" and an order is submitted is "azaz", the tax will not be
applied. The same goes for if the order is submitted with "Arizona"Arizona" instead of "AZ"AZ".
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Change The Default Shipping And Billing
Country For Online Orders
Last Modified on 07/25/2018 1:30 pm MST

The default country is pre-selected when a customer checks out through your Infusionsoft
Shopping Cart or Order Form. You can change the default country in the Order Settings.

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings in the master nav.

2. Click on Orders Orders in the Order Settings menu.

3. Select the Default CountryDefault Country from the drop-down.
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4. Scroll to the bottom of the settings and click Save Save to apply the update.
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Set Up A Payment Plan
Last Modified on 07/25/2018 1:35 pm MST

You can define the number of installments and number of days between charges. You also
have the option to charge a percentage or fixed dollar amount finance charge to each
installment. The criteria you define determines when a pay plan is visible in the cart (i.e. a
specific product is selected, a minimum order total, etc.)

Important Note on Finance Charges: Important Note on Finance Charges: When an order is placed that will payout
commissions and the order has a finance charge, the payments will first pay off the
finance charge before being applied to the commissions.

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup in the master nav.
 

2. Click on Payment PlansPayment Plans at the bottom left

 
3. Click on the Add a Payment PlanAdd a Payment Plan button at the top right of the page
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4. Enter the Payment Plan Information

NameName: This name shows up for Infusionsoft users. It should be descriptive of the
offer (e.g. 3 pay for the Lil Slugger Batting Cage.)
DescriptionDescription: The description is also for Infusionsoft users. Make some notes about
the pay plan details (i.e. purpose, limitations, etc.)

5. Enter the Finance Charge details.
Note: The finance charge is displayed in the Infusionsoft shopping cart during the
checkout process.

TypeType: Select the method of calculation from Percent or fixed dollar Amount.
AmountAmount: Enter the numerical value for the percent or dollar amount. This amount
is applied to the total and divided evenly between payments.

6. Enter the Scheduling details:
Number of PaymentsNumber of Payments: Enter the total number of payments, including the first
payment (e.g. 3 payments)
Days Between PaymentsDays Between Payments:  Enter the number of days between payments (e.g. 30
days will charge an installment about once a month.)
Days Until StartDays Until Start: Leave this set to zero to charge the first installment upon
checkout. If you enter a number, the system will not charge the first installment
right away but will delay it by the specified number of days. You can use this to set
up a "free trial" period or to charge in arrears, after services have already been
rendered.

7. Set up the Options
Merchant AccountMerchant Account: The system will use the default Merchant Account, but you can
select a different one.
(Optional) Override Cart Merchant AccountOverride Cart Merchant Account: Set to Yes if you selected a different
Merchant Account from the drop-down. Skip it if you didn't.
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(Optional) Auto Charge Payment PlanAuto Charge Payment Plan: Set this to No if you want to manually
charge each installment of the payment plan instead of auto-charging it based on
the Pay Plan schedule.
Days between Recharge AttemptsDays between Recharge Attempts: This setting applies to autocharge failures.
Enter the number of days you want Infusionsoft to wait before trying to charge the
card again if an autocharge fails.
Max RetriesMax Retries: This setting also applies to auto-charge failures. Enter the maximum
number of times the system will try to charge a card before it gives up. Note: You
can set up billing automation to alert you when this happens.

8. Click SaveSave.

9. Scroll to the bottom and choose the criteria that must be met in order for the Payment
Plan to be present. These criteria define one or more conditions that must be true for
the payment plan to apply. If you set up more than one criteria, they must ALL be true
to make the purchase eligible for the payment plan.

10. Enter the specific parameters for the criteria you chose.

11. Click Save Save to save the criteria.

12. Click Save Save to save the payment plan.
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Set Up Automation When An Autocharge
Fails Or Is Successful
Last Modified on 07/25/2018 1:37 pm MST

Infusionsoft automatically charges a credit card when a customer makes a one-time
purchase and elects to pay in multiple installments (payment plan) or when they purchase a
subscription program that involves recurring billing. If a customer closes a credit card
account or has other issues with their card, the auto-charges will not process. When this
happens, you will not be able to collect the funds until the problem is resolved. You can set
up billing automation that will alert both you and the customer that there is an issue.

PayPalPayPal Transactions:  Transactions: Please note that orders and subscriptions that are paid with PayPal,
will not trigger Billing Automation.

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings
 

2. Click on Billing AutomationBilling Automation in the Settings menu at the bottom-left of the page

 
3. Choose a trigger typeChoose a trigger type from the drop-down and click on the Add TriggerAdd Trigger button.
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4. Set the Trigger Criteria.

1. Select an autocharge event from the drop-down: Fails Fails or Is SuccessfulIs Successful.
2. (Optional) Select specific products. If you do not set a product criteria, the trigger

will apply to all products and subscription programs.
1. Select the Fail or Success criteria.
2. Failure Criteria
3. Success Criteria

5. Add Actions. In this example, a tag "Credit Card Failure" is applied to the contact on the
third failed autocharge attempt. You could then initiate a campaign when that tag is
applied .
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6. Click on the Save Trigger Save Trigger button.
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Set Up Automation Based On Credit Card
Expiration Date
Last Modified on 07/25/2018 1:36 pm MST

You can set up billing triggers that help you proactively communicate with a customer when
their card is about to expire. This type of follow up will reduce auto-charge failures due to
expired credit cards.

Expiration Trigger Timing: Expiration Trigger Timing: The billing automation triggers work off of the last day of the
month for the month in which the card is set to expire. For example, if you set the trigger
to activate 10 days prior to expiration, and the card expires 2/2020, the trigger will
activate on 2/19/2020 – 10 days prior to the end of the month in which the card expires.

PayPalPayPal Transactions:  Transactions: Please note that orders and subscriptions that are paid with PayPal,
will not trigger Billing Automation.

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings in the master nav.
 

2. Click on Billing AutomationBilling Automation in the Settings menu.
 

3. Select When a credit card is going to expire from the drop down and click on the AddAdd
TriggerTrigger button.
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4. Set the Trigger Criteria.

1. Select the card type from the drop down. The default is Any Type.

2. Enter the days before expiration. This will allow you to schedule follow up based
on the card expiration date.

3. Choose cards to include based on auto-charge status. The default setting is No,
meaning only the customers whose cards have future charges will receive follow
up. Set this to Yes if you want this automation to apply to ALL of your customers;
even those who do not have active subscription billing.

5. Add Actions Example Actions. Example Actions. A couple of typical actions would be:
Send a task to someone in your company to reach out to the customer
Send the customer an email reminder to update their card.
Add a tag
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6. Click Save TriggerSave Trigger.
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Create A Billing Reminder With Merged
Credit Card Information
Last Modified on 07/25/2018 1:37 pm MST

You can send an email reminder that a credit card is about to expire. You can only access
credit card merge fields when you create emails through the Billing Automatons.

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings

2. Click on Billing AutomationBilling Automation in the settings menu.

3.  Select "When a Credit Card is going to expireWhen a Credit Card is going to expire" and click "Add TriggerAdd Trigger"
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4. After you set up the criteria for an order trigger, you will add actions. Select Sends anSends an
EmailEmail, FaxFax, etc. from the action drop-down.
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5. Select Email Email from the type drop-down and click on AddAdd

6. Create the Email Template, inserting the credit card merge fields where appropriate.
While editing the email body, click the InsertInsert tab to access your merge fields. From the
merge field selections, you will find Credit Card Fields Credit Card Fields near the bottom of the list.
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7. Save Save the email template.

8. Save Save the action and then click on Save TriggerSave Trigger.
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How Your Customers Update Their Credit
Cards
Last Modified on 07/25/2018 1:38 pm MST

The Infusionsoft E-Commerce module includes a secure portal your customers can use to
update their credit card information online. The credit card update merge fields are available
when you create billing related email templates through E-Commerce > Settings > OrderE-Commerce > Settings > Order
Settings > Billing AutomationSettings > Billing Automation. The credit card merge fields only work if the email is initiated
from an order trigger.

 

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings

2. Click on Billing Automation Billing Automation in the settings settings menu.

3. Select an Order TriggerOrder Trigger type from the drop-down and then click on Add TriggerAdd Trigger to set
the Trigger criteria.

4. Select the Send an EmailSend an Email Action from the drop-down and click on Add Add to create a new
email.

5. Click on Merge Merge to add the credit card merge fields to a Plain Text, Drag & Drop, or
Classic email. Make sure you include the credit card update link in the email.

6. Finish and Save Save the email, then Save Save the action and Save Save the trigger.

Don't Forget the Actions! Don't Forget the Actions! You need to assign actions to alert you when a customer
submits a credit card update. The system does not automatically switch billing to
the new card. You must manually change the credit card for orders and
subscriptions. However, the update process can be automated with the help of a
third-party service, like CustomerHub.
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7. Go to the Credit Card section in E-commerce>Settings>OrdersE-commerce>Settings>Orders  to customize the page
appearance and assign Actions that fire off when someone clicks on the update link in
an email or fills out the form.
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Send Yourself An Order Notification Email
Last Modified on 07/25/2018 1:39 pm MST

You can receive an order notification email for each shopping cart purchase and customize a
few other Shopping Cart settings.

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup in the master nav.

2. Click on the Shopping Cart SettingsShopping Cart Settings link at the top right.

3. Checkout Settings
Select the cart type: multi-step or single-step
Default Country: Select your primary country from the drop-down. This country
will display by default when a customer enters their information during checkout,
but they can select a different country during checkout.
International shipping rates will apply to orders from countries outside of this one.
(Optional) The company field is required: Mark this checkbox if you want all
customers to enter a company name during checkout.

4. Tax and Referral Partner Settings
Charge Sales Tax: Mark this checkbox to add sales tax to shopping cart orders.
(Optional) Double pay referral partners: Set to Yes if you want to pay the referring
partner the lead and the sale commission, instead of just the sale commission.
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5. Email Notifications
Enter an email address if you want Infusionsoft to send a notification email for each
shopping cart order. Note: You can only add one email address in the email notification
field.

6. Email Confirmation Requests
If you haven't created the email yet, go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates to create it. Note: This
email will only go to the customers who have never clicked to confirm their permission
in the past.

7. (Optional) Pay Per Click Tracking
Enter your the PPC tracking code from your PPC service provider (e.g. Google, Yahoo,
MSN.)

8. Save Save the settings.
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Transaction > Payment ProcessTransaction > Payment Process
TypeType

  Infusionsoft Automation TriggerInfusionsoft Automation Trigger

 Product/Sub

Credit Card
Autocharge

Attempt
(Billing

automation)

Product
Specific

Purchase
Action 

Global
Purchase
Actions

Purchase
Online

Campaign
Goal

Product From Order
Form/Shopping Cart

Prod Y Y Y Y

Initial Subscription From Order Sub Y Y Y Y

Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

When E-commerce Actions Run
Last Modified on 07/25/2018 1:45 pm MST

Guest Author: 

Christian Wiles
Infusionsoft Certified Consultant and Developer
Automate Today, LLC 

 

There are a lot of automation options when working with the E-Commerce portion of
Infusionsoft. Sometimes it is tough to find out when certain actions will actually run. This
guide, prepared by Infusionsoft Partner, Christian Wiles, shows us the criteria necessary for
an action to run.

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! The following results require the Run Purchase Actions on All Orders option to
be set to YesYes. You can find this setting by going to E-commerce > Settings > OrderE-commerce > Settings > Order.
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Form/Shopping Cart

Manual - Add Order - Add Payment
- Charge Credit - Card Now

Prod Y Y N Y

Manual - Add Subscription -
Autocharge Credit Card - Invoice

Button
Sub Y Y N Y

Manual - Add Subscription - Allow
Cron to Charge Card

Sub Y Y N Y

Legacy Action - Add Order -
Product

Prod Y Y N Y

Legacy Action - Add Order -
Subscription - 1st Iteration

Sub Y Y N Y

Recurring Order Credit Card
Payment AFTER Initial Order

Sub Y N N N

Product w/ Pay Plan from Cart w/
Balance Due - Initial

Prod Y Y Y Y

Manual Order with Pay Plan and
Remaining Balance

Prod Y Y N N

Any Order with Pay Plan and
Payoff Balance

Prod Y Y N N

Transaction > Payment ProcessTransaction > Payment Process
TypeType

  Infusionsoft Automation TriggerInfusionsoft Automation Trigger
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Manual Process of Recurring Order
Payment AFTER Initial Order - Add

Payment - Credit Card Now

Sub Y N N N

Manual Process of Recurring Order
Payment AFTER Initial Order - Add

Payment - Manual
Sub N N N N

Manual Order - Add Order - Add
Payment - No Card Processed (CC

Manual, Cash, Check, etc)
Prod N Y N N

Manual Order - Add Subscription -
Add Payment - No Card Processed

(CC Manual, Cash, Check, etc)
Sub N Y N N

Invoices charged by API service
Invoice.chargeInvoice

Prod Y Y N Y

Invoices charged by API service
Invoice.chargeInvoice - Initial

invoice as recurring
Sub Y Y N Y

Orders created and charged
through API serviceAPI service

OrderService.placeOrder
Prod Y Y Y Y

Subscription Orders created and
charged through API serviceAPI service

OrderService.placeOrder
Sub Y Y Y Y

Add a manual Payment using the

Transaction > Payment ProcessTransaction > Payment Process
TypeType

  Infusionsoft Automation TriggerInfusionsoft Automation Trigger
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API serviceAPI service
InvoiceService.addManualPayment

Prod N Y N NTransaction > Payment ProcessTransaction > Payment Process
TypeType

  Infusionsoft Automation TriggerInfusionsoft Automation Trigger
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Automate Follow Up on Failed and Error
Purchases
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:01 pm MST

"Purchase Actions" are completely optional. A purchase action that runs when a specific item
has been purchased is now incorporated directly in the campaign builder. So "Successful
Purchase Action", "Contact Creation Action" or "Product-Specific Purchase Actions" may not
be very useful to you.

However, the ability to run an action on a "Failed" or "Error" Purchase is still very useful. This
will allow you to send an email after a purchase has failed or errored. The email you send can
be an apology and your contact information so they can reach you. You may also include an
action that sends you a task or email notification so you can follow up with the customer.

By default, purchase actions trigger when someone purchases through the shopping cart and
order forms. Purchase actions will also trigger for legacy order form purchases and manual
orders if you have a product specific action set up and you have this option enabled under E-E-
Commerce > Settings > ProductsCommerce > Settings > Products section.
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1. Go to E-Commerce > ActionsE-Commerce > Actions

2. Create actions for the default settings. Click on an Actions Actions button to add new actions or
copy an existing action set

On Login (Multi-Step Cart)On Login (Multi-Step Cart): These actions are triggered when someone enters their
username and password to log into a multi-step shopping cart.
Contact Creation ActionContact Creation Action: These actions are triggered when someone purchases
who was not already in your Infusionsoft database. The system checks based on
first name, last name, and email address. It will create a new contact record if no
match exists.
Successful Purchase ActionSuccessful Purchase Action: These actions are triggered each time an order is
placed and the credit card charge processes successfully. It can be used to trigger
a new customer welcome and transition a contact from prospect to customer by
updating tag(s) and contact type.
Failed Purchase ActionFailed Purchase Action: These actions are triggered when an order is placed, but
the credit card charge fails. You can send a notification email to an internal team
member and / or send the customer a message prompting them to contact you to
resolve the problem.
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Error Purchase ActionError Purchase Action: These actions are triggered when there is an error (other
than credit card failure) that prevents the order from processing successfully. You
can send a notification to an internal team member to investigate the error and
work to resolve it.

3. To create product specific actions for individual products, click inside the text box and
start typing the name of a product, Once you find the product you are looking for, click
on it.

 
4. Click on the Actions Actions button to add or edit the purchase actions for the product

These purchase actions run regardless of the purchase method (one-time or
subscription.)

 
5. Add as many actions as you like

 
6. Click the Save Save button when finished
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Invoices and Receipts
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:00 pm MST

Order Invoices serve two purposes in Infusionsoft: they are used to request payment for
unpaid orders and are sent as a receipt for paid orders.

There are two options for Invoices and ReceiptsThere are two options for Invoices and Receipts
Enable Payments Invoice & ReceiptEnable Payments Invoice & Receipt Legacy Legacy  Invoice & ReceiptInvoice & Receipt

Can pay online Cannot pay online

No Customization
Can Customize Template (drag and drop &

Custom coding)
Click Here for more information Click Here for more information 

Order Invoices are emailed when:
The "Email the invoice to the customer upon successful paymentEmail the invoice to the customer upon successful payment" is checked at the
bottom of a Order Record.

The "Email receipts/invoices upon successful payment?Email receipts/invoices upon successful payment?" through E-Commerce > Settings
> Orders is checked.
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You can also manually send an invoice when a customer requests it or if you are not
automatically sending invoices upon successful payments.
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Order Receipt are emailed automatically when:

Order Receipts are sent only only when a purchase is made through a Shopping CartShopping Cart or OrderOrder
FormForm.  However, payments made through the Invoice is considered a Order FormOrder Form and will
trigger the Receipt.  Click HERE to find out more about receipts sent when Payments by
invoice is enabled.

The ReceiptsReceipts is checked through E-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup > Payment Options
> Receipts.
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The "Email receipts/invoices upon successful payment?Email receipts/invoices upon successful payment?" through E-Commerce > Settings
> Orders is checked.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Setup Payment Collection Invoice
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:06 pm MST

Enable payment collection on Invoices

The invoices will work with all order types: online orders, unpaid orders, or manual orders.
To enable this feature:

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings
 

2. Click on OrdersOrders
 

3. Under the Invoice section, you will see a new setting allowing you to enable this new
feature.

 
4. Click SaveSave

As an example, we'll show you the workflow of sending an invoice from a manual order.

When you are ready to send the invoice from a manual order, click the Send InvoiceSend Invoice
button at the bottom of the order record and follow the instructions below:
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1. Payment OptionsPayment Options: Choose whether to send the invoice with or without an online
payment option.
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2. Modify the To To and Subject Subject line if you wish.

 
3. Edit the open text fields
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Pro Tip: The logo is pulled from Nav > Admin > Branding Center > Logo Tab > External
Pages Logo

4. Click Send InvoiceSend Invoice
 

5. Your customer will receive the invoice email with a button labeled, View myView my
InvoiceInvoice. They can view the invoice and its current status (paid or unpaid) at any time in
the future.

 
6. At the bottom of the online invoice, there will be an option to pay nowpay now.
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7. Your customer will enter their payment information and click SubmitSubmit.
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8. Upon successful payment, your customer will be redirected to an "Invoice Paid" success

page.
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9. Your customer will then receive an order receipt.
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Pro-Tips!

Invoice templates are mobile responsive, meaning they will maintain a professional
look on all devices - like phones and tablets.
Invoice emails will only allow you to edit the open text fields.
For a ReceiptReceipt to be sent you must enabled under E-Commerce > Settings > Orders >
"Email receipts/invoices upon successful payment?"

Invoice - Default Fields
There are options available that will allow you to save default fields for Invoices and Receipts.
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You can create and save:

Default "From" Email Address
Default Email Subject
Default Email Body
Default Email Closing
Terms & Conditions

 

Click on the See ExampleSee Example link next to a section to see where it lies on the Invoice or Quote
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Invoice - International Tax Settings

As an international customer, you can use Infusionsoft Invoices AND be compliant with your
government's invoice tax requirements. There is a setting to add your tax identification
requirements.

Available Business Number tax type options:

ABN
BN
EIN
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VAT

Invoice Title and Tax Label will automatically update based on your selected Business
Number tax type. However, these fields are editable so you can customize to your
specifications as needed.

Legal Requirements for Reference:

Austraila / New Zealand
United Kingdom
Canada
US

Receipts

There are a couple settings that will trigger a Receipt when a purchase is made. When an
order is paid for through an invoice a receipt can be sent confirming payment. 
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1. Go to E-Commerce > Settings > Orders

2.  Check Yes next to "Email receipts/invoices upon successful payment?Email receipts/invoices upon successful payment?"
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3. This will then send this Receipt when a payment is made through an Invoice.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Automate Follow-Up When a Purchase is
Made
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:07 pm MST

By default, purchase actions trigger when someone purchases through the shopping cart and
order forms. Purchase actions will also trigger for legacy order form purchases and manual
orders if you have a product specific action set up and you have this option enabled under E-E-
Commerce > Settings > ProductsCommerce > Settings > Products section.

 Protip: For successful purchase actions it's recommend to use the Campaign Builder
Purchase Goal . This offers more reporting options

Go to E-Commerce > ActionsE-Commerce > Actions

Create actions for the default settings. Click on an Actions Actions button to add new actions or copy
an existing action set

Protip: These are pop-ups. Make sure your browser doesn't have pop-up blockers
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enabled.

On Login (Multi-Step Cart)On Login (Multi-Step Cart): These actions are triggered when someone enters their
username and password to log into a multi-step shopping cart.
Contact Creation ActionContact Creation Action: These actions are triggered when someone purchases who was
not already in your Infusionsoft database. The system checks based on first name, last
name, and email address. It will create a new contact record if no match exists.
Successful Purchase ActionSuccessful Purchase Action: These actions are triggered each time an order is placed
and the credit card charge processes successfully. It can be used to trigger a new
customer welcome and transition a contact from prospect to customer by updating
tag(s) and contact type.
Failed Purchase ActionFailed Purchase Action: These actions are triggered when an order is placed, but the
credit card charge fails. You can send a notification email to an internal team member
and / or send the customer a message prompting them to contact you to resolve the
problem.
Error Purchase ActionError Purchase Action: These actions are triggered when there is an error (other than
credit card failure) that prevents the order from processing successfully. You can send a
notification to an internal team member to investigate the error and work to resolve it.

 

To create product specific actions for individual products, click inside the text box and start
typing the name of a product

Once you find the product you are looking for, click on it.
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Click on the Actions Actions button to add or edit the purchase actions for the product

These purchase actions run regardless of the purchase method (one-time or subscription.)
Add as many actions as you like.

 

Click the Save Save button when finished
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Manually Send an Invoice
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:07 pm MST

You can also manually send an invoice when a customer requests it, you want to send an
invoice for an unpaid order, or if you are not automatically sending invoices upon successful
payment.

While viewing a contact record, click on the Order tab.

 Click on the name of the order to open it.

Scroll down to the bottom of the order and click on the Send InvoiceSend Invoice button.
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Choose to send the email without invoice, or with printable
invoice and click on the Send Invoice(s)Send Invoice(s) button.

By default, the option to 'Create a new Printable Invoice' is selected but there are 2
options:

"Choose 'Do not send this invoice'", the email will be sent without the invoice
attached.
"'Create a new printable Invoice'", the system will create the invoice as an
attachment and it will be sent with the email.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Merchant Accounts And Gateways
Explained
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:08 pm MST

What is a Merchant Account?

A merchant account is a type of bank account that is used to hold funds from credit and debit
card transactions. When you swipe your debit card or fill out credit card information online, a
payment gateway bundles and approves the transaction and then the money from your
personal account or credit line is processed and acquired by a merchant account. This all
happens in a matter of seconds. From there, the funds are normally transferred to a
business bank account after a few days.

In order to accept credit and debit cards online, you must have a merchant account setup
with one of our approved providers, like PowerPay. The alternative is to use an aggregator
(PayPal), which uses their own merchant account to process transactions on behalf of
another company or individual. When you use an account provider like PowerPay, you get a
dedicated account with strong customer service. If you are looking for a merchant account or
considering switching from your current provider, we recommend Infusionsoft Payments.

What is a Payment Gateway?

A payment gateway is simply the gatekeeper. When you swipe your credit card or purchase
an item online, the gateway will bundle the info and send it to Visa or MasterCard and then
down the line to the issuing bank to confirm there are sufficient funds. If everything is in
order, the gateway will approve the transaction and pass approval to the merchant account.
At this point, the merchant account captures the funds from the transaction.

As mentioned above, you must have a merchant account and a payment gateway in order to
accept online transactions. It is common for a merchant account and a payment gateway to
be provided as a package deal by the same company. For example, if you sign up for an
Infusionsoft Payments account, the gateway is included as an all in one solution that is
directly integrated into your Infusionsoft application.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Payment Options In Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:08 pm MST

You can use PayPal and/or a merchant account to process payments. When an order is
placed through the shopping cart, an order form, or via a manually created order,
Infusionsoft collects the information (e.g., customer, product(s) fees, sales tax, and shipping
fees). It then calculates an order total and passes that number and the billing information
(name, address, and encrypted credit card number) securely to a payment processor. The
payment processor takes that information and completes the actual financial transaction,
charging the customer's credit card.

The payment processor also handles the currency part of the transaction. Infusionsoft passes
a number to the processor, and the charge is processed based on the currency you have set
up in their system.

Payment Processor TypePayment Processor Type BenefitsBenefits
Compatible OrderCompatible Order

Method(s)Method(s)
Item Type(s)Item Type(s)

Inexpensive to
set up
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PayPal

Easier to qualify
Customers can
pay with
balance
transfers
Pay per use, no
monthly fee

Shopping cart
and order
forms

Products and
Subscriptions

Merchant Account /
Gateway

Note:  Paypal Payflow Pro is a
gateway. It is different from a
standard business PayPal
account.

More robust
Customer
makes the
payment on
your website
Credit card
statement
displays your
business name

Shopping
cart, order
form, and
manual
orders

Product and
subscription
payment
plans

Payment Processor TypePayment Processor Type BenefitsBenefits
Compatible OrderCompatible Order

Method(s)Method(s)
Item Type(s)Item Type(s)
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Enable Merchant Account Error
Notifications
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:09 pm MST

Use this setting to send yourself a notification email when your merchant account does not
process an order multiple times in a row.

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings

2. Click on Orders Orders in the settings menu.
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3. Go to the Notifications section to edit the following defaults:

Merchant Failures Before Notification: Merchant Failures Before Notification: The system will automatically sendautomatically send the
notification email every time a merchant account cannot process a charge for an
individual order. Enter a number here if you want the charge to fail more than
once before you get notified. This number represents consecutive failures for an
individual order and is reset to zero when a charge is successfully processed for
that order.

Notification Email AddressNotification Email Address: This email address will receive a notification when a
merchant account cannot process a charge. You can view the failure reason in the
order record under the payment status column. You may need to update
merchant account settings in Infusionsoft, contact the customer, or work with the
merchant account provider to resolve the issue.

Protip: If the Notification Email Address field is empty the notification will be
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sent to the Default User .

4. Scroll to the bottom of the settings and click on Save Save to apply the updates.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Supported Merchant Accounts
Last Modified on 10/04/2018 2:52 pm MST

Below, are the merchant accounts and gateways that we currently support. You will need to
research these companies further to determine which of these providers is best for your
business. Note that qualification requirements, fees, order thresholds, and services vary.

To help you choose the best service possible, we have listed out the merchant accounts and
gateways along with the geographic area they serve. If you are in the US, UK or CanadaUS, UK or Canada, we
recommend our own processor, Infusionsoft Payments Infusionsoft Payments. 

Infusionsoft PaymentsInfusionsoft Payments is built for small businesses like yours and will give you the best level
of integration. You can use the following links to learn more, review their sites, service
countries, and programs. 

After you set up an account with one of these providers, go to E-Commerce > E-CommerceE-Commerce > E-Commerce
SetupSetup and click on Payment TypePayment Type. 

The following merchants Beanstream, Sage Pay, Easy Pay, Worldpay, USA ePay, Moneris,
DPS, Internet Secure are no longer be available in Infusionsoft. For more information
review the Release Notes hereere .

Merchant Account Options

PowerPay

We recommend because they are the leading
provider of merchant account services for small
businesses. PowerPay can provide payment
acceptance for eCommerce merchants who do not
have a presence within the US.  Click here to learn
more.

PayPal Payflow Pro Click here to learn more.
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Authorize.net US, Canada, Possibly more (contact the vendor) Click
here to learn more.

eWAY Australia Click here to learn more. 

CartConnect
CartConnect creates custom integrations between
your merchant account and Infusionsoft. Click here
to learn more.

Nexus Merchants
Many countries are available. Click here to learn
more

Network Merchants
(NMI)

 US only. Click here to find out more. (Scroll all the way
down to submit a "GET IN TOUCH TO LEARN MORE"
form)
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Powerpay Merchant Account
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:09 pm MST

PowerPay provides merchant account services in the United States and Canada. When you
integrate with a PowerPay merchant account, you can process payments through any
method (order forms, shopping cart, or manual orders). It will also handle auto-charges for
subscription or payment plans. PowerPay will create a bundled package for you that will
include a payment gateway along with your merchant account. PowerPay understands small
business, and they provide superior customer service and competitive pricing. Click here to
find out about the special offer they provide for Infusionsoft customers.

Once your PowerPay account is approved and activated, you will need to integrate it with the
Infusionsoft E-Commerce component.

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
 

2. Click on Payment TypesPayment Types in the Settings menu.

 
3. Make sure Process Credit Card Payments is checked and Click the Add new...Add new... link.
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4. Select PowerPayPowerPay from the drop-down.

 
5. Fill in the PowerPay w/ Athorize.NET account information. Some of this information

must be obtained from PowerPay.

NameName: The name should be short and descriptive. It is used to identify this
merchant account in various lists throughout Infusionsoft (e.g.PowerPay.)
Login IDLogin ID: This is provided by PowerPay
Transactional KeyTransactional Key: This is provided by PowerPay
(Optional) PasswordPassword: This is your PowerPay account Password.
(Optional) Account LimitAccount Limit: This field is used to set a maximum charge amount for
this particular merchant account.
Test ModeTest Mode: Set this to Test Mode when you are testing the integration. Come back
and set it to Live Mode before you begin processing orders through this account!
Send Transaction EmailSend Transaction Email: Set this to Yes if you want to receive a Transaction Email
for each purchase in addition to the order notifications Infusionsoft sends to you.

6. Click the Save Save button.
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7. Once it is set up, you can test your account by going to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings and click
on Merchant AccountsMerchant Accounts.

 
8. Go to the Test Account column and click on the link to process a test charge.

 
9. Enter valid billing and credit card information to run a test charge.

 
10. When the test charge processes successfully, edit the PowerPay account to switch from

Test Mode to Live Mode.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

First Data Merchant Account
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:10 pm MST

First Data provides merchant account services in the United States. When you integrate with
the First Data merchant gateway, you are able to process payments through any method
(order forms, shopping cart, or manual orders). It will also handle auto-charges for
subscription or payment plans. When a customer submits payment through the First Data
gateway, they never leave your company website - First Data simply processes payments on
the back end. Learn more about First Data .

Once your First Data account is approved and activated, you will need to integrate it with the
Infusionsoft E-Commerce component.

Please Note! If you do not have the shopping cart / order forms plugin, your menu will
look similar to the one below. You would go to E-Commerce > Payment Setup 

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
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2. Click on Payment TypesPayment Types.

 
3. Click the Add new...Add new... link to setup your merchant account.

 
4. Select First Data e4 GatewayFirst Data e4 Gateway from the drop-down.
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5. Fill in the First Data e4 Gateway account information.
Some of this information must be obtained from First Data. (Contact First Data Support )

Name: The name should be short and descriptive. It is used to identify this
merchant account in various lists throughout Infusionsoft (e.g. First Data A.)
Exact ID: (Also called, Gateway ID): This is obtained from First Data.
Password: This is obtained from First Data.
Merchant Store Number: This is assigned by First Data.
(Optional) Account Limit: This field is used to set a maximum charge amount for
this particular merchant account.

6. From the drop down select "Live Mode". Make sure to login directly to First Data to
make sure the account isn't in Test Mode as well. 
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Authorize.net Merchant Account
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:10 pm MST

Authorize.Net provides merchant account services in the United States. When you integrate
with the Authorize.Net  merchant gateway, you are able to process payments through any
method (order forms, shopping cart, or manual orders). It will also handle auto-charges for
subscription or payment plans. When a customer submits payment through the
Authorize.Net gateway, they never leave your company website - Authorize.Net simply
processes payments on the back end.

Once your Authorize.Net account is approved and activated, you will need to integrate it with
the Infusionsoft E-Commerce component. 

Note: If you are processing international payments, you will need to activate this option
on your Authorize.Net account through Account > Address Verification ServicesAccount > Address Verification Services. Un-check
the G, U and S fields and then save the changes.

Helpful Authorize.Net Links:

 Useful links when a customer transaction fails.
Response Codes look up (type the error code into the search field) 
Table of common decline reasons
Error 11: A duplicate transaction has been submitted (response code 11)
Error 13: The merchant login ID or password is invalid or the account is inactive.
(response code 13)
Error 66: This transaction cannot be accepted for processing. (response code 66)
Error 98: This transaction cannot be accepted . (response code 98)
Error 123: This account has not been given the permissions required for this
request. (response code 123)
How Do I Look up Authorize.Net Api Response Codes?

Please Note! If you do not have the shopping cart / order forms plugin, your menu will
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look similar to the one below. You would go to E-Commerce > Payment Setup 

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup E-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup

2. Click on Payment TypesPayment Types.
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3. Check the box next to the credit card icons and click the "Add new"Add new"

 

4. Select Authorize.NetAuthorize.Net from the Merchant Account drop-down.

5. Fill in the Authorize.NET Account Information and Save your changes. Some of this
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5. Fill in the Authorize.NET Account Information and Save your changes. Some of this
information must be obtained from Authorize.net. (Visit the Authorize.Net Support
Center .)

NameName: The name should be short and descriptive. It is used to identify this
merchant account in various lists throughout Infusionsoft (e.g. Authorize.Net A.)
Login IDLogin ID: This is the API Login ID from Authorize.net. To get this ID.

Log into your Authorize.Net account .
Select Security Settings from the Settings dropdown menu.
Click on API Login ID and Transaction Key.
Copy the API Login ID and paste it into the Infusionsoft merchanta account
settings.

Transaction KeyTransaction Key: You must generate the transaction key through your
Authorize.Net account.
Test ModeTest Mode: Set this to Test Mode when you are testing the integration. Come back
and set it to Live Mode before you begin processing orders through this account.
There is also a Test Mode in Authorize.Net that must be disabled before you can
successfully process real transactions.
Send Transaction EmailSend Transaction Email: Set this to Yes if you want to receive a transaction email
from Authorize.Net for each purchase in addition to the order notifications
Infusionsoft sends to you.
Click SaveSave when finished

6. Check the Credit CardCredit Card check box again.
 

7. Select your new Authorize.Net merchant account from the drop-down and save save your
changes.
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Authorize.net Card Present Merchant
Account
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:11 pm MST

Authorize.Net provides merchant account services in the United States. When you integrate
with the Authorize.Net  merchant gateway, you are able to process payments through any
method (order forms, shopping cart, or manual orders). It will also handle auto-charges for
subscription or payment plans. When a customer submits payment through the
Authorize.Net gateway, they never leave your company website - Authorize.Net simply
processes payments on the back end.

Once your Authorize.Net account is approved and activated, you will need to integrate it with
the Infusionsoft E-Commerce component. 

Note: If you are processing international payments, you will need to activate this option
on your Authorize.Net account through Account > Address Verification ServicesAccount > Address Verification Services. Uncheck
the G, U and S fields and then save the changes.

Please Note! If you do not have the shopping cart / order forms plugin, your menu will
look similar to the one below. You would go to E-Commerce > Payment Setup
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1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings

2. Click on Payment Types.
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3. Check the box next to the credit card icons and click the "Add new"Add new"

4. Select Authorize.Net (Card Present Method)Authorize.Net (Card Present Method) from the Merchant Account drop-down
 

5. Fill in the Authorize.Net Card Present Account Information.
Some of this information must be obtained from Authorize.net. (Visit the Authorize.Net
Support Center .)

NameName: The name should be short and descriptive. It is used to identify this
merchant account in various lists throughout Infusionsoft (e.g. Authorize.Net A.)
Login IDLogin ID: This is the API Login ID from Authorize.net. To get this ID:

Log into your Authorize.Net account .
Select Security Settings from the Settings dropdown menu.
Click on API Login ID and Transaction Key.
Copy the API Login ID and paste it into the Infusionsoft merchant account
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settings.
Transaction KeyTransaction Key: You must generate the Transaction Key through your
Authorize.Net account.
(Optional) Account Limit Account Limit: This field is used to set a maximum charge amount for
this particular merchant account.
Device TypeDevice Type: Select a device type from the dropdown that represents the place
where the order will originate. Note: Custom API integration is required for any
method other than the Infusionsoft Shopping Cart or order forms.
Test ModeTest Mode: Set this to Test Mode when you are testing the integration. Come back
and set it to Live Mode before you begin processing orders through this account.
 There is also a Test Mode in Authorize.Net that must be disabled before you can
successfully process real transactions.
Send Transaction EmailSend Transaction Email: Set this to Yes if you want to receive a Transaction Email
from Authorize.Net for each purchase in addition to the order notifications
Infusionsoft sends to you.
Click SaveSave when finished
 

6. Check the Credit Card check box again.

7. Select your new Authorize.Net merchant account from the drop-down and save your
changes.
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eWAY Merchant Account
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:11 pm MST

eWAY provides merchant account services in Australia. When you integrate with the eWAY
merchant gateway, you are able to process payments through any method (order forms,
shopping cart, or manual orders). It will also handle auto-charges for subscription or payment
plans. When a customer submits payment through the eWAY gateway, they never leave your
company website - eWAY simply processes payments on the back end.

Once your eWAY account is approved and activated, you will need to integrate it with the
Infusionsoft E-Commerce component.

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings
 

2. Click on Merchant AccountsMerchant Accounts in the settings menu.
 

3. Select eWAY eWAY from the Merchant Account drop-down.
 

4. Fill in the eWAY Account Information.
Some of this information must be obtained from eWAY (contact eWAY Support to
request assistance.)

NameName: The name should be short and descriptive. It is used to identify this
merchant account in various lists throughout Infusionsoft (e.g. eWAY A.)
Customer IDCustomer ID: This is your eWAY Customer ID.
UsernameUsername: eWAY has provided instruction on how to obtain this information.
PasswordPassword: eWAY has provided instruction on how to obtain this information.
(Optional) Account LimitAccount Limit: This field is used to set a maximum charge amount for
this particular merchant account.
Test ModeTest Mode: Set this to Test Mode when you are testing the integration. Come back
and set it to Live Mode before you begin processing orders through this account.

5. Click SaveSave.
 

6. Go to the Test Account column and click on the link to process a test charge.
 

7. Enter valid billing and credit card information to run a test charge.
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8. When the test charge processes successfully, edit the eWAY account to switch from Test
Mode to Live Mode.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Network Merchants (NMI) Merchant
Account
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:11 pm MST

Network Merchants provides merchant account services in the United States. When you
integrate with the NMI merchant gateway, you are able to process payments through any
method (order forms, shopping cart, or manual orders). It will also handle auto-charges for
subscription or payment plans. When a customer submits payment through the NMI
gateway, they never leave your company website - NMI simply processes payments on the
back end. 

Once your Network Merchants account is approved and activated, you will need to integrate
it with the Infusionsoft E-Commerce component. 

If you are receiving transaction errors on your orders, please take a look at Network
Merchant's error codes and contact them as soon as possible.

Please Note! If you do not have the shopping cart / order forms plugin, your menu will
look similar to the one below. You would go to E-Commerce > Payment Setup 
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1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup

 

2. Click on Payment Options Payment Options in the settings menu.

 

3. Click the Add new...Add new... link to setup your merchant account.
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4. Select Network Merchants from the Merchant Account drop-down.

 
5. Fill in the Network Merchants Account Information.

Some of this information must be obtained from NMI (Contact NMI Support .)
NameName: The name should be short and descriptive. It is used to identify this
merchant account in various lists throughout Infusionsoft (e.g. NMI)
UsernameUsername: Enter the Username you use to access your NMI account .
PasswordPassword: Enter the Username you use to access your NMI account.
(Optional) Account LimitAccount Limit: This field is used to set a maximum charge amount for
this particular merchant account.
Test ModeTest Mode: Set to Test Mode by default when you are ready set it to Live Mode
before you begin processing orders through this account.
Click SaveSave when finished

6. Check the Credit CardCredit Card check box again.

7. Select your new Network MerchantsNetwork Merchants merchant account from the drop-down and
save save your changes.
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Nexus Merchants Integration
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:12 pm MST

Nexus Merchants provides a bridge with popular merchant accounts such as Stripe and
Braintree. When you integrate an account with the Nexus Merchants merchant gateway, you
are able to process payments through any method (order forms, shopping cart, or manual
orders). It will also handle auto-charges for subscriptions or payment plans.

You can refund and void payments within Infusionsoft without having to log into the
merchant account to complete the process.

Once you have set up your Nexus Merchant account and added your Stripe or Braintree keys
to the system, you will need to integrate it with the Infusionsoft E-Commerce component.

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup E-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup

2. Click on Payment TypesPayment Types.
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3. Select Nexus MerchantsNexus Merchants from the Merchant Account drop-down

4. Fill in the following Nexus merchant account information
Name:Name: The name should be short and descriptive.  It is used to identify this
merchant account in various lists throughout Infusionsoft (e.g. Nexus Merchants)
Username:Username:  This is the username used to access your Nexus Merchants account
Password:Password:  This is the password used to access your Nexus Merchants account
Click SaveSave

5. Check the Credit CardCredit Card check box again.

6. Select your new Nexus merchant account from the drop-down and save save your changes.
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How to locate your Merchant Account ID
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:12 pm MST

To connect your online store to your Merchant Account that is setup within Infusionsoft, you
will need your Merchant ID. Here are the steps to locate your Merchant ID.

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings

2. Click OrdersOrders from Left hand menu

3. Right click on the drop down located next to Default Merchant Acct for Manual OrdersDefault Merchant Acct for Manual Orders
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4. If you are using Chrome the from your keyboard use Ctrl+FCtrl+F > in the Search field type
"please select a default merchantplease select a default merchant"

5. User the number that is to the left of your Merchant

6. In Firefox you would follow the exact steps as listed above but the search is there
automatically. 
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

FlexPay Merchant Account
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:12 pm MST

FlexPay  helps to mitigate credit card declines by using AI-Driven machine learning to figure
out the best time, transit, and testing process to handle your transactions. It acts as a bridge
between Infusionsoft and over 100 supported payment processors .

1. Sign up for a FlexPay  account

2. Once you have your account set up, you'll need to generate an API key .

3. Sign in to your Infusionsoft account and go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup >E-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup >
Payment TypesPayment Types

4. (Optional) Click the link to view other payment methods if you only see the Infusionsoft
Payments option
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5. Check the Other Credit Card ProcessorsOther Credit Card Processors checkbox

6. Click Add new...Add new... and select FlexPay Merchant Account FlexPay Merchant Account from the list

7. Give it an internal name (e.g., "FlexPay"), enter your API key and click SaveSave.
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8. It's recommended to check out this article and go over the default billing settings before
you start charging cards.
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Sage Pay IP Address Update
Last Modified on 08/09/2018 10:47 am MST

Infusionsoft data is being migrated to the Google Cloud, resulting in a change to
Infusionsoft’s IP addresses. For Sage Pay users, in order to continue transacting with Sage
Pay, they’ll need to make a quick update to their account.

Prior to 28, September 2018, they will need to add 3 new IP addresses to their Sage Pay
account. The simple process is explained below.

Logging into your My Sage Pay

Before you can add any IP addresses to your account you will first need to login to your
MySagePay admin panel as a user with administrative rights.

You can login to either Test MySagePay or Live MySagePay to add your IP addresses.

Any IP addresses that are added onto your Test account will not be carried over to your Live
account.  Also any IP addresses added to Live will not transfer over to test.

If you would like to add an IP address to both Test and Live you will need to log into each
MySagePay and enter the IP address manually.

Adding your IP Address

Now that you have logged into your MySagePay you are ready to add your IP address.

1. The first thing you will need to do is select the “Settings” section from the menu at the
top of the page.  
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2. Once you have done this you will see a list of options presented down the left hand
panel of the screen.  Select “Valid IPs” from the list and you will be taken to the IP page.

3. You can then select the “Add” button to enter the IP address you would like to add to
your account.

Add ALL of the following IP Addresses:

035.230.122.40

035.230.122.41

035.230.122.42

Note: You should not remove the IP addresses that you already have on your account.
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4. When you add an IP address to your SagePay account you will also need to enter a
Subnet Mask.

5. The subnet mask tells the Sage Pay systems what to accept when a post is received
from your IP address.

6. Add the following subnet mask to each of the 3 IP addresses listed above

255.255.255.255

7. Click "Add" and repeat until all 3 IP addresses have been added to the Whitelist.
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Infusionsoft Payments FAQ
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:13 pm MST

Infusionsoft Payments Overview
Fast setup and easy to useFast setup and easy to use: Getting paid shouldn’t be stressful – Infusionsoft Payments
makes it simple. Signing up is easy and stress-free (and takes about 10 minutes). Most
customers will be approved and able to accept credit cards in minutes.
 
Transparent pricingTransparent pricing: Just because you’re a small business owner, doesn’t mean you
should be charged more. Infusionsoft Payments charges a low, flat rate of 2.9% + $.30
per transaction. Funds typically clear within 48 hours. You even have the option to
decide how frequently you would like your funds to be deposited. No hidden fees and
no surprises mean more of your hard-earned money stays in your pocket.
 
Integrated and painless payment processingIntegrated and painless payment processing: Tired of calling two different companies for
support issues? Infusionsoft Payments is seamlessly integrated, from setup to support.
So, whether you work out of the office or on the road, you can stop stressing about
when and how you’re going to get paid – and get back to running your business.

Questions about signing up

How do I sign up for Infusionsoft Payments? How do I sign up for Infusionsoft Payments? Navigate to the E-commerce Setup page from
the the main menu, and click on the Payment TypesPayment Types link in the Payments section. At the top
of the Payment Types page you will see the Infusionsoft Payments section where you can sign
up for Infusionsoft Payments. Full walk through here .

Is Infusionsoft Payments available in my country? Is Infusionsoft Payments available in my country? Infusionsoft payments is currently only
accepting new customers with bank accounts in the United States, the United Kingdom and
Canada.

Who is eligible to sign up for Infusionsoft Payments? Who is eligible to sign up for Infusionsoft Payments? Any admin user in your Infusionsoft
account can sign up for Infusionsoft Payments. The person who signs up must be a financial
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representative of your company and must be an account holder on the bank account you
plan to receive your funds into.

Why do I need to provide my Social Security number?Why do I need to provide my Social Security number? We are required by law to to collect and
verify certain information about our customers.

I’m using Infusionsoft Payments for my business, why do I have to provide my personalI’m using Infusionsoft Payments for my business, why do I have to provide my personal
information? information? We require you to provide personal information such as your Social Security
number and date of birth to confirm that you're authorized to act on behalf of the business.
This prevents unauthorized people from creating an account on behalf of your business.

Is my information safe? Is my information safe? Absolutely yes! Protecting your information and your privacy is above
and beyond our top priority. We encrypt and store all sensitive information in a PCI
Compliant environment.

Will this affect my taxes?Will this affect my taxes? Under certain conditions, we may be required to provide you and
the IRS with an informational record of your payments. It's up to you and a tax professional to
determine how payments you receive using Infusionsoft Payments should be reported to the
IRS. Learn more about tax reporting.

What’s an EIN?What’s an EIN? An Employer Identification Number (EIN) is a Federal Tax Identification
Number used to identify a business. Your EIN can be found on the the paperwork you filed
with the IRS to legally form your business. If you did not file with the IRS, you likely don’t have
an EIN.

Where can I find business type? Where can I find business type? This can be found on the paperwork you filed with the IRS to
legally form your business. If you did not file with the IRS, you are likely a sole proprietor or
independent contractor.

Who is WePay? Who is WePay? WePay is the payment software company that Infusionsoft has partnered with
to build Infusionsoft Payments. You can learn more about WePay here.

Post signup questions

How soon after sign up can I begin taking payments?How soon after sign up can I begin taking payments? You can begin taking payments through
Infusionsoft immediately after completing the Infusionsoft Payments setup process.

How do I transfer existing subscriptions or payment plans to be billed through InfusionsoftHow do I transfer existing subscriptions or payment plans to be billed through Infusionsoft
Payments?Payments?You will need to contact our Support team for assistance.
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How do I set Infusionsoft Payments to be my default merchant account? How do I set Infusionsoft Payments to be my default merchant account? If this is the first
merchant account you’ve set up in your Infusionsoft app, then Infusionsoft Payments will
automatically be set as the default merchant account to process credit cards. If you already
have a different merchant account setup, you will see a new radio button option on the
payment types page allowing you to select whether you want Infusionsoft Payments or your
other merchant account to be the default merchant account for your app.

What credit cards can I accept with Infusionsoft Payments? What credit cards can I accept with Infusionsoft Payments? When using Infusionsoft
Payments you can accept Visa, Mastercard, American Express and Discover cards. Debit cards
backed by Visa or Mastercard are accepted as well.

How do I sign in to manage my Infusionsoft Payments account? How do I sign in to manage my Infusionsoft Payments account? After completing the setup of
your Infusionsoft Payments account you will see a link titled ‘manage account’ in the
Infusionsoft Payments section of the Payment Types page in Infusionsoft. Clicking this link will
take you to a login page where you will use your Infusionsoft Payments login email and
password to access your account. Remember, these login credentials are separate from your
Infusionsoft login credentials.

When will my funds be available for withdrawal? When will my funds be available for withdrawal? Our goal is to release your money for
withdrawal as soon as possible. Once your payments have been fully processed they will be
released for withdrawal.

Does Infusionsoft Payments have a required risk reserve minimum balance? Does Infusionsoft Payments have a required risk reserve minimum balance? Reserves are
sometimes held to protect your business against chargebacks or disputes. We do not have a
set reserve amount for our customers, instead any possible reserves will be set automatically
based on the transaction history in your account as well as the information you provide in
your profile, your industry, and how you’re using Infusionsoft Payments.

I have an upcoming product launch which will result in a spike in sales, do I need to notifyI have an upcoming product launch which will result in a spike in sales, do I need to notify
Infusionsoft first? Infusionsoft first? We expect your business to grow! Which is why Infusionsoft Payments takes
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into consideration product launches and other activity that could cause a spike in sales. We
treat these occurrences as normal business and as long as your account is active you
shouldn't be concerned about having funds frozen due to an increase is sales. Feel free to
notify us of any upcoming spikes in sales but it is not required.

Other Questions

Can I set up more than one Infusionsoft Payments account?Can I set up more than one Infusionsoft Payments account? Only one Infusionsoft Payments
account can be set up per Infusionsoft account.

How do I get additional support?How do I get additional support? Infusionsoft Payments is supported by the Infusionsoft
support team. Click here to contact Support.
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Infusionsoft Payments Setup Guide
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:15 pm MST

Infusionsoft Payments eliminates stress for small businesses needing to accept credit cards.
With Infusionsoft Payments, it’s easy to accept credit cards in minutes. Infusionsoft Payments
offers fast setup, transparent pricing and integrated, painless processing. Take the stress out
of getting paid and get back to running your business.

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup in the main navigation menu
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2. Click on the Payment TypesPayment Types link

 
3. To sign up, select the email address of the financial administrator of your Infusionsoft

account, choose your country and click the Get Started Get Started button
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Pro Tip! Pro Tip! Check out the Canada and UK FAQ pages

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! Only Administrators in your Infusionsoft account have access to sign up with
Infusionsoft Payments.

4. You will receive an email titled, Please set up your Infusionsoft Payments account
 

5. Click on the Set Up Your AccountSet Up Your Account button

 
6. Enter a Password and click the Continue Continue button. You will now be redirected back to

your Infusionsoft account to finish the signup process.

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! For increased security, the password you create for your Infusionsoft Payments
account is separate from your Infusionsoft account login and password.
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7. Complete the Account Setup section by entering your bank information and click the
Add BankAdd Bank button.

Collect Payments Collect Payments As soon as you add your bank account information, you can start
collecting payments; however you will not receive funds until you complete your
application.

 
8. Click the connect your bank accountconnect your bank account link to complete the application process

 
9. Once completed, you will be returned to the Payment Types page to see the details of

your account
 

10. Click Manage AccountManage Account to go to the WePay portal to manage your account. You will use
the email and password you used in step #6
 

11. If you already have a payment gateway set up in your Infusionsoft account, you will
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need to set Infusionsoft Payments as your Default.

Go to E-Commerce > Settings > Orders and next to "Default Merchant Acct for ManualE-Commerce > Settings > Orders and next to "Default Merchant Acct for Manual
Orders"Orders" select Infusionsoft Payments from the drop down.
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Who Is WePay
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:15 pm MST

WePay is the payment technology company that Infusionsoft has partnered with to build
Infusionsoft Payments. WePay is the most flexible and easy to use payment processing
solution designed specifically as a payment enablement solution for platforms like
Infusionsoft. You can learn more about WePay here.

I have a question about Infusionsoft Payments, should I
contact WePay or Infusionsoft?

Infusionsoft Payments is fully supported by the Infusionsoft Support team. All questions or
issues can be directed to the Infusionsoft Payments support team via in-app chat or phone.
Click here for Infusionsoft Support contact information.

Why do emails for Infusionsoft Payments come from
support@wepay.com?

As our payment technology partner for Infusionsoft Payments, WePay will send you emails
on behalf of Infusionsoft Payments in regards to activity on your account and actions that
may be required. If you have any questions about these emails, simply contact our support
team here .

Where are the WePay terms of service & privacy policy?

Click here to view the WePay terms of service & privacy policy. When signing up for
Infusionsoft Payments you are agreeing to the terms outlined on this page.
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Infusionsoft Payments Canada FAQ
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:14 pm MST

This FAQ is an addendum to the primary Infusionsoft Payments FAQ which can be found here
.

Who is eligible for Infusionsoft Payments Canada?

Here are the requirements for using Infusionsoft Payments in Canada:

You must have a Canadian tax ID
You must have a Canadian Social Insurance number
You must have a Canadian bank account
You will only be able to accept payments in Canadian dollars (CAD) through Infusionsoft
Payments
Funds can only be settled to your bank account in Canadian dollars

Which credit cards can I accept through Infusionsoft
Payments Canada?

Visa and MasterCard can be accepted through Infusionsoft Payments Canada.

Can I accept USD and CAD with Infusionsoft Payments
Canada?

At this time, Infusionsoft Payments Canada accounts can only accept and settle funds in CAD.
After signing up for Infusionsoft Payments, the default currency will be set to CAD in your
Infusionsoft application.

My business is registered in Canada, but I am an American
citizen (or visa-versa), can I sign up for Infusionsoft Payments?

Your business tax ID and social insurance/security number must be in the same country to
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sign up for Infusionsoft Payments in either Canada or US.

More questions?

Check out the primary Infusionsoft Payments FAQ which can be found here.
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Infusionsoft Payments UK FAQ
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:14 pm MST

This FAQ is an addendum to the primary Infusionsoft Payments FAQ which can be found here
.

Who is eligible for Infusionsoft Payments UK?

Here are the requirements for using Infusionsoft Payments in the United Kingdom:

You must have the country in Infusionsoft's CAN-SPAM address be in the United
Kingdom to be eligible for Infusionsoft Payments UK
Infusionsoft Payments lets you manage payments for UK merchants who:

Are domiciled in the UK
Have a UK bank account
Want to transact and receive settlement in British pounds (GBP)

Which credit cards can I accept through Infusionsoft
Payments UK?

Visa and Mastercard can be accepted through Infusionsoft Payments UK.

Can I accept currencies other than GBP with Infusionsoft
Payments UK?

At this time, Infusionsoft Payments UK accounts can only accept and settle funds in GBP.
After signing up for Infusionsoft Payments UK, the default currency will be set to Pounds in
your Infusionsoft application.

More questions?

Check out the primary Infusionsoft Payments FAQ which can be found here .
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Can I make a test transaction with Payments UK?

Yes, you can test transactions with Payments UK. Please note that to successfully run a test
transaction the order must be greater than £1

How do I manage my Dashboard?

Check out how to manage your Dashboard here .
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Why Do You Need My Social Security
Number
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:14 pm MST

Infusionsoft Payments uses your social security number (“SSN”) as part of its identity
verification program.

Infusionsoft Payments in partnership with WePay verifies the identity of each user of the
Infusionsoft Payments service in order to manage risk and to comply with anti-money
laundering laws. If you are an individual or sole proprietor, Infusionsoft Payments will also
use your SSN for any required tax reporting. If you are acting on behalf of a corporation or
other organization with an Employer Identification Number (“EIN”), Infusionsoft Payments will
use the EIN for any required tax reporting instead. Check out our article on 1099-K reporting
for more detailed information.

Even if you are acting on behalf of an entity with an EIN, Infusionsoft Payments requires your
SSN so that Infusionsoft Payments can verify who you are and that you are authorized to act
on behalf of the entity.  All of the information you enter on Infusionsoft Payments is kept
safe by our bank-level security measures.
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Will Using Infusionsoft Payments Affect
My Taxes
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:16 pm MST

Using Infusionsoft Payments does not necessarily affect your taxes.  Infusionsoft Payments
helps you organize your payments and under certain circumstances will issue you Form
1099-K, a requirement from the IRS. This will be sent from our payments partner WePay.

What is Form 1099-K and what does it contain?

Form 1099-K is the IRS’s information return for reporting the movement of funds. It reflects
the gross dollar amount that you collected in the previous calendar year. In addition, the IRS
1099-K form should reflect your legal name and Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN). It is up
to you (and your tax professional) to determine whether these amounts represent taxable
income.

When will Infusionsoft Payments send me the form?

If you collect at least $20,000 and have at least 200 transactions in the calendar year,
Infusionsoft Payments will send you the 1099-K form by January 31 of the following year.  All
payment processors are required to issue the 1099-K form by law. Infusionsoft Payments is
also required to file a corresponding tax form with the IRS, which participates in a combined
filing program with many state tax agencies.

We are a business or non-profit. Do these thresholds apply to
us as well?

Yes, these thresholds apply to all US-based businesses including non-profits and other tax-
exempt entities. However, the 1099-K form will be sent with the name and Taxpayer
Identification Number (TIN) of your business or non-profit, rather than the Infusionsoft
Payments account’s administrator’s legal name and social security number.

In other words, if you are an administrator of an Infusionsoft Payments account for a
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business or non-profit, you will not take on any tax liability on behalf of the business or non-
profit under your own social security number.

Are refunds and fees included in the $20,000?

The $20,000 threshold does not account for refunds or fees. Gross payment volume is
determined by the amount of money your customers originally paid.

How should I use the information from the 1099-K form?

It is up to you (and a tax professional) to determine whether your proceeds represent taxable
income. Infusionsoft Payments will not report the funds that you collected as earned income.
The 1099-K form is simply intended to track the movement of funds.

I am not a US citizen or a permanent resident. Will I get the
1099-K form from Infusionsoft Payments?

Yes, if you meet the requirements of at least $20,000 collected and at least 200 transactions
in a calendar year you will receive the 1099-K form.
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Why Was My Withdrawal Cancelled Or
Charged Back
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:16 pm MST

If you've received an email or notification that a withdrawal was cancelled or created a
charge-back, this could be for a couple of reasons:

The username on the Infusionsoft Payments account (the name in the gray bar at the
top of the Infusionsoft Payments account homepage) does not match the legal name
listed on the bank account.
The bank account and/or routing number(s) entered do not match what the bank has
on file (sometimes from a typo when entered.)

If the bank account had incorrect information, it may have been deleted and the funds would
have been returned to your Infusionsoft Payments payment account. To be sure we are able
to send the funds back out to you, please be sure to enter your updated bank information as
soon as possible.

To add or update the bank account, follow these steps:

1. Login to your Infusionsoft Payments account
 

2. Go to the right-hand side and click the grey gear icon that says SettingsSettings
 

3. Click the WithdrawalsWithdrawals tab from the left side of the page
 

4. Click the blue button that says Link your bank accountLink your bank account
 

5. Enter in the routing number, account number, and bank name for your account (if you
are unsure about any of this information, please reach out directly to your bank to
confirm.)
 

6. Indicate if this is a checking or savings account
 

7. Choose how often you want your money sent to you in the future after this withdrawal
is corrected and sent
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8. Click Continue Continue and you’re all set!

 
9. The new withdrawal will initiate the next business day and takes 2-5 business days to

arrive.
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Why Isn't My Balance Fully Available
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:17 pm MST

There can be a few different reasons why an account balance isn't fully available for
withdrawal. Below are several reasons, as well as some extra info about each reason:

One or more payments haven't fully processed

Pending payments are payments that are subject to minor delays from reviews. Payments
are reviewed to protect merchants and payers from any malicious activity and ensure they
are compliant with the WePay Terms of Service .

It can take up to two business days for us to review a pending payment. Bank payments can
take longer to clear because the payer must first verify their bank account information.

Payments may clear faster if the information that we ask for is provided in the Trust Center.

The account holder needs to link their bank account

A bank account must be linked in order to receive funds from Infusionsoft Payments. Visit the
payment types page in your Infusionsoft application and click the ‘connect your bank account’
link to complete the process. Learn more
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There are reserves on the account

WePay has a unique reserves system that tries to balance getting merchant's their money as
soon as possible while also protecting against risky elements like fraud.

A portions of payments that WePay holds to protect the merchant’s business against
chargebacks or disputes. Reserves are based on the transaction history in their account as
well as the information provided at sign up, including their industry and how the merchant is
using Infusionsoft Payments.
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Infusionsoft Payments Migration Guide
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:17 pm MST

Everything you need to know to migrate from another merchant account you were previously
using to start processing payments in Infusionsoft. 

Set your default credit card processor to Infusionsoft
Payments

If you have another active merchant account setup in Infusionsoft, you will see an additional
setting to Set as default credit card processor. When you are ready to begin processing your
credit card payments through Infusionsoft Payments, make sure to select this option in the
Infusionsoft Payments section of the Payment types page.

Set your default account for manual payments

If you process payments manually, meaning you or your team enters payment information
manually into Infusionsoft to make payments for your customers, then you'll want to also
change that setting to ensure you are processing through Infusionsoft Payments. Navigate to
E-commerce > Settings page, then click on the Orders tab (left tabs) and scroll down a bit to
the Billing Section. There you'll find the Default Merchant Acct setting where you will select
Infusionsoft Payments from the drop-down.

Verify PayPal settings

If you previously accepted PayPal and plan to continue accepting PayPal from your
customers on your order forms and in your shopping cart, ensure that the checkbox for
PayPal remains checked on the payment types page. If you no longer plan to accept PayPal,
un-check the box for PayPal and click the Save Save button at the bottom of the page.

Transfer existing subscriptions & payment plans

If you have active subscriptions or payment plans that you want to transfer from your
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existing payment processor to Infusionsoft Payments, simply contact the Infusionsoft
Support team and put in a request. Your transfer should be processed within 48 hours if
made during the week.
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Log In To The Infusionsoft Payments
Merchant Center
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:17 pm MST

If you utilize Infusionsoft Payments to process payments in Infusionsoft, you will have access
to the Infusionsoft Payments Merchant Center. The Infusionsoft Payments Merchant Center
lets you generate reports, view activity, process refunds, and address any charge-backs. You
will create your log-in credentials during your initial setup of Infusionsoft payments.

To access your WePay Merchant Portal

Use direct link or navigate in Infusionsoft application:

E-commerce > E-commerce setup > Payment Types > Under Infusionsoft payments box:
Manage Accounts

Login  using the  information created when signing up for your Infusionsoft Payments
Account.

If you are unable to remember your login information,  utilize the “Forgot your
password?” link.

Important Note! Important Note! The Email and Password used to log into the Infusionsoft Payments
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Merchant Center may be different than the your Infusionsoft login credentials.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Completing Infusionsoft Payments
Account Setup
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:17 pm MST

When setting up your Infusionsoft Payments account, an admin may receive a notification on
their homepage that states "Action is needed to complete your account. Update your personal
information." Use the following steps to complete the account setup in the KYC (Know Your
Customer.)

1. In the Infusionsoft Payments Merchant Center Dashboard, click the link to UpdateUpdate
Personal InformationPersonal Information

2. Choose your account type under Account DetailsAccount Details

3. Enter your verification details under Personal InformationPersonal Information
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4. Review and Agree to the Terms of Service and Privacy Policy, and click Submit
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Infusionsoft Payments how to
Add/Change Bank Account
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:18 pm MST

With Infusionsoft Payments, you can link a bank account to automatically deposit settlement
withdrawals into.  US accounts also have the option to request withdrawals to be paid via
check.

 

 Pro Tip! Click on images  to view larger

 

Setting up a new Settlement Option

Click on "Settings" in the menu on the left-hand side of the page.

Click on the "Settlement Details" tab.

Merchant will need to choose if they want to link a bank account for direct transfer or
receive a paper check (paper check only available in US and not recommended for fast
processing).
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Add Bank Account

Click the "Add Bank Account"

Enter Routing Number, Account Number, Confirm Account Number, Bank Name, and
Account Type (Checking or Savings)

*Note*Note: Canada Merchants will need to enter the Transit Number, Financial Institution
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Number, Account Number, and Bank Name

Select how often the merchant would like to be paid: Daily, Weekly (every Monday), or
Monthly (1st of every Month).

When finished click "Add Bank"

 

 

 

Setup Paper Check

Click the "Set up recurring settlements by check".

Enter your full address, fill out the check memo, and select how often the merchant
would like to receive checks: Weekly – every Monday or Monthly - 1st of the month

Click "Save"
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*Note*Note: This is for USD ONLY

 

 

 

Change Payout

If a bank account is connected and needs to be changed or the merchant would like to
change to/from a paper check

Click on "Settings" in the menu on the left-hand side of the page

Click on the "Settlement Details"

Click the "Change" button next to Bank & Account

If merchant would like to change to a paper check at this point they can click the “Settle
Funds by Paper Check” link and fill out the information as notated in the  paper check
steps.
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Updating Infusionsoft Payments
Merchant Center Email And Password
Last Modified on 09/28/2018 9:27 am MST

Updating your Infusionsoft Payments Merchant Center Email and Password is available in
your 'Security' section of the Merchant Center.Please note, if you are updating your email
address, you will need to utilize an email address that is not currently registered with
Infusionsoft Payments / WePay.

Pro Tip! Click images to view larger

Change Email Address

Click on "Security" in the menu on the left-hand side of the page.

Click the "Edit next to the email in the "Identity" tab.

Enter the New email and click the "Update".
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**Please note you will need to use an email that it not currently registered with WePay.**Please note you will need to use an email that it not currently registered with WePay.

 

 

Change Password

Click on "Security" in the menu on the left-hand side of the page.

Click the "Edit" next to password in the "Identity" tab.
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Issues Changing Password

To reset the password for your WePay account, click on the link below and enter in your
email address: 

https://www.wepay.com/register/recover

You'll receive a password reset in your inbox within the next few minutes. If the reset
password email doesn't arrive, you may need to check your spam folders or add
support@wepay.com to your trusted senders list. These steps are located here

If you do not have access to the email that the reset password is sent to, please contact
Support to have that email address changed.
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Multi Factor Authentication For
Infusionsoft Payments Merchant Center
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 10:43 pm MST

Multi-Factor Authentication for the Infusionsoft Payment Merchant Center allows for you to
add an extra layer of security to your Merchant Center.  You will be able to set up trusted
devices, and a verification code will be sent via test message when attempting to log in on
devices that you have not set as a trusted device.

Pro tip! Click images to view larger

Click on "Security" in the menu on the left-hand side of the page.

Click the "Authentication" tab and then click "Continue".

Enter ""Country Code" and "cell phone number", then click "Send Code".
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Once the merchant receives a text with the code, enter the code and click "Verify".

If applicable, instruct merchant to check the "Trust Computer" box if they are using a
personal computer, then click "Continue".
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Follow the steps for "Google Authenticator (optional)"

Additional "phone numbers" can be added and/or "Add Google Authenticator"
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Download Payment And Settlement
Reports In Infusionsoft Payments
Merchant Center
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:19 pm MST

With Infusionsoft Payments, you can generate and download Payments and Settlements
reports, from within the Merchant Center.  An email will be sent with a download link for your
report after it is generated. Please note that there is a 24-hour data delay for Transactions
reports and a 6 hour data delay for Settlement Reconciliation reports.

 

 

 

 

How to download a Transaction Report

1. Click on Reporting in the menu on the left-hand side of the page.

2. Click the Settlements tab.

3. Click the Download CSV button next to the Settlement you want to reconcile.

Please notePlease note: Settlement Reports are available 6 hours after the settlement occurs
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4. Once the Download CSV button is clicked you will see a pop-up that says "Your report is
being generated, an email will arrive when it’s ready"

5. Once the email arrives, click the Download Now button
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If you are still logged into your Merchant Portal the report will download
automatically

If you're not logged in, then you will directed to the WePay signin page. Once logged
in, the report will automatically download.

 

 

 

 

View Transaction History Report

Click on Reporting in the menu on the left-hand side of the page.

Click the Payments tab.

Choose a date range for the transactions the merchant would like to download, then click
Apply.

Click the Download CSV button next to the Date Range.
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Once the Download CSV button is clicked they will see a pop-up that says "Your report is
being generated, an email will arrive when it’s ready"

Please notePlease note: Transaction History Reports will be emailed within 24 hours of request.

Once the email arrives, click the Download Now button in the merchant’s email
notification
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If you are still logged into your Merchant Portal the report will download
automatically

If you're not logged in, then you will directed to the WePay signin page. Once logged
in, the report will automatically download.
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Issuing A Refund Within Infusionsoft
Payments Merchant Center
Last Modified on 08/27/2018 11:17 am MST

Below are the steps to issue a refund of payment, directly through the Infusionsoft Payments
Merchant Center. Most refunds are able to be processed via the contact's order record in
infusionsoft. If for any reason you need to refund a payment through the Merchant center,
follow these steps.

Important Note! Important Note! If a refund is processed directly through the Infusionsoft Payments, this
will not reflect on the contact's order in Infusionsoft. Please review and address any
manual adjustments/refunds to the contact's order in Infusionsoft, manually.

Important Note! Important Note! Refunds that are older than 60 days and/or amounts $5,000 or more
cannot be refunded though your Merchant Portal. Please contact support to make a
request to process the refund.

Click on Reporting in the menu on the left-hand side of the page.

Under the Payments tab locate the payment you wish to refund and click the link under
"From/To".

Click the "Issue Refund" button on the payment details page.
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Please notePlease note: If the charge is still pending the "Issue Refund" button will not be
visible on this page.

Click the "Confirm" button to process the refund.

If successful, great you are done! 

Pro Tip: issue a manual refund in your Infusionsoft app to balance their account. 
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Handling A Charge-back Within
Infusionsoft Payments Merchant Center
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 5:16 pm MST

Merchants that use Infusionsoft payments can address any charge-backs via the Infusionsoft
Payments Merchant Center. Below are steps to address any charge-backs on payments you
have received.

Important Note! Important Note! Chargebacks need to be responded to within 3 business days. The full
chargeback resolution can take up to 45 calendar days

Pro tip! Click on images to view larger

a.ConcedeConcede Chargeback - No further action necessary - customer is refunded
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a.ConcedeConcede Chargeback - No further action necessary - customer is refunded

b.ChallengeChallenge Chargeback – Is for disputing the chargeback and that you state the charges
are valid.

Submit any documentation to prove charge is validSubmit any documentation to prove charge is valid

Shipping receipts
Signed TOS (Terms of Service)
Email communications between merchant and customer
Invoices
Anything documenting that is a consensual purchase and the customer
understood what they were purchasing

How to Challenge the Chargeback
From Email - will take them directly to the file upload 

From Merchant Portal - Click ReportingReporting on the left > Choose the ChargebacksChargebacks tab >
Click the ChallengeChallenge
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Both options will end up here:

Fill in the payment type, date of payment, attach supporting documentation like
signed contracts, work orders, and/or the tracking confirmation, and add additional
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details.  Click HERE if you are unable to submit the documentation.

You will then receive an email that WePay is disputing the chargeback on your
behalf.

The Status of chargebacks can be viewed at any time, from the the Chargebacks
tab, under their Merchant Center Reporting section. The merchant will see “PendingPending
WePay reviewWePay review” as the status.
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If you are unable to submit the documentation through the WePay Merchant Center, tryIf you are unable to submit the documentation through the WePay Merchant Center, try
the following actions:the following actions:

Clear cached files in web browserClear cached files in web browser

Reset web browserReset web browser

Use another web browser entirely (Google Chrome recommended)Use another web browser entirely (Google Chrome recommended)

Use a desktop/laptop instead of a mobile deviceUse a desktop/laptop instead of a mobile device

If the steps above do not work you can respond to the email you received notifying
you of the chargeback. Attach the dispute documentation to the email, which will
open a ticket with WePay directly and get them the documentation for submission.
WePay Support may respond directly to you through this email exchange.
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How to Concede

Pro tip! Click on images to view larger

From Email - will take you directly to the Merchant Portal Chargebacks tab

From Merchant Portal - Click ReportingReporting on the left > Choose the ChargebacksChargebacks tab >
Click the ConcedeConcede

Both options will end up here:
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Click the “Yes I want to Concede”Yes I want to Concede” button.

The Status of chargebacks can be viewed at any time, from the the Chargebacks
tab, under their Merchant Center Reporting section. You will see “ResolvedResolved” as the
status.
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View Chargeback Status
Once you have ChallengedChallenged or ConcededConceded you may see the following statuses.

Pending WePay reviewPending WePay review – Chargeback has been challenged and WePay is challenging
the chargeback on behalf of the customer.

In reviewIn review – WePay has submitted the chargeback documentation and the card
issuing bank is reviewing the documentation to make a decision on the chargeback.

ResolvedResolved – A chargeback decision has been made and the merchant either won or
lost the chargeback.
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UnfortunatelyUnfortunately, there isn’t a great way to see if the chargeback was won or lost. You
should check for the resolution email from Infusionsoft Payments titled "YourYour
chargeback has been resolvedchargeback has been resolved"

 ReplyReply to any of the emails they did receive regarding their
chargeback. This sends their request directly to WePay and creates a ticket. It's
the fastest and easiest way to get updates.

Review your Review your funds in your merchant account or your most recent settlement
to see if the funds from the chargeback have been added back to your
account.

To prevent fraud and the documentation neededTo prevent fraud and the documentation needed
to fight a Chargebackto fight a Chargeback

Your website must communicate its refund policy to the cardholder in either of the followingYour website must communicate its refund policy to the cardholder in either of the following
locations:locations:

• In the sequence of pages before final checkout, with a “click to accept” or other
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acknowledgement

button, checkbox, or location for an electronic signature, or

• On the checkout screen, near the “submit” or click to accept button

The disclosure must not be solely on a link to a separate web page. 

Refund policy on ReceiptsRefund policy on Receipts
InvoiceInvoice: As a merchant, you are responsible for establishing your merchandise return and
refund or cancellation PoliciesPolicies. Clear disclosure of these policies can help you avoid
misunderstandings and potential cardholder disputes.

Address Verification ServiceAddress Verification Service (AVS) and Card Verification Value 2 Card Verification Value 2 (CVV2) - This is something
WePay already requires.

Prepayment.Prepayment. If the merchandise or service to be provided to the cardholder will be delayed,
advise the cardholder in writing of the delay and the new expected delivery or service date.

Item Out of StockItem Out of Stock. If the cardholder has ordered merchandise that is out of stock or no longer
available, advise the cardholder in writing. If the merchandise is out of stock, let the
cardholder know when it will be delivered. If the item is no longer available, offer the option of
either purchasing a similar item or cancelling the transaction. Do not substitute another item
unless the customer agrees to accept it.

Ship MerchandiseShip Merchandise Before Depositing Transaction. For card-absent transactions, do not deposit
transaction receipts with your acquirer until you have shipped the related merchandise. If
customers see a transaction on their monthly Visa statement before they receive the
merchandise, they may contact their card issuer to dispute the billing. Similarly, if delivery is
delayed on a card-present transaction, do not deposit the transaction receipt until the
merchandise has been shipped.

Requests for Cancellation of Recurring TransactionsRequests for Cancellation of Recurring Transactions. If a customer requests cancellation of a
transaction that is billed periodically (monthly, quarterly, or annually), cancel the transaction
immediately or as specified by the customer. As a service to your customers, advise the
customer in writing that the service, subscription, or membership has been cancelled and
state the effective date of the cancellation.
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Infusionsoft Payments UK Dashboard
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:21 pm MST

Home PageHome Page

When you first sign in to your dashboard, you will see three information boxes on the middle
of the page:

Last SettlementLast Settlement: If there is a value listed here, it will also give a date as well.
Net balanceNet balance: This will show the current account balance.
Next settlementNext settlement: This may be different than the Net Balance depending on a few things.

If you would like to view more detailed information (such as fees and other information) click
the More DetailsMore Details button on the page to gain some additional insight.

ReportingReporting
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Click on the Reporting Reporting tab to access Payments and Settlements reporting.

PaymentsPayments

Under the Payments Payments tab, we provide both the payment details and the receipt on the same
page.

RefundsRefunds

Each payment will give you the ability to issue a refund. The refund option will be available
for 90 days from the date of the transaction. If your account does not have a balance to
support the refund amount request, you will be presented with a screen that will allow you to
make the refund by entering in a debit (not credit) card for the payment.
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SettlementsSettlements

This section provides you access to a list of all your withdrawals. You can look for a specific
one by changing your date range and applying the changes.

Account InfoAccount Info

Click the Settings Settings tab to view your account information. Here, you’ll see the account name
you’re viewing as well as the application that it’s tied to.
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Settlement BankSettlement Bank

On the Settlement BankSettlement Bank tab, you have the ability to modify your linked bank account as well
as your withdrawal frequency. If you haven't linked your bank account, you’ll be prompted
with an Update Update button.

When updating your settlement bank information, you will be asked to enter your account
number twice to help to ensure that accidental mistypes are minimized. UK bank accounts
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are typically denoted by a routing number called a ‘sort code’ which is six digits split into
three groups (i.e. 20-30-40) and an account number that can be between 6 and 9 digits and
can begin with zeros. You can find this information on the card itself as well.

DeleteDelete

Clicking on the Delete tabDelete tab will provide you access to the Delete AccountDelete Account option.
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Warning! Warning! It’s important to note that while you can click the Delete AccountDelete Account button, you
will be allowed to proceed even if there are funds pending withdrawal. If you should
choose to delete, you will be prompted with an additional level of verification. You will
need to re-enter your account password and confirm “Yes! Delete it” to complete the
action.

SecuritySecurity

Under SecuritySecurity, you will find the email and password associated with the account. You can
update your password in this section.

More Questions?
The primary Infusionsoft Payments FAQ which can be found here .
The Infusionsoft Payments UK FAQ can be found here .
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Verifying Customer Identify KYC
Last Modified on 08/27/2018 12:32 pm MST

If KYC needs to be entered, you will see an alert at the top of your homepage that says
“Action is needed to complete your account. Update your personal information.”

You’ll also see this in the Alerts section of their account. Settings > Alerts

KYCKYC – Know your customer ('KYC') is the process of verifying the identity of a
customer/merchant and their business. The term is also used to refer to the bank and anti-
money laundering regulations which governs these activities.
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Click the “Update your personal information” link on the homepage.

Choose business type and industry under Account Details.

Enter verification details
Please note: For CAD merchants, State is replaced with Province and SSN is replaced with
SIN.  
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Encourage merchant to read Terms of Service and Privacy Policy and then click to agree.

Please note: The Terms of Service has important information for merchant types that
are unable to process through Infusionsoft Payments.

Encouraging the merchant to read this now will help eliminate account closures later.

Click the Submit
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Accept PayPal Payments
Last Modified on 08/31/2018 6:40 pm MST

Enable PayPal Express Checkout
 

1. Navigate to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
 

2. Click on Payment Types Payment Types located on the left side
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3. Check the PayPalPayPal option

4. Click the Connect with PayPalConnect with PayPal button
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Pro Tip!Pro Tip! Make sure you have confirmed your email address with PayPal before
connecting. Otherwise, your information wont save. 

5. In the pop up window, sign in to PayPal using your business account credentials and
authorize the connection between Infusionsoft and PayPal.

6. You may get this message the first time you attempt to Authorize. Simply go through
the same steps again and it will connect.
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FAQs

What is a PayPal Business Account?What is a PayPal Business Account?

PayPal offers three types of accounts: Personal, Premier, and Business. Click here to learn
more information. 

Is a Business Account required in order to offer a PayPal payment option?Is a Business Account required in order to offer a PayPal payment option?

Yes. a Business Account and Express Checkout are required in order to process PayPal
payments in Infusionsoft.

How do I know what type of PayPal account I have?How do I know what type of PayPal account I have?

Sign in to PayPal, go to ProfileProfile > Profile and Settings Profile and Settings > My Settings  My Settings on the left > AccountAccount
Type Type is shown on the right.  
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What about international customers?What about international customers?

Overseas customers should still contact 1-844-720-4039 or 1-402-935-2050 (if calling from
outside the U.S.) , so the telesales reps can direct you to the appropriate department or click
here for more information. 

Automatic BillingAutomatic Billing

If you have received the following alert message while setting up your PayPal account, please
follow these instructions:

1. Please contact PayPal via phone at (888) 883-9770 to get Reference TransactionsReference Transactions
enabled on your account.
 

2. The PayPal Infusionsoft Integration allows you to use Reference TransactionsReference Transactions for
Standard, Advanced, and Pro business accounts.
 

3. Approval for Reference TransactionsReference Transactions could take up to 4 days. PayPal will contact you
directly to inform you that your request has been approved.
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4. After approval, the feature could take up to 24 hours to take effect.
 

5. After Reference TransactionsReference Transactions are in effect, the error message in Infusionsoft will go
away.
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PayPal Express Checkout Vs Payflow Pro
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 9:02 pm MST

PayPal Express
The first step is to sign up for a PayPal Business account.
No setup or monthly fees. You only pay when you get paid. Click here for more
information.
The PayPal Express Checkout option is available for the Infusionsoft shopping cart and
order forms. It is notnot available for legacy order forms or manual orders.

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! You can setup recurring billing with PayPal Express. Click here to find out more
information

PayPal Express Checkout Process

When your customer checks out with PayPal Express Checkout, they will go through the
following steps:

1. They choose the PayPal option through your Infusionsoft shopping cart checkout page.
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2. Your Customer would than have the option to sign into PayPal  sign into PayPal or to Pay with a Debit orPay with a Debit or
Credit CardCredit Card.

3. The customer then clicks on Review OrderReview Order

4.  At this point, the order is created in your Infusionsoft application, but the customer still
needs to submit payment. Lastly, click  "Place Order"Place Order".
 

Click to view larger
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Payflow Pro Gateway

A payment gateway is a service that sends credit card information from a website to the
credit card payment networks for processing, and returns transaction details and responses
from the payment networks back to the website.

Unlimited checkout customization.Unlimited checkout customization.
Payflow Pro is fully customizable, so you can build a checkout experience as unique as your
business. Everything is on the table, from language and layout to page sequence and PCI
compliance options. You can add a PayPal button to help drive more sales, or use our hosted
pages and offer PayPal Credit, too.

When you integrate with the Payflow Pro Gateway, you are able to process payments
through any method (order forms, shopping cart, or manual orders).

Optional features - Recurring billingOptional features - Recurring billing
Recurring payments such as monthly membership fees or annual contract renewals? Get the
extra convenience of processing these types of payments automatically. Recurring Billing is a
PayPal add-on service, see pricing here .
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Enable PayPal Express Checkout
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:22 pm MST

1. Navigate to E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce Setup from the Infusionsoft main menu

2. Click on Payment TypesPayment Types from the PaymentPayment sub menu in the bottom left corner of the
page

3. Click the checkbox to the left of PayPalPayPal to reveal details for configuring PayPal

 
4. If you are an existing PayPal Express Checkout user:

1. Click the blue Connect with PayPalConnect with PayPal button in the middle of the screen:
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2. Authenticate your account by entering your email address, clicking the country

associated with your account and click the blue NextNext button.
 

5. If you are a new user to PayPal Express Checkout...
1. Click the I don't have Express Checkout. Sign UpI don't have Express Checkout. Sign Up! URL below the blue Connect withConnect with

PayPalPayPal button.

 
2. Enter an email address and select the country you are located.

6. Click the blue Next Next button to continue
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PayPal Payflow Pro Merchant Account
Last Modified on 08/10/2018 10:55 am MST

When you integrate with the PayPal Payflow Pro merchant gateway, you are able to process
payments through any method (order forms, shopping cart, or manual orders). It will also
handle auto-charges for subscription or payment plans. When a customer submits payment
through the Payflow Pro gateway, they never leave your company website. PayPal is only
running on the back end to process the payment. The customer never goes to the PayPal
website and they only receive an order receipt from you, not one from PayPal.

NoteNote: The Payflow Gateway only supports customer input and API parameter values that
are in regular ASCII (English language) characters. Payflow does not support extended
ASCII characters or any other character sets other than regular ASCII at this time. 

Example of an extended ascii character like á,é,í,ó,ú,ý

Additionally, the Payflow hosted checkout pages and PayPal manager account settings
pages are available in English only. For information on a similar PayPal product that
offers multi-lingual support, see Website Payments Pro Hosted Solution .

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup

2. Click on Payment TypesPayment Types
 

3. Make sure PayPal is checked and Select the Payflow ProPayflow Pro option.
 

4. Fill in the Payflow Pro Merchant Information.

Some of this information must be obtained from PayPal. (Visit the PayPal Help Center )
UserUser: This is your Payflow account login name (This field is usually the same as the
Vendor field.)
VendorVendor: This is the Payflow account login name (This field is the login ID you
created when you signed up for the Payflow service. It is the same merchant ID
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used to access PayPal Manager.)
PartnerPartner: This contains VeriSign, PayPal or the name (ID) of the reseller company
from which you purchased the Payflow Pro service.
PasswordPassword: Contains your Payflow password, however, this may or may not be the
same password you use to access PayPal Manager.
CurrencyCurrency: Select a currency from the dropdown. Note: This does not change the
currency symbol displayed in the shopping cart. It only tells PayPal what currency
to process the payment in. You can change the currency symbol through E-E-
Commerce > Settings > OrdersCommerce > Settings > Orders.
Be sure to check the box if you plan on offering recurring billing.

5. Scroll down the to bottom right of the screen and click the Save Save button.
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PayPal Express Recurring Billing Setup
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 6:07 pm MST

Recurring Billing which PayPal refers to as a Reference TransactionReference Transaction takes existing billing
information already gathered from a previously authorized transaction and reuses it to
charge the buyer in a subsequent transaction, both PayPal Express CheckoutPayPal Express Checkout & PayFlowPayFlow
Pro Pro can enable Reference Transactions. Reference Transactions.

Reference Transactions is not a standard product and approval is subject to a fullyReference Transactions is not a standard product and approval is subject to a fully
underwritten applicationunderwritten application. This can include reviewing your business model and finances to
determine your suitability.

This FAQ answers common questions about getting your PayPal account approved for
Reference TransactionsReference Transactions

How do I get Reference Transactions Enabled with PayPal?How do I get Reference Transactions Enabled with PayPal?

To request that PayPal turn on Reference Transactions,  Reference Transactions, call your local PayPal Support Help
Center. Find the  phone number at Contactphone number at Contact  ..

Tell PayPal that you are specifically calling so a  PayPal Specialist can enable PayPal Specialist can enable ReferenceReference
TransactionsTransactions  on your account. They may try to help you set up recurring payments with a
button — that is  notnot want you want. They need to transfer you to a specialist who will ask you
for your PayPal account information (email address), and then tell you that they filed a ticket,
and you will hear back from PayPal via email on whether Reference Transactions have been
enabled or not.

Email ApplicationEmail Application

You can also contact PayPal via email.

1. Log intoLog into  your PayPal account.
2. Go to the Email Contact FormEmail Contact Form .
3. Choose topic: Business solutions.Business solutions.
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4. Choose sub-topic: PayPal Payment solutions. PayPal Payment solutions.
5. Choose second sub-topic: PayPal Express Checkout
6. Copy and paste the message below, inserting your PayPal email address and name.
7. Wait for a reply.

Example Message to send to PayPal
Hello,

Could you please enable Reference Transactions on my PayPal account (email: paypal@exa
mple.com)?

I need this feature to sell recurring subscription products via Infusionsoft.

Kind regards,

Your Name

Respond to the AutoresponderRespond to the Autoresponder
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In an effort to reduce support, PayPal may send you a response from an auto-response
message with some links to documentation.

Hidden in this auto-response is the following: 

If we haven’t answered your question, please reply to this email and our team will answer
you as soon as possible.

You also need to respond to the auto-response before your support ticket is submittedYou also need to respond to the auto-response before your support ticket is submitted
to PayPalto PayPal.

Will My Account Qualify for Reference Transactions?Will My Account Qualify for Reference Transactions?

PayPal does have a set a requirements that need to be met before they enable support for
Reference Transactions on your account.

Unfortunately, PayPal does not publish these requirements and based on anecdotes from
customers, the requirements can be different for different businesses.

Some things that store owners have mentioned PayPal require are:

High personal credit (FICO) score for US based PayPal Business accounts
Business plan
Average transaction price
Number of repeat customers
Number of Reference Transactions per customer
Revenue forecast and/or projected total revenue volume from Reference Transactions
Demonstrate a clear business rationale behind the request
Show the signup flow for customers in regards to Reference Transactions.
Proof that you will show clear terms and conditions for customers in regards to
Reference Transactions and how to cancel once they sign up.
Written statement as to why you need Reference Transactions and how you will use it
for your business.

In terms of revenue forecasts, we have had reports that UK based PayPal accounts may
require minimum forecast of £6,000 month or more revenue.

PayPal had enabled Reference Transactions, is there anythingPayPal had enabled Reference Transactions, is there anything
I need to do through Infusionsoft?I need to do through Infusionsoft?
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Yes, you need to check the box that you will be using Subscriptions through PayPal. To do
this go to

1. E-Comerce Setup > Payment Types

For Express CheckoutExpress Checkout

2. Click "Change SettingsChange Settings"
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3. Check the box next to "I use PayPal for subscriptions and payment plansI use PayPal for subscriptions and payment plans"
4. Click SaveSave

For PayFlow ProPayFlow Pro

Check box next to ""I use PayPal for subscriptions and payment plans" I use PayPal for subscriptions and payment plans" > Scroll down and click
"Save"Save"
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If Reference TransactionsReference Transactions has not been enabled by PayPal you will receive this message
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create A Product In Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 08/14/2018 1:33 pm MST

If you only have a few products or you're ready to add some new products to Infusionsoft,
you can enter each one manually instead of using the import tool to upload a list. These
instructions apply to adding any product that is not a digital product.

1. Go to E-Commerce > ProductsE-Commerce > Products in the main navigation menu
 

2. Click on the Add ProductAdd Product button at the top right of the screen.
 

3. Enter a Product Name and click SaveSave
This name is displayed to your customers and on the product list inside of Infusionsoft.
Product names are limited to 100 characters.
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4. Enter the product information.

Product NameProduct Name: This name is displayed inside of Infusionsoft and on the storefront,
shopping cart, order forms, and invoices / receipts. You entered the name when
you added the product, but can edit it if needed.
Product TypeProduct Type: You already selected the Product Type when you enter the product.
This field is used to hide or reveal the Digital Files tab in the product record.
Short DescriptionShort Description: This description shows up on the storefront, shopping cart,
order forms, and invoices / receipts. 250 Characters Max.
StatusStatus: Active products are available for purchase. Set a product to Inactive when
it is no longer available for sale (i.e. seasonal product, limited edition product, etc.)
PricePrice: This is the selling price for the product.
CostCost: Enter your cost for this product. This number is used to keep your profit
margin visible as you modify product price and / or receive a refund or credit
request after a customer purchases.
SkuSku: This is optional. It stands for Stock Keeping Unit and may correlate with an
external inventory management system.
CategoriesCategories: Mark Category and Subcategory checkbox(es) to determine where this
product displays in the Infusionsoft storefront, and to make it easier find when
viewing your Infusionsoft product list. Click on the Add button to create new
categories and subcategories if the one you need isn't listed.
ShippingShipping: Set to Yes to include this product in the shipping calculations for online
or manual orders.
(Optional) WeightWeight: Enter the weight to be used for weight-based shipping
calculations. Note: The default unit is Pound. Go to E-Commerce > Settings >E-Commerce > Settings >
OrdersOrders > and scroll down to the FulfillmentFulfillmentsection to change this to Ounce,
Kilogram, or Gram.
TaxableTaxable: Set to Yes and designate the sales tax(es) that apply to this product:
Country, State, and/or City. Note: The default sales tax applies in the shopping cart
and on order forms, but users can override the defaults when creating a manual
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order.

5. (Optional) Click on the Edit Edit button to add cart options, and then click Save Save to apply the
update(s).

 
Is hidden in cartIs hidden in cart: Mark this checkbox  if you are using the Infusionsoft storefront to
sell most products, but want to sell this product some other way (i.e. manual
order, order form, a different website). The product is still active, but it won't
display in the storefront.
Top HTML / Bottom HTMLTop HTML / Bottom HTML (FOR LEGACY SHOPPING CART THEMES ONLY) : (FOR LEGACY SHOPPING CART THEMES ONLY) : These
fields show up on the shopping cart summary page only when a customer
chooses to purchase this particular product. It is a great way to add product-
specific details or reminders on the checkout page. Click on Edit to use the
Infusionsoft WYSIWYG editor or click on Source to paste in HTML code created
outside of Infusionsoft.

6. (Optional) Long DescriptionLong Description: This is a long description that is only displayed in the
Infusionsoft storefront.
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7. Click SaveSave
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Import Products
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:24 pm MST

Before you can sell products through Infusionsoft, you need to add the products you offer to
Infusionsoft. If you have a lot of products, it is faster to add them using the product import
tool. If you are transitioning to Infusionsoft from another system, you should be able to
export your current product lists from that system and save them in .csv file format.

Products vs. SubscriptionsProducts vs. Subscriptions: If you sell both products and products with subscription
plans, you will need to divide them into two separate lists and import them separately.
The subscription import includes additional fields for recurring billing. The Infusionsoft
import tool will create product records and import product details. After the import, you
will still need to edit the product records to add images, digital files, product options,
assign them to categories, etc.

1. Go to Admin > Import Data Admin > Import Data n the main navigation menu.
 

2. Select Products Products as the import type and click on the Go Go button.
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3. Click on Browse Browse and select the product file (in .csv format) from your computer.

 
4. Click NextNext.

 
5. Match the Product Fields in your spreadsheet to the following available Infusionsoft

fields:
 

Product NameProduct Name
Product PriceProduct Price
Taxable Taxable (Yes or No)
Charge ShippingCharge Shipping (Yes or No)
Status Status (Active or Inactive)
Product Short DescriptionProduct Short Description: This shows up on the Shopping Cart, Order Forms, and
on invoices / receipts.
(Optional) Product DescriptionProduct Description: This is a long description that shows up when the
product is displayed in the Infusionsoft Storefront.
(Optional) SkuSku: This is optional. It stands for Stock Keeping Unit and may correlate
with an external inventory management system.
(Optional) WeightWeight: This is used to calculate weight-based shipping.
(Optional) Cost per UnitCost per Unit: This is used to track profit margins.
(Optional) Hide in StoreHide in Store (Yes or No): This is used to hide products from the
Infusionsoft Storefront.
(Optional) Subscription OnlySubscription Only (Yes or No): This must match up with a column on
your import spreadsheet that denotes whether a product is sold by subscription
plan only, or not.

6. Click NextNext
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7. (Optional) Match Field Values: Match Field Values: this step will only show up if you are importing fields that
have more than one possible value.
 

8. Click NextNext.

9. Click on the Previous Previous and Next Next arrows to preview the import before the final step.

 
10. Click DoneDone.

11. To view your products, go to E-Commerce > Products E-Commerce > Products
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Access And Manage Your Product List
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:24 pm MST

1. Go to E-Commerce > ProductsE-Commerce > Products in the main navigation menu.

2. From this list you can do the following:

Delete individual products.

 
Run actions on the product list: Delete, Export, Mass Update and Print your
product list
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3. The product search filters allow you to easily find a specific list of products based on
one or more criteria so you can efficiently add and update products on an ongoing
basis.

Product Name
SKU
Status (Active / Inactive)
Product Type (Product / Digital)
Purchase Method (One Time / Subscription)
Price Range
Categories
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create A Recurring Subscription Product
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:25 pm MST

A subscription plan is a purchase method that involves recurring billing intervals (e.g.
monthly) as opposed to being a one-time purchase. They are often used in conjunction with
a membership program, a recurring service, or a recurring product order (e.g. "book of the
month"). A subscription can be set up to bill a fixed number of cycles, or to bill continuously
until the customer cancels it. You can create more than one subscription plan for each
product, with a choice to bill the same amount for each plan or charge a different amount
based on the billing / fulfillment cycle the customer prefers.

1. Go to E-Commerce > ProductsE-Commerce > Products in the main navigation menu
 

2. Click the Add a ProductAdd a Product button.

3. Complete the product information. Note: The price is the default price for the product.
This price is billed for every one-time purchase (if you allow it) and for each subscription
billing cycle. You can override the default when creating individual subscription plans.
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4. Click on the Subscription PlansSubscription Plans tab to enter the recurring billing options. (Optional) Mark

the Subscription Only checkbox if this product is not offered for one-time purchase (it is
only available through a subscription plan).

 
5. Enter the information for the first subscription plan.

Subscription OnlySubscription Only: Check this box if this product can only be sold as a subscription
product.
Bill EveryBill Every: Enter the frequency and select a time interval (e.g. Every 1 Month).
(Optional) # of Cycles# of Cycles: Use this field to set an end date for the subscriptions (e.g. If
this is a one year program, billed once per month, then the # of cycles is 12) Skip
this field if the subscription bills continuously until the customer cancels it.
(Optional) Plan PricePlan Price:  By default, subscription plans bill the product price you
entered when creating the product. Use this field to override the product default
for this particular plan.

6. Click the Add Add button. (Optional) Repeat this process to add more subscription plan
options for this product. Use the arrows to re-arrange the order the subscription plans
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appear in the Infusionsoft storefront.

 
7. Click the Save Save button.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Import A List Of Subscription Products
Into Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:25 pm MST

If you have a lot of products or subscriptions, you will want to add them through the import
tool. If you are coming from another system, you should be able to export product lists and
save them in .csv file format. 

Note: If you sell both products and subscriptions, you will need to divide them into 2 lists and
import the products separately. The subscription import includes additional fields for
recurring billing.The Infusionsoft import tool will create the subscription product records
with the recurring billing details. After the import, you will still need to edit the product
records to add additional description, a product image, and assign the subscriptions to
product categories.

1. Go to Admin > Import DataAdmin > Import Data in the main navigation menu.
 

2. Select Products with a Subscription PlanProducts with a Subscription Plan from the drop-down and click GoGo.

 
3. Click on Browse Browse and select the product file (in .csv format) from your computer.

 
4. Click NextNext

 
5. Match the Product Fields in your spreadsheet to the following available Infusionsoft

fields.
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Product NameProduct Name
Product PriceProduct Price
Taxable Taxable (Yes or No)
Charge ShippingCharge Shipping (Yes or No)
Status Status (Active or Inactive)
Product Short DescriptionProduct Short Description: This shows up on the Shopping Cart, Order Forms, and
on invoices / receipts.
(Optional) Product DescriptionProduct Description: This is a long description that shows up when the
product is displayed in the Infusionsoft Storefront.
(Optional) SkuSku: This is optional. It stands for Stock Keeping Unit and may correlate
with an external inventory management system.
(Optional) WeightWeight: This is used to calculate weight-based shipping.
(Optional) Cost per UnitCost per Unit: This is used to track profit margins.
(Optional) Hide in StoreHide in Store (Yes or No): This is used to hide products from the
Infusionsoft Storefront.
(Optional) Subscription Only Subscription Only (Yes or No): This must match up with a column on
your import spreadsheet that denotes whether a product is sold by subscription
plan only, or not.

6. Match the Subscription Plan Fields in your spreadsheet to the following available
Infusionsoft fields.

FrequencyFrequency: This will be a number value that, when combined with the cycle, will
determine how often the customer is auto-charged for the program.  (e.g. 1 per
month - 1 is the frequency.)
CycleCycle: This is a calendar value that, when combined with frequency, determines
how often a customer is auto-charged for the program (e.g. 1 per month - month
is the cycle.)
Prorate Prorate (Yes or No): If you set this to Yes, the upcoming subscription autocharge
amount will automatically adjust when the next bill date is changed for the
subscription. This is most commonly used with service subscriptions.
(Optional) Number of CyclesNumber of Cycles: This field automatically sets an end date for
subscriptions with a limited duration (e.g. 1 year.) If the subscription bills once a
month (frequency / cycle) and ends after one year, the number of cycles is 12.
Active Active (Yes or No): This shows or hides the subscription option on the product
record in the Infusionsoft Storefront and within the Links tab of a product record.

7. Click on the Next Next button.
 

8. (Optional) Match Field Values
This step will only show up if you are importing fields that have more than one possible
value.
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9. Click on the Next Next button.

 
10. Click on the Previous Previous and Next Next Arrows to preview the import before the final step.

11. Click on Done.Done.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create And Organize Product Categories
And Subcategories
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:26 pm MST

Product categories organize the product display in the Infusionsoft storefront. The
subcategories organize products within particular categories (e.g. Books = Category,
Children's Literature = Subcategory), making it easier for shoppers to find what they are
looking for. Product categories and subcategories also organize the product list in the
Infusionsoft application (E-Commerce > Products in the master navigation menu). Using
categories and subcategories allows you to manage products more efficiently, even if you are
not using the Infusionsoft storefront. You can filter the product list by category and create
category related discounts.

After creating categories and subcategories, you will need to update products to assign them
to one or more category. Note: You are also able to create new product categories "on the
fly" as you add or edit a product (shown below.)

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup in the main navigation menu.
 

2. Under ProductsProducts, click on CategoriesCategories.

 
3. Click on the Add new CategoryAdd new Category button.

 
4. Enter a category name and click on SaveSave.
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5. Repeat this process to add more product categories.

 
6. (Optional) Click on  the Add subcategory...Add subcategory... link below one of the categories.

 
7. Enter the subcategory name and click on SaveSave.
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8. Repeat this process to add more subcategories.

Good to know: Good to know: You can also edit and delete product categories and subcategories from
this screen. If you edit a name, it will update everywhere: in the Infusionsoft storefront,
in the product list, and in individual product or subscription records. If you delete a
category or subcategory, it will be removed from all of these places.

Warning!Warning!Before you delete a product category, you should reassign affected products to
a new category and/or subcategory, as well as update related product category
discounts. Products that are not assigned to a category or subcategory are displayed on
the home page of the Infusionsoft storefront.

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! You can also manage categories and subcategories while viewing an individual
product as well.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Product Options
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:26 pm MST

You are able to add product options to an existing product record. These options give your
customers the ability to select preferences when purchasing from an order form or from the
shopping cart. You can also adjust pricing based on a product option selected (e.g. Charge $2
more for a large or extra large shirt.)

You can pre-define a drop-down list for each option (e.g. a list of colors) or allow the buyer to
type in an option (e.g. initials to be embroidered.)

Please note: Please note: Product options are only available to your customers when they are
browsing your shopping cart or if you use order forms. Product options are not available
when sending product purchase links.

Important Note! Important Note! There can only be up to 3 product options, per product. These options
will only be reported in the order itself, and in fulfillment reports.

1. Go to E-Commerce > ProductsE-Commerce > Products in the main navigation menu
 

2. Click on the name of a product to edit it, then click on the Product OptionsProduct Options tab.
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3. Enter the Name (e.g. Size.) The customer will see this name when they view the product
in the Infusionsoft storefront.

4. Select the Option TypeOption Type:
Selected from a Fixed ListSelected from a Fixed List: This creates a drop-down list and the customer chooses
from your list of options (i.e. small, medium, large, extra large.) The customer can't
add to or change this list.
Variable (option is typed by the end-user)Variable (option is typed by the end-user): This creates a text field and the user
enters information into it that is specific to their situation (e.g. monogram initials.)

5. Set the RequiredRequired field. It is set to Yes by default. This means the customer must select a
preference before checking out. Select No if the product option information is not
required.
 

6. Enter the option values and click the Add Add button.
For option type Fixed ListFixed List, see Step 7Step 7.
For option type VariableVariable, see Step 8Step 8.

7. If the option type is a Fixed List, enter the option values.

The value name appears in the drop-down list your customers see on an order
form or on the shopping cart storefront. 
The Code is used as a SKU for that option and appears in the fulfillment report
and on the order receipt.
(Optional) Enter a dollar amount for the price adjustment if the value (e.g. Extra
Large) costs more or less than the standard price. Note: The amount you enter is
added to the standard product or subscription plan price by default. Select
Subtract from the original price to lower the price instead.
Once the values have been added, you can use the arrow buttons to reorganize
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them on the drop-down list.

 
8. If the Option Type is Typed by the end-user, you will define variable settings instead of

values.
These settings restrict what the customer can enter into the field. The variable settings
help you minimize the number of invalid entries. The error message is displayed to
customers when the product option entry does not comply with the variable settings.

 
9. After you enter the variables, click the Save Save button.

 
10. Repeat this process to add more product options.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Manage Product Images
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:27 pm MST

For the best display, the image must be at least 340 x 340 pixels and no more than 3 MB in
size. The image is re-sized to display properly in the storefront, shopping cart, and
Infusionsoft product list.

Product images are displayed:

On the product category page of the Infusionsoft storefront.
In the product page in the Infusionsoft storefront
In the checkout summary in the Infusionsoft shopping cart
In shopping cart upsell promotions
In the product list inside of Infusionsoft
On order forms
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1. Go to E-Commerce > ProductsE-Commerce > Products in the main navigation menu.

2. Click on the name of a product to edit it or click the Add a Product Add a Product button on the top
right of the screen to create a new one.
 

3. Click on the Product ImageProduct Image tab.

 
4. Click on Browse Browse to select an image from your computer and then click Upload Upload to

complete the process.
 

5. Click Save Save when you are done. Click on Delete ImageDelete Image to remove an image completely.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create Digital Products In Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:28 pm MST

If your company sells digital products, like eBooks or audio downloads, you will need to
create digital products in Infusionsoft. A digital product is specially designed to store the
product file (under 10 MB), deliver a download link, and enforce download limitations. If you
imported a product list, you will need to edit the records for the digital products to set up the
delivery details.

You can add, view, and delete digital product files through individual product records or
through the Digital Products area of the company file box.

1. Go to E-Commerce > ProductsE-Commerce > Products in the main navigation menu
 

2. Click on the Add a ProductAdd a Product button.
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3. Enter a Product Name. This name is displayed to your customers and on the product

list inside of Infusionsoft.

4. Select Digital Digital from the type drop-down and click on the Save Save button.

 
5. Enter the product information and Save Save the product.

 
6. Click on the Digital FilesDigital Files tab.
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7. Click on the Add FileAdd File button.

 
8. Select a file from the drop-down or click on the Upload FileUpload File button.

 
9. Enter the digital file information
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File Name: Enter the name of the product here. Customers will see the name in
the product delivery email.
File Description: Enter a brief internal description of the file context. This shows up
in the summary page.
 

10. (Optional) Repeat the process to add more files for this product.
 

11. (Optional) License Keys: This feature allows you to insert an "inventory" of unique
digital product keys.

Keys are most often used by software providers whose customers need to insert a
key to "unlock" their product. You will use a merge field in an email to insert a
unique license key for each customer. You must separate the product keys with
commas. Copy and paste the keys into the license key field and then click on the
Add KeysAdd Keys button.

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! You can use the Product Inventory tracking feature to receive an alert when
the key codes get low.
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12. Set up download restrictions.
These restrictions help minimize unauthorized distribution of the digital product.

Days AvailableDays Available: This option limits the download time frame to a specific number of
days. If the customer waits to download the product, this time limit may prevent
success. The default is 0, which means there is no time limit.
Download LimitDownload Limit: This limits the number of times a customer can download the file.
It tracks the number of clicks on the download link in the email (not successful
downloads). The download link expires when this limit is reached. The default is 0,
which means there is no limit to the number of times the customer can download
the file.

13. Set up the email delivery template by selecting an existing email template or click on
the Add Add button to create a new email template.

 
14. Click into the body of the email where you would like to insert the product download

link.
 

15. Click the InsertInsert tab in the email builder
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16. Click on the Merge FieldMerge Field button

 
17. Click on Digital ProductsDigital Products in the merge list and then click on the name of the digital

product to insert the digital product information into the email

There are three merge fields for each digital product:
Digital Product Link:  The digital product link is required to download the file(s) for
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this product. The download link looks something like this:
https://fusebox.infusiontest.com/product.html?code=842f30
(Optional) Digital Product Code: The code is the number at the end of the
download link. It is not required to download the digital product, but can be useful
if you need to troubleshoot a customer's download issue. Your customer can give
you the code, and you can add it to the link (above) to test the download on your
end.
(Optional) Digital Product Keys: Keys are most frequently used with a software
product. The key is not required to download the digital product file, but may be
required to unlock the software.

18. Finish editing the email and save the email body changes.
Scroll to the bottom of the email template and set the Email Readiness to YesYes, then click
on the Save Save button.
 

19. Click on the Save Save button to apply the digital product updates.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

How To Create A Paid Trial Subscription
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 2:05 pm MST

Create a pricing plan for a subscription to have an initial price (i.e. a start up price) and a
recurring amount that differs.

Please Note! Please Note! Promotions/discounts can be used in some cases but not all. This does not
work for PayPal orders (Infusionsoft does not capture credit card details to bill for the
upsell order.)

High-Level Overview:

Create two separate products, one for initial amount as a one-time purchase, and the
other a subscription only.
Set up automation that creates a subscription order. Two ways to do this: CampaignCampaign
BuilderBuilder or Purchase ActionPurchase Action

Important Note! Important Note! After creating two products, as instructed in the step below, follow onlyonly
"Steps for Campaign Builder Method", or "Steps for 'Purchase Action Method", based on
your setup preference. Following both methods for the same subscription will result in
duplicate subscriptions being created when a contact triggers the actions!

Create two different products
The first product will be for a one time product at the “one-time rate.” (i.e. 7 day trial for
$7) Do not know how to create a product? Not a problem, follow the steps in this article
.
The second product will be your subscription for the recurring amount (i.e. $49 monthly
payment after 7 day trial) Follow this article to know how to create a subscription plan.

Steps for Campaign Builder Method
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1. Navigate to Marketing > Settings > Action SetMarketing > Settings > Action Set
2. Click Add an Action SetAdd an Action Set Button
3. Give your Action Set a name that would reference what it does
4. Select Create and Order Create and Order in the drop down
5. Click Save this ActionSave this Action link
6. Type name of the subscription product created in step 1 then click AddAdd
7. Change "free trial days" to desired delay for this subscription to start billing (e.g. for a 7

day trial of $7, set free trial days to "7")
8. Create a Campaign

Navigate to Marketing > Campaign BuilderMarketing > Campaign Builder and click the 'Create New Campaign'
button.
Start campaign with a Purchase Goal . Configure goal to the first product, or the
initial product

9. Create a new Campaign Sequence
Drag out "Action Set (Legacy)" snippet from Process tab
Select the Action Set created in previous steps
Set all elements to Ready, Connect your purchase goal to your sequence, and
publish the campaign.

Steps for Purchase Action Method
1. Create a Product Specific Purchase Action for one-time purchase product. Remember to

create this purchase action for the initial product or first product.
2. Select action to "Create an Order" and click "Save this Action" link.
3. Type the name of the subscription product and click "Add" button.
4. Change "free trial days" to desired delay for this subscription to start billing (i.e. for a 7

day trial of $7, set free trial days to "7")
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Inventory Notifications And Sold Out
Automation
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:30 pm MST

Important! Important! Inventory tracking is disabled by default. You must turn it on through E-E-
Commerce > Settings > ProductCommerce > Settings > Product.

Basic inventory tracking is integrated with each product record. This feature allows you to put
an inventory number into Infusionsoft that is decreased with each purchase made through
the shopping cart, an order form, or as part of a manual order. When the quantity reaches a
specified threshold, Infusionsoft automatically sends a notification email so that you can re-
stock and update the inventory amount in Infusionsoft. This simply alerts you that you need
more inventory.

The inventory function can't track orders that are processed outside of Infusionsoft unless
you are using a 3rd-party Shopping cart integration like BigCommerce, but you can manually
decrease the inventory amount to account for outside sales.

If you check the box (see step 5) the item will no longer be available on order forms or the
shopping cart when the inventory amount reaches zero.

1. Go to E-Commerce > ProductsE-Commerce > Products in the main navigation menu
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2. Click on a ProductProduct
 

3. Click on the Inventory Inventory tab

TypeType: Increase inventory when you've re-ordered items and need to increase the
inventory amount recorded in Infusionsoft. Decrease the inventory to manually account
for sales made outside of Infusionsoft.

QuantityQuantity: Enter a number. If you choose to increase the inventory, this number will be
added to the Current Quantity. If you choose to decrease the inventory, this number
will be subtracted from the Current Quantity.
 

4. Click on the Adjust Adjust button to apply the change
 

5. Set up a notification email

Notify This EmailNotify This Email: Enter the email address that will receive an alert when the
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inventory gets low.
Notify LimitNotify Limit: Enter the threshold the system will use to trigger the email
notification. (e.g. If you enter 10, the system will send the email when the Current
Quantity drops to 10.)
Show product as sold out when inventory reaches 0Show product as sold out when inventory reaches 0: Make sure this box is checked
so that the item will no longer be available on order forms or the shopping cart
when your inventory drops to zero!

6. Click on the Update Update button to apply the change

7. Click on SaveSave
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Product Interest Bundles
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:30 pm MST

Product interest bundles are groups of products that are commonly purchased together.
They can be used to automatically generate the product/subscription program when an
opportunity is created through an action, or a sales rep can manually add a product Interest
bundle to an opportunity record after talking with a prospect. Using product interest bundles
is an alternative to adding products and subscriptions to an opportunity record one at a
time. You must add products and subscription program records to Infusionsoft before you
create product interest bundles.

You need to enter product and subscription program names while creating the bundles.
Before you start, you may want to print a list of products (E-Commerce > ProductsE-Commerce > Products) to
reference.

1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings in the main navigation menu.

2. Click on Product Interest BundlesProduct Interest Bundles in the Settings menu.

3. Click on the Add Product Interest BundleAdd Product Interest Bundle button.
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4. Enter the Bundle Name and Description.

5. Bundle NameBundle Name: Sales reps will need to recognize the bundle by name when adding it to
an opportunity record. It should be short but descriptive. The customer will not see this
information.

DescriptionDescription: This is a note to yourself about why you created this bundle and when it
should be used. It might also include a date to remove the bundle so that sales reps can
no longer use it.

6. Click on the Save Save button. Click on the Interests Interests tab to add products to the bundle. You
will add one time products and products with subscription plans separately.
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7. Type in the name of a product or subscription program to find possible matches, then
click the name of the product in the drop-down to select it.

8. Click on the Add Add button to add the product or subscription to the bundle. Repeat this
process to add more products and/or subscription programs.
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9. Click on Edit Edit to change the quantity and/or apply a discount to an item in the bundle.

10. Click on the Save Save button when you are finished.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Manage Subscription Record
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:32 pm MST

After you have created a Subscription Record you can manage it from the Contact's Record. 

Within the Contact Record click the "OrdersOrders" tab which is located on the bottom sections of
tabs.

Scroll down to "SubscriptionsSubscriptions"

ViewView - The Subscription product which you would click to access the Subscription record

QTYQTY - The number of items purchased 

Start DateStart Date - When the Subscription Record was created

Bill AmtBill Amt - Recurring Billed Amount

Auto$Auto$ - Indicator if the auto pay is Active or Inactive
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StatusStatus - Indicator if the Subscription Record is Active or Inactive. 

CycleCycle - The billing Cycle i.e. Daily, Weekly, Monthly, etc

Next Bill Next Bill - The date the next invoice will be generated and if auto pay is active process
payment

CreditsCredits - Number of credits saved to the Subscription record

Add SubscriptionAdd Subscription - Allows you to manually create a Subscription Record

Subscription Setup

Click the Product NameProduct Name of the Subscription located under "View"
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ContactContact: Customer attached to Subscription Record

Subscription PlanSubscription Plan: Subscription product and cycle

QtyQty: Amount purchased

Billing CycleBilling Cycle: How many times the Subscription is billed during the cycle

Billing AmtBilling Amt: The amount billed each cycle

Charge Tax (Optional)Charge Tax (Optional): Indicator if tax is applied to Invoice

Lead Referral Partner (Optional)Lead Referral Partner (Optional): Name of Referral partner to receive credit if applicable.   

Sales Referral Partner (Optional)Sales Referral Partner (Optional): Name of Referral partner to receive credit if applicable.

Promo Code (Optional)Promo Code (Optional): Save any promo code used for a discount

Order Type (Optional)Order Type (Optional): The type of order either Online or Offline

Invoice Template (Optional)Invoice Template (Optional): Select a Legacy Template that is generated
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Current Status

StatusStatus - Indicates if the Subscription Record is Active or Inactive . Subscriptions records will
always be in an Active Status and can only be manually changed to Inactive.    Once saved in
the Inactive status no further invoices will be created or charged. 

Start Date Start Date - Date the Subscription was created

End DateEnd Date - Date the Subscription stops billing. The End date is configured when there is a # of
Cycles in the Subscription. Once the Subscription reaches the End DateEnd Date no further invoices
will be generated or charged but the Subscription Status will remain Active. 

Reason Stopped (Optional)Reason Stopped (Optional) - Leave a note explaining why the Subscription was canceled. If
the Subscription was created with a specific amount of Cycles it will automatically have
"Subscription ends on the above date based upon the number of cycles set. You may chooseSubscription ends on the above date based upon the number of cycles set. You may choose
a different date as needed.a different date as needed." saved in this field.  
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Last Bill DateLast Bill Date - Date that the last Invoice was created

Next Bill DateNext Bill Date - Date the next Invoice will be generated 

ChangeChange - Change the Next Bill Date. This will only allow you to change the Next Bill date
within a specific time frame. 

Next Bill AmountNext Bill Amount - Amount that will be due on next Invoice. This will not accumulate if
previous invoices were missed.

Recharge Information

Auto ChargeAuto Charge - Indicates if the Credit Cards will be Automatically charged. If the Auto Charge is
set to No but the Subscription is in the Active Status and no End Date is listed, then an invoice
will be generated but will have a balance due. 

Credit CardCredit Card - Credit Card that the Subscription will bill

AddAdd - Click "Add" to add another credit card to the Subscription record

Merchant AccountMerchant Account - The merchant that processes the credit card payment

Max Charge AttemptsMax Charge Attempts - Amount of times the card will be attempted after the initial payment
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fails

Num Days Between RetryNum Days Between Retry - The amount of days between bill attempts after the initial
payment fails

Email the invoice to the customer upon successful paymentEmail the invoice to the customer upon successful payment - If checked an email with the
invoice will be sent each Successful Payment

New Credit CardNew Credit Card
Click Add > Enter new card information 
Then click the outstanding Order Record  or Invoice
Click Payment Plan on the right
Select the new card from the drop down
Click Save

If the max attempts have been reached you will need Click "Reset Failed Attempts" Reset Failed Attempts" 

Unless you have  E-commerce > Settings > Orders > "Reset Failed Auto Charge Attempt
Counters When Credit Card Changes:" set to YesYes.

 If the max attempts have NOTNOT been reached and the following is true then the payment will
automatically run.

The Auto Charge is marked Yes
The outstanding invoices are within the time frame indicated under E-Commerce >
Settings > Orders > Don't auto charge invoices that have x months been outstanding.
Click here to see more information .
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*This is not immediately but it will automatically process payment 

Updated CardUpdated Card   

If the Credit Card is updated all Invoices attached to that Credit card with outstanding
balances will automatically process unless the Auto Pay is marked No and/or the max
attempts have been reached. 

If the max attempts have been reached you will need to go into the InvoiceInvoice > Click "ResetReset
Failed Attempts"  Failed Attempts"  

If the max attempts have NOTNOT been reached and the following is true then the payment will
automatically run.

The Auto Charge is marked Yes
The outstanding invoices are within the time frame indicated under E-Commerce >
Settings > Orders > Don't auto charge invoices that have x months been outstanding.
Click here to see more information .

*This is not immediately but it will automatically process payment

Reset Failed Attempts

Past Subscription Invoices

Located at the bottom of the Subscription Record
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DescriptionDescription - The subscription product and cycle > When clicked it will open the full Order
Record which includes the Contact Information, Order Information, Shipping, Source
Information, Order Items, Payments, Commissions, Total Commissions, Payment Plan, save
button, delete button, preview invoice, send invoice, clone, and reset failed attempts when
applicable.

Dt CreatedDt Created - Date the invoice was generated

Charge amtCharge amt - Amount Billed

Pay statusPay status - Indicates if the invoice is paid or Unpaid

Pay plan statuPay plan status s - Indicates if a Payment plan is used

Auto-chargeAuto-charge - View Details will show the "Credit Card Charge Attempt History"

InvoiceInvoice - Contains payments, Commissions, Payment Plan, Preview Invoice button, Send
Invoice button

How to Cancel a SubscriptionHow to Cancel a Subscription
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If you need to cancel a Subscription on a Specific date, enter that date in the "End Date"

field and click "Save".

If you need to cancel a Subscription immediately do so by changing the Status to "Inactive"

and click "Save"
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Auto Charge Settings

Pro Tip! Change the Auto-Pay to "No" to prevent any accidental billing if the Subscription is

re-activated.

Go to E-Commerce > Settings
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Click Orders from the left and scroll down

Select "Yes" to have the failed autocharge reset when a New Credit Card is added

Select the time frame for Outstanding invoices
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create A Manual Order
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:33 pm MST

1. While viewing a contact record, click on the Order Order tab.

2. Click on the Add OrderAdd Order button.

3. Go to the Order Information section.
(Optional) Order TitleOrder Title: By default, this field is populated with order date. but you
can edit it. The title is displayed in the person's order history as a hyperlink to
access the order details.
(Optional) Order DateOrder Date: By default, this field is populated with the current date, but
you can edit it.
Order Type: Select offline from the drop-down.
(Optional) Order NotesOrder Notes: Add order-specific notes if needed. These notes are only
visible to your Infusionsoft users.
(Optional) Lead / Sale Referral PartnerLead / Sale Referral Partner: Type in the name of a referral partner to
credit their partner commissions for this sale. This field is automatically populated
if a referral partner is already associated with the customer's contact record.
(Optional) Invoice Template Invoice Template: Select a custom invoice template from the drop-
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down.
(Optional) Promo CodesPromo Codes: Click on the Edit Promo Codes link to select a promo code
for the order. The promo code can be used to track ad effectiveness. It does not
automatically apply a discount.

4. Click the Save Save button.
 

5. Click on the Add Order ItemAdd Order Item button to enter the first product for this order. Each
product is added separately.

Product IDProduct ID: Enter a product name to search for a product in your database.
Infusionsoft will display a list of possible matches. Click on a product to select it.
TypeType: Select a type from the drop-down.
Item NameItem Name: This defaults to the product name, but you can edit it. This name is
displayed on the order invoice.
Item DescriptionItem Description: This defaults to the product's short description, but you can edit
it. The description is also displayed on the order invoice.
(Optional) Charge InventoryCharge Inventory: This defaults to Yes, meaning Infusionsoft will deduct
this item from the inventory entered in the product record. This setting only
applies if you are using Infusionsoft to track inventory levels and receive low
inventory alerts.
QtyQty: The default quantity is 1. Change this number if the customer is buying more
than one of an item.
Price/UnitPrice/Unit: This defaults to the regular product price, but you can edit it to change
the price of the product. This may be needed if you offer variable pricing.
(Optional) Cost/UnitCost/Unit: This defaults to the cost recorded in the product record, but
you can edit it. This is your cost for creating and delivering the product.
(Optional) NotesNotes: Add product-specific notes here. These notes are only visible to
Infusionsoft users.

6. Save Save the first item. Repeat this process to add more items to the order.
 

7. Save Save the order. It has been created as an unpaid order.
 

8. Click on the Preview InvoicePreview Invoice button to view the order invoice and send it to the
customer.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Add A Payment To An Existing Order
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:33 pm MST

When someone pays you offline, you may need to manually record and /or process a
payment for an existing order. You can do this in one of two ways: By navigating to the
contact record first and making a payment, or using the Enter a Payment feature.

To record a payment from the contact record...
1. While viewing the contact record, click on the Order Order tab
2. Click the Add PaymentAdd Payment button
3. Choose the invoice to pay. Note: Only invoices with a balance due will appear in the

drop-down.
4. Enter the payment details

1. AmountAmount: Enter the payment amount. This can be a partial payment or the total
balance due.

2. DateDate: Enter the payment date (usually today's date.)
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3. Payment TypePayment Type: Select a payment type from the drop-down. Note: Select credit
card (charge now) to process the credit card payment through Infusionsoft when
you record the payment.

4. (Optional) Enter Notes Notes about this payment.
5. (Optional) Apply to CommissionsApply to Commissions: This is set to Yes by default, which means the

system will automatically calculate and apply referral partner commissions to this
order. Choose No if the lead and/or sale partners are not eligible for commissions
on this order.

5. Click the Apply Payment Apply Payment button to save the payment and apply it to the invoice.

To record a payment using the Enter a Payment feature...
1. Go to E-Commerce > OrdersE-Commerce > Orders
2. Hover over Orders and click on Enter a PaymentEnter a Payment.
3. Enter the name of the contact and click OKOK.
4. Choose the invoice to pay. Note: Only invoices with a balance due will appear in the

drop-down.
5. Enter the payment details.

1. AmountAmount: Enter the payment amount. This can be a partial payment or the total
balance due.

2. DateDate: Enter the payment date (usually today's date.)
3. Payment TypePayment Type: Select a payment type from the drop-down. Note: Select credit

card (charge now) to process the credit card payment through Infusionsoft when
you record the payment.

4. (Optional) Enter Notes Notes about this payment.
5. (Optional) Apply to CommissionsApply to Commissions: This is set to Yes by default, which means the

system will automatically calculate and apply referral partner commissions to this
order. Choose No if the lead and/or sale partners are not eligible for commissions
on this order.

6. Click the Apply PaymentApply Payment button to save the payment and apply it to the invoice.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Manually Create An Order For A
Subscription
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:34 pm MST

Before you can create a manual order, you must create a contact record for the customer.
After you create a contact record, there are two ways you can enter the person's order: you
can add the order from the main navigation menu, or from the order tab in the 2nd row of
tabs in the contact record. 

Note: These instructions apply to subscription orders. You will need to create a separate
order for any products.

1. While viewing the contact record, click on the Order Order tab.
 

2. Click on the Add SubscriptionAdd Subscription button.
 

3. Go to the Subscription Setup section.
ProgramProgram: Select a subscription program from the dropdown.
QtyQty: The default quantity is one. Change this number if the customer wants to
purchase more than one of the same program.
(Optional) Billing CycleBilling Cycle: This defaults to the billing cycle you defined when you set
up the subscription program, but you can change it.
(Optional) Billing AmtBilling Amt: This defaults to the price you defined when you set up the
subscription program, but you can change it.
(Optional) Charge Tax Charge Tax: This defaults to the tax setting in the subscription program
record. If the default is Yes, you can change it to No to override the default.
(Optional) Lead / Sale Referral PartnerLead / Sale Referral Partner: Type in the name of a referral partner to
credit their referral partner commissions for this sale.
Order TypeOrder Type: Select offline from the dropdown.
(Optional) Invoice TemplateInvoice Template: Select a custom invoice template from the drop-
down.

4. Go to the Recharge Information section.
Auto ChargeAuto Charge: The default auto charge setting is Yes. This means the system will
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charge each recurring fee automatically, based on the billing cycle you defined. Set
this to No if you want to manually charge and record each payment.
Credit Card 1Credit Card 1: Select an existing credit card from the drop-down, or click on the
Add Add button to enter a new one. This is the primary credit card.
(Optional) Credit Card 2Credit Card 2: Select an existing credit card from the drop-down, or click
on the Add Add button to enter a new one. Note: This is a backup credit card. It will be
billed if Credit Card 1 fails.
Merchant AccountMerchant Account: Select a Merchant Account from the dropdown.
(Optional) Max Charge AttemptsMax Charge Attempts: This number is the maximum number of times
the system will try to run a charge if the first attempt fails. The default you defined
under E-Commerce > Settings > OrdersE-Commerce > Settings > Orders is displayed, but you can change it.
(Optional) Num Days Between RetryNum Days Between Retry: This is the number of days the system will
wait before trying to run a charge again, when the previous attempt fails. The
default you defined under E-Commerce > Settings > OrdersE-Commerce > Settings > Orders is displayed, but you
can change it.
(Optional) Email Invoice to customer upon successful payment Email Invoice to customer upon successful payment: When this
checkbox is marked, the customer will receive an email notification for each
successful recurring subscription charge. The default invoice you defined under E-E-
Commerce > Settings > OrdersCommerce > Settings > Orders is displayed, but you can change it.

5. Go to the Current Status section.
(Optional) StatusStatus: This defaults to active, which means the customer will get
charged. You would only select Inactive to cancel a subscription and stop the
automatic billing.
(Optional) Start DateStart Date: This defaults to the current date. You can change this date to
represent the true start date.
 First Bill Date First Bill Date: Enter the date for the first subscription charge. Enter the current
date to charge it immediately or enter a future date to delay billing (i.e. free trial,
arrears billing.)
(Optional) End DateEnd Date: Enter an end date if this is a micro-continuity program that
has a limited duration (like 6 months). Leave this blank if the customer remains in
the program until asking to cancel.
Reason StoppedReason Stopped: This field is only relevant when canceling a subscription. Leave it
blank when you create a new one.

6. Click the Save Save button to create the subscription. Saving generates the last bill date, next
bill date, and next bill amount.
 

7. Click on the Invoice Invoice button to generate the first charge. This will initiate one of the
following scenarios:

If Auto Charge is set to Yes and Email Invoice is checkedIf Auto Charge is set to Yes and Email Invoice is checked: The customer's credit
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card is billed and the system will automatically email the customer a paid invoice.
If Auto Charge is set to Yes and Email Invoice is uncheckedIf Auto Charge is set to Yes and Email Invoice is unchecked: The customer's credit
card is billed, but you must click on the Invoice link to manually generate / send an
invoice to the customer.
If Auto Charge is set to No and Email Invoice is uncheckedIf Auto Charge is set to No and Email Invoice is unchecked: You must click on the
Invoice Invoice link to manually enter the payment and generate / send an invoice to the
customer.
If Auto Charge is set to No and Email Invoice is checkedIf Auto Charge is set to No and Email Invoice is checked: You must click on the
Invoice Invoice link to manually enter the payment. When the payment is recorded, the
system will automatically send an invoice to the customer.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create A Quick Sale Order
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:35 pm MST

Once you understand the manual order process, you may want to use the quick sale option
to quickly create a single-item order for a one time only product (no subscriptions.)

This option gives you control over the following:

Adjusting the product price
Payment Option: No Payment, Auto Charge, Manual Payment (e.g. check)
Payment Plan: Create a custom payment plan for the order
Shipping: This method uses the order form shipping groups
Applying referral partner commissions
Actions: Quick sales do NOT trigger purchase actions. You will be able to select an
action set to run.

1. While viewing a contact record, click on the Order Order tab.

2. Select a product from the quick sale drop-down.
 

3. Enter Sale Details:
(Optional) AdjustmentAdjustment: Use this field to adjust the product price based on your
agreement with the customer.
(Optional) Sale Notes Sale Notes: Add order specific notes to maintain a record of any non-
standard order requests or the reason for the price adjustment.
(Optional) Promo Code Promo Code: Select a promo code from the dropdown. These promo
codes are used to track advertising effectiveness. They do not apply a discount.
(Optional) Order TypeOrder Type: The order type is set to offline by default. You should not
need to change this for a manual order.
Charge Sales TaxCharge Sales Tax: The default setting is Yes or No based on the choice you defined
under E-Commerce > Settings > OrdersE-Commerce > Settings > Orders. Select Yes to apply sales tax. Select No to
exclude sales tax from the order.

4. Enter Payment & Auto-charge Details
Choose a Payment Option from the following:

I don't want to record a payment at this timeI don't want to record a payment at this time
Pay with Credit CardPay with Credit Card: Select an existing card or Add a new one to charge the
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credit card when you complete the order.
Make a Manual PaymentMake a Manual Payment: Choose a Payment Type from the dropdown that is
not Credit Card (Charge Now). You will use this option to record cash, check,
and credit card payments processed outside of Infusionsoft. No payment
processing will take place when a manual payment type is selected, as this is
only recording payment in the order.

Enter the Payment AmountPayment Amount. This amount will be applied to the order total and, if
the customer is paying with a credit card, charged automatically when you
complete the order.
(Optional) Add a Note Note about the payment.
(Optional) Apply to CommissionsApply to Commissions: This is set to Yes by default, which means the
system will automatically calculate and apply referral partner commissions to this
order. Choose No if the lead and/or sale partner are not eligible for commissions
on this order.

5. (Optional) Enter Payment Plan Details. You only need to use these settings if the
customer is going to pay for the purchase in multiple installments.

Initial Payment AmountInitial Payment Amount: This amount generally includes up front fees, shipping,
and taxes.
Initial Payment DateInitial Payment Date: Enter the payment date (usually today's date.)
Plan Start DatePlan Start Date: Enter the date for the first charge of the remaining installments.
# Payments# Payments: Enter the number of remaining payments, excluding the initial
payment amount you've already recorded (e.g. For a total sale of $1200, the
customer might pay an initial payment of $500. The remaining $700 may be
broken into 2 payments of $350 each.)
Days Between PaymentsDays Between Payments: Enter the number of days to wait between the remaining
payments. This defaults to 30 days, but you can change it.

6. (Optional) If this is a shippable product, enter ShippingShipping
Shipping GroupShipping Group: Select an existing group from the dropdown or click on Create to
add a new shipping group.
Shipping OptionShipping Option: Select a Shipping Option from the choices assigned to the
Shipping Group you selected.

7. (Optional) Assign Commissions
Select the Lead and / or Sale Referral Partner who are eligible for commissions on this
order.
 

8. (Optional) Apply Actions
Select an action set from the dropdown. A quick sale does not trigger purchase actions
or order form actions. You must manually select an action set.
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9. Click the Save Save button to complete the order.

Note:  If the customer is paying by credit card, the charge will be applied when the
order is saved or auto-charged in the future on the initial payment date.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Add A Payment Plan To A Manual Order
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:35 pm MST

After an order is created a payment plan can be added or altered. The payment plan allows a
customer to pay for a purchase in one or several installments. Infusionsoft will automatically
charge the card on file as long as a merchant account is set up.

1. While viewing a contact record, click the Order Order tab.
 

2. Click on the name of the order to open it.
 

3. Go to the Payment Plan section and click on the Edit Payment Plan  Edit Payment Plan button.
 

4. Enter the Auto Charge Settings
Auto ChargeAuto Charge: Set this to 'Yes' if the credit card should automatically be charged
through a Merchant Account.
Credit CardCredit Card: Select a credit card from the drop down or click on the Add button to
enter a new Credit Card. The system will attempt to charge the credit card on file
when the next batch of charge attempts processes (Could take up to 6 hours).
Max Charge AttemptsMax Charge Attempts: Enter the maximum number of times the system should try
to auto-charge a credit card.
Num Days Between RetryNum Days Between Retry: Enter the number of days the system should wait
between auto-charge attempts.

5. Enter the Payment Plan Details
Initial Payment AmountInitial Payment Amount: This amount generally includes up front fees, shipping,
and taxes.
Initial Payment DateInitial Payment Date: Enter the payment date (usually today's date, but can be set
to a future date.)
Plan Start DatePlan Start Date: Enter the date for the first charge of the remaining installments
after the initial payment. If the Plan Start Date and Initial Payment Date are the
same then the first payment will include the Initial Payment Amount and the first
payment amount. (Example: For a total sale of $1200, the customer might pay an
initial payment of $500. The remaining $700 may be broken into 2 payments of
$350 each. The first payment would be $850 if the Plan Start Date and Payment
Date is the same.)
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# Payments# Payments: Enter the number of remaining payments, excluding the initial
payment amount entered already (Example: For a total sale of $1200, the
customer might pay an initial payment of $500. The remaining $700 may be
broken into 2 payments of $350 each.)
Days Between PaymentsDays Between Payments: Enter the number of days to wait between the remaining
payments. This defaults to 30 days, but can be changed.

6. Click the Save Save button to save the payment plan.
Note:  A charge that should be taken on the day the payment plan is setup can take up
to 6 hours before attempting to charge automatically.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create A Quote
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:36 pm MST

The quoting tool makes it easy to create, manage and share quotes and proposals with
potential buyers directly from a contact search. To take payments online, check out the
Infusionsoft Payments Setup Guide .

Creating Quotes

You can access quoting tools from My Day and Interactive List View by clicking the $$ icon
within the task tool bar.
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1. To create a new quote, click add quoteadd quote and use the auto-complete box to search for
and add products and/or subscriptions to the quote. Once a product is selected, you
can edit the description, quantity and price. Subscriptions can be edited to include a
free trial period.

2. You can apply a percentage discount or flat rate price reduction to any quote by clicking
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the red discount field. If a product qualifies for shipping, you can click the Shipping link
to select a preconfigured shipping option. If no shipping options exist, a pop-up will
direct you to the e-commerce setup page.
 

3. When taxable products are added to a quote, tax will be automatically calculated and
applied. If no tax tables are configured, a pop-up will direct you to the e-commerce
setup page.
 

4. Click Continue Continue and the quote template will pop-up allowing you to specify payment
options (Send quote with no payment options, Send quote and allow payment later,
or Send quote and require online payment.)

ImportantImportant! Be sure to select the last radio option if you want to require the quote
be paid online. If you don't have a merchant account, check out Infusionsoft
Payments Setup Guide .
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5. Once you've edited your quote template, click the Send Send button.

 

View & Share Quotes

You can preview a quote by clicking the Preview Preview button, which will open a PDF quote. Clicking
Send QuoteSend Quote will open an email dialog box with options to edit the recipient address, subject
line and email body, which includes a company logo, your HTML signature and link to access
the quote.

After clicking the link, a recipient is taken to a web page that contains a quote. The quote can
be accepted or declined with the click of a button. If the recipient declines the quote, the
page is refreshed, and the word “DECLINED” is stamped in red. If the quote is accepted, the
customer will see the word “ACCEPTED” stamped in green. A notification email will
automatically also be sent to the sales person.

Accepted quotes are automatically converted into orders, and a balance is created within
Infusionsoft. Payments must be recorded manually. Any action taken on a quote will update
the status, which include: draft, sent, viewed, accepted and declined. Once a quote is
accepted, it cannot be changed.

Every quote has a version history so you can track the negation history.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Add Product And Service Fulfillment
Notes To Orders
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:37 pm MST

Infusionsoft does not include automated order fulfillment tracking. However, you can
manually track this information on individual orders. You can add shipping and service notes
to each line-item of an order. These are internal notes that you can reference if a customer
inquires about their order.

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings

2. Click on Orders Orders in the Settings Settings menu

3. Scroll down to the Fulfillment Fulfillment section and enable Service OrdersService Orders and/or Ship OrdersShip Orders
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4. Now, when you click on an item in an order, you will have the ability to add notes

concerning the order item
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Add A New Credit Card To A Contact
Record
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:37 pm MST

When a customer responds to a billing issue related to a failed auto-charge for a payment
plan or an expired credit card, you will need to:

Add a new credit card
Update the order or subscription to transition the billing to the new card

Note: If the credit card on file is expired, you can update the expiration date from the
Order Order tab in a contact record. Click on the credit card link to change the expiration date and
month.

1. While viewing the contact record, click on the Order Order tab.

 
2. Click on the name of an order to view it.

 
3. Click on the Edit Payment PlanEdit Payment Plan button.

 
4. Go to the Auto-charge section and select the new credit card from the drop-downs or

click on the Add Add button to enter a new credit card.
 

5. Click the Save Save button to save the payment plan and initiate any past due billing in one
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of the following ways:
If the card has not reached the maximum number of autocharge retries, the next
autocharge attempt will run all current and past due charges
If the maximum number of autocharge retries has been reached, you need to
manually run the past due charges. All future charges will run automatically using
the new card.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Update The Credit Card On A
Subscription
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:39 pm MST

1. Find the customer's contact record
 

2. Go to the Order Order tab in the bottom row of tabs on the contact record

 
3. Click on the name of a subscription to open it

 
4. Go to the Recharge Information section and select the new credit card from the drop-

downs or click on the Add Add button to enter a new credit card
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5. Click Save Save to update the subscription. The past due billing will be handled in one of the
following ways:

If the card has not reached the maximum number of autocharge retries, the next
autocharge attempt will run all current and past due charge.
If the maximum number of auto-charge retries has been reached, you need to
manually run the past due charges. All future charges will run automatically using
the new card.

6. Save Save the updated subscription
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Update The Credit Card Expiration Date
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:39 pm MST

When the expiration date for a customer's credit card needs updated, you can edit the card
on file. You do not need to add a new credit card.

1. Open the contact record, and click on the OrderOrder tab.

2. Click on the credit card link.

3. Update the expiration date.
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4. Click the Save Save button.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Make A Credit Card Inactive
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:39 pm MST

1. While viewing a contact record, click on the Order Order tab.

 
2. Click on the credit card link.

 
3. Click on the Make InactiveMake Inactive and then click on OK OK to continue.

 
4. Review the credit card information to confirm it is the correct card and to view the

automatic billing currently linked to the card. Go to the Other Cards section to reassign
billing from the current card to another card on file.

Be Careful! Be Careful! You have the option NOT to reassign billing to a new card. However, if you do
not reassign active subscription billing to a new card, the customer will not be billed.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Viewing A Credit Card Number
Last Modified on 09/20/2018 5:54 pm MST

The credit card data stored in Infusionsoft is encrypted by default. This is required by the
Payment Card Industry Security Standard (PCI DSS). This protects your customers from credit
card fraud and protects you from related legal issues. Users must have the "Can reveal credit
card data" permission in order to view credit card data. Your company's Infusionsoft system
administrator will need to grant you this permission.

1. While viewing a contact record, click on the Order Order tab.

 
2. Go to the Credit Cards section and click on the credit card link.
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3. Go to the Credit Card Information section and click on View secure credit cardView secure credit card

informationinformation. Note: If you don't see this link, you don't have permission to view credit
card information.

 
4. Enter your Infusionsoft password to confirm your identity. The system will give you

access to credit card data for up to 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, the system will
automatically disable access, and you will need to re-confirm your identity to access the
information again..
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Default Credit Card Settings
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:41 pm MST

The Credit Card Settings allow you to customize the style on the Infusionsoft credit card
update portal, create credit card update related actions, and more.

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings

2. Click on Orders Orders in the settings menu.
 

3. Go to the Credit Card section to edit the following defaults.
CC TypesCC Types: This list shows up on Order Forms and the Shopping Cart checkout
page. Customers select a credit card type from a dropdown list. Edit this list so
that it only displays the types of credit cards you're willing to accept.
(Optional) Allow UK Maestro CardsAllow UK Maestro Cards: Set to Yes if you want to accept Maestro Cards
(UK Only) and then add Maestro Card to the CC Types list.
Update Credit Card Page Header, Footer, and Thank You MessageUpdate Credit Card Page Header, Footer, and Thank You Message: If you use the
Infusionsoft Credit Card Update portal to request updated information when a
card is expiring or has an issue, then you'll want to customize these areas to match
your brand. This portal is accessed through an email merge link sent through an
Order Trigger. The Header and Footer display above and below the secure update
form. The Thank You Message displays after the form is submitted.
Credit Card Update Actions:

Clicked Update Credit Card LinkClicked Update Credit Card Link - Click on Actions to tag a customer or send
an internal notification email when someone clicks on the credit card update
merge link in a billing email. This automation can help you identify people
who clicked to update, but may not have been successful.
Updated Credit Card via LinkUpdated Credit Card via Link - Click on Actions Actions to set up automation when a
customer successfully updates their credit card through this link. This Action
should send an internal notification to view the order and attach the new
credit card to it. Note: The credit card update interface collects the new credit
card information, but does not update the card associated with the order -
this must be done manually.

4. Scroll to the bottom of the settings and click on Save Save to apply the updates.
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Canceling Your Customer's Subscription
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:45 pm MST

You are able to cancel and deactivate subscriptions manually when a customer contacts you
by phone, email, or in person and asks to discontinue a service or upgrade to another
service.

Automation Warning! Automation Warning! These instructions will help you turn off the billing for a
subscription program. However, inactivating a subscription does not stop any fulfillment
processes or follow-up sequences. You may need to stop these processes manually or
notify others to stop fulfilling.

1. While viewing a contact record, click on the Order Order tab.

 
2. Click on the name of the subscription to open it.

 
3. Go to the Current Status section to...

Change the Status Status to Inactive. Setting the status to inactive means that the
customer canceled a subscription before the original purchase term expired.
Enter the End DateEnd Date.
Enter the Reason StoppedReason Stopped.

4. Go to the Recharge InformationRecharge Information section and set auto charge to NoNo.
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5. Click on the Save Save button to inactivate the subscription. The customer will no longer be

billed for the subscription.
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Void A Payment
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:46 pm MST

You generally void a transaction when a customer cancels an order right away, makes
duplicate purchases in error, or asks to change their method of payment. You can only void
pending transactions - the ones that have not yet been settled by your merchant account
(which usually happens the same business day as the original charge). You can verify the
payment's status by logging into your merchant account and searching for unsettled
transactions. An unsettled transaction is a charge that the customer can currently view on
their account transactions as a pending charge, but it will be removed (normally by the next
business day) when you void the payment.

1. While viewing a contact record, click on the Orders Orders tab.
 

2. Click on the name of the order to open it.
 

3. Click the Refund Payment Refund Payment button

4. Mark the checkbox beside the payment you wish to void and enter the reason for the
void.
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5. Click the Next Button to Proceed. Note: When you void a payment, you will cancel the
entire amount. You cannot adjust the refund amount.
 

6. Choose VoidVoid from the Gateway Options and click on the Next Next button to proceed. A void
cancels a pending charge in the merchant account so that it never appears on the
customer's credit card statement. Note: If the gateway does not show up on the list,
then you must log into the merchant account separately to void the transaction.

7. In the Issuing a CreditIssuing a Credit section select the check box to Issue credit so that customer doesIssue credit so that customer does
not owe anything on this invoicenot owe anything on this invoice if the voided balance should not return the owed
balance. If the contact will still need to pay this voided balance, leave the box un-
selected.
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8. (Optional) Go to the Referral Partner CommissionsReferral Partner Commissions section to tell Infusionsoft how to
adjust referral partner commissions after the void is processed.

Apply Refund to Referral Partner Commissions (Clawback)Apply Refund to Referral Partner Commissions (Clawback): If you mark this
checkbox, Infusionsoft will retract or take back the commissions that the partner
earned for this sale, based on the refund amount.
Apply Credit to Referral Partner CommissionsApply Credit to Referral Partner Commissions: If you mark this checkbox,
Infusionsoft will retract or take back the commissions that the partner earned for
this sale, based on a credit applied to a future balance due. Note: This does not
apply to voids.

9. Click on the Next Next button to confirm you want to complete the void. The customer will
receive an invoice confirming that the void has been processed. Review the status
messages on this screen. They will tell you if the charge was refunded automatically or
if you need to log into your merchant account to complete the financial end of the
refund process.
 

10. Click on Next Next again to review the adjusted order record.
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Issue A Refund
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:46 pm MST

You will refund a customer payment when these 2 circumstances are true:

The payment was processed through one of the merchant accounts you have linked to
Infusionsoft
The payment has settled and is no longer a pending charge in the merchant account

Because the payment settled, the funds will be deposited into your account. The subsequent
refund will be debited from your account. The refund option will return funds to the
customer after they were previously charged. Both the charge and the refund will appear on
the customer's account transaction history.

Pro-tip! Pro-tip! If the customer paid a partial payment for the order, you can issue a credit for
the remaining balance due as you go through the refund process.

1. While viewing the contact record, click the Order Order tab.
 

2. Click on the name of the order to open it.
 

3. Click the Refund PaymentRefund Payment button
 

4. Mark the checkbox beside the payment you wish to refund, enter the reason for the
refund, then click on the Next Next button.
 

5. Choose Refund. This will initiate the refund process for a charge that has already fully
processed in the merchant account. Note: If the gateway does not show up on the list,
then you must log into the merchant account separately to issue the refund.
 

6. Go to Error Handling to tell the system what to do if the automatic refund fails.
If an automatic refund fails, record the refund anywayIf an automatic refund fails, record the refund anyway: this option records the
refund as completed, even if the merchant gateway does not automatically issue
the refund.
If an automatic refund fails, skip that paymentIf an automatic refund fails, skip that payment: this option does not record the
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refund unless the gateway successfully completes the automatic refund.

7. Click on the Next Next button.
 

8. Go to the Issuing a CreditIssuing a Credit section to enter a  balance due beside How much should theHow much should the
client owe you after this transaction is complete?client owe you after this transaction is complete?

If you enter a $0.00 as the balance due, Infusionsoft will record a refund for the
amount indicated AND a credit for any remaining balance due.

If you enter a positive value, the customer will have a pending balance after
you void the transaction. This might be necessary if the customer asks you to
refund a credit card transaction, but the customer technically still owes the
order balance.

Warning! Warning! Make sure to keep this at $0.00. This will charge the customer
whatever is entered with in this field.

9. (Optional) Go to the Referral Partner CommissionsReferral Partner Commissions section to tell Infusionsoft how to
adjust Referral Partner Commissions after the void is processed.

Apply Refund to Referral Partner Commissions (Clawback)Apply Refund to Referral Partner Commissions (Clawback): If you mark this
checkbox, Infusionsoft will retract or take back the commissions that the referral
partner earned for this sale, based on the refund amount.
Apply Credit to Referral Partner CommissionsApply Credit to Referral Partner Commissions: If you mark this checkbox,
Infusionsoft will retract or take back the commissions that the referral partner
earned for this sale, based on a credit applied to a future balance due.

10. Click on the Next Next button to confirm you want to complete the refund. If the order has
the option to 'Email the invoice to the customer upon successful payment' is enabled,
the customer will receive an invoice confirming that the refund has been processed.
Review the confirmation screen to check the status of the refund and confirm the
refund amount and credit amount are correct.
 

11. Review your work before clicking OKOK to process the refund.
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12. Click on the Next Next button again to review the adjusted order record.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Issue A Credit Or Apply A Price
Adjustment To An Order
Last Modified on 09/20/2018 4:43 pm MST

You will generally issue a credit or apply a price adjustment against an unpaid order balance.
If the customer has already submitted a full or partial payment, then you will need to issue a
void, refund, or manual refund. For info  on how to "Issue a Refund", click here . If the credit
or adjustment is part of a refund request, then you will apply the credit as you go through the
refund process.

NoteNote: Void ONLY if it is PENDINGPENDING in the Merchant account. For more info, click here

Credits/adjustments are recorded as payments. You can pull up a list of them through the
payments report (E-Commerce > Reports >Payments ReportE-Commerce > Reports >Payments Report.)

1. While viewing a contact record, click on the Orders Orders tab.

 
2. Click on the name of the order to open it.

 
3. Click the Add PaymentAdd Payment button
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4. Enter the Payment Information:
AmountAmount: (Enter the credit / adjustment amount). This amount will be deducted
from the remaining balance due amount.
DateDate: Enter the date (usually today's date.)
Payment TypePayment Type: Select Adjustment, Credit, or Refund from the dropdown.
(Optional) Enter Notes Notes about the reason for the adjustment. Common reasons
may include a price adjustment, a courtesy credit for a service issue, etc.
(Optional) Apply to CommissionsApply to Commissions: Choose No to prevent the price
adjustment/credit from updating referral partner commissions.

5. Click on the Save Save button to apply the adjustment to the invoice. Note: If you
automatically email invoices upon successful payments (E-Commerce > Settings >E-Commerce > Settings >
Orders > BillingOrders > Billing section), then the customer will receive an invoice notification when you
save the adjustment.
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Issue A Credit For A Recurring Payment
Last Modified on 10/02/2018 9:44 am MST

You may need to issue a credit against future recurring subscription billing as part of a
special incentive to customers or as part of your subscription program retention efforts.
Issuing a credit will decrease the amount of a future payment or cause the system to skip the
auto-charge because there is a zero current balance due.

1. While viewing a contact record, click on the Orders Orders tab.

 
2. Click on the name of the subscription to open it.

 
3. Click the Create Credit Create Credit button.

 
4. Enter the credit Information.

CyclesCycles: By default, the system will apply this credit to one billing cycle. Change this
number to apply the credit to more than one cycle.
Credit Amount Per CycleCredit Amount Per Cycle: Enter the amount of credit to apply to each billing cycle.
The credit can be any amount up to the recurring value for one billing cycle.
Credit NotesCredit Notes: Enter notes to document the reason for the credit.

5. Click on the Save Save button to apply the credit.
The credit summary will show up in the Recurring Credits section of the subscription
record.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Manage Chargebacks
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:48 pm MST

A customer may initiate a chargeback when they think you have charged their credit card in
error. The dispute may be the result of a stolen credit card, service issue, fulfillment error, or
the customer just forgot. It's also possible that the customer didn't recognize the company
name displayed on the line-item charge on their credit card statement.

When this happens, the credit card company will investigate the issue and ask you to provide
documentation that validates the charge. Infusionsoft automatically captures a screenshot of
each order placed through the shopping cart that can be sent to a credit card company when
a chargeback dispute occurs. These settings help you customize the message you send to the
credit card company.

The Chargeback Dispute documentation will show:

Order Date.
IP Address for the computer where the order was placed
Billing and Shipping information
Order Details - products, discounts, shipping, and tax

Important! Important! This feature is only available for one-time orders. It is not available for
subscriptions.

Customize the Chargeback Dispute Message
1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings
2. Click on Orders Orders in the settings menu.
3. Scroll down to the Chargeback Dispute section to edit the following defaults:

1. Top TextTop Text: Enter the message that will display at the top of the chargeback dispute
message (e.g., your company's address and contact information.)

2. Single Step TextSingle Step Text: Enter the message that will display at the bottom of the
chargeback dispute message when the purchase was placed through a single-step
shopping cart. Note: The single-step cart is most common.
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3. Multi Step TextMulti Step Text: Enter the message that will display at the bottom of the
chargeback dispute message when the purchase was placed through a multi-step
shopping cart. The multi-step carts require the buyer to sign in and are less
common.

4. Scroll to the bottom of the settings and click Save Save to apply the update.

To Print the Chargeback Dispute Documentation
1. Find the customer's contact record.
2. Go to the Order Order tab in the bottom row of tabs on the contact record.
3. Click on the name of the order to open it.
4. Go to the bottom of the order and click on Chargeback DisputeChargeback Dispute.
5. (Optional) Customize the Header and Footer text that shows up above and below the

invoice.
6. Click on Save & ViewSave & View to print the order documentation to send it to the card holder's

credit card company.
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Change The Next Bill Date For A
Subscription
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:48 pm MST

A subscription product involves recurring billing based on the cycle you established when
creating the product record. The next bill date is established based on this billing interval.
Customers may occasionally ask you to change the next bill date so that the timing of the
autocharge is more convenient. When you change the next bill date, the amount of the
upcoming autocharge may also adjust if the "prorate" setting is enabled on the product's
subscription plan. This setting is most often used for service products that involve access to a
membership program or personal consulting / coaching because the service continues to be
fulfilled, even though the bill date is changed.

The fulfillment of a physical product is not centered around time investment, so these types
of products generally do not need to be prorated.

For Example: For Example: You run a marketing agency that charges clients a monthly fee of $1000 that
includes up to 3 hours of work each month. You have a small business customer whose
autocharge generally takes place at the beginning of the month. This customer contacts you
and asks you to adjust the bill date so that the autocharges come after the 15th of the
month. This change does not impact their access to your services - you continue to fulfill as
normal, even though the date is changed.

If you move the next bill date forward (and the prorate setting is enabled), the system will
automatically increase the amount of the next autocharge.

After the next autocharge takes place, the amount billed will return to normal.

1. While viewing a contact record, click on the Order Order tab, and scroll to the Subscriptions
section.
 

2. Click on the name of the subscription to modify it.
 

3. Go to the Current StatusCurrent Status section and click on Change Change beside the next bill date.
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4. Click the calendar icon to choose a new date for the next billing cycle.

5. Verify the new bill date is correct and click SaveSave.
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Balance A Customer's Account That Was
Refunded Outside Of Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:48 pm MST

When you manually refund a payment, the refund is recorded in Infusionsoft, but you must
handle the financial end of the transaction outside of Infusionsoft. You will need to manually
record the refund if:

The refund has been issued from the merchant account already
The customer paid with cash or check and the refund is being issued by check or cash
The customer paid with a credit card, but the charge was processed outside of
Infusionsoft

If the customer paid a partial payment for the order, you can apply a credit for the remaining
balance as you go through this manual refund process.

1. While viewing the contact record, click on the OrderOrder tab.
 

2. Click on the name of the order to open it.
 

3. Click the Refund PaymentRefund Payment button
 

4. Mark the checkbox beside the payment you wish to refund, enter the reason for the
refund, and click the Next Next button.
 

5. Choose Manual Manual if the order was originally processed through your merchant account. A
Manual refund records the fact that the refund took place, but does not process the
financial end of the transaction. Note: If the purchase was made by check, cash, or an
outside credit card processing system, you will not see a gateway listed.
 

6. Click on the Next Next button.
 

7. Go to the Issuing a CreditIssuing a Credit section to enter a  balance due beside How much should theHow much should the
client owe you after this transaction is complete?client owe you after this transaction is complete?

If you enter a $0.00 as the balance due, Infusionsoft will record a refund for the
amount indicated AND a credit for any remaining balance due.
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If you enter a positive value, the customer will have a pending balance after you
void the transaction. This might be necessary if you issue a refund, but the
customer technically still owes the order balance.

8. (Optional) Go to the Referral Partner CommissionsReferral Partner Commissions section to tell Infusionsoft how to
adjust commissions after the refund is processed.

Apply Refund to Referral Partner Commissions (Clawback)Apply Refund to Referral Partner Commissions (Clawback): If you mark this
checkbox, Infusionsoft will retract or take back the commissions that the partner
earned for this sale, based on the refund amount.
Apply Credit to Referral Partner CommissionsApply Credit to Referral Partner Commissions: If you mark this checkbox,
Infusionsoft will retract or take back the commissions the commissions that the
partner earned for this sale, based on a credit applied to a future balance due.

9. Click on the Next Next button to confirm that you want to complete the manual refund.
The customer will receive an invoice confirming that the refund has been processed.
Review the confirmation screen to check the status of the refund and confirm the
refund amount  and credit amount  are correct. Make sure you manually process the
financial end of the refund transaction by issuing a check or manually issuing a refund
through your merchant account.
 

10. Click on the Next Next button again to review the adjusted order record.
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Refunding Options In Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:49 pm MST

The three available refund options are: VoidVoid, RefundRefund, and Manual RefundManual Refund.

In Summary:

Void the payment when the transaction took place on the same day of the refund
request.
Refund the payment when you want to return funds from your account to the
customer's account.
Issue a Manual Refund when you've already refunded the customer outside of
Infusionsoft and simply need to balance the customer's account in Infusionsoft.

Void

You generally void a transaction when a customer cancels an order right away, makes
duplicate purchases in error, or asks to change their method of payment. You can only void
pending transactions. A pending transaction is one that has not yet been settled by your
merchant account (which usually happens the same business day as the original charge). You
can verify the payment's status by logging into your merchant account and searching for
unsettled transactions. An unsettled transaction is a charge that the customer can currently
view on their account transactions as a pending charge, but it will be removed (normally by
the next business day) when you void the payment.

Refund

You can issue a refund when the payment has settled and is no longer a pending charge on
the customer's account transactions. Because the payment settled, the funds will be
deposited into your account and the subsequent refund you issue to the customer will be
debited from your account. Whereas no funds are actually exchanged in the void option, the
refund option will return the funds to the customer after they were previously charged. Both
the charge and the refund will appear on the customer's account transaction history.
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Manual Refund

The purpose of this option is to simply balance the customers account in Infusionsoft without
actually processing a refund. You may need to issue a manual refund when you've already
processed the refund through your merchant account or when you refund a cash, check, or
credit card payment that was not processed through the merchant account.
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Set Up An Order Form
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:49 pm MST

Pro-TipPro-Tip: Order forms can hold up to 15 total products and/or services per form.

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
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2. Click Order FormsOrder Forms

3. Click the Create NewCreate New button

4. Name your order form and click SaveSave.
 

5. Begin typing the name of the product in the text box and select it from the drop-down.
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6. Click the Add ProductAdd Product button. You can add up to 15 products and subscriptions per
order form. You have the option to change the name of the product in the
Label column. You may also change the quantity of each item. Check the box at the
bottom to lock your quantities so a buyer cannot change them on the order form.
 

7. Click on the Themes Themes tab. This tab allows you to preview the current active theme for this
order form or choose a different theme.
 

8. Select the order form theme you would like to use and click Make ActiveMake Active.
 

9. (Optional) Click the HTML Areas HTML Areas Tab. HTML Areas are containers that allow you to add
HTML to various locations on the order form. Each area is accompanied by a thumbnail
image illustrating the exact location, as well as a Preview and Save button.
 

10. Click the Thank You PageThank You Page tab. After a successful purchase, the customer will need to be
redirected to a Thank You page. You can create a custom Thank You page using the
built-in Thank You Page builder. It's best practice to create this in the Branding Center.
You can also choose to send them to a custom web address.
 

11. Click the Settings Settings tab. This section allows you to:
Change the name of the order form
Select the merchant account to use.
Change the duplicate checking setting
Send an email to yourself when an order is placed
Hide live promo codes.

12. Click the Links Links tab. Both of these links will take you to the hosted order form. The
custom URL can be modified by clicking the Edit Edit button next to it.
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Create An Order Form Theme
Last Modified on 08/31/2018 10:00 am MST

Order form themes allow you to customize the appearance of an order form to match your
style and branding. There are several pre-designed themes to choose from or you can create
and modify your own themes.

Warning! Warning! If the CSS is changed for one theme, those changes will apply to all order forms
using that theme!
The Edit CSSEdit CSS tab is divided into two sections: Appearance CSSAppearance CSS and Layout CSSLayout CSS.

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
 

2. Click on Order Form ThemesOrder Form Themes in the Design Design section.
 

3. Click the Create New ThemeCreate New Theme button.
 

4. Choose a one-column or two-column layout. You can hover over the thumbnail to see
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more information.
 

5. Choose an existing theme to use as your base theme.

6. Click on the Use This ThemeUse This Theme button to select the theme to use.

7. Name your theme and click SaveSave.
 

8. Upload your company logo image that will be present in the top banner area of the
order form. Please note that banners will display a maximum width of 960 pixels.

9. Click Edit Edit then BrowseBrowse. Once you have chosen the image you would like to use, click
SaveSave.
 

10. (Optional) Click over to the HTML AreasHTML Areas tab. The HTML Areas allow you to customize
different locations of the order form with your own custom HTML. Each area is
accompanied by a thumbnail image illustrating the exact location, as well as a
Preview and Save button. Each HTML area is referenced in Layout.css. This section
requires advanced knowledge of HTML. If you require a professional to help you
modify the theme to fit your style and branding, take a look at our Marketplace for
an Infusionsoft certified design consultant.

Pro Tip! Pro Tip! Certain themes will include sample images that are pre-loaded into the
design. Go to the HTML areas to either change out the images via code or delete
the code entirely to remove the sample images.
 

11. (Optional) Click on the Labels Labels tab. This gives you the flexibility to change the default
label names on the order form.
 

12. (Optional) Click the Edit CSSClick the Edit CSS tab. This section allows a web developer to customize the
layout to match your website. It also allows for more custom and complex designs. This
section requires advanced knowledge of CSS. If you would like to learn more about CSS,
check out W3schools for instructions and tutorials. If you would like to hire a
professional to help you modify the theme to fit your style and branding, take a look at
our Marketplace for an Infusionsoft certified design consultant.

Appearance.cssAppearance.css controls colors, fonts, borders, background images and
background colors. It contains the following subsections:

Product Grid
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Forms
Upsells
Typography
Links and Buttons
Misc

Layout.cssLayout.css controls margins, padding, width, height, positioning, floats and
alignment. It contains the following subsections:

Product Grid
HTML Areas
Forms
Form fields and labels
Tables
Upsells
Typography
Links and Buttons

13. You can change the font to another Google Web Font by replacing the link, or delete this
line entirely and choose a standard web font such as Georgia or Verdana. This can be
accomplished by changing the fonts specified throughout Appearance.css. Follow the
link for more information on web safe fonts . The order form contains a header, content
area and footer. It might also contain a right column depending on the layout chosen.
You can create your own custom header either by inserting the appropriate HTML
under Custom Header in the HTML Areas tab, or replacing the current header image in
the Images tab.

This is the basic code structure for an order form:

(wraps around the entire order form and centers it)
 

(contains header image from images tab)

(contains all the content of the order form)

(contains anything entered in ‘Right Column’ HTML area)

(Contains anything entered in ‘Footer’ HTML area)
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Accept Donations Of Varying Amounts
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:50 pm MST

Use case: Non-profit organization or a special event that needs a solution for accepting
donations of varying amounts from the storefront.

There are two methods of accepting donations of varying amounts:

1. A $0 non-shippable product with product options as donation amounts
2. A $1 dollar non-shippable product with an option to change the quantity

High Level Steps:

Create a product that is priced at 0 dollars and set product options that act as donation
amounts.
Or create a product that is priced at 1 dollar with the option to increase the quantity of
the donation product to increase their donation.

Steps for creating a $0 priced product and adding product
options

1. Create a $0 product (i.e. $0.00). Don't know how to create a product, follow the steps in
this article
 

2. Go to Product OptionsProduct Options Tab
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3. Type Dollar AmountDollar Amount for the name. Leave "Option Type" and "Required" unchanged

 
4. Click AddAdd

 
5. For "Value Name" type the actual price amount
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6. Type in the corresponding value for "Price Adjustment"

 
7.  Click AddAdd

 
8. Click SaveSave when all amounts have been added
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Steps for creating a $1 product
1. Create a product and set the price to 1 (i.e. $1.00). Don't know how to create a product,

not a problem, follow the steps in this article
 

2. Add to the product's short description box with instructions for the customer to update
the quantity to be the dollar amount they would like to donate. For example "Please
increase quantity of this product to match the dollar amount you would like to donate.
Thank you" This will then show on the check out page for the customer to see.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Understand The Shopping Cart And
Storefront
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:50 pm MST

The Infusionsoft Shopping Cart is a method of selling products and / or services online.  It has
2 components: a storefront and a shopping cart.  The shopping cart functions independently
of the storefront, giving you the option to create your own custom storefront on your
website.

The Storefront

The storefront organizes and displays the goods you have for sale. The storefront includes
navigation links so that potential customers can easily browse through your products to read
descriptions and view pricing before they select an item for purchase. You can choose from
several storefront themes to get you started. You can also customize the theme to match
your branding. Using it is completely optional. You can also build a custom storefront on your
website that links to the Infusionsoft shopping cart for checkout.
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The Shopping Cart

The shopping cart provides an order summary, subtotal pricing (without tax or shipping), and
collects the billing and shipping information. The shopping cart does not include storefront
navigation, but does include an option to "continue shopping" that takes the buyer back to
the store to select more products.

The shopping cart works well when you offer a variety of products and a customer is likely to
purchase more than one at a time. A customer can purchase an unlimited number of items
before checking out. It is also used to process orders initiated by your direct sales team
through opportunities.

The shopping cart integrates with online payment processors. These companies handle the
financial end of the transaction - validating the credit card, charging the order, and
depositing the funds into your merchant bank account.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Multi-Step Shopping Cart Option
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:50 pm MST

The Infusionsoft shopping cart has single-step and multi-step capabilities.

Single-step cart

This is the most common shopping cart type. It generally provides the easiest way for
customers to check out quickly. Single-step purchase process:

1. Customers browse the storefront and add items to their cart.
2. They go to the checkout page to submit their order.
3. They enter their credit card and address information.
4. They preview and submit their order.

Multi-step cart

A multi-step cart requires the customer to sign in prior to checking out items in their cart.
After they sign in, they will be able to use an existing card on file and will not need to re-enter
their billing and shipping information. This could be beneficial if the majority of your
customers are repeat buyers. Most people will not want to use a multi-step setup because it
introduces friction in the purchasing process and may increase shopping cart abandonment
rates.

Multi-step process:

1. Customers browse the storefront and add items to their cart.
2. Then they go to the checkout page to submit their order.
3. They sign in or create a new account.
4. If this is a new account, they enter their credit card and address information. If it's an

existing account, they can skip this step
5. They preview and submit their order.

To switch between single-step and multi-step shopping carts...
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1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup and click on the Shopping Cart SettingsShopping Cart Settings link.
2. Now, just select which checkout type you prefer.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Set Up A Shopping Cart Theme And
Thank You Page
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:51 pm MST

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
 

2. Go to Design Design and click on Shopping Cart ThemesShopping Cart Themes.
 

3. Click the Create New ThemeCreate New Theme button.
 

4. Choose the one or two column layout.
 

5. Choose from one of the default themes by clicking Use this themeUse this theme. You can click on the
image thumbnail to preview each theme.
 

6. Name your theme and click SaveSave.
 

7. Now you can customize your theme by navigating to the various tabs.
ImagesImages: All of the default themes have a custom banner area. This is often used to
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display a company logo in your Infusionsoft storefront and shopping cart. Click on
edit to replace the default image with a custom image that is up to 960 pixels
wide. The image is aligned to the left by default and displays above the cart
header.
HTML AreasHTML Areas: Click on the HTML Areas tab to insert images and text into predefined
areas of the storefront and shopping cart. HTML areas include header, footer,
sidebar navigation, and more. View the diagrams to see where the area shows up
on the storefront or cart and see code examples below for basic HTML directions.
Click on the Preview button to view the change, and the Save button when you are
finished.
LabelsLabels: Click on the Labels tab to customize the text labels in the storefront and
shopping cart. Enter new label text, then scroll to the bottom of the page and click
Save. In the example below, we change the word, "Products" to "Golf Accessories."

8. Click on the Edit CSSEdit CSS tab for more advanced customization. If you have a basic
knowledge of CSS, the comments throughout the code will help you change the colors
of the cart to match your branding. If you need help, you may need to contact your
webmaster or check out the marketplace for a design consultant . Click Preview to view
your changes and Save Save when you are finished.
 

9. The Appearance CSS controls the look and feel of the navigation, background, fonts,
and more.

Top navigation and header
Left sidebar and main navigation (2 column layout)
Navigation (1 column layout)
Font color, size, and type
Background images and/or colors
Link behavior (e.g. color change on hover)
Category and product pages in the storefront
Cart and checkout pages in the shopping cart
Upsell boxes
Typography in the storefront and shopping cart
Link and button appearance throughout the storefront and cart
Footer display

10. The Layout CSS allows you to customize the size and positioning of the various
storefront and shopping cart elements, including:

Top navigation and header
Left sidebar and main navigation (2 column layout)
Navigation (1 column layout)
Category and product pages in the storefront
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Cart contents in the shopping cart
Form fields and labels
Table displays
Containers
Forgot Password
Upsells
Typography in the storefront and shopping cart
Link and button appearance throughout the storefront and cart
Footer
HTML Areas
Settings

11. Click on the Settings Settings tab to configure optional settings.
Hide Promo CodeHide Promo Code: If you do not offer promo code discounts, mark this checkbox
to hide it from the shopping cart checkout page.
Hide "Continue Shopping" LabelHide "Continue Shopping" Label: Mark this checkbox if you do not want customers
to go back to your storefront during the purchase process.
(Optional) Continue Shopping URLContinue Shopping URL: The continue shopping button takes
customers back to the Infusionsoft storefront by default. Enter a custom
storefront URL if you created a storefront on your website instead of using the
Infusionsoft storefront.
(Optional) Thank You URLThank You URL: Infusionsoft provides a default thank you page with a
purchase confirmation summary. Enter a custom web page URL if you have
created a custom thank you message on your own website.
Finished URLFinished URL: This setting only applies if you are using the Infusionsoft default
thank you page (above.) Enter a finished URL to direct customers back to your
website after the purchase process is completed.

12. After you save the custom theme, it will show up in the Shopping Cart Themes area.
Click on the Use ThemeUse Theme link under the theme thumbnail to set it as the default shopping
cart theme.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Integrating The Infusionsoft Storefront
With Your Website
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:51 pm MST

There are two methods of integrating the Infusionsoft shopping cart with your existing
website:

You can utilize Infusionsoft's storefront and shopping cart checkout  for a quick, end-to-
end solution. You will just need to style your shopping cart theme to match your
website.
If you have a custom storefront, you can utilize Infusionsoft's product links. Just add the
product links to your existing storefront and let Infusionsoft take care of the checkout
process.

1. To get your storefront link, go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
 

2. Go to the Design section and click on Shopping Cart ThemesShopping Cart Themes.
 

3. Click on a thumbnail to preview the theme; this is the URL of your shopping cart
storefront.
 

4. Copy the URL from the browser address bar and use it in your website or send it to
your webmaster along with instructions about where you want to use it.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Add Shopping Cart Purchase Links To
Your Website
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:51 pm MST

If you build a custom storefront on your website instead of using the Infusionsoft storefront,
you will use product links to send customers to the Infusionsoft shopping cart to check out
page. The product links are used with "Buy Now" or "Add to Cart" buttons or links. They can
also be used in emails and posted to social media. Product links use the default shopping
cart theme you selected through E-Commerce Setup > DesignE-Commerce Setup > Design.

1. To get your product links, Go to E-Commerce > Products E-Commerce > Products
 

2. Click on the name of a product.
 

3. Click on the Links Links tab. There is a separate link for each purchase method (one-time and
/ or subscription plans.)
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4. The Link URL looks something like this...
https://yourapp.infusionsoft.com/app/manageCart/addProduct?
productId=119&subscriptionPlanId=33

The Product ID changes for each individual product.
The Subscription Plan ID shows up when the product is billed on a recurring
interval (eg. monthly subscription, annual subscription.)

5. Click on the link to preview the product in the shopping cart. (Optional)
 

6. Click on the Copy Copy button to save a product link to your clipboard. Send this link to your
webmaster or use it to create a product link in your website.
 

7. Example Website Code

When you add the link to the HTML code in your website, it will something like this:

Add to Cart  

The buyer only sees the Add to Cart hyperlink.

When using an image, the code will look something like this:
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create A Product Bundle Link
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:52 pm MST

If you commonly sell groups of products together, you can create product bundle links to
make it easier for customers to purchase the product package. The product bundle links add
multiple items to the shopping cart with one click; however, they do not apply a discount by
default (the price is the sum of the prices of the products in the package). You will need to set
up a promo code discount to use in conjunction with the product bundle links if you want to
offer a discount. Product Bundle Links can be put on your website or can be included in an
email you send to prospects.

Please note! Please note! The Product Bundle Links that you create are not saved in Infusionsoft for
future reference. If you stop using one and forget the link URL, you'll need to rebuild the
Product Bundle Link in Infusionsoft.

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
 

2. Go to Products and click on Product Bundle LinksProduct Bundle Links.
 

3. Type the name of a product into the search box and click on its name to select it. Note:
If the product is sold as a one time product and a subscription or has multiple
subscription plans, select the purchase method from the Subscription Plan drop-down.
 

4. Click the Add To BundleAdd To Bundle button. Repeat these steps to add more products to the
bundle.
 

5. Review the items in the bundle and increase the quantity if the bundle includes more
than one of any products.
 

6. (Optional) Checkout Type. The bundle uses the default cart checkout type (Single-Step
or Multi-Step.) Select a checkout type from the drop-down if you want to override the
cart default. Note: Single step has lower cart abandonment rates.
 

7. (Optional) Promo Code. Select a promo code from the drop-down to apply a discount to
the product bundle link. Note: The promo code discount must be setup through E-E-
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Commerce > PromotionsCommerce > Promotions.
 

8. (Optional) Don't allow these products or subscriptions to be removed from the cart.
Mark this checkbox if you want to hide the remove links on the checkout page. This
means the customer cannot remove any of the products in the bundle and checkout
with a partial order.
 

9. (Optional) Remove all other products from the cart when this link is clicked. Mark this
checkbox if you want to clear all of the current items in the cart if the link is clicked. This
might apply if you sell 3 products individually or as a bundle. If the customer clicks on
the bundle link, you'd want to remove all of the individual items from the cart to avoid
duplication.
 

10. The product bundle link is displayed at the bottom of the page.
 

11. Click on it to verify it is correct.
 

12. Click on CopyCopy to save the URL to your clipboard.
 

13. Send this link to your webmaster or add it to your website yourself.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Shopping Cart SEO
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 3:52 pm MST

You are able to use Google Webmaster Tools to monitor search, click-through, and incoming
link activity for your Infusionsoft Shopping Cart. When you set up Google Webmaster Tools,
you will need to verify site ownership. Google will provide you with a meta-tag that you must
paste into Infusionsoft prior to completing the verification process.

Read more about Google Site Verification .

1. To verify site ownership, go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
 

2. Go to the Promotions section and click on SEO ToolsSEO Tools.
 

3. Go to the Google Webmaster Tools Verification section.
 

4. Click on Take me thereTake me there to log into your Google Webmaster account and get the Google
Meta Tag.
 

5. In the Google Webmaster Tools site, click on Add a SiteAdd a Site.
 

6. Enter the URL of your shopping cart storefront. Just change the part highlighted in
yellow to your Infusionsoft account name:
https://qg106.infusionstest.com/app/storeFront/showStoreFront/  
 

7. Click on the Alternate Methods Alternate Methods tab and select HTML tagHTML tag.
 

8. Keep the Google Webmaster Tools site open, but go back to Infusionsoft and paste the
Meta Tag code into the Google Provided Meta Tag field.
 

9. Save Save the change.
 

10. Go back to the Google Webmaster Tools site and click on Verify Verify to complete the
process.
 

11. To publish a storefront/shopping cart sitemap. (Optional) If you are using the
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Infusionsoft Storefront, you can publish a site map to Google, Yahoo, and Bing. The
sitemap includes both storefront and shopping cart links. If you are not using the
Infusionsoft storefront, you should skip this step since you do not want to drive search
traffic to those pages. Go to the Sitemap section and click on the link provided to
publish the sitemap.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Shopping Cart URL Parameters
Last Modified on 08/01/2018 4:12 pm MST

Add a product to a cart

Just change the highlighted portion to point to your app and to set your parameters. You can combine parameters with
"&" as shown in the URL below.

Example: https://martyc.infusionsoft.app/app/manageCart/addProduct?productId=125&quantity=2

Parameter NameParameter Name DescriptionDescription RequiredRequired
productId The id of the product to add the cart. Y

subscriptionPlanId
The id of the subscription plan that is
being sold.

N

quantity
The quantity of the product being
added.

N (defaults to 1)

productOptionId
A comma separated list of all of the
product options that are being added.

N

productOption

The selected options, this is the id of
the option value for fixed list and the
text for a variable option. Must match
the productOptionId parameter in
length and order.

N

Processing a bundle through the cart

Just change the highlighted portion to point to your app and to set your parameters. You can combine parameters with
"&" as shown in the URL below.

URL:
https://martyc.infusionsoft.com/app/manageCart/processBundle?clearCart=true&executionMode=PRODUCT_TARGETED&productId=90&productQuantity=1&productId=102&productQuantity=2

Parameter NameParameter Name DescriptionDescription RequiredRequired

productId
A comma separated list of all of the product
ids that are being added to the cart.

Y (if no subscriptions)

productQuantity
A comma separated list of the quantities for
the products being added. Must match the
order and number of product ids submitted.

Y (if products are submitted)

productOptions

Supports legacy links that submit product
options. A comma separated list that
matches the following format
(productId_productOptionId_productOption)

N

subscriptionPlanId
A comma separated list of subscription
plans that are being added to the cart. This
list is separate from the product ids,

Y (if no products)

subscriptionPlanQuantity
The quantities for the subscription plans
being submitted. Must match the order of
the subscription plan ids being submitted.

Y (if subscriptions are submitted)

promoCode A promo code to apply to the cart. N

checkoutMethod
The checkout method to use (singleStep vs
multipleStep)

N

executionMode Used to lock down certain parts of the cart. N

clearCart Whether or not to clear the settings in the
cart. (true vs false)

N (defaults to false)
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cartSkinId

The id of the cart skin to use when
rendering the cart. If it is omitted than the
default cart look and feel is used (either
style or cart skin)

N

styleThemeId

The id of the style to use when rendering
the cart. If it is omitted than the default cart
look and feel is used (either style or cart
skin)

N

Parameter NameParameter Name DescriptionDescription RequiredRequired

Fields that are captured by the shopping cart and will populate the shipping and
billing information

Note: All of the Contact0 files are translated automatically to match the below listed parameters.  So Contact0FirstName
is translated to: inf_field_FirstName.

Parameter NamesParameter Names

inf_field_FirstName
inf_field_MiddleName
inf_field_LastName
inf_field_Company
inf_field_StreetAddress1
inf_field_StreetAddress2
inf_field_City
inf_field_State
inf_field_PostalCode
inf_field_Country
inf_field_Phone1
inf_field_Email
inf_field_Address2Street1
inf_field_Address2Street2
inf_field_City2
inf_field_State2
inf_field_PostalCode2
inf_field_Country2
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Promo Codes and Other Discount Criteria
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:51 pm MST

In most cases, you want to set up a set of conditions a customer or an order must meet to
qualify for a discount, trial, upsell, or pay plan. The criteria options are the same for each type
of promotion and can be used in combination with one another. When you set up more than
one criteria, they all all must be met for the customer to be eligible for the promotion.

First, you will define a set of criteria for each promotion and define how they work together to
apply the discount, trial, upsell, or pay plan.

Example:Example:
GoalGoal: Get customers to spend at least $90 net on each purchase during the month of June.
Make the offer feel exclusive for the people on my newsletter list by offering a promo code.
PromotionPromotion: Order Total Discount - receive 10% off of the total purchase after other discounts
have been applied (Net.)
CriteriaCriteria: (all must be true)

Purchase between June 1, 2011 and July 1, 2011 (Date Range)
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AND
Order Total is greater than $100
AND
NLCUST promo code is entered during checkout

Date Range

This criteria sets a fixed date range during which the customer must purchase in order to
qualify for a promotion or pay plan. You set up a start date and end date. The promotion
automatically expires after the end date passes. Date range criteria help you increase
urgency, which can often lead to faster purchase. This option does not set up a rolling date
range (e.g., within the next 30 days.)

Promo Code

This criteria requires a customer enter a specific promo code while checking out through your
shopping cart or order form. Promo codes can be a great way of tracking where the purchase
originated (i.e. email offer, print ad, mailer, etc.) and foster a sense of exclusivity. Note: Promo
codes are text-case sensitive.

Important Note! Important Note! Promo Code criteria will not operate on legacy order forms or legacy
shopping cart.

Product / Qty

This criteria requires a customer purchase a certain number of a specific product. You can
use this option to set up volume pricing discounts and / or to run a special on overstocked or
discontinued products.

Subscription Program

This criteria requires a customer sign up for a specific subscription program. This can increase
interest in a subscription program, and /or encourage the customer to purchase a
recommended product/subscription program combination.

Order Total

This criteria requires a customer to spend a minimum amount of money on products (not
including taxes, shipping, or subscription programs). It can be used to increase the dollar
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value of each purchase by encouraging customers to purchase products with a larger profit
margin.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Order Total Discount
Last Modified on 08/20/2018 3:28 pm MST

Order total discounts deduct a percentage of the purchase total (e.g. 20% off) or a fixed dollar
amount (e.g. $10.00 off). Order total discounts apply to all products in the cart excluding tax
and shipping.

When there are multiple discounts in force, you can determine whether the system applies
the discount to the gross total (before other discounts) or to the net total (after other
discounts have been deducted). 

NoteNote: If you also want to require a minimum dollar value for the purchase, you will set
that up as a criteria.

Order total discounts are displayed as an additional discount in the Infusionsoft shopping
cart and order forms.
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 Important Note! Important Note! Promo Code criteria will not operate on legacy order forms or legacy
shopping cart.

1. Go to E-Commerce > PromotionsE-Commerce > Promotions

2. Select Order Total DiscountOrder Total Discount from the drop-down.
 

3. Enter the following details...
NameName: The name shows up for customers and Infusionsoft users. It should be
short but descriptive (e.g. 20% off June Purchases.)
DescriptionDescription: The description shows up for customers in the order summary
section of the shopping cart and order forms. It can further describe the discount
benefits.
Payment TypePayment Type: This determines the total used to calculate the discount.

Select Gross Gross if you want to apply the discount on the total purchase BEFORE
other applicable discounts have been applied.
Select Net Net if you want to apply the discount to the remaining total AFTER
other discounts have already been applied.

TypeType: This determines the method of calculation.
Select Percent Percent if you want to set up a variable discount that is calculated by
multiplying the order total by a percent (e.g. .20 for 20%.)
Select Amount Amount if you want to set up a fixed discount that does not change
based on the dollar value of the order. The discount is the same for every
purchase, as long as they meet your specified criteria.

AmountAmount: This is the numerical value for the percent or fixed amount discount.
Discount Referral Partner CommissionsDiscount Referral Partner Commissions: Set to Yes if you want to base referral
partner commissions on the discounted pricing instead of calculating the referral
payout on the full price of the product. This only applies if you are using the
Referral Partner component and have set up percent commissions for one or
more commission program.

4. Save Save the discount.
 

5. Enter Criteria. The criteria define one or more condition that must be true for the
discount to apply. If you set up more than one criteria, they must ALL be true to make
the purchase eligible for the discount.

6. Select a criteria type from the drop-down: Date Range, Promo Code, Product / Qty,
Subscription Program, Order Total
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7. Enter the specific criteria parameters (i.e. start/end date, code, etc.)

 
8. Save Save the criteria.

 
9. Save Save the discount.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Product Specific Discount
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:52 pm MST

The Product Specific discount is applied to the price of a specific product. It can be applied as
a percentage or fixed dollar amount. By default, a customer is eligible for a Product Specific
discount as long as the sale product is in the shopping cart, but you can also set up additional
criteria to define more eligibility requirements.

The product discount will be displayed below the product in the Infusionsoft Shopping Cart
and order forms.

Important Note! Important Note! Promo Code criteria will not operate on legacy order forms or legacy
shopping cart.

1. Go to E-Commerce > PromotionsE-Commerce > Promotions

2. Select Product Specific DiscountProduct Specific Discount from the drop-down.
 

3. Enter the following details...
NameName: The name shows up for customers and Infusionsoft users. It should be
short but descriptive (e.g. Lil Slugger Bat Discount.)
DescriptionDescription: The description shows up for customers in the order summary
section of the shopping cart and order form. It can further describe the discount
benefits.
ProductProduct: Select a product from the drop-down. This product will be discounted
when it is added to an order, and any additional criteria are met.
Type: This determines the method of calculation.

Select Percent Percent if you want to set up a variable discount that is calculated by
multiplying the order total by a percent (e.g. .20 for 20%.)
Select Amount Amount if you want to set up a fixed discount that does not change
based on the dollar value of the order. The discount is the same for every
purchase, as long as they meet your specified criteria.

AmountAmount: This is the numerical value for the percent or fixed amount discount.
Discount Referral Partner CommissionsDiscount Referral Partner Commissions: Set to Yes if you want to base referral
partner commissions on the discounted pricing instead of calculating the referral
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payout on the full price of the product. This only applies if you are using the
Referral Partner component and have set up percent commissions for one or
more commissions program.

4. Click Save Save to save the Discount.
 

5. Enter Criteria. These criteria define one or more condition that must be true for the
discount to apply. If you set up more than one criteria, they must ALL be true to make
the purchase eligible for the discount.
 

6. Select a criteria type from the drop-down: Date Range, Promo Code, Product / Qty,
Subscription Program, Order Total

7. Enter the specific criteria parameters (i.e. start/end date, code, etc.)
 

8. Save Save the criteria.
 

9. Save Save the discount.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Shipping Discount
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:52 pm MST

The shipping discount is applied to the shipping price for an order. It applies a percentage or
fixed dollar discount to the shipping total, when specific criteria are met.

Shipping discounts are displayed on the order summary page, after the customer selects a
shipping preference.

Important Note! Important Note! Promo Code criteria will not operate on legacy order forms or legacy
shopping cart.

1. Go to E-Commerce > Promotions E-Commerce > Promotions

2. Select Shipping DiscountShipping Discount from the drop-down.
 

3. Enter the following details...
NameName: The name shows up for customers and Infusionsoft users.  It should be
short, but descriptive (e.g. 10% Off Shipping Special.)
DescriptionDescription: The description shows up for customers in the order summary
section of the shopping cart and order forms. It can further describe the discount
benefits.
TypeType: This determines the method of calculation.

Select Percent Percent if you want to set up a variable discount that is calculated by
multiplying the order total by a percent (e.g. .20 for 20%.)
Select Amount Amount if you want to set up a fixed discount that does not change
based on the dollar value of the order. The discount is the same for every
purchase, as long as they meet your specified criteria.

AmountAmount: This is the numerical value for the percent or fixed amount discount.

4. SaveSave the discount.
 

5. Enter Criteria. These criteria define one or more condition that must be true for the
discount to apply. If you set up more than one criteria, they must ALL be true to make
the purchase eligible for the discount.
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6. Select a criteria type from the drop-down: Date Range, Promo Code, Product / Qty,

Subscription Program, Order Total
 

7. Enter the specific criteria parameters (i.e. start/end date, code, etc.)
 

8. Save Save the criteria.
 

9. Save Save the discount.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create a Free Trial Promotion
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:53 pm MST

A subscription free trial delays the first charge of a recurring billing program so you can use a
free trial period to eliminate the purchase barrier by providing a "try before you buy" offer.
The customer does not get billed immediately, but is required to enter credit card
information during the purchase. When the trial expires, Infusionsoft will automatically bill
the first charge and every charge thereafter, until the program is canceled. You define the
number of free trial days along with any other eligibility criteria.

Important Note! Important Note! Promo Code criteria will not operate on legacy order forms or legacy
shopping cart.

1. Go to E-Commerce > PromotionsE-Commerce > Promotions
 

2. Select Subscription Free TrialSubscription Free Trial from the drop-down.
 

3. Enter the following details...
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NameName: The name only shows up for your users. It should be short but descriptive
(e.g. 30 Day Free Trial.)
DescriptionDescription: The description shows up for customers in the order summary
section of the shopping cart. It can further describe the discount benefits.
Subscription PlanSubscription Plan: Select a subscription plan from the drop-down.
Free Trial DaysFree Trial Days: Enter a number of days to delay the first billing for the
subscription program. This number will show up on the shopping cart summary.
Hide PriceHide Price: Choose Yes if you do not want the subscription program price and
billing cycle displayed in the shopping cart order summary along with the free trial
days.

4. Click SaveSave.
 

5. Enter Criteria. These criteria define one or more condition that must be true for the
discount to apply. If you set up more than one criteria, they must ALL be true to make
the purchase eligible for the discount.
 

6. Click on the Add CriteriaAdd Criteria drop-down.
 

7. Select a criteria type: Date Range, Promo Code, Product / Qty, Subscription Program,
Order Total
 

8. Enter the specific criteria parameters (i.e. start/end date, code, etc.)
 

9. Save Save the criteria.
 

10. Save Save the discount.
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Product Category Discount
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:53 pm MST

The product category discount is applied to an entire product category(e.g. books) or
combination of categories (e.g. books and cds). It applies a percentage discount to the total
price of the eligible products in the shopping cart and order form, when specific criteria are
met.

Important Note! Important Note! Promo Code criteria will not operate on legacy order forms or legacy
shopping cart.

Before you can offer a product category discount, you must:

Add product categories and (optional) sub categories
Assign each product to a category and (optional) sub category

1. Go to E-Commerce >PromotionsE-Commerce >Promotions
 

2. Select Category DiscountCategory Discount from the drop-down.
 

3. Enter the following details:
NameName: The name shows up for customers and Infusionsoft users. It should be
short but descriptive (e.g. 20% Book Purchases.)
Description:The Description:The description shows up for customers in the order summary section
oft he shopping cart and order form. It can further describe the discount benefits.
PercentPercent: Enter a numerical value for the discount percentage (e.g. 20%.)
Discount Referral Partner CommissionsDiscount Referral Partner Commissions: Set to Yes if you want to base partner
commissions on the discounted pricing instead of calculating the referral partner
payout on the full price of the product. This only applies if you are using the
Referral Partner component and have set up percent commissions for one or
more commission programs.
CategoriesCategories: Mark the checkbox(es) beside one or more product category and/or
sub category to include them in this discount.

4. Save Save the Discount
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5. Enter Criteria. These criteria define one or more condition that must be true for the

discount to apply. If you set up more than one criteria, they must ALL be true to make
the purchase eligible for the discount.

6. Select a criteria type from the drop-down: Date Range and Promo Code.
 

7. Enter the specific criteria parameters (i.e. start/end date or code)
 

8. Save Save the criteria.
 

9. Save Save the discount.
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Create an Upsell
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:53 pm MST

An upsell offer is used to encourage a customer to add more products before they check out.
The upsell may highlight a companion product to one the customer has already selected, or
draw attention to related products. An upsell offer appears when specific criteria are met.
The upsell product most often has a discounted price designed to prompt the customer to
"buy today." The criteria you define when you set up the upsell determines when customers
see the upsell offer in the cart.

Important Note! Important Note! Promo Code criteria will not operate on legacy order forms or legacy
shopping cart.

1. Go to E-Commerce > PromotionsE-Commerce > Promotions
 

2. Select Upsell Upsell from the drop-down.
 

3. Enter the following details...
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NameName: The name shows up Infusionsoft users. It should be descriptive,
summarizing the offer details.
Upsell ProductUpsell Product: Select a product from the dropdown. This is the product you want
to highlight on the checkout page, based on the criteria you set up.
TypeType: Select the link type from Checkbox or Add to Cart Button. This determines
what the customer will click to add the product to the cart.
DescriptionDescription: The description shows up in the order summary. Please note that this
feature is only available if you are using legacy e-commerce features.
Upsell PriceUpsell Price: Enter the special offer price. The upsell will display both the regular
price and the special price.
Save the Upsell.

4. Enter Criteria. These criteria define one or more condition that must be true for the
discount to apply. If you set up more than one criteria, they must ALL be true to make
the purchase eligible for the discount.
 

5. Select a criteria type from the drop-down: Date Range, Promo Code, Product / Qty,
Subscription Program, Order Total
 

6. Enter the specific criteria parameters (i.e. start/end date, code, etc.)
 

7. Save Save the criteria.
 

8. Save Save the upsell.
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Testing Your Promotions And Upsells
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:54 pm MST

It is a good idea to test your discount, trial, upsell and pay plan promotions after you set
them up. If a promotion is not working as you expect, check its criteria. Remember ALL of the
criteria you create must be true for the promotion to work. In some cases, you may need to
create multiple versions of the same promotion to achieve your goals.

Before you test a shopping cart promotion, you should write down the following information
about each promotion:

Type of Promotion: Discount (order total, product, subscription, category, or shipping),
free trial, upsell, or pay plan.
Name of the eligible Product, Subscription, or Category (if applicable).
Criteria: What must be true for the customer to be eligible to receive the promotion (i.e.
date range, promo code, product / qty, etc.)
Expected Result. (e.g. "When the customer spends 100.00 and enters the NLCUST
promo code, they will get 10 % off their order total.)

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
 

2. Go to the Products section and click on Product Bundle LinksProduct Bundle Links.

3. Create various bundle links to add a product, a subscription, or various combinations to
your cart. 

If there is a minimum order total involved, increase the number of products in the
cart to get to that total.
If there is a promo code criteria, enter the promo code and then click on Apply.
If there is a date range criteria, the offer won't show up unless the day you test
falls within the date range. You will have to temporarily modify the date range to
test.

4. Remove items from the cart before testing another promotion.
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One Click Upsell After A Purchase
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:54 pm MST

There are two methods for creating a one-click upsell after a purchase is made:

You can purchase a one-click upsell add-on product from one of our marketplace
vendors. Click this link to view all one-click upsell addons.
Follow the instructions in this article. Please note that setting up a one-click upsell after
a purchase is made is not an inherent feature in Infusionsoft and requires more
intensive setup procedures

Please Note! Please Note! This does not work for PayPal orders. This only works with Order Forms.

1. First, create all of the necessary products (including the upsell product.) You can
reference this article to walk you through the process. If you use the shopping cart
storefront, you may want to make your upselll product hidden.
To do this, click the Edit Edit button on the Product Information tab

Then check the Is hidden in cartIs hidden in cart box.
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2. Set up the order form for the initial purchase. If you need help setting up an order

form, click here . Those articles have setup videos that will show you how to set up an
order form and order form theme.
 

3. Set up the legacy action set that will create the order. This is a legacy feature and is not
documented in the Help Center. Below you'll find step-by-step instructions.

1. Go to Marketing > SettingsMarketing > Settings
 

2. Click Action SetsAction Sets

 
3. Click Add an Action SetAdd an Action Set
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4. Name the Action Set whatever you wish (e.g., "Upsell Purchase")

 
5. Select the Create an OrderCreate an Order action from the drop-down (it's the last option in the

menu)

 
6. Click the Save this ActionSave this Action link.
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7. Start typing the name of the product and select it from the drop-down.

 
8. Click Add Add next to the product

 
9. Click Save, Save, then Save Save again

4. Create a new campaign. You can name it "Upsell Campaign" if you wish. The campaign
will only need a web form goal attached to a campaign sequence as shown below:
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5. Configure the web form following the steps below. Note that this form will only contain

one hidden email address field
1. Delete all default fields on the form so that you only have a Submit button

 
2. Click on the Field SnippetsField Snippets tab and drag a HiddenHidden object onto the form

 
3. Select Email Email from the drop-down and click SaveSave.
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4. Now, modify the web form to look like an upsell. In the example below, I added a

paragraph snippet to the form, then inserted a 2X1 table into the paragraph with
an image on the left and a description on the right.

 

5. Modify the submit button to be the purchase button. I changed the text to
"Add to Order" as seen above.
Please Note! Please Note! This will only work when using the Infusionsoft hosted version of
the web form. The web form can be added to you web site and hosted by you
using the HTML or JavaScript embed code, but doing this requires that custom
code be added to your web site that auto populates the hidden fields for email
address so the web form can identify who to add the order to. This custom
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code is not provided by Infusionsoft.
 

6. Configure the Thank You page to thank the customer for purchasing the upsell
1. Click the Thank-You page tab

 
2. Style the page as you wish

 
3. Now, grab the URL of the web form. We will need it for later.

 
4. Click on the Code Code tab
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5. Click on Use the Hosted VersionUse the Hosted Version, then copy the url. Paste it somewhere so that you

can get to it later (like Notepad or TextEdit...or just paste it in a new web browser
tab for now.)

7. Now, let's configure the connecting sequence to create an order when the form is
submitted

1. Double-click the sequence to set it up
 

2. Drag an Action Set (Legacy)Action Set (Legacy) object onto the sequence canvas to the right of the
Start Start icon.
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3. Double-click the Action Set (Legacy)Action Set (Legacy) object and select the action you created

earlier that creates the order.

 
4. Click SaveSave

8. Your almost done! Set all the campaign objects to Ready and Publish Publish it.
 

9. Go back to the order form you created in step 2
1. Click on the Thank You pageThank You page tab, then change the drop-down to Web AddressWeb Address
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2. Paste the web form URL you copied earlier into the text field.

 
3. Make sure to check the box, "Pass contact's information to the Thank You Page". If

this checkbox is not selected, the upsell won't work!
 

4. Click SaveSave

10. You're done! Test out the order form and see it in action.
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Available Shipping Options
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:55 pm MST

After you configure the default shipping options, you will need to create the shipping
methods customers choose from when checking out through the Infusionsoft Shopping Cart.
You can choose from the following calculation methods. Within each method, you can
designate several options with different price and delivery time frames (i.e. Standard, Priority,
Overnight, International.)

You are able to use a combination of the fixed shipping methods, however, they will all show
up during checkout. You cannot set up if/then rules to show or hide them based on the
products or customer location.

Real Time Shipping Rates

UPS (United Parcel Service): This method calculates shipping in real time as customers check
out through the shopping cart. These shipping fees are determined by customer location,
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delivery type, and current UPS rates. You can include several different UPS options with
different levels of pricing (e.g. Next Day, Ground.) The customer chooses their preference
based on price and urgency. You can only use this option if you have a shipping account with
UPS or register for a new account . After you create the My UPS account, you'll need to create
a UPS Shipping Account.

Fixed Shipping Rates
Specific Price per ProductSpecific Price per Product: This method charges a specific shipping fee for each
"shippable" product in the cart. You set up a separate price for each product, and the
system adds the per-product shipping fees together to provide a total at checkout.  In
most cases, you will create more than one price-per-product option to give your
customers a choice of price and delivery type (i.e. Standard, Priority, Overnight,
International, etc.)
Ship by WeightShip by Weight: This method calculates shipping fees based on the total weight of the
products in the cart. To use this method, you will need to add product weights to each
"shippable" product. The system compares the weight total to the weight-range pricing
structure you've set up and charges the corresponding fee. If the weight total of the
products does not fall into one of the ranges you've defined, the system will charge a
default shipping fee. In most cases, you will create more than one ship by weight option
to give your customers a choice of price and delivery type (i.e. Standard, Priority,
Overnight, International, etc.)
Ship by Order TotalShip by Order Total: This method calculates shipping fees based on the total cost of the
"shippable" products in the cart. The system compares this total to the dollar ranges
you've set up on your shipping table and charges the corresponding fee. If the order
sub-total does not fall within one of the ranges you've defined, the system will charge
the default shipping fee. In most cases, you will create more than one ship by order
total option to give your customers a choice of price and delivery type (i.e. Standard,
Priority, Overnight, International, etc.)
Ship by Order QuantityShip by Order Quantity: This method calculates shipping fees based on the total
number of "shippable" products in the cart. It is a good solution for companies whose
products are similar in weight and size since the actual shipping cost for each product
should not vary much. The system sums up the number of products in the cart and
multiplies it by the shipping price per item. This can then be added to a base price to
come up with a total. You can also set up a minimum shipping price that will override
the actual shipping calculation if the actual fee is less than the minimum price you've
defined. In most cases, you will create more than one ship by order quantity option to
give your customers a choice of price and delivery type (i.e. Standard, Priority,
Overnight, International, etc.
Flat Rate Per OrderFlat Rate Per Order: This method charges the same shipping fee for every order,
regardless of the number, price, weight, or type of products in the cart. It does not
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perform any calculations at all. It will charge shipping as long as there are "shippable"
products in the shopping cart. In most cases, you will create more than flat rate option
to give your customers a choice of price and delivery type (i.e. Standard, Priority,
Overnight, International, etc.)

Note: If you do not charge shipping fees, then you do not need to set up these options.  You
can disable shipping for each product by setting the "shippable" option in the product record
to "No".
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Configure Shipping Options
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:55 pm MST

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
 

2. Go to the Shipping Options section and click on Shipping OptionsShipping Options
 

3. Review and update the Ship From Location. This information is copied from your
company profile. Any information changed here will not update your company profile.
 

4. Click on the Options Options tab
Tax shipping amountsTax shipping amounts: Mark this check box to apply tax to the order total,
including the shipping fees.
Allow shipping outside the United StatesAllow shipping outside the United States: Mark this check box to enable
international shipping. If you do not allow for shipping outside of the United
States, customers can only enter a U.S. address when checking out through the
shopping cart.
Countries considered domesticCountries considered domestic: Select the countries that qualify for domestic
shipping rates. Hold down the Ctrl key on your keyboard to select more than one.
Note: This option is only available when the Allow shipping outside the United
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States checkbox is marked.

5. Click SaveSave
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UPS Integration
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:55 pm MST

The UPS (United Parcel Services) shipping method calculates shipping in real time as
customers check out through the shopping cart. These shipping fees are determined by
customer location, delivery type, and current UPS rates. You can include several different UPS
options with different levels of pricing (e.g. Next Day, Ground). The customer chooses their
preference based on price and urgency.

You can only use this option if you have a shipping account with UPS or register for a new
account . After you create the My UPS account, you'll need to create a UPS Shipping Account .

Weight Restrictions. Weight Restrictions. Make sure your products fall within the 150 lb / 70 kg UPS weight
restrictions. Read more here .

Get the Access Key and Shipping Account number from UPS

Log on to your My UPS Account to request an access key. You will use this key in Infusionsoft.
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For your convenience, we've provided brief instructions below. Please contact UPS directly to
request more detailed assistance.

1. Go to Support > Technology Support Support > Technology Support
2. Click on the Use the Developer Resource CenterUse the Developer Resource Center link.
3. Get the following information to use in Infusionsoft.

1. Access Key
2. Shipping Account Number

4. Enter a weight for each shippable product in Infusionsoft.
1. Go to E-Commerce > Products
2. Click on the Add a ProductAdd a Product button to add a new product or click on a product link

to edit an existing one.
3. Go to the Product Information section.

1. ShippableShippable: Choose Yes
2. WeightWeight: Enter the product weight. The default unit is Pound. Go to E-E-

Commerce > Settings > Order Settings > FulfillmentCommerce > Settings > Order Settings > Fulfillment section to change the
unit. Note: UPS calculates shipping based on pounds or kilograms. If you use
ounces or grams, product weights will be converted to pounds or kilograms
when passed to UPS. The ship from address (see below) must be in a metric
system country to use kilograms.

4. Click Save Save and repeat for additional products.
 

Set up UPS Shipping
1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
2. Go to the Shipping Options section and click on Shipping OptionsShipping Options.
3. Verify or Update the Ship From information on the My Location tab. The Ship From

location influences the shipping rates.
4. Click on the Shipping MethodsShipping Methods.
5. Click on the Add a Method Add a Method button
6. Click on UPSUPS
7. Enter the Shipping Method Settings:

1. Display Name and DescriptionDisplay Name and Description: Your customers will see this information during
checkout (e.g. UPS/United Parcel Service.)

2. Enable this Shipping MethodEnable this Shipping Method: New shipping methods are enabled by default,
which means they show up for customers. Unmark this checkbox to hide the
shipping option.

3. International Shipping MethodInternational Shipping Method: Mark this checkbox to offer this shipping to
international customers, those outside your default country (E-Commerce > E-E-Commerce > E-
Commerce Setup > Shipping Methods > OtherCommerce Setup > Shipping Methods > Othertab.)
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Enter the UPS Settings
1. Access KeyAccess Key: Enter the key you obtained from UPS
2. My UPS Username / IDMy UPS Username / ID: Enter the username you use to log into your My UPS account.

This is case sensitive and must exactly match the username you set up in UPS (e.g.
MyUsername is not the same as myusername.)

3. My UPS PasswordMy UPS Password: Enter the password you use to log into your My UPS account.
4. Shipping Account NumberShipping Account Number: Enter the UPS Shipping Account number you obtained from

UPS
5. Destination TypeDestination Type: Select the Destination Type you designated when you set up your My

UPS account.
6. Pickup TypePickup Type: Select the Pickup Type you designated when you set up your My UPS

account.
7. Packaging TypePackaging Type: Select the Packaging Type you designated when you set up your My

UPS account.
8. Delivery TypesDelivery Types: Mark the checkbox beside each type you want to offer. Customers will

choose their preferred type during checkout based on the shipping price they are
willing to pay.

9. Mark the checkbox to calculate shipping on the total weight of an order.
10. Click SaveSave
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Shipping Fees Per Product
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:56 pm MST

The Specific Price per Product shipping method charges a specific fee for each "shippable"
product in the cart. You set up a separate price for each product, and the system adds the
per-product shipping fees together to provide a total at checkout. In most cases, you will
create more than one price-per-product option to give your customers a choice of price and
delivery type (i.e. Standard, Priority, Overnight, International, etc.)

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup

2. Go to the Shipping Options section and click on Shipping OptionsShipping Options
 

3. Click on the Shipping MethodsShipping Methods tab
 

4. Click on the Add a Method Add a Method button
 

5. Click on Specific Price Per ProductSpecific Price Per Product to select it
 

6. Enter the Shipping Method Settings
Display Name and DescriptionDisplay Name and Description: Your customers will see this information during
checkout (e.g. USPS Standard Shipping  / Standard Postal Service 3-5 Business
Days.)
Enable this Shipping MethodEnable this Shipping Method: New shipping methods are enabled by default,
which means they show up for customers. Unmark this checkbox to hide the
shipping option.
International Shipping MethodInternational Shipping Method: Mark this checkbox to offer this shipping method
to international customers, those outside your default country.

7. Click SaveSave

8. Enter the Ship By Product Prices. Each shippable product is listed here. Enter the
shipping price for each one. The system will add up the prices for the individual
products to determine the shipping total.
 

9. Click SaveSave
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10. Repeat the process to create additional Specific Price Per Product options (i.e. Standard,

Priority, Overnight, International, etc.)
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Shipping Fees Based On Product Weight
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:57 pm MST

The ship by weight shipping method calculates fees based on the total weight of the products
in the cart. To use this method, you will need to add product weights to each "shippable"
product. The system compares the weight total to the weight-range pricing structure you've
set up and charges the corresponding fee. If the weight total of the products does not fall
into one of the ranges you've defined, the system will charge a default shipping fee. In most
cases, you will create more than one ship by weight option to give your customers a choice of
price and delivery type (i.e. Standard, Priority, Overnight, International, etc.)

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
 

2. Go to the Shipping Options section and click on Shipping OptionsShipping Options
 

3. Click on the Shipping MethodsShipping Methods tab
 

4. Click on the Add a MethodAdd a Method button
 

5. Click on Ship by WeightShip by Weight
 

6. Enter the Shipping Method Settings
Display Name and DescriptionDisplay Name and Description: Your customers will see this information during
checkout (e.g. USPS Standard Shipping  / Standard Postal Service 3-5 Business
Days.)
Enable this Shipping MethodEnable this Shipping Method: New shipping methods are enabled by default,
which means they show up for customers. Uncheck this checkbox to hide the
shipping option.
International Shipping MethodInternational Shipping Method: Mark this checkbox to offer this shipping method
to international customers, those outside your default country.

7. Enter the Ship By WeightShip By Weight Settings
Default PriceDefault Price: The default price is charged when the weight of an order does not
fall within the defined weight ranges. It is a safety net that prevents a zero dollar
shipping charge.
Calculate shipping cost based on the total weight of the orderCalculate shipping cost based on the total weight of the order: By default the
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system totals the weight of the products in the cart and then checks your shipping
rate table to identify the correct order shipping fee. Uncheck this checkbox if you
want the system to check the rate table on a per-product basis and then add the
individual shipping fees together to calculate the order shipping fee. Note: The
second calculation process generally charges a higher (and possibly unreasonable)
shipping fee.
Weight RangesWeight Ranges: Create your shipping rate table.

Enter a weight range (e.g. 0 pounds up to 5.0 pounds, 5.0 pounds up to 10
pounds). Note: The lower value in the range is included. The top number in
the range is not. It becomes the lower value in the next range.
Enter the price for that range (e.g. $2.50)
Click on the Add RangesAdd Ranges link to repeat the process for additional weight
ranges.

8. Click SaveSave
 

9. Repeat the process to create additional ship by weight options (i.e. Standard, Priority,
Overnight, International, etc.)
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Shipping Fees Based On The Order Total
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:57 pm MST

The Ship by Order Total shipping method calculates fees based on the total cost of the
"shippable" products in the cart. The system compares this total to the dollar ranges you've
set up on your shipping table and charges the corresponding fee. If the order sub-total does
not fall within one of the ranges you've defined, the system will charge the default shipping
fee. In most cases, you will create more than one ship by order total option to give your
customers a choice of price and delivery type (e.g. Standard, Priority, Overnight, International,
etc.)

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup

2. Go to the Shipping Options section and click on Shipping OptionsShipping Options
 

3. Click on the Shipping MethodsShipping Methods tab.
 

4. Click on the Add a MethodAdd a Method button
 

5. Click on Ship by Order TotalShip by Order Total
 

6. Enter the Shipping Method SettingsShipping Method Settings
Display Name and DescriptionDisplay Name and Description: Your customers will see this information during
checkout (e.g. USPS Standard Shipping  / Standard Postal Service 3-5 Business
Days.)
Enable this Shipping MethodEnable this Shipping Method: New shipping methods are enabled by default,
which means they show up for customers. Uncheck this checkbox to hide the
shipping option.
International Shipping MethodInternational Shipping Method: Mark this checkbox to offer this shipping method
to international customers, those outside your default country (Setup > Shopping(Setup > Shopping
Cart > Checkout section > Other SettingsCart > Checkout section > Other Settings link.)

7. Enter the Ship By Order Total SettingsShip By Order Total Settings
Default PriceDefault Price: The default price is charged when the total cost of an order does not
fall within the defined order total ranges. It is a safety net that prevents a zero
dollar shipping charge.
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Order Total RangesOrder Total Ranges: Create your shipping rate table.
Enter a price range (e.g. $0 up to $20.00,  $20.00 to $50.00). Note: The lower
value in the range is included. The top number in the range is not. It
becomes the lower value in the next range.
Enter the price for that range (e.g. $3.00)
Click on the Add RangesAdd Ranges link to repeat the process for additional weight
ranges.

8. Click SaveSave
 

9. Repeat the process to create additional Ship By Order Total options (i.e. Standard,
Priority, Overnight, International, etc.)
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Shipping Fees Based On Order Quantity
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:57 pm MST

The Ship by Order Quantity shipping method calculates fees based on the total number of
"shippable" products in the cart. It is a good solution for companies whose products are
similar in weight and size since the actual shipping cost for each product should not vary
much. The system sums up the number of products in the cart and multiplies it by the
shipping price per item. This can then be added to a base price to come up with a total.  You
can also set up a minimum shipping price that will override the actual shipping calculation if
the actual fee is less than the minimum price you've defined. In most cases, you will create
more than one ship by order quantity option to give your customers a choice of price and
delivery type (i.e. Standard, Priority, Overnight, International, etc.)

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup
 

2. Go to the Shipping Options section and click on Shipping OptionsShipping Options
 

3. Click on the Shipping MethodsShipping Methods tab
 

4. Click on the Add a MethodAdd a Method button button
 

5. Click on Ship by Order QuantityShip by Order Quantity
 

6. Enter the Shipping Method SettingsShipping Method Settings
Display Name and DescriptionDisplay Name and Description: Your customers will see this information during
checkout (e.g. USPS Standard Shipping  / Standard Postal Service 3-5 Business
Days.)
Enable this Shipping MethodEnable this Shipping Method: New shipping methods are enabled by default,
which means they show up for customers. Uncheck this checkbox to hide the
shipping option.
International Shipping MethodInternational Shipping Method: Mark this checkbox to offer this shipping method
to international customers - This will present a list of countries, allowing you to
choose countries considered "Domestic", where an International Shipping Method
would not apply.

7. Enter the Quantity SettingsQuantity Settings
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Base Shipping PriceBase Shipping Price: The Base Shipping Price is the starting point. It may represent
a handling fee. The calculated quantity fee is added to the Base fee to determine
the total shipping fee.
Price Per ItemsPrice Per Items: This is the shipping fee for each item. The system will multiply the
number of items in the cart by this amount to calculate the quantity fee.
Minimum Shipping PriceMinimum Shipping Price: The Minimum Shipping Price overrides the Base +
Quantity fee for orders falling below this minimum price.

Example:Example:
Base Price=$5.00 / Price Per Item=$1.00 / Minimum=$7.00
Scenario 1: There are 10 items in the cart. The Shipping Fee will be calculated by
Base ($5.00) + Price Per Item (10 x $1.00=$10). The total shipping fee is $15.00,
which is more than the minimum.  The system will charge the calculated fee,
$15.00.
Scenario 2: There is 1 item in the cart. The Minimum Shipping Fee ($7.00) will
override the calculated fee. The calculated fee falls below the minimum threshold,
Base ($5.00) + Price Per Item (1 x $1.00) is only $6.00.
 

8. Click the Save Save button
 

9. Repeat the process to create additional Ship Order Quantity options (i.e. Standard,
Priority, Overnight, International, etc.)
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Flat Rate Shipping Fees
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:58 pm MST

The flat rate per order shipping method charges the same fee for every order, regardless of
the number, price, weight, or type of products in the cart. It does not perform any
calculations at all. It will charge shipping as long as there are "shippable" products in the
shopping cart. In most cases, you will create more than one flat rate option to give your
customers a choice of price and delivery type (i.e. Standard, Priority, Overnight, International,
etc.)

1. Go to E-Commerce > E-Commerce SetupE-Commerce > E-Commerce Setup

2. Go to the Shipping Options section and click on Shipping OptionsShipping Options
 

3. Click on the Shipping MethodsShipping Methods tab
 

4. Click the Add a Method Add a Method button
 

5. Click on Flat Rate Per Order Flat Rate Per Order
 

6. Enter the Shipping Method SettingsShipping Method Settings
Display Name and DescriptionDisplay Name and Description: Your customers will see this information during
checkout (e.g. USPS Standard Shipping  / Standard Postal Service 3-5 Business
Days.)
Enable this Shipping MethodEnable this Shipping Method: New shipping methods are enabled by default,
which means they show up for customers. Uncheck this checkbox to hide the
shipping option.
International Shipping MethodInternational Shipping Method: Mark this checkbox to offer this shipping method
to international customers, those outside your default country (Setup > ShoppingSetup > Shopping
Cart > Checkout section > Other SettingsCart > Checkout section > Other Settings link.)

7. Enter the Flat Rate Per Order. Flat Rate Per Order. Shipping PriceShipping Price: This shipping price is offered for every
order.
 

8. Click SaveSave
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9. Repeat the process to create additional flat rate per order options (i.e. Standard,
Priority, Overnight, International, etc.)
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Automate Order Fulfillment With
Fulfillment Reports
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:58 pm MST

Infusionsoft helps you streamline the order fulfillment process through the use of fulfillment
reports. When an order is placed, Infusionsoft can automatically notify the person or
company responsible for shipping the item(s). This person may be an internal team member
who has user access to your Infusionsoft system, a third-party fulfillment company, or a
combination of both. You are able to create multiple fulfillment reports - one for each
fulfillment provider and the group of products they are responsible for shipping.

The fulfillment report displays the customer's contact information, shipping information, and
the quantity and name of product(s) ordered. You are not able to control the fields displayed
on the fulfillment report.  The data is automatically populated based on order data.

Note: The fulfillment report triggers on the initial purchase and when a recurring
subscription order autocharge is processed.

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings
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2. Click on Fulfillment ReportsFulfillment Reports in the settingssettings menu

 
3. Click on the New Fulfillment Report New Fulfillment Report button to create a new report

Enter a NameEnter a Name. The name is a way for you to easily identify what's going on with
this report at a glance. In most cases, you should use the name of the responsible
fulfillment person or company.
Select a fulfillment time frame from the drop-down:

ImmediatelyImmediately: Select this option to ship the product immediately, regardless
of the payment status.
Invoice Paid CurrentInvoice Paid Current: Select this option to ship the product as long as the
amount due has been paid, even if there are additional payments due as
part of a payment plan.
Invoice Paid FullInvoice Paid Full: Select this option to delay shipping until the entire invoice is
paid in full (meaning the customer has paid all of the installments due as
part of a payment plan.)

4. Click Save Save to reveal additional fields
 

5. Add Products to the report. Start typing a name of the product and it will appear in the
drop-down. If you can't remember the name of the product, just tap the space bar on
your keyboard. Repeat the process to add more products. Remember, only select
products that this particular fulfillment provider is responsible for shipping.
 

6. Set up the Schedule. Select the Schedule Type Schedule Type you and your fulfillment provider have
agreed upon.

Every X number of daysEvery X number of days: Schedule the report to go every day or every few days
(when there are more to ship) at a specific time of day.
On the same day(s) each weekOn the same day(s) each week: Schedule the report to go out on a specific day of
the week at a specific time of day.
When there are X to processWhen there are X to process: Schedule the report to go out when a specific
number of items have been ordered. Make sure you add a top limit to the number
of days to wait - you don't want customers waiting too long!

7. Set up the report Delivery options. Select a Delivery Method from the drop-down:
Manually ProcessedManually Processed: Choose to assign the shipping responsibility to one of your
Infusionsoft users.

Managed ByManaged By: Select the user in your Infusionsoft account that is responsible
for shipping. This creates a Fulfillment job on their home page. They can also
see the Cancel Cancel and Resume Resume fulfillment links in the order record.
(Optional) Approved ByApproved By: Select the user responsible for approving order
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fulfillment before it takes place. The job will show up for this user until it is
approved, and then will be assigned to the user responsible for shipping.

An email will be sent with an attachmentAn email will be sent with an attachment: Choose this to send the shipping list to
an outsourced fulfillment company.

Enter the outsourced fulfillment company email information in the fields,
including fulfillment instructions in the email body. This email should come
from the person from your company who is responsible for overseeing
fulfillment and responding to the provider's questions.
Managed ByManaged By: This person can also see the Cancel and Resume Fulfillment
links in the order record.
(Optional) Approved ByApproved By: Select the user responsible for approving order
fulfillment before it takes place. The job will show up for this user until it is
approved, and then a notification will be sent to the outsourced fulfillment
company to initiate the fulfillment process.

8. Click SaveSave
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

QuickBooks Integration Overview
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:59 pm MST

The QuickBooks integration is disabled by default. Please contact Customer Service by phone
or chat to request that it be enabled. You will be asked to read and sign a legal disclaimer,
then email it back to them.

Pro-Tip!Pro-Tip! It is suggested that you contact support via normal business hours when making
this request. After-hours support may not have access to send you the appropriate
documentation without escalating your request to a higher-level team member.

Important! Important! This tool only syncs data from Infusionsoft to QuickBooks. For a more
complete solution, check the Infusionsoft Marketplace for a vendor.

Infusionsoft integrates with the desktop version of QuickBooks. It gives you the ability to
export invoice and payment data (cash payments, returns, refunds, & credits) from
Infusionsoft and use it to update QuickBooks.

Important! Important! Please review the QuickBooks integration documentation thoroughly before
you begin using this feature and back up your QuickBooks Data before each import.
Follow the QuickBooks setup instructions in order. Do not skip or re-order any of these
steps!

Infusionsoft has made this feature available; however, Infusionsoft employees are not able to
access your QuickBooks data or offer any advice, suggestions, or ideas about accounting
practices or processes.

FAQs

Here are some additional tips and the answers to the questions our users most frequently
ask about the QuickBooks integration:
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Always back up your QuickBooks data before each import.
Your accounting expert should be in charge of mapping QuickBooks accounts to
Infusionsoft products.
Test the Import using an EXACT copy of your working QuickBooks file before you import
into your actual QuickBooks file.
This process moves data from Infusionsoft to QuickBooks only. It does NOT move any
data from QuickBooks to Infusionsoft.
Infusionsoft employees do not support QuickBooks and cannot advise you about
managing QuickBooks data or about accounting best practices.
QuickBooks does NOT support payment plans. Invoices you import into QuickBooks will
appear as a single invoice, even if there is a payment plan attached to the order.
Product Items in QuickBooks are the QuickBooks accounts.
The IIF file does not import "classes."
The Payment Credit Account and the Credit Credit Account are both accounts
receivable. The Payment Credit Account is for actual funds received. The Credit Credit
account is for credits, comps, freebies, etc. that you've given to customers.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

QuickBooks Integration Setup
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:59 pm MST

Prepare Products for import into QuickBooks
1. Go to E-Commerce > ProductsE-Commerce > Products and click on a product's name to edit it.
2. Go to the QuickBooks InformationQuickBooks Information tab to enter:

1. QuickBooks Product NameQuickBooks Product Name: The QuickBooks Product Name must exactly match
the name or number you've assigned to the product in QuickBooks. It does not
need to match the name of the product in Infusionsoft. The QuickBooks Name
must have fewer than 31 characters.

2. QuickBooks Account NameQuickBooks Account Name: The QuickBooks Account Name must exactly match
the Account Name on your QuickBooks Profit & Loss report. Separate the Account
and sub-account with a colon, no space (e.g. Initial Licenses:Infusionsoft - Initial
Licenses is the Account, Infusionsoft is the sub-account). In some cases, you may
have more than one sub-account (e.g. Services:Training:Classes - Training and
Classes are both sub-accounts). Note: Sub-accounts are optional in QuickBooks.
Your business may not use them.

3. Save Save the product
4. Repeat this process for the remainder of your products.

Map Infusionsoft to QuickBooks: Accounts & Non-standard
Product Types

Be Careful! Be Careful! You are responsible for the accuracy of the information you enter into these
fields based on a good understanding of your QuickBooks program. The Infusionsoft
service and support teams cannot instruct or advise you in this area.

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings and click on QuickBooks QuickBooks in the settings menu.
2. Enter QuickBooks Account NamesQuickBooks Account Names into Infusionsoft. These names must exactly match

the account and sub-account names on your QuickBooks Profit & Loss Report. Separate
the Account and sub-account names with a colon, no space (e.g., Initial
Licenses:Infusionsoft.)
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1. Invoice Debit AccountInvoice Debit Account: Enter the name of the QuickBooks Account (and applicable
sub-account(s)) that updates when a debit account is invoiced (e.g. Accounts
Receivable). This account may differ based on your accounting method.

2. Payment Debit AccountPayment Debit Account: Enter the name of the QuickBooks Account (and
applicable sub-account(s)) that updates when a payment is made to a debit
account (e.g. Undeposited Funds or a Bank Name.)

3. Payment Credit AccountPayment Credit Account, Credit Credit AccountCredit Credit Account, and Refund Credit AccountRefund Credit Account: Enter
the names of the QuickBooks Accounts that update when there is a credit to
Accounts Receivable. These fields determine what updates in QuickBooks when
someone pays you (Payments Credit), you issue a credit to a customer (Credit
Credit), or you issue a refund (Refund Credit.)

4. Credit Debit AccountCredit Debit Account, Refund Debit AccountRefund Debit Account: Enter the names of the QuickBooks
Debit Accounts that update when there is a credit or refund to Accounts
Receivable.

3. Map the additional Infusionsoft Product Types (for Manual Orders) to QuickBooks. The
default type is "Product." This type maps to QuickBooks according to the information
you entered into individual Product and Subscription records. When your team enters a
manual order, they can choose from the following additional types: Unknown Type,
Program, Shipping, Tax, Service & Misc. Upsell Product, Finance Charge, and Special.

4. Use the remainder of the fields on this screen to map the additional product types.
Each additional product section (e.g. Tax) has the following fields:

1. Item Name DefaultItem Name Default: This will be assigned to all items that do not have a product
item name in the actual line item of the order. (e.g. Shipping.)

2. Pass Item Description as the NamePass Item Description as the Name: Set to Yes if you want to override the Product
Name and pass the item description to QuickBooks instead of the item name.

3. Item Account DefaultItem Account Default: This field maps the item type (e.g. Shipping) to a QuickBooks
Account. The account names must exactly match the account and sub-account
names on your QuickBooks Profit & Loss Report. Separate the Account and sub-
account names with a colon, no space.

Train Your Manual Order Entry Team

Important! Important! Your order entry team must properly classify the line items (e.g. product,
program, shipping, tax, etc) during manual order entry so that QuickBooks maps them to
the correct QuickBooks Account during IIF file import.  If you do not properly classify
products in orders, then they will be mapped to a generic QuickBooks account.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Export An IIF File To Update QuickBooks
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:59 pm MST

The Infusionsoft All Sales Report produces a list of orders based on the search criteria you set
and the All Payments Report produces a list of all payments (e.g. check, credit card, etc.) and
credits applied manually or during a refund process. You need to export both reports to
update QuickBooks. The Sales Reports creates debits in QuickBooks. The All Payments Report
applies credits in QuickBooks. If you only import the All Sales Report, your Accounts
Receivable will be too high since payments and credits will not be applied.

Export Sales and Payment IIF Files from Infusionsoft
1. Go to E-Commerce > ReportsE-Commerce > Reports
2. Click on All Sales ReportAll Sales Report and enter a specific date range. Note: You may need to click on

the Start OverStart Over button to clear past search criteria.
3. Click on the Search Search button to view the orders placed within that date range.
4. (Optional) Unmark the checkbox beside the orders you want to exclude from the

export.
5. Click on the Actions button located at the top left of the page and select Export in IIFExport in IIF

FormatFormat from the drop-down.The export takes longer when there are a large number of
order records. Click on OK OK to continue.

6. Open the IIF file. Review it to make sure accounts receivable, QuickBooks accounts and
sub-accounts are accurate. If this data is not accurate, do not proceed. Review your
QuickBooks settings in Infusionsoft and correct the errors first.

7. If the file is accurate, save it to your computer as an .iif file.
8. Repeat this process for the Payments Report, setting the same date range used to

export the All Sales Report.

Import the Sales and Payment IIF Files into QuickBooks

Note Note We provide these instructions as a courtesy to our customers. If you have specific
questions, please contact QuickBooks support for assistance.

1. Log in to QuickBooks.
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2. Go to File File and choose Switch to Single UserSwitch to Single User.
3. Go to File > Utilities > Import > IIF FilesFile > Utilities > Import > IIF Files and browse for the file you saved on your

computer.
4. Select the file on your computer and click on OpenOpen. A window will open confirming that

your data has been imported.
5. For Payment data imports: You must manually match each payment in the import file to

a QuickBooks invoice and then apply the payment manually. This is required by
QuickBooks and aligns with standard accounting rules.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Find A List Of Sales By Their QuickBooks
Status
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 1:59 pm MST

You can filter the All Sales ReportAll Sales Report and Payments ReportPayments Report by QuickBooks status.

 

Filter the All Sales Report by QuickBooks Status...
1. Go to E-Commerce > ReportsE-Commerce > Reports and click on All Sales ReportAll Sales Report.
2. Click the Start OverStart Over button to reset the search criteria.
3. Click on the QuickBooks StatusQuickBooks Status tab to select QuickBooks related search criteria.
4. Select your Criteria

1. Export StatusExport Status: Choose from Downloaded (Exported to IIF), Imported (Uploaded to
QuickBooks) and Error (Unsuccessful Export.)

2. Has been ExportedHas been Exported: Select Yes or No.
3. Export DateExport Date: Set a specific date range.

5. Click the Search Search button to view the results.

Filter the Payments Report by Quickbooks Status...
1. Go to E-Commerce > ReportsE-Commerce > Reports and click on Payments ReportPayments Report.
2. Click on the Start OverStart Over button to reset the search criteria.
3. Click on the QuickBooks StatusQuickBooks Status tab to select QuickBooks related search criteria.
4. Select your criteria:

1. Export StatusExport Status: Choose from Downloaded (Exported to IIF), Imported (Uploaded to
QuickBooks) and Error (Unsuccessful Export.)

2. Has been ExportedHas been Exported: Select Yes or No
3. Export DateExport Date: Set a specific date range.

5. Click on the Search Search button to view the results.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Gross Sales Reports
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:00 pm MST

There are several order reports E-Commerce > ReportsE-Commerce > Reports that will help you see what and how
much you are selling. 

In Infusionsoft, sales totals represent gross salessales totals represent gross sales. In order to see net sales, you will need
to export a sales totals report along with the credits issues report. The credits issued
report will contain any manual credits you have recorded along with any refunds you
have made through Infusionsoft. 

If you issue a refund or credit outside of Infusionsoft, be sure to record this in
Infusionsoft if you are using Infusionsoft for bookkeeping purposes.

To Customize the search criteria while viewing a report:

1. Go to E-Commerce > ReportsE-Commerce > Reports and select the report you would like to create.
2. Click on the Start overStart over button to clear past search criteria to create a new report.
3. Click on the Edit Criteria/ColumnsEdit Criteria/Columns button to adjust search filters or add/remove

columns from a report.
4. Click on the Save Save button to save the report to your Dashboard.
5. Click the Print Print button to send the report to your printer.
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6. Click on the Actions Actions button to export, apply tags , and many more options

 

Daily Sales Totals

Accounting Area: Sales

How it helps you: This report helps you see what and how much you are selling.

How it works: The Daily Sales Totals report shows you gross sales grouped by day.

Monthly Sales Totals

Accounting Area: Sales

How it helps you: This report helps you see what and how much you are selling.

How it works: The Monthly Sales Totals report shows you gross sales grouped by month.

All Sales Report

Accounting Area: Sales

How it helps you: This report helps you see what and how much you are selling.

How it works: The All Sales Report has more robust search criteria, including Tags and
Products. You can use it to create a customized sales summary report. This report displays
results by invoice. Click on a Sale link to view the details for a specific invoice.

All Sales (Itemized) Report

Accounting Area: Sales

How it helps you: You might use this report to analyze the percentage of sales with discounts
or pay plans.

How it works: The All Sales (Itemized) Report gives a more detailed sales breakdown,
including information like product, shipping, discounts, finance charges, and more.
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Sales Totals (By Product)

Accounting Area: Sales

How it helps you: This report will help you identify your top selling products by month.

How it works: The results will show the number of orders per product, the total number of
individual products ordered, the amount sold (amount sold = number sold X retail product
price - This total does not include shipping or discounts), and more. Note: This report does
not include subscription plan products. Click on a Product to view additional details for a
specific product. The detail view will show invoice total, amount due at checkout (this total
does not include future pay plan payments), balance due, and can include Promo code used.
Click on Edit Criteria/Columns to add/remove columns from the detail report.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Cash And Credits (Net Sales) Reports
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:01 pm MST

There are several order reports (E-Commerce > Reports) that will detail payments received
and forecast future payments so that you can manage your revenue/cash flow. You can view
these reports in Infusionsoft or click on the Actions drop-down to export a report to your
favorite spreadsheet program. If your primary role is bookkeeping/accounting, you may want
to add a report to your dashboard.

To Customize the search criteria while viewing a report:

1. Click on the Start over button to clear past search criteria to create a new report.
2. Click on the Edit Criteria/Columns button to adjust search filters or add/remove

columns from a report.
3. Click on the Save button to save the report to your Dashboard.
4. Click the Print button to send the report to your printer.
5. Click on the Actions button to export, apply tags , and many more options.

Monthly Payments

Accounting Area: Net Sales (Revenue)

How it helps you: This report helps you see the actual operating revenue (net sales) earned
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per month.

How it works: The Monthly Payments report displays a breakdown of payments received by
month. This report shows how many payments have been received, the monthly total, and
credit totals. You can filter this report by month, year, payment type, product, payment
amount, and more.

Important notes: Click on Show DetailsShow Details to view payment details broken down by day.

Daily Payments

Accounting Area: Net Sales (Revenue)

How it helps you: This report helps you see the actual operating revenue (net sales) earned
per day.

How it works: The Daily Payments report displays a breakdown of payments received per
day. This report shows how many payments have been received, the daily total, and credit
totals. You can filter this report by month, year, payment type, product, payment amount,
and more.

Important notes: Click on a Date to view payment details broken down by day.

Payments Report

Accounting Area: Net Sales (Revenue)

How it helps you: This report helps you see the actual operating revenue (net sales.)

How it works: The Payments reports detail all of the actual payments received along with any
credits issued within a date range. By combining payments with credits, you are able to view
your net sales within a given date range. This is a detailed report, displaying the Sale (Order
Name), the customer name, date, payment amount, and more. You can filter this report by
month, year, payment type, product, payment amount, and more. Note: This report
combines payments and credits. If you need a breakdown, use the Monthly or Daily
Payments Report.

Cash Forecast Report

Accounting Area: General Financial Management
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How it helps you: You can use this information to evaluate future cash on hand and to
manage expenses.

How it works: The Cash Forecast Report shows you future product and subscription
payments and how they are distributed over a specific date range.

Important notes: Click on the Details link to view the customer name and a description.

Credits Issued Report

Accounting Area: Net Sales (Revenue)

How it works: The Credits Issued Report shows you credits applied to subscription program
payments. It displays date issued, total number of cycles, number of cycles already credited,
credit amount per cycle, and credit notes.

Important notes: You can filter this report by date range, user, number of cycles, and credit
amount.
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Money Owed To You (Accounts
Receivable)
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:01 pm MST

There are several Accounts Receivable reports that will tell you which customers owe you
money, how much they owe you, and total receivables due within a specific date range. You
can use these reports to guide and analyze collection efforts.

You can find these reports by going to E-Commerce > ReportsE-Commerce > Reports in the main navigation menu.

A/R Aging Summary Report

Bookkeeping Area: Accounts Receivable

How it helps you: The A/R Aging Summary Report helps you monitor past-due accounts, stay
up to date on collections, and maintain a positive cash flow. Simply put, it helps you stay on
top of delinquent accounts.

How it works: It shows you the number of invoices that are currently due (less than 30 days
old) and the past due amounts in 30 day intervals, showing you how many accounts are
overdue by the number of days. You can filter this report by current balance amount, total
amount due (current + past due), and past-due interval (e.g. 90 days) Click on a person's
name to view the amount paid and balance due in the Account Summary section of their
Person Record.

Important notes: With some fancy billing automation in place, you can notify yourself (or your
staff) as soon as a subscription or payment plan declines. With this information, you can
reach out to the customer as quickly as possible to reduce churn rate (attrition.)

Monthly Receivables

Bookkeeping Area: Accounts Receivable

How it helps you: The Monthly Receivables report helps you monitor past-due accounts so
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you can maintain a positive cash flow.

How it works: The Monthly Receivables report shows you a summary of orders with
payments due for each month. This report helps you monitor money owed to you by others.
 It displays the number of payments due and the total amount due. You can filter this report
by lead source, year, month, product, and more. Click on Show Details to view a list of the
individual orders included in these totals. Click on the Date link to view a summary of daily
receivables.

Important notes: You can access the Daily Receivables report by clicking on a specific month
in the Date column. To filter the report or edit the column layout, click the Edit
Criteria/Columns button.

Daily Receivables

Bookkeeping Area: Accounts Receivable

How it helps you: The Daily Receivables report helps you monitor past-due accounts so you
can maintain a positive cash flow.

How it works: The Daily Receivables report shows you a summary of orders with payments
due on a specific date. This report helps you monitor money owed to you by others. It
displays the number of payments due and the total amount due. Click on a Date link to view
a list of the individual orders included in these totals.

Important notes: To filter the report or edit the column layout, click the Edit Criteria/Columns
button. You can filter this report by lead source, year, month, product, and more.

Receivables

Bookkeeping Area: Accounts Receivable

How it helps you: The Receivables report shows you a detailed list of orders with a balance
due on a specific date. This is a detailed report, displaying the Sale (Order Name), the
customer name, sale total, payment due, and more. You can filter this report by date, balance
due, Tag, lead source, products, and custom fields. You can also look up a specific invoice by
ID number. This report is intended to help you keep a positive cash flow.

How it works: This is a detailed report, displaying the Sale (Order Name), the customer name,
sale total, payment due, and more. You can filter this report by date, balance due, Tag, lead
source, products, and custom fields. You can also look up a specific invoice by ID number.
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Failed Invoice Report

Bookkeeping Area: Accounts Receivable

How it helps you: You can use this report to personally contact customers to resolve credit
card issues, to manually initiate a billing Follow-Up Sequence (if you are not using Purchase
and Billing Automation), or to investigate potential issues with your merchant account. You
are able to filter this report by invoice total, balance due, date range, product, and more.

How it works: The Failed Invoice Report displays all failed auto charge transactions for
subscription programs and payment plan installments. It only lists the charges processed
through a merchant account linked to your Infusionsoft system. It will not show manually
processed transactions (e.g. swiped credit cards, check payments, etc.)

Important notes: Click on the Actions button  and select Manage Failed Invoices to void (write
off) the listed invoices, remove the voided invoices from the Subscription Program, and
(optional) select an Action Set to run.  You can add a Failed Invoice Write-off Action Set
through Setup > Action Sets. This action set may need to remove tags, cancel the
subscription, and send internal / external notification emails.

Credit Card Report

Bookkeeping Area: Accounts Receivable

How it helps you: You can use this report to monitor credit card expiration dates and
manually follow up with customers whose cards are due to expire (if you are not using the
Credit Card Expiration Order Triggers.)

How it works: The Credit Card Report allows you to look up a person using the last 4 digits of
their credit card number. This report will also show you credit cards that have an error status,
as well as review total charges and refunds for a specific credit card. You can filter this report
by Tag, status, card type, charge date, expiration date, and more.

Important notes: The Credit Card Expiration Trigger mentioned above is a critical piece in
automating your business. Take a look at the Purchase and Billing Automation section to see
a list of powerful tools you can use to make your life easier and your bottom line larger.
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View Income (Net Income)
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:01 pm MST

There are several order reports (E-Commerce > ReportsE-Commerce > Reports) that will tell you how much money
you are making after paying commissions. Note: These numbers are based on sales rep and
partner commissions tracked through the Infusionsoft Referral Partner component.

Net Income by Invoice

The Net Income by Invoice report shows the amount of income generated per invoice, after
paying commissions. This report displays the order date, invoice ID, customer name, affiliate
name, invoice total (TotalInvestment), unpaid balance, total of payments received
(InvestmentReceived), lead & sale commission, and net income (income minus commissions).
Use this report to monitor affiliate commission programs. You can filter this report by order
date, customer name, affiliate name, and invoice total.

Net Income by Product

The Net Income by Product report shows the amount of income generated per product, after
paying commissions. This report displays the order date, product description, total amount of
revenue generated, total of payments received, total of potential commissions, actual
commission earned (based on payments received), net sales amount (payments received
minus earned commissions), and net sales percentage (earned commissions divided by
payments received). Use this report to monitor commission amounts for each product so you
can maintain a reasonable per-product profit margin. You can filter this report by order date,
customer name, affiliate name, and invoice total.

Leadsource Income

The Leadsource Income report shows the total contacts, orders, and income generated by
each lead source, as well as average income per order. You can use it to identify your most
profitable lead sources. This report can be filtered by lead source, date range, and sales
totals.
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Customer Lifetime Value Report

The Customer Lifetime Value Report shows a summary purchase history by customer. It
displays the total purchased, total paid, number of order invoices, average transaction size,
lead source, and more. Use this report to identify your most loyal customers, evaluate
company health (repeat business), and monitor efforts to increase average transaction size.
You can filter this report by invoice date range, average transaction range, location, Tags,
products, date created, and more.
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View Failed Credit Card Transactions
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:02 pm MST

1. Go to E-Commerce > ReportsE-Commerce > Reports

2. Click on Credit Card ReportCredit Card Report
 

3. Click on Start Over Start Over to reset the search results
 

4. Click on Misc CriteriaMisc Criteria
 

5. Choose the failed criteria you want to search for.
 

6. Scroll down to the bottom and click the Search Search button.
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How Can I Be Notified For Failed PayPal
Orders
Last Modified on 09/07/2018 1:53 pm MST

Billing automation triggers do not currently run on failed PayPal payments. Clients can cancel
payments via their PayPal account, remove their billing information, or have payments
decline with no feedback into Infusionsoft for automation. To remedy this, here is how to
create a report that shows failed orders for review.

Note!Note!  There isn't specific criteria for PayPal since the credit card information is stored
directly within your PayPal account. This process is to locate allall failed orders.

1. Navigate to E-Commerce > ReportsE-Commerce > Reports

 

2. Click On All Sales ReportAll Sales Report
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3. Click on Edit Criteria/ColumnsEdit Criteria/Columns or New SearchNew Search

 
4. Set Balance Due to greater or equalgreater or equal to 1 1 and Click OKOK

 
5. Click OKOK
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6. Click Save. Save. Type a new name for this report and click SaveSave

Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! You can also add this report to your home page dashboard and have the report
emailed to you automatically.

Follow the steps in this Article to have this new report emailed to you and other users.
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Tax Reporting
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:02 pm MST

Pull a report that shows the amount of sales tax charged on your orders. The All SalesAll Sales
(Itemized) Report (Itemized) Report can display that amount in one column.

1. Navigate to E-Commerce > ReportsE-Commerce > Reports and click the All Sales (Itemized) ReportAll Sales (Itemized) Report
 

2. Enter in the specific date range for the report you wish to run
 
Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! Before clicking on the SearchSearch button, click on the Columns tab and move
the TaxTax field from the list of Available FieldsAvailable Fields to the left side of Customer ColumnsCustomer Columns.
Do this by selecting the TaxTax field and clicking the double arrows.

 

3. Click SearchSearch to view the results, and see tax listed in a column on the report

Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! You can export a copy of this information to Excel via a CSV file to better
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filter the report and to use for your own records. To export, first make sure to click
the “Check All” button on the report in Infusionsoft. After all data is selected, click
on Actions and select “Export”. Choose the fields you want to export to Excel (make
sure Tax is selected) and scroll to the bottom to “Process” the export.

Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! The total of the tax charged is listed in the Tax Column.  If you are charging
multiple types of tax ex. City/State/Country, you can use Filters in Excel to sort by
locations.  Be sure to add the Billing Address columns to your output.
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Custom Fields Vs Tags
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:03 pm MST

I’d like to address an issue that has plagued Infusionsoft users  since the dawn of time (I
suspect it has anyways.) “When do I use a  custom field, and when do I use a tag?” There has
always been an air of  ambiguity surrounding this question, with vague definitions and
unique  use cases and a long list of exceptions; but today I’d like to provide  some
information that will help you decide which is appropriate for your  specific scenarios.

First, I’ll discuss what each of these have  in common, and then I’ll outline a few of their key
differences and  lastly I’ll leave you with a few guidelines for deciding what you need. 

Tags  and Custom fields are both great ways to store information about a  contact. Tags and
Custom fields are both easily searchable, and can make  filtering through your list to find a
targeted audience much easier.  Both can also be used in a campaign decision diamond to
route contacts  down the appropriate path and create a more customizable experience for
 that customer. 

Now, where do they differ? Well, first and  foremost there are no limits to the number of tags
you can create. There  are however limits on custom fields.  You can create up to 100 Custom
 Fields for each of the different types of records. You can also apply an  unlimited number of
tags to a contact record. Whereas, generally you  can only store one piece of information in a
custom field (the exception  being list box fields.) This means, tags will accumulate over time,
but  a custom field will only retain the most recent piece of information  supplied. 

Another key difference is that Tags can be used to  trigger automation. By applying a tag, you
can trigger a campaign  builder goal, therefore firing off automation. Yes, if a custom field is
 filled out via a webform, or internal form , either of those can also achieve campaign goals,
but simply populating  a custom field on a record cannot inherently fire off a campaign
 builder sequence. 

The last difference to discuss here is that  values placed in custom fields can be merged into
emails and tasks to  personalize the email content or task details on a per contact basis.  Tag
information can be used to route contacts to send the appropriate  email or task, but cannot
be used to personalize the content itself like  the other merge field s. 

So, those are the similarities and differences, but how do I  decide which one to use?  Well,
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the hard truth is it’s going to be a  unique case by case decision for you; but let me give you
some  guidelines to help make that decision easier. 

After reading the  steps below, hopefully you’ll get a good foundation of information to  arm
you in making decisions as you set up, or refine your CRM. These are  primarily suggestions
to give you some guidance, but you may find that  you need to deviate from one of these
rules for a one-off type scenario  and that’s okay.

Remember, each business is unique, but using  these guidelines will give you a head start in
designing an efficient  CRM that is easy to search, grow, and scale!

If the information is unique to that particular contact record,  then you should use a
custom field. (i.e. Dog’s name, license plate  number, favorite ice cream flavor) However,
if the information helps  segment them into a group of like individuals, you should can
use a tag.  (i.e. Dog Owners, BMW Drivers, Ice Cream Fans.)
If you will need to merge this information into an email at some  point, you’ll want it in a
custom field. For example, if you tag them as  “ice cream fan”, you won’t be able to start
your email “For an ‘ice  cream fan’ like you…”.  However, if you have a custom field that
lists  their favorite ice cream flavor, you can start your email “Since I know  you love
‘mint chocolate chip’ ice cream, I thought you’d enjoy this…”.
If more than one piece of information can be true, you will want a  tag. This one can be
tricky to wrap your head around, but if you’re  creating a custom field for “Supporter of”
and you list Liverpool,  Manchester U and Arsenal, they can only be a supporter of one
of those  teams. However, if you use tags, then you open the possibility that  someone
might support more than one club (in this scenario it’s probably  less than likely, but you
get the idea.)
If you need to trigger automation as a result, you’ll want a  tag. If you need something to
happen based on the new knowledge you  have, you will likely want to create a
campaign starting when a specific  tag is applied. You can trigger a campaign to start
when a custom field  is populated, but there are some limitations regarding what the
value  of the field is, and how it was populated.
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Choose Custom Field Types
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:03 pm MST

You can add up to 100 custom fields per record type in Infusionsoft (contact, referral partner,
company, task, opportunity, order, subscription.) The field type you choose should
correspond with type of data you want to store in a field that satisfies your end goal for the
data (i.e. reporting, merge field, etc.)

Changing a Custom Field Type!Changing a Custom Field Type! Please note that you cannot change an existing field type
to another type. For example, if you create a radio button and then later decided you
want a drop-down box instead, you will have to create a new drop-down field and
remove the old one. In many cases, however, you can export data out of your old fields
into a csv and then re-upload the data into the new field.

Free Form Text and Number Fields

Use the free form fields to store variable information that is custom for each person (i.e.
favorite restaurant.) These types of fields are not as useful for reporting; they are most
commonly used as reference fields and merge fields in emails, letters, and task templates.
The number fields can also be used to calculate sums and averages when a report is
exported from Infusionsoft or created with the little box o' stats home page widget.

TextText: Stores all types of data (letters, numbers, and symbols), but is limited to 255
characters. It is best used for short-answer input.
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Text AreaText Area: Stores all types of data (letters, numbers, and symbols). Allows for about
65,000 characters, which is about 9,000 English words. It is often used to capture open
ended feedback from a web form (i.e. survey or contact us.)

NameName: Similar to a text field, but designed to be like the standard first and last name
fields. It allows you to search by first or last name. You can create two of these; one for
first name and one for last name if you want even more flexibility in your search.
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Whole NumberWhole Number: Stores whole numbers only. It will not accept letters, symbols, or
decimal points.

Decimal NumberDecimal Number: Stores decimal numbers. It will not accept letters or symbols. The
decimal will round to the hundredths.

PercentPercent: Stores any number, but displays it with a decimal point and a percentage (%).

CurrencyCurrency: Stores any number, but displays it with a decimal point and a dollar sign ($).
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Date Fields

Use date fields to store custom date information like birthdays, special events, renewal dates,
etc. The dates can be merged into emails, letters, and task templates to personalize them
and to use them as event reminders.

DateDate: Stores a custom date. Use date fields to track event dates (i.e workshop,
appointment, renewal), merge the date into follow-up communications, and to schedule
steps within a campaign sequence. Note: The date picker calendar icon does not show
up on web forms.

Date and TimeDate and Time: Stores a custom date and time that can be merged into follow-up email,
letter, and task templates. It is also used to schedule steps within a sequence.
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Day of WeekDay of Week: Stores the name of a day in text format (i.e. Monday.)

MonthMonth: Stores the name of a month in text format (i.e. January.)

YearYear: Enter a year in numerical format (i.e. 2016.)
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Option Lists

Use option list fields to create solid criteria for searching and reporting in Infusionsoft. You
predefine a limited number of options for each field instead of allowing users and website
visitors to enter whatever they want.

Drill-downDrill-down: Creates a drop-down list that has multiple main categories with multiple
subcategories.

List BoxList Box: Creates a list of options. The list box permits multiple selections when a user
or website visitor holds down the CTRL key on their keyboard.
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RadioRadio: Creates radio button options that all display at once. Only one option can be
selected at a time.

Drop-downDrop-down: Creates a drop-down list with a limited number of options. The user must
click on the list to view and select from the options. Only one option can be selected at
a time. You can add up to 499 items in each drop-down list.

UserUser: Lists the names of your Infusionsoft users. This can be used to merge in multiple
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user's names into email messages (i.e. sales rep and account manager.)

Yes / NoYes / No: This is a radio field that only has 2 options: Yes or No.

Specially Formatted Contact Fields

Use the specially formatted contact to expand the number of standard contact fields.

Email AddressEmail Address: Stores an additional email address with a "send email" icon. Use this
field to add more than 3 email addresses to a contact record.
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Phone NumberPhone Number: Converts a number to U.S. phone number format - (XXX) XXX-XXXX. Use
this field to add more than 5 phone numbers to a contact record.

Social Security NumberSocial Security Number: Converts a number to the U.S. Social Security number format -
XXX-XX-XXX. The Social Security number field is encrypted. After the number is added,
your users will only be able to view the last 4 digits.

StateState: Creates a U.S. state drop-down in the contact record.
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WebsiteWebsite: Converts a website address into a hyperlink for one-click access to the website
listed. The hyperlink works with or without http://.
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Create Custom Fields
Last Modified on 10/03/2018 2:13 pm MST

If you need to store information that is specific to your business or industry, you'll create
custom fields. Custom Fields are located in records. You are able to add up to 100 custom
fields per record type.  

Unfortunately, we are not able to add additional custom fields if you exceed 100. However,
you can look into FieldSpace , which can archive old information from Infusionsoft or simply
create new fields inside of FieldSpace and store information directly.

Record Types

Record types are different areas of business within the application.  They indicate where the
custom fields are located.  For example, if you create a custom field for an Order Record, you
would go to any Order to see the Custom field tab.

ReportsReports: Fields can be accessed through search criteria and added as a column for the
results. For more information regarding Search reports, click here .

Merge FieldsMerge Fields: A placeholder used to insert personalized content into a marketing piece
such as an email. For example, ~Contact.FirstName~ is a "Merge FieldMerge Field" that inserts the
value stored in the First Name fieldFirst Name field of the contact record into the email. For more
information, click here .

AutomationAutomation: Automate actions through web forms, landing pages, internal forms,
timers, and appointments. For more information, click here . Only Contact records are
available for automate actions. The other records are manually added/updated.

Pro Tip!Pro Tip! Click images in the table to view larger.
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Record Type Reports Merge Fields Automate
Actions

ContactContact

X X X

SubscriptionSubscription

X

OrderOrder

X Legacy Invoice

CompanyCompany

X

Task/Appt/NoteTask/Appt/Note

X

OpportunityOpportunity

X

Referral Partner Referral Partner 
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X

Custom fields consist of 

a. Tab - Tab -  Contains a collection of fields that share a common type or purpose.

b. Headers -Headers - The header groups fields within the tab. There may be multiple headers
under one tab. 
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c.  FieldField - Holds information about a contact. There may be multiple fields within one
header.  The "Field NameField Name" should be short, descriptive, include at least one
alphanumeric character, and be unique. 

How to create a custom field
1. Go to Admin > Settings Admin > Settings
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2. Select a record type from the drop-down list and click on Go. Go. 

3. Select "FieldField" from the drop-down and click AddAdd

4. Enter the Field NameField Name and select the Field Type 
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Warning!Warning! Once you save a custom field, you will not be able to change its field type. In the
case that the wrong field type is used, you will need to either create a new field or delete
the incorrect custom field and restart the creation steps. When you deletedelete a custom field,
all data contained in the field will be removed forever. This process cannot be undone This process cannot be undone!

5. Click on the Show advanced optionsShow advanced options to organize this field by tab and header
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a. TabTab: Choose a tab from the drop-down list or add a new tab.

b. HeaderHeader: Choose a header from the drop-down list or add a new header.

c. Click on Save this FieldSave this Field
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Custom Field Summary - edit, arrange, and delete

The new tab, header, and field are now displayed in the custom field summary

Click on Edit Edit to change the tab, header or field names.
Click on the arrowsarrows to change the order of headers and fields.
Click on Delete Delete to completely remove the field from the database.

Warning!Warning! When you delete a custom field, all data contained in the field will be removed
forever. This process cannot be undone!
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Any links we provide from non-Infusionsoft sites or information about non-Infusionsoft
products or services are provided as a courtesy and should not be construed as an
endorsement by Infusionsoft.
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Backend Database Names For Custom
Fields
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:04 pm MST

1. Go to Admin > Settings in the main navigation menu

2. Go to the custom field section, select a field type from the drop-down, and then click on
GoGo.

3. Click on the View the field database names (for the API)View the field database names (for the API) link.

4. The database field names will be listed in a new window.
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Modify Existing Records
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:05 pm MST

You can use the Infusionsoft Import tool to mass update a specific list of contacts. For
example, you may need to add different country information to all of your existing contacts.

You can export a list, add each person's country information to it, and then import it back
into Infusionsoft to update your existing contact list. The Infusionsoft Contact ID must beThe Infusionsoft Contact ID must be
included in the export and the updated import file.included in the export and the updated import file.

WARNING! The new information will permanently overwrite existing information in the
updated field(s). The only exception is the Contact Notes field; this field can only be
appended to. Updates performed through the Import tool cannot be reversed. Make
sure you preview the field matching before you complete the import.

Important things to know
You can NOT use a Modify Existing Records to delete information. Empty fields will be
skipped
Never match fields to the "Your Systems Contact ID"Never match fields to the "Your Systems Contact ID"

Instructions
1. Go to Admin > Data CleanupAdmin > Data Cleanup in the main navigation menu.
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2. Click on Modify Existing RecordsModify Existing Records. Select the data type and click on GoGo.

3. Click on BrowseBrowse to find the revised CSV file on your computer, and then click NextNext.

4. Match the Fields. The ID Field must match with the Infusionsoft ID Field.

Infusionsoft Contact IDInfusionsoft Contact ID: Make sure NOT to match the Infusionsoft Contact ID to the
System Contact ID. This will not update any records but will only skip the import.
TagsTags: Use Create tags from your fields valuesCreate tags from your fields values even if the tag already exists in your app. 
Create a Corresponding Company RecordCreate a Corresponding Company Record: You can mark the checkbox to create
company records for every contact that has a company name in the company field.
Please note that any spelling variation in a company name will create multiple
companies records. For example, Infusionsoft and Infusionsoft Software would create
two separate companies
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Run some ActionsRun some Actions: Apply/Create multiple tags and other Actions Sets
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Add or Delete a User
Last Modified on 08/21/2018 12:52 pm MST

Delete a User

You don't "delete" a user from Infusionsoft, you deactivate their account. Note that you must
be an Admin in order to deactivate a user. To do this, go to Admin > Users >Admin > Users > Click on the
name of the user, scroll down the the bottom of the user record and click the
Deactivate Deactivate button. Click here for more information.

Note: Once the ownership from the Deactivated User is reassigned it cannot be undone.
You can manually reassign if done in error. Click here for more information.

Add a New User

When you invite a new user, they will receive an email with a link to set up their Infusionsoft
profile.
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Each edition of Infusionsoft comes with a limited number of users. When you reach the limit,
you will need to purchase additional user licenses through the My Account area. Before
purchasing more user licenses, you might want to review and update your existing users. The
limit is based on the number of active users. You can deactivate users who no longer need
access to your system to free up space.

1. Go to Admin > UsersAdmin > Users in the main navigation menu

2. Click on Add UsersAdd Users

3. Enter the First Name and Email and click the Send Email InvitationSend Email Invitation button.

4. The person will receive an invitation to create their profile. If they do not see the email
in their inbox, their email system may have put it into their junk mail box, or the email
address you used may not be correct. If you need to resend the invitation, just click the
Resend InvitationResend Invitation link.
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New User Invite Process
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:06 pm MST

This is the experience your users will have when being invited to your Infusionsoft account. If
you need to learn how to invite a new user, check out this article . This includes brand new
users and those users that already have an Infusionsoft ID on another Infusionsoft account.

Invite Email 

Be sure that they check their junk/spam folder if they don't see it in their inbox
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Create Your Infusionsoft IDCreate Your Infusionsoft ID

If this is your first time creating a Infusionsoft ID continue to complete the form.   
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Sign in With an Existing ID

If you already have an Infusionsoft ID click the "Log in" next to the "Already have an ID?" and
then login with your existing password.

Pro-TipPro-Tip: If you are not able to see the Save & ContinueSave & Continue button after you click the TermsTerms
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AgreementAgreement and AcceptAccept scroll down or decrease your browser zoom. Even if your page
looks normal decreasing your browser zoom will allow you to locate the Save & ContinueSave & Continue
button.

Once you click Save & ContinueSave & Continue you will be logged into your New Account and prompted to
create your User Profile. This includes creating an Email Signature, add a Logo, and more.

Don't forget to check your email for your Account Information. Your Infusionsoft application
is referred to as an AppApp not to be confused with a mobile app.
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In the URL, you have your APP ID which is just like an Account Number. Support will ask for
this number  to locate your Account. It's also used when connecting plugins.
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How to Deactivate User
Last Modified on 08/21/2018 12:24 pm MST

You aren't able to completely delete a User but here are the steps to deactivate them.
Deactivating a User will remove their access.

Pro Tip! Reach out to Support and they can Unlink the Deactivated Users Infusionsoft ID
and therefore you can replace with a new User when needed.

Deactivate Steps

1.  Go to Admin > Users 

2. Click Users Name in Blue > Scroll Down
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3. Click "Deactivate"

User License

Deactivating a User will make a User license available. The only exception is when a Partner
(Users with a blue P next to their name) is Deactivated, since a Partner doesn't use any User
license when they are Deactivated no User license will become available. 
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Reassign Ownership  

What happens to the contacts, tasks, opportunities, and notes assigned to a DeactivatedWhat happens to the contacts, tasks, opportunities, and notes assigned to a Deactivated
user?user?

When a User is deactivated the completed task will be removed. It will only ask who to assign
the PENDINGPENDING Tasks. However, notes will notnot be affected when a User is deactivated.

 What happens if I reassign to the wrong User?What happens if I reassign to the wrong User?

Make sure you are assigning to the correct User because once the action is processed there
isn't a way to Undo. However, you can manually reassign to another User.

Video Walk through

Note: Video has no sound
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How to Reactivate a User
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:07 pm MST

1. Go to Admin Admin > UsersUsers

2.  Click Users Name in Blue

3. Scroll Down > Click ActivateActivate
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Update Your Billing Information & Make a
Payment on Your Account
Last Modified on 08/08/2018 1:43 pm MST

View your transactions, print statements, update your credit card, billing address, or make a
payment on your account.

1. Go to Admin > Billing & Account InfoAdmin > Billing & Account Info

 
2. Click View / update your billing info
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3. Click Make a Payment Make a Payment

4. Enter the Payment Information

 
5. Scroll down to Step 2 and select the card you’ll use from the Cards On File dropdown

menu
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6. Ensure the billing address is correct at the right side of the  screen and, to ensure

uninterrupted service, check both boxes for Save This Card and Make Default.

 
7. Choose any of the Submit buttons at the bottom of the page and that’s it! You’ve

successfully made a payment.
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Update Credit Card

1. Go to Admin > Billing & Account InfoAdmin > Billing & Account Info and click View / update your billing infoView / update your billing info

2. Under "Update Credit Card and Billing AddressUpdate Credit Card and Billing Address" click "Click hereClick here" next to "update yourupdate your
credit Cardcredit Card"

3. Enter your new Card details and click "ContinueContinue" 
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4. Click "FinishedFinished"
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Upgrade Your Account, Users, Or Contact
And Email Levels
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:08 pm MST

1. Go to Admin > Billing & Account InfoAdmin > Billing & Account Info in the main navigation menu

2. Click on Buy Additional Emails/Contacts

3. Click a "Buy This" button for the email/contact option you wish to purchase
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4. Select the desired quantity and click Purchase Emails/ContactsPurchase Emails/Contacts

Important Note!Important Note!
Your selection will add to your  existing Contact/Email Levels. Please note your
current level, prior to  selecting an additional Contact/Email level for purchase

5. This will take you to our online cart.  Review your purchase  details, which will include a
prorated amount for the current time  remaining in your billing cycle, as well as the
ongoing monthly amount  to be added beginning with your next billing cycle.  Click
Continue
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6. Verify your billing address for your card on file

7. Click Buy NowBuy Now to complete your purchase, charging your card on file. If you need further
assistance, you can contact our services team at 480-499-6774.
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Cancel Your Infusionsoft Services
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:09 pm MST

If you wish to submit a cancel request for your Infusionsoft services,  please sign into your
Infusionsoft account and follow the instructions  below. Please note the following:

You will need to be an administrator in order to request a cancellation
You will be contacted within one business day of your request

1. Hover over the main menu icon and select, Billing and Account InfoBilling and Account Info

 
2. Click the Speak to someone about cancellingSpeak to someone about cancelling link
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3. Fill out the form and a representative will contact you within 24 hours
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Additional Packages
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:09 pm MST

Additional PackagesAdditional Packages

Infusionsoft system administrators can sign into Infusionsoft to upgrade account functionality,
and to purchase additional users or contact/email levels. *Removing your
Unengaged/unsubscribed contacts will free up contacts space to avoid paying for additional
contacts. It's recommend doing this first before adding packages.

View Video ExampleView Video Example

* There will be a pro-rated amount when the order is submitted and then the full additional
package amount will be applied to your next billing cycle.

Go to Admin > Billing & Account InfoAdmin > Billing & Account Info in the main navigation menu
Click on Buy Additional Emails/Contacts
Click a "Buy This" button for the email/contact
Select the desired quantity and click Purchase Emails/ContactsPurchase Emails/Contacts
This will take you to our online cart.  
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Global User Permissions
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:12 pm MST

When you add a new user to Infusionsoft, the system automatically grants them global
permissions. These permissions should be set for the minimum level of access you want to
grant to every new user. After the new user has accepted your invite, you can edit their
permissions further based on job-specific responsibilities. As you set up the global
permissions, you will learn how each setting affects your user's experience and their ability to
complete certain tasks. Global permissions do not apply to users who are added to the
AdminAdmin user group - permissions for users in this group are automatically set to YesYes.

1. Go to Admin > SettingsAdmin > Settings in the main navigation menu.

2. Click on User User in the User SettingsUser Settings menu.

3. Click on the Global Permissions Global Permissions link. Review and/or change the global permissions for
each area of the software. Each area is explained in the following articles:

1. 
4. The system automatically applies the change and confirms it with a green check
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mark.Permissions are divided into tabbed sections based on general and role-related
categories. Within a tab, there may be sub-headers that further segment the specific
permissions. Setting up Global Permissions is generally a one-time task. However, you
may need to edit user permissions based on the user's job responsibilities.
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Add a User to the Admin or Sales Rep
Group
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:12 pm MST

Protip!Protip! The only user groups you'll need to concern yourself with are the AdminAdmin and
Sales RepSales Rep groups. The other user groups can be ignored as they no longer serve a
purpose in Infusionsoft.

Admin: Admin: Allows a user to access all settings and features in your account with very few
restrictions.
Sales Rep: Sales Rep: Allows a user to own own an Opportunity record . A user that is not in the Sales
Rep group can view and edit these records, but they cannot own them. In short, any
user that is a sales person needs to be in this group!

 

1. Navigate To Admin > UsersAdmin > Users. Hover over the Infusionsoft logo and then click on the UsersUsers
option under the Admin Admin area. From there, click on the name of the user you would like
to edit, then click on their User Groups User Groups tab.
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2. To add the user to a group, click on the Please Select OnePlease Select One drop-down and then on the
group you wold like to add this user to.

 

3. Click on the AddAdd button
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4. Pro-tip!Pro-tip! Clicking on the SaveSave button will not add a user to a group. Only the AddAdd
button will!

5. To remove a user from a group, navigate to user's profile under the User GroupsUser Groups tab as
shown above.

6. Click on the RemoveRemove link corresponding with the Group to be removed.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

User Permissions - Contact
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:12 pm MST

These permissions determine how a user can interact with contact records inside of
Infusionsoft. To access these User Permissions, go to Admin > UsersAdmin > Users and click EditEdit
PermissionsPermissions next to the user you would like to modify.

 

Can re-assign

This permission controls the ability to change the owner of a contact record.  The owner is
the user who is primarily responsible for maintaining a relationship with an individual
contact.  If this permission is set to No, the user will not be able to change the assigned user
for any contact records.

Can add

This permission controls the ability to add a new contact into Infusionsoft. If this permission
is set to No, the user will not see the option to Add a Contact in the CRM area menu.
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Can use note templates

This permission controls the ability to add a preconfigured note template to a contact. If this
permission is set to No, the user will not be able to search for or use any of the note
templates you have created within the campaign builder or in the templates list (Marketing >
Templates.) The user will still be able to add a custom note to a contact to document a
specific conversation or event.

Can un-merge

This setting that does not apply to Infusionsoft users.

Can delete

This permission controls the ability to delete contacts. If this permission is set to No, the user
will not have the option to delete contacts while in a contact record. They will also not have
the option to delete contacts en masse under the Actions menu at the top of a contact
search result.

Can view unassigned records

This permission controls the ability to see contacts that have no assigned owner.  If this
permission is set to No, the user will not be able to view or edit any contact records that are
not assigned to any of your users.

Can change lead source

This permission controls the ability to update the lead source within a contact record.  If this
permission is set to No, the user will be able to see the lead source field, but will not be able
to change it.
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Can view all records

This permission controls the ability to view the contacts that are assigned to other users. If
this permission is set to No, the user will only be able to view contacts they own.

Can edit all records

This permission controls the ability to edit contacts that are assigned to other users. If the
Can view all records permission is set to Yes, and this permission is set to No, the user will be
able to view contacts assigned to other users, but will not be able to edit them.

Can search

This permission controls the ability to search for contacts. If the Can add permission is set to
Yes, the user is still able to enter a new contact into the system; however, they will not be
able to search for it after they leave the contact screen.

Can edit unassigned records

This permission controls the ability to edit the contacts that have no owner assigned. If the
Can view unassigned records permission is set to Yes and this permission is set to No, the
user will be able to view the unassigned contacts, but will not be able to edit them.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

User Permissions - Company
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:13 pm MST

These permissions determine how a user can interact with company records. The company
record links multiple contacts to a single company account. The company record is used most
frequently in a B2B business model. To access these User Permissions, go to Admin > UsersAdmin > Users
and click Edit PermissionsEdit Permissions next to the user you would like to modify.

Can view all records

This permission controls the ability to view company records. If this permission is set to Yes,
the user can view  the company records associated with the contacts they have permission to
view. If this permission is set to Yes and the Can search permission is set to No, the user will
not be able to access companies through the main navigation menu; they can only access
them through a contact's company link. If this permission is set to No, the user will not be
able to view any company records.

Can edit all records

This permission controls the ability to edit company information.

Can add

This permission controls the ability to create a new company record. If this permission is set
to No, the user will not be able to create a company record.

Can search
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This permission controls the ability to search for companies or view a  list of companies. If
the Can addpermission is set to Yes, the user is still able to create a new company record, but
will not be able to search for it later.

Can delete

This permission controls the ability to delete companies. If this permission is set to No, the
user will not see the Delete Delete button in a company record or the Delete CompaniesDelete Companies option
under the Actions menu.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

User Permissions - Opportunities
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:13 pm MST

These permissions determine how a user can interact with opportunity records which are
used to track and manage a direct sales process. To access these User Permissions, go to
Admin > UsersAdmin > Users and click Edit PermissionsEdit Permissions next to the user you would like to modify.

Can view all records

This permission controls the ability to view the opportunity records that are assigned to
other users. If this permission is set to No, the user can view the opportunity records that
they own or the ones that have been shared with them; they cannot view any other
opportunity records. A contact may have multiple opportunities. Each opportunity can have a
different assigned owner.  A sales rep may own one or more opportunities for a contact, but
may or may not be the owner of the contact record the opportunity is associated with.

Can edit all records

This permission controls the ability to edit opportunity records assigned to other users. If this
permission is set to No, the user can edit the opportunities that they own or the ones that
have been shared with them (with "write" access.)  They will not be able to edit any other
opportunity records, even if they can view them.

Can add

This permission controls the ability to create new opportunities. If this permission is set to
No, the user will not see the option to Add an Opportunity and will not see the Add
Opportunity button when viewing a contact record.
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Can search

This permission controls the ability to search for opportunities through the quick search or
view a list of opportunities.

Can delete

This permission controls the ability to delete opportunities. If this permission is set to No, the
user will not see the Delete button on an opportunity record or the Delete Opportunities
option under the Actions menu at the top of an opportunity search result.

Can edit closed leads

This permission controls the ability to edit an opportunity after it has been placed into the
default won or lost stage. If this permission is set to No, the user will only be able to save
changes to opportunities that are not in one of these 2 default stages.

Can reassign

This permission controls the ability to change the assigned owner of an opportunity record.
 The owner is usually the the sales rep who is actively working with the prospect. A sales
manager may need to reassign opportunities from one rep to another; however, a sales rep
probably would not be responsible for reassigning opportunities. If this permission is set to
No, the user will not be able to change the assigned owner.

Can see tab

This permission controls access to opportunities through contact records. If this permission is
set to No, the user will not see the Opportunities tab in the second row of tabs in contact
records.
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Can recreate pipeline reports

This permission controls the ability to create pipeline reports for sales rep users. The pipeline
reports are created through CRM > Settings > Sales Pipeline. Pipeline reports are generally
created by sales managers for their sales reps.  The reports show up in the Favorites menu
on the user toolbar. If this permission is set to No the user is denied access when they click
on the Rebuild Pipeline button.

Can view unassigned records

This permission controls the ability to see opportunities that have no assigned owner.  If this
permission is set to No, the user will not be able to view or edit any contact records that are
not assigned to any of your users. A sales manager would need the ability to view (and edit)
unassigned records to make sure no opportunities are being overlooked.

Can edit unassigned records

This permission controls the ability to edit the opportunities that have no assigned owner. If
the Can view unassigned records permission is set to Yes, and this permission is set to No,
the user will be able to view the unassigned opportunities, but will not be able to edit them.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

User Permissions - Referral Partners
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:14 pm MST

These permissions determine how a user can interact with referral partner records. To access
these User Permissions, go to Admin > UsersAdmin > Users and click Edit PermissionsEdit Permissions next to the user you
would like to modify.

Can view all records

This permission controls the ability to view referral partner records. If this permission is set to
No, the user is denied access to referral partner records.

Can edit all records

This permission controls the ability to update a referral partner record. If this permission is
set to No, the user will see an access denied message when they try to edit and save updates
to a referral partner record.

Can add

This permission controls the ability to create new referral partner records. If this permission
is set to No, the user will not see the option to Add a Referral Partner from the main menu.

Can search

This permission controls the ability to search for referral partners. If the Can add permission
is set to Yes, the user is still able to create a new referral partner record, but will not be able
to search for them later.
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Can delete

This permission controls the ability to delete referral partners. If this permission is set to No,
the user will not see the Delete button in a referral partner record or the Delete Referral
Partners option under the Actions menu at the top of a referral partner search result.

Can set commissions

This permission controls the ability to set up commissions for individual referral partners
within a referral partner record. If this permission is set to No, the user will be denied access
if they try to add or edit a referral partner's commissions.

Can view commissions

This permission controls the ability to view partner ledgers from within a referral partner
record or from the referral partner ledger report. If this permission is set to No, the user will
be denied access if they try to view a referral partner ledger.

Can create payouts

This permission controls the ability to record commission payments in individual referral
partner ledgers or batch record payments through the referral partner ledger report. If this
permission is set to No, the user will not see the Create Payment button in individual ledgers
or the Create Referral Partner Payments option in the Actions menu at the top of the referral
partner ledger report.

Can delete payouts

This permission controls the ability to delete payments in individual referral partner ledgers
or batch delete payments through the referral partner payment search. If this permission is
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set to No, the user will not see a Delete button when editing a payment record in a referral
partner ledger or the Delete Aff Payouts option in the Actions menu at the top of the referral
partner payment search.

Can manage referral partner programs

This permission controls the ability to view, create, and edit referral partner commission
programs. The commission programs generally apply to groups of partners who earn the
same commission. If this permission is set to No, the user will not see the Commission
Programs option in the main menu. If this permission is set to Yes, the user can do
everything required to set up and manage the commission programs.

Can manage referral partner redirects

This permission controls the ability to view, create, and edit referral tracking links. Referral
tracking links are the links referral partners use in emails and web pages to get credit for
their referrals. If this permission is set to No, the user will not see the Referral Tracking Links
option in the main menu. If this permission is set to Yes, the user can do everything required
to set up and manage the tracking links.

Can manage referral partner resources

This permission controls the ability to view, create, and edit partner promotional resources
(emails, banners, and pages.) If this permission is set to No, the user will not see the
Promotional Resourcesoption in the main menu. If this permission is set to Yes, the user can
do everything required to set upand manage the email, banner, and web page resources for
your referral partners.

Can create affiliate records in bulk

This permission controls the ability to batch create referral partner records for a  list of
contacts.
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Can set referring Referral Partner in bulk

This permission controls a user's ability to batch assign a referral partner to a list of contacts
or opportunities. If this permission is set to No, the user will not see the Create Referral
Partner Referraloption in the Actions menu at the top of a contact or opportunity search.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

User Permissions - Orders And Invoicing
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:14 pm MST

The Order & Invoice permissions determine how a user can interact with existing orders and
the Infusionsoft billing features. They apply to users who are responsible for creating manual
orders, managing existing orders, invoicing customers, and updating billing information. They
also apply to the user who is responsible for integrating your merchant account with
Infusionsoft. To access these User Permissions, go to Admin > Users Admin > Users and click EditEdit
PermissionsPermissions next to the user you would like to modify.

Orders & Invoicing

These permissions control a user's ability to manage credit card information, set up merchant
accounts, sales tax tables, etc...

Can edit credit cardsCan edit credit cards: This permission controls access to customer credit card
information. If it is set to No, the user will not see a clickable credit card link (e.g., Visa)
or the Add Credit Card button when viewing a contact's order history.
Can charge credit cardsCan charge credit cards: This permission controls the ability to add an order payment,
regardless of the payment method. If it is set to No, the user will not see the Add
Payment button when adding a new order or viewing an existing order record. In
addition, the user will not be able to process a refund. If the Can charge in bulk invoice
permission is set to Yes, the user will still be able to charge invoices in bulk.
Can manage merchant accountsCan manage merchant accounts: This permission controls the ability to add or edit
merchant accounts. If it is set to No, the user will receive an access denied message
when trying to add or edit a merchant account through E-Commerce > Settings or
through E-Commerce Setup > Payment Options. The user can still view the merchant
account list in various areas of the system and select a merchant account when
processing a payment.
Can manage sales taxCan manage sales tax: This permission controls the ability to add or edit sales tax
percentages. If it is set to No, the  user will receive an access denied message when
trying to add or edit sales tax information through E-Commerce > Settings or through E-
Commerce Setup > Taxes.
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Invoice

These permissions control the ability to send and manage customer invoices.

Can sendCan send: This permission controls the ability to send invoices to clients. If it is set to No,
the user will not see the Preview Invoice or Send Invoice buttons when viewing a
customer's order.
Can see account summaryCan see account summary: This permission controls the ability to view the account
summary for individual contacts. If it is set to No, the user will not see order and
balance due totals when viewing a contact record or the Show Invoices button.
Can charge invoices in bulkCan charge invoices in bulk: This permission controls the ability to run autocharges for a
list of invoices. If it is set to No, the user will not see the option to Attempt Charge for
Invoices in the Actions drop down menu when viewing a list of invoices (i.e., through the
failed invoice report.)
Can manage failed invoices in bulkCan manage failed invoices in bulk: This permission controls the ability to manage failed
invoices (e.g. void invoices and remove them from the customer's subscription plan.) If
it is set to No, the user will not see the option to Manage Failed Invoices in the
Actions drop down menu when viewing the Failed Invoice Report.

Order

These permissions control the ability to view, add, edit & delete order records. These
permissions do not include access to subscription programs that involve recurring billing.

Can view all recordsCan view all records: This permission controls the ability to view individual order details.
If it is set to No, the user can view a list of orders and will have access to a contact's
order history, but will receive an access denied message when trying to click into an
order to view it.
Can edit all recordsCan edit all records: This permission controls the ability to edit existing orders. If it is set
to No, the user can view a list of orders and click into an order to view its details, but will
only be able to save changes to the orders they created. If the Can delete permission is
set to Yes the user can still delete orders.
Can add all recordsCan add all records: This permission controls the ability to manually create new orders.
If it is set to No, the user will not see the option to Add an Order in the Orders menu or
click the Add Order button when viewing a contact's order history.
Can search all recordsCan search all records:  This permission controls the ability to search for a list of orders.
If it is set to No, the user will not see the option to View Orders in the Orders menu.
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Can deleteCan delete: This permission controls the ability to delete existing order records. If it is
set to No, the user will not see the Delete button when viewing individual order records.
Can see order tab on person recordCan see order tab on person record: This permission controls access to the order
history for individual contacts. If it is set to No, the user will not see the Orders tab when
viewing a contact record and so will not be able to view, add, edit, or delete orders from
there; however, the user may be able to view lists of orders and edit order records from
these lists, if the other order permissions allow.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

User Permissions - E-Commerce
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:15 pm MST

The E-Commerce settings determine how a user can interact with the features required to set
up the online store, manage your product list, or create order forms. To access these User
Permissions, go to Admin > UsersAdmin > Users and click Edit PermissionsEdit Permissions next to the user you would like
to modify.

Product

These permissions control the  ability to view, add, edit & delete product records, as well as
manage specific product functions.

Can view all recordsCan view all records: This permission controls access to view individual product details.
If it is set to No, the user can view the product list, but will receive an access denied
message when they click on a product link to view the details. In addition, the user will
not be able to create product bundle links. If the Can delete permission is set to Yes, the
user will still be able to delete products. If the Can add permission is set to Yes, the user
will still be able to add a new product, but won't be able to access it again after leaving
the new product screen.
Can edit all recordsCan edit all records: This permission controls the ability to change products once
they've been created. If it is set to No, the user will not see the Save button when they
click into a product record. In addition, the user will not be able to create product
bundle links. If the can delete permission is set to Yes, the user will still be able to delete
products. If the Can add, permission is set to Yes, the user will still be able to add a new
product, but won't be able to fill in any product details after adding it.
Can addCan add: This permission controls the ability to enter new products. If it is set to No, the
user will receive an access denied message when they click on the Add a Product
button; however, if the user has permission to import contacts, they will be able to
import products too.
Can searchCan search: This permission controls access to your product list. If it is set to No, the
user will not see View Products or Product Categories in the Product menu. They will
also receive an access denied message when they click on the Products link under
Product Setup in the E-Commerce Setup screen.
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Can deleteCan delete: This permission controls the ability to delete a product record. If it is set to
No, the user will receive an access denied message when they try to delete a product
from the product list. They will not see the Delete option under the Actions menu on
the product list or the Delete button when viewing an individual product.
Can use Digital Product merge fieldsCan use Digital Product merge fields: This permission controls the ability to create a
delivery email that has the product download link, code, and/or key merged into it.  If it
is set to No, the user will not see the digital product merge options when they create an
email.
Can see encrypted Digital Product keysCan see encrypted Digital Product keys: This permission controls the ability to see the
digital product keys stored in Infusionsoft. If it is set to No.
Can track inventoryCan track inventory: This permission controls the ability to increase or decrease product
inventory from within a product record, if you've enabled inventory tracking. If it is set
to No, the user will not see the Product Inventory tab when viewing a product record.

Order Form

These permissions control the ability to view, add, edit & delete order forms. Order forms
are used to sell a specific product or subscription program.

Can view all recordsCan view all records: This permission controls access to view individual order forms. If it
is set to No, the user can view the order form list, but will receive an access denied
message when they click on an order form link to view the details.
Can edit all recordsCan edit all records: This permission controls the ability to edit an order form. If it is set
to No, the user can view the order form list and click into an order form to view its
details. The user will not see the Save button required to add or remove fields, change
the product, or update any other order form settings. In addition, the user will not be
able to clone an existing order form.  If the Can add permission is set to Yes, the user
will still be able to create a new order form, but will not be able to edit it after saving the
first time.
Can addCan add: This permission controls the ability to create order forms. If it is set to No, the
user cannot create a new order form. If the can view permission is set to Yes, the user
can still view a list of order forms and see the Add an Order Form button; however, the
user will not be able to save changes to a form after clicking on it.
Can searchCan search: This permission controls the ability to access order forms. If it is set to No,
the user will see an access denied message when they click on Order Forms in the E-
Commerce area.
Can deleteCan delete: This permission controls the ability to delete order forms. If it is set to No,
the user will not see Delete option in the Actions drop down menu on the order form
list or the Delete button in an individual order form.
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Shopping Cart

Can manage shopping cartCan manage shopping cart: This permission controls the ability to set up the Infusionsoft
shopping cart. If it is set to No, the user will receive an access denied message when they
click on the E-Commerce Setup option in the main navigation menu. They will not be able to
customize the shopping cart settings or design; however, they can still manage products and
order forms using the related options in the E-Commerce area nav.

Please Note! Please Note! If this is set to No, the user will not have access to Promotions .
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

User Permissions - User
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:15 pm MST

The user permissions are related to setting up and managing other Infusionsoft users. These
permissions are generally given only to users who help you administer your Infusionsoft
system and manage the employees who use your Infusionsoft system. To access these User
Permissions, go to Admin > UsersAdmin > Users and click Edit PermissionsEdit Permissions next to the user you would like
to modify.

Can view all records

This permission controls the ability to view another user's profile information. If it is set to
No, the user can view the user list, but will receive an access denied message when they try
to click into a user record. If the can edit all records permission is set to Yes, it will override
this permission and the user is able to view and edit all user records.

Can edit all records

This permission controls the ability to make changes to other users' profile information. If it
is set to No, the user can view a list of users and click into user records to view profile
information, but they will not be able to save any changes. The user will still be able to edit
their own user profile.

Can add

This permission controls the ability to set up new user accounts. If it is set to No, the user will
see an access denied message when they click on Add Users when viewing a list of users.
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Can search

This permission controls access to users. If it is set to No, the user will not see the
User option in the main navigation menu.  The user will not be able do view, add, delete, or
edit users in any way, regardless of their other permissions. They will only be able to access
their own profile through the toolbar.

Can edit user permissions

This permission controls the ability to edit user permissions. If it is set to No, the user will not
see the Edit User Permissions button when viewing a user profile, and will receive an access
denied message when they click on the Edit Permissions link when viewing the user list.

Can assign roles

This permission controls the ability to assign users to one of the standard user groups. If it is
set to No, the user will not see the User Groups tab when viewing a user's profile.

Can unlock user accounts

This permission controls the ability to unlock a user's account. User accounts are locked
when a user is not able to correctly enter their login information after multiple tries. If this
permission is set to No, the user will not see the Unlock button when viewing a user profile.

Can deactivate user accounts

This permission controls the ability to block other users from accessing the application. If it is
set to No, the user will not see the Deactivate button when viewing a user profile.

Can activate users
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This permission controls the ability to restore a user's access to the application. If it is set to
No, the user will not see the Activate button when viewing a user profile.

Can resend user invitations

This permission controls the ability to resend the account setup invitation to users who don't
respond right away. If it is set to No, the user will not see the resend invitation link when
viewing the user list or the Resend button in a user profile.

Can manage user teams

This permission controls the ability to create custom user teams. If it is set to No, the user will
not see the Teams option under CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

User Permissions - Calendar
Last Modified on 08/24/2018 4:13 pm MST

The Calendar permissions determine the ability to view and use the Infusionsoft calendaring
tools to schedule appointments and create tasks. An admin can change these permissions by
going to Admin > UsersAdmin > Users and clicking the Edit PermissionsEdit Permissions link next to the user name.

Task / Appointments / Note

These permissions control the ability to view, add, edit and delete tasks, appointments and
notes.

Can view all recordsCan view all records: This permission controls the ability to view the tasks,
appointments, and notes assigned to other users. If it is set to No, the user can only see
the summary view of the tasks, appointments, or notes assigned to others. They will
receive an access denied message if they click on the link to view the details.
Can edit all recordsCan edit all records: This permission controls the ability to update the tasks,
appointments, and notes assigned to other users. If it is set to No, the user can click on
the detail link to view additional information, but will not see the Save button. If the can
delete permission is set to Yes, the user will still be able to delete items assigned to
other users. If the can add permission is set to Yes, the user will still be able to add a
new task, appointment or note for another user, but will not be able to edit it after
saving it the first time.
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Can addCan add: This permission controls the ability to create new tasks, appointments, or
notes. If it is set to No, the user will not see the option to add these items or will receive
an access denied message when trying to create one of them through the calendar
screen.
Can searchCan search: This permission controls the ability to view the general task list from the
user toolbar. If it is set to No, the user will not see the Task menu option listed.
Can deleteCan delete: This permission controls the ability to delete tasks, appointments, and
notes. If it is set to No, the user will not see the Delete option in the Actions drop down
menu or the Delete button when viewing individual records.
Can assign tasksCan assign tasks: This permission controls the ability to assign a task, appointment, or
note to other users. If it is set to No, the user can add and edit appointments, but
cannot assign them to other users or reassign them after they are created.
Can view unassigned recordsCan view unassigned records: This permission controls the ability to view tasks,
appointments, and notes that are not assigned to any user. You may need to assign a
user to monitor unassigned records. If it is set to No, the user will not be able to see the
details for any unassigned items.
Can edit unassigned recordsCan edit unassigned records: This permission controls the ability to update tasks,
appointments, and notes that are not assigned to any user. If it is set to No, the user will
not be able to save changes to unassigned records; which means they cannot assign a
users to them.

Email

Can create shared POP accountsCan create shared POP accounts: This permission controls the ability to share a POP email
account. If it is set to No, the user can set up a new POP account but cannot share it with
other users. The list of users will be hidden from view.

Calendar

Can view calendar for {user}Can view calendar for {user}: This permission restricts the ability to view another user's
calendar. If it is set to No, the user will not be able to view the calendar for the specified user.
 There is a permission for each user. If the permission is set to Yes, the user will be able to
select and view that user's Infusionsoft calendar.

Pro Tip!Pro Tip! To see other Users Tasks/Calendar Tasks/Calendar you must also go to "Application TabApplication Tab" and
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change "Can see other UsersCan see other Users" to "yesyes", if it's not already indicated.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

User Permissions - Application
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:18 pm MST

These user permissions are related to the administration of Infusionsoft.

 

Application

These permissions control the ability to access various "account level" functions that are not
associated with one particular component of Infusionsoft.

Can add tagCan add tag: This permission controls the ability to create and use tags throughout the
application. If it is set to No, the user will not able to create new tags in the system. They
also cannot see the Tag tab or the Edit Tags button when viewing a contact record. They
will not be able to apply tags to contacts and can only remove tags from a contact
record using the Tags option in the interactive panel. They will be able to use the tag
objects in the campaign builder and set up actions to apply / remove tags, if their
marketing permissions allow access to these features.
Can see app account management pageCan see app account management page: This permission controls the ability to access
the Infusionsoft account page in the Admin area of the main navigation menu. This
page provides summary account usage information and allows you to upgrade your
account, manage billing, and purchase plug-ins or services. If it is set to No, the user will
not see the Infusionsoft Account option in the main menu.
Can go to billing info management pageCan go to billing info management page: This permission controls the ability to view the
billing summary on the Infusionsoft Account page. If it is set to No, the user will be able
to access the account page to upgrade and purchase add-on products or services;
however, they will not see the next bill date or be able to log into the customer center to
update the credit card on file.
Can import recordsCan import records: This permission controls a user's ability to upload a spreadsheet of
records into Infusionsoft (e.g., contacts, products, tags, etc...) If it is set to No, the user
will not see the Import Contacts option in the Contacts menu and will receive an access
denied message if they try an update import (Modify Existing Records) through Admin >Admin >
Data CleanupData Cleanup.
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Can dup check and merge recordsCan dup check and merge records: This permission controls a user's ability to run the
automated duplicate checking process and merge the duplicate contact records. If it is
set to No the user will not see the Data Cleanup option in the main navigation menu.
Can rollback importsCan rollback imports: This permission controls a user's ability to delete (rollback) an
entire import. If it is set to No the user can view previous imports (if can import is set to
Yes), but cannot see the link required to rollback the import.
Can view company filesCan view company files: This permission controls the ability to access the application file
box from the user toolbar. They will receive an access denied message if they select the
Files option from the Home icon on the toolbar. The user is still able to add files to
contact file boxes.
Can delete company filesCan delete company files: This permission controls the ability to delete files from the
application file box. If it is set to No, the user can view the company files but cannot
delete them.
Can export listsCan export lists: This permission controls the ability to export any kind of data (e.g.,
contacts, orders, etc...) from your system. If it is set to No, the user will not see the
Export option on any of the Action menus throughout the system.
Can edit Misc. SettingsCan edit Misc. Settings: This permission controls access to various settings throughout
the system. If it is set to No, then the user will not see the link to the marketing, e-
commerce, or admin settings from the master nav. They will have limited access to CRM
settings (like tags and scores). This permission will also limit the ability to access settings
through the E-Commerce setup page.
Can see other usersCan see other users: This permission controls the ability to view the list of users
throughout the system. If it is set to No, the user will not see the Owner field on a
contact or opportunity record. It also limits the ability to see the user list when
performing a search. They cannot assign tasks, appointments, or notes to other users
or view other's calendars.
Can delete app data in bulkCan delete app data in bulk: This permission restricts a user's ability to batch-delete
various records throughout the system. If it is set to No, the user will not see the
Delete option in the Actions drop down menus.
Can change field data in bulkCan change field data in bulk: This permission controls a user's ability to mass update
various records throughout the system. If it is set to No, the user will not see the mass
update options in the Actions drop down menus throughout the system (e.g., mass
update contacts, opportunities, referral partners, etc.)
Can add items to the top navCan add items to the top nav: This permission controls a user's ability to add custom
menu items to the area dropdown navigation (e.g., add a custom search to the Contacts
menu within the CRM area).  If it is set to No, the user will not see the Main Nav menu
option under Admin > SettingsAdmin > Settings.
Can reveal credit card dataCan reveal credit card data: This permission controls a user's ability to view stored
credit card data. If it is set to No, the user is not able to see the View Secure Credit Card
Info link when managing a customer's credit card information.
Can Manage ScoresCan Manage Scores: This permission controls the ability to set up scoring criteria. If it is
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set to No, the user is not able to see the Scores menu option under CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings.

Action

These permissions control the ability to set up, use, or manage action sets.

Can apply actionsCan apply actions: This controls the ability to run actions on a list of contacts or an
individual contact or opportunity record. If it is set to No, the user will not see the Apply
Action Set option in the Actions drop down menus throughout the system or the Apply
Actions option on the contact actions list. They also will not see the Actions drop-downs
when setting up web forms, order forms, etc...
Can see all action setsCan see all action sets:  This permission controls the ability to view the list of all existing
action sets. If it is set to No, the user will receive an access denied message when trying
to access Action Sets through CRM > Settings or Marketing > SettingsCRM > Settings or Marketing > Settings.
Can share action setsCan share action sets: This permission controls the ability to share a new action set
created through the Action Set settings screen with other users. If it is set to No, the
user will not see the Visible To tab when creating a new action set through CRM >CRM >
SettingsSettings or Marketing > SettingsMarketing > Settings. Action sets are visible to all users by default. The
visibility filter allows users to hide action sets for users so they will not see them when
applying actions, copying actions, or running another action set.
Can change priority of scheduled actionsCan change priority of scheduled actions: This permission controls the ability to
rearrange actions through the Scheduled Actions admin report. If it is set to No, the
user will not be able to re-prioritize the actions.

Reports

These permissions control access to reports by system area. If any of these permissions are
set to Yes, the related report menu options are visible in the main navigation menu. If it is set
to No, the user will not see the menu option to the related reports:

Can view Marketing Reports
Can view Sales Reports
Can view Order Reports
Can view Affiliate Reports
Can view Administrative Reports
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Fulfillment

This permission only applies to the legacy Day or Agenda home page views. It does not apply
to the customizable User Dashboard.

Can see all fulfillment jobsCan see all fulfillment jobs: If this permission is set to Yes the user is able to see the queued
fulfillment and order fulfillment jobs assigned to all users. If it is set to No, the user will only
see their own jobs.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

User Permissions - Marketing
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:18 pm MST

The marketing permissions determine how a user can interact with the campaign builder,
broadcast emails, lead sources and the legacy marketing features.

Campaign (Legacy)

These permissions controls the ability to view, add, edit, & delete a legacy marketing
Campaign. If you do not already have legacy campaigns created, then we recommend you set
all of these permissions to No and use the new campaign builder instead.

Can edit all recordsCan edit all records: This permission controls the ability to edit existing legacy
campaigns. If it is set to No, the user can view a list of legacy campaigns Marketing >Marketing >
Legacy > View CampaignsLegacy > View Campaigns, but will see an access denied message if they try to click on a
campaign link to view or edit the campaign details.
Can addCan add: This permission controls the ability to create a new legacy campaign. If it is set
to No, the user will not see the option to Add a Campaign (Legacy) in the Legacy menu
or the Add a Campaign button when viewing a list of legacy campaigns.
Can searchCan search: This permission controls the ability to view a list of legacy campaigns. If it is
set to No, the user will be able to add a new campaign, but won't be able to view it after
it is created.  The option to View Campaigns will not show up in the Legacy menu.
Can deleteCan delete: This permission controls the ability to delete legacy campaigns. If it is set to
No, the user will not see the option to Delete Campaigns in the Actions drop down
menu.

Email

These permissions control the ability to send batch emails to lists of contacts.

Can send broadcastsCan send broadcasts: This permission controls the ability to send Broadcast messages (email,
voice broadcasts, letters, etc.) If it is set to No, the user will not see the Broadcast option in
the main navigation menu. You should make sure you train users on email marketing best
practices before setting these permissions to Yes.
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Follow-Up Sequences (legacy)

These permissions control a user's ability to view, add, edit & delete legacy  Follow-Up
Sequences.

Can view all recordsCan view all records: This permission controls the ability to view the follow-up sequence
details. If it is set to No, the user can view the list of follow-up sequences, but will
receive an access denied message when they click on a link to view the sequence
details. They will not be able to view or edit existing legacy follow-up sequences;
however, if the Can add permission is set to Yes, they will still be able to add new legacy
follow-up sequences.
Can edit all recordsCan edit all records: This permission controls the ability to add or edit follow-up
sequence steps. If it is set to No, the user is able to view the list of sequences and view
the sequence details, but when viewing the sequence will not see the drop-down menu
for adding new steps or links to edit existing steps.
Can addCan add: This permission controls the ability to add new legacy follow-up sequences. If
it is set to No, the user will not see the option to Add or Copy a Follow-up Sequence in
the Legacy menu or the Add a Follow-up Sequence button when viewing the follow-up
sequence list.
Can searchCan search: This permission controls the ability to view a list of existing follow-up
sequences. If it is set to No, the user will not see the option to View Follow-up
Sequences in the Legacy menu.
Can deleteCan delete: This permission controls the ability to delete follow-up sequences. If it is set
to No, the user will not see the Delete option in the Actions menu drop down when
viewing a list of follow-up sequences or the Delete button under the Options tab when
viewing an individual sequence.
Can add/remove from follow-up sequenceCan add/remove from follow-up sequence: This permission controls the ability to
manage follow-up sequences for individual contacts. If it is set to No, the user will not
see the Follow-up Sequence tab in the second row of tabs in a contact record or the
Start/Stop a Follow-up Sequence option in the Actions drop down menu when viewing
list of contacts.
Can override follow-up sequence response defaultsCan override follow-up sequence response defaults: This permission controls the ability
to add a contact to a new follow-up sequence when manually tracking a response in a
contact record.

Campaign
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These permissions control the ability to use the Campaign Builder.

Can edit all recordsCan edit all records: This permission controls the ability to edit existing campaigns. If it
is set to No, the user is able to view the list of campaigns, but will receive an access
denied message when they click on a link to view campaign details and when they try to
add a new campaign.
Can addCan add: This permission controls the ability to add new campaigns using the campaign
builder. If it is set to No, the user will not see the option to Add a Campaign in the
Campaign Builder menu or the Add a Campaign button when viewing a list of existing
campaigns. The user will be able to edit existing campaigns.
Can searchCan search: This permission controls the ability to view existing campaigns. If it is set to
No, the user will not see the option to View Campaigns in the Campaign Builder menu.
If the Can add permission is set to Yes, the user is still able to add campaigns, but will
not be able to navigate back to them after leaving the campaign builder.
Can deleteCan delete: This permission controls the ability to delete campaigns. If it is set to No, the
user will not see the option to Un-publish and Delete in the Actions drop down menu
when viewing a list of campaigns.
Can add/remove from campaignCan add/remove from campaign: This permission controls the ability to manage
campaign sequences for a list of contacts. If it is set to No, the user will not see the
option to Start / Stop a Campaign Sequence in the Actions drop down menu when
viewing a list of contacts and will not have access to the Campaigns tab when viewing a
contact record.

Lead Source

These permissions control the ability to view, add, edit, & delete Lead Sources. Lead sources
are used to track advertising efforts and their ability to generate qualified prospects.

Can view all recordsCan view all records: This permission controls access to Lead Source records under
Marketing Settings. If it is set to No, the user is able to view a list of lead sources, but
receives an access denied message when they click on a link to view a lead source's
details.
Can edit all recordsCan edit all records: This permission controls the ability to change a lead source. If it is
set to No, the user is able to click into individual lead sources and view the details, but
will not see the Save button and so cannot edit the lead source details.
Can addCan add: This permission controls the ability to add a new lead source. If it is set to No,
the user will not see the Add a Lead Source button when viewing a list of lead sources. If
the Can edit all records permission is set to Yes, the user will still be able to view and
edit existing lead sources.
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Can searchCan search: This permission controls the ability to view existing lead sources. If it is set
to No, the user will receive an access denied message when they click on Lead Sources
in the marketing settings menu. The user is not able to add, view, or edit lead sources if
this permission is set to No.
Can deleteCan delete: This permission controls the ability to delete lead sources. If it is set to No,
the user will not see the Set as Active or Set as Inactive options in the Actions drop
down menu when viewing the lead source list or the Delete button when viewing an
individual lead source.

Web Form (legacy)

These permissions control the ability to view, add, edit, & delete legacy Web Forms. The Web
Forms are used to add new contacts and/or update existing ones. These permissions do not
apply to the web forms created through the campaign builder.

Can view all recordsCan view all records: This permission controls the ability to view individual web forms. If
it is set to No, the user can view the list of legacy web forms, but will receive an access
denied message when they click on a link to view an individual form. They will not be
able to view or edit existing legacy web forms; however, if the Can add permission is set
to Yes, they will still be able to add a new legacy form.
Can edit all recordsCan edit all records: This permission controls the ability to modify the form fields on a
legacy web form or change the thank-you page settings. If it is set to No, the user is able
to view the list of legacy forms and click into an individual web form; however, they will
not see the Edit Web Form or Save buttons. The user will still be able to add actions to
the form, but won't be able to save any other changes.
Can addCan add: This permission controls the ability to add new legacy web forms. If it is set to
No, the user will not see the option to Add a Web Form in the Legacy menu or the Add a
Web Form button when viewing the legacy web form list.
Can searchCan search: This permission controls the ability to view web forms. If it is set to No, the
user will not see the option to View Web Forms in the Legacy menu. If the Can add
permission is set to Yes, the user is still able to add legacy web forms, but will not be
able to navigate back to them after leaving the page.
Can deleteCan delete: This permission controls the ability to delete web forms. If it is set to No, the
user will not see the Delete options in the Actions drop down menu when viewing the
legacy form list or the Delete this web form link when viewing an individual web form.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Permission To Access DKIM Settings
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:19 pm MST

You can now permit a non-admin user (such as an Infusionsoft Certified Partner) to modify
DKIM settings in your Infusionsoft account.

1. Navigate to Users Users in the Admin Admin section of the main menu

2. Click the Edit PermissionsEdit Permissions link to the right of a non-admin user that you wish to grant
access to DKIM settings

3. Click on the ApplicationApplication tab within the permissions view
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4. Scroll down to the Can see app account managementCan see app account management page and change the permission
to NoNo

5. Scroll down to the Can edit Misc SettingsCan edit Misc Settings permission and change the permission to YesYes

6. To simulate full admin permissions for the non-admin user, be sure to set all other
settings to YesYes. This simulates full admin rights and excludes Billing & Account Info
information that is private to the partner admin user. Non-admin users will now be able
to access settings underneath the Marketing section of the main navigation menu to
setup DKIM, while not exposing billing information found under Billing & Account Info
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

GDPR Settings
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:19 pm MST

We've added a section for you to enter your GDPR information as well as view and accept our
updated data policy. Enabling GDPR gives you access to special tools that will help you
manage persona data.

1. Go to Admin> Settings> Privacy and ComplianceAdmin> Settings> Privacy and Compliance

2. Toggle the General Protection Data RegulationGeneral Protection Data Regulation on

3. All fields need to be filled-out (Address 2 is optional)

4. Check the box to agree to the updated Infusionsoft Data Policy
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5. Click SaveSave

6. You will now have access to GDPR Tools. Click here to see them in action.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

GDPR FAQ
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:20 pm MST

Overview
What is the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)?What is the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)?

The GDPR is the European Union’s new, comprehensive privacy and data protection law that
will take effect on May 25, 2018. The primary aim of the GDPR is to regulate how the personal
data of EU residents is processed – even by businesses that have no physical or legal
presence in the EU. Organizations can face hefty fines for non-compliance: up to €20 million
or 4 percent of annual global revenue, whichever is higher.

Take a look at our GDPR Readiness Guide to learn more.

Is Infusionsoft GDPR certified?Is Infusionsoft GDPR certified?

There is not yet any kind of recognized GDPR certification scheme. We’re taking the necessary
steps to ensure that we’re in compliance with the GDPR in advance of the implementation
date of the new law.

We now offer you (customers and Partners) a new Data Processing Addendum (DPA) inside of
your account. Signing the DPA amends our standard terms of service to reflect obligations
required under the GDPR. This is the instrument that you can rely on to have certainty that
we will comply with the GDPR when it comes into effect on May 25, 2018. It amounts to a
guarantee that we will be GDPR compliant.

 

How can Infusionsoft guarantee I will be able to use my account after the GDPR comes intoHow can Infusionsoft guarantee I will be able to use my account after the GDPR comes into
effect?effect?

We will offer a new Data Processing Addendum, that will replace our prior DPA. The new DPA
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isn’t dramatically different from our old DPA, but it does address all of the GDPR-specific
concepts. For reference, the old DPA is available here:
https://www.infusionsoft.com/legal/dpa.

The new DPA will govern the terms by which we, as a data processor, processes data on
behalf of you, our customers, (who are typically data controllers) in accordance with Article 28
of the GDPR .

According to Article 28 of the GDPR, data processors must act only upon the documented
instructions of the data controller unless otherwise required by law. This, however, does not
relieve us of any of our obligations or liabilities under the GDPR. We will be required to
ensure that we’re in compliance with the GDPR.

 

What is Infusionsoft doing to ensure that it (and its vendors) are compliant with the GDPR?What is Infusionsoft doing to ensure that it (and its vendors) are compliant with the GDPR?

We’re currently re-papering vendor contracts and working with vendors to ensure they’re
compliant by adding a settings pane for you (our customers) to provide us with the
information required under Article 30(2) of the GDPR.

We’ll continue to review our security measures, as we always do, to stay at the forefront of
evolving industry standards and best practices.

We have appointed a representative in the EU and an expert Data Protection Officer and are
in the process of delivering a new Data Processing Addendum, all of which will ensure we’re
satisfying the subcontracting obligations of a data processor under the law.

 

GDPR and You
So Infusionsoft will be compliant with the GDPR. Does that mean that I’m automaticallySo Infusionsoft will be compliant with the GDPR. Does that mean that I’m automatically
compliant too? If not, where can I learn more about my own obligations?compliant too? If not, where can I learn more about my own obligations?

No, while we’ve done our best to make it easier for you to be compliant, you’ll still need to
address your own practices regarding GDPR compliance. See more in our GDPR Readiness
Guide .

Much of how you collect, use, and dispose of personal data is not determined by your data
processor (that’s us). Thus, each organization should get its own professional guidance on the
topic to help ensure compliance. In addition to our Readiness Guide, here’s an additional
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resource from the UK Information Commissioner’s Office: https://ico.org.uk/for-
organisations/resources-and-support/data-protection-self-assessment/getting-ready-for-the-
gdpr/.

 

Is Infusionsoft building new software features to help me comply with the GDPR?Is Infusionsoft building new software features to help me comply with the GDPR?

Yes, we’re releasing new features to help users manage their compliance with a number of
key pain points in the law. This includes a set of features to help you manage the basis of
processing (such as consent management) for your contacts, to make it easy to anonymize
personal data (i.e., the right to be forgotten), and a customizable “block list” feature to help
ensure that if someone asks you to never process their personal data, that their personal
data can’t be re-imported into your account. These features will help you to comply with
many of your fundamental obligations under the GDPR.

 

Am I a data controller? Is Infusionsoft a data processor?Am I a data controller? Is Infusionsoft a data processor?

Typically, you (the Infusionsoft customer) will be considered as a data controller (i.e., an
organization that determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data)
and we will always be considered a data processor under the law.

Controllers and processors each have their own respective obligations under the law.
Therefore, our GDPR compliance plan looks a bit different from what yours will look like. This
doesn’t mean we can’t be used by data controllers – quite the opposite. When a data
controller engages a service provider like ours, the service provider is typically a data
processor acting on behalf of the controller, and the processor acts at the behest of the
controller. As stated below, our DPA will govern the relationship, and the nature of the
processing activities, as between Infusionsoft and its customers, regardless of which entity
plays which role.

 

What is considered personal data?What is considered personal data?

According to GDPR Article 4 , personal data means…“any information relating to an identified
or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be
identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an
identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to
the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural
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person.”

So what does that mean for you?So what does that mean for you?

Within your Infusionsoft account, that would include their contact information. And they may
at some point ask you to forget them, or modify their information to be accurate, etc. You
would then be responsible for fulfilling that request.

 

Does the GDPR require an additional checkbox to be able to lawfully process personal data?Does the GDPR require an additional checkbox to be able to lawfully process personal data?
Or will a sentence such as "enter your information for us to email you XYZ Pdf" be sufficient?Or will a sentence such as "enter your information for us to email you XYZ Pdf" be sufficient?

If you are processing personal data on the basis of the data subject’s consent, you will need
to include a mechanism to collect that consent, which could include an unticked checkbox
which the data subject can tick to consent to the processing of his or her data. If you can
consider this type of arrangement as a “contract” between you and the individual who
requested the “something,” then you may be able to skip the checkbox altogether, and base
your processing on the need to perform your obligations under this “contract”. See the Lawful
Processing section in the GDPR Readiness Guide.

 

If as customer asks me to exercise their Right to be Forgotten, do I have to remove them fromIf as customer asks me to exercise their Right to be Forgotten, do I have to remove them from
my database?my database?

Yes. Article 17 of the GDPR sets out the data subject’s right to have his or her data erased
(also known as the “right to be forgotten”) when certain (broad) grounds apply, such as
(without limitation) when the personal data are no longer necessary for the purposes of
processing, where consent, as the sole basis of processing, has been withdrawn, or where the
data subject has objected to the processing of his or her personal data and you have no
“compelling legitimate grounds” to continue the processing. It’s important to note how
broadly this right applies: in practice, there will be few circumstances where the GDPR will not
require the deletion of data at the data subject’s request.

Read more about the Right to be Forgotten in our GDPR Readiness Guide. See the Right to
Erasure in the GDPR Readiness Guide

What if I offer services free of charge (e.g. regularly emailing cat photos to my subscribedWhat if I offer services free of charge (e.g. regularly emailing cat photos to my subscribed
customers without requiring them to pay)? Does this constitute a contract and can this becustomers without requiring them to pay)? Does this constitute a contract and can this be
considered as a legal basis for lawful processing of personal data?considered as a legal basis for lawful processing of personal data?
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Yes. The GDPR is not limited to situations where money is transferred. According to Article
3.2(a) of the GDPR, merely offering goods or services to EU data subjects, even without
payment, makes that transaction regulated by the GDPR. By using your services for which no
payment is required, your customers typically agree to the Terms of Use/Terms of Service
that you display on the website, thus forming a valid contract. You can use this as a legal
basis for justifying the processing of personal data, simply because it is necessary for fulfilling
your obligations under the contract. Without knowing your customers’ email, how else would
you be able to share cat photos with them? Read more about the Lawfulness of Processing in
our GDPR Readiness Guide.

If I have an EU Representative based in the United Kingdom (UK). Will that still work (afterIf I have an EU Representative based in the United Kingdom (UK). Will that still work (after
Brexit)?Brexit)?

No. Post-Brexit, a representative located in the UK will no longer lawfully be considered a
representative in the EU, within the meaning of Article 27 of the GDPR.  With that being said,
it’s important to remember the UK will remain a Member State of the EU until the date of its
formal withdrawal on March 29, 2019. From May 25, 2018 until March 29, 2019, the GDPR will
have full force and effect in the UK.

 

Consent
Do I need to obtain consent again from all my contacts?Do I need to obtain consent again from all my contacts?

Not necessarily. There are other permitted bases for processing personal data under Article 6
of the GDPR, such as the need to process personal data for the performance of a contract, or
the legitimate interests of the data controller or another party. However, if you will be
processing personal data based solely on the consent of the individual, you likely need to re-
acquire consent from these “old” contacts. For more information on this topic, take a look at
the Consent section of our GDPR Readiness Guide.

 

Under GDPR, can I still have my opt-in forms checked by default?Under GDPR, can I still have my opt-in forms checked by default?

No, please note that the use of pre-ticked opt-in boxes is not valid under the GDPR. Silence or
inactivity on the part of the data subject, as well as merely using a service (without first ticking
a box to indicate agreement) doesn’t count as “consent”.
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What is considered legal processing of customer data?What is considered legal processing of customer data?

The categories or basis of processing are the following:

1. consent of the data subject;
2. processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is

party, or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a
contract;

3. processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is
subject;

4. processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of
another natural person;

5. processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest
or in the exercise of official authority vested in the controller;

6. processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the
controller or by a third party, except where such interests are overridden by the
interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which require
protection of personal data, in particular where the data subject is a child.

Check out this blog post on the issue: https://www.infusionsoft.com/product-blog/gdpr-
article-6

 

 

Data Protection
Who is Infusionsoft’s Data Protection Officer (DPO)?Who is Infusionsoft’s Data Protection Officer (DPO)?

Our DPO is: Matthew Joseph, CIPP/US
Email address: dpo@infusionsoft.com

In accordance with Article 38 of the GDPR, members of the public may contact the DPO with
regard to issues related to processing of their personal data and to exercise their rights under
the GDPR – for example, to object to the processing of their data in cases where the data
controller (that’s you, the Infusionsoft customer) does not provide an adequate response.
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Who is Infusionsoft’s representative in the European Union pursuant to Who is Infusionsoft’s representative in the European Union pursuant to Article 27Article 27  of the of the
GDPR?GDPR?

Our Article 27 Representatives are:

Matthew Joseph, CIPP/US
Zahradníčkova 1220/20A
Prague 150 00
Czech Republic
Email: Matt@verasafe.com

VeraSafe Ireland LTD
Unit 3D North Point House
North Point Business Park
New Mallow Road
Cork 123AT2P
Ireland
Email: experts@verasafe.com

In accordance with Article 27 of the GDPR, supervisory authorities and persons whose
personal data are being processed by us, Infusionsoft, may contact VeraSafe (our Article 27
Representative) on all issues related to processing, for the purposes of ensuring compliance
with the GDPR.

 

If a business is marketing to people in the EU, do they need to have an EU Representative?If a business is marketing to people in the EU, do they need to have an EU Representative?

Yes. If you are offering goods and services to people in the EU, for free or for a fee, and thus
processing their data, in most cases, you will need to appoint an EU representative, as
required by Article 27 of the GDPR. For example, our GDPR Article 27 representative in
Europe is VeraSafe Ireland Ltd .

 

What solution does Infusionsoft offer for cross-border data transfers?What solution does Infusionsoft offer for cross-border data transfers?

Under the GDPR, personal data may only be transferred outside the European Economic
Area (commonly referred to as the EEA and which consists of the EU, plus Norway, Iceland,
and Liechtenstein) in certain circumstances, such as to a country whose data protection laws
are deemed "adequate" by the European Commission, or by relying on an approved data
transfer mechanism.
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Because we’re outside of the EU, we currently offer customers the EU Model Contract (the
alternative to Privacy Shield, which comes from the EU and is provided by the FTC) to enable
the lawful flow of personal data from the EEA to Infusionsoft in the United States.

The EU Model Contract contains standard contractual clauses which are approved by the
European Commission, and which govern the lawful transfer of data from the EEA to
countries outside of the EEA. Under the GDPR, additional legitimate methods of exporting
personal data outside the EEA may be introduced. In the event of any changes to or new rules
associated with the GDPR, Infusionsoft will review and respond appropriately.

 

What security controls has Infusionsoft implemented to safeguard my data?What security controls has Infusionsoft implemented to safeguard my data?

Our Data Security Statement goes well beyond the customary confidentiality clauses found in
the business terms of many SaaS providers. The statement describes some of the specific
data security controls that we’ve implemented and, by publishing the information, legally
obligates us to maintain the high standard of data security that’s described in the Statement.

The Data Security Statement can be found here: https://www.infusionsoft.com/legal/data-
security

 

Is Infusionsoft PCI Compliant?Is Infusionsoft PCI Compliant?

We adhere to, and are audited annually for compliance with, the Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standard, which is a rigorous data protection framework oriented towards the
protection of payment card data.

Our most recent PCI DSS audit documentation is available upon request. Please
contact pci@infusionsoft.com if you require the documentation.

 

GDPR and Other Channels
How does the GDPR apply to social media?How does the GDPR apply to social media?

The GDPR applies to personal data processed for the purposes of social media marketing
campaigns, communication with customers via social media, and using Facebook tracking
pixels and similar technologies. However, the specific impact depends on the manner in
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which the social media is used. Social media isn’t specifically discussed in the GDPR, so there
are no aspects of the GDPR that are unique to social media or social media marketing.

 

Does the GDPR apply only if a customer buys something from a website?Does the GDPR apply only if a customer buys something from a website?

If you are offering services to a data subject in the EU, they do not necessarily need to buy
something from you in order for the GDPR to apply. When you go out of your way to offer
goods or services to the people in the EU, the GDPR likely applies to you.

 

In terms of vendors, how does this apply with third-party integrations with Infusionsoft? IfIn terms of vendors, how does this apply with third-party integrations with Infusionsoft? If
Infusionsoft is GDPR compliant but a third-party software is used (i.e. Zapier, Parsey orInfusionsoft is GDPR compliant but a third-party software is used (i.e. Zapier, Parsey or
anything else), that 3rd party technically has access to the contact record information.anything else), that 3rd party technically has access to the contact record information.

When you configure your Infusionsoft service to connect with those third-party apps, you
should ensure that those vendors are also GDPR compliant, and that your relationship with
that vendor meets the requirements laid out in Article 28 of the GDPR. For example, the
service agreement in place between your company and the third-party service provider
should impose various obligations on that service provider, such as a requirement to use the
personal data only upon your instructions, and to notify you of any data breaches.

Wordpress Optin ExampleWordpress Optin Example
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

GDPR Anonymize a Contact
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:21 pm MST

According to GDPR, a person residing in the EU may choose to exercise their "Right to
Erasure" (also known as "Right to be Forgotten.)

IMPORTANT NOTEIMPORTANT NOTE! This request can be performed at your discretion, especially if this
person has outstanding business obligations, like an unpaid invoice. Make sure to look at
the contact record before processing the request. Also, don't simply "delete" the contact
record! The Redact feature allows you to retain the communication and sales history of
the contact and prevents you from accidentally loading that contact record back into
Infusionsoft at a later date.

Erasing (Redacting) a contact anonymizes the contact record, but retains the
communication and sales history that you may need for business purposes. The
anonymized contact record still exists in Infusionsoft, all history (campaigns, orders,
etc...) remain intact, but all personal data is obfuscated. In short, you will no longer be
able to tie the history of events to any specific person. Redacting a contact also adds the
record to a blacklist so that you don't accidentally load the record back into Infusionsoft
at a later date.
Deleting a contact removes the contact record and all files associated with the record
entirely. Also, deleting a contact does not blacklist the record to protect you from
accidentally adding it later.

The following sections will explain how someone requests to be anonymized and how you go
about processing the request in Infusionsoft.

Enable GDPR Capabilities

Click here to open a new tab with instructions on how to enable GDPR features in your app.
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How a Contact Exercises Their Right of Erasure
1. When an email recipient clicks your unsubscribe link, they will be presented with an

option to, "Revoke permission to use any of my personal data. All personal data not
legally necessary will be erased."

2. After choosing the above option, the recipient will be brought to a success page which
notifies them that a final confirmation email is on the way.
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3. After clicking the link in the email to confirm they would like to have their personal data
erased, all admin users of the associated Infusionsoft account will receive an email
notification of the request.
 

4. The email notification will give you the information you need to look up the account
and take action. 

How to Anonymize (Redact) a Contact Record
1. Open the contact record specified in your notification email and scroll down to the

bottom of the page.

2. Click the Erase Erase button

3. Read the description regarding the redacting process and click OK OK to confirm.
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How Anonymous Records Work

After anonymizing a contact record, all personal data related to the record will be obfuscated
from view. Any campaign and sales history will remain on the record; however, you will no
longer be able to tie this history to any specific person. The recent email history will not be
available.

Additionally, you will no longer be able to add this contact record back to Infusionsoft. If you
try to create the contact record or upload a list that contains this record, you will be alerted
with the message, "Due to GDPR guidelines, you're unable to contact this person at this email
address. They've opted out of any communications for this account and are exercising their
right to be removed from your records."

 

Once a contact is redacted, it is essentially blacklisted from being used in your account. The
only way that the personal data will ever come back is if they purchase something from you;
in which case a new contact record is created and use of their personal data is de-blacklisted
from your account.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Apply GDPR Tags To Checkboxes
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:21 pm MST

When obtaining consent on a web form or landing page , you'll need to know how to apply a
tag when someone checks a box, then submits the form.

Apply a tag to a web form checkbox
1. Drag a Checkbox snippet below the opt-in feilds, above the submit button

2. Enter the label, "I give consent to use this information to send additional emails and
communication as described in your Privacy Policy"
 

3. Click the Tag Tag icon
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4. Select the, Informed Consent tag you created earlier.

5. Warning! Do not pre-check the box. Pre-checked forms are not GDPR compliant!
 

6. We recommend making this a required field
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7. When you are done, go back to the campaign canvas and republish your campaign.

8. If you are using one of the HTML versions, you'll need to update the code on your
website.

Add a Tag to a Landing Page Checkbox
1. On your landing page form, click the Add Virtual Field button and choose Checkbox.
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2. Now, click on your new Virtual Field

3. Enter the label, "I give consent to use this information to send additional emails and
communication as described in your Privacy Policy"
 

4. It is highly suggested to make this required so that all contacts that enter from this
landing page have shown informed consent.
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5. Scroll down and enter the informed consent tag you created earlier.

6. When you are finished, just Next step the landing page to the end and republish it.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create GDPR Tags
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:21 pm MST

Please create GDPR tags as follows:

Important! If you downloaded and installed the GDPR Readiness Campaign, these tags
will have been automatically created for you. So make sure you don't create a duplicate
set of tags!

1. Go to CRM > Settings and click Tags

2. Enter the tag name and enter the name of the new tag category. Click the Add Tag
button at the bottom of the page to create each tag. The names are as follows: Tag
Category: GDPR Lawful Basis, Performance of a contract,  Legitimate Interest and
Informed Consent.
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3. Your list of tags should include these now:
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

GDPR Pruning
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:22 pm MST

It's recommended to create a process to view and prune contacts in which you no longer
have a lawful basis to process a contact's data. This can be done by creating a saved search
on your homepage dashboard for contacts that do not have a GDPR tag applied to them.

1. Go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts

2. Click New SearchNew Search

3. Choose Doesn't have ANY of these TagsDoesn't have ANY of these Tags next to the Tags label

4. Enter all of your GDPR tags
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5. Click SearchSearch

6. Click SaveSave

7. Enter the name of saved search.Select any other users that need access to this list,
check the box to Add this search to the User Home and click SaveSave
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Example: "No Lawful Basis" or "Non-GDRP Compliant"

8. Now, go back to your dashboard to see your new saved search. You can click Settings Settings to
further customize the report.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

HIPAA
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:22 pm MST

Infusionsoft is compatible with HIPAA. Here is what you need
to know

A new Admin Settings section labeled, Privacy Privacy has been added. It contains a new toggle
button called HIPAA Security ControlsHIPAA Security Controls. It is used to indicate to Infusionsoft that your
business is regulated by HIPAA and that your Infusionsoft app contains Protected
Health Information (also known as PHIPHI.) It should only be activated by those customers
who are regulated by HIPAA. This setting is located in Admin > Settings > GeneralAdmin > Settings > General. Look
at the bottom of that page and take note of the new setting.

Important Note!Important Note! While HIPAA is a U.S.-only regulation, it is difficult for us to effectively
identify all of the operating territories of our customers, so this toggle will display for all
Infusionsoft accounts.

By default, the toggle is set to have the HIPAA controls DisabledDisabled.
When you select and save the toggle to have HIPAA Security Controls EnabledEnabled, it can
only be disabled again by contacting Infusionsoft Support and will be processed by an
Advanced Support team member. To avoid accidentally enabling this security control,
you will have to double confirm before saving it as EnabledEnabled.)
Vendors that Infusionsoft contracts to provide overflow and after-hours support are not
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yet HIPAA compliant and cannot be granted access to an Infusionsoft account that
contains PHI. This means that your account will be fully supported only by in-house
Infusionsoft Support during regular business hours.

USA Toll FreeUSA Toll Free
+1 866 800 0004 Ext. 2+1 866 800 0004 Ext. 2
Monday-Friday 6AM - 5PM Arizona TimeMonday-Friday 6AM - 5PM Arizona Time
 
Enabling HIPAA Security Controls in Infusionsoft does not make your business HIPAA
complaint. It does, however, make it technologically possible for you to be compliant in
the future as we continue to roll-out this feature.

The Infusionsoft HIPAA Business Associate Agreement
Addendum (BAA)

Infusionsoft offers customers the opportunity to execute our standard Business
Associate Agreement Addendum (or BAABAA) that satisfies the applicable subcontracting
requirements under HIPAA and the HITECH Act.
Before using Infusionsoft in support of your HIPAA compliance, be sure to do the
following:

Configure your Infusionsoft app as a HIPAA app by enabling the HIPAA Security
Controls. This setting is located in Admin > Settings > GeneralAdmin > Settings > General, under the section
labeled PrivacyPrivacy.
Once the HIPAA Security Control is enabled, review the BAA below, complete all
the required fields, and sign the BAA in accordance with the instructions.
Be sure to confirm your email address after you sign. To do this, follow the
instructions in the email you receive from Adobe® Sign. This verification email will
be sent to the email address you specify when signing the Addendum. If you don't
see the email in your inbox, be sure to check your spam folder.
A fully executed copy of the BAA will then be emailed to both parties.

To review the BAA, click here .

HIPAA FAQs

Q: What is HIPAA?What is HIPAA?
A: The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) is a federal law that sets
baseline privacy and security standards for medical information. Click here to learn what
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types of businesses are regulated by HIPAA. 

Q: What is a Business Associate?What is a Business Associate?
A: People and companies that are hired or contracted by HIPAA covered entities. Infusionsoft
is a business associate for our small business customers that are covered by HIPAA and have
signed the Infusionsoft Business Associate Agreement Addendum.

Q: Is Infusionsoft HIPAA Certified?Is Infusionsoft HIPAA Certified?
A: There is no such thing as "HIPAA Certified", but the Infusionsoft software application is
compatible with HIPAA, and Infusionsoft complies with HIPAA as a business associate as
described in our BAA.

Q: I need advice on how to comply with HIPAA. What should I do?I need advice on how to comply with HIPAA. What should I do?
A: Infusionsoft can’t provide any interpretation of HIPAA as it pertains to a customer’s
particular circumstances. If you need help with HIPAA, consult a qualified attorney or legal
advisor.

Q: Once I sign the BAA, does that mean I’m automatically HIPAA compliant?Once I sign the BAA, does that mean I’m automatically HIPAA compliant?
A: HIPAA compliance is complicated, and the act of enabling HIPAA Security Controls in your
Infusionsoft app does not alone make your business HIPAA complaint. But Infusionsoft is a
HIPAA compatible application and can be used by organizations that are regulated by HIPAA
to store, transmit, and otherwise process PHI.

Q: What about CustomerHub, GroSocial, and third-party apps and services that integrate withWhat about CustomerHub, GroSocial, and third-party apps and services that integrate with
Infusionsoft? Are those products and services HIPAA compatible too?Infusionsoft? Are those products and services HIPAA compatible too?
A: CustomerHub and GroSocial are not HIPAA compatible. Other Marketplace vendors may
or may not offer HIPAA compatible solutions. Be sure to check directly with your Marketplace
vendors – the Infusionsoft BAA does not cover your use of third party products or services.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Tag Purchases With Performance Of
Contract
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:22 pm MST

When someone purchases from you, you should apply a tag called, Performance of
Contract in order to help be compliance with GDPR law. Performance of a contract means
that the contact purchased a good or service from you and you feel that you have Lawfulness
of Processing. You can do this quickly by simply adding a purchase action to tag automatically
on successful purchase.

1. Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings

2. Click on Purchase ActionsPurchase Actions

3. Click Actions Actions next to Successful Purchase Actions
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4. Add an action to Apply tag

5. Add the Performance of contract tag and save
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

GDPR - Linking To A Privacy Policy
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:22 pm MST

GDPR requires that your Privacy Policy be available on any page that collects personal
information.

Link to a Privacy Policy on a Web Form
1. Drag a Paragraph snippet below the Submit button.

2. Type "Privacy Policy", hightlight and click the Link button in the editor
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3. Add the URL to your Privacy Policy web page
 

4. Make sure to Republish the campaign.

5. If you are using one of the HTML versions, you will need to update your existing code
with the new code.
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Link to a Privacy Policy on a Landing Page
1. Click the Add Elements block from the left menu and drag until you have a blue line

under the Submit button.

2. Click into the Text box and add a link to your Privacy Policy web page.
 

3. Continue to Next Step your landing page and republish it.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

GDPR Campaign Instructions
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:23 pm MST

These instructions will help you download and configure the GDPR Helper Campaign. The
purpose of this campaign is to help you better manage the personal information that you
store for persons residing in the European Union which is covered by GDPR law.

DISCLAIMER: We can’t interpret the law for you. We’re not sanctioned, legal
representatives. However, we’ve done our best to make a complex topic more
understandable and actionable for you. Please consult your legal adviser.

1. Download the GDPR Helper Campaign from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.
 

2. The top section is a simple process that starts when you apply the Consent Request forConsent Request for
GDPRGDPR tag to a contact record. When you apply the tag, the Consent EmailConsent Email sequence
begins which simply sends the contact an email request asking the recipient to confirm
that they would like to keep receiving emails from you. The call to action is a button that
goes to your new web form. It is an opt-in form with a GDPR consent checkbox and a
link to your company's Privacy Policy (you will need to provide the link.) When the
contact submits the form, the Informed Consent Informed Consent tag will be applied to the contact
record.
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Here are your action items for the above section:
1. Open the Consent Email and make any changes that you wish or you can keep the

default language
 

2. Open the Web Form submittedWeb Form submitted goal
 

3. Add a link to your Privacy Policy below the form

4. Make any additional styling changes to the web form and Thank-you page.
 

5. Go to the Code Code tab and grab the hosted URL

6. Go back to the consent email and update the button link with the link to your new
GDPR web form using the link you just generated.
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The second section is a data request form. According to GDPR, if you store the personal data
of someone living in the European Union, you must include an easy way for them to request
access to review and make changes to the data. They may want to request access to see their
data in your system, they may request that you update or change their personal data or they
may ask to be deleted from your system entirely. This form helps you automate those
requests. If someone submits the web form, you will receive a task and email notification to
let you know who made the request and the details of that request.

1. Open the web form goal.

2. Make any changes to the design of the web form and thank-you page.
 

3. Click on the Code Code tab at the top and grab the hosted URL (like you did previously) Add a
link to this URL on your website somewhere. For example in the "About Us" or "Contact
Us" section of your website.
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The final section are simply tags that you can apply to a contact manually that create a task
for you to do something. For example, someone may email are call you and make a request,
you can tag their contact record based on their request.

 

Here are your action items for this section:

1. Open each of the tasks in the sequences and make sure a backup is assigned.

2. Make each task as ReadyReady
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3. Your last step is simply to click the Publish Publish button to make everything live.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

GDPR Summary
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:23 pm MST

Watch the GDPR Webinar
View the GDPR Readiness Guide
View the GDPR FAQ Guide
Enable GDPR Settings in your app
After enabling GDPR, learn how to anonymize a contact
Install the GDPR Helper Campaign
Add a Privacy Policy to your website
Create some new GDPR tags to start tracking "lawful basis"
Learn how to apply a tag to a contact
Learn how to apply a tag to a list of contacts
Learn how to add a GDPR checkbox to a web form and landing page
Tag successful purchases with a "lawful basis" tag
Prune your database for EU contacts that have not given consent
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

HIPAA Security Controls
Last Modified on 09/18/2018 12:40 pm MST

Introduction
The HIPAA Security Controls toggle button is used to indicate to Infusionsoft that your
business is regulated by HIPAA and that your Infusionsoft app contains Protected Health
Information (also known as "PHI".) It should only be activated if you are regulated by HIPAA.
This setting is located in Admin > Admin > Settings > Privacy & ComplianceSettings > Privacy & Compliance.

Important Note!Important Note! While HIPAA is a U.S.-only regulation, it is difficult for us to effectively
identify all of the operating territories of our customers, so this toggle will display for all
Infusionsoft accounts.

By default, the toggle is set to have the HIPAA controls Disabled.

When you toggle on HIPAA Security Controls, it can only be disabled again by contacting
Infusionsoft Support. An Advanced Support team member will process your request. (To
avoid accidentally enabling this security control, you will have to double confirm before
saving it as Enabled.)

Vendors that Infusionsoft contracts to provide overflow and after-hours support are not yet
HIPAA compliant and cannot be granted access to an Infusionsoft account that contains PHI.
This means that your account will be supported only by in-house Infusionsoft Support during
regular business hours.
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Enabling HIPAA Security Controls in Infusionsoft does not make your business HIPAA
compliant. It does, however, make it technologically possible for you to be compliant in the
future as we continue to roll-out this feature.

The Infusionsoft HIPAA Business Associate
Agreement Addendum (BAA)
Infusionsoft offers customers the opportunity to execute our standard Business Associate
Agreement Addendum (or “BAA”) that satisfies the applicable subcontracting requirements
under HIPAA and the HITECH Act. Before using Infusionsoft in support of your HIPAA
compliance, be sure to do the following:

1. Configure your Infusionsoft app as a HIPAA app by enabling the HIPAA Security
Controls. This setting is located in Admin > Admin > Settings > Privacy & ComplianceSettings > Privacy & Compliance.

2. Once the HIPAA Security Control is enabled, review the BAA below, complete all the
required fields, and sign the BAA in accordance with the instructions.

3. Be sure to confirm your email address after you sign. To do this, follow the instructions
in the email you receive from Adobe® Sign. This verification email will be sent to the
email address you specify when signing the Addendum. If you don't see the email in
your inbox, be sure to check your spam folder.

4. A fully executed copy of the BAA will then be emailed to both parties.

To review the BAA, click here .

HIPAA FAQs
Q: What is HIPAA?Q: What is HIPAA?

A: The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) is a federal law that sets
baseline privacy and security standards for medical information. Click here to learn what
types of businesses are regulated by HIPAA. 

Q: What is a Business Associate?Q: What is a Business Associate?

A: People and companies that are hired or contracted by HIPAA covered entities. Infusionsoft
is a business associate for our small business customers that are covered by HIPAA and have
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signed the Infusionsoft Business Associate Agreement Addendum.

Q: Is Infusionsoft HIPAA Certified?Q: Is Infusionsoft HIPAA Certified?

A: There is no such thing as "HIPAA Certified", but the Infusionsoft software application is
compatible with HIPAA, and Infusionsoft complies with HIPAA as a business associate as
described in our BAA.

Q: I need advice on how to comply with HIPAA. What should I do?Q: I need advice on how to comply with HIPAA. What should I do?

A: Infusionsoft can’t provide any interpretation of HIPAA as it pertains to a customer’s
particular circumstances. If you need help with HIPAA, consult a qualified attorney or legal
adviser.

Q: Once I sign the BAA, does that mean I’m automatically HIPAA compliant?Q: Once I sign the BAA, does that mean I’m automatically HIPAA compliant?

A: HIPAA compliance is complicated, and the act of enabling HIPAA Security Controls in your
Infusionsoft app does not alone make your business HIPAA complaint. But Infusionsoft is a
HIPAA compatible application and can be used by organizations that are regulated by HIPAA
to store, transmit, and otherwise process PHI.

Q: What about CustomerHub and third-party apps and services that integrate withQ: What about CustomerHub and third-party apps and services that integrate with
Infusionsoft? Are those products and services HIPAA compatible too?Infusionsoft? Are those products and services HIPAA compatible too?

A: CustomerHub is not HIPAA compatible. Other Marketplace vendors may or may not offer
HIPAA compatible solutions. Be sure to check directly with your Marketplace vendors – the
Infusionsoft BAA does not cover your use of third party products or services.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Sales Pipeline Overview
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:26 pm MST

A sales pipeline defines a typical step by step process that sales reps go through to convert a
prospect into a paying customer. A sales stage is created for each step in the sales process.
The sales rep is responsible for moving the stages as the prospect's interest level changes.
The number of sales stages will vary based on the length of your sales cycle and the number
of interactions needed to close a deal.

Example Sales Pipeline Stages:
New Opportunity: Assign a stage like this when a lead is automatically or manually
created.
Qualifying: Assign a stage like this when the sales rep begins contacting the prospect to
gather details about the prospect and their level of interest.
Demo: Assign a stage like this when the prospect agrees to a demo, a free trial, an in
person meeting, etc. Use a name that accurately describes the nature of the stage.
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Proposal Pending: Assign a stage like this after the sales rep issues a quote, proposal or
estimate.
Negotiating: Assign a stage like this after the prospect responds to a proposal, but
requests some changes before committing to a purchase.
Won: Assign a stage like this after the Prospect makes a purchase.
Delayed: Assign a stage like this if a Prospect is qualified and truly interested in your
product, but their decision-making timeline has been delayed.
Lost: Assign a stage like this when the Prospect purchases from a competitor or decides
they are no longer interested in your product.
Unable to Contact: Assign a stage like this when the sales rep is not able to connect with
a Prospect.

Prospects enter the sales pipeline when an opportunity record is created in Infusionsoft,
either manually or automatically. From that point on, the sales rep guides the prospect
through the sales stages. This is not necessarily a linear process where every prospect goes
through every stage. Instead, it is a framework for making the sales process more systematic
and standardized. All of your sales reps are following the same basic process, which makes it
easier to train new sales team members.

Pipeline Automation

Because you are using Infusionsoft to manage your sales pipeline, you can set up actions that
trigger when a sales rep updates the stage for an opportunity. This allows you to create
strategic automated follow up that is appropriate based on the prospect's stage and to
control the messages that are sent. The actions may include creating a task, starting a follow-
up sequence, sending one email, and more.

In the example above, an action could be set up to trigger when the prospect moves into the
proposal pending. The action might trigger a follow-up sequence that includes a series of 3 to
5 emails from the sales rep following up to make sure that the prospect received the
proposal and to offer to answer questions, discuss other options, schedule another meeting,
etc. The spacing of the emails will depend on how long it generally takes a prospect to
respond to a proposal. Usually they are several days apart and are sent out over a 2 to 3
week period.

You might also set up an action for the delayed stage. This sequence could include a series of
emails from the sales rep that maintains the relationship with the prospect until they are
ready to engage again. The emails in a sequence like this are usually spaced farther apart, but
it may span a longer period of time. The emails might include links to interesting blog articles
from your company website, links to web pages that have free resources, etc.
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Map out your company's typical sales process by observing your most successful reps.
Identify actions for each stage, then set up your sales force automation processes in
Infusionsoft.

Customized Sales Pipeline Stages

When a prospect moves through your sales funnel, your sales team needs to keep track of
their status. You can set up custom sales stages to organize opportunities and help your sales
team prioritize their manual follow up. Sales reps also need to know the history of their
interactions in order to be efficient and to make a strong connection with prospects.
Infusionsoft's Opportunity component keeps track of where prospects are in your sales cycle,
what's been done in the past, and what needs to happen in the future (e.g., follow-up phone
calls, special offers, etc.) You define sales stages based on your company's standard sales
process and lead categorization - they are completely customizable.

Sales Triggers

As sales reps move prospects through your custom sales stages, Infusionsoft can
automatically trigger actions that change the prospect's follow-up messages. This allows you
to send follow-up sequences, special offers, and reminders that apply to each stage of the
process. Sales automation can be integrated with a marketing campaign to provide you with
an overall picture of your sales and marketing strategy.

Reporting and Forecasting

The tracking functionality of the Opportunity component provides you with data and reports
to evaluate sales performance and forecast future sales. This information can help you
manage lead flow, distribute new opportunities, and optimize your entire sales process.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Sales Pipeline And Opportunity Settings
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:27 pm MST

The sales pipeline defaults determine how Infusionsoft behaves when an opportunity is
created automatically. An active stage is one where a sales rep is engaging with the prospect
and you want to protect the "lead" for that sales person. Defining active sales stages gives
you the ability to prevent a duplicate opportunity from being created and assigned to
another sales rep.

1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings in the main navigation menu

2. Click on Opportunity DefaultsOpportunity Defaults in the Settings menu.
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3. Active Sales Stages

Active Sales StagesActive Sales Stages: Hold down your Ctrl key and click on the names of the active
sales stages. The active stages are used as criteria for automatically creating a new
opportunity. This setting will prevent a duplicate active opportunity record from
being created and assigned to a different sales rep.
Default StageDefault Stage: This stage will appear in the Put In Stage field by default, however,
you can change this when setting up your automated sales pipeline campaign.

4. Win and Loss Stages.

Tracking the reasons prospects do or do not buy from you will help you refine your
sales and marketing strategy. It will enable you to proactively address common
objections (loss reasons) and reinforce your strengths (win reasons) throughout the
lead nurture and conversion process. It can also help you collect intelligence that can
lead to product and /or service changes that will make your company more attractive
than your competition. The win/loss data is stored in individual opportunity records and
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can be used in opportunity searches (CRM > Opportunities.)
Select your Win Stage from the drop-down and enter a list of known Win Reasons (you
can add more later.)

(Optional) Select Yes Yes to require a win reason when a sales person moves the
opportunity to the Won stage. When a sales rep moves an opportunity record to this
stage, the win reasons will show up in the opportunity record. If you require a win
reason, the sales rep won't be able to save the opportunity until they select a reason
from the list.

Select the Loss Stage from the drop-down and enter a list of known Loss Reasons (you
can add more later.) Select Yes to require a loss reason when moving the opportunity to
this stage.

5. Viewing Opportunities
You can set up sharing rules that will refine a user's ability to view contact records and
opportunity records. The user who "owns" the contact record may be different than the
sales rep assigned to an opportunity for that person. These rules determine how those
records are shared when this is the case. These are set to Yes by default, but you can
change these defaults.

Assign to groupAssign to group: This controls the user list that shows up when a new opportunity
is created. In most cases, this should be the sales rep group.
Share Contact When SharedShare Contact When Shared: This setting automatically enables a user's ability to
view a contact record that they don't "own" when an opportunity for that person is
shared with them.
Share Contact When AssignedShare Contact When Assigned: This setting automatically enables user's ability to
view a contact record that they don't "own" when an opportunity for that person is
assigned to the user.
Unshare Contact When UnsharedUnshare Contact When Unshared: This setting automatically disables a user's
ability to view a contact record when they can no longer view any opportunity
records for that person (the opportunity record is unshared.)
Unshare Contact when UnassignedUnshare Contact when Unassigned: This setting automatically disables a user's
ability to view a contact record when they are no longer assigned to any
opportunity records for that person (the opportunity record is reassigned.)
Sync Opportunity and Contact OwnersSync Opportunity and Contact Owners: This setting automatically changes the
contact record owner when a new opportunity record is created. The sales rep
who is assigned to the opportunity will become the owner of the contact record
too.
Sync Owner of Closed LeadsSync Owner of Closed Leads: This setting works in conjunction with the sync
opportunity and contact owners setting. In addition to reassigning the contact
record to the sales rep, it will also reassign all of the old, closed leads to that user.
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6. Buy Now
There are several buy now link default settings you can configure to streamline the
order processes and to trigger automation.

Buy Now Default Expire DaysBuy Now Default Expire Days. The number of days you enter here will be the
default for every buy now link, but the sales rep can change this from the
products/subscription Interest tab in an opportunity record.
Select a Buy Now Shopping Cart Skin. This defines the look and feel of the
shopping cart prospects see when they purchase through a buy now link.
(Optional) Buy Now Win ReasonBuy Now Win Reason. This reason will be assigned to an opportunity
record automatically when a prospect purchases.
The buy now link is a trigger. Click on the Actions button to automate something
when this happens.

Clicked Buy NowClicked Buy Now: You might use these actions to apply a tag (e.g. Buy Now
Click) and send an email to notify a sales rep that the buy now link was
clicked.
Purchased via Buy NowPurchased via Buy Now: You might use these actions to apply a tag (e.g. Buy
Now Purchase) and send an email to notify the sales rep that the customer
purchased. You might even trigger a follow-up sequence specific to people
who clicked on the buy now link.

7. Click SaveSave
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create Sales Pipeline Stages
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:27 pm MST

Infusionsoft has predefined sales pipeline stages, based on a typical direct sales process. You
can customize these stages to align with your direct sales process. Each stage can be
integrated into a sales and marketing campaign.

Sales reps will move the sales stage manually as a prospect progresses through the sales
process. When a rep moves the stage, the sales campaign will automatically update tags
and/or follow-up messages. Sales managers will use the stages to track sales rep
effectiveness and evaluate overall sales team performance. Tap into your top sales team
members to define and standardize your sales stages and identify what type of automation
makes sense during each stage.

1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings in the main navigation menu.

2. Click on Sales PipelineSales Pipeline in the Settings menu.
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3. Review the list of default stages.

NameName: This is what your sales team will see in the opportunity record.
Target # DaysTarget # Days: This number represents the max number of days you typically want
a prospect to remain in the stage. It shows up in the opportunity record and can
be used as search criteria when searching opportunity records.
ProbabilityProbability: The probability is a percentage that reflects the number of deals that
turn into sales when a prospect reaches this stage. If 4 out of every 5 prospects
purchase once they reach a certain stage, then the probability of making the sale
for that stage is 80%. The probability is used to calculate the weighted revenue in
the opportunity revenue forecast sales report. This is a very important field if your
goal is forecasting.
OrderOrder: This number is used to set up the order for the stages in the opportunity
record drop-down. Increment by multiples of 10 at first, so that you can insert new
stages between the existing stages. The stages with a lower order number show
up higher on the list.
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4. Click on Edit Edit next to a stage name to customize it.

5. After you finish updating the default stages, start adding new stages by entering a
name, order number, target # days and probability. You can insert a sales stage
between other stages by assigning it an order number between the existing stages'
order numbers.

6. Click the Add Add button to add the new stage.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Set Up The Pipeline Checklist
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:27 pm MST

When a sales rep moves a stage in an opportunity record, it can initiate automation. However,
there may be specific goals,  tasks, or talk topics related to each specific stage. The sales rep
must  be aware of or complete these items, but they do not represent a  significant milestone
in the sales process.

You can assign a  checklist to each sales stage to help sales reps track their "to-dos"  and to
require reps to complete certain tasks before moving the stage.  Note: Checklists are NOT
triggers (they do not initiate automation) and  are not available as criteria in searches and
reports.

1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings in the main navigation menu
 

2. Click on Sales PipelineSales Pipeline in the settings menu
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3. Click on the ChecklistChecklist link beside a stage to create a new checklist or edit an existing one.

 
4. Add items to the checklist.

DescriptionDescription: The description shows up in the opportunity record when the stage
it's assigned to is selected from the stage drop-down.
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(Optional) RequiredRequired:  Mark this checkbox for required tasks / goals. The sales rep
will not  be able to move the sales stage until they mark all required items as
 completed. Skip this for recommended or optional items.OrderOrder:  This number is
used to set up the list order for the checklist within  the stage. Increment by
multiples of 10 at first, so that you can insert  new checklist items between the
existing items later.

5. Click on the Add Add button to save the checklist item.
 

6. Repeat this process to add additional checklist items for this sales stage.
 

7. Close the pop-up window.
Repeat this process to add additional checklist for additional sales stages.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Stage To Stage Pipeline Automation
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:28 pm MST

When a sales rep moves the stage in an opportunity record, Infusionsoft can initiate
automation that updates tags, sends an email to the prospect, starts a new campaign
sequence, sends  internal notification messages, assigns tasks to other users, and more.

You  can attach actions to movement INTO a specific stage, or OUT OF a  specific stage. When
you plan the marketing automation strategy for your  direct sales process, ask yourself:

Is this series of  actions specific to the newly assigned stage? If the answer is yes, then
 you will want to assign the action to the movement INTO that stage.
Is  the action appropriate regardless of the next stage? If the next stage  is irrelevant,
then you will assign the action to the movement OUT OF  the stage. This is less
common.

1. Go to Marketing > Campaign BuilderMarketing > Campaign Builder in the main navigation menu
 

2. Click Get Campaign Templates.Get Campaign Templates.
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3. Find the Automate Opportunities campaign and Install it.

 
4. This campaign starts when an opportunity is moved into the New Opportunity stage.

Note:Note: Your  stage names may be different, so be sure to double-click on the
 opportunity goals and change the stage drop-down to the appropriate  stage. You can
also change the description below the goal to match your  stage names
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5. Note how each stage change has a corresponding campaign sequence that automates

follow-up and other business processes.

 
6. You can add more stage goals and campaign sequences to flesh-out your sales process.

 
7. Just drag a goal or campaign sequence onto the campaign builder canvas.
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Goal Type: Goal Type: 
You can drag any goal icon from the side panel, just click the goal type icon and change it
to Moves an OpportunityMoves an Opportunity.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Sales Pipeline Dashboard
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:28 pm MST

Each sales person can add the Pipeline Stages widget to their dashboard and select which
stages they want to monitor.

1. Go to your dashboard by clicking the homehome icon button on the toolbar

2. Click the Add WidgetsAdd Widgets button
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3. Scroll down and click the Add to DashboardAdd to Dashboard button next to the Pipeline Stages section

 
4. Once the widget is on your dashboard, you can click SettingsSettings to select or deselect stages

you want to monitor.
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Multiple PipelinesMultiple Pipelines
You can add multiple pipeline widgets to your dashboard if you have separate sales
processes for different products and services.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Trigger Sales Automation Without Moving
A Stage
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:28 pm MST

Sales stage movement is a great way to trigger predictable, standard actions that do not
differ based on the individual prospect. However, there may be events that occur during the
sales process that are not predictable and require some human discernment or interaction.
You can set up note templates to trigger automation for these types of events. The sales rep
will add the note template to a contact record manually. The note template will show up
under tasks in the bottom row of tabs and will kick off automation (actions) when it is used.
Use note templates in conjunction with sales stage triggers to fully automate your sales
process.

Example: Example: Your sales team may encounter specific objections while working with a prospect.
The opportunity record may be in the "working" stage, but the sales rep needs to be able to
track the objection and send a specific follow-up sequence that speaks to a particular
objection. If the prospect hesitates because of price, the follow-up sequence will remind the
prospect of the value they'll receive for the price and reinforce the value through your
existing customer stories and testimonials.

You may need to create multiple note templates for your sales team. Use a naming
convention to make it easy for a sales rep to find the right one (e.g. Sales Objection Price).
The note template can apply a tag, start a follow-up sequence, and stop a follow-up
sequence that is no longer relevant (and much more!)

You may also want to use note templates to track sales rep activity. The note templates show
up on the Task/Appt/Note Report.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create An Opportunity Record
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:29 pm MST

An opportunity record contains the history of a single sales process with one prospect. They
may be created automatically when a prospect fills out a web form, clicks on a link, etc. or be
added manually after a personal interaction with a prospect. Opportunities are attached to
the prospective buyer's contact record. Each contact record may have multiple opportunities
(i.e. if a prospective buyer goes through your initial sales process more than once or if
upgrades and repeat business are handled through your direct sales team, too.)

Before you create an opportunity record manually, you must make sure a contact record for
the prospective buyer exists in your Infusionsoft application as a contact record.

1. Go to CRM > OpportunitiesCRM > Opportunities in the main navigation menu.

2. Select Add an OpportunityAdd an Opportunity from the Opportunities menu.
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3. Enter the Opportunity Information
Opportunity TitleOpportunity Title: The opportunity title shows up in the list of opportunities. It can
be a company name, a person name, a "deal" name, etc.
User IDUser ID: This defaults to the user adding the opportunity. Select a different user if
it should be assigned to someone else.
Stage IDStage ID: The default Stage ID is defined in the sales settings, but you can change it
when adding a new opportunity.
PersonPerson: Enter the prospect's name, and then click on the Search button to see
possible matches. Click on a person's name to attach the opportunity to their
contact record.
Opportunity NotesOpportunity Notes: Enter notes pertinent to this opportunity. These notes should
include information about the prospect or the deal that you want to keep in mind
when you follow up with the prospect (e.g. pain points, family info, etc.)
Next Action NotesNext Action Notes: The Next Action Notes should tell you what type of follow up
you need to do manually (e.g. Call back to schedule demo.)
Next Action DateNext Action Date: The Next Action Date tells you when you need to manually
follow up with the prospect again. It could be a firm commitment or a general
guideline.
(Optional) Select a product interest bundleSelect a product interest bundle: These product interest bundles are
standard groups of products a prospect might commonly show interest in buying.
If you select a bundle, the system will automatically populate the
product/subscription Interests for the opportunity record.

4. Click the Save Save button to add the new opportunity.

Pro Tip!Pro Tip! You can create opportunities from within a contact record. Just click the
Opportunity tab (in the bottom row of tabs on a contact record) and click the Add
Opportunity button.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Opportunity Record Overview
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:30 pm MST

Opportunity Records are used to track a sales process. They are primarily used by companies
that have direct sales reps who manually interact with prospects as they are making a buying
decision. Each opportunity record stores the history for one complete sales process from the
time a lead begins working with a sales rep to the time that the deal closes or dies; it stores
notes, next action dates, stage, product interest, and more. You can use the information in
opportunities to monitor sales rep performance and forecast future sales revenue.
Opportunity records are attached to a prospect's contact record.

The Top Row of Tabs

The top row of tabs is the navigation between sections of the opportunity record.
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GeneralGeneral: This is the first section displayed when you view an Opportunity Record. It
displays current Opportunity Information, including the next action date and notes, the
assigned sales rep, the current sales stage, opportunity notes, and more. The sales rep
can quickly link to the prospect's Person Record or send an email from here.
Products / Subscription BundlesProducts / Subscription Bundles: A sales rep can track specific product interest and
special pricing by attaching products and / or subscription programs to an Opportunity
record. When the prospect decides to purchase, the sales rep can quickly generate an
order or "Buy Now" order link to make it easy for the prospect to buy.
Custom FieldCustom Field Tabs: These are tabs you create when you add custom fields for
Opportunity Records (Admin > Settings). Custom fields contain information sales reps
need to track for each prospective deal (e.g. Launch Date). Each Opportunity record can
have different information in these fields, even if they are attached to the same Person
Record. You create the tab labels when you create the custom fields.
SharingSharing: This tab allows a user to share access to an opportunity record with other users
or user groups / teams.

The Bottom Row of Tabs

The bottom row of tabs stores the person's activity history and purchase transactions.

TasksTasks: The Tasks tab displays pending and completed tasks, date stamped note history,
email correspondence, and click history, etc. You can also add new tasks, appointments,
notes, and send emails from here.
Sales HistorySales History: The Sales History tab displays a date stamped record of stage movement,
number of days between movement, user who moved the stage, and the assigned user
(the one who "owns" the opportunity.)
Follow-Up SequencesFollow-Up Sequences: This tab shows the person's follow-up sequence history. The
sequences that are active, paused and / or completed. Most of the time follow-up
sequences are automated and require little to no intervention, but you can manually
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manage sequences from here when needed.
OrdersOrders: If you are processing orders through Infusionsoft, this tab will house the
purchase history. You can also manually manage orders, payments, refunds, and
invoices from here.
File BoxFile Box: Use Infusionsoft for online document storage by uploading contracts,
estimates, questionnaires, and more to an individual's file box. The documents loaded
from an opportunity are stored in the contact record file box.

Opportunity Actions

You can print a letter, print a label, send a buy now link, or create an order from the action
drop-down in the opportunity record. When printing a letter, you will choose from your
library of letter templates.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Assign Opportunities With A Round Robin
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:30 pm MST

A round robin is a set of distribution rules based on numeric logic. You can use a round robin
to automatically assign users as owners of specific contact records, and to distribute new
opportunities to your sales team. The round robin rules are most commonly used when
setting up your Sales Funnel campaign in Infusionsoft; as new opportunities are created in
your funnel, they are distributed evenly among your sales team.

You can add multiple round robin rules and use them to vary the way you assign "owners"
and distribute opportunities based on the lead type, lead source , product interest, and
more.

1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings in the main navigation menu.

2. Click onRound RobinsRound Robins in the settings menu.
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3. Click the Add Round RobinAdd Round Robin button.

4. Enter a descriptive name for the round robin (e.g. Sales Team A) and choose a
numerical distribution logic.

One Record Per RoundOne Record Per Round: Choose this option to assign each user one record at a
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time until they receive the full amount specified. This option distributes in a way
that is more sequential and predictable.
Distribute Records Based on Ratio:Distribute Records Based on Ratio: Choose this option to assign records based
pre-defined ratios. The user who is farthest from their maximum number of
records receives the next one. This option distributes in a way that is more
efficient, but it is not sequential or as predictable.

5. (Optional) Select a user group from the drop-down.

This list includes the pre-defined system user groups and the custom user teams you've
created. This filters the list of users so that only the users assigned to the specified
group or team are included in the round robin.

6. Define the maximum number of records each user will receive during each round robin
distribution cycle and click on the Save Save button.

Example Distribution Logic:Example Distribution Logic:

One Record Per RoundOne Record Per Round

If you select One Record Per Round as the round robin distribution logic, the system will
distribute records to Sales Team A as follows:

1 to Aaron / 1 to Amy / 1 to Jacob / 1 to Aaron / 1 to Amy / 1 to Jacob / 1 to Aaron / 1 to
Amy / 1 to Amy / 1 to Amy / 1 to Amy / 1 to Amy

Distribute Records Based on RatioDistribute Records Based on Ratio
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If you select Distribute Records Based on Ratio as the round robin distribution logic, the
system will distribute records to Sales Team A as follows:

1 to Amy/ 1 to Amy / 1 to Amy / 1 to Amy / 1 to Aaron / 1 to Amy / 1 to Aaron / 1 to Amy / 1
to Jacob / 1 to Aaron / 1 to Amy / 1 to Jacob

This distribution logic starts with the user who is farthest from their defined ratio. For
example, if Amy only has 2 of 7 records, she is further from the defined ratio than either
Aaron (0 of 3) or Jacob (0 of 2.)

Once each user receives the full number of records specified, the Round Robin
distribution cycle starts over from the beginning.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Searching Opportunity Records
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:30 pm MST

You can create and save one or more opportunity searches that will help you easily view and
manage your opportunities. These searches can be added to your user home page using the
Lil Box o' Stats and Saved Search widgets. When you create a saved search, you save a set of
criteria that determine which opportunity record s show up in the search results. The actual
opportunities listed in the results will change automatically as the information in opportunity
records change (i.e. stage, next action date, etc.). You are creating a dynamic list of
opportunities.

1. Go to CRM > OpportunitiesCRM > Opportunities in the main navigation menu.
 

2. Click on the Star OverStar Over button to clear previous search criteria.
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3. Enter the opportunity search criteria from one or more of the tabs to produce a specific

opportunity list.
(e.g. opportunities with next actions that are past due or due today.)

 
4. Click on the Search Search button at the bottom and verify that the results meet your

expectations.
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5. (Optional) Click on the Edit Criteria/Columns...Edit Criteria/Columns... button to adjust the search criteria or to

add and remove columns from the search results.

6. Click Ok Ok to apply the changes.
 

7. Click on the Save Save button to name and save the dynamic list for quick access in the
future.

The opportunities in the list will update automatically. You are saving the criteria, not a
specific list.
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NameName: Enter a short, descriptive name for the search. This name will display in
custom dropdown menus.
Share the SearchShare the Search:  Click on the name(s) of users who need to see this search. Click
 onEveryone to share the search with all users. Note: Hold down the  CTRLkey on
your keyboard to select more than one user from the list.  
(Optional) Mark the Add this search to the user homeAdd this search to the user home checkbox  if you want to add
a saved search widget to your home page. The saved  search widget will display
the first 20 opportunities in the list, and a  link to view the entire list of people.

8. Click on the Save Save button to save your search.

 
9. Click the Options Options button when you are viewing a  saved search to modify it, add it to

your user home, share it, or  create an automated email report.
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Pro Tip!Pro Tip!
The saved opportunity search is now available as an option on the saved search drop-
down on the CRM > OpportunitiesCRM > Opportunities screen.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Next Action Fields In An Opportunity
Record
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:31 pm MST

After you create an opportunity or get assigned to one automatically, you'll use the
opportunity record to keep a record of communication and progress through the sales
process. Next action dates can help you track task commitments related to the direct sales
process, however, there is no way to assign the "next action" to another Infusionsoft user. If
you need to delegate, you should create a task for the person instead. Opportunity next
action dates will show up on your Infusionsoft calendar as appointments in My Day (Note
that it will not appear in the appointment section of the "Working" tab in My Day.)

Next Action Date and NotesNext Action Date and Notes

Use this area to enter a summary and date for the next manual follow up attempt (i.e. phone
call, letter, meeting, etc.). The Next Action Date is used as a search criteria when you create
an opportunity list. The notes will remind you of the details (e.g. call to schedule a demo.)

1. Review the next action summary and date.

 
2. Click on Add a Note to this Opportunity's historyAdd a Note to this Opportunity's history to make notes about a recent

interaction with the prospect and update the next action information as needed.
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3. (Optional) Mark the checkbox beside Do you want to change it?Do you want to change it? to update the next

action summary and date. Enter the new next action summary and follow up date.

 
4. Click on Save Save to add the note to the opportunity history and update the next action

information.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Update The Opportunity Summary
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:31 pm MST

The opportunity summary includes basic contact information for your prospect and notes
section. You can click on the prospect's name to view their contact record and/or click on
their email address to send them a personal email. The opportunity notes section is the best
place to keep information you want "front and center." It is like putting a sticky note at the
top of the opportunity record . This information is visible at a glance - it does not get buried
in the history. Use this area to keep track of the prospect's specific pain points, personal
information (family, trips, hobbies), business description, etc. You can review this information
quickly when you call the prospect or send them an email.

1. Click on Edit Edit to add or update the summary notes or change the opportunity title.

 
2. Enter or add to the summary notes, and click on SaveSave.
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3. If your opportunity notes summary is lengthy, you can click on Preview NotesPreview Notes to open

them in a new window.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Track Product Interest In An Opportunity
Record
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:31 pm MST

As you are working with a prospect, you will learn more about their specific needs and the
products you sell that will meet them. If your company is using the Infusionsoft E-commerce
module, then you will be able to track the prospect's interests in the Product/Subscription
Programs tab of an Opportunity Record . This information is used to forecast revenue, create
a Buy Now link, or Create an Order.

1. While viewing an opportunity record, click on the Products / Subscription PlansProducts / Subscription Plans tab.

2. Add interests one at a time or select a Product Interest BundleProduct Interest Bundle from the drop-down.
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3. After selecting the product or subscription program, click on the Add Add button.

4. (Optional) Repeat this process to add more products.

5. (Optional) Click on Edit Edit to change the quantity for one of the products or to enter a
percentage discount (e.g. a 30% discount), and then click on SaveSave.
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6. (Optional) Select a pay plan from the drop-down.

This will split the customer's purchase into multiple installments and may involve
interest fees. Make sure you are familiar with the details of the pay plans your company
offers.

7. (Optional) If the prospect is interested in a subscription program, you can give them a
free trial period. The person will not be charged the first fee until the free trial is over.

8. (Optional) Set an expiration date for the offer. If you send a buy now link, the prospect
will not be able to purchase after the date entered here. By default, the buy now links
expire after 30 days.
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9. Click on the Save Save button to apply the update.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Send A Buy Now Link From An
Opportunity Record
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:32 pm MST

When a sales rep tracks product/subscription program interest in an opportunity record ,
they can generate an email with a buy now link when someone is ready to buy. The buy now
link takes the customer directly to the Infusionsoft shopping cart with the order details
already entered (including products, payment terms and discounts) and the customer's
contact information already populated in the billing and shipping fields. The customer simply
enters their credit card number to complete the purchase and create an order record in
Infusionsoft.

1. The Sales Rep attaches product, subscriptions, and / or product interest bundles to an
opportunity along with discounts, payment plans, and time limits.

2. The Sales Rep generates an email with a buy now link through the opportunity actions.
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3. The Sales Rep customizes the buy now email message and sends it to the prospect.

4. The prospect receives the email and clicks on the buy now link in it.

This takes them to the Infusionsoft shopping cart to check out. The products and
discounts are pre-populated. The prospect cannot change anything here.

5. The customer enters their payment information to complete the purchase.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create An Order From An Opportunity
Record
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:32 pm MST

The create an order method is essentially a streamlined way of creating a manual order in
Infusionsoft. It generates an unpaid order record based on the product/subscription program
interest recorded in the opportunity record (including products, payment terms, and
discounts.) After the order is created, the sales rep manually records the customer's credit
card payment or sends an invoice requesting payment. This method is less automated, but
can be more immediate. If the customer is ready to buy and pay by credit card right away,
this method reduces the risk of losing the sale because the customer does not complete the
shopping cart purchase process. The create an order method will trigger purchase action s
once the order payment is recorded, if you have configured the system to do so.

1. Attach products, subscriptions, and / or product interest  bundles to an opportunity and
add applicable discounts, payment plans,  and time limits.

 
2. Select Create an Order  Create an Order from the opportunity actions.
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3. Select a credit card on file, and click the Add Add button to enter a new one, or leave the

credit card field blank to create an unpaid order. Click on the Process buttonProcess button to create
the Order.

Unpaid OrderUnpaid Order: If this is an unpaid order, the Sales Rep will need to manually send an
Invoice to request payment. If it is a paid order, this may happen automatically, if your
system is set up to Email Invoice Upon Successful Payment.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Assign A Referral Partner To An
Opportunity
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:32 pm MST

Your company may have a partner program that pays referral partners commission for the
leads they send to you. When a partner sends you a lead, you will need to make sure the
referral is tracked in your opportunity record so that the affiliate will receive credit for the
lead. The commission is calculated when the deal closes and a purchase is made.

1. While viewing an opportunity record, go to the Set Lead Referral Partner section and
click on SearchSearch.

 
2. Search for and select a referral partner to attach to the opportunity.
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3. Click on the Save Save button to apply the update.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Mass Update Multiple Opportunity
Records
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:33 pm MST

You can mass update the following information for a list of opportunity records:

Opportunity Title
Owner (e.g. Sales Rep)
Next Action Date
Next Action Notes
Stage ID
Estimated Close Date
Include in Forecast
Win Reason
Loss Reason
Projected Revenue High
Projected Revenue Low
Free Trial Days
Pay Plan ID
Offer Expires
Opportunity Record Custom Fields

1. Go to CRM > OpportunitiesCRM > Opportunities in the main navigation menu
 

2. Search for the opportunity records you want to update
 

3. Click on the Actions Actions button and and select Mass Update OpportunitiesMass Update Opportunities from the drop-
down
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4. Mark the checkbox beside the field(s) you need to update, and enter the new value for

that field
Note: The new value will override any existing values for these opportunities.

 
5. Click on the Process ActionProcess Action button to permanently update the opportunities
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Batch Create Opportunity Records
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:33 pm MST

1. Go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts in the main navigation menu.

2. Search for the contact records that you want to create opportunities for.

3. When you have the correct search results, click on the Actions Actions button and select select
Create OpportunitiesCreate Opportunities from the drop-down.

4. Select a Stage and User (or use round robin.)

5. Set the Next Action Date. The next action date determines where this opportunity will
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show up on the sales rep's Infusionsoft calendar.
1. DynamicDynamic: This is most common. It sets the next action date based on the date the

opportunity is created. If you want to set the date for the same date, then set this
to "plus 0 days." Using the minus option will allow you to set a date in the past.
These will show up as overdue opportunities in opportunity searches.

2. StaticStatic: This will assign the same next action date to all new opportunities created
through this action. It can be useful to group all event related follow-up on a
specific day after the event.

6. Enter Next Action Notes. Enter notes for the sales rep to tell them how this lead came to
them and / or provide instructions about how to initiate their follow up.

7. Only create if a contact doesn't have an active lead already? This is set to No by default.
Change this to Yes and the system will create another active lead for the prospect, even
if there is an existing active lead. This could create a situation where there are two active
leads, each assigned to a different sales rep, if you are using a round robin. Set this to
Yes to keep the system from creating another active lead.

8. (Optional) Interest Bundle: Select a product interest bundle from the dropdown. This is
most commonly used when the opportunity is created through a trigger event (e.g. form
filled out, link clicked, checkbox marked, etc.) that indicates an interest in a specific
product or set of products.

9. Click Save Save to save the action.

10. Click the Process ActionProcess Action button.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Quickly Edit Multiple Opportunity
Records
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:33 pm MST

1. Go to CRM > OpportunitiesCRM > Opportunities in the main navigation menu.

2. Search for the records you would like to update.

3. Click on the Actions Actions drop-down and select Quick Edit OpportunitiesQuick Edit Opportunities.

4. Update the opportunity title, next action date, and/or stage.
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5. Click the Save Save button to apply the updates.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Set Up Lead Scoring In Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:34 pm MST

Lead Scoring Overview

Scoring is most often used by businesses with direct sales teams. Automatic lead scoring is
an objective way of assessing a prospect's level of interest based on their engagement level.
Lead scoring allows sales reps to focus on their hottest leads, and prioritize their daily call list.
In Infusionsoft, a score is a set of rules that automatically assign points to contact record
based on tags applied, web forms submitted, links clicked, and emails opened.

Once enabled, the scoring process runs constantly in the background. When a tag is applied
or removed, the score is updated in real time, adding and subtracting points from contact
records based on the criteria you've defined. The score is assigned to a contact record, but it
is also displayed on a contact's opportunity record . Every contact in your database is scored
based on the criteria you define here.

Before you define scoring criteria, take time to create a strategy based on sales team
knowledge and experience. Make a list of ways prospects interact with you during the sales
process and assign a value to each activity (see example). An activity that indicates a higher
level of interest in your products or services merits more points than an activity that
represents marginal interest.

Before you customize the score, you should also review your Tags to make sure:

Tags have been created to represent the prospect's activity you outlined in your
strategy.
Tags are being added or removed from contacts automatically (e.g. through an action or
campaign sequence ) or manually by your users.

Setup
1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings in the main navigation menu.
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2. Go to Contact & Company SettingsContact & Company Settings and click on ScoresScores.

 
3. Enter the number of points that represent an "ideal score" of 5 flames.

The  number of flames displayed on a Contact Record is based on the  percentage of
Ideal Score points accumulated. Note: An ideal score is  comparable to an A+ or 100%. It
is the score that indicates a contact  has met enough of the scoring criteria to be
considered a "hot" lead.

 
4. Define the first criteria for the scoring rules.

 
5. Select a Tag or Activity parameter.

In the example below, we add a rule that increases the score by 2 points if a web form
is submitted. We chose Activity Activity as our first parameter.
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6. Choose Contains Contains as the next parameter.

 
7. Select Web Form Submission Web Form Submission in the drop-down for the next parameter.

 
8. Adjust the points and (optionally) set an expiration. We chose to increase the score by 2

points and expire this score in one month (4 weeks.)
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9. Click on the ++ icon next to the rule we just created to add another rule.

 
10. Choose Tags Tags as the first parameter.

 
11. Choose contains contains as the next parameter.
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12. Select the tag(s) that will satisfy this rule.

Multiple TagsMultiple Tags
If you add more than one tag when defining one criteria line, the system will apply
the points as long as the Contact record has at least one of  the tags.
 

13. Be sure the Score is enabled by sliding it to the green On position.
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14. Click on the Save Save button to enable your changes.

 

FAQs
Question: After creating my scores, why don't they show up on a contact record?Question: After creating my scores, why don't they show up on a contact record?
Answer: After  making changes to your lead scores, Infusionsoft may take up to 20
 minutes to update all scores in your Infusionsoft account. The contact  record will alert
you that it is still updating.
 
Question: If someone submits multiple web forms will each form submission grantQuestion: If someone submits multiple web forms will each form submission grant
more points?more points?
Answer: No. A web form submission will only be counted once.
 
Question: If I have two rules in the same contains box, do both need to be true, or onlyQuestion: If I have two rules in the same contains box, do both need to be true, or only
one in order to get the points?one in order to get the points?
Answer: Answer:  Only one rule needs to be true in order to get the total points for  that
rule. If both are true, they will still only get the points you  allot for that rule.
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Question: Can I define multiple scores in my Infusionsoft account?Question: Can I define multiple scores in my Infusionsoft account?
Answer: Presently, you can only have one score per Infusionsoft account.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Manually Change A Lead Score
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:34 pm MST

The lead scoring rules automatically assign values to contacts based on predefined criteria.
However, sales reps will have personal interactions with prospects throughout the sales
process that may merit a change in lead score.

For Example: A sales rep may contact a "five star" lead and find out they have had to shift
focus due to an urgent project with an impending deadline. The prospect is still interested in
your product, however they've had to postpone their decision until this project is completed
approximately 3 months from now. This prospect may still be a qualified lead, but the sales
rep no longer wants that lead at the top of their list.

Sales reps can manually adjust a lead score by manually applying or removing tags from a
contact record. Each score criteria can add or subtract up to 10 points. To create a process to
manually adjust scores, you will create 20 tags and create a score criteria that corresponds
with each tag.

1. Create the following 20 tags and add them to a "Score" tag category. Each tag can be
applied to a contact record once.

+1 Lead Point

+2 Lead Points

+3 Lead Points

+4 Lead Points

+5 Lead Points

+6 Lead Points

+7 Lead Points

+8 Lead Points

-1 Lead Point

-2 Lead Points

-3 Lead Points

-4 Lead Points

-5 Lead Points

-6 Lead Points

-7 Lead Points

-8 Lead Points
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+9 Lead Points

+10 Lead
Points

-9 Lead Points

-10 Lead
Points

2. Create a criteria that corresponds with each of the tags. The criteria will add or subtract
points from the lead score each time a sales rep manually applies or removes a tag
from a contact record.

For Example: After speaking with the prospect above, the sales rep manually applies a
tag to their contact record. The rep decides to deduct 10 points from the lead score
because 3 months is a fairly lengthy delay, so he applies the "-10 lead points" tag to the
contact record. The contact record is updated and moves down the call list based on
the decrease in lead score. If the sales rep does not feel like the prospect has been re-
prioritized appropriately, then the rep can apply another tag to decrease the lead score
even more.
Situations are always changing. In this case, the prospect calls the rep two weeks later
and indicates their time frame has adjusted again. They are going to be ready to
purchase in the next 4 to 6 weeks instead of waiting 3 months. The sales rep can
manually adjust the lead score again by either applying a tag that adds points to the
lead score OR by removing a tag that subtracted points. For example, a lead score will
be increased by 20 total points if a sales rep adds the +10 lead points tag AND removes
the -10 lead points tag at the same time.

3. Train your sales reps. Make sure sales reps understand how lead scoring works and
how to manually adjust the score based on their discernment and personal interactions
with a prospect.

4. Get feedback from sales reps. If sales reps are manually adjusting scores frequently,
then you may need to evaluate the lead scoring rules. If a large number of leads are
being scored too high, then you may need to decrease the number of points associated
with less important activity or increase the ideal lead score.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Track Sales Rep Activity
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:35 pm MST

You can monitor day to day sales team activity through the Call History Summary or Call Log
reports (CRM > Reports > SalesCRM > Reports > Sales.)

Call History Summary

The call history summary report  lists the number of phone call tasks that an individual sales
rep or a  sales team has completed within a specific period of time. You can use  it to gauge
sales team activity and / or evaluate sales rep call volume  against a daily / weekly / monthly
call metric. You can filter this  report by sales rep name, completion date range, sales team,
and more.  Add the due date and completion date columns to the report to evaluate
 timeliness in addition to call volume. Note: If you use this report,  your reps should schedule
calls by creating tasks, in addition to using  the next action date in the opportunity record.

 

Call Log Report

The call log report produces a detailed  list of tasks that an individual sales rep or a sales team
has completed  within a specific period of time. This report includes all of the task  types (i.e.
call, email, appointment, etc.) and displays links to task  records so you can view the custom
notes the sales rep entered when  completing the task. You can filter this search by action
description,  task type, completion date range, user and sales team.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Evaluate Sales Rep Effectiveness
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:35 pm MST

There are several Sales Reports (CRM > Reports > SalesCRM > Reports > Sales)  that will help you evaluate sales rep
effectiveness by individual or  team. You can use these reports to educate and strengthen
your sales  team and see who is best at identifying qualified leads.

Sale Rep Conversion Percentages

The sales rep conversion  percentages report shows who is most effective at moving
opportunities  from stage to stage, by percentage. You can filter this report by date  ranges,
stages, teams, and individual users. A high move percentage  indicates a sales rep is actively
engaging with the prospects to keep  them from stalling in the pipeline. You can also see the
percentage of  opportunities that are moved from new opportunity to the "won" stage to  see
overall close percentage.

 

Conversion Percentages (created by)

The conversion  percentages (created by) report shows who is most effective at  identifying
and creating qualified opportunities. You can filter this  report by date ranges, stages, teams,
and individual users. This report  displays the move and close percentages based on the
person who created  the opportunity instead of the responsible sales rep. If you use a
 qualifying team to filter sales leads, this report can tell you who is  most effective at the
qualifying process.

 

Stage to Stage Report

The stage to stage report shows the  number of leads a sales rep has moved from one stage
to the next within  a specific date range. It calculates the average number of days the rep
 takes to move leads out of the first stage you select based on the  total number of days for
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all of the leads in that stage divided by the  total number of leads moved from the first stage
into the next. You can  filter this report by move date, "from" and "to" stage, as well as sales
 rep and /or sales team.

 

Sales Cycle Report

The sales cycle report shows the  average number of days an opportunity remains in any
given stage. This  is a consolidated report that combines the total of number of days
 opportunities remain in a stage and divides it by the number of stage  moves. It lists the
sales rep, the total number of opportunities  assigned to the sales rep, and the average
number of days it takes the  rep to move the stage. A low average generally means the sales
rep is  actively working with their prospects to keep them moving through the  sales pipeline.
A high average may mean that a sales rep has too many  opportunities assigned to them and
/ or needs training on how to work  with prospects more effectively. You can filter this report
by sales  rep, user group, and date range.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Sales Team Revenue Reports
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:36 pm MST

There are several sales reports (CRM > Reports > Sales) that will help you see how much
revenue your direct sales team has generated and forecast future revenue. The revenue
reports are based on the value of the product interests recorded in opportunity record s and
/ or orders placed from an opportunity through a buy now link or the "create an order"
method.

Opportunity Revenue Forecast

The opportunity revenue  forecast report breaks down the revenue in your active sales
pipeline on  a per-rep basis within a specific date range.

Potential revenue is included in this report if:

The sales rep recorded the prospect's interests in the product /subscription program
tab of an opportunity record.
The sales rep commits to the close date forecast in the opportunity record.
If  you associate a close probability with each sales stage, this report  will also calculate a
weighted revenue (weighted revenue = revenue  forecast x stage probability.) The
weighted revenue is generally more  accurate, as long as your probabilities are a close
representation of  reality.

You can filter this report by estimated close date, user, and commit status.

 

Opportunity Sales Report

The opportunity sales report  shows the amount of revenue generated by your direct sales
team through  opportunity records. It will show you the top performers on your sales  team
based on number of deals, total revenue, and average revenue per  deal. It also totals these
numbers for all of the sales reps you include  in this report. You can filter the opportunity
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sales report by close  date or by user.

 

Opportunity Pipeline Summary

The opportunity pipeline  summary report gives you a big picture view of revenue amounts
by  pipeline stage and consolidated average number of days for all  opportunities that have
been in that stage. It can help you evaluate  possible bottlenecks in your sales pipeline (e.g.
stages where deals get  stalled and revenue may be delayed) so that you can refine your sales
 process to insert additional marketing automation or trigger tasks to  remind sales reps to
follow up. This report can also include weighted  revenue, based on the probabilities you
associated with the stages in  your pipeline.

Click a number to view details about the opportunities that are currently in that stage.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Evaluate Lead Flow And Pipeline
Effectiveness
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:36 pm MST

There are several Sales Reports (CRM > Reports > SalesCRM > Reports > Sales)  that will help you evaluate the flow
of incoming leads and their  movement through your sales pipeline. You can use these
reports to work  with marketing to manage and improve lead flow as well as improve
 pipeline efficiency by adding, removing, or modifying stages and stage  triggers.

Opportunity Created Detail
The opportunity created detail  report provides a sum of opportunities created. You can filter
this  report by date created, user who created the opportunity, sales rep that  owns the
opportunity, or sales team. This is a very basic report, but  you can add detail to the results by
grouping the created opportunities  by user, lead source and time frame (i.e. day, week,
month). Note: These  additional criteria are found under the columns tab of the search
 criteria screen. You may need to create a custom opportunity search to  see more custom
information.

Sales Pipeline Summary
The sales pipeline summary report  is a very basic report that shows the number of
opportunities moved into  and out of each stage within a specific date range. You can filter
this  report by date range and sales team. You may need to create a custom  opportunity
search to see more custom information.

 

Sales Pipeline Detail
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The sales pipeline detail report  shows stage movement details within a specific date range.
You can  filter this report by date range, from / to stages, and sales team. The  results can
include rep name, from / to stages, current stage, and move  date.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Track Opportunity Win And Loss
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:36 pm MST

Tracking the reasons prospects do or do not buy from you will help you refine your sales and
marketing strategy. It will enable you to proactively address common objections (loss
reasons) and reinforce your strengths (win reasons) throughout the lead nurture and
conversion process. It can also help you collect intelligence that can lead to product and /or
service changes that will make your company more attractive than your competition.  The
win/loss data is stored in individual opportunity record s and can be used in opportunity
searches (CRM > Opportunities.)

1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings in the main navigation menu.

2. Click on Opportunity DefaultsOpportunity Defaults in the settings menu.

 
3. Select your Win Stage from the drop-down and enter a list of known Win Reasons (you

can add more later.)
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4. (Optional) Select Yes to require a win reason when a sales person moves the

opportunity to the Won stage. When  a sales rep moves an opportunity record to this
stage, the win reasons  will show up in the opportunity record. If you require a win
reason, the  sales rep won't be able to save the opportunity until they select a  reason
from the list.

 
5. Select the Loss Stage from the dropdown and enter a list of known Loss Reasons (you

can add more later.)
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6. (Optional) Select Yes to require a loss reason when moving the opportunity to this

stage.
 

7. Click SaveSave
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

An Introduction to Referral Partner
Management
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:37 pm MST

The Infusionsoft Referral Partner component helps you extend your marketing reach through
partner relationships. It includes tools to help you enroll, equip, track, and reward the referral
partners (affiliates) who help sell your products. It works hand-in-hand with the CRM and E-
Commerce components to automatically track referrals and commissions.

Referral Partner Center

Upload banner ads, emails, and other collateral for your affiliates to use in their marketing
efforts. Partners sign in to the Referral Partner Center to access these marketing materials
and to view their tracking statistics (i.e. link clicks, opt-ins, sales.)

Reporting
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Reporting tools that allow you to see the number of new leads your partners are driving to
your site and automatically tracks the partner as the referral source so you know whom to
pay when the sale is made.

Tracking

Automatic tracking that calculates commission payouts and produces ledger reports that tell
you how much to pay partners so you can issue payments through your bookkeeping system,
PayPal, etc.

MLM

Ability to create a tiered structure that encourages partners to recruit other partners for your
program. The "parent" partner can receive commission for sales made by the people they
recruit (the "child" partner.)

Enroll Referral Partners

Use Infusionsoft web forms to set up a new referral partner account in Infusionsoft, assign
them to a commission program, and automate follow up.

Track Productivity

The Referral Partner component automatically tracks online partner referrals through
tracking links. Referral partners log into an Affiliate Center to access their tracking links and
other marketing resources, like emails and website banners. They can also monitor their own
activity by accessing reports that give them real-time information about the number of leads
they send to you and those that convert to sales.

Pay Commissions

Infusionsoft tracks affiliate-generated sales and automatically calculates commissions based
on the programs you set up. The commission programs pay out a flat fee or a percentage
based on the price of the product(s) sold. You can run a ledger report each payment period to
view commissions due. After you send referral partner checks or pay them electronically, you
can zero-out ledger balances by marking the ledgers as "Paid."
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Referral Partner Tracking & Payout
Options
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:37 pm MST

The first step to set up a referral partner program is to go through the Partner DefaultPartner Default
SettingsSettings page and choose how you want to track referral partners and how your payouts
work.

1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings in the main navigation menu

2. Click on Referral Partner DefaultsReferral Partner Defaults in the settings menu.
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3. Referral Partner Code PrefixReferral Partner Code Prefix simply adds a special prefix that is applied to all URLs that
are generated for your referral partners. This is optional.

4. Skip notifications on orders and web forms?Skip notifications on orders and web forms? - This setting allows you to turn off email
notifications that referral partners receive when someone they referred to you buys
something or fills out a web form.

5. How to choose a referral PartnerHow to choose a referral Partner: This setting allows you to manage which referral
partner gets credited if a prospect clicks on links offered by multiple referral partners.
By default, Infusionsoft assigns commission to the latest (or last) referring partner. 
Latest referringLatest referring is the most commonly used setting for this situation, but you can
change it to first referring if you prefer to give credit to the referral that got the first
click.

6. Referral Partner tracking methodReferral Partner tracking method: By default, Infusionsoft identifies the referring
partner based on a tracking cookie on the referral's computer. If you want the Referral
partner to be automatically credited for future sales despite not being cookied, change
this to Referral history and cookiesReferral history and cookies. When a sale is made, Infusionsoft will check the
cookie first, then the referral partner history. If you only only want to pay referral partners
for cookied sales, change it to Only cookiesOnly cookies.

7. Use IP AddressUse IP Address: This is just another backup mechanism as above for paying referral
partners for subsequent orders their referrals make. This is optional. Infusionsoft will
check for a cookie, then the referral partner history, then IP address.

8. Custom Referral Partner Link URLCustom Referral Partner Link URL: This setting is covered here.

9. Referral Partner # of LevelsReferral Partner # of Levels: The default setting is 22. This means that a partner who
recruits (parent affiliate / level 2) other referral partners for you (child affiliate / level 1)
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is eligible for commission on the sales their recruits make. Change this setting to 11 if
you do not plan to pay commissions to more than one referral partner for each sale.

10. Payout Type (Lead/Sale)Payout Type (Lead/Sale): Referral commissions are calculated after a sale takes place in
Infusionsoft; however, if you are using referral partners to drive leads to a direct sales
team, you may want Infusionsoft to calculate a commission both for the partner who
referred the lead and the sales rep who closed the deal. In this case, you would check
both boxes. Just having the sale commission box checked is most typical.

Please Note!Please Note! Infusionsoft does not automatically pay commission on a lead - a sale must
be made in order for a commission to be paid in Infusionsoft.

11. Payout Type (Amount / Percent)Payout Type (Amount / Percent): You can pay referral partners a flat dollar amount or a
percentage of the sale or both.

12. (Optional) Use "Pay if Unused?"(Optional) Use "Pay if Unused?": You can ignore this setting and set it to No. It only
applies to commission structures that have more than one partner level (see above) and
who need to pay an additional commission to a sale partner when they make a sale that
does not involve a level 2 or level 3 partner.

13. Click on the Save Save button to apply the updates. This will update all of the existing referral
partner program records.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create a Commission Program
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:38 pm MST

A commission program defines the payment structure for a specific group of referral
partners. You can create multiple programs, each with its own set of commissions and
products. The commissions apply to every partner enrolled in the commission program;
however, you can override program commissions for individual cases.

Commissions are calculated based on the price of the product(s) purchased. They do not
factor in any additional fees, such as shipping and/or taxes.

Important Note on Finance Charges!Important Note on Finance Charges! When an order is placed that will payout
commissions and the order has a finance charge, the payments will first pay off the
finance charge before being applied to the commissions.

Pro-Tip!Pro-Tip! How much commission do you want to pay for your products/services?
Commission is usually based on the partner's lead quality, lead volume, and your profit
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margin for the products involved. It also involves understanding what kind of
commissions motivate a specific type of partner (e.g. a referral partner vs. a strategic
partner.)

1. Go to CRM > Referral PartnersCRM > Referral Partners in the main navigation menu.

2. Select Commission Programs Commission Programs from the Referral Partners menu.

3. Click on the Add a Commission ProgramAdd a Commission Program button to create a new commission program.

4. Enter the NameName, Notes Notes and Priority NumberPriority Number: These serve as identifiers so that you and
your partners can identify the program and recall summary level details. If your
partners have access to their program information in the Referral Partner Center, they
will be able to see this information.
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Priority NumberPriority Number - The priority number determines which commission program takes
precedence if a partner is enrolled in more than one program. Programs with lowerPrograms with lower
numbers will have higher prioritiesnumbers will have higher priorities that those with higher numbers. If a partner is
enrolled in a program with a priority number of 1 and a program with a priority number
of 15 and both programs have a commission set up for a product that the partner
promotes, then the partner will get a commission based on the program with the
priority number of 1. In most cases, the programs with a lower priority number pay theIn most cases, the programs with a lower priority number pay the
higher commissions. If a product commission override is set up for one program, buthigher commissions. If a product commission override is set up for one program, but
not the other, then the program with the commission override takes precedencenot the other, then the program with the commission override takes precedence
(regardless of priority numbers.) "0" is the highest priority.(regardless of priority numbers.) "0" is the highest priority.

5. Click on the Save Save button. Note that there are three ways to define commission payouts
(default commissions, product overrides, subscription program overrides). You can
choose to use one option or a combination of two or three.

6. Go to the Default CommissionsDefault Commissions section. These commissions apply to ALL of the
products AND subscription programs you sell in Infusionsoft. Create a default
commissions if you pay the same commission amount or percentage for all or most of
your products. This will save you time because you only need to create overrides for the
exceptions to the default commissions. The default commissions will also apply to each
new product or subscription program you add in the future. You can just delete the
default commission if you only want to assign one or a few specific products to the
commission program and not pay commission on anything else. To make changes to
the default commissions, click the Edit Edit button. Or, just delete the default settings
altogether if you only want to pay commissions on a few products.
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7. Enter the name of a product into the search box and click the name of the product to
select it.

8. Click the Create OverrideCreate Override button to enter a commission for this product.

9. Payout Type: Credit on Customer PaymentPayout Type: Credit on Customer Payment: If you choose this option, the partner will
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not get credit for the sale or receive any commissions until after the customer pays the
total amount due. For one time orders, this is the full purchase amount. For
subscriptions, this is the amount due on the first billing cycle. This is the most typical
setting.

10. Payout Type: Up-Front Credit in FullPayout Type: Up-Front Credit in Full: If you choose this option, the referral partner will
get credit for the sale when the sale is made, even if there is a balance due after the
purchase (e.g. they choose a payment plan.)

11. (Optional: For Subscriptions Only) Pay commissions for: Enter a Cycle limit. This setting
gives you the ability to limit the commission on subscription programs to a specific
number of billing cycles. The default is 0, meaning the partners are eligible for
commissions every time the customer pays a recurring charge related to a subscription
program. Change this number if you want the referral partner to receive commission
only on the first payment (enter 1) or for a limited number of payment cycles. Most
typical is to pay the referral partner for the first cycle or the first 2 or 3 cycles.

12. Enter the payout rules for the lead and/or sale partner for each affiliate level (if you
have the multilevel referral partner setting enabled.) The Level 1 commission goes to
the partner who makes the sale. The Level 2 commission goes to the partner who
recruited the partner who made the sale and so on. Note that this dialog may look
different in your account than mine...what options are available is based on how you set
up your tracking and payout settings.

13. Repeat these steps to add commission overrides for additional products.

14. Go to the Subscription Program Commissions section and follow the product
commissions instructions above to create overrides for products with subscription
plans.
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15. Click the Save Save button.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Referral Tracking Links
Last Modified on 08/24/2018 9:32 am MST

Referral tracking links are links to your websites, landing pages, order forms, etc. that your
referral partners use to send prospects to your business. The link itself includes a code that
tracks which partner sent the prospect to you. The links should drive traffic to a page where a
prospect can sign up for a free offer (so you can start following up yourself) or make a
purchase. The referral tracking links are also embedded in promotional banners and emails.

Note!Note!  Referral Tracking Links are currently not supported within the new Landing Page
builder.

You create referral tracking links in Infusionsoft and give your partners access to them via the
Referral Partner Center.

1. Go to CRM > Referral PartnersCRM > Referral Partners in the main navigation menu.

2. Select Referral Tracking LinksReferral Tracking Links from the Referral Partners menu.

3. Click on the Add a Referral Tracking LinkAdd a Referral Tracking Link button.
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4. Enter the Sales Website Information.

This can be a website, landing page, online store, order form, product link, etc.
NameName: Enter the name of the web page, product, etc. Partners will see the name
when they view a list of links in their Referral Partner Center. The name should
make sense to you AND to them.
CodeCode: The code is part of the tracking link and is used by you and your referral
partners to identify what page the link is pointing to. In the example below, the
code is "haircare". A partner using this link will know that it goes to the "haircare"
landing page. This is what the referral partner will see in the Referral Partner
Center:
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Website AddressWebsite Address: Enter the URL for the destination web page (e.g.
http://www.google.com.) This is the page that the partner's referrals will visit to
sign up for something or to make a purchase.
(Optional) Referral PartnerReferral Partner: If this link goes to a co-branded landing page or an
order form with a discount for a specific partner, then you don't want other
partners to see or use this redirect link. Enter the partner's name and click on it
from the results list. If you use this option, only one partner can use this tracking
link.
(Optional) ProgramsPrograms: Click on the name(s) of the programs to limit access to the
link so that only the referral partners in those programs can use it this tracking
link. Hold down the Ctrl key on your keyboard to select more than one program.
Note that if you don't select any program, the link will be applied to ALL programs.

5. Click on the Save Save button to add or update the referral tracking link. This will
automatically update the Referral Partner Center links for all eligible partners. You can
preview the link by creating a referral partner record for yourself, adding yourself to all
of the relevant programs, and logging into your referral partner center.
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Merge Referral Partner Info Into Emails
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:39 pm MST

There are 2 types of referral partner merge fields: Referral Partner Fields and Referral
Partner's (Contact) Fields. These merge fields can be used to personalize Email, Letter, and
Task Templates. These merge fields work just like any other template merge fields. You are
able to merge in the following standard partner fields and any custom referral partner record
fields you create: Referral Partner Fields and Referral Partner's Fields.

Referral Partner Fields

These fields pull information from the referral partner record associated with the person
you're communicating with. You'll use these merge fields in partner follow up messages
and/or internal notifications. The Referral Partner Fields include:

Aff NameAff Name: Merges in the referral partner name, which may be different from the
person's name if the partner record created manually. The referral partner name, might
be an organization name instead of an individual's name.

Aff CodeAff Code: Merges in the referral partner's code. This code serves as a "username" when
the affiliate logs into the Referral Partner Center. It is also part of every referral tracking
link. If you are not using the partner center, you can use this merge field to send a
redirect link by email.

For Example: The referral partner code is the only thing that differentiates one referral
tracking link from another. The default format for a tracking link is:
https://ices.infusiontest.com/go/FBVS/dcampdcamp. In this link, dcampdcamp is the partner's code.
You can send this link in an email by replacing the actual code with a merge field
(~Affiliate.AffCode~) https://ices.infusiontest.com/go/FBVS/~Affiliate.AffCode~~Affiliate.AffCode~. When
you send the email to a group of referral partners, each partner's unique code will be
merged from their referral partner record.

PasswordPassword: Merges in the partner's sign in password. They need this password to log into
the Referral Partner Center.
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Notify Lead or Notify SaleNotify Lead or Notify Sale: Merges in the affiliate's email notification preference. They
cannot change these preferences themselves, but you can change them upon request
by editing a referral partner record.

Lead Cookie For:Lead Cookie For: Merges in the Credit Window. The Credit Window limits the number of
days a partner is eligible for lead or sale commissions after one of their referrals clicks
on an affiliate redirect link.

To use these fields in an email, 

1. Click inside the email where you would like to enter the merge field
2. Click the Merge button in the blue bar
3. Select Referral Partner Fields
4. Select the Merge Field

For example, this would merge in the username and password of the referral partner.

Referral Partner's (Contact) Fields

These fields pull information from an affiliate's contact record instead of their partner record.
The information is pulled when a follow-up sequence or broadcast is sent to a list of
prospects or customers. These merge fields can be used to send a personalized Thank You to
a partner when one of their referrals opts-in or buys, for internal notifications, to cc partners
on the communications you send to their referrals, etc. There is a generous list of merge
fields to choose from.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Track Referral Activity Via The API
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:38 pm MST

The Referral Partner component is integrated with Infusionsoft web forms, order forms, and
shopping cart. If these Infusionsoft features are used, the referrals are tracked automatically
based on clicks on the referral tracking link, opt-ins, and purchases. If this is true, the
information in this article isn't needed.

If the Infusionsoft API is used to integrate with an outside lead capture (e.g. a quoting system)
or order system (e.g. a custom shopping cart), then referral tracking must be implement
through the following modifications:

Standard Referral Tracking Link Modification

Infusionsoft has a built-in referral tracking link that will

Read the referral cookie
Send the person to the destination URL
and add the referring partner's ID number as a parameter in the URL

If the API is being used with with lead capture forms or orders, use this modified link format
to create referral tracking links in Infusionsoft (CRM > Referral Partners > Referral TrackingCRM > Referral Partners > Referral Tracking
LinksLinks). Instead of entering the simple URL for the destination website (e.g.
http://www.example.com), enter the modified redirect (e.g.
https://appName.infusionsoft.com/aff.html?to=http://www.example.com.)

Here is an example of the modified redirect link URL:

https://appName.infusionsoft.com/aff.html?to=http://www.example.com

If the prospect clicking on this link has a referral cookie stored on their browser, the partner
will land on a page with a URL something like this:

http://www.example.com?affiliate=1234

The destination URL matches the one at the end of the redirect link and the referring
partner's ID is part of the URL. If no cookie is found, the referral partner ID number is set to
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zero.

Please Note!Please Note! Code will need to be written that will pull the referral partner id from the
url. The Id will then be used to add a referral record to the contact or give credit for a
sale or both when the API call is made.
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Customize The URL Of A Referral Tracking
Link
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:39 pm MST

By default, the referral tracking links use your Infusionsoft account app name as the base
URL: https://iuejl33iuejl33.isrefer.com/go/training/jordanh. You can override this default prefix with
a custom one by following the directions below:

Start by copying the following code and paste it into a text editor (e.g. Notepad.) Customize
the Infusionsoft app name URL (bolded in the code below) and then save the file with a .html
extension (e.g. referral.html.) This code is also found under CRM > Settings > Referral PartnerCRM > Settings > Referral Partner
Settings > Referral Partner DefaultsSettings > Referral Partner Defaults in your Infusionsoft account.

1. Log on to your hosting administration panel (e.g. GoDaddy) to upload the file to server
connected to the custom URL (e.g. homerunhouse.com). This will create a web page
URL that looks something like this: http://homerunhouse.com/referral.html Note: Your
website administrator may need to help you with this step. You can send your
webmaster the code as an email attachment.

2. Log back into Infusionsoft

3. Go to CRM > Settings > Referral Partner Settings > Referral Partner DefaultsCRM > Settings > Referral Partner Settings > Referral Partner Defaults

4. Go to the Tracking section.

5. Enter the URL from #2 into the custom referral partner link URL field, including the
http:// (e.g. http://homerunhouse.com/referral.html.)

6. Click on the Save Save button to apply the update. This will automatically update all of the
redirect links for all of your affiliates.
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Pay if Unused
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:40 pm MST

You can find this setting by going to: CRM > Settings > Referral Partner Settings > ReferralCRM > Settings > Referral Partner Settings > Referral
Partner Defaults.Partner Defaults. It is recommended to leave this setting "off" unless you meet the following
criteria:

This setting only applies to unique situations in which a company, who has a multilevel
payout system, needs to pay extra commissions to referral partners who make a sale not
involving another level.

This is how referral commissions are calculated if pay if unusedpay if unused is set to YesYes:

This referral partner program has 2 levels. This means that the partner who makes a sale is
eligible for commission AND the partner who recruited that referral partner (the parent
partner) is also eligible for commission. This program also has "pay if unused" enabled and
has a value entered into that field in the referral program record. 

Level 1 Commission = 20%: This goes to the partner who makes the sale (the child partner).

Level 2 Commission = 10%: This goes to the partner who recruited the partner who makes
the sale (the parent partner).

Pay if Unused = 50%: This is the amount of commission you want to pay out. This percentage
overrides the Level 1 commission, if there is only a level 1 partner. If there is more than one
partner to pay, the system awards additional commission to the level 1 partner when there is
an unused portion.

Scenario 1Scenario 1

Partner "Bob" makes a $1000.00 sale, but no other partner was involved in recruiting him for
your program. There is no Level 2 partner (parent). Bob will receive a 50% payout, even
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though the Level 1 Commission is only 20%.  Bob will receive 500.00.  If "pay if unused" was
disabled, he would only receive $200.00 (20%). 

Scenario 2Scenario 2

Partner "Jim" makes a $1000.00 sale. Jim (child partner) was recruited into your program by
partner "Bob" (parent.)

Bob is the Level 2 partner. He did not make the sale, but is eligible for commission on the
sale Jim made. Bob will receive a 10% commission, in this case, $100.00.

Jim is the Level 1 partner. He made the actual sale. His commission will be calculated using
the "pay if unused" value (see below) 

Step 1: Determine "unused" value for the $1000.00 sale:

Pay if unused (50%) minus Level 2 Commission (10%)

50% - 10% = 40%

$500.00 - $100.00 = $400.00 

Step 2: Calculate Level 1 commission for the sale, factoring in the "pay if unused" value.

Unused value (40%)  plus level 1 commission (20%)

$400.00 + $200.00= $600.00

The total payout for this scenario is $700.00. When pay if unusedpay if unused is enabled, you end up
paying out more commission than you otherwise would.

Level 1 to Bob: $100.00

Level 2 plus pay if unusedpay if unused to Jim: $600.00
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Create A New Referral Partner
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:41 pm MST

Add a referral partner manually

Follow the directions below to create a new referral partner manually. Make sure a contact
record for the partner already exists before continuing.

1. Go to CRM > Referral PartnersCRM > Referral Partners in the main navigation menu.

2. Select Add a Referral PartnerAdd a Referral Partner from the Referral Partners menu.
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3. Enter the Referral Partner Information.

Contact - Contact - This is a search box. Enter a contact's name and the search will locate
matching contact records. Click on a name to select the person.
NameName: This is the name of the referral partner. It can be the same as the contact's
name, or it can be an entity that the contact is associated with (e.g. a professional
organization.)
CodeCode: This is the referral partner's tracking code. It is included in all of the referral
tracking links and resources. It is also the referral partner's username when
logging into the Referral Partner Center. The code must start with a letter. You can
merge the code into follow-up emails.
PasswordPassword: This is the password the partner will use to log into the Referral Partner
Center. You can merge this password into follow-up emails.
(Optional) Parent Parent - Enter a contact's name and click Search to locate the parent
partner. This only applies if you have a multi-level referral program.
Status Status - Select active so this partner will be eligible for commissions. You can
inactivate partners who are no longer involved in your partner program.
Notify on LeadNotify on Lead: If you set this to yes, the partner will receive an automated email
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notification when one of their referrals fills out a web form or landing page.
Notify on SaleNotify on Sale: If you set this to yes, the partner will receive an automated email
notification when a referral purchases something from you.
Track Leads forTrack Leads for: Limit the number of days the referral partner's tracking cookie is
active after a link click. Leave this field blank if you do not want to limit the credit
window.
(Optional) Cart SkinCart Skin: By default, the partner's referrals will see the same shopping
cart theme that all of your other buyers see. This might be appropriate if the
partner is an "industry influencer" and desires their referrals to have an
experience consistent with their own content.

4. Click on the Save Save button to create the referral partner record.

5. Go to the Commission Programs section to assign the partner to a commission
program. Select a program from the drop-down and click on the Add Add button.

6. (Optional) Repeat this process to assign the partner to additional programs.

Individual Commission StructuresIndividual Commission Structures
If this referral partner has a unique agreement with you that includes an individualized
commissions structure, go to the commissions tab in the bottom row of tabs to enter
their commissions, instead of entering the commission program(s) as described above.
This process is the same one you used to create Commission Programs.

Import Referral Partners

Please contact Sales at 1.866.800.0004 ext. 1 for details on "Advanced Import Services."
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Batch assign a list of contacts to a referral partner program
1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings in the main navigation menu.
2. Click on Action SetsAction Sets
3. Click the Add an Action SetAdd an Action Set button
4. Name the action set something you can easily remember
5. In the Add New Actions drop-down select Create Referral PartnerCreate Referral Partner
6. Choose the program name to add the list to.
7. Configure any other Referral Partner settings you would like (Notifications, Credit

Window, etc.)
8. Click Save.Save.
9. Find the list of people that you would like to add to the program by searching for them.

10. Once you have your list of people, click the Actions drop-down and select Apply ActionApply Action
SetSet.

11. From the Actions drop-down, click on the Run Other Action SetRun Other Action Set option.
12. Select the action set from the drop-down.
13. Click SaveSave.
14. Click Process ActionProcess Action

Create Referral Partner automatically in a Campaign
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Search For Referral Partners
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:41 pm MST

1. Go to CRM > Referral PartnersCRM > Referral Partners in the main navigation menu.
 

2. If necessary, click on the Start OverStart Over button to clear any previous search criteria.

 
3. Enter the Search Criteria from one or more of the tabs to produce  a specific referral
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partner list (e.g. referral partners that are in  the Bronze and Silver commission
programs.)

 
4. Click on the Search Search button to continue.

 
5. (Optional) Click on the Edit Criteria/ColumnsEdit Criteria/Columns button to adjust the search criteria or

add/remove columns from the search results, then click OK OK to apply the changes. In the
example image below, the column, "Payout type" has been added to the search results.

 
6. Click on the Save Save button to name and save the  dynamic list for quick access in the

future. The referral partners in  the list will update automatically. You are saving the
criteria, not a  specific list.
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NameName: Enter a short, descriptive name for the search. This name will display in
custom drop-down menus.
Share the SearchShare the Search: Click on the name(s) of the users who need to see this search.
Click on Everyone Everyone to share the search with all users. Hold down the CTRL key on
your keyboard to select more than one user from the list.
(Optional) Mark the Add this search to the User Home checkbox if you want to add
a saved search widget to your dashboard.  The saved search widget will display the
first 20 referral partners in  the list, and a link to view the entire list of partners.

7. Click on the Save Save button. The saved search is now available as a drop-down whenever
you go to CRM > Referral PartnersCRM > Referral Partners.

Pro Tip!Pro Tip!
Once  you save a search, you can modify it, add it to your user home, share  it, or create
an automated email report. Just click the Options Options button.
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Referral Partner Sign Up Form
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:42 pm MST

A referral partner sign-up form allows people the ability to sign-up for your referral partner
program. Before creating the sign up form, set up the commission program they will be
assigned to when they fill-out the form. When someone fills out the referral partner sign up
form, several things automatically occur:

A contact record is created (if none already exist.)
A referral partner record is created.
The referral partner is assigned to a partner program.

1. Go to Marketing > Campaign BuilderMarketing > Campaign Builder to add or edit a web form goal in a campaign.
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2. Go to the Field SnippetsField Snippets tab and drag over the Partner Snippet and drop it into the
desired location on the form. This snippet adds username and password fields, which
set up the login for the Referral Partner Center.

3. Configure the Referral Partner options:
ParentParent: (Optional) The parent is the partner who referred the person filling out the
form. This only applies if you have two or more levels in your referral program.
The parent partner earns commission when the people they recruited sell your
products.
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NoneNone: Choose none if you do not have two or more levels in your referral
program. This is the most typical setting.

Referring Referral PartnerReferring Referral Partner: Choose this if you want Infusionsoft to
automatically assign a parent partner based on referral link tracking. You can
also assign a backup referral partner. The backup will be the parent partner
if the new referral partner did not click on any type of referral tracking link
before signing up.

OtherOther: Choose other if you want one parent partner assigned to everyone
filling out this web form. Use this option when you create a co-branded sign-
up page to recruit referral partners through a specific strategic or joint
venture partner.

ProgramsPrograms: Select the program changes that need to happen when this form is
filled out. The program changes will depend on how you are using the form. You
can add people to referral partner programs or remove them from programs.
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Signing up new referral partnersSigning up new referral partners: Select a program from the "Add to" list.

Graduate partners from one program to anotherGraduate partners from one program to another: Select a program from
both lists if your upgrading or downgrading a partner to a separate program.

Put the partners into an additional programPut the partners into an additional program: In some cases, the referral
partner will be a member of more than one program.

Referral Partner NotificationsReferral Partner Notifications: Do you want partners to receive a notification email
when someone they refer signs up or buys something? Select Yes Yes or No No to choose
the referral partner notification option, or select referral partner definedreferral partner defined if you
want to let the the partner to decide for themselves when they sign up. Note: If
you want to send email notifications to referral partners, make sure the "Skip
notifications on orders and web forms?" (CRM > Settings > Referral Partner
Settings > Referral Partner Defaults) is set to No.

Credit WindowCredit Window: Limit the number of days the referral partner's tracking cookie is
active after a link click. Leave this field blank if you do not want to limit the credit
window. Limit the credit window to inspire competition and urgency among your
partners.

4. Click the Save Save button when you are finished configuring the sign up form.

5. Go to the Thank-you PageThank-you Page tab and set up your thank-you page. You can create the page
on the fly or choose to send them to one of your own web pages.
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6. Go to the Code Code tab and get the web form code or use the hosted version of the web
form.

7. Make sure the form is in Ready mode and then click Back to Campaign Back to Campaign.

8. Publish your changes. Make sure this form is connected to a campaign sequence so that
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new partners will receive appropriate follow up emails to confirm their registration and
tell them how to access the referral partner center.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Mass Update A List Of Referral Partners
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:42 pm MST

You can mass update the following information for a list of referral partner records:

Status 
Notify Lead 
Notify Sale
Lead Cookie for
Default Skin
Remove from Programs
Add to Programs
Referral Partner Record Custom Fields

1. Go to CRM > Referral Partners CRM > Referral Partners in the main navigation menu or the referral partner
ledger report (CRM > Reports > Referral Partner > Referral Partner LedgersCRM > Reports > Referral Partner > Referral Partner Ledgers.)

2. Navigate to CRM>Referral PartnersCRM>Referral Partners and search for the Referral Partners that need an
update.

3. Click on the Actions Actions drop-down and select Mass Update Referral PartnersMass Update Referral Partners option.

4. Mark the checkbox beside the field(s) you need to update, and  enter the new value for
that field. The new value will override any  existing values for these referral partners.
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5. Click on the Process ActionProcess Action button to permanently update the referral partner records.
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Assign A Referral Partner To Multiple
Contacts
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 2:42 pm MST

You can batch create referral partner referrals for an entire list of  people. You may need to
do this after importing a list of leads after a  partner's event, webinar, or other joint
marketing effort.

1. Go to CRM > Contacts CRM > Contacts in the main navigation menu.

2. Search for the contacts that you want to assign the referral partner to.

3. Click on the Actions Actions drop-down and select the Create Referral Partner ReferralCreate Referral Partner Referral option
from the drop-down.

4. Select a Referral Partner from the drop-down.
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5. Enter a Date and Description.

6. Click on the Process ActionProcess Action button to create the referrals.
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Referral Partner Center Overview
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:41 pm MST

The Referral Partner Center is a password-protected portal that your referral partners use to
access their referral reports, generate redirect links, and acquire marketing and help
materials that you provide for them (banner ads, email copy, etc...) The Referral Partner
Center will give your referral partners easy access to the tools and information they need to
be successful.

Sign in to the Referral Partner Center
1. Have your referral partner go to your account sign in page

(https://youraccount.infusionsoft.com). Below the main sign-in form, you will notice a
link that says, Referral Partner Sign-inReferral Partner Sign-in

2. They will then click the Referral Partner Sign-inReferral Partner Sign-in link.
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3. The partner will then enter their sign-in credentials. Each referral partner is assigned a
unique code. The code is their username. They also need a password, which is usually
created by them when they first signed up as a referral partner on your website.

Navigating the Referral Partner Center
Navigation is performed by clicking on the relevant menu option on the left-hand side of the
page. There are three menu categories: HomeHome, ResourcesResources, and ReportsReports.
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HomeHome: The Home section gives partners access to update their contact information and
the ability to view information regarding their commission program(s). You can choose
to show or hide these individual menu options in CRM > Settings > Referral PartnerCRM > Settings > Referral Partner
CenterCenter.

Welcome: Shows the welcome message that you can edit in CRM > Settings >CRM > Settings >
Referral Partner CenterReferral Partner Center.
My Profile: Gives the partner access to view and update their profile information.
My Programs: Gives the partner access to a list of the program(s) they are enrolled
in and the description you entered when you created the program.
My Commission Structure: Gives the partner access to the specific commission
fees/percentages for their program(s).

ResourcesResources:The Resources section gives partners access to the tools they need to
promote your products/services

They can generate their redirect links
They can access your promotional material: Advertising banners, Email Copy, and
Resource Pages.

ReportsReports: The Reports section gives partners access to commission, lead tracking, and
sales reports. The My LedgerMy Ledger report will be a valuable tool they can use to access their
financial earnings.
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Customize The Referral Partner Center
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:42 pm MST

Upload your business logo to the Referral Partner sign-in page
1. Go to Admin > Branding CenterAdmin > Branding Center

 
2. Under the Logo tab, upload a Sign-in PagesSign-in Pages logo.

 
3. Now, your partner will see your business logo on the sign-in page.
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Customize the "Welcome" message that referral partners see
when they sign in to the referral partner center

1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings and click on Referral Partner Center Referral Partner Center.

 
2. You  can either create the welcome message using the Infusionsoft editor, or  simply

enter the URL of an external web page that you would like to  embed on the page.
Embedding an external web page is a great option of  you want someone who is not an
Infusionsoft user (e.g. your webmaster)  to maintain the page for you.
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You can enable/disable menu options in the referral partner
center

1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings and click on Referral Partner Center Referral Partner Center.

 
2. You  can choose which information shows up in this menu by enabling or  disabling the

following options. These are basically On/Off toggles for  the menu items.
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Create And Manage Promotional Banners
For Referral Partners
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:43 pm MST

Banners are branded graphics that have a referral tracking link included  in the embed code.
Referral partners who have strong website traffic  can embed banner ads onto website,
driving traffic for the business.  When the referral partner's website visitor clicks on the
banner, they will go to the specified web page. Some  referral partners may also use banners
in email newsletters or other  email marketing. Referral partners can copy the banner code
from the  Referral Partner Center and paste it into an email or website.

1. Before adding a banner, the  banner image must first be upload to Infusionsoft or
hosted on an  external web hosting service. Get the image location url for use later.

2. Go to CRM > Referral PartnersCRM > Referral Partners in the main navigation menu.

3. Select Promotional ResourcesPromotional Resources from the Referral Partners menu.
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4. Select BannerBanner as the resource type or click on the name of an existing banner to edit it.

 
5. Go to the Information section

TitleTitle: This is visible to users and referral partners. It should be short, descriptive,
and be related to the message in the banner
NotesNotes:  The notes are also visible to users and referral partners. This field  can be
used to note the banner size, recommend uses, and note any date  range limits.
Resource OrderResource Order: The order number  determines where this banner falls in the
banner resource list in the  Referral Partner Center. Use it to put the most
important banners at the  top of the list. The lower the number the higher on the
list it will  appear

6. Enter the URL for the image that should be displayed as the banner (include the http://
part of the URL).
 

7. (Optional) Limit access. By default, all of referral  partners are able to access this
banner. Click on the name of a referral  partner program to limit access so that only the
referral partners in  the selected program can view and use the banner. Hold down the
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Ctrl key  on the keyboard to select more than one program.

 
8. Click the Save Save button. This will automatically update the Referral Partner Center so that

referral partners can start using this resource.
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Create And Manage Promotional Emails
For Referral Partners
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:43 pm MST

Referral partners may actively promote your business by sending a dedicated email to their
lists. Emails are used by partners who have a significant list (complementary businesses,
industry influencers, professional affiliates.) Partners can just copy an email from the Referral
Partner Center, paste it into their own email program, and send it to their list.

1. Go to CRM > Referral PartnersCRM > Referral Partners in the main navigation menu

2. Select Promotional ResourcePromotional Resource from the Referral Partners menu.
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3. Select Email Email as the resource type.

4. Go to the Information section
TitleTitle: This is visible to both you and your partners. It should be short, descriptive,
and be related to the content of the email.
NotesNotes: The notes are also visible to you and your partners. You can use this field to
recommend an audience, a subject line, date range limits, etc.
Resource OrderResource Order: The order number determines where this email falls in the email
resource list in the Referral Partner Center. Use it to put the most important email
resources at the top of the list.

5. Create the email using one of these options
URLURL: Enter a URL to an email designed outside of Infusionsoft that is hosted
online. This allows you to use an outside resource to create and update the email
HTML without logging on to your Infusionsoft system. If you use this option, it will
override an email created in Infusionsoft using the HTML editor.
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HTMLHTML: Create an email using the Infusionsoft WYSIWYG editor. You can create the
email in Infusionsoft or paste in the HTML source code that has been created
outside of Infusionsoft. Note: If you don't know how to create beautiful HTML
emails using the WYSIWYG editor, go to the template library to create a pretty
email using the drag & drop Builder. After you save it, convert it to the code
builder. You can copy the HTML source code from this builder and paste it into the
source tab here.

Pro Tip!Pro Tip!
You can insert a merge field so that when your referral partners copy the
email, each referral partner's unique tracking code is inserted into the email.
The merge field is ~TRACKING~

6. (Optional) Limit access. By default, all of your referral partners are able to access this
email. Click on the name of a referral program if you want to limit access so that only
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the partners in the selected program can view and use this email. Hold down the
Ctrl key on your keyboard to select more than one program.

7. Click on the Save Save button to create or update the email resource. This will automatically
update the Referral Partner Center so that partners can start using this resource. They
will copy and paste the email into their own email program to send it to their contacts.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create And Manage Promotional Pages
For Referral Partners
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:43 pm MST

These pages are designed to train and educate your referral partners  so they can do a good
job marketing for you. Provide your partners with  easy-to-access information about new
products, product benefits, etc. or  teach them how to use new marketing strategies (social
media, blogging,  etc.) 

You can either copy the content of the Resource Page into the HTML Editor, or you can link to
an existing web page by entering the url in the Must be a valid URL field.

1. Go to CRM > Referral PartnersCRM > Referral Partners in the main navigation menu
 

2. Select Promotional ResourcesPromotional Resources from the Referral Partners menu.

3. Select Page Page as the resource type.
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4. Go to the Information section

TitleTitle: This is visible to both you and your partners. It should be short, descriptive,
and be related to the content of the email. 
NotesNotes:  The notes are also visible to you and your partners. You can use this  field
to recommend an audience, a subject line, date range limits, etc.
Resource OrderResource Order:  The order number determines where this email falls in the email
 resource list in the Referral Partner Center. Use it to put the most  important
email resources at the top of the list.
(optional) Enter  a URL to a web page that was designed outside of Infusionsoft
and is  hosted online. This allows you to use an outside resource to create and
 update the page without signing in to your Infusionsoft account. If you  use this
option, it will override an page created in Infusionsoft using  the HTML editor.
Page WidthPage Width: The width (in px) of the page to be displayed in the resource center.
Page HeightPage Height: The height (in px) of the page to be displayed in the resource center.

5. Create the page using the HTML editor (leave this blank if you entered the URL above in
the Must be a valid URL field.)
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6. (Optional) Limit access. By default, all of your  affiliates are able to access this page. Click

on the name of a referral  program if you want to limit access so that only the partners
in the  selected program can view and use this page. Hold down the Ctrl key on your
keyboard to select more than one program.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Preview The Referral Partner Center
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:43 pm MST

After you create the referral tracking links and promotional resources,  you may want to
preview them in the Referral Partner Center. You can do  this by creating a referral partner
record for yourself and/or logging  into the Referral Partner Center as an existing partner.

1. Go to CRM > Referral PartnersCRM > Referral Partners to search for a partner to sign in as

2. Click on Login Login beside the referral partner record.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Sign In And Navigate The Referral Partner
Center
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:44 pm MST

The Referral Partner Center is a password-protected portal that your referral partners use to
access their referral reports, generate redirect links, and acquire marketing and help
materials that you provide for them (banner ads, email copy, etc...) The Referral Partner
Center will give your referral partners easy access to the tools and information they need to
be successful.

Sign in to the Referral Partner Center
1. Have your referral partner go to your account sign in page

(https://youraccount.infusionsoft.com). Below the main sign-in form, you will notice a
link that says, Referral Partner Sign-inReferral Partner Sign-in

2. They will then click the Referral Partner Sign-inReferral Partner Sign-in link.
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3. The partner will then enter their sign-in credentials. Each referral partner is assigned a
unique code. The code is their username. They also need a password, which is usually
created by them when they first signed up as a referral partner on your website.

Navigate the Referral Partner Center

Navigation is performed by clicking on the relevant menu option on the left-hand side of the
page. There are three menu categories: HomeHome, ResourcesResources, and ReportsReports.
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HomeHome: The Home section gives partners access to update their contact information and
the ability to view information regarding their commission program(s). You can choose
to show or hide these individual menu options in CRM > Settings > Referral PartnerCRM > Settings > Referral Partner
CenterCenter.

Welcome: Shows the welcome message that you can edit in CRM > Settings >CRM > Settings >
Referral Partner CenterReferral Partner Center.
My Profile: Gives the partner access to view and update their profile information.
My Programs: Gives the partner access to a list of the program(s) they are enrolled
in and the description you entered when you created the program.
My Commission Structure: Gives the partner access to the specific commission
fees/percentages for their program(s).

ResourcesResources:The Resources section gives partners access to the tools they need to
promote your products/services

They can generate their redirect links
They can access your promotional material: Advertising banners, Email Copy, and
Resource Pages

ReportsReports: The Reports section gives partners access to commission, lead tracking, and
sales reports. The My LedgerMy Ledger report will be a valuable tool they can use to access their
financial earnings.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

How Referral Partners Generate Tracking
Links
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:45 pm MST

Partners use the link generator in the Referral Partner Center to create  and copy tracking
links that they can use in websites, blog articles,  social media, newsletter emails, and more.

1. After signing in, the partner will click on the Link GeneratorLink Generator link in the Resources menu.

 
2. The My Sales Websites section lists the referral tracking links this partner has access to.

The partner can click on the Website URL to view the site the link connects to.
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3. The My Referral Partners section lists any child referral partners. The child partners are
the partners this person recruited into your program.

 
4. The My Ads section is completely controlled by the partner. This  is a way to track the

ads they've created to promote your business.  This option creates an ad code that is
appended to the redirect link.  This will give the partner separate statistics in the Link
Tracking  Stats report.

 
5. The partner clicks on Create AdCreate Ad to enter a name, description, media type, and start date
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6. The Generate Link section is where the partner chooses the options for a tracking link.

Who is driving the trafficWho is driving the traffic:  The referral partner's name is selected by default. A
parent partner  can choose a child partner from the drop-down list to create a link
for  them instead so that the child partner will get credit for the leads  and/or
sales.
Where are you driving traffic toWhere are you driving traffic to: The referral partner will select one of the redirect
links you made for them from the drop-down list.
Which ad are you using to drive the trafficWhich ad are you using to drive the traffic:  If the referral partner created an Ad
(see above), they can choose an  ad from the drop-down list to include an ad code
in the link.

7. The partner clicks on the Generate Link Generate Link button to create a custom URL with all of the
options selected above.
Let's break down a sample redirect link:
https://martyc.isrefer.com/go/haircare/abc123/website2

haircare is the code for the tracking link that you created.
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abc123 is the unique referral partner's code.
website2 is the optional Ad that the referral partner created for this redirect link.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

How Referral Partners Use Email
Resources
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:45 pm MST

Referral partners can copy email templates that you have provided from  the Referral Partner
Center and paste them into their own email program  to send an email to their contacts.

1. The partner will click on the E-Mail TemplatesE-Mail Templates link in the Resources menu section.

 
The drop-downs under the Options section give the partner control over the link that
shows up in the email.

Who is driving the trafficWho is driving the traffic:  The referral partner's name is selected by default. A
parent partner  can choose a child partner from the drop-down list to create a link
for  them instead so that the child partner will get credit for the leads  and/or
sales.
Where are you driving traffic toWhere are you driving traffic to: The referral partner will select one of the sales
websites from the drop-down list.
(Optional) Which ad are you using to drive the trafficWhich ad are you using to drive the traffic: If the referral partner is
using ad tracking, they can choose an ad from the drop-down list to include an ad
code in the link.

2. The partner will click on the Generate EmailGenerate Email button to grab the email. The  link they
selected from the "Where are you driving traffic" option list  will be merged into the
email wherever you've used the ~TRACKING~ merge  code when creating the
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promotional email.

 
3. The partner will highlight the email template to copy it and paste it into their own email

program to send
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

How Referral Partners Use Resource
Pages
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:46 pm MST

Referral partners will log into your Referral Partner Center to access  the resource pages you
create. These pages are designed to train and  educate your referral partners so they can do
a good job marketing for  you. Provide your partners with easy-to-access information about
new  products, product benefits, etc. or teach them how to use new marketing  strategies
(social media, blogging, etc.)

1. After signing in, the referral partner will click on the Resource PagesResource Pages link in the
Resources menu.

 
2. The partner can see the page title and notes, but will need to click on the Go toGo to

ResourceResource button to view the resource page contents.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

How Referral Partners Use Banner Ads
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:46 pm MST

Referral partners will copy the banner embed code from your Referral  Partner Center and
paste it into web pages or emails. The banner code  includes the referral tracking link so that
the partner will get credit  for the prospects and customers they send to you.

1. The partner will click on the BannersBanners link in the Resources menu

Who is driving the trafficWho is driving the traffic:  The referral partner's name is selected by default.  A
parent partner  can choose a child partner from the drop-down list to create a link
for  them instead so that the child partner will get credit for the leads  and/or
sales.
Where are you driving traffic toWhere are you driving traffic to: The referral partner will select one of the sales
websites from the drop-down list.
(Optional) Which ad are you using to drive the trafficWhich ad are you using to drive the traffic: If the referral partner is
using ad tracking, they can choose an ad from the drop-down list to include an ad
code in the link.

2. The partner will click on the Generate BannerGenerate Banner button to view the banner and copy the
embed code.
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3. The partner will highlight the embed code to copy it and will  then paste it into a

website or HTML email (e.g. a newsletter  broadcast.)
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

How To Use Referral Program Reports
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:48 pm MST

1. Got to CRM > Reports > Referral PartnersCRM > Reports > Referral Partners

 
2. To view a report, just click the report title.

 
3. To clear the search results, click on the Start OverStart Over button.
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4. To create a filter for this report, click on the Edit Criteria/ColumnsEdit Criteria/Columns button.

 
5. Use the tabs at the top to navigate through all of the available filters.

 
6. Click on the Columns Columns tab to customize which fields appear on the report.
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7. Once you have completed setting up your report, click the Save Save button (and check the

box to add the report to your dashboard.)

8. Click the Actions Actions button to see all of the available options. For example, you can export
the report into a .csv file from here.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Monitor Referral Partner Activity
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:49 pm MST

As an affiliate program manager, you'll want to be able to see which  affiliates are most active
so you can reward top performers and / or  fulfill on incentives you've promised. There are
several Referral  Partner Reports (CRM > Reports > Referral PartnersCRM > Reports > Referral Partners) that will help you
manage your programs and evaluate individual referral partner performance.

Referral Partner Activity Summary

The referral partner  activity summary report shows referral partner performance within a
 specific date range. It summarizes the number of clicks (on a referral  tracking link), web form
opt-ins (all opt-ins are counted, not just  unique opt-ins), and sales. You can filter this report
by date range,  number of clicks / opt-ins / orders, dollar value of orders, and  affiliate. It will
also show you the number and value of recurring  orders (subscriptions.)

Referral Partner Redirect Activity Summary

The Referral  Partner Redirect Activity Summary shows performance for the referral  partners'
Sales Websites - or the performance for the tracking links  available to them. Within the
report, you can monitor the number of  clicks to the Sales Website, number of opt-ins gained,
number of orders,  as well as the sum of all orders gained from that sales website. You  can
edit the report criteria to show Redirect Activity for specific  referral partners to help monitor
their performance.

Referral Partner Referral Report

The  referral partner referral report is more robust. It allows you to  search by and display
information from the contact record and referral  partner record making this report more
customizable. You might use this  report to view a list of customers who were referred by a
specific  referral partner within a specific date range. If you apply a  product-specific tag when
customers buy from you, then you can also  narrow down results by products purchased. You
can filter this report by  referring partner, referred person, Tag(s), referral partner record
 custom fields, and more.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

View Relationships Between Referral
Partners
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:49 pm MST

Use the Referral Partner Structure report (CRM > Reports > Referral PartnersCRM > Reports > Referral Partners) to see a
summary of the parent/child relationships between your referral partners. This summary is
generated when you have a multilevel referral program and your referral partners recruit
others to join your program.

The referral partner structure report shows you who is recruiting the most people and helps
you identify "orphaned" referral partners. An orphaned referral partner is created when you
delete a parent partner from your system. That partner's recruits (child partner) no longer
have a parent. Click on a referral partner's name to view and /or edit their referral partner
record.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Generate Referral Partner Commission
And Payment Reports
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:48 pm MST

The following reports can be used to view the financial activity of your referral partners. Go to
CRM > Reports > Referral PartnerCRM > Reports > Referral Partner to view the available reports that will let you see
commissions due, clawbacks issued, and payments issued.

Referral Partner Ledgers

The referral partner ledger  report shows all financial activity for referral partners within a
 specific date range, including beginning balance (prior to date range),  commissions earned
(with the date range), clawbacks (due to refunds or  canceled orders), payments issued
(within the date range), and an ending  balance (beginning balance plus commissions earned
minus payments  issued and clawbacks). You can filter this report by commission program,
 code, parent partner, referral partner status, custom fields, tags, and  more. In addition to
using this report to issue payments, you can use  it to:

Identify top performing referral partner and "graduate" them to the next commission
level through a mass update
Monitor clawback amounts and see which referral partner are generating customers
who are a poor fit for your business
You  can also log into your Referral Partner Center with a partner's login  through this
report and / or view an individual partner's ledger.

Referral Partner Payment Search

The referral partner  payment search shows you payments issued to one or more affiliate
within  a specific date range. You can use this report to view statistics on  past payments and
/ or research an inquiry from a specific referral  partner. You can filter this report by batch id,
date range, amount,  referral partner, tags, and custom fields. This report will also
 differentiate between manual, one-off payments and batch payments.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Pay An Individual Referral Partner
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:49 pm MST

If you have a large number of referral partners, you will use the  referral partner ledger
report to view commission balances and issue  payment. But, you can also view commissions
and issue payment to  individuals through the referral partner record.

1. Go to CRM > Referral PartnersCRM > Referral Partners to find the partner you want to pay.

2. Click on the Start overStart over button to clear previous search results if necessary.

3. Click on Edit Edit to view the referral partner record.

4. Go to the Commissions section. Note the Current Balance and Total Balance.
Current BalanceCurrent Balance:  The current balance is the sum of the commission earned to
date. It  only includes commissions for paid in full sales. Claw-backs and past
 commission payments are already subtracted from this balance.
Total BalanceTotal Balance:  The total balance includes all commissions to date, including
 commissions for future payment plan billing. Claw-backs and past  commission
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payments are already subtracted from this balance as well.

5. Note: These two balances will be different if the payout type for one or more of the
referral partner's commission program  is Credit on Customer Payment. The balances
will be the same when the payout type for all of the partner's commission program is
Up-Front Credit in Full.   

For Example:For Example: You  receive an order for a $100 product. You pay the referral partner who
 sent you the customer a 10% commission on this product. The total  commission for
this order is $10.

If  there is no payment plan associated with the product OR if the payout  type is
"Up-Front Credit in Full" then the Current Balance and the Total  Balance are both
$10. The referral partner receives credit for the full  commission.
If  there is a 5 installment payment plan associated with the order AND the
 payout type is "Credit on Customer Payment" then the Current Balance is  $2 (the
amount of commission earned from the first payment). However,  the Total
Balance is still $10. Each time the customer makes a payment,  $2 is added to the
Current Balance until the entire order is paid. Once  the balance is paid in full, the
referral partner will have received $10  in commission.

6. Click on the View LedgerView Ledger button.

 
7. Enter a commission date range and click on Refresh Ledger Refresh Ledger to view a payment balance

for that date range.
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8. Click on the Create PaymentCreate Payment button and enter the Payout Information.

Pay TypePay Type: Select a pay type from the drop-down (e.g. check). This should represent
the method you used to pay the referral partner.
Pay DatePay Date: Enter the date the payment was issued.
Pay AmountPay Amount: Enter the payment amount. This may or may not match the
commission earned for the date range you selected. 
Pay NotePay Note:  Enter a note about the payment. This note will show up on the referral
 partner's ledger. Partners are able to view their ledger through the  Referral
Partner Center.

9. Click on the Save Save button. The payment will show up on the referral partner's ledger.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Pay A Group Of Referral Partners At Once
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:50 pm MST

Infusionsoft tracks partner referrals and calculates commissions due when a referral makes a
purchase. You will need to issue payments to referral partners on whatever schedule you've
defined in your partner contract. Issuing payments in Infusionsoft simply "zeros-out" the
partner's balance, actual payments are made outside of Infusionsoft (i.e. check, PayPal, etc.)

If you issue commission payments to large groups of referral partners at the same time,
you'll run a referral partner ledger report to find out how much you owe each referral
partner.

1. Go to CRM > ReportsCRM > Reports in the main navigation menu

2. Click on the Referral Partner LedgersReferral Partner Ledgers link to open the report

3. Enter the search criteria for the report (e.g. date range) and click the search button to
see your results

4. (Optional) Click on Ledger Ledger to view individual affiliate ledgers.

5. Click on the Actions Actions drop-down and select Export Export to create a .csv file of this report.

You can upload this file to another system or use it to issue checks. Note: There is also
an option to Print Referral Partner LedgersPrint Referral Partner Ledgers if you want to include a copy of the ledger
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with your payment.

6. Once you have paid your affiliates, you need to record the payments in Infusionsoft.

7. Find the same report you used to export the affiliate balances and Click on the
Actions Actions drop-down and select Create Referral Partner PaymentsCreate Referral Partner Payments.

8. Choose the method you used to calculate the payment amount.
Note: The same recording method will be used for ALL of the affiliates on the ledger
report.

Commission earned for the date rangeCommission earned for the date range: This method applies a payment amount
equal to the commission earned within the date range on the report. This is
displayed in the commissions column on the ledger report.
Beginning balance plus commission earned for date rangeBeginning balance plus commission earned for date range: This method adds the
beginning balance amount and the commission earned together within the date
range on the report. The beginning balance may be a positive or negative value. A
negative value is the result of customer returns that involve commission
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clawbacks.
Ending balanceEnding balance: This method records a payment amount equal to the value in the
ending balance column on the report. The ending balance is calculated by adding
the beginning balance and commissions together, then subtracting any payments
issued within the date range.

9. Review the payment type, batch ID, and date.
This information is generated by the system, but you can change it. The batch ID is a
date code (e.g. Batch-20150624 = June 24, 2015.)

10. Click on the Process ActionProcess Action button to apply the payments.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Infusionsoft Mobile
Last Modified on 08/29/2018 1:39 pm MST

Infusionsoft Mobile allows you to manage and communicate to your contacts directly from
your mobile device. Also, by leveraging tag goals, you can automate follow-up by tagging a
contact. Infusionsoft Mobile currently offers the best experience on iOS and Android
smartphones. Infusionsoft Mobile is available in the following countries: Australia, Canada,
Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, South Africa, United Kingdom, and the United States.

Install and Sign in

Download and Install Infusionsoft Mobile for iOS and Android. Download Infusionsoft Mobile
from the Apple Store if you are using an iOS device, or from the Google Play store if you are
using an Android device. You can also download the app from the Infusionsoft Marketplace .

1. Sign-in with your Infusionsoft ID. After you have installed Infusionsoft Mobile, open it
and sign in to your account using your Infusionsoft ID.

2. After logging in, you will see an empty "Recents" screen; from here, you can sign out,
access help, search for contacts, or add new contacts.

Find a Contact

Tap the Search Search icon to find a contact in your Infusionsoft account. You can search by First
Name, Last Name, Email Address, or Phone Number. Simply begin typing the information in
the search bar and the app returns a list matching your criteria.

Add a Contact

Tap the plus icon to create a new contact. You can add the following fields to the contact:

First Name
Last Name
Company
Job Title
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Phone (5 phone fields with the label options of mobile, work, home, other)
Email (3 emails - the user must check the permission to market checkbox for each one If
they would like to send automated communication to that email)
Billing Address
Shipping Address
Person Notes

View and edit a contact
1. While viewing a contact, tap the pencil icon to edit.
2. Click the check-box to save your changes.

Pro-Tips!Pro-Tips!

You can "long press" any of the fields to copy them.
The "Person Notes" on the contact are not the "Contact Notes" in Infusionsoft; they are
the "Person Notes" two tabs over on the contact record that exist in a large text box you
append notes to.
You can view the shipping and billing address for a contact but not the "other address."
Once you view a contact, the information is cached on the phone. So if you don't have a
network connection, you can still view contacts you've looked at previously. The data
will be as recent as the last time you viewed that contact.

Call or text a contact

You can call a contact by tapping the phone field or tapping the phone icon. To text, simply
tap the text icon.

iOS Pro Tips!iOS Pro Tips!

On an iOS device, after you end a call with a contact, you will be viewing the Address
Book and will need to re-open the Infusionsoft Mobile app.
On an iOS device, you will not see previous text conversations with a contact when you
are texting them; you will only see a compose sheet. If you wish to see a conversation
thread, you must open the native iOS texting app to do so.
Texting will not work on iPods or iPads with our app. This is due to a bug in Apple's code
that prevents the feature from working with our code. Apple is aware of this but has not
yet released a fix for it.

Email a contact
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When you tap the email icon or anywhere on the email field, the native email app is opened
with the contact's email address in the "To" field. When you tap "Send" or "Cancel", you are
directed back to the contact record.

Map a contact's location

Tap an address field or the map icon to get directions to those addresses. Once you tap
either the icon or the field itself, your phone's native maps app is opened with the point
plotted on the map. You can cancel to go back to the contact record or proceed to get
directions using your native map app.

Pro Tips!Pro Tips!

Once you tap to get directions, you leave the Infusionsoft app and enter your phone's
native maps app. Once the route is complete, or you cancel early, you can navigate back
to the contact record in the Infusionsoft Mobile app.
In iOS, you can "long press" on the directions field and either "Copy" or "Open in Google
Maps."

Apply and view tags
1. Tags are shown at the bottom of the contact record 5 at a time. You can swipe to the

left to view more. If you have more than 45 tags, you will see a link that says "more."
2. Tap the space bar to view a list of all tags, or start typing the name of an existing tag to

find it.
3. You can create a new tag by scrolling to the bottom of your list of tags and tapping on

the Create & Apply button.

Pro Tips!Pro Tips!

When you navigate to the "more" link (if you have more than 45 tags for that contact),
we can only show up to a thousand tags at a time.
On the contact, Tags are organized from most recently applied.

Save a contact to your phone's address book

You can tap Save to Phone at the bottom of the contact record to save a contact to your
phone's address book.

Android Tip! Android Tip! Android will only allow 1 address and 3 of the 5 phone fields to be saved to the
device.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Infusionsoft Mobile Tasks
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:53 pm MST

1. Expand the menu and tap TasksTasks

 
2. Click on a task to view the Task List screen.

TodayToday contains overdue tasks and tasks due today.
UpcomingUpcoming contains tasks with due dates in the future.
No Due DateNo Due Date contains tasks with no due date.

3. To complete a task, swipe from left to right while on the List screen. You will be
prompted to UndoUndo if you swiped the task erroneously. Note: Once a task is complete,
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any campaign automation tied to that task will trigger at this time.

 
4. To delete a task, tap the task to see the details, and tap the Delete Delete button.

 
5. To add a task, tap the "plus" icon in the Task List view
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As you start adding task details, more task options will become available:
You can tap due date to select a date from the native date picker that slides up.
You can tap "Add Contact" to search for a contact and select one to associate to
that task.
You can tap the Description Description field to start entering text in that field. The whole
screen scrolls up as the body of text text lengthens.
When you tap Save, the task is added to the appropriate list based on due date
and you can see a "Task successfully created" card at the bottom of the screen.

6. To edit a task, you can tap the edit "pencil", or on any of the fields while viewing the task
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Infusionsoft Mobile Payments IOS
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:54 pm MST

An Active US Infusionsoft PaymentsUS Infusionsoft Payments account is required to use the Infusionsoft Mobile
Payments feature.

Learn how to view, create, and collect payments for orders on your mobile device with
Infusionsoft Mobile.

For information on connecting your Infusionsoft Payments Mobile Card Reader, please see
This Article .

Known IssueKnown Issue: If you attempt to process a payment for a contact with no email in its Email
1 field through the Recent Orders Screen, the contact may not receive a receipt email
when the payment is processed. This is true even if the contact has data in its Email 2 or
Email 3 fields. WorkaroundWorkaround: Always complete a contact’s Email 1 field before processing
payments.

1. Expand the menu and tap OrdersOrders
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2. Tap on an order to view the order details and payment status
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3. Tap on the person icon to open the contact record attached to the order. Tapping an

item on this screen will expand the description.
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4. To create an order, tap ++ in the Order List view.
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5. From your product list, tap the items you would like to add to the order. Items will be
automatically added to the cart and the total will be calculated at the top. You can add a
custom product and amount by tapping the plus button at the top.
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6. When you select an item with product options, fill in the required options (such as

subscription plan or size) then tap DoneDone to add it to your cart.
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7. On the review order screen, you can view the order items, details and total.

You can tap the quantity field to change the quantity of a particular item.
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You can slide from right to left to delete an item in your order.
You can tap an Item to view and change its Product Options (if it has options.)
You can tap Add Discount Add Discount to enter in a discount for the order.
You can tap the Tax field to create and add a tax percentage to the order.
Tap the NextNext button to start the payment process.
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8. To add a discount to your order, fill in either a percentage or dollar amount and click

DoneDone.
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9. To add tax to your order, toggle a previously set tax by tapping the switch. To add a new

tax, fill in the top field with a label and percentage then tap the ++ button. Tap DoneDone to
add it to your order.
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10. After reviewing your order, tap a payment method to begin either the Card or Cash

process.
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11. If the customer is paying with Cash, enter the amount tendered to automatically

calculate the amount of change to be given. Tap Pay to advance to the “Assign Contact”
screen.
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12. If the customer is paying with a credit card, you can choose to manually enter the card

information into the required fields, or you can insert an Infusionsoft Payments card
reader and insert the card when the screen indicates it is ready.
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When you see the “Ready for Swipe or Dip” screen, you can insert a card for
payment.
If an error occurs, you may need to reinsert, check your network connection, or
use a different card.
Wait for the card to tokenize. It will automatically advance to the Assign Contact
screen once approved.
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13. If the customer is already a contact, their name will appear under “Existing Contacts” on
this screen.

You can add a new contact by tapping Add New Contact.
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You can tap Search Contacts to quickly find an existing contact.
The contact being assigned must have an email address. You will be prompted to
add an email to an existing contact if it does not already have one.
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14. The customer’s first and last name will be auto-populated if a credit card was used to

pay. You can add additional information as needed.
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Email is required for the receipt to be sent.
Ensure you have permission to send to this contact by checking the box below the
Email field.
Tap Save Save to automatically advance to the Order Details Screen.
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15. To accept the order details, swipe up to process.
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16. Hand the mobile device over to customer at this screen. The customer can sign for the

order and tap Accept Accept when the payment has completed processing.
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Problems with your credit card reader? Problems with your credit card reader? If you experience a problem with your
Infusionsoft Mobile credit card reader, please first contact Infusionsoft support . If a
hardware issue is identified, Infusionsoft support will provide instructions for returning
and claiming a replacement from the manufacturer.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Infusionsoft Mobile Payments Android
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:54 pm MST

An Active US Infusionsoft PaymentsUS Infusionsoft Payments account is required to use the Infusionsoft Mobile
Payments feature.

For information on connecting your Infusionsoft Payments Mobile Card Reader, please see
This Article .

Known IssueKnown Issue: If you attempt to process a payment for a contact with no email in its Email
1 field through the Recent Orders Screen, the contact may not receive a receipt email
when the payment is processed. This is true even if the contact has data in its Email 2 or
Email 3 fields. WorkaroundWorkaround: Always complete a contact’s Email 1 field before processing
payments.

Problems with your credit card reader? Problems with your credit card reader? If you experience a problem with your
Infusionsoft Mobile credit card reader, please first contact Infusionsoft support . If a
hardware issue is identified, Infusionsoft support will provide instructions for returning
and claiming a replacement from the manufacturer.

1. Expand the menu and tap OrdersOrders
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2. Tap on an order to view the order details and payment status
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3. Tap on the person icon to open the contact record attached to the order. Tapping an

item on this screen will expand the description.
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4. To create an order, tap ++ in the Order List view.
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5. From your product list, tap the items you would like to add to the order. Items will be
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automatically added to the cart and the total will be calculated at the top. You can add a
custom product and amount by tapping the plus button at the top.
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6. When you select an item with product options, fill in the required options (such as
subscription plan or size) then tap the check mark to add it to your cart.
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7. On the review order screen, you can view the order items, details and total.

You can tap the quantity field to change the quantity of a particular item.
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You can long press an item to delete it from the order.
You can tap an Item to view and change its Product Options (if it has options.)
You can tap Add Discount Add Discount to enter in a discount for the order.
You can tap the Tax field to create and add a tax percentage to the order.
Tap the NextNext button to start the payment process.
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8. To add a discount to your order, fill in either a percentage or dollar amount and click

the check markthe check mark.
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9. To add tax to your order, toggle a previously set tax by tapping the switch. To add a new
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tax, tap the ++ button in the upper right corner. Tap the check mark to add it to your
order.
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10. After reviewing your order, tap a payment method to begin either the Card or Cash

process.
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11. If the customer is paying with Cash, enter the amount tendered to automatically

calculate the amount of change to be given. Tap Pay Pay to advance to the “Assign Contact”
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screen.
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12. If the customer is paying with a credit card, you can choose to manually enter the card
information into the required fields, or you can insert an Infusionsoft Payments card
reader and insert the card when the screen indicates it is ready.

When you see the “Ready for Swipe or Dip” screen, you can insert a card for
payment.
If an error occurs, you may need to reinsert, check your network connection, or
use a different card.
Wait for the card to tokenize. It will automatically advance to the Assign Contact
screen once approved.
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13. If the customer is already a contact, their name will appear under “Existing Contacts” on
this screen.
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You can add a new contact by tapping Add New ContactAdd New Contact.
You can tap Search Contacts to quickly find an existing contact.
The contact being assigned must have an email address. You will be prompted to
add an email to an existing contact if it does not already have one.
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14. The customer’s first and last name will be auto-populated if a credit card was used to

pay. You can add additional information as needed.
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Email is required for the receipt to be sent.
Ensure you have permission to send to this contact by checking the box below the
Email field.
Tap the check mark to automatically advance to the Order Details Screen.
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15. To accept the order details, swipe up to process.
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16. Hand the mobile device over to customer at this screen. If the customer paid via credit

card, they can sign for the order and tap Done Done when the payment has completed
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processing.

 
17. Your customer will now view a success message and click OKOK.
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Infusionsoft Payments Mobile Card
Reader
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:54 pm MST

An Active US Infusionsoft Payments account is required to use the Infusionsoft Mobile
Payments feature.

The Infusionsoft Payments Mobile Card Reader allows for payments to be taken, via orders,
created in the Infusionsoft Mobile application, for Android and IOS. There are 2 versions of
the Infusionsoft Payments Mobile Card Reader. The following steps will instruct on
connecting the older audio jack model, and the new Bluetooth model, to a compatible device.

How to Use
1. Launch the Infusionsoft Mobile application, on a compatible device

2. Expand the MenuMenu and tap SettingsSettings
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3. Tap on Card ReaderCard Reader to view connected readers, or add a reader
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4. Insert Infusionsoft Payments Mobile Card Reader (audio jack model) or have the
Infusionsoft Payments Bluetooth Reader, nearby. Tap Connect your card readerConnect your card reader
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5. Once the reader is connected to the device, a confirmation message will appear.
AUDIOJACK is the audio jack reader model connected.
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MOB-## is the bluetooth reader model connected
 

6. The Infusionsoft Payments Mobile Card Reader battery level can also be viewed from
the card reader settings
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FAQs

What devices are supported?What devices are supported?

IOS: requires version 8.0 or higher
Android: requires version 4.0 or higher

How often does the Infusionsoft Payments Bluetooth reader need to be charged?How often does the Infusionsoft Payments Bluetooth reader need to be charged?

The Infusionsoft Payments Bluetooth reader can be used 200 to 400 times before
needing to be recharged.
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What do the different LED indicators on the Infusionsoft Payments Bluetooth reader mean?What do the different LED indicators on the Infusionsoft Payments Bluetooth reader mean?

Red solid: device is on and has sufficient charge
Red flashing: device is on, but has low battery; also indicates charging battery
Blue solid: device connected via Bluetooth
Blue flashing: device ready to connect, but not yet connected

Is internet access required?Is internet access required?

Yes, internet access is always required to process a payment (Internet access is also
required for mag stripe transactions).

How do I allow card present processing in the rare case of a bad chip?How do I allow card present processing in the rare case of a bad chip?

Swipe is allowed after 3 failed attempts to dip (using the chip). Those 3 attempts and
subsequent dip must occur within the same transaction.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Infusionsoft Mobile Opportunities
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:55 pm MST

For both iOS and Android, there is an Opportunities option. Clicking on that option will take
you to your list of opportunities.

On Android, Opportunities is available in the main menu:

On IOS, Opportunities is now an option in the bottom tab navigation:
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1. To view your opportunities, just tap OpportunitiesOpportunities on your device as shown above. If
you have opportunities, you'll see them listed here grouped by stage. You can scroll left
and right within a stage to cycle through each opportunity in that stage. You can scroll
up and down to view more stages.
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2. To add an opportunity, tap the ++ button

 
3. Enter the required information: Title, Contact, and Stage
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4. Once saved, you'll see your list of opportunities grouped by stage. You can scroll left

and right within a stage to cycle through each opportunity in that stage. You can scroll
up and down to view more stages.
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Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! There are limits to the number of opportunities that are shown for each stage
and the total number of stages:

A limit of 25 opportunities per stage
A limit of 40 stages

5.  You can sort your cards by tapping on one of the sorting options. Selecting one of the
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sorting options sorts the cards left to right within each stage: Most recent (most recently
used), Contact Name, Next action date (ascending - oldest first.)

6. Tapping anywhere on the opportunity card will take you to the details of that
opportunity. From here, you can view opportunity details and communicate with the
contact by tapping icons to call, text, email, or view the contact's address on your map.
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Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! If the phone number, email or street address is not found, contact action icons
will not be available for that person.

7. You can tap on the contact's name to view the contact record
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8. Tap the Contact NotesContact Notes button to view and add notes to the contact record
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9. To edit any of the opportunity information, click the Edit Edit icon at the top right of the

opportunity
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10. Tap any of the fields, make your changes and tap SaveSave. Tapping Cancel Cancel cancels any

edits that you have made and takes you back to the opportunity detail screen
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11. To change the stage of an opportunity, tap on the name of the stage
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12. Choose the name of the stage and tap DoneDone. If a stage has required check boxes, they

must be checked before the new stage is active.
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Important Note! Important Note! A stage change is not complete until you tap DoneDone.
 

13. To find an opportunity, go to your opportunity list and tap the magnifying glassmagnifying glass icon.
You can search by opportunity title name or contact name.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Business Card Transcriber
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:55 pm MST

You can now add a contact to Infusionsoft just by snapping a picture of their business card.
From the Add ContactAdd Contact screen, there is now a camera button which takes you to a guided flow
to Snap a business card. Once the card has finished processing, you will receive a notification
to review the information and add the new contact.

Please NotePlease Note! Each user in your Infusionsoft account can upload up to 250 contacts per 30
days. The 30 day count starts when the first snap taken. 

1. Click the ++ button to begin

 
2. Click the Camera Camera button
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3. Focus the camera on the business card, and take the picture

 
4. Review card quality and tap UseUse

 
5. Await processing of card - This process will take 15 minutes to 2 hours
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

How To Update Your Infusionsoft Mobile
App
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:56 pm MST

To update your Infusionsoft app if you are using Apple's iOS:
1. Go to your iPhone's home screen and tap on the App Store icon.

2. After the App Store opens, tap the UpdatesUpdates icon in the bottom right corner of the
screen.
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3. Tap the Update AllUpdate All button at the top of the screen.

4. You might be asked to enter your password

5. Wait for your apps to update.

To update your Infusionsoft app if you are using Android:
1. Open the Google Play Store app

2. Go to My apps & gamesMy apps & games
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3. Click Update allUpdate all
 

Tip: In some cases, you may need to restart your device to update an app.
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EMV Chip Card FAQ
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:56 pm MST

What is EMV?

EMV credit cards house a computer chip that makes the card very difficult to counterfiet.
Traditional magnetic stripe cards are very susceptible to fraud. Most of Europe have been
using EMV technology for years. The United States is the one of the last markets to adopt
EMV technology over magnetic-stripe cards. EMV stands for "Europay, MasterCard, and Visa."

 

What is the “liability shift”?

Right now, if you run a fraudulent cart, banks absorb the cost. Starting October 2015, if
someone pays with a fraudulent chip card, and you didn’t use an EMV card reader to process
the transaction, the bank is no longer liable. You can protect yourself from liability by
processing chip cards with an EMV reader instead of a magnetic stripe reader.

 

Why does Infusionsoft only offer EMV chip readers?

While bigger businesses may be able to absorb fraud, a single fraudulent charge could be a
serious blow to a small business. We offer only EMV chip readers so you are protected. Our
readers come with the ability to read magnetic stripes if needed, and EMV capabilities for all
EMV chip cards.

 

Is EMV a new technology?

No, most of the world, has been using EMV chip cards for years.
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How do you process EMV chip cards?

Instead of swiping, to process an EMV chip card, you “dip” the card in the device. The card is
left in place during the transaction so the chip and the reader can communicate. These
transactions take a little bit longer than transactions with a magnetic stripe reader.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

CustomerHub Overview
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:57 pm MST

CustomerHub is a hosted application that allows you to create a password protected website
that integrates with your Infusionsoft application. CustomerHub provides front-end access to
members and customers, while Infusionsoft houses the back-end database of contacts,
orders, and billing data. Click here to get CustomerHub.

CustomerHub is commonly used by small businesses to...

Deliver restricted content (training, documents, videos) to site members who are paid or
free subscribers. CustomerHub controls access to content through Tags and
Subscriptions assigned to a Person Record in your Infusionsoft application.
Create a customer portal so that your customers can manage their accounts online.
CustomerHub synchronizes billing and account information with your Infusionsoft
application so that the updates your customers make through CustomerHub
automatically update Infusionsoft.
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CustomerHub is an ideal membership site / customer portal solution for businesses that
want to add a subscription product or service to their current offerings or  fully transition to a
subscription-based business model. The tight integration with Infusionsoft allows you to
control content delivery and increase account management efficiency by automating
member management from sign up, to access permissions, to collections and upgrades.
CustomerHub gives your business the ability to support a larger number of site users without
increasing the workload for your existing staff members or adding new ones.

 

With a CustomerHub portal, you can...
Automatically create new member profiles in CustomerHub, generate a unique
password, and give instant access upon sign up.
Filter page content displayed to logged in users based on predefined access
permissions. Permissions can be used to deliver targeted content to employees,
partners, and membership program customers.
Deliver sequential content that is unlocked based on a specific schedule or upon
completion of a previous module.
Host and deliver multimedia content, such as video, audio, and digital files (documents,
PowerPoint, product files, and more) to keep your members engaged.
Increase program signups through integrated Facebook sharing tools.
Retain customers longer by creating an interactive community atmosphere.
Keep customer contact records up to date by giving members the ability to manage
their own accounts.
Automatically disable access to content for delinquent accounts or reactivate members
when they resolve the related billing issues.
Send automated follow-up notifications to customers with failed auto-charges or
expiring credit cards and make it easy for them to manage their credit card information
and billing preferences through CustomerHub.
Present upsell offers and process upgrade orders through Infusionsoft, giving
customers immediate access to their newly purchased content.
Create a recurring revenue stream that delivers compound revenue through acquiring
new members and retaining existing members.
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CustomerHub Roadmap to Success
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:57 pm MST

If you’re here, you've likely recently completed the Launchpad section of your CustomerHub
application. Great work! This section was designed to get you familiar with the admin section
of CustomerHub and to give you an overview of the steps you need to take to get your site
started. Let’s take a moment for a brief review of what you have learned so far, and what the
next steps are for each section.

Choose a ThemeChoose a Theme – The theme of your CustomerHub site defines the look and feel of
your site that your customers will experience. By completing this step you've chosen
which theme you will use for your site – you can always change it later. The next step is
to make sure you customize the colors, fonts, and set your logo so that the site matches
your brand.
Set up groupsSet up groups – Member Groups are used in CustomerHub to give your members
access to content that you provide for them. To be part of a group, your member must
have the associated tag or subscription in Infusionsoft that was defined in the Group
setup process. As you add pages and media to your site, you will have the option to
restrict access to certain Groups if you choose.
Create PagesCreate Pages – As an administrator - this is the most common activity you will be doing
in CustomerHub, creating pages for your content. After uploading video, audio, or other
content, you’ll need to add it to a page so that your members can view it. Now that
you've built your first page, you will want to keep working to get your site built and your
content uploaded – the more you build the quicker you will become.
Get MembersGet Members – There are many ways to add members into CustomerHub, most
commonly using either a web form from Infusionsoft, or using the Public Registration
page that is built into your CustomerHub Application (register now link on the sign in
page). Once you have a way for your members to sign up, the next step is to start
promoting your site to everyone you know and get members to sign up for access.

1. Define Your Strategy. Before you get too far along, it is advantageous to take the time to
define a strategy for your site. Doing this will clarify the vision for your site, how you will
serve up your content, and how much time you will need to invest to keep your site
engaging for your members. It will also help you build an action plan that you can stick
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to so that your site is built in a timely fashion. There are many different approaches and
every business is different, but here are some of the most common strategies that are
used by CustomerHub customers:

1. Freemium modelFreemium model – The Freemium strategy is a commonly used method for
engaging with new leads and then upselling to a subscription or one-time
purchased content. The idea is that you are first establishing yourself as an expert
in your field by providing some valuable content at no charge to members. After
engaging with your content, to unlock more premium content they will need to pay
to get access – this is where the Member Groups come in to the equation. A simple
hypothetical example would be purchasing access to a series of pages that are
part of your ‘Gold Premium’ Member Group in CustomerHub. When you created
the Group, CustomerHub automatically created a tag in your Infusionsoft account
called ‘Gold Premium’ – this is the tag that a member will need to gain access. To
accomplish this, simply tie the ‘Apply Tag’ action to a purchase trigger in
Infusionsoft in either the campaign builder or legacy that applies the ‘Gold
Premium’ tag. When your member purchases the upgrade, they will get the
necessary tag to add them to the Group and unlock the premium content. Watch
the replay of this webinar to learn more about the Freemium Model and get the
creative juices flowing: Generate More Leads with CustomerHub.

2. Training PlatformTraining Platform – this is another common use for CustomerHub that is
employed by many companies to train their employees, customers, or partners
through a combination of video, audio, downloads, and other visual content. Using
Member Groups, you can easily segment your content and use the same
CustomerHub account to provide training to all of your various groups. This means
that your members will only be able to see content attached to the group they are
in. For internal training purposes you likely would not charge any fees to access
the training, and just apply the Group tag through a web form or manually in
Infusionsoft. If this is paid training, you can use the same method outlined in the
Freemium section. Watch the replay of this webinar to learn more about this
strategy: How Iron Tribe Fitness used CustomerHub to grow from a garage gym to
over 50 franchises.

2. Setup Billing Automation. Did you know that CustomerHub was originally built to be a
billing and subscription management plugin for Infusionsoft? It has since evolved to
provide much more functionality, but it still retains all of the same benefits to allow your
members to manage their billing on their own. Fortunately, this feature will work with
relatively little setup on your part.

1. Add your Merchant AccountAdd your Merchant Account – First item on the list is to connect your Infusionsoft
merchant account into CustomerHub. You will need this connection so that you
can process invoice payments through CustomerHub.

2. Publish ‘My Account’ pagesPublish ‘My Account’ pages – In CustomerHub we've provided a set of default
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pages that are used for viewing Invoices, account information, and making
payments. When you first start using CustomerHub, these pages will be in a ‘Draft’
state and will need to be published before your members can use them.

3. Set Billing Automation triggersSet Billing Automation triggers – Next step is to setup any billing automation
triggers that you’d like to automatically happen over in Infusionsoft. Common
triggers are sending an email if there is a failed payment, expiring credit cards, or
successful payment.

3. Setup an Online Community. The social aspect of a website is important to many
businesses – it provides a way for their users to interact with each other, promote your
content, and even generate new leads for you automatically. CustomerHub allows
several options for adding community features to your site:

1. Facebook Comments Integration – Setting up the Facebook commenting platform
on your site will allow your members to comment on any pages you choose as
long as they are signed in with their Facebook account. The genius of this option is
that you are able to setup the redirect link that new leads will be sent to if they
click on any of the shared comments on your members’ Facebook pages. For
example, Your member Laura leaves a comment on one of your videos saying how
great it was and what she learned – that comment is also posted to her wall on
Facebook. You've set the default redirect link to be a link to your landing page for
new members, and any of Laura’s friends who click the link are directed to that
page so they can opt-in to your site.

2. Add a forum for your members – CustomerHub does not currently offer any built-
in forums, but there are two great options for integrating external forums into
your CustomerHub website for your members to use.

1. Tender Support – Tender Support is a simple help desk application that
integrates with CustomerHub. Tender Support allows logged in members to
participate in community driven discussion boards, submit support requests
for your review, and view any knowledge base articles that you've made
available for your members. When a user is logged into CustomerHub, they
will automatically be passed through to Tender Support without having to
remember a separate sign in.

2. Maven Forum – The plugin requires you to install SimplePress, a free forum
plugin for WordPress, onto a separate domain with WordPress installed. You
will then install the Maven Forum plugin which will provide an embed code to
use in CustomerHub. Simply drop this code onto a CustomerHub page and
your members will automatically be able to use your forum and interact with
each other. You can also control access to sections of the forum based on the
tags your members have. Keep in mind is that you will want to install an SSL
certificate onto the site your forum is on – CustomerHub is a secured
platform and many browsers will block any insecure content embedded
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within the environment.

4. Increase Sales with Smart Upsells. Depending on which study you read, you’ll probably
find that it is 5 to 10 times more expensive to get a new customer than it is to retain and
resell to an existing customer. You already have a database of customers who have
signed up for offers, have clicked through on specific emails, and have purchased other
products; each time they take one of these actions they are telling you about
themselves. They are segmenting themselves, providing you with information for you to
understand their needs and interests. You can leverage this information in a number of
ways in CustomerHub to intentionally and intelligently upsell relevant products and
services to your existing customers.
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Permissioned Content Delivery
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:57 pm MST

CustomerHub gives you full control over who can view the content you've created and how it
is consumed through permissions you assign to Pages, Partials, and Member Files. These
tools can help you manage content access and set up an automated process for revealing the
content in smaller chunks. Setting up a sequential content delivery strategy helps you:

Prevent overwhelming your customers by encouraging them to take their time to
complete one step before progressing to the next.
Keep customers longer by enticing them to visit the member site regularly to view new
content.
Set up a logical training path so that customers learn foundational concepts before
advancing to more complex lessons.
Increase revenue through sales of premium content.
Satisfy self-paced learners by giving them the ability to "unlock" content on demand.

Prior to setting up your sequential delivery strategy in CustomerHub and Infusionsoft,
develop a plan on paper. In the beginning, you should keep your plan as simple as possible
so you can get the site up and running. You can refine the plan as you monitor member
activity and get their feedback.

Your content plan should include the following information:

Subscription / Member / Training Program Product Name and Target Audience
Content Outline and Schedule

Page Topic 1
Criteria for Accessing this Page (Self-Paced or Scheduled Delivery)
Media on Page (Video, Audio)
Member Files on Page and Criteria for accessing files

Page Topic 2
Criteria
Media
Files

Access to scheduled content is controlled through the Tags on the member's Infusionsoft
contact record. These tags can be applied on a specific schedule through a campaign
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sequence (timed delivery) or can be applied based on a click on an Action Link in the
CustomerHub portal (Self-Paced.)
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Customerhub Content Types
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:58 pm MST

All of the site content you create is displayed through Pages and Partials

Pages

A page is a web page that can be linked to the navigation menu in the member / customer
portal. A page can be part of the top-level navigation, or can be added as a submenu option
under one of the main menu options. Access to a page is defined by a visitor's active
Infusionsoft Subscriptions and Tags and the defined member group you assign to the page
when you create it. A Page layout includes a main body area and a right side column.

Partials

A Partial is a snippet of reusable content that can be merged into multiple Pages. Partials do
not function outside of a Page; they are not linked to the navigation menu. A Partial does
have permission settings, meaning you can show or hide Partials within a specific web page
based on a visitor's active Infusionsoft Subscriptions and Tags and a defined member group.
Partials are powerful in that they help you reuse content across the site and help create a
more personalized experience for each user (e.g., display specific tips for new subscribers, but
hide them from more experienced site members). Partials can also be used to display
targeted upsell offers or partner ads based on the information in the visitor's Infusionsoft
Person Record.

Each Page or Partial can include multiple types of content. You create content libraries in
CustomerHub and then use merge fields to display the content within a Page or Partial. There
are no permission settings for the multimedia content, this content displays based on the
permission settings for Pages and Partials where they are used. Hosting your files through
CustomerHub makes it more difficult for members to distribute content and ensures the
security standards are compatible with every browser.

ImagesImages: CustomerHub supports the most common image types (.jpg, .gif, and .png). You
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upload images to create a library of images that you can display in multiple Pages and
Partials. Adding relevant graphics to your content makes it more attractive and can be
used to segment the page content.
VideoVideo: CustomerHub includes an all-in-one video hosting, streaming, and delivery
service that allows you to store videos (Standard 480 x 320, Widescreen 640 x 360, and
720p HD 1280 x 720 - up to 5 GB per file) within your CustomerHub application.
 CustomerHub automatically encodes uploaded videos to ensure optimal speed and
playback compatibility across multiple browsers and mobile platforms; including those
requiring HTML5. Once uploaded, it is easy to merge the videos into Pages and Partials.
It can take some time to process larger video files, so we recommend you produce the
smallest video file possible that meets your quality standards. The encoding process
transforms the video files to h264 (mp4) and webm formats - producing the original file
in one of these two formats will also speed up the encoding process.
AudioAudio: CustomerHub also includes the ability to host audio files in the most common
formats (.wav, .mp3). CustomerHub handles the hosting, streaming, and delivery of the
audio file, including an attractive audio file player that can be embedded into Pages and
Partials.

You can distribute digital file download links and control access to them through permission
settings.

Member FilesMember Files: You can store an unlimited number of digital files (up to 5 GB per file) and
make them available through download links. You can upload document files (.pdf, .doc,
etc.), spreadsheet files (.xls, .csv, etc.), presentation files (.ppt), media files (audio and
video) and more. The digital download links are hidden or displayed within a Page or
Partial based on the permission settings for each individual file.
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Navigate CustomerHub
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:58 pm MST

CustomerHub has a back-end administrative interface (the Dashboard) and a front-end
customer Member Portal.

The Getting Started Launchpad

The Getting Started Launchpad provides a clear path to help you get "member-ready" with
CustomerHub. After completing the launchpad, you will have:

Integrated your Infusionsoft account with your CustomerHub account
Created a process to sign-up new members
Customized the look & feel of your member portal
Added some initial site content
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Members

The Members list displays contact records from Infusionsoft that have been assigned a
Username and Password to access CustomerHub. The Member list may include your
customers, partners, or employees who are enrolled in a membership or training program
and have access to restricted content.  It also may include customers who use CustomerHub
to manage their account (view invoices, manage subscription billing, etc.). Members are
created through an add to CustomerHub Campaign Builder Snippet in Infusionsoft.com and
all billing and member data is managed through your Infusionsoft application. You do not
create or manage Members through the CustomerHub portal; however, you can organize
your members by creating folders in CustomerHub.

Pages

Pages refer to website pages that display information to your website visitors and members.

Library

The Library stores all of your multimedia files, partials and action links.

Settings

The Settings menu includes CustomerHub account, integration settings, member groups,
customization tools, and optional content packages and add-ons.

Site Preview

Click on Site Preview to view the front end of your CustomerHub portal to preview design or
content changes and verify or troubleshoot member permissions. Use the drop-down menu
by your username to log out of CustomerHub or switch to another application connected to
your Infusionsoft ID.
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Member / Customer Portal

The Member / Customer Portal is the public side of the CustomerHub website. It is where
your members log on to view content and/or manage their billing. The menu options each
member views and the information available on the pages are custom for each member
group you create. You can customize the look and feel of the portal to match your company's
branding as well as customize user experience based on active Infusionsoft subscription
programs and Infusionsoft Tags.
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Customerhub Application Settings
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:58 pm MST

If you plan to use CustomerHub to process billing updates, you will need to link it to one of
the Merchant Accounts you've integrated with Infusionsoft.

1. Enter an email address into the Support Email field. This email address will receive
notifications and help requests when your customers need help using CustomerHub.

2. (Optional) WYSIWYG Editor. The WYSIWYG Editor is turned on by default. This is the
easiest editor to use to create pages in CustomerHub. Turn the WYSIWYG editor off if
you want full control over the page style and content by inserting HTML code.

3. Go to the Payment Settings section to enter the Merchant ID. Keep your CustomerHub
application open and go back to Infusionsoft to get the Merchant Account ID.

4. Go to Setup > Misc. Settings > Order Settings > Merchant AccountsSetup > Misc. Settings > Order Settings > Merchant Accounts tab.

5. Locate the merchant account you want to use to process the payments submitted
through CustomerHub and click on Edit. The ID number is at the end of the URL - as
highlighted below. Note: You may need to resize the browser window to view the full
URL. https://training.infusionsoft.com/MerchantAccount/manageMerchantAccount.jsp?
view=edit&ID=1

6. Make note of the Merchant ID and return to CustomerHub.

7. Enter the ID number into the Merchant ID field. Note: This is a required field. If you do
not plan to use CustomerHub for collections, then enter zero into the Merchant ID field.
You can edit this setting to integrate with a Merchant Account in the future.

8. Click on the Currency Currency drop-down to select a currency symbol. This symbol is displayed
to your customers or members when they submit payments and view invoices through
CustomerHub.

9. (Optional) Payment Notification. This setting is on by default, which means you will
receive an email notification when someone submits a payment through CustomerHub.
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10. (Optional) Payment Notify Email. Enter the email address that will receive the Payment
Notification emails.

11. (Optional) Invoice Note. Enter a message that will display to all customers when they
view their invoices through CustomerHub.
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Customize The Member Portal Navigation
Menu
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:58 pm MST

The main page tab and sub-page link navigation options your members see in your
CustomerHub portal are determined by the permission settings assigned to each individual
page. These permissions are configured using active subscription and tag tag criteria. If a
menu option does not show up when you think it should, you may need to check the page
permission settings. The order of the options in the main tab and sub-menu navigation
menus is based on Page and Sub-Page order.

1. Click on PagesPages

2. Pages and sub-pages are listed in the same order they will appear on the navigation
menu of the member portal.

3. Click the move icon to drag the page up or down and drop it to insert the page in a new
position.

4. If a page has sub-pages, you will see a small arrow icon next to the main page. Click on
this icon to see the sub-pages.

5. To reorder sub-pages, click on the edit edit button of the main page.

6. Then click the sub-pages tab.

7. You can drag and drop these in the order you want.
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Page And Partial Templates
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 3:59 pm MST

You can create custom Page and Partial Templates to use as a starting point when adding
new content to your customer / member site. Creating templates will speed up the process of
adding new information to the site and will help ensure consistent formatting. This can also
help reduce the amount of repetition involved in adding multiple pages with similar content.
It is worthwhile to invest time and / or money into creating templates since they not only
increase efficiency, but also make it easier for you to train others how to add content to your
CustomerHub website. You can create a library of templates for Pages and for Partials. This
uses Pages as an example. Once a template is created, it will appear in the template drop
down so you can copy it when you create a new Page or Partial.
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Create A Member Page
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

A CustomerHub page is a web page that can be linked to the navigation menu in the member
/ customer portal. A page can be part of the top-level navigation, or can be added as a sub-
menu option under one of the main menu options. Access to a page is defined by a visitor 's
active Infusionsoft Subscriptions and Tags and the membership group you assign to the page
when you create it. A Page layout includes a main body area and a right side column. To
create a page, you will enter text and merge in content (images, videos, audio, or member
files) from the multimedia libraries.

1. Go to PagesPages

2. Click on the Create PageCreate Page button.

3. To create a custom page, click the custom page type. There are other page types you
can choose from.

4. Enter a Page Name. This name is displayed in the navigation menu, at the top of the
web page, and as the page title in the Internet browser.

5. Select the a page Type (Main or Sub-page.) Main pages are added as a top navigation
tab. Sub-pages are shown as links below the tabs when the related main page is
viewed.

6. Choose who can view this page (you can come back and change this later.)

7. Click the Save Save button to create the page.

8. Enter the page Content. In most cases, you will use the built in WYSIWYG editor to
create page content. If you have the WYSIWYG editor disabled, go to Settings >Settings >
Application SettingsApplication Settings to toggle it off. Note: You can click on the HTML icon to paste HTML
code into the editor instead of using the WYSIWYG tools.

9. Use the Media Selector Tool to insert multimedia (images, videos, etc...) into the page.
1. Click into the WYSIWYG editor where you want to insert a file.
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2. Click on a media tab, then click on the name of the file you wish to insert into the
page. Note: You can enter a file name into the Search field to find a file more
quickly in larger media libraries.

Be Careful! Be Careful! Do not edit the merge code for the multimedia files or the files will
not merge into the page properly.

Examples:

Video: -1324411893
Audio: -1326298166
Member File: 0

10. (Optional) New pages use the Default Right Column. This generally displays your
company logo and any information you entered under Settings > Customize Theme Settings > Customize Theme tab.
Click on the link to edit the Default Right Column or un-mark the checkbox to create a
custom right column for this page.

11. New pages are considered Drafts. You must click the Save & PublishSave & Publish button for the
page to go live on your member website. Click Save Save to save this as a draft for now.

12. Click on the general general info or permissions permissions tab to make other changes to the document.

13. Click on Site PreviewSite Preview to preview the page and test the access permissions.
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Create A Partial And Merge It Into A Page
Last Modified on 06/19/2018 3:06 pm MST

A Partial is a snippet of reusable content that can be merged into multiple Pages. They are
not linked to the customer / member portal's navigation menu; instead they are delivered
through a CustomerHub web  page.

Partials are often used to:

Insert the same message in multiple locations throughout your Member / Customer
portal so that it is easy to update (from one location) when changes are needed.
Deliver audience-specific content within a particular page (e.g. a welcome video for new
members on the Home page that automatically goes away after x number of days.)
Feature new site content.
Highlight and sell access to additional paid content
Present an upgrade offer.
Display targeted partner ads to customers / members

The Partial is displayed based on the permissions you  assign to the partial when you create
it, the permissions of the page you merge it into, and the website visitors active Infusionsoft
Subscriptions and Tags.

ExampleExample

You run a membership program that has three member groups: Silver, Gold, and
Platinum. The Silver members have access to some articles only. The Gold members
have access to Articles with multimedia content (like video and audio files). The Platinum
members have access to all of the previous content as well as worksheet files, case
studies, and resource lists. They are also eligible for special discounts on products
purchased from you and your partners.

You can create member-specific partials and embed all of them on the Home Page or in
the Right Column of your site, displaying a different upsell option based on the current
membership group.
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To Silver members, you can display a "teaser" that promotes the Gold member group.
This part of the page (Partial) would be hidden from Gold and Platinum members based
on the permissions you've assigned to it.

To Gold members, you can present a special incentive to upgrade to the Platinum
member group.

And, to the Platinum members, you could display the appropriate product or
partner promotions.

You can use CustomerHub Action Links to automatically process an upgrade order from
inside of CustomerHub and update the member's access to the next member group.

1. Go to Library > PartialsLibrary > Partials
2. Click on Create PartialCreate Partial
3. (Optional) Select a partial template to copy.
4. Enter a Partial Name (e.g. Silver Member Welcome Video) and click SaveSave. The Partial

Name is not seen by customers / members. It is used to identify the content so you can
easily recognize it and merge it into Pages.

5. Enter the partial Content. Remember, this partial will be merged into a page so keep it
brief. In most cases, you will use the built in WYSIWYG editor to create page content.
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Note:If you have the WYSIWYG editor disabled, go to Settings > Application SettingsSettings > Application Settings to
turn it on.

6. You will use the media selector tool to insert multimedia content (images, videos, etc...)
You can also use these tools to insert a link to download a file.

1. Click into the WYSIWYG editor where you want to insert a piece of media.
2. Click on a MediaMedia tab to view its content.
3. Click on the name of a file to insert it into your partial. Note: You can enter a file

name into the Search field to find a file more quickly.
7. Click the Save Save button
8. Click on the PermissionsPermissions tab to define which site visitors will be able to view the partial

when they access the page it is merged into and click SaveSave.
9. Click on the Site PreviewSite Preview tab to preview the page and test the access permissions.

10. To Merge a Partial into a Page, go to PagesPages
11. Click the name of the page or sub-page you want to modify.
12. Click into the body of the page where you want to position the Partial.
13. Click on the PartialsPartials media tab and click on the file name to insert it into the page. Note:

You can search for a partial by name or filter the list by Folder.
14. Click the Save Save button

Be Careful!Be Careful! Do not edit the merge code for the multimedia files or the files will not merge
into the page properly.

Examples:

Video:-1324411893
Audio:-1326298166
Member File: 0

If you are using a Partial Template you will need to replace the example merge fields
with new ones.
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Personalize Pages And Partials With
Information From Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

CustomerHub gives you the unique ability to merge personal information (name, company,
etc.) from your Infusionsoft account into a CustomerHub page. To the member, it feels like
the page was created just for them. Adding personal information can make the copy much
more powerful. It helps create an emotional connection and can make a special offer seem
more tailored to an individual's needs.

1. Go to Pages Pages (or PartialsPartials)

2. Click the name of the page to edit it, or click on the create page create page button to add a new
Page.

3. Click into the text body to place your cursor where you want to insert personal
information

4. Click on the User FieldsUser Fields media tab, then click on the name of the field you wish to insert
into the page or partial.

5. Repeat to insert additional User Merge fields.

6. Click Save Save when you are finished editing the page.

7. Test the User Merge fields by viewing the page as a person who has permission to view
the page you just edited.
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Manage Videos And Add Them To Pages
And Partials
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

CustomerHub provides you with a secure website with a 256 secure encrypted connection
using a SSL certificate. This means that the videos you use within CustomerHub should be
hosted on a secure server too; otherwise some Internet browsers may display security
warnings. To make it easy for you to host videos in a secure location, CustomerHub includes
an all-in-one video hosting, streaming, and delivery service. This allows you to store videos
(Standard 480 x 320, Widescreen 640 x 360, and 720p HD 1280 x 720 - up to 5 GB per file)
within your CustomerHub application rather than managing video through a third-party
service (e.g. Vimeo). It can take some time to process larger video files, so we recommend
you produce the smallest video file possible that meets your quality standards. CustomerHub
automatically encodes uploaded videos to ensure optimal speed and playback compatibility
across multiple browsers and mobile platforms, including those requiring HTML 5. The
encoding process transforms the video files to h264 (mp4) and webm formats. If you produce
the original file in one of these two formats the encoding process will take less time. Once
uploaded, it is easy to merge the videos into Pages and Partials.

1. Go to Library > VideoLibrary > Video

2. Hover over the Upload VideoUpload Video button and select a video size preference. Note: You
should only choose HD Video if you are uploading a HD Source video.

3. Click on Choose FileChoose File to browse your computer and select a video to upload. Double-click
on an image to upload it.

4. Click on Done Done to go to your video library to view the video you just uploaded and verify
the system finishes encoding it.

5. To merge a video onto a CustomerHub page, Click into the WYSIWYG editor where you
want to insert a file.

6. Click on the Video Video media tab and click the name of the file to insert it into the
page. Note: You can enter a file name into the Search field to find a file more quickly in
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larger media libraries.

Please be Patient.Please be Patient. Large files take longer to encode. You can continue working on other
tasks and check back later to verify success.

You cannot revise videos once they've been uploaded to CustomerHub. If you need to
replace a video you will first upload a new one. After you upload the new video, you will
need to edit the Pages and Partials where it is used to remove the old video merge link
and insert the new one. Once you've finished updating the Pages and Partials, go back to
the video library (Library > Video), and click on the delete button to permanently remove
the old video.
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Manage Digital Files And Add Them To
Pages And Partials
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

CustomerHub includes unlimited file storage space. You are able to upload files (up to 5 GB
each) of various types (product files, video files, document files, and more) that members can
download while logged into your the CustomerHub site. You can use the Member Files
feature to deliver supplemental documentation that supports your membership site content
(e.g. worksheets or podcasts) or use it to deliver and provide ongoing access to digital
product files that are too large to deliver through Infusionsoft. Once a file is uploaded, you
can define file permissions that restrict access to it based on Infusionsoft tags and
subscriptions. Members and customers will access the digital files through their filebox or
through file merge links you add to individual pages and partials to provide the download
links in context.

1. To add Member Files, go to Library > Member Files.Library > Member Files.

2. Click on Upload FileUpload File

3. Click on Choose FileChoose File to browse your computer and select a file to upload. Double-click
on the file to upload it.

4. (Optional) Click on add another file to select another digital file for upload.

5. Click Done Done to go to your Member Files list to view the files you uploaded and define
member access permissions for them. Note: You cannot revise or replace files once
they've been uploaded to CustomerHub. If you need to update a file you will first
upload a new one. After you upload the new file you will need to edit the Pages and
Partials where it is used to remove the old file merge link and insert the new one. Once
you've finished updating the Pages and Partials, go back to the Member Files list
(Content > Member Files) and click on the delete button to permanently remove the old
file if you are no longer using it.

6. Members can sign in and access files via their filebox.
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7. Visitors and members can download files directly from pages or partials.

8. To insert a link to a file on a page or partial, go to Pages Pages or PartialsPartials.

9. Click the name of the page you want to modify.

10. Click inside the body to specify where you want to insert the digital file link.

11. Click the Files Files media tab, then click on the name of the file you want to insert into the
page or partial.

Pro Tip!Pro Tip! You can upload up to 25 files at the same time.
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Manage Audio Files And Add Them To
Pages And Partials
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

You are able to upload audio files to your CustomerHub site and embed a player into
individual Pages and Partials to supplement page content or to deliver content via podcast.
The most common formats are WAV and MP3. The WAV format produces a high quality
audio that runs on any Windows or Mac systems and most web browsers. However, it does
not compress the audio and produces a larger file. MP3 is the most popular format for web
and download because it maintains close to original quality while compressing the file size to
about 1/10th of the original size, resulting in faster upload and download times.

1. To add audio files, go to Library > AudioLibrary > Audio

2. Click on the Upload AudiosUpload Audios button

3. Click Choose FileChoose File to browse your computer and select an audio file(s) to upload

4. Click Done Done to go to your audio file library and view the audio file you just uploaded and
monitor the encoding process. Be patient - larger files take longer to encode. Note: You
cannot revise audio files once they've been uploaded to CustomerHub. If you need to
replace an audio file you will first upload a new one. After you upload the new audio
file, you will need to edit the Pages and Partials where it is used to remove to old audio
merge link and insert the new one. Once you've finished updating the Pages and
Partials, go back to the audio file library (Content >Audio) and click on the delete button
to permanently remove the old audio file, if you are no longer using it.

5. To merge audio files onto a CustomerHub page, click on the WYSIWYG editor where you
want to insert a file.

6. Click on the Audio mediaAudio media tab, then click on the name of the audio file you wish to merge
into the page. Note: You can enter a file name into the Search field to find a file more
quickly in larger media libraries.
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Manage Images And Add Them To Pages
And Partials
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

CustomerHub  provides you with a secure website with a 256 secure encrypted connection
using a SSL certificate. This means that the images you use within CustomerHub should be
hosted on a secure server too, otherwise some Internet browsers may display security
warnings. Images can be up to 5 GB in file size, however, we recommend reducing image file
size to the smallest size acceptable (while still maintaining image quality.)

1. To Add, Edit, or Delete Images Files, go to Library > ImagesLibrary > Images

2. Click on upload imagesupload images

3. Click on Choose FileChoose File to browse your computer and select an image to upload. Double-
click on an image to upload it.

4. Click Done Done to go to your image library to view the images you just uploaded. Note: You
cannot revise images once they've been uploaded to CustomerHub. If you need to
replace an image you will first upload a new one. After you upload the new image, you
will need to edit the Pages and Partials where it is used to remove the old image and
insert the new one. Once you've finished updating the Pages and Partials, go back to
the Image library (Content > Images) and click on the delete button to permanently
remove the old image if you are no longer using it.

5. To merge an image into a CustomerHub page, click into the WYSIWYG editor where you
want to insert a file.

6. Click on the Images Images media tab, then click on the name of the image file to insert it into
the page. Note: You can enter a file name into the Search field to find a file more quickly
in larger media libraries.
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Tender Support Integration with
CustomerHub
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

As your membership programs grow, you will see an increase in support related requests.
The Tender Supportintegration allows you to organize your customer care. As a
CustomerHub user, you are eligible for a discount of 30% per month. Tender Support
provides you with:

A way to collect support requests from your members.
A user support forum where your members can help each other.
A FAQ and Article knowledge base.
Email Support

The integration between CustomerHub and Tender Support makes it easy for your members
to move from one portal to another. Once the customer is logged into CustomerHub, they
can easily click on a link to enter your Tender App support portal without signing in again.

1. To Enable The Tender Support Integration, set up a Tender Support account. If you want
to test the integration, you can start out with a 14 day Free Trial .

2. Login to your Tender account and go to Account & Settings > Extras > Single Sign-OnAccount & Settings > Extras > Single Sign-On.

3. Go to the MultiPass Single Sign-OnMultiPass Single Sign-On section.

4. Make sure Single Sign-On is turned OnOn.

5. Copy the SSO API Key and Site Key. You will need to enter these into CustomerHub.

6. Login to CustomerHub and go to Settings > IntegrationsSettings > Integrations.

7. Enter your Tender Support account email address into the Tender Email field.

8. Enter the Tender App (Site Key) and SSO API Key

9. (Optional) Customize the Help link for CustomerHub. By default this link shows up in
the top right of the member portal. The link text says "Help" by default, but you can
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change it.

10. (Optional) Enter a Custom URL. If you configured a Custom URL for your Tender
Support portal in the Tender Support settings, then you will also need to enter that URL
here.

11. Click on Embed this Add-onEmbed this Add-on.
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Customize Your Customerhub Member
Website
Last Modified on 06/19/2018 3:07 pm MST

Follow the instructions below to:

Upload your company logo
Change the company name in the header
Choose your theme
Customize your theme

1. To Upload or Change Your Company Logo, Go to Settings > Customize Theme > logo.Settings > Customize Theme > logo.
The height of the logo must be less than 200 pixels and the width must be less than 210
pixels. Larger logos are re-sized automatically. For best results, the logo file should be in
GIF or PNG format with a transparent background.

2. Click on Choose FileChoose File to select the logo file stored on your computer.
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3. Double click on the logo file to select it. The file name is displayed so you can make sure
you've selected the correct file.

4. Click Save Save to complete the upload process. The logo is updated immediately.

5. To Add your company name, go to Settings > Application SettingsSettings > Application Settings

6. Edit the contents of the Application NameApplication Name field.

7. Scroll to the bottom of the settings page and click SaveSave; the update is applied
immediately. The Drop-down Menu layout option displays your company logo in the
header of your site instead of the Application Name. You can either switch to the Drop-
down Menu layout or customize the CSS stylesheet for the Tab layout to hide the
Application Name and / or replace it with a company logo.

8. To Choose a theme, go to Settings > Change ThemeSettings > Change Theme

9. Browse through the available themes and click the Switch Switch to this theme link next to the
theme you like. CustomerHub has easy-to-use tools that help you with basic color
customization. You can also customize the site's CSS Stylesheet for more advanced
customization.

10. To Customize your theme, go to Settings > Customize Theme > ColorsSettings > Customize Theme > Colors tab

11. Refer to the image map to see what colors you can customize. You can also use this
area to preview color changes before you save them.

12. Go to the color field for the item you want to change.
1. If you know the hexadecimal code for the color you want to use, click into the code

field to update the color code. The "#" symbol is required.
2. If you don't know the hexadecimal code, want to add RSB / HSB code, or just want

to experiment, click on the small colored square next to the hex code to access the
color picker.

13. (Optional) Preview the color change in the image map above.

14. (Optional) Repeat this process to edit additional color fields.

15. Click SaveSave. The updates are applied immediately.

16. Click on Site PreviewSite Preview to view the customer / member portal and see the color changes.
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Keep Customerhub Content And
Members Organized
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:24 am MST

As the amount of content you deliver through CustomerHub grows, a good organization
system will become increasingly important. You can define global folders and use them to
filter the CustomerHub member or content lists. You might define folders by membership
program, content topic, etc. Each item (member, page / partials, multimedia file, or action
link) is manually assigned to a folder.

1. To create a folder, go to Pages Pages or LibraryLibrary
2. Hover over the Move ToMove To button, enter a name (e.g. Bronze Membership), and click the

button to create the folder. Note: You can add and delete folders, but cannot edit their
name.

3. To Assign Items to a Folder, go to Pages Pages or Library. Library. The folder you created is globally
accessible. You can add all types of content to it (e.g. the Bronze Membership folder
might contain pages, videos, members, and more). These instructions use the Page list
as an example. Note: Each item can only be assigned to one folder at a time. However,
you can move an item from one folder to another when needed.

4. Check the item(s) you want to move to a folder.
5. Hover over the Move To Move To button and select the folder.
6. After you've added items to folders (members, pages, etc.), you are able to use the

folders to filter various lists throughout your CustomerHub admin interface.
7. To Delete a Folder, hover over the Move ToMove To button and click the trashcan icon to

permanently delete the folder. Note: Deleting a folder does not delete the content
you've assigned to the folder. However, you will not be able to filter that content by a
folder until you assign it to a new one.
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Manage Your Customerhub Members
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

Introduction

There are two primary aspects to a CustomerHub membership site or customer portal:

Website ContentWebsite Content: CustomerHub is a hosted website solution that allows you to deliver
content through a secure, password-protected website. You log into CustomerHub to
manage content, including multimedia files, pages, partials, and member groups. The
content is all stored and updated through CustomerHub.
PeoplePeople: CustomerHub displays a list of the members who are registered to access your
CustomerHub website. The people on your member list have been registered in your
CustomerHub site and have an email address and password stored in Infusionsoft.

Once a person has access to CustomerHub, they remain a member unless you revoke access
completely. They are able to log into CustomerHub and view any information for which they
meet the member group criteria. If a member does not meet the criteria for any of your
member groups, they are granted public access, meaning they can see any page that has no
member group assigned to it.

Troubleshooting Member Access

Infusionsoft is the database that stores all of your member details, including billing, credit
card, subscription status, and detailed contact information. You log into Infusionsoft to
update member information. Here are some guidelines that may help you resolve member
issues when they arise:

Subscription-related access is enabled as long as a member's subscription status is
active. If the status is inactive, the member will no longer have access to the content
that uses that subscription as a criteria for a member group.
CustomerHub automatically checks the member's Infusionsoft contact record each time
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they log into your CustomerHub website. The content will update automatically based
on the most current Tags and active Subscriptions. In most  cases, you don't need to log
into CustomerHub to make any changes to the Member record.
A member may have difficulty logging in after you run a dup check and merge
duplicates in Infusionsoft. When this happens, the Infusionsoft Contact ID may change.
If the Infusionsoft Contact ID does not match up with the CustomerHub Member ID, the
member can't log in. To fix the problem:

Log into Infusionsoft and find the person's contact ID.
Log into CustomerHub and click on Members to lookup the person on the
Member List.

Click on the person's name to edit their member profile.
Click on the Other Info tab to update the Infusionsoft ID. Enter the new ID
and save the change.

 

Updating Contact Information

When your members log into the CustomerHub website, they can update contact and billing
information and the updates will synchronize with your Infusionsoft database.

When you update contact information in Infusionsoft, it synchronizes with CustomerHub the
next time that member logs on to the website. Although most member management should
be done through Infusionsoft, there are a couple of tasks that must be done through the
CustomerHub member list.

Organize members into Folders or delete members records
Revoke access to CustomerHub. Member access is adjusted dynamically based on the
Tags on their Infusionsoft contact record and their active subscriptions. Members will
continue to have access to CustomerHub as a Public Member as long as a member
record exist in CustomerHub and they have an email address and password in their
Infusionsoft contact record. If you want to revoke access completely, log into
CustomerHub and delete the person's member record from the Member List. This is
rarely necessary, but is available for those who need it.
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Register A New Customerhub Member
Last Modified on 06/19/2018 3:08 pm MST

The Campaign Builder includes an Add to CustomerHub icon to make it easy to integrate
CustomerHub with the Campaign Builder. Please note that this feature requires a
CustomerHub license.

1. Sign into your Infusionsoft account and go to Marketing > Campaign Builder Marketing > Campaign Builder

2. Click on the name of the campaign you wish to edit or create a new campaign.

3. Double-click on the campaign sequence you wish to edit or create a new campaign
sequence.

4. Drag the Add to CustomerHub Add to CustomerHub goal onto the sequence canvas and double-click it to
configure.

5. Enter your CustomerHub app name. The app name is the first part of your
CustomerHub URL (app name.customerhub.net)
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6. Click SaveSave
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Give Members Access To A Partial
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

Partial permissions are based on member groups. Each partial can be merged into multiple
pages of your CustomerHub website. This makes it easier to manage repetitive updates,
promote additional products, or upsell members on appropriate pages. Member Groups can
be created in advance, then assigned to a Partial. They can also be created "on the fly" when
you are configuring partial permissions.

By default, the visitor will either see partial content within a page, or the content will be
hidden from them. Partials have an additional feature called a "teaser" that allows you to
display a message to members who do not have permission to view a specific piece of
content. The Teaser message is displayed until the person becomes part of the required
member group that has access to see the content. This can happen through a purchase, a
click on a CustomerHub Action link, completion of a survey or other web form, etc.

1. Go to Library > PartialsLibrary > Partials

2. Click editedit next to the name of a Partial you wish to edit.

3. Click on the Permissions Permissions tab and select Certain Members (Permissions) from the access
drop-down.

4. Select the member group(s) you've already created by clicking inside the text box, or
select edit all groups to add a new one.

5. (Optional) You can add custom permissions as well. The criteria are based on
Infusionsoft Tags, Subscriptions, or a combination of both. You must select at least one
criteria. Be Careful!Be Careful! If you use both Subscriptions and Tags to define permissions,
CustomerHub will check the contact record in Infusionsoft and give them access as long
as they meet the Subscription criteria OR the Tag criteria. The member does not need
to meet both!

6. After you configure the criteria, enter a Name that is short and descriptive that will be
used to identify the new member group.
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7. (Optional) Mark the check-box if you want to display a Teaser to site visitors who do not
meet permission criteria for the Partial. Use the editor to add text or merge in
multimedia files (e.g. video)

8. Click SaveSave

9. Click the Site PreviewSite Preview tab to select the member group you created for this Partial
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Give Members Access To A Customerhub
Page
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

Permission to view a page is defined by what member group the visitor belongs to. Member
groups can can be created in advance, and then assigned to a Page, or they can be created
"on the fly" when you are configuring page permissions.

1. Go to PagesPages

2. Click edit edit next to the name of a Page you wish to edit.

3. Click on the Permissions Permissions tab and select Certain MembersCertain Members (Permissions) from the access
drop-down.

4. Select the member group(s) you've already created by clicking inside the text box, or
select edit all groups to add a new one.

5. (Optional) You can add custom permissions as well. The criteria are based on
Infusionsoft Tags, Subscriptions, or a combination of both. You must select at least one
criteria. Be Careful! Be Careful! If you use both Subscriptions and Tags to define permissions,
CustomerHub will check the contact record in Infusionsoft and give them access as long
as they meet the Subscription criteria OR the Tag criteria. The  member does not need
to meet both!

6. After you configure the criteria, enter a Name that is short and  descriptive that  will be
used to identify the new member group.

7. (Optional) Mark the check-box if you want to display a Teaser to site visitors who do not
meet permission criteria for the page. Use the editor to add text or merge in multimedia
files (e.g. video)

8. Click SaveSave

9. Click the Site PreviewSite Preview tab to select the member group you created for this Page.
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Create A Member Group To Access
Customerhub Content
Last Modified on 06/19/2018 3:09 pm MST
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Restrict Access To Page And Partial
Content
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

What people see when they log into your CustomerHub website is determined by one of the
following criteria:

Member Groups

Previously, you could only choose one member group (permission) to be assigned to each
permissionable element in CustomerHub.  This means, if you created a page, you could only
give one of your saved member groups access to that page (ex. Gold).  To make things easier,
we've refactored the permissions database to support multiple permissions in CustomerHub.
 This means that if you have three member groups in your app (bronze, silver gold) and you
want all three to have access to one of your pages, you can simply add all three. Create
member groups to limit access based on certain criteria. A member group consists of
Infusionsoft tags or active Infusionsoft subscriptions.

Tag(s) applied to an Infusionsoft contact record

Tags are used to segment contact records in Infusionsoft. They tell you more about who the
person is, what they are interested in, events they've attended and more. You create Tags
and either apply them to contact records manually or tell Infusionsoft when to apply the
tag(s) automatically. When you create Page and Partial permissions, you can use a
combination of one or more tags to define the target audience for that content. Tags are
especially helpful when defining permissions to access free content or to give customers who
have not purchased a subscription product access to the billing and account management
tools in CustomerHub.

Note: There are a few differences when using Tags as a criteria for setting CustomerHub
permissions versus using Tags to search or configure rules in Infusionsoft. You can only
base the permissions on the Tags that the person DOES have, and when you select more
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than one Tag from the list, the person may have ANY of the selected Tags in order to
view the content.

The tag list in CustomerHub is automatically populated with the list of tags from your
Infusionsoft application.

Action Links used in CustomerHub Pages and Partials can automatically update the Tags for
an Infusionsoft contact record, meaning your permissions can update in "real time" as a
customer / member clicks on links in your website to purchase an additional product, signify
they've completed a module, and more.

Subscription Product(s) a customer has purchased

Membership programs generally involve recurring billing, which means they are associated
with an Infusionsoft Subscription Product. When a subscription product is used as a
permission criteria, CustomerHub looks at the Status of the Subscription plan(s) in the
customer's Infusionsoft record. It will allow access to those customers with ACTIVE
subscriptions and deny access to those with INACTIVE subscriptions.  When a customer
cancels their subscription, you must make sure someone from your team manually updates
the subscription status or you tell Infusionsoft when to cancel a subscription automatically.
You can define permissions using one subscription product as the criteria, or a combination
of several subscription products.

Permissions assigned to CustomerHub Pages and Partial. Once you have Tags, Subscriptions,
and Member Groups created in Infusionsoft, you can assign permissions to Pages and
Partials. The permissions assigned to a Page determine whether the page link shows up in
the main menu or sub-page menu for specific customers / members. The permissions
assigned to a Partial determine whether that snippet of information is displayed or hidden
from view when a customer / member has permission to view a specific page.

You can create "Teasers" to promote the content for Partials that a customer / member does
not have permission to access. Teaser show up in place of the Partial content (e.g. an
exclusive video) so that you can promote the content and make it easy for someone to
purchase access to it.
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Manually Give Members Access To Your
Customerhub Website
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

There are several steps involved in granting a customer or new member access to your
CustomerHub website. However, the tight integration between CustomerHub and
Infusionsoft allows you to automate the process so that you don't need to manage it
manually, unless you want to.

When you first get started with CustomerHub you may want to manually create site members
for specific lists of people in Infusionsoft instead of waiting for them to fill out a form, click on
a link, or make a purchase.

(Optional) Create a CustomerHub register member action set
for new members.

1. Log into your Infusionsoft Application

2. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings in the master nav

3. Click on Action SetsAction Sets in the settings menu

4. Click on Add an Action SetAdd an Action Set

5. Give the Action Set a name (e.g. CustomerHub: Register Member)

6. Select Send a http post to another serverSend a http post to another server from the action drop-down.

7. Enter the Post URL for your CustomerHub account: (e.g.
https://yoursite.customerhub.net/web_services/add_user)

8. Save Save the action

9. Save Save the Register Member Action Set.
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(Optional) Create the Notification Process

CustomerHub does not automatically send emails or tell the new member how to access your
CustomerHub website. The notification email must be sent through Infusionsoft. You should
create a CustomerHub: Register Member notification email that delivers login information
when someone is registered.

The customer needs to know the following:

Your CustomerHub site URL
Their Username: The username is their primary email address. You can use a Merge
Field to add this to the email.
Their Password: The password is also stored in the Infusionsoft contact record. You will
use a Merge Field to add this to an email.
Once you create the email, edit the CustomerHub: Register Member Action Set you
created above.

1. Go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings in the master nav

2. Click on Action SetsAction Sets in the settings menu

3. Click on the CustomerHub: Register MemberCustomerHub: Register Member Action set to edit it.

4. Select Send an EmailSend an Email form the Action drop-down

5. Select the CustomerHub: Register Member email templateCustomerHub: Register Member email template from the email template
drop-down

6. Save Save the Action

7. Save Save the Action set

CustomerHub has provided you with Email Templates, including a new member template.
Log on to CustomerHub and go to Settings > Application SettingsSettings > Application Settings and click on  to upload them
to your Infusionsoft Application.

Find the List of People and Run the Action
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1. Go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts in the master nav to pull up a Saved Search or enter search
criteria

2. Click on  and select Apply Action SetApply Action Set

3. Select Run Another ActionRun Another Action Set from the drop-down

4. Select CustomerHub: Register MemberustomerHub: Register Member from the Chain Action Set drop-down

5. Save Save the action

6. Click on Process ActionProcess Action to run the Action for this list

CustomerHub Creates A Member Record

CustomerHub receives the HTTP Post from Infusionsoft  and compares the Infusionsoft
contact record ID and email address to the existing member list. If a matching record is
found, it does not create a new member record. This minimizes duplicates on your member
list.  If no match is found, CustomerHub creates a new Member record in CustomerHub
(accessible from the Members menu in CustomerHub.)

When the new member record is created, CustomerHub checks the password field in the
Infusionsoft contact record to see if a password exists. If there is already a password in that
field, CustomerHub uses the existing password. If no password is found, CustomerHub
generates a random password and stores it in the password field in the Infusionsoft contact
record.

Infusionsoft will send the new member welcome notification email if you added it to the
CustomerHub: Register Member Action set as suggested above. If you didn't  you will need to
send the email manually.
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Test Your Customerhub Access
Permissions
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

Two common areas that may require troubleshooting are:

Website Content Displayed

This factor is completely controlled through CustomerHub Permissions. These determines
what appears in the member's main and subpage menu (Pages) as well as which content
shows up within a specific page (Partials). You can test this using the CustomerHub Site
Preview.

1. Click on the Site Preview Preview tab.

2. Select a type of website visitor from the drop-down.
1. Public Member: This is a member who has a username and password for your

CustomerHub site but does meet the permission criteria to view any of the
restricted pages. A Public Member can only view the information that is
unrestricted and available to all website visitors.

2. A Member with Permissions: This option allows you to preview CustomerHub
through a specific Permission Level. This does not equate exactly with viewing the
site as a specific person, since a person may meet the criteria for more than one
permission level.

3. Select a Member Group from the drop-down.
1. Select a defined Member Group (e.g. Silver Member)
2. Preview with custom permissions: This option allows you to test a specific

Permission Level before you define and save it as a permission.

4. Click on Apply Apply to see the CustomerHub site as a person who meets the criteria you
selected.
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Infusionsoft Person Record
Each of your CustomerHub website visitors could have a unique experience since access to
content is based on their Infusionsoft Tags and active Subscriptions. It is possible for a single
person to have a contact record in Infusionsoft that meets the criteria for more than one
Member Group. The only way to view the website from a specific person's perspective is to
log into the site with their CustomerHub username and password.

While it is not feasible to test the site from each member's perspective, it is possible to test a
specific Permission Level to make sure that CustomerHub and Infusionsoft are properly
communicating to grant or restrict access to the content.

1. Create a contact record in Infusionsoft. You might even name it to correspond with the
permission level you defined (e.g. Silver Member)

2. Configure the Person Record to meet the permission criteria based on Tags,
Subscriptions, or a combination of both.

1. Apply the Tag(s) you used to define the permission level. Remember, the record
must have ALL of the tags you used to define the permission level. If you did not
select any tags when creating the Permission Level, skip this step.

2. Add a Subscription order (or orders) to the contact. The subscription must be
Active. You can use this test 16 digit Visa card number (4111111111111111)

3. Create a CustomerHub account for this person

4. Log into CustomerHub as the person to view the content.
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How Your Customers Manage Their
Billing And Account Information With
Customerhub
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

CustomerHub comes pre-loaded with account management pages that integrate with the
Infusionsoft subscriptions, invoices, and credit card billing functions.

ImportantImportant! These pages are hidden by default. You will need to click on a page link to edit
its permissions to make the pages visible to customers. You can also add page
permissions to restrict access based on Infusionsoft Tags and Subscriptions.

Visibility & Permissions

When you make the page visible, it is automatically added to the main navigation menu in
the customer portal. Click on the General InfoGeneral Info tab to move it to the sub-menu for one of the
other main pages (e.g. the My Account page)

 

My Account Menu

The My Account Menu gives customers quick access to all of the Account Management tools.
If you want this menu to show in the right column of all or most pages, you can copy the page
code and use it to create your Default Right Column.

Note: You must link CustomerHub to an Infusionsoft Merchant Account to use the invoice,
subscription, and credit card pages.

Update their profile. This is integrated with Infusionsoft and automatically updates the
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person's Infusionsoft contact record. They can also visit this page to change their
CustomerHub password. The direct URL to this page looks something like
this: https://yourappname.customerhub.net/member/edit.
Make a payment. This links to the default Invoices page where the customer can view
outstanding invoices and submit a credit card payment. The payment is processed
through the Merchant Account you linked to your CustomerHub account. The customer
clicks on Pay Now to submit a payment for invoices with an balance due.
Update Billing Information. This links to the default Credit Cards page where the
customer can view the credit cards associated with their Infusionsoft contact records
and add a new card or update an existing card (e.g. billing address or expiration
date.) The customer clicks on Update Card to edit billing or card information, or clicks on
Add Credit Card to enter the information for a new credit card. Note: Customers are not
able to delete credit cards.
View Subscriptions. This links to the default Subscriptions page where the customer can
see a summary of their subscription programs, including the Start Date, Next Bill Date,
Price, Cycle (e.g. 1 per month), and the Credit Card being autocharged. The customer is
able to switch the card being billed.
View their Order History. This links to the Invoices page where the customer can view
and print invoices. The customer clicks on View Invoice to see the invoice details, such
as product(s) purchased, discounts, and previous payments applied. You can add a
default Invoice Note (Settings > Account Settings) that is displayed on all invoices viewed
through CustomerHub.

Account Pages

There are 3 additional Account Pages (Invoice, Subscriptions, and Credit Card). The purpose
of these pages is described above. You are not able to edit the body content of these pages,
but you can click on a page to edit the instructions displayed to your customers in the Right
column of the page or to display the default right column instead.
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How Members Automatically Cancel Their
Own Membership
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

If you have a large number of members using your CustomerHub website, you may prefer to
have them cancel their own membership to reduce the amount of manual work involved in
canceling memberships personally. You can automate the cancellation process using a
CustomerHub Action Link following these steps. You will need to go through this process for
each of your subscription membership products.

Part 1 - Create a Cancel Subscription Action Set in Infusionsoft
1. Log into Infusionsoft and go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings and click on the Add an Action SetAdd an Action Set

button.

2. Add Actions to tell Infusionsoft what to do automatically when the autocharge for this
subscription product fails.

1. Select Cancel a SubscriptionCancel a Subscription from the drop-down.
2. Select one of your subscription products
3. Save the Cancel a SubscriptionCancel a Subscription Action.
4. Select Apply / Remove TagApply / Remove Tag from the drop-down menu
5. Click on Create a NewCreate a New Tag link.
6. Enter a Tag Name (e.g. Member Cancel Silver). Note: The name should be short

and describe the fact that the member canceled their own membership vs. being
deactivated for nonpayment.

7. Enter a Tag Category (e.g. CustomerHub) or choose one from the drop-down.
8. Click on the Create this TagCreate this Tag button.
9. Save  the Apply / Remove TagApply / Remove Tag Action.

10. Select Send an EmailSend an Email from the drop-down.
11. Select an Email Template to send to the customer to confirm them that their

membership has been canceled. If you have not created an appropriate Email
Template, click on the Add Add button to create a new one.

12. Save the Action
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3. Save the Action

4. Save the Action Set

Part 2 - Create an Action Link in CustomerHub
1. Log into Customer Hub and go to Library > Action LinksLibrary > Action Links.
2. Click on create linkcreate link
3. Enter a Name (e.g. Member Cancel Silver). The name should be short and describe the

Action that takes place when it is clicked.
4. (Optional) Enter a Permalink (e.g. silvercancel). The Action Link uses the link name by

default. This field allows you to customize the link, overriding the default.
5. Save the action before moving forward.
6. Type the name of the cancel Action Set you created (e.g. Member Cancel Silver) and

click on its Select link.
7. Select the web page the person will see when the link is clicked.
8. Mark the checkbox to update the Member's CustomerHub permissions instantly. This

would downgrade the person's access immediately so that they no longer have access
to the related member site content.

Step 3 - Add the Action Link to a Page or Partial

Create a Page or Partial to display the Action Link. If you have multiple membership
programs, you may want to create one Page and use Partials with permissions to display the
Action Links within that page. The permissions will control which link(s) a member sees when
logged into the CustomerHub site. The Action Link will cancel the subscription immediately -
as soon as the member clicks on it. Make sure the instructions on the page make this clear.
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Deactivate A CustomerHub Member
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

CustomerHub is tightly integrated with your Infusionsoft application. The access permissions
you set up in CustomerHub are based on the tags and active subscriptions on members'
Infusionsoft contact records. You can automatically disable access automatically based on the
following events in Infusionsoft:

The Subscription is manually inactivated. If the Subscription status is moved from Active
to Inactive, the person will no longer have access to the pages that use that Subscription
as a criteria.
Tags are manually removed from a Person Record.
An Order Trigger automatically inactivates a Subscription or removes Tags. Order
Triggers initiate Actions when:

A credit card is going to expire
An autocharge for a Subscription or Pay Plan fails or succeeds

CustomerHub has provided you with Email Templates, including a collections templates. Log
on to CustomerHub and go to Settings > Application SettingsSettings > Application Settings and click on publish emails nowpublish emails now
to upload them to your Infusionsoft Application.

Be sure to set up a process to reactivate members (when appropriate) when they pay their
outstanding membership program balance.

1. To deactivate a member automatically log into Infusionsoft and go to E-Commerce >E-Commerce >
SettingsSettings

2. Click on Billing AutomationBilling Automation in the settings menu.

3. Select When an auto-charge attempt is madeWhen an auto-charge attempt is made and click on the Add TriggerAdd Trigger button.

4. Select Fails Fails from the drop-down.

5. Mark the check-box for the LAST Failure (Max Retry Reached.) LAST Failure (Max Retry Reached.) Mark the check-box for
the membership subscription product.
Note: If you have more than one Subscription Plan for a product, you may need to mark
more than one checkbox. The Max retry is based on your Infusionsoft Order Settings.
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6. Add Actions to tell Infusionsoft what to do automatically when the autocharge for this
subscription product fails.

1. Select Cancel a SubscriptionCancel a Subscription from the drop-down.
2. Select the subscription product you entered
3. Save the Cancel a SubscriptionCancel a Subscription Action
4. Select Apply / Remove TagApply / Remove Tag from the drop-down
5. Click on Create a New TagCreate a New Tag
6. Enter a Tag Name (e.g. Silver Member Deactivated). Note: The name should be

short and describe the fact that the payment failed.
7. Enter a Tag Category (e.g. CustomerHub) or choose one from the drop-down.
8. Click on Create this TagCreate this Tag.
9. Save the Apply / Remove TagApply / Remove Tag Action.

10. Select Send an EmailSend an Email from the drop-down.
11. Select an Email Template to send to the customer to notify them that their access

to that membership content has been deactivated and provide instructions to
them about how to reactivate it.  If you have not created an appropriate Email
Template, click on the Add Add button to create a new one. If you are using the billing
and account management tools in CustomerHub, you can invite your customer to
log in and submit payment to bring their account balance up-to-date.

12. Save the Action.
13. (Optional) Add more Actions if needed.
14. Click on the Save TriggerSave Trigger button.
15. Repeat this process for each subscription product that sells access to your

CustomerHub membership site.
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Automatically Reactivate A Customerhub
Member When They Pay Their Balance
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

When a member receives notification that one of their CustomerHub memberships has been
deactivated, they may decide to pay their outstanding balance and reinstate their
membership status. When this happens, you need to make sure that their Infusionsoft
contact record is updated accordingly. You will also need to train the responsible Infusionsoft
user how to evaluate the payment status for a subscription, delete Tags from a contact
record, and update a Subscription Status.

1. To Create a Reactivation Process, log into Infusionsoft and go to CRM > SettingsCRM > Settings. The
following process will ensure a member receives a notification automatically when a
customer pays a subscription balance and is eligible for reactivation. First you will set
up an Action Set in Infusionsoft, then you will link it to your CustomerHub application.

2. Click on Action SetsAction Sets in the settings menu.

3. Click the Add an Action SetAdd an Action Set button and give the action set a name (e.g. CustomerHub:
Successful Payment)

4. Select Apply/Remove TagApply/Remove Tag from the Action Action drop-down.

5. Click on Create a New TagCreate a New Tag.

1. Enter a Tag Name (e.g. Silver Member Reactivate). The name should be short and
describe the need to reactivate the member.

2. Enter a Tag Category (e.g. CustomerHub) or choose one from the drop-down.
3. Click on Create this TagCreate this Tag.
4. Mark the Only run this action when certain rules are metOnly run this action when certain rules are met checkbox.
5. Click the Add Add button to create a new rule or select an existing rule from the drop-

down.
6. Enter a Name (e.g. If Silver Membership is inactive) and click CreateCreate.
7. Click on Create CriteriaCreate Criteria to define the rule criteria.
8. Select Contact - General InformationContact - General Information from the Person Field drop-down.
9. Select Tags Tags from the second field drop-down.
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10. Click on the Tag (e.g. CustomerHub ->Silver Member Deactivated) you applied to
the record when the related membership subscription was deactivated.

11. Click on Save CriteriaSave Criteria.
12. Click on Save and CloseSave and Close.

6. Save the ActionSave the Action

7. Repeat this process for each subscription membership you offer. Note: You will need to
add a new Apply Tag action to this Action Set each time you add a new membership
subscription product to Infusionsoft.

8. Select Create a TaskCreate a Task from the Action Action drop-down and click on the Add Add button to create a
new Task Template.

1. Enter a template Title (e.g. Reactivate CustomerHub Subscription)

2. Select Other from the Type drop-down.

3. Enter a task Title that matches the template Title (e.g. Reactivate CustomerHub
Subscription)

4. Enter the following message into the task Body. These are instructions for the
responsible user. This person paid the overdue balance for their membership
subscription through CustomerHub. Go to their contact record to confirm their
payment status. If they are caught up, remove the Deactivated and Reactivate tags
for that membership and edit their subscription to change the Subscription Status
from Inactive to Active.

5. Choose the responsible user from the Assign To: (backup) drop-down.

6. (Optional) Select Critical from the Priority drop-down.

7. (Optional) Select the responsible user's name from the user list and possibly a
backup person. The users you select here will receive email notification when the
task is auto-assigned.

8. Save the task template.

9. Save the Action.

10. Save the Action Set.
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11. Note the Action Set ID - you'll need to use this in CustomerHub. If you do not see the
Action Set, use the search box to find it in your list.

12. In CustomerHub, go to Settings > Application SettingsSettings > Application Settings.

13. Go to the Infusionsoft Action Sets section (near the bottom)

14. Enter the Action Set ID in the Successful CustomerHub Payment Action Set field

15. Click the Save Save button.

16. Go to Settings > Customize ThemeSettings > Customize Theme and click on the Stylesheet tab. Paste the following
code into the Stylesheet. This code is required to turn off the Inactive Subscription
Notice.

Hide the Inactive Subscription Notice:

div#inactive_sub{display:none;}
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Batch Assign CustomerHub Passwords To
Your Existing Customers
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

When you launch your customer portal, you may want to batch assign passwords to all of
your customers so they will be able to access the site without self-registering. You can batch
register them as members, or register them as part of your automated billing follow-up
process.

When CustomerHub registers members automatically, it generates a unique password for
each member. If you batch assign passwords, you are responsible for assigning a unique
password to each member. In this case, you may want to use their Contact ID number since
each person record is assigned a unique ID and it is easy to populate the Contact ID into the
Password field in Infusionsoft.

1. Log into Infusionsoft and go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts

2. Enter the search criteria for the people who need passwords or select a Saved Search
from the drop-down. Click on the Start OverStart Over button to clear any previous search criteria.

3. Click on the Actions Actions drop-down and Export the file to a .CSV file. Your export file must
include the Contact ID and Password fields, but you may also want to include an email
address. The email address is the CustomerHub username. If someone does not have
an email address, you should contact them to request it.

4. Edit the.CSV file and assign passwords in one of the following ways...

Manually enter a unique password for each Contact ID.
Copy the IDs from the Contact ID column and paste them into the Password
column so that the ID and Password are the same for each contact.

5. Do an Update Import to populate the Password Field for each contact on the list. Note:
Your customers are able to customize their password through the View Profile link in
your CustomerHub website. You can recommend they do this when you send an email
telling them how to access the site.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Forgot Password Process For Members
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

If a Member has forgotten their password, they can reset it using the forgot password option
on your Sign-In page.

1. Click the forgot my passwordforgot my password link on your sign-in page

2. Enter the email address you used when you signed up and click SendSend.

3. Check your email inbox for the password reset email.

4. Click the link to reset your password.

5. Enter a new password and click the Reset button.

6. You will automatically be signed in to your membership page.
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Create An Action Link In CustomerHub
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

Action Links are website links that are integrated with your CustomerHub website. These
links are similar to Infusionsoft's email Automation Link s. Because CustomerHub is tightly
integrated with your Infusionsoft Application links, the Action Links can trigger Action Set s in
Infusionsoft. These Action Sets automatically make changes to the member's Infusionsoft
contact record.

Action Links can be merged into the Pages and Partial s throughout your CustomerHub
website. They can be used to:

Create a one-click upsell using the Create an Order Action in Infusionsoft.
Give members access to new CustomerHub Pages or Partials using the Create an Order
Action (required for paid subscription product content) and / or Apply / Remove a Tag
Action.
Tracking member activity or interests using the Apply / Remove a Tag Action.
Request assistance using the Create a Task Action.
Communicate with the Member using the Send an Email Action.
And more...

Before you create an Action Link in CustomerHub, you will need to create a related Action Set
in Infusionsoft (or make sure the Action Set exists). You will search for the Action Set by
name in CustomerHub, so it is best-practice to use CustomerHub in the name when you
create a new Action Set.

1. Go to Library > Action LinksLibrary > Action Links.

2. Click on create linkcreate link

3. Enter a Name (e.g., Upgrade to Gold Member). The name should be short and describe
the Action that takes place when it is clicked.

4. Enter the Link text. This is the hyperlinked text the member will see on the page. This
converts the long, ugly URL to a text hyperlink.

5. (Optional) Enter a Permalink (e.g. gold). The Action Link uses the link name by default.
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This field allows you to customize the url, overriding the default.

6. Click SaveSave

7. Start typing the name of the Action Set you wish to run when someone clicks the link
and click the select link next to it. The action set must be created in Infusionsoft before
selecting it. If you do not want to run permanent changes, then you do not need to
select an action set.

8. In this section, you will define a temporary permission level. You can select a specific
permission level or you can select "Create new/custom" and choose which specific tags
and/or subscriptions you want to temporarily apply. REMEMBER: When you temporarily
apply a permission level, it will temporarily apply every tag/subscription that is
associated with that permission level.

Temporary Permissions are necessary if you want the member to see something
change in their current session. These permissions will only be active in the member's
active session and will disappear when they sign out of CustomerHub.

9. In this section, you will define which permission level we want to temporarily remove.
You can select a specific permission level or you can select Create new/customCreate new/custom and
choose which specific tags and/or subscriptions you want to temporarily remove.
REMEMBER: When you temporarily remove a permission level, it will temporarily
remove every tag/subscription that is associated with that permission level.

10. Select the web page the person will see when the link is clicked.

Most of the time, the customer will go to another CustomerHub page, but you can send
them to a custom URL if needed. Here are some possible scenarios:

Stay on the page they were viewing when the link was clicked (e.g. If the member
clicks on an Upgrade link in a Teaser to unlock a Partial)
Go to a Welcome Page for a new Membership Program if they upgraded levels.
A web page or Order Form hosted outside of CustomerHub.

11. Click SaveSave.
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Sell Products To CustomerHub Non
Members
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

You can create targeted product promotions to sell additional products or services to your
CustomerHub website members. The sale page or store is built within CustomerHub, and
the order is processed by Infusionsoft.

If you are using your membership site to deliver "fremium" content to prospects, then it's
possible that some of your members have never purchased anything from you.

You won't have a credit card on file for these members and cannot use the Action Link or a
Web Form to create a one click order process in CustomerHub. These members must
purchase and checkout through an Infusionsoft order form or the Infusionsoft Shopping
Cart.

If you are using the Infusionsoft Storefront, you can link directly to it.
You can create a store or product page in Customer Hub and use the product links to
create the order through the Infusionsoft Shopping Cart.
You can feature an individual product and link to an Infusionsoft Order Form or Product
Link.
Provide exclusive promo codes for "members only" discounts.
Make sure you set up purchase actions on the Shopping Cart or Order Form so that the
new customer's record will get updated.
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Add An Action Link To A Page Or Partial
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

After you create an Action Link, you can merge it into CustomerHub Pages and Partial s. The
Action Link can be used in more than one place, but the Actions you assigned to it and the
Redirect Page will be the same for each instance.

1. To Personalize a CustomerHub Page or Partial, go to Pages (or Partials)

2. Click on the name of the page or partial you wish to edit, or click on the create page
button to add a new Page.

3. Go to the Content section and click into the text body to place your cursor where you
want to insert personal information.

4. Click on the Action Links media tab, then click on the name of the link you wish to insert.

5. Your link will now be in the content of your page or partial.

6. Save the updated Page or Partial.

7. Test the User Merge fields using the Site Preview feature.
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CustomerHub Auto Login Feature
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

The CustomerHub auto-login feature allows your customers to access Infusionsoft through
the click of a link; this makes it easier for your members and customers to login quickly
without hunting for their login information.  You can insert the auto-login link into emails to
give your contacts one-click access to your CustomerHub portal. It also allows you to direct
members and customers to a specific page in the site (e.g. a new course module) instead of
the home page.

The link uses merge field s to pass the contact's email address and password to
CustomerHub. It will look like this:

https://yourappname.customerhub.net/web_services/auto_login?
email=~Contact.Email~&password=~Contact.Password~&to=permalink.

Replace "yourappname" with the name of your CustomerHub application
Replace "permalink" with the permalink for a specific page from CustomerHub.

1. Log into CustomerHub

2. Go to Pages

3. Click on the edit button next to the page name (e.g. Course 1: Planning Your Copy)

4. Click on the General Info tab and copy the permalink for the page. When the contact
clicks on the link, the system will automatically populate the email address and
password fields into the URL, log them into your CustomerHub account, and display the
page you chose (via the permalink.)
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Tabbed Nav Theme CSS
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

Remove the Default Page Titles 

#page_header{display:none;}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Background (main page)

#page_content .teaser{background-color:#FFFFFF;}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Text (main page)

#page_content .teaser{color:#000000;}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Background (right column)

#right .teaser{background-color:#FFFFFF;}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Text (right column)

#right .teaser{color:#000000;}

 

Change the Color of the Logged in Customer / Member's Name

div#top-links {color: #FFFFFF;}
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Change the color of the View Profile and Logout Top Links in the Customer / Member Portal

div#top-links a,div#top-links a:visited{color: #FFFFFF;}

 

Customize Tab Colors on a Per-Page Basis

/*This code controls the background color of the tab and the font color of the text di
splayed on it when the page it links to is not currently displayed.*/ul#nav li#premium
-membership a{background-color:#FF9900;color:#FFFFFF}/*This code controls the backgrou
nd color of the tab and the font color of the text displayed on it when a VISITOR's mo
use hovers over it.*/ul#nav li#premium-membership a:hover{background-color:#FFFFFF;col
or:#FF9900}/*This code controls the background color of the tab and the font color of 
the text displayed on it when the page it is linked to is displayed in the main conten
t area.*/ul#nav li#premium-membership.current_page a,ul#nav li#premium-membership a:ho
ver{background:#EAEAEA;color:#333333}

Note: The tabs are identified based on the perma-link assigned to the page it links to (e.g.
premium-membership). Go to Content > Pages and click on the page name. Click on the
General Info tab and copy the permalink. Use it to replace the permalink references in the
example code. You will also need to customize the highlighted color codes.

Change the Width of File Download Links

a.member-file{width:200px;}

 

Remove the View Profile Link from the Member / Customer Portal

#view-profile{display:none;}

 

Remove the My Filebox Link from the Member / Customer Portal

.filebox-wrapper{ display: none; }
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Remove the Print Button

#print_small{display:none;}

 

Customize the My Filebox Link:  Text Color, Background Color, & Size (etc.)

a.filebox span{ color: #FFFFFF; background: #E07500; font-size: 10px; font-weight:bold
; padding: 2px 3px; text-shadow: rgba(0,0,0,0.3) 1px 1px 1px; -moz-border-radius: 2px;
-webkit-border-radius: 2px; }

 

Remove the Logo from Right Side Column 

div#logo{display:none}

 

Add a Logo to Top Header 

div#header #company_name{clear:both;float:left;margin-top:10px;height:46px;width:300px
;background:url('https://d2ma5jma76a61i.cloudfront.net/images/1076/7017/thumb/logo-bra
nd.png') no-repeat;}div#header h1{display:none;}

Note: You must replace the URL highlighted in the code above. Upload the image to
CUSTOMERHUB and then view it through Content > Images. Right click on the image link, and
selectCopy Link Location from the dropdown. Paste the link in place of the example URL
above. You can replace the URL with the URL for an image stored on a secure server outside
of CUSTOMERHUB, but may need to add code to scale the image size to make sure it fits in
the header space properly.
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Dropdown V1 Theme CSS
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

You are able to modify the drop-down layout for your CustomerHub portal by creating a
custom CSS stylesheet (Settings > Customize Theme > Stylesheet tabSettings > Customize Theme > Stylesheet tab)

This level of customization requires some basic knowledge of CSS code and hexidecimal color
codes. You may need to get assistance from an experienced website administrator.

Here are the CustomerHub drop-down layout CSS ID & Class
Names

div#container
div#header
ul#account-bar ul.drop-list
a.profile-link
span.dwn profile-link
ul#account-status ul.right-edge
div#logo
div#navigation
div#navbar
ul.topnav drop-list
li.current
div#content
div#left
div#notice
div.success
div#page_content
div#right
div#footer

Here are some code examples to get you started...
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Remove the Default Page Titles 

#page_title{display:none}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Background (main page)

#page_content .teaser{background-color:#FFFFFF;}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Text (main page)

#page_content .teaser{color:#000000;}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Background (right column)

#right .teaser{background-color:#FFFFFF;}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Text (right column)

#right .teaser{color:#000000;}

 

Change the Width of File Download Links

a.member-file{width:200px;}

 

Remove the Print Button

#print_small{display:none;}
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Remove Company Logo from Header

div#logo{display:none}

 

Add Custom Background Image to Header

#header{background:url(https://d2ma5jma76a61i.cloudfront.net/images/1076/7017/thumb/lo
go-brand.png) no-repeat; height:150px; width:970px; }

Note: You must replace the image URL and the height and width parameters. Upload the
image to CustomerHub (Content > Images). After you upload, right click on the image link
and copy the link location.
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Dropdown V2 Theme CSS
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

You are able to modify the look of or your CustomerHub portal by modifying the stylesheet
associated with the theme (Settings > Customize Theme > stylesheetSettings > Customize Theme > stylesheet tab)

This level of customization requires some basic knowledge of CSS code and hexidecimal color
codes. You may need to get assistance from an experienced website administrator.

Here are the CustomerHub drop-down layout CSS ID & Class
Names

div#container
div#header
ul#account-bar ul.drop-list
a.profile-link
span.dwn profile-link
ul#account-status ul.right-edge
div#logo
div#navigation
div#navbar
ul.topnav drop-list
li.current
div#content
div#left
div#notice
div.success
div#page_content
div#right
div#footer

Here are some code examples to get you started...

Remove the Default Page Titles 

#page_title{display:none}
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Change the Color of Teaser Background (main page)

#content .teaser{background-color:#ccc;}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Text (main page)

#content .teaser{color:#000000;}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Background (right column)

#sidebar .teaser{background-color:#FFFFFF;}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Text (right column)

#sidebar .teaser{color:#000000;}

 

Changethe Width of File Download Links

a.member-file{width:200px;}

 

Removethe Print Button

#print_small{display:none;}

 

Remove Company Logo from Header

div#logo{display:none}
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Add Custom Background Image to Header

#header{  background:url('http://farm8.staticflickr.com/7201/6807147216_a908083952_b.j
pg') no-repeat;/* Image by http://www.flickr.com/photos/fireflythegreat */}/* NOTE: fo
r Dropdown V2 you may need to adjust the #logo height if you want to also adjust the h
eader height*/
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Listen Theme CSS
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

You are able to modify the CSS of your CustomerHub theme by modifying the stylesheet of
the theme (Settings > Customize Theme > stylesheet tab). This level of customization requires
some basic knowledge of CSS code and hexadecimal color codes. You may need to get
assistance from an experienced website administrator.

Here are some code examples to get you started...

Remove the Default Page Titles 

#page_title{display:none;}

 

Remove the Right Side Column

#sidebar{ display: none; } #content{ width: auto; }

 

Change the Color of the Logged in Customer / Member's Name

#account-bar .profile-link{ color: #d00; }

 

Change User navigation sub links

#account-bar  ul a, #account-bar ul a:visited{ color: #dd0; }

 

Example PARTIAL Teaser styling (main page)
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#page_content .teaser{  color: #d00;  padding: 10px;  background: #ccc;}

 

Example PARTIAL Teaser styling (right column)

#sidebar .teaser{  color: #d00;  padding: 10px;  background: #ccc; }

 

Change the Width of File Download Links

a.member-file { width: 100%; }

 

Remove the My Filebox Link from the Member / Customer Portal

#account-bar .filebox{ display: none; }

 

Remove the Print Button

#print_small{ display:none; }

 

Customize the My Filebox Link:  Text Color, Background Color, & Size (etc.)

#account-bar .filebox a {  color: #FFFFFF; background: #E07500; font-size: 10px;  font
-weight:bold;  padding: 2px 3px;  text-shadow: rgba(0,0,0,0.3) 1px 1px 1px;  border-ra
dius: 2px;  -moz-border-radius: 2px;  -webkit-border-radius: 2px; }

 

Add a Logo to Top Header

#header{  background:url('http://farm8.staticflickr.com/7201/6807147216_a908083952_b.j
pg') no-repeat; /*Image by http://www.flickr.com/photos/fireflythegreat */
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Empower Theme CSS
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

You are able to modify the CSS of your CustomerHub theme by modifying the stylesheet of
the theme (Settings > Customize Theme > stylesheet tab). This level of customization requires
some basic knowledge of CSS code and hexadecimal color codes. You may need to get
assistance from an experienced website administrator.

Here are some code examples to get you started...

Remove the Default Page Titles 

#page_title{display:none;}

 

Remove the Right Side Column

#sidebar{ display: none; } #content{ width: auto; }

 

Change the Color of the Logged in Customer / Member's Name

#account-bar .profile-link{ color: #d00; }

 

Change User navigation sub links

#account-bar  ul a, #account-bar ul a:visited{ color: #dd0; }

 

Example PARTIAL Teaser styling (main page)
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#page_content .teaser{   color: #d00;   padding: 10px;   background: #ccc;}

 

Example PARTIAL Teaser styling (right column)

#sidebar .teaser{   color: #d00;   padding: 10px;   background: #ccc; }

 

Change the Width of File Download Links

a.member-file { width: 100%; }

 

Remove the My Filebox Link from the Member / Customer Portal

#account-bar .filebox{ display: none; }

 

Remove the Print Button

#print_small{ display:none; }

 

Customize the My Filebox Link:  Text Color, Background Color, & Size (etc.)

#account-bar .filebox a {   color: #FFFFFF; background: #E07500; font-size: 10px;   fo
nt-weight:bold;   padding: 2px 3px;   text-shadow: rgba(0,0,0,0.3) 1px 1px 1px;   bord
er-radius: 2px;   -moz-border-radius: 2px;   -webkit-border-radius: 2px; }

 

Add a Logo to Top Header

#banner{   background:url('http://farm8.staticflickr.com/7201/6807147216_a908083952_b.
jpg') no-repeat; /*Image by http://www.flickr.com/photos/fireflythegreat */
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Dream Theme CSS
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

You are able to modify the CSS of your CustomerHub theme by modifying the stylesheet of
the theme (Settings > Customize Theme > stylesheet tab). This level of customization requires
some basic knowledge of CSS code and hexadecimal color codes. You may need to get
assistance from an experienced website administrator.

Here are some code examples to get you started...

Remove the Default Page Titles 

#page_title{display:none;}

 

Remove the Right Side Column

#sidebar{ display: none; } #content{ width: auto; }

 

Change the Color of the Logged in Customer / Member's Name

#account-bar .profile-link{ color: #d00; }

 

Change User navigation sub links

#account-bar  ul a, #account-bar ul a:visited{ color: #dd0; }

 

Example PARTIAL Teaser styling (main page)
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#page_content .teaser{  color: #d00;  padding: 10px;  background: #ccc;}

 

Example PARTIAL Teaser styling (right column)

#sidebar .teaser{  color: #d00;  padding: 10px;  background: #ccc; }

 

Change the Width of File Download Links

a.member-file { width: 100%; }

 

Remove the My Filebox Link from the Member / Customer Portal

#account-bar .filebox{ display: none; }

 

Remove the Print Button

#print_small{ display:none; }

 

Customize the My Filebox Link:  Text Color, Background Color, & Size (etc.)

#account-bar .filebox a {  color: #FFFFFF; background: #E07500; font-size: 10px;  font
-weight:bold;  padding: 2px 3px;  text-shadow: rgba(0,0,0,0.3) 1px 1px 1px;  border-ra
dius: 2px;  -moz-border-radius: 2px;  -webkit-border-radius: 2px; }

 

Add a Logo to Top Header

#sidebar{  background:url('http://farm8.staticflickr.com/7201/6807147216_a908083952_b.
jpg') no-repeat; /*Image by http://www.flickr.com/photos/fireflythegreat */ }
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Optimus V1 Theme CSS
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

You are able to modify the CSS of your CustomerHub theme by modifying the stylesheet of
the theme (Settings > Customize Theme > stylesheet tab). This level of customization requires
some basic knowledge of CSS code and hexadecimal color codes. You may need to get
assistance from an experienced website administrator.

Here are some code examples to get you started...

Remove the Slash Marks (//)

.slash{display:none;}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Background (main page)

#page_content .teaser{background-color:#FFFFFF;}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Text (main page)

#page_content .teaser{color:#000000;}

 

Change the Width of File Download Links

a.member-file{width:200px;}

 

Remove the My Filebox Link from the Member / Customer Portal
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.filebox{display:none;}

Note: You should not remove the My Filebox link unless you do not use the Member Files
feature or if you link to files using the File merge links in individual portal pages.

Note: You should not remove the My Filebox link unless you do not use the Member Files
feature or if you link to files using the File merge links in individual portal pages.

 

Remove the Print Button

#print_small{display:none;}
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Optimus V2 Theme CSS
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

You are able to modify the CSS of your CustomerHub theme by modifying the stylesheet of
the theme (Settings > Customize Theme > stylesheet tab). This level of customization requires
some basic knowledge of CSS code and hexadecimal color codes. You may need to get
assistance from an experienced website administrator.

Here are some code examples to get you started...

Remove the Slash Marks (//)

.slash{display:none;}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Background (main page)

#content .teaser{background-color:#FFFFFF;}

 

Change the Color of Teaser Text (main page)

#content .teaser{color:#000000;}

 

Change the Width of File Download Links

a.member-file{width:200px;}

 

Remove the My Filebox Link from the Member / Customer Portal
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.filebox{display:none;}

Note: You should not remove the My Filebox link unless you do not use the Member Files
feature 

Note: You should not remove the My Filebox link unless you do not use the Member Files
feature or if you link to files using the File merge links in individual portal pages.

 

Remove the Print Button

#print_small{display:none;}
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CustomerHub Facebook Integration
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

Raise member engagement to the next level with the CustomerHub Facebook integration.
Members can like, share, comment, even chat with other members. There are 3 main
benefits:

Member Engagement & Retention: Facebook comments, activity feeds, and Live Stream
drive engagement. These Facebook tools allow members to see what other members
think about your content and the ideas it inspires. Your members contribute to the site
value by enriching the content you provide. This type of interaction fosters relationships
that motivate people to keep coming back.
Content Assessment: The Facebook Comments, Facepile, and Sharing tools allow you to
assess your content. You'll be able to see how many of your members promote you on
Facebook as well as get their feedback about the content they are consuming. The
feedback allows you to assess and improve site content or get ideas for adding new
content.
Promote & Grow: The Facebook Sharing, Comments and Activity Feed tools can post
comments to your members' Facebook wall. This increases your reach by making your
CustomerHub content visible to your members' friends. When a Facebook Friend who is
not a member clicks the link, they can find out more about your membership program
and sign up! This is a low-cost marketing channel that taps into the power of friend
recommendations and social exposure.

1. To Enable the Facebook Integration, login to Facebook as the person you want to
moderate comments

2. Go to Settings > Add-OnsSettings > Add-Ons

3. Click on the more infomore info link. This will open a new browser tab. Keep both tabs open as
you will be copying information between them.

4. Enter your Facebook ID. To obtain your Facebook ID, sign into Facebook and click on
your name. Your Facebook ID is the last part of the URL.
(https://www.facebook.com/user.name

Pro Tip! If you have more than one administrator, you can enter multiple Facebook IDs
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separated by commas.

5. Go to Step 2 - Create a Facebook App and click on the click here link to go to the
Facebook Developers site and create a Facebook App.

6. Click on the Register as a DeveloperRegister as a Developer button.

7. Click ContinueContinue

8. Choose a category for your app or just click the Skip Skip button.

9. Click the Create New AppCreate New App button.

10. Enter an App Name (e.g. CustomerHub Chamber) and click Continue. This is the name
for the app that is displayed to its users.

11. Copy the App ID and App Secret and paste these codes into CustomerHub.

12. Enter the URL for your Facebook Business Page (not personal profile.) The "Likes" you
receive through CustomerHub will be attributed to this page.

13. Enter a redirect URL

This is the page that non-members will see when they click on a membership site link
that members share on Facebook. These non-members are good prospects since
they've expressed an interest in a topic related to your membership program. This
redirect URL should go to a signup page where that person can learn more about your
membership program and enroll in it.

14. Click on Enable This add-onEnable This add-on

15. Switch back to the Facebook app setup page. Click on the Website with Facebook LoginWebsite with Facebook Login
and enter your CustomerHub URL.

16. Click on Save ChangesSave Changes

17. This completes the setup process. You can now add Facebook features to your
CustomerHub Pages and Partials and moderate the interactions through Facebook.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Customize The Facebook Add On In
CustomerHub
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

You can modify the look and feel of the Facebook add-on through Settings > IntegrationsSettings > Integrations.
These settings adjust the color and size of the various Facebook tools. You may need to
adjust these settings so that the Facebook tool fits properly in your CustomerHub site pages.
These are global settings that update the specific tool(s) wherever it is used.
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Insert Like And Send Buttons In
CustomerHub
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

The Facebook integration allows you to add a Like & Send button to pages and partial s so
that your CustomerHub members can share content. When someone "likes" a page in your
CustomerHub website, they are added to the Facepile display.

The Like ButtonThe Like Button: The Like button lets people quickly share content with their friends. A
single click on the button will 'like' pieces of content on the web, which shares them
back to Facebook, where they can be seen by friends and re-shared. When a follower
who is also a member of your CustomerHub site clicks on this link, they can log into
your site and view the shared content. When a follower who is not a member clicks on
the link, they will go to the Redirect URL you set up when you enabled the Facebook
integration.
The Send ButtonThe Send Button: When a member clicks on the Send button, they are able to send a
private message to a Facebook friend or any email address. The member's friend
receives a direct message that includes a link to the CustomerHub page. If they are not
a member, they are taken to the Redirect URL you entered into the Facebook Add-On
settings.

1. To Add the Facebook Like & Send Button to a CustomerHub Page, go to PagesPages.

2. Open the Page or Subpage you want to edit.

3. Put your cursor in the page editor to select a location for the Like button (above or
below the page content.)

4. Click on the Facebook mergeFacebook merge icon

5. Click on the Like ButtonLike Button link to add the button to the page.

6. Save Save the Page.
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Insert A Facebook Comment Button In
CustomerHub
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

The Facebook comments feature allows your members to post feedback or thoughts about
the content they are viewing on the page (e.g. a featured video). This powerful tool adds a
"community" type interaction to any page of your membership site.

Through the Comments section, your members can:

Share a comment or ask a question about the page content
Post the comment or question to their own Facebook profile page
Reply to another member's comment or question
Add other members to their own Facebook network
Follow discussions that they are participating in, or ones that interest them, even if they
are not participating

1. To Add the Facebook Comments Feature to a CustomerHub Page, go to Pages

2. Open a Page or Subpage to edit it.

3. Click on the General InfGeneral Info tab

4. Go to the Facebook Comments section and mark the check-box to turn on the
comments.

5. (Optional) Enter a width (e.g. 300px) to adjust the width of the comments display, if
needed.

6. Save Save the changes

7. To Moderate All Site Comments, Log into Facebook and CustomerHub.

After you add Facebook Comments to your CustomerHub website pages, you need to
make sure you monitor them.  The comments may include questions, feedback,
requests for help, or ideas for additional content. The Facebook Comments tool is a
two-way conversation. You want to make sure someone is dedicated to responding
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when appropriate.

You can either moderate comments by viewing individual pages or view all of the site
comments through Facebook.

To be a moderator, you must be logged into Facebook and Customer Hub AND your
Facebook profile must be listed in the CustomerHub Facebook Settings. If more than
one person is responsible for moderating comments you can enter multiple profile IDs
into this field (Settings > Add-Ons)

8. Go to Library > CommentsLibrary > Comments in CustomerHub. This will take you to the Facebook
Comment Moderation Tool.

9. Click on the Moderator ViewModerator View link. All of the Comments are public by default, but the
Moderator can hide them.

10. (Optional) Click on the Settings Settings link to change the default Comment settings.

If you choose to approve comments, they will not show up in CustomerHub until the
moderator approves them. If you want to allow as many comments as possible, but
want to keep inappropriate or "spammy" comments to a minimum, you can configure
Blacklisted words. Save the changes.
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Facebook Live Stream In CustomerHub
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

The Facebook Live Stream allows your CustomerHub site members to communicate in real
time, like the Chat function in Facebook. It encourages interaction during live events like a
live streaming video, speech, webcast, or live webinar. You can also host live chats around a
specific topic within your CustomerHub application, encouraging a discussion group or
mastermind-type interaction. The Live Stream displays comments from members who are
logged into Facebook during the discussion. There is no moderation tool for the Live Stream -
all comments are posted immediately. If you want to moderate, you will need to use the
Comments option instead.

1. To Add the Facebook Live Stream to a Page, go to PagesPages.

2. Open the Page or Subpage you want to edit.

3. Put your cursor in the page editor to select a location for the Like button (above or
below the page content)

4. Click on the Facebook mergeFacebook merge icon

5. Click on the Live StreamLive Stream link to add it to the page

6. Save Save the Page
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Facebook Activity Feed And Facepile With
Customerhub
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:23 am MST

The Facebook Activity Feed adds value to your site by giving members a glimpse into how
others in their network are engaging with your CustomerHub content. As your members
develop relationships with one another by "friending" each other on Facebook, they'll see
updates as the people in their network "Like" and comment on videos, pages, and other
membership site content. This encourages interaction and draws attention to the content
that is most popular with other members. Each logged on member will see a personalized
activity stream that displays Friend activity.

The Facebook Activity Feed adds value to your site by giving members a glimpse into how
others in their network are engaging with your CustomerHub content. As your members
develop relationships with one another by "friending" each other on Facebook, they'll see
updates as the people in their network "Like" and comment on videos, pages, and other
membership site content. This encourages interaction and draws attention to the content
that is most popular with other members. Each logged on member will see a personalized
activity stream that displays Friend activity.

You might want to add the Activity Feed or Facepile to the main page of your Membership
site or to the Right Column (so that it shows up to the right of most / all of your pages.)

1. To Add the Facebook Activity Feed or Facepile, go to Pages (or Settings > Theme >Settings > Theme >
Default Right ColumnDefault Right Column.)

2. Open the Page or Subpage you want to edit

3. Put your cursor in the page editor to select a location for the Like button (above or
below the page content)

4. Click on the Facebook mergeFacebook merge icon

5. Click on the Activity Feed or FacepileActivity Feed or Facepile link to add it to the page.

6. Save Save the Page
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Gmail Sync Vs Outlook Sync
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:03 pm MST

FeaturesFeatures Gmail SyncGmail Sync Outlook SyncOutlook Sync

SupportedSupported

Chrome, Firefox Yes No
Outlook 2010, 2013, 2016, Office 365
(Desktop Versions ONLY Excluding
MAC)

No Yes

Using on Multiple Computers at the
same time

Yes No

EmailEmail

Manually Sync 1 Email No Yes
Automatically Sync Emails Yes No
Retro-Actively Sync Emails No Yes (Manually)
Time it takes to show up inside of
Infusionsoft

30 min - 2 hr Immediately

SidebarSidebar

Display Tasks & Appointments Yes Yes
Display Notes & Completed Tasks Yes Yes
Display Follow-up Sequence (Legacy) Yes Yes
Display Tags Yes Yes
Display Opportunities Yes No
Display All Contact Fields Yes No
Display Filebox Yes Yes
Add Tasks & Appointments Yes Yes
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Add Notes Yes Yes
Add Person to Follow-up Sequence
(Legacy)

Yes Yes

Apply Tag (will trigger campaign
goals for automation)

Yes Yes

Add Opportunity Yes No
Add Files Yes Yes
Create Tag Yes No
Add people directly to a camapaign
builder sequence

No No

Show/Hide Areas of sidebar Yes No
Edit the Contact Record Yes No

Calendar Not on SidebarCalendar Not on Sidebar
 

Sync Appointments from
Infusionsoft to Plugin

Yes Yes

Sync Tasks from Infusionsoft to
Plugin

Yes Yes

Sync Appointments from Plugin to
Infusionsoft

No Yes

Sync Tasks from Plugin to
Infusionsoft

No Yes

Time to wait on sync 30min - 1hr 30min - 1hr

Date Format Settings (Appointment/Task will come in on the wrong day if this isDate Format Settings (Appointment/Task will come in on the wrong day if this is
not set correctly)not set correctly)

Allow MM/DD/YYYY Yes Yes
Allow DD/MM/YYYY Yes Yes

FeaturesFeatures Gmail SyncGmail Sync Outlook SyncOutlook Sync
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Install Infusionsoft Sync For Outlook
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:03 pm MST

With the plugin, you will be able to do the following from Outlook:

View contact information stored in Infusionsoft
Add a new person to Infusionsoft
Apply or Remove Tags from an Infusionsoft contact record
Start or Stop a Follow-Up Sequence for an Infusionsoft contact
Record email communications to Infusionsoft
Schedule Tasks and Appointments in Infusionsoft

1. Before beginning the installation process, be sure to close Microsoft Outlook.

2. Click here to access Infusionsoft Sync for Outlook the marketplace.
 

3. Click the Get the AppGet the App button at the bottom of that page.
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4. Follow the instructions on the page to download the Outlook Plugin.
 

5. Run the application to install the plugin to your computer

 
6. Once the installation is complete, Open Outlook to begin using the Infusionsoft Sync

sidebar
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Add A Contact To A Sequence Using
Infusionsoft Sync For Outlook
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:04 pm MST

1. Click the Start a sequenceStart a sequence link or the ++ symbol in the Follow-up SequencesFollow-up Sequences section.

2. Select the Follow-up SequenceFollow-up Sequence from the drop-down.
 

3. Click the Start SequenceStart Sequence button.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Tag A Contact In Infusionsoft Sync For
Outlook
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:04 pm MST

1. Click the Add a tagAdd a tag link or the plus (+) symbol in the Tags Tags section.

2. Select the tag category.
 

3. Check the tags you would like to apply.
 

4. Click the Add to InfusionsoftAdd to Infusionsoft button.
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Synchronize Tasks And Appointments
Between Infusionsoft And Outlook
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:04 pm MST

Please note the following:

Syncing is turned off by default
Recurring tasks and appointments will sync, but the "recurrence information" will not
sync. Instead of being linked in a recurring set, each task and appointment will look
separate and unique. Any options configured in the recurring tab for
Tasks/Appointments in Infusionsoft will not sync to Outlook and vice versa.
Reminders will not be synced.
Appointments will be synced 31 days forward and tasks will be synced 7 days forward. If
an appointment or task falls outside of those parameters, it will not sync until it comes
within those parameters.
The sync option will only be visible if you're running Outlook 2007 or later. Sync
functionality is not available for Outlook 2003.
If you want to delete a series of recurring appointments or tasks, they must be deleted
from the source application. If they are not deleted form the source application, you will
have to delete them individually.
Individual items generally take 30 minutes to sync. So please be patient.

1. Open the settings menu by clicking the gear icon at the bottom of the sidebar.
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2. Click Sync Sync on the left side of the window.

 
3. Choose the Infusionsoft account (if you have more than one), then select what you

would like to sync.

 
4. Click the OKOK button at the bottom.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Attach A File To A Contact In Infusionsoft
Sync For Outlook
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:09 pm MST

File Size Limits: Each file is limited to 10MB each.

1. Click the Add filesAdd files link or the + (plus) symbol on the Filebox Filebox section.
 

2. Click the folder icon to select a file to upload. You can add another file, by clicking the
folder again and selecting a second file.
 

3. Click the Add to InfusionsoftAdd to Infusionsoft button.
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Manage Preferences In Infusionsoft Sync
For Outlook
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:06 pm MST

Click the gear icon to access your settings.

Login

This section allows you access to your sign in information. You can also customize proxy
settings if your network requires it.

Dates

Use this to change the date format to the one used by your Infusionsoft application.

E-Mail

These settings allow you to choose your attachment preferences.

Person

If you have changed the phone types in Infusionsoft, you can enter them here.

Sidebar

This allows you to hide the sidebar from Outlook and change the location of the sidebar.

Sync

This allows you to enable syncing appointments and tasks between Outlook and Infusionsoft
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Add Contacts In Infusionsoft Sync For
Outlook
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:10 pm MST

1. Select the email in your Outlook inbox. If an email address doesn't exist for the person
in Infusionsoft, you can click the Add to InfusionsoftAdd to Infusionsoft button.
 

2. Fill out the contact details of this person
 

3. Click the Add to Infusionsoft Add to Infusionsoft button 

Locate in Infusionsoft. Locate in Infusionsoft. If the contact record exists in Infusionsoft under a different email, you
can click the Locate in Infusionsoft button and either replace the email in Infusionsoft or add
the email to a secondary email address field.

1. Click the Locate Locate in Infusionsoft button

2. Search for the contact record in Infusionsoft

3. Either replace the Infusionsoft email with the new one or add it to a secondary email
address field.
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Add A Task Or Appointment In
Infusionsoft Sync For Outlook
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:09 pm MST

1. Click the Add a taskAdd a task link under the Your Pending Tasks & Appointments section.

2. Choose either a task or appointment and populate the fields.
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3. Click Add to InfusionsoftAdd to Infusionsoft
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Add A Note To A Contact In Infusionsoft
Sync For Outlook
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:10 pm MST

1. Click + (plus) to the right of All Notes & Completed ItemsAll Notes & Completed Items to create a new note.

2. Fill in the fields

3. Select the Action Type
 

4. Click the Add to Infusionsoft Add to Infusionsoft button.
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Infusionsoft Sync For Outlook Installer
Help Page
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:11 pm MST

1. Click Here to install Microsoft .NET Framework 4.7 from the Microsoft website.

2. Once .NET framework 4.7 has been installed, run the Infusionsoft Sync for Outlook
Installer.

3. If the following error message persists (shown below), contact customer service.
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Record an Email in Infusionsoft Using the
Outlook Plugin
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:11 pm MST

The Infusionsoft Outlook Sync allows you to record emails from Outlook into your
Infusionsoft app. You can do this while browsing through your emails in Outlook or when
sending an email from Outlook.

To record an email into Infusionsoft while browsing your inbox:

1. Select the email you want to save to Infusionsoft

2. Click the Record EmailRecord Email button
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3. Infusionsoft will try to find the contact in Infusionsoft. If there is no match, you can click
the Add NewAdd New button to create the contact record.

4. After clicking Add New, you can provide any further personal details prior to saving the
contact in Infusionsoft.
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5. The checkbox indicates that the contact has been added to Infusionsoft. You can now
record the email to their contact record.

6. Click OKOK

7. You can choose to download any files that were present in the email into the Filebox on
their contact record.
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8. Click OKOK

9. The email is now recorded into Infusionsoft. You can now log into Infusionsoft and find
the contact and the email that you just recorded.
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Uninstall Sync for Outlook
Last Modified on 08/31/2018 10:14 am MST

Uninstall Steps
1. Close Outlook

Note!Note! Do not not open Outlook again until the END of this guide.

2. Click on the start menu and type UninstallUninstall
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3. Find and click on Uninstall a programUninstall a program

4. Double-click on Infusionsoft for OutlookInfusionsoft for Outlook
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5. When the dialog box pops-up, click OK OK to remove the application from your computer.

Pro Tip! Click images to view larger

6.  Navigate to Windows (C:)Windows (C:) drive and in the top right search type "Add-in ExpressAdd-in Express"
a. Double click the Add-in ExpressAdd-in Express folder
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b. Delete adxloader.txtadxloader.txt file

7. Navigate back to Windows (C:)Windows (C:) drive and in the top right search type
"infusionsoft_settingsinfusionsoft_settings"

8. Click the "infusionsoft_settingsinfusionsoft_settings" file and Delete
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Reinstall Outlook

Outlook Sync is now uninstalled. To reinstall it follow these steps:

1. Click here and then click "Get the app"

 

2. Once installed you can open Outlook and login with your Infusionsoft ID.
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Missing Sidebar
1. Click FileFile > OptionsOptions

2. Click Add-insAdd-ins > GoGo
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3. Check the box next to Infusionsonfusionsoftft and click OKOK

4. Go to the Home Home tab and from the InfusionsoftInfusionsoft drop down select "Show SidebaShow Sidebar"
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Install Infusionsoft Sync For Gmail
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:12 pm MST

Infusionsoft Sync for Gmail helps you boost productivity and save time by seamlessly
integrating your Gmail email account with your Infusionsoft account. By extending the CRM
and contact management functionality of Infusionsoft to your email, you can keep all your
sales efforts in sync. You can centralize communications and trigger follow-up actions
automatically.

Sync for Gmail is only available as a browser extension for Chrome and Firefox.

1. Click here to access the marketplace.
 

2. Click the Get the AppGet the App button. You will be redirected to the installation page based on
your browser.
 

3. Follow the on-screen instructions to install the plugin.
 

4. When the installation is finished, sign in in to Gmail. A pop-up window will open. Enter
your Infusionsoft ID and password.

Google may prevent Sync from accessing your Gmail account! Follow the steps outlinedGoogle may prevent Sync from accessing your Gmail account! Follow the steps outlined
below if Gmail detects "suspicious activity" on your accountbelow if Gmail detects "suspicious activity" on your account

1. Close the light box pop-up
2. Click the Was it you? link in the warning header.
3. Click Yes on the Susupicious activity in your accout message.
4. Click the Yes-Continue button.
5. Click Continue once more.
6. Read the Next step message.
7. You will also receive an email from Google alerting you of the "suspicious sign-in."
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Manage Tasks And Appointments In
Infusionsoft Sync For Gmail
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:13 pm MST

1. Select the person you want to add a task or appointment for.

2. Click the Add a task Add a task link under the Pending tasks & appointments header.
 

3. Choose Task Task or AppointmentAppointment.
 

4. Fill out the Task or Appointment details and click the Save Save button.
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Add A Note To A Contact In Infusionsoft
Sync For Gmail
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:13 pm MST

1. Click the Add note Add note link under the Notes & Completed TasksNotes & Completed Tasks header

2. Add the note details and click the Save Save button
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Add An Opportunity With Infusionsoft
Sync For Gmail
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:13 pm MST

1. Click the Add Opportunity Add Opportunity under the Opportunities header.

2. Fill out the opportunity information.
Opportunity TitleOpportunity Title - This is simply the name you give to this particular deal. If it's for
a specific product or service, you may want to put the name of the product/service
in the title
Currently Assigned toCurrently Assigned to - This field will default to you; however, you can reassign this
deal if you have the appropriate permissions in Infusionsoft.
Sales Stage And StepsSales Stage And Steps - Use this drop-down to set the sales stage. If you have set
up sales stage triggers in Infusionsoft, this will start automation.
Opportunity NotesOpportunity Notes - This stores notes concerning this opportunity.
Next Action DateNext Action Date - This is the next date an action is required for this opportunity.
This will appear on your Infusionsoft calendar as an appointment. For example, if
you called the contact and had to leave a voice mail, you would want to schedule
an appointment to remind you to call again at a later date or time.
Next Action NotesNext Action Notes - These are the notes that will appear on your appointment.
When will this deal close?When will this deal close? - This allows the sales rep to forecast their potential sale
so that the sales manager can better forecast sales for a given time period.
Projected Revenue HighProjected Revenue High: - This figure can be entered by the sales rep to remind
them of the dollar value of this opportunity (this does not affect forecasting
reports)
Projected Revenue LowProjected Revenue Low: - This figure can be entered by the sales rep to remind
them of the dollar value of this opportunity (this does not affect forecasting
reports)

3. Click SaveSave
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Add Contacts To A Sequence In
Infusionsoft Sync For Gmail
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:14 pm MST

Legacy Warning:Legacy Warning: Follow-up Sequences have been replaced with the automation available
in the Campaign Builder. However, for those that are more familiar with follow-up
sequences, you can still use them here.

1. Click the Add a sequenceAdd a sequence link under the Follow-up SequencesFollow-up Sequences header

2. Select the Follow-up SequenceFollow-up Sequence and click the Start SequenceStart Sequence button.
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Add A Tag In Infusionsoft Sync For Gmail
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:14 pm MST

1. Click the Add TagAdd Tag link under the Tags Tags header.

2. Choose the Tag category and check the Tag(s) you would like to apply or create a new
tag on-the-fly.
 

3. Click Apply this TagApply this Tag
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Synchronize Gmail Emails And
Appointments With Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:15 pm MST

Infusionsoft Sync for Gmail allows you to sync sent or received emails with contact records in
Infusionsoft. You need to enable the email sync feature from the My SettingsMy Settings area. Once the
email sync feature is enabled, all emails will be saved inside of Infusionsoft. The email sync
setting gives you the ability to specify email addresses and domains to sync. The calendar
sync feature allows you to create events from Infusionsoft appointments and opportunity
actions. Calendar syncs appointments, notes, pending tasks, and/or completed tasks 2
months out in the future by default. You can choose to sync up to 6 months in advance if you
wish.You can also share your Google calendars with other team members. You can
automatically save a copy of all sent or received emails to a specific contact record in
Infusionsoft.

1. Click on the gear icongear icon in the Sync for Gmail pane (not the gear icon to the left of the
panel) and select My SettingsMy Settings.
 

2. Enable Email and Calendar syncEmail and Calendar sync.
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Add Contacts In Infusionsoft Sync For
Gmail
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:15 pm MST

1. Click on an email to pull up the associated Infusionsoft contact record in the sidebar.
The information displayed includes name, email address, phone number and address.
Searching for specific contacts is also available in the sidebar.
 

2. If the contact doesn’t have a record in Infusionsoft, you can roll over a contact name to
populate the new contact fields in Sync for Gmail. Once the new contact fields are
populated, you can save the contact to Infusionsoft.
 

3. Hover your mouse over an email in your Gmail inbox. This causes the contact
information to populate in the pane to the right.
 

4. Now, just click the Add ContactAdd Contact button to add this contact to your Infusionsoft account.
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Trouble Signing In To Infusionsoft Sync
For Gmail
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:15 pm MST

1. Be sure you are using your Infusionsoft ID to sign into Infusionsoft Sync for Gmail.

2. If you have forgotten your password, or it has expired, you must reset your password
using the Forgot your password? tool on the sign in page.
 

3. Check that cookies are enabled in the browser. It’s necessary to check and enable them,
or disable and enable if they are already enabled.
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Manage Preferences In Infusionsoft Sync
For Gmail
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:16 pm MST

You can use the buttons at the top to hide the panel, pause the automatic loading of
contacts, and refresh the sidebar.

1. Click the gear gear icon and choose My SettingsMy Settings.

2. Choose which sections you would like to hide or show.
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Infusionsoft Sidebar
Last Modified on 08/02/2018 4:16 pm MST

The power of Infusionsoft, right where you already work. Access your Infusionsoft CRM
records, add contacts to marketing campaigns, create or complete tasks and automate back
office workflows right from the comfort of your email inbox.

Please NotePlease Note! Infusionsoft Sidebar is an alternative to the Infusionsoft Sync for Gmail app.
It does not currently support Email and Calendar syncing. If you currently need these
features, please use Infusionsoft Sync for Gmail for the time being. We will notify
customers when Calendar and Email syncing is available in the new Infusionsoft Sidebar,
as this is planned for a future iteration.

 

Contacts
Load a contact into the sidebarLoad a contact into the sidebar

1. Hover over the email address in the email or the preview of the email

Search for a contactSearch for a contact

1. Use the search bar at the top of the sidebar to search for a contact

2. Click the dropdown arrow to choose a search option (the search option in bold indicates
which search option is currently selected)
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Add a contactAdd a contact

There are two options for adding contacts via the Infusionsoft Sidebar for Email: Manually, or
by hovering over an email in the inbox. 

Manually adding a contactManually adding a contact

1. click the '+' icon at the top of the sidebar to add a new contact

2. Fill out the 'Add Contact' form in the sidebar with any available information
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3. Press the 'Add Contact' button at the bottom of the form in the sidebar.
 

Adding a contact by hoving over an email in the inboxAdding a contact by hoving over an email in the inbox

1. Hover over an email in the inbox. If the contact alreadyalready exists as an Infusionsoft contact,
their contact card will automatically load in the sidebar.

2. If the contact does notnot currently exist in your Infusionsoft contact list, the 'Add Contact'
form will automatically appear, pre-populated with details from the email in the inbox

3. Review and add any additional information, and press the 'Add Contact' button at the
bottom of the form, in the sidebar.

 

Edit a contactEdit a contact
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1. Load a contact card into the sidebar

2. Click the 'Edit' icon (pencil) at the top right of the sidebar

3. Make any needed changes to the 'Edit Contact' form

4. Press the 'Update Contact' button at the bottom of the form, in the sidebar.

 

View Campaign History and StatusView Campaign History and Status

1. When a contact is displayed in the sidebar, Click the drop down arrow, located in the
top right corner of the sidebar
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2. In the menu, select the 'Campaigns' menu item

3. View your contact's campaign history
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Tasks

Add a taskAdd a task

1. Click the '+' icon next to the Tasks & Appointments

2. Add task information

3. Click the Save button

Edit a taskEdit a task
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1. Click on the task

2. Change any information needed

3. Click the 'Save' button

Delete a taskDelete a task

1. Click on the task

2. Click the 'Delete' button

 

Appointments

Add an appointmentAdd an appointment

1. Click the '+' icon next to Tasks & Appointments

2. Add appointment information

3. Click the 'Save' button

Edit an appointmentEdit an appointment

1. Click on the appointment

2. Change any information needed

3. Click the 'Save' button

Delete an appointmentDelete an appointment

1. Click on the appointment

2. Click the 'Delete' button
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Notes

Add a noteAdd a note

1. Click the '+' icon next to Notes

2. Add note information

3. Click the 'Save' button

Edit a noteEdit a note

1. Click on the note

2. Change any information needed

3. Click the 'Save' button

Delete a noteDelete a note
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1. Click on the note

2. Click the 'Delete' button

 

Tags

Apply or Create/Apply a tagApply or Create/Apply a tag

1. Click the 'Add Tag' link under the 'Tags' header

2. Choose a tag category

3. Check the tags that need to be applied, or, create a new tag on-the-fly

 

Opportunities

Add an OpportunityAdd an Opportunity

1. Click the '+' icon next to Opportunities

2. Add the opportunity information

3. Click the 'Save' button

Edit an OpportunityEdit an Opportunity

1. Click the opportunity

2. Change any information needed

3. Click the 'Save' button

Delete an  OpportunityDelete an  Opportunity
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1. Click on the opportunity

2. Click the 'Delete' button

 

Filebox

Add a fileAdd a file

1. Click the '+' icon next to filebox

2. Click the '+Add Files' button

 

Additional Settings and Features

Go to the full Infusionsoft recordGo to the full Infusionsoft record

1. Click the menu icon at the top of the sidebar

2. Click 'Go to full Infusionsoft record'

Run ActionsetRun Actionset

1. Click the menu icon at the top of the sidebar

2. Click 'Run Actionset'

3. Select an action set from the list (There is also a search function, above the list)
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4. Click 'Run Action Set' to apply the selected action set

Disable auto load for this contactDisable auto load for this contact

1. Click the menu icon at the top of the sidebar

2. Click 'Disable auto load for this contact'

Enable auto load for this contactEnable auto load for this contact

1. Click the menu icon at the top of the sidebar

2. Click 'Enable auto load for this contact'

Change the sidebar languageChange the sidebar language
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1. Click the settings icon at the bottom of the sidebar

2. Select one of the 6 supported languages (English, Spanish, German, French, Portuguese,
or Russian)
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Sidebar SettingsSidebar Settings

1. Click the settings icon at the bottom of the sidebar

2. click on 'My Settings.

Customize My Sidebar TabCustomize My Sidebar Tab
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Sidebar Load Exclusions TabSidebar Load Exclusions Tab

Extra Fields Panel TabExtra Fields Panel Tab
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Date Format TabDate Format Tab

Help TabHelp Tab
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Sidebar Functions

Refresh SidebarRefresh Sidebar

1. Click the refresh icon at the bottom of the sidebar

Pause SidebarPause Sidebar

1. Click the grey pause icon at the bottom of the sidebar, to pause functionality (The pause
button will turn red when Infusionsoft Sidebar is paused)

Resume SidebarResume Sidebar

1. Click the red pause icon at the bottom of the sidebar, to resume functionality (The
pause button will turn grey when the Infusionsoft Sidebar is active.)

Collapse SidebarCollapse Sidebar

1. Click the '>>' icon at the bottom of the sidebar, to collapse the sidebar

Expand SidebarExpand Sidebar

1. Click the '<<' icon at the bottom of the sidebar to expand the sidebar
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Exit SidebarExit Sidebar

1. Click the settings icon at the bottom of the sidebar

2. click 'Exit Sidebar'

Sign OutSign Out

1. Click the settings icon at the bottom of the sidebar

2. Click 'Sign Out'

 

Other Helpful Tips
If the sidebar does not automatically appear, after logging into your email, refresh your
browser window and the sidebar should appear

If you hover over tasks/appointments/notes/opportunities, a tool tip with some
additional info, such as the start and end date for appointments, the task date for tasks,
the creation date of notes, and next action dates for opportunities, will appear.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Enable Email Gmail Sync
Last Modified on 08/09/2018 1:44 pm MST

Pro Tip! Click images to view larger

1. Log into Gmail Sync Sidebar

2. Go to the Gmail Sync gear icon and click "My Settings".
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3. Click Enable Email Sync. 

4. Type in the Gmail Gmail email address and GmailGmail password and click Save Gmail Settings then
click "Save Gmail SettingsSave Gmail Settings"

5.  You are set up. Emails can take up to 2 hours to sync but usually only take 30 minutes.

This will only sync emails going forward not ones from the past.
There isn't a way to manually sync an email using Gmail sync
This will sync emails to and from contacts inside of Infusionsoft only. If the contact
isn't in the system then it won't sync the email.

6.  Please see the "Error: Invalid Gmail Login or password" section if you receive the error
after attempted login.
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Error: Invalid Gmail Login or Password

1. Click the "Gear > Settings"

2. Go the "Labs" tab and make sure that all Labs are disabled. If you end up disabling any
"Labs" scroll down to "Save Changes" 

Note: If you clicked "Saved changes" for the "Labs" you be returned to the Inbox
and will need click  "Gear > Settings" again

Pro Tip! All enabled labs will be at the top

3. Click "Forwarding and POP/IMAP" tab and click "Enable IMAP"
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4. Click "Save Changes"

5. Click the image in the top right and click  "Google Account"

6. Click on "Sign-in & security"
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7. Make sure that 2-Step Verification is turned off. 

8. For a Google Business DomainGoogle Business Domain. Log into your Admin Console.
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Note: In order for them to turn off 2 step verification they will need to log into their
admin console.  Here is a google help article about that.

 

9. How to turn it off 2-Step Verification
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10. 
Click the 2-Step Verification
You will be asked to sign into your account again 
Enter the verification code
Click Turn Off
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11. Find where it says "Recently used devices"

Click on "Review Devices"

12. Turn on "allow less secure apps"

13. Sign into Gmail
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14. Go to https://accounts.google.com/b/0/displayunlockcaptcha  and click OK.

 

15. You can now go back to the Infusionsoft Sidebar to Sync your email.

Reminder:Reminder: The emails will only sync going forward if there is a contact record inside of
Infusionsoft with the same email address. This sync can take between 30 minutes - 2
hours. To run a test put the Date and time that you are sending the email then wait and
come back to it later. This way if it doesn't sync you can see when the email was sent and
we can try to figure out why.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

BigCommerce FAQs
Last Modified on 06/19/2018 3:12 pm MST

BigCommerce is the leading e-commerce platform for fast-growing and mid-market brands.
BigCommerce’s cloud-based platform enables merchants to cost-effectively grow their
businesses with more traffic, higher conversion and superior performance.

The integration allows you to quickly and easily transfer your BigCommerce contacts, orders
and products into Infusionsoft, allowing you to leverage the CRM power of Infusionsoft while
having the benefits of the BigCommerce platform.

FAQs
1. Do I need the E-Commerce module to use BigCommerce?Do I need the E-Commerce module to use BigCommerce?

Yes, when BigCommerce syncs the orders, they will not be accessible without the E-
Commerce module.
 

2. How frequently do orders sync from BigCommerce to Infusionsoft?How frequently do orders sync from BigCommerce to Infusionsoft?
Orders sync from BigCommerce to Infusionsoft within 15 minutes of the order being
placed.
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3. Can I sync multiple BigCommerce stores to a single Infusionsoft application?Can I sync multiple BigCommerce stores to a single Infusionsoft application?
Yes, you can.  To do so, add and configure the Infusionsoft app in your BigCommerce
store dashboard on each of your BigCommerce stores. The “Store Code” value entered
in the app configuration in the BigCommerce dashboard will be included in the Order
Title in Infusionsoft, so entering distinct Store Code values in each of your BigCommerce
apps will make it easy to identify the origin of your orders in Infusionsoft.
 

4. I don’t see an order in Infusionsoft that was placed in BigCommerce. Why not?I don’t see an order in Infusionsoft that was placed in BigCommerce. Why not?
There are a few reasons an order may not have synced to Infusionsoft:

Orders are synced every 15 minutes, so if the order was recently placed, this may
be the cause.
If an order is placed and the contact has no email address, it will not be synced to
Infusionsoft.
Orders with the following statuses are NOT synced:

Incomplete
Pending
Refunded
Cancelled
Declined
Awaiting Payment
Manual Verification Required
Disputed

5. A Purchase Goal in a campaign was not triggered.  Why not?A Purchase Goal in a campaign was not triggered.  Why not?
Purchase goals are not triggered by external orders. An alternative way to set up a
purchase goal is to use BigCommerce Order Placed or the BigCommerce Product
Purchased campaign found in the Infusionsoft Marketplace. Additionally, an API Goal
may be used as follows with an Integration value of “BCORDER” and a Call Name value
of “BC” or the "store code" that you entered on the BigCommerce configuration page.
For more information view the help article BigCommerce API Goals .
 

6. What’s the difference between the “BigCommerce Order Placed” campaign and theWhat’s the difference between the “BigCommerce Order Placed” campaign and the
“BigCommerce Product Purchased” campaign?“BigCommerce Product Purchased” campaign?
The "BigCommerce Order Placed” campaign is triggered for any order placed,
regardless of what products are on the order, while the “BigCommerce Product
Purchased” campaign is triggered based on the purchase of a specific product SKU.
 

7. How can I trigger a campaign when one of several products is purchased?How can I trigger a campaign when one of several products is purchased?
Start by using “BigCommerce Product Purchased” campaign (from the Infusionsoft
Marketplace), then duplicate the goal for each product you would like to trigger the
campaign.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

BigCommerce API Goals
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:22 am MST

Order API goal

Using the "BCORDER" API goal, you can automatically segment customers based on whether
they are new or repeat, and send corresponding communications either welcoming them or
thanking them for returning.

Integration: BCORDER (fixed value)
Call Name: BC - This represents the "store code" that you entered on the BigCommerce
configuration page. The default value is "BC", but if you changed this value, you'll use
whatever store code you have on file. 

 

Product/SKU API goal
Automate campaign sequences when a customer purchases a specific product, allowing
you to offer related product suggestions.
Automate campaign sequences when a customer purchases a specific product, allowing
you to remind the customer to replenish (consumable items) at the right time (similar to
above example, but for consumables)
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Integration: BCSKU (fixed value)
Call Name: Product SKU (set to any SKU value)

 

Coupon API goal

Automate a campaign sequence based on the use of a coupon code. For example, if a
customer uses a code you promoted on Instagram, you can add them to campaign
sequences based on the knowledge that Instagram drove the customer to the store. The
customer can also be segmented/tagged as an "Instagram" user for use in later
communications.

Integration: BCCOUPON (fixed value)
Call Name: Coupon code (set to any coupon code value)
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Other Goals
Using a tag-applied goal for the customer group tag, you can automate campaign
sequences for customers who are part of specific customer groups within
BigCommerce.
It's still possible to use tag-applied goals for the Coupon and Product/SKU; however, this
functionality makes it possible to have product/SKU and coupon goals without the need
for tagging (in case you don't want to enable tagging.)
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Add A BigCommerce Buy Now Button To
A Campaign
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:22 am MST

Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! This feature requires Admin user permissions!

Use the “Buy Now” button to allow your users to purchase a product from your BigCommerce
storefront from within your Infusionsoft campaigns. To add the button, you’ll need to add a
Button content block to your campaign, and link it to a Buy Button product URL.

Before you Start:

In addition to Infusionsoft, you’ll also need to have an active BigCommerce account
Connect Infusionsoft for BigCommerce (from within the BigCommerce App
Marketplace) to automatically sync purchase data to your contacts’ profiles when they
buy a product from your store. This is a free tool.
Before adding the Buy Button to your Infusionsoft campaign, make sure you first add
the Buy Button app from BigCommerce.

 

Create a BigCommerce Product URL

To copy the URL for your BigCommerce product, follow these steps:

1. Log in to your BigCommerce account
 

2. In the navigation panel, click Apps Apps then Buy ButtonsBuy Buttons
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3. Click ChooseChoose. Choose the product you want to promote in your campaign. If you have

different versions of a product, choose the variant you'd like to promote

 
4. Select the button type Link (Email, Social, etc)Link (Email, Social, etc)
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5. Select the type of redirect you want

 
6. Copy the URL code
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Add a Buy Now Button to your Campaign

After you’ve copied the BigCommerce URL, follow these steps to add the “Buy Now” button to
your Infusionsoft campaign.

1. Log in to your Infusionsoft account
 

2. Navigate to the Campaigns Builder in your account, and create a new campaign or click
the name of the campaign you want to work with.
 

3. Navigate to the email that you want to have the buy button
 

4. Click and drag the Button Button content block into your campaign layout

 
5. From the Content tab in the editing pane, type or paste the text you want to appear on

your button in the Button Text field.

 
6. Set the Button LinkButton Link to URLURL
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7. Paste the link you copied from BigCommerce into the Web Address (URL) field.

 
8. Make any desired changes to the Styles and Settings for your button

 
9. Continue through the Campaign Builder

10. Now, when your contacts click the “Buy Now” button in your campaign email, they’ll be
taken to the checkout, cart or product page for your product in your BigCommerce
store!
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

WordPress Plugin Setup
Last Modified on 09/24/2018 3:34 pm MST

Follow the instructions below to set up the Infusionsoft WordPress plugin on your WordPress
website. This plugin will allow you to create beautiful, interactive and Infusionsoft-compatible
web forms on your WordPress site 

Important Note! Important Note! You can only connect your Infusionsoft account to one WordPress
website. Connecting it to multiple sites will result in new contact records not being
created! When installing the plug-in on a 'Multi-Site Installation' of WordPress, the same
rule applies. your Infusionsoft account can only be connected to one site.

1. Sign in to your WordPress admin account
 

2. Within WordPress admin view, navigate to the Plugins Plugins tab on the sidebar

 
3. Click the Add NewAdd New tab under the Plugins tab
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4. Search for Infusionsoft Official Opt-In FormsInfusionsoft Official Opt-In Forms from the search bar found on the top right

corner of the WordPress plugin directory view. You can also click here to download it
directly .

 
5. Click the Install NowInstall Now button
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Connect Your Infusionsoft Account To
Your WordPress Website
Last Modified on 09/24/2018 2:12 pm MST

Important Note! Important Note! You can only connect your Infusionsoft account to one WordPress
website. Connecting it to multiple sites will result in new contact records not being
created! The plug-in also does support multi-site installations of WordPress as this is one
installation of the plugin.

In the Email Accounts Email Accounts sidebar tab, you can connect your Infusionsoft Account to your
WordPress Site. You can also:

Initialize a connection to their Infusionsoft account (on first visit)
View the status of the connection to their Infusionsoft account
Deactivate the existing connection to their Infusionsoft account

1. Navigate to  your API key  inside of your Infusionsoft application. Need help? Follow
these instructions 
 

2. Copy your 32-digit encrypted API key
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3. Paste this key value into the API KeyAPI Key field within the WordPress plugin: Infusionsoft >Infusionsoft >
SettingsSettings

 
4. Enter your Infusionsoft application name. For example, if your Infusionsoft application

URL is abc123.infusionsoft.com, then abc123 is your application name

 
5. Click the Authorize Authorize button

 
6. Click the Save & ExitSave & Exit button
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create A WordPress Opt In Form
Last Modified on 09/24/2018 2:15 pm MST

Clicking on the Opt-In FormsOpt-In Forms in the sidebar will give you access to create and manage your
opt-in forms as well as:

View all existing opt-in forms (active and inactive)
View high-level statistics for all existing forms
Create new opt-in forms
A/B test two existing opt-in forms
Deactivate existing forms
Duplicate existing forms
Delete existing forms
Make changes to existing forms

 

1. Click on the Infusionsoft Infusionsoft link to expand the sidebar and click Opt-in FormsOpt-in Forms

 
2. Click on the New Opt-InNew Opt-In button on the top right corner of the page from the Opt-InOpt-In

FormsForms sidebar tab
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3. Choose what type of opt-in form you would like to use:

Pop Up Opt-In FormPop Up Opt-In Form: Prompt your visitor s to opt in without annoying them. You
can set Infusionsoft's Opt-In Forms to appear automatically after a specific amount
of time, after visitors reach a particular point on your page, or even after visitors
leave a comment or make a purchase.
Fly In Opt-In FormFly In Opt-In Form: The slide-in form is the pop-up’s smooth, subtle cousin. It slides
in at the bottom of your visitor’s screen and can be set to appear after a specific
time or at a specific point on the page.
Widget Opt-In FormWidget Opt-In Form: Use widget forms to create attractive opt-in forms for your
sidebar, footer, or any other widget-friendly areas on your site.
Locked Content Opt-In FormLocked Content Opt-In Form: Offering valuable content in exchange for an email
address is one of the most effective ways to grow your email list. Protected
content forms allow you to offer content your visitors can “unlock” by opting in.
Below Post Opt-In FormBelow Post Opt-In Form: You can use “Below Content” forms to place an opt-in
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opportunity at the end of your blog posts or pages. Visitors who have read an
entire post are highly engaged, so this is an effective way to turn that engagement
into a conversion.
Inline Opt-In FormInline Opt-In Form: Want to insert an opt-in form in the middle of a blog post,
rather than the end? Inline forms make it easy. You can display these forms
virtually anywhere you’d like on any post or page on your website.
Notification/Opt-In BarNotification/Opt-In Bar: Increase your opt-ins, announce your promotions and
drive traffic to the pages of your choice with our attention grabbing top-of-page
banner.

4. Enter a name for your opt-in form then click the Next: DesignNext: Design button to advance to
styling your opt-in form or click the Save & ExitSave & Exit button to save the opt-in and return
later to edit its design & display settings

 
5. Choose one of the form layouts then click the blue Next: Customize Next: Customize button at the

bottom
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6. Choose one of any pre-designed templates based on preferred color and style. You can
alter these colors after a template has been selected. Once you select a template, you
will automatically be taken to the bottom of the screen to click the blue Next: CustomizeNext: Customize
button to advance to the next part of customization.

 

 
7. This next part of the design process allows you to access the next layer of

customization. At this time only First name, Last name and Email address may be added
to forms. Email Address is always required.

8. Click the Preview Preview button at the top right of the page as you make style changes to view
your progress
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9. After customizing the above settings, you can click the blue Next: DisplayNext: Display button to

customize more elements.

10. Where to display the opt-in form. Note that the fields below these check-boxes are
dynamic according to display options chosen

Everywhere on site
The home page
Archives page
Certain page or post categories
With specified shortcode tags
Specified pages
Specified posts

11. Once you have customized the above settings, you have completed the form setup
process! To finalize, you must click the gray, Save & ExitSave & Exit button at the bottom of the
Display Settings tab. After successfully configuring/customizing your opt-in form, you
will be taken back to the Opt-In Forms tab and your newly created opt-in form will
display in the list of opt-in forms. This list can be delineated should you make some opt-
in forms inactive (see below.)
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Set Up A WordPress Opt-In Form Goal In
Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:22 am MST

1. From the campaign goal section on the left-hand sidebar, locate the WordPress GoalWordPress Goal
goal and drag it out onto the campaign canvas

2. With the WordPress goal on the canvas, double click it to designate which Infusionsoft
WordPress opt-in form completes this campaign goal. Select the name of the opt-in
form from the drop-down list. If you have a long list of opt-ins, begin typing the name of
the desired form and you will be taken to the form in the list.
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3. Once the desired opt-in form is selected, you can finalize this configuration by clicking
the green Save Save button
 

4. The last step to finalize the WordPress goal completion setup is to ensure that the goal
is connected to a sequence and the subsequent sequence is properly configured to
initiate automation for contacts completing the WordPress opt-in form.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Import And Export WordPress Opt-In
Forms
Last Modified on 09/24/2018 2:17 pm MST

In the Import & ExportImport & Export sidebar tab you can:

Import an existing opt-in form received from another user
Export an existing opt-in form to share with another user

Simply click the Import & ExportImport & Export sidebar tab to get started
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

View Your WordPress Opt-In Form
Statistics
Last Modified on 09/24/2018 2:18 pm MST

In the Statistics sidebar tab, you can view aggregate statistics for all opt-in forms over last 30
days and last 12 months

You can also:

Manually refresh the stats data
Clear out all stats data
View form views, opt-ins, and conversion by each existing opt-in form
View conversion statistics by form within any given page of the users WordPress site–
ideal for optimizing placement of opt-in forms by highest converting page

1. Click on the Infusionsoft logoInfusionsoft logo to expand the sidebar and click on StatisticsStatistics

 
2. Choose to view New sign upsNew sign ups for the last 30 days OR the last 12 months
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You can view your 30 day or 12 month Opt-in stats by clicking on Last 30 DaysLast 30 Days or
Last 12 MonthsLast 12 Months
If you hover over a data point on the graph, you will see the stats for a specific date
you can refresh all of your stats by clicking on Refresh StatsRefresh Stats
You can clear all your data by clicking Clear StatsClear Stats

3. Click on the drop down arrows to view Opt-in Stats or Page Stats

When drop down arrow is expanded, for View Opt-In StatsView Opt-In Stats, you can view specific
data for each Opt-In form, a user has created.  A user can also clear stats for specific
Opt-In forms by clicking the X X on the corresponding Opt-In form.

When the drop down is expanded for View Page StatsView Page Stats, you can view the conversion
rate for the web pages in which the Opt-In form is displayed
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Zapier
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:22 am MST

Connect Infusionsoft to hundreds of other apps with Zapier. Zapier enables anyone—
marketing, support, legal, HR, operations, product—to connect the web apps they use to run
their business, without writing any code.

Each automation (called a ZapZap) has one app as the TriggerTrigger, where your information comes
from and which causes one or more ActionsActions in other apps, where your data gets sent
automatically.

With the Infusionsoft/Zapier integration, you can connect Infusionsoft with hundreds of
different apps, and the possibilities are endless.

Some Ways You Can Use Zapier with Infusionsoft
Automatically add new leads from Facebook to Infusionsoft
Automatically add new Eventbrite attendees to Infusionsoft
Automatically add new responses from online form tools like Wufoo, Gravity Forms, or
Typeform to Infusionsoft
Automatically add new registrants from GoToWebinar to Infusionsoft

You'll find our most common automations here or get started with one of these popular
Zaps:

Create or update Infusionsoft contacts from new Facebook Lead Ads leads

Use this Zap
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How to Set Up the Zapier Integration

The process for setting up the integration is simple:

To use Infusionsoft with Zapier, you’ll first need to connect your Infusionsoft account. You’ll
get a pop-up prompting you to sign in to your Infusionsoft account. This lets Zapier link your
Infusionsoft account to the other apps you choose.

Create Infusionsoft Contacts from new Acuity Scheduling appointments

Use this Zap

Create or update Infusionsoft contacts from new Typeform entries

Use this Zap

Create or update Infusionsoft contacts from new Calendly events

Use this Zap

Add new Eventbrite attendees to Infusionsoft as contacts

Use this Zap

See more Infusionsoft integrations powered by
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Now you'll see your Infusionsoft account connected to Zapier. You're ready to create some
Zaps! Add info from Infusionsoft to other apps, such as Slack, or set up Zap that automatically
adds information from other tools into Infusionsoft.

Get started with one of the pre-built Zap templates for our most popular automations , or
build your own workflow from scratch using the "Make a Zap" button.
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LeadPages
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:24 am MST

LeadPages offers an integration with Infusionsoft. Using their integration, you can add leads
directly to your web forms or sequences in Infusionsoft. Check out the links below to get
started:

Quick Start Video and Step-by-Step Instructions
Help Article
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Legacy Template Library Email Builders
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:33 am MST

Legacy NoticeLegacy Notice: This article refers to a feature that used with legacy broadcast emails
which are created in Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates. 

In Infusionsoft, there are three separate places where you may be creating emails:

Template LibraryTemplate Library (Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates). This area is typically used for creating legacy
broadcast email templates for those customers who still use legacy functionality.

Sending a Broadcast Sending a Broadcast 
Campaign BuilderCampaign Builder: This is where all of your campaign automation emails reside. Most
customers spend much of their time in this area configuring their campaign structure
and campaign emails.

(Legacy) Drag & Drop Email Builder

The legacy Drag & Drop HTML builder offers an intuitive drag & drop interface that allow you
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to add, remove, and re-arrange text, image, and link content snippets. The layout and style
tools make it easy to change from a one to a two column layout, as well as customize email
colors to coordinate with company branding.

(Legacy) Plain Text Editor

An email template can be plain text only or a combination of HTML and plain text. Plain text
email templates do not include any formatting options at all. You are not able to add images
or format text. However, all email programs will display a plain text email.
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(Legacy) Email Code Builder

As an alternative to the standard HTML option, users can build an email from HTML source
code using the Code Builder. The code is generated through an HTML code editor (e.g.
Dreamweaver) and then pasted into an Infusionsoft email. Users who want highly
customized emails and who are very familiar with HTML code may prefer this HTML option
for it's additional flexibility. The code option is not compatible with the standard HTML
builder. Once an email is converted to code, it can no longer be edited using the drag & drop
interface.
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(Legacy) Classic Builder

The classic builder is an older email builder. It uses a standard HTML WYSIWYG editor which
includes tools to insert tables and more. Because this builder will eventually be phased out,
we recommend using the drag & drop or code HTML builder instead.
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Organize Legacy Templates With
Template Categories
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:34 am MST

Legacy NoticeLegacy Notice: This article refers to a feature that used with legacy broadcast emails
which are created in Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates. 

As you build your automated follow-up processes in Infusionsoft, the number of templates
you create is going to grow. Use template categories to organize templates and to filter the
template list.

1. Go to Marketing > SettingsMarketing > Settings in the main navigation menu

2. Click on Template Defaults in the settings menu.

3. Infusionsoft has a set of default template categories. You can use these categories or
create new categories.

Delete the categories you won't use by highlighting the text, and pressing delete
on your keyboard. Remove the blank space on the list as well.
Add company-specific categories to the list. Type in one per line.

4. Click Save Save to apply any changes.
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4. Click Save Save to apply any changes.

5. To assign a template to a category, go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates

6. Click on a template name to open it.

7. Click on the Category & Follow-Up SequenceCategory & Follow-Up Sequence tab.

8. Select one or more category. Hold down the CTRL CTRL key on your keyboard to select more
than one.

9. Click Save Save to update the template.

10. To filter the Template Library List by Category...

1. Go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates
2. Select a category from the category drop-down.

11. The list of templates will update dynamically to show the templates that are assigned to
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the category you selected.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create A Legacy Email Template
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:34 am MST

Legacy NoticeLegacy Notice: This article refers to a feature that used with legacy broadcast emails
which are created in Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates..

The drag & drop email builder makes it easy for anyone to create branded, professional
looking emails. In order to ensure your emails have a consistent look and feel, you should
start by creating your branded templates in the branding center first. After you've created
your branded templates, all new emails you create will retain the same look and feel.

Compatibility NoteCompatibility Note: The drag & drop builder is not compatible with the code builder (or
classic builder). If you create an email using the drag & drop builder, you should continue
editing it with the drag & drop builder tools. If you convert an email to the code or classic
builder, you will not be able to return to the drag & drop builder for future editing. Click
here to learn more about legacy email builders
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To get started, let's look at a couple of features that will help you design a great looking
email...

SnippetsSnippets: Use the drag & drop snippets to construct the email body and move them
around to adjust the way the content is organized.
LayoutLayout: The layout tools allow you to display or hide sections to customize the way the
content is organized in the email. The Layout & Style menu contains the following tools:

Pre HeaderPre Header: This section appears before the email content. It generally contains a
link to view the hosted version of the email or a double opt-in / opt-out message.
Header / FooterHeader / Footer: These sections appear above and below the email body. They
span the width of the entire email. The header generally contains a banner image.
The footer generally contains the CAN SPAM address and opt-out or update links.
SidebarSidebar: Turning on the sidebar adds a second column to the email. The sidebar
can be positioned to the left or the right of the email content. You can also adjust
the sidebar width.
Email WidthEmail Width: The default email width is 600 pixels for optimal viewing in the
preview panes of all email clients. Use this layout tool to change the default.
Email AlignmentEmail Alignment: Emails are aligned center by default. Use this layout setting to
align it left if you want to mimic the layout of common email clients (e.g. Outlook)
Show FormShow Form: This setting integrates with social sharing to turn a hosted email into a
mini landing page with a form when viewed through a socially shared link (read
related article.)

StyleStyle: There are several standard styles available in the drag & drop email builder. You
can use one of the built-in styles "as is" or use it as a starting point for creating a custom
style. You can customize the colors used in various parts of the email using hexadecimal
color codes, an eye-drop color picker tool, or use the built-in "Guess" feature (which
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suggests colors based on an image within the email, like a logo). The "Simple" style
removes custom formatting to mimic an email sent through common email clients (e.g.
Outlook)

1. Go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates

2. Select Email Email from the Add a template drop-down.

Template Draft: Whenever Infusionsoft detects a previously unsaved template, you will
see this dialog. You can continue from a previous template, or simply click No, start
from scratch.

3. Enter a Title

You will only see the title from within Infusionsoft. Title your templates in a way that will
allow you to search and find them easily. Public/Private - If you set this to Private, only
the user that created the email can access it.

4. Choose the From information
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You can choose to send the email address from the contact's owner (most common), a
specific user, or choose other to manually type the from name and email address.

5. Enter the email subject

You can merge contact information into the subject line if you wish to personalize it.
Just click inside the subject line where you would like to place the merge field, then click
the merge button to choose the field you would like to merge.

6. Select the type of email you want to send
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HTML (Graphics & Colors)HTML (Graphics & Colors): Uses only the drag & drop builder to create the email.
HTML and Plain TextHTML and Plain Text: After you create the drag & drop version of the email, you
will need to copy the message to the plain text builder. You will essentially be
creating two versions of the same message.

7. Click on the Edit Email BodyEdit Email Body button.

8. Click on the Snippets Snippets tab at the top of the email builder.

9. Drag a banner snippet to the top of the email. If a banner is already there, you can
change the image by double-clicking it and selecting a custom image from the drop-
down or adding a new image. Note: Custom email banners should be no more than 600
pixels wide.

10. (Optional) Click on the Format tab and click the Layout & Style button to change the
default one-column layout. You can add a sidebar, adjust the width, and turn on / off
the pre-header, header, and footer. The updates take place immediately so you can
review them as you work.
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11. (Optional) While in the Layout & Style menu, click on Style to choose the colors used in
the various parts of your email.

Click on one of the standard styles to use it without modification.
Click on Edit beside a standard style to use it as a starting point for your custom
style. You can customize the colors using:

Hexadecimal color codes
The color picker tool (can pick colors from any image in your email)
Guess: Click on an image and then on Guess. Infusionsoft will analyze the
colors in the image and suggest a style each time you click on Guess.

12. Click on the Snippets tab again and drag them onto the email to add text, images, social
media links, and more. Customize the content in the paragraph, article, and spotlight
snippets and select or upload images.

13. Add automation links to text and images. Just highlight the text or click on the image
you want to link and click the Link button on the toolbar. Note: You can only link the
images in paragraph or article snippets.

14. Enter the address you would like to link to.

15. Select the Action Action from the drop-down (e.g. Apply / Remove  Tag). Repeat as needed.

16. Click on the Save Save icon to save your changes.

17. Then click on the Preview Preview button to review the email.

18. Click on the Close BuilderClose Builder button when you are finished customizing the template.

19. If you chose HTML & Plain Text you will need to copy the body of the email into the text
box labeled, Plain Text Editor.

20. Check the Spam Score by clicking on the Update Score button. If the spam score is over
5, modify your email to reduce it. Emails scoring over 5 are more likely to go to the
recipients' junk-mail folder (see related article.)

21. Mark the template as Ready Ready and then click on the Save Save button to apply the updates to
the template.

22. Click on the Save & Send TestSave & Send Test button to send yourself a copy.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Clone A Legacy Email Template
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:35 am MST

Legacy NoticeLegacy Notice: This article refers to a feature that used with legacy broadcast emails
which are created in Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates. 

1. Go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates

2. Click on the name of an existing email template to open it.

3. Scroll to the bottom and click on the Clone Clone button. A confirmation message, "Template
Cloned Successfully" will appear at the top of the template.

4. Change the name of the email template.

5. Mark the template as Ready Ready and Save it.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Add Images to a Legacy Email
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:35 am MST

Legacy NoticeLegacy Notice: This article refers to a feature that used with legacy broadcast emails
which are created in Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates.

When you create an email template through the drag & drop builder, you can add images
using snippets or just insert an image into an existing paragraph, article, or spotlight snippet.

1. To insert an image snippet, click on the Snippets Snippets tab and drag the image object onto
the builder canvas and drop it in place.

2. To insert an image into an existing paragraph, article, or spotlight snippet, just click
inside the snippet where you would like to insert an image and then click on the
Image Image button.
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3. Pick an image from the image drop-down, or click on Add new imageAdd new image to upload a new
image. Browse your computer files to select an image, and then click on Upload to save
it in Infusionsoft. Once an image is uploaded, it is added to the alphabetized image list.
It will already be selected by default.

4. Enter the Image Settings.

Alt TextAlt Text: This text is displayed when the image is blocked by an email client (e.g.
Outlook). Enter your company name or other text related to your company and/or
the image.
AlignmentAlignment: This aligns the text below the image with the image you are inserting. It
determines how the text wraps around the image. If you are using an image
snippet instead of a text snippet, you can skip this step.
Manually resize this imagesManually resize this images: Check this box to manually change the dimensions of
the image so that it fits better in the email space. Make sure you resize the width
and height proportionately, dividing each dimension by the same number.

5. Click on the Insert / UpdateInsert / Update button to add the image to the email.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Personalize Legacy Email Templates With
Merge Fields
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:35 am MST

Legacy NoticeLegacy Notice: This article refers to a feature that used with legacy broadcast emails
which are created in Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates.

Merge Fields are used as placeholders in an email for content that will be personalized for
each recipient. The merge fields pull information from individual contact records or from the
Merge Field Defaults (when the field in the Person Record is blank). In the example below, the
Merge Fields are replaced with a person's first name, their appointment date, and the
signature of the User who sent the email from Infusionsoft.

Example:

Dear ~Contact.FirstName~

Thank you for speaking with me today. I'm glad I had a chance to learn more about
your needs and interests. I look forward to our in person appointment, which I have
scheduled for ~Contact._ScheduledAppt~. Please let me know if you have any
questions before we meet.

Best Regards,

~LoggedInUser. HTML Signature~

1. Go to the email template you want to personalize in the template library (Marketing >Marketing >
TemplatesTemplates)

2. Click on the Insert Insert tab

3. Click on the MergeMerge button to open the merge fields. The first list shows merge field
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categories. Click on a category name to view the merge fields available.

 

4. After you open the merge field list, click into the email body, subject line, or To/From
email address fields to select a position for the merge field, then click on the merge field
name (e.g. First Name) to insert it in the email.

5. The Merge Field should now be inserted into the email wherever you placed your
cursor.

6. Repeat this process to add more merge fields.

7. Save your changes, close the builder, and then save the template as well.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Add an Attachment to a Legacy Email
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:36 am MST

Add an Attachment to a Legacy Drag & Drop Email
1. Go to Marketing > Templates Marketing > Templates to select an email template or to Marketing > CampaignMarketing > Campaign

BuilderBuilder to edit a legacy email in a campaign sequence.

2. Open the email to view and edit it.

3. Click on the file snippet to drag and drop it onto the email body.

4. Click the Add New FileAdd New File button, or select an existing file from your Company File Box. The
files you upload using the attachment snippet are public files that your email readers
can view.
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5. Click SaveSave

Add a Hosted Attachment to a Code, Plain Text or Classic
Email

1. Go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates to select an email template or to Marketing > CampaignMarketing > Campaign
Builder Builder to edit a legacy email in a campaign sequence.

2. Open the email to view and edit it.

3. Click inside the body of the email where you would like to link the attachment

4. Click the arrow on the Merge button and select Attachments Attachments from the drop-down.

5. Upload a new file, or click on the name of the file you would like to attach.
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6. Click on the name of the file to insert it into the email as a merge field
(~HostedAttachment_751~.)

To Add an Attachment to a One-Off Email

Note: Attachments added with this method are removed when emails are sent via broadcast.

1. Click on the AttachmentsAttachments button

2. Select an existing attachment from a drop-down, or click on Browse Browse to add a new
attachment.

3. Click AttachAttach
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Insert YouTube Content Into Legacy
Emails
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:37 am MST

You can integrate video with your Infusionsoft email and landing page marketing efforts
through the YouTube Snippet. This snippet can be added to Drag & Drop Emails or Web
Forms to increase open rates and encourage social sharing. The email YouTube Snippet is
an automation link and campaign goal method . When you use the YouTube Snippet on a
landing page or web form, the video will play right in the hosted web form page. Use the
YouTube Snippet in conjunction with the Social Snippet and Infusionsoft's social publishing
options expand the reach of your video content.

1. Drag the YouTube YouTube snippet into position in a drag & drop email template, web form, or
landing page.

2. Go to YouTube to view the video you want to embed.

3. Go to the bottom of the video and click on Share Share to view the URL for the video.

4. Copy the URL and paste it into the video ID field in the YouTube snippet in Infusionsoft,
then delete the first part of it (http://youtu.be/), leaving only the ID. The ID is the
highlighted portion in this example: http://youtu.be/VbHfebDNC1U 

5. Click Save Save to add the snippet. You will see a thumbnail image of the video. Email
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recipients will click on the video image to go to YouTube to watch the video, but visitors
to your hosted web forms and landing pages will be able to play the video right away.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create A Legacy Plain Text Email
Template
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:37 am MST

When you create a legacy email template in the template library, you can choose to create a
Plain Text only email or an HTML & Plain Text email. You are able to copy / paste an HTML
email message into the Plain Text editor, but will need to make some adjustments to ensure
all links and merge field s are functioning properly. Note that pure, plain text emails are not
available in the campaign builder. And, plain text emails cannot be tracked for open rates.

1. Go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates

2. Select Email Email as the template type.

3. Enter the template Title, the From Email Address, and the Subject Line.

4. Choose the Plain Text  Plain Text (no graphics) option to use the plain text editor to create the
message.

5. Scroll down to the plain text editor to type or paste in the email message.

6. Click on Merge Merge to customize merge fields and merge links.

Signature Merge FieldSignature Merge Field
Be sure you use the proper signature merge field. You want the plain text signature
merge field,   ~LoggedInUser.Signature~ or ~Owner.Signature~, NOT the HTML
signature merge fields (~LoggedInUser.HTMLSignature~ or
~Owner.HTMLSignature~.)

7. Mark the template as Ready and click the Save button.

8. Click on the Save & Send Test button to send yourself a copy of the email you just
created.
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Note: If you are sending both HTML & Plain Text, you may need to temporarily set
the Type to Plain Text to test the Plain Text version of your email.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create A Legacy Email Template With
HTML
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:37 am MST

Be Careful! Campaign emails integrate closely with the link goals and campaign tracking. We
recommend you use the standard Email Builder. If you must create campaign emails using
the code editor, please consider the following.

The system automatically creates a CSS class (e.g. class="inf-track-55") for all of the links
in the code email as soon as you navigate away from an email object.
If you are copying / pasting code form an outside email editor (e.g. Dreamweaver),
navigate away from the email, and then double-click on it to return and copy the
updated code (with the updated CSS). Paste the revised code into Dreamweaver. Do not
remove the class information. This class is an integral part of tracking when links are
used to satisfy campaign goals. If you do not copy the class information and maintain it
in the code, the system will auto-generate a new class each time you edit the email
object, which will break the campaign.
All of the links in campaign sequence emails are tracked automatically. If you prefer not
to track some of the links, add class="inf-track-no" to the code.

1. Double-click on a legacy email object in the sequence to edit it.

2. Click on the Actions Actions button and select, Use Code BuilderUse Code Builder. You'll see a warning that tells
you that the code editor is not compatible with the standard drag & drop editor. You
will not be able to restore the email to its previous state after using it. Click OK to
confirm that you understand.
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3. Paste your custom HTML code into the editor. The system auto-saves sequence emails
every 30 seconds and when you exit the screen.

4. Don't forget to mark the Email as Ready so you can publish your changes.

5. Click on the Back to Sequence button. This process will auto-generate the link classes
mentioned above. The first time you create a sequence email object using the code
editor, double-click on the email template again to copy the revised code.

6. To use the Code Builder when creating an email broadcast, go to Marketing >
Templates and open your email.

7. Click on Edit Email Body and select Use Code Builder.

8. Paste the HTML source code and click on the Save icon to apply the update.

9. Click on Actions > PreviewActions > Preview  button to review the HTML email.

10. When you are finished editing, click on the Close Builder button to return to the email
template.

11. Mark the template as Ready and click Save.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create A Legacy Letter Template
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:38 am MST

A legacy letter template can be used to broadcast to a group of contacts, or from a single
contact record. Infusionsoft will queue up a letter fulfillment job on the home page
dashboard of the user the letter is assign to. When the letter job is processed, the system will
auto-merge information from contact records in Microsoft Word® so you can quickly print
the letter.

1. Go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates

2. Select Letter Letter as the template type.

3. Enter a Title for the letter template. Users will identify this template by the title. It
should be short but descriptive.

4. Choose a privacy option.

Public: Choose this to make the template accessible to other Infusionsoft users.
Private: Choose this if you want to hide this template from other Infusionsoft
users.

5. Click on the Edit Edit tab to compose the letter. Compose the letter in Infusionsoft or paste
content from Microsoft Word.
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6. Click on the Open Merge WindowOpen Merge Window button to access the merge fields you'll use to
personalize the letter. Note: You must use Infusionsoft merge fields, even if you
copy/paste from Word.

7. Click on a merge field category to access the merge fields.

8. Enter the processing information.

Needs LabelsNeeds Labels: Set to "yes" if you will print mailing labels for this letter.
Assigned UserAssigned User: Select the user who will be responsible for printing the Letter and
Labels. This letter job will show up in the fulfillment jobs widget on their user
home page.
NotificationNotification: Mark this check box to send the assigned user an email when the
letter job is triggered.
Notify SubjectNotify Subject: Enter the subject line for the notification email (e.g. New Customer
Welcome Letter Job)
Notify BodyNotify Body: Enter more detailed processing instructions (e.g. hand address, print
on company letterhead)

9. Click on the Save Save button to create the template.

10. (Optional) Click on the Categories and Follow-Up SequencesCategories and Follow-Up Sequences tab to assign this template
to a category. The categories are used to organize and filter templates.

11. (Optional) Click on the Misc. ExpenseMisc. Expense tab to assign a cost per person to this template.
This cost can include both the materials and labor needed to process this letter for each
person.

12. Mark the template as Ready Ready and click on the Save Save button.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create a Legacy Task Template
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:38 am MST

You can automatically assign tasks to users to incorporate personal touches in your follow-up
strategy. When a task template is triggered through a legacy follow-up sequence or an action
set, the system will automatically generate a task on the assigned user's task list. Task
templates are only available for automated tasks; they are not available when a user
manually creates task.

1. Go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates

2. Select Task Task as the template type.

3. Enter a Title for the task template. The title is used to identify a task template in various
lists throughout the system. It should be short and descriptive.

4. Choose a privacy option.

Public: Choose this to make the template accessible to other Infusionsoft users.
Private: Choose this if you want to hide this template from other Infusionsoft
users.

5. Enter the Task Information.

TypeType: Select a task type from the drop-down (e.g. Call, Email). Note: You are able to
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customize this list through CRM > Settings > Task/Appt/Note Settings.
TitleTitle: Enter the task title. This shows up in the assigned user's task list and will give
them an "at a glance" summary of the task.
BodyBody: Enter notes, a call script, or an outline into the body. This information will
help the User complete the task more effectively. You can click on the Open Merge
Window button to insert merge fields into the task body (e.g. ~Contact.FirstName~
or ~Contact.Phone1~)
Assign to Contact's OwnerAssign to Contact's Owner: Set to Yes if the user who is assigned as the contact
owner is responsible for completing this task. Otherwise, set this to No.
Assign to (backup)Assign to (backup): Select a user from the drop-down. This user will be assigned
the task if "Assigned to Contact's Owner" is set to No OR if the contact has not
been assigned an owner.
(Optional) Days till Due(Optional) Days till Due: This number defines the time window during which the
task must be completed before it is considered overdue (e.g. a 5 would mean that
a task triggered today would not be overdue unless it was not completed within
the next 5 days.)
(Optional) Due At(Optional) Due At: Select a time of day, if appropriate.
PriorityPriority: Selecting a priority helps the user determine which tasks to address first in
a given day. Select from Critical, Essential, or Non-Essential.
(Optional) Pause Follow-Up Sequence Until Complete(Optional) Pause Follow-Up Sequence Until Complete: Set to Yes Yes if this task is being
used as a step in a follow-up sequence and you do not want any of the steps that
follow it to trigger until the assigned user marks the task as complete.
(Optional) Notify these Users: Select users who need to know when this task is
triggered. These users will receive an email notification.

6. Click on the Save Save button to create the task template.

7. (Optional) Click on the Categories and Follow-Up SequencesCategories and Follow-Up Sequences tab to assign this template
to a category. The categories are used to organize and filter templates.

8. (Optional) Click on the Misc. ExpenseMisc. Expense tab to assign a cost per person to this template.
This is not commonly used with task templates, but the cost can include both the
materials and labor to fulfill this task for each person.

9. Mark the task template as Ready Ready and click on the Save Save button to apply the changes.
Note: Some tasks have several possible outcomes or scenarios that can change a
prospect or customer's follow-up path. If a task can have multiple outcomes, you may
need to create some task completion scenarios.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create A Legacy Appointment Template
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:39 am MST

Legacy NoticeLegacy Notice: This article refers to a legacy feature that is not compatible with the
Campaign Builder.

You can automatically assign appointments to Infusionsoft users to incorporate personal
touches into your follow-up strategy. When an appointment template is created through a
legacy follow-up sequence or action set, the system will create a new appointment on the
assigned user's calendar and in the appointment widget on their home page dashboard.

1. Go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates

2. Select Appointment Appointment as the template type.

3. Enter a Title for the appointment template. Note: The title is used to identify an
appointment template in various lists throughout the system. It should be short and
descriptive.

4. Choose a privacy option.

Public: Choose this to make the template accessible to other Infusionsoft users.
Private: Choose this if you want to hide this template from other Infusionsoft
users.

5. Enter the Appointment Information.

TypeType: Select a appointment type from the drop-down
TitleTitle: Enter the appointment title. This shows up on the assigned user's calendar
and will give them "at a glance" information about the appointment.
BodyBody: Enter notes into the body. This information will help the user complete the
appointment more effectively. Click on the Open Merge Window button to insert
merge fields into the appointment body (e.g. ~Contact.FirstName~ or
~Contact.Phone1~.)
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Assign to Contact's OwnerAssign to Contact's Owner: Set to Yes if the user who is assigned as the contact
owner is responsible for completing this task. Otherwise, set this to No.
Assign to (backup)Assign to (backup): Select a user from the drop-down. This user will be assigned
the task if "Assigned to Contact's Owner" is set to No OR if the contact has not
been assigned an owner.
Which Date?Which Date?: Select a standard date (e.g. Birthday) or custom field date (e.g.
consultation date) to use as a basis for scheduling the appointment. You will
schedule the appointment a specific number of days before or after that date. You
can also create a new custom contact field if needed.
Schedule the appointmentSchedule the appointment: The appointment is scheduled in relation to the date
above. Here you set appointment a specified number of days before or after that
date, choose the year, and set a specific time for the appointment.
How long will the appointment last?How long will the appointment last?: Enter the amount of time that needs blocked
out on the assigned user's calendar.
(Optional) Notify these Users(Optional) Notify these Users: Select users who need to know when this
appointment is created. They will receive a notification email.

6. Click on the Save Save button to create the appointment template.

7. (Optional) Click on the Categories and Follow-Up SequencesCategories and Follow-Up Sequences tab to assign this template
to a category. The categories are used to organize and filter templates.

8. (Optional) Click on the Misc. ExpenseMisc. Expense tab to assign a cost per person to this template.
This is not commonly used with appointment templates, but the cost can include both
the materials and labor to fulfill this appointment for each person.

9. Mark the appointment template as Ready Ready and click on the Save Save button to apply the
updates.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create Attachment Download Link
Instead Of Using File Snippet in a Legacy
Email
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:39 am MST

Legacy NoticeLegacy Notice: This article refers to the legacy email builder. Click here for new articles

Use case:

If you are not using the new Email Builder when creating emails (which has this feature
built-in)
You want your recipient to click on a link or image to download a file.

Please Note! The file size limit is 10MB

1. Navigate to Files from the toolbar
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2. Click Company FilesCompany Files tab

3. Click BrowseBrowse, then select a file from your computer
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4. Click UploadUpload

5. Copy Download link location. Right click the Download Download link next to the new file and
select Copy link addressCopy link address. Note that your browser will likely be different than shown
below, but you should have a "copy link" option.

6. Navigate back to the email that you were creating
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7. Create the link text. Paste in the link you copied earlier from the Filebox and click
Insert/Update

Type the text for the link (e.g. "Click Here") then highlight this text and click the "Link"
button in the editor. 
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

How To Convert Existing Emails To The
New Email Builder
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:39 am MST

For long-time Infusionsoft users, the prospect of having new and updated features is both
exciting and potentially daunting. Each new wrinkle brings the possibility of necessary
changes to existing content in order to ensure its continued functionality.

One example of this is converting Legacy edition emails into messages that can be used in
the new email builder. Not everything can be converted. Certain types like code builder
emails will not translate, as well as HTML, file attachments, and email signatures.

Campaign Builder

Option 1: If the email is already saved in templates

1. Ensure that emails are saved under Marketing Templates
2. Open the campaign sequence you want to change
3. Drag over a new email object and open it
4. Click the Actions Actions button
5. Import the legacyImport the legacy template
6. Select the template name
7. Once selected, choose Convert TemplateConvert Template
8. Review the email and make necessary changes. (Note: Not all information will convert,

some tweaking may be necessary. Specifically, check the From, To, and Subject fields.)
9. Set to ReadyReady, and then PublishPublish

Option 2: Steps for Legacy emails that are not to be saved as a template

1. Open the campaign that includes the legacy email
2. Open the email
3. Click the Actions Actions button
4. Note: Save as a template for future use!
5. Click Actions Actions again (The email will close if you save it as a template)
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6. Select Convert to New BuilderConvert to New Builder
7. Review the email and make necessary changes. (Note: Not all information will convert,

some tweaking may be necessary. Specifically, check the From, To, and Subject fields.)
8. Set to ReadyReady, then PublishPublish

Broadcast Email
1. Go to Marketing > Email & BroadcastsMarketing > Email & Broadcasts
2. Click Get StartedGet Started
3. Click ActionsActions
4. Select Import Legacy TemplatesImport Legacy Templates
5. Select the desired template name
6. Click Convert TemplateConvert Template
7. Review the email and make necessary changes. (Note: Not all information will convert,

some tweaking may be necessary. Specifically, check the From, To, and Subject fields.)
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Dynamic Lead Nurture Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:01 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Dynamic Lead Nurture campaign that you
can install for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

1. Install the Dynamic Lead Nurture campaign from its Marketplace listing

2. Add Educational Resources to Emails

The email design and layout are pre-defined upon install. All you have to do is put the
specific educational resources in the two emails and write brief descriptions.

1.  Double click the Dynamic Lead Nurture sequence
2. Double click the Dynamic Lead Nurture #1 email
3. Edit the email content so it is linking to two different educational resources and

provides some context into why a lead might need this resource
4. In the upper right of the page, click on Draft to mark the email as Ready; in the

upper left of the page click Back to Sequence
5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 for Dynamic Lead Nurture #2 email
6. In the upper right of the page, click on Draft to mark the sequence as Ready; in the

upper left of the page click Back to Campaign

3. Double Check Link Click Goals

Out of the box, this campaign is automatically tracking the resource links in the nurture
emails. However, now that you've edited the emails, you want to double check that all
links are still being tracked.

1. Double click the View Resource 1 link click goal
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2. Going down the list of emails on the left of the page, click every link to the first
resource in both emails; you’ll know you did it right when the link has a green
check which means the system will be looking for clicks on that specific link.

3. In the upper left of the page, click Back to Campaign
4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 for the View Resource 2 link click goal; make sure you are

tracking the second resource's links this time around.

4. Assign the Follow Up Task

The last setup step is to choose who gets the follow-up task when someone requests a
conversation.

1. Double click on the Task to Follow Up sequence
2. Double click on the Task to Follow Up task
3. Select a user from the Assign to (backup) drop-down
4. In the Notify these users section, select the same user so they can receive an email

notification whenever someone bubbles up
5. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to change the task to the Ready status
6. Click on Back to Sequence in the upper left of the page
7. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence itself as Ready
8. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page

5. Publish the Campaign

All items on this campaign should be light green-greyed out (like the Start Dynamic Lead
Nurture goal) which means we can safely Publish the campaign so it can be used.

1. Click the Publish button in the upper right.
2. Click the Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

6. Update Existing Sales Process

This campaign was designed to work as an enhancement to your existing sales process.
Once a lead has made it to a certain point in your automated follow up, the campaign
you just setup can be triggered automatically; all you have to do is apply this campaign's
Start tag. For example, if you are offering a free lead magnet that drives towards a sale,
you could trigger this dynamic lead nurture after they have received all sales emails but
not made a purchase. You could also start this nurture immediately upon new lead
capture if you don't have anything else automated happening to a new lead.
 

1. Go into the campaign that contains your existing sales process OR lead capture
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2. Double click into the sequence where you want leads to start this dynamic nurture
3. Using the Process menu on the right of the page, drag in a new Tag step and make

sure it is connected to the automation flow
4. Update the Tag step to apply the Functional -> Start Dynamic Lead Nurture tag;

click Save

 
5. In the upper left of the page, click Back to Sequence
6. In the upper right of the page, click the Publish button
7. Click the Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the updates to this

campaign

7. Now, the next time a lead makes it to this part in your sales process, this dynamic
nurture campaign will automatically start.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Hard Bounce Re-engage Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:01 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Hard Bounce Re-EngageHard Bounce Re-Engage campaign that
you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign is an extension to Hard Bounce Recovery and invites someone to double
check their subscription preferences after they provide a working, updated email address.

1. Download the Hard Bounce Re-Engage campaign from the Marketplace

2. MODIFY SUBSCRIPTION PREFERENCES FORM

Out of the box, this campaign uses the Main Newsletter custom Drop-down field that
comes with our newsletter campaign *. If you are using Tags OR some other custom
Drop-down field(s) to segment your subscription list, you'll need to add these other
subscriptions to the preferences form before publishing.
* If you are only using the Main Newsetter custom Dropdown field, you may skip this
step

1. Double click the Subscription Preferences Double Check web form
2. If you are not using the Main Newsletter custom field, hover over the field and

click the Delete
3. Add your existing subscriptions to the form

If you are using custom Dropdown fields to segment your subscriptions:
1. Using the Field Snippets ribbon, drag in a new Other snippet
2. Configure the snippet for the custom Dropdown field being used for a

subscription; click Save
3. Repeat steps 1&2 for all subscriptions that are segmented using a

custom Dropdown field
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If you are using Tags to segment your subscriptions:
1. Using the Field Snippets ribbon, drag in a new Checkbox snippet
2. Configure the checkbox label for the subscription
3. Click the Tag symbol next to the label and configure it for the Tag being

used for the subscription; click Save
4. Repeat steps 1-3 for all subscriptions that are segmented using a tag

4. In the upper right of the page, click Back to Campaign

3. Publish the CAMPAIGN

All items on this campaign are 100% configured upon install which means we can safely
Publish the campaign so it can be used.

1. In the upper right of the page, click the Publish button
2. At the bottom of the checklist, click the Publish button to publish the campaign

4. Update Existing Hard Bounce Recovery Campaign*

This campaign was designed to work as an extension to the Hard Bounce Recovery
Campaign . That campaign's purpose is catch email addresses as they hard bounce so
they can be updated. Once an update email has been provided, the campaign you just
setup can be triggered automatically.
* You may also use this re-engagement campaign with any other process in your
business where someone's email is updated
 

1. Go into the campaign that contains the existing hard bounce recovery process
2. Double click into the sequence that removes the hard bounce tag; this should be

the sequence connected after the existing internal form goal used for updates
3. Using the Process menu on the right of the page, drag in a new Tag step and make

sure it is connected to the automation flow

4. Update the Tag step to apply the Functional -> Start Hard Bounce Re-Engage tag;
click Save
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5. In the upper left of the page, click Back to Sequence
6. In the upper right of the page, click the Publish button
7. Click the Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the updates to this

campaign

5. Now, the next time someone provides a working email address, this re-engagement
campaign will automatically start.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Frequently Asked Question Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:01 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Frequently Asked Question Automation
campaign that you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign sends a pre-authored email answering a frequently asked question (FAQ)
when triggered by an Infusionsoft user.

Step-by-Step Instructions

1. Download the Frequently Asked Question Automation campaign from the Marketplace

2. Update Campaign Objects to Specify FAQ Topic

The campaign installs with "Topic A" in the names of the different elements. To keep
things meaningful and organized, you need to edit the elements so they reflect the real-
world topic being discussed in the automated email.

1. In the lower left corner of the FAQ - Topic A goal, double click the orange note
symbol

2. Replace "Topic A" in the Goal Name with the actual topic and click Save (e.g. If this
is an FAQ email about pricing, the Goal Name can be "FAQ - Pricing")

3. Double click the Note Template goal itself that you just renamed; do NOT click the
orange note symbol again.

4. Replace "Topic A" in the Title with the actual topic (e.g. If this is an FAQ email about
pricing, the Title for this note can be "Sent FAQ - Pricing")

5. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the Note Template goal as
Ready; in the upper left of the page click Back to Campaign

6. Double click into the FAQ - Topic A sequence
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7. In the upper left of the page, using the Sequence dropdown, select Rename
8. Replace "Topic A" in the Sequence Name with the actual topic and click Save (e.g. If

this is an FAQ email about pricing, the Sequence Name can be "FAQ - Pricing")

3. Edit Email Template to Reflect FAQ Answer

The FAQ email design and layout are pre-defined upon install. All you have to do is
rename the email object and add in the specific answer to the email.

1. Double click the FAQ - Topic A email
2. In the upper left of the page, using the Email dropdown, select Rename
3. Replace "Topic A" in the Email Name with the actual topic and click Save (e.g. If this

is an FAQ email about pricing, the Email Name can be "FAQ - Pricing")
4. Edit the email content to answer the frequently asked question
5. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the email as Ready; in the upper

left of the page click Back to Sequence
6. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence as Ready; in the

upper left of the page click Back to Campaign

4. Publish the CAMPAIGN

All items on this campaign should be light green-greyed out (like the FAQ - Topic goal)
which means we can safely Publish the campaign so it can be used.

1. Click the Publish button in the upper right.
2. Click the Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

5. Begin Triggering FAQs And Save Time

Your FAQ email is ready to go! Now, the next time a Contact asks that specific question,
you just need to apply the Note Template to their Contact Record and the email will
send automatically. For a tutorial on how to apply Note Templates to a Contact click
here .
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Newsletter Sign Up And Preference
Center
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:01 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Newsletter Sign Up & Preference Center
campaign that you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign contains a sign up web form that adds someone to your newsletter list once
they confirm their email. It also contains a preference center that can be linked to from within
any newsletter that gets sent out.

1. Download the Newsletter Sign Up & Preference Center campaign from the Marketplace

2. Publish the CAMPAIGN

All items on this campaign are 100% configured upon install which means we can safely
Publish the campaign so it can be used.

1. Click the Publish button in the upper right.
2. Click the Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

3. Put Newsletter Sign Up Form on Your Site*

Your newsletter sign up form is now is ready to go! You just need to grab the form's web
code and put it on your site.
* If you already have an Infusionsoft-based newsletter sign up form on your website,
skip to the next section

1. After the publish is finished, in the upper left of the page just below the Back to
List button, click on the Edit tab .
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2. Double click on the Newsletter Sign Up WEB FORM goal
3. After the form opens, click on the Code tab towards the top middle of the page.
4. In the Do It Yourself section, copy the Javascript Snippet code; this is the actual

code for the form itself.
5. Publish this form code on a page (or pages) of your website. Your website visitors

now have a way to quickly and easily join your newsletter list!

4. Update Existing Newsletter Sign Up Form(s) on Your Site*

For the preference center to work, you segment your newsletter list using a custom
Drop-down field (this is installed with the campaign); historically Infusionsoft users have
segmented their newsletter list using a Tag. You will not be making any changes to your
current newsletter sign up form, you will only be making changes to the existing
automation on the back-end. In the next section, you will migrate your existing
newsletter list from Tags to this new custom field.
* If you installed the newsletter sign up form on your website using the previous
section, skip to the next section

1. Go into the campaign that contains the existing newsletter sign up form
2. Double click into the sequence where the existing newsletter Tag gets applied; this

should be the sequence connected after the existing sign up web form goal
3. Double click into the Tag step which is applying the existing newsletter tag
4. Next to the tag name, click the X to remove it from the step configuration

5. Update the Tag step to apply the Functional -> Add to Main Newsletter
Confirmation tag; click Save
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6. In the upper left of the page, click Back to Sequence
7. In the upper right of the page, click the Publish button
8. Click the Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the updates to this

campaign
9. Repeat steps 1-8 for each instance of your newsletter sign up forms, if applicable

5. Migrate Your Existing Newsletter Segmentation*

Now that all newsletter sign ups will be using the custom Dropdown field to segment
(instead of a Tag), you have to find all existing contacts with that tag, update the
dropdown field on their Contact records and then delete the old newsletter tag.
* If you do not have your newsletter list segmented by Tag already, you can skip to the
next section

1. Do a contact search for people with your existing newsletter Tag
2. When you have your list of contacts, in the upper left of the results, click

the Actions dropdown and select Mass Update Contacts
3. In the list of contact fields, next to the "Main Newsletter" field (which installs with

the campaign), check the box and select Yes

 
4. At the bottom of the page, click Process Action
5. Once the action has completed, hover over the main navigation and, in the CRM

column, click on Settings at the bottom
6. In the left menu, click on Tags
7. Find the old newsletter tag and click into it
8. At the bottom of the page click Delete this Tag and then click Ok to confirm.
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Before deleting the Tag, verify the Tag is not being used in any other automation
(campaign decision diamonds, lead scoring, etc.). If so, you'll need to update those
automation pieces to use the new custom field instead before deleting the Tag.

6. ADD A LINK TO EMAIL PREFERENCES IN YOUR NEWSLETTERS

Moving forward, in the footer of each newsletter, you'll want to include a link to the
preferences center.

1. When configuring an email link, select "Hosted Web Form" from the drop-down
and find the preferences form

If you have a newsletter template that you use as a starting point each time, save yourself
time by adding this preferences link to your newsletter template
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Weekly Management Check-In
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:02 am MST

This article provides instructions for launching the Weekly Management Check-In campaign
that you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign sends a weekly reminder email asking for an employee's top contributions in
the past week which they submit through a simple web form.

Step-by-Step Instructions

1. Download the Weekly Management Check-In campaign from the Marketplace

2. Assign the Fulfillment Lists

The only setup step is to choose which users gets the two weekly reports on who did
and didn't check in.

1. Double click on the Weekly Check-In Emails sequence.
2. Double click on the Employees That Didn't Check-In fulfillment step.
3. In the Email Options section at the bottom of the page, select a user to receive the

report using the To drop-down; this should be the people leader that needs to get
these weekly reports.

4. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to change the fulfillment list to the Ready
status.

5. Click on Back to Sequence in the upper left of the page.
6. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence itself as Ready.
7. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.
8. Double click on the Send Weekly Report & Reset sequence.
9. Double click on the Employees Check-In Report fulfillment step.

10. Repeat steps 3 through 7

3. Publish the CAMPAIGN

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (just like
the ADMIN - Add to Weekly Check-In goal). This means we can safely Publish the
campaign so it can be used.
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1. Click the Publish button in the upper right
2. Click the Publish button at the bottom of the checklist that displays to publish the

campaign

4. Add Your Employees to the Weekly Check-In

It is easy to add employees to this campaign! Simply submit the "ADMIN - Add to Weekly
Check-In" internal form according to method in the linked article.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Landing Page Template Pack 3
Last Modified on 07/17/2018 12:19 pm MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for using the landing page templates found in the Landing
Page Template Pack #3 campaign that you can download for free from the Infusionsoft
Marketplace.

This campaign contains five unique pre-designed landing page templates that can be easily
brought into your other campaigns.

1. Download the Landing Page Template Pack #3 campaign from the Marketplace.

2. Use a Landing Page Design In Your Campaign

Loading a landing page template into your campaign is easy!

1. Go into a new or existing campaign (not the one you just installed)
2. Drag out a new Goal onto the campaign canvas
3. Give the goal a name, configure the goal to be achieved when a contact Submits a

Landing Page form; click the green Save button
4. Double click on the new Landing Page goal to edit it
5. When it loads, in the upper left of the page click on the Landing Page button and

select Copy from Campaign...
6. Using the dropdown menu, select Landing Page Template Pack #3
7. In the second dropdown that appears, select the specific landing page design you

want to copy
8. After verifying this is the design you want, click on the green Use This button in

the lower right corner of the page
9. You can now customize the landing page content for the specific campaign

objective
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Holiday Card Address Collection
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:02 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Holiday Card Address Collection campaign
that you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign makes it easy to collect addresses for people we want to send a holiday card.

1. Download the Holiday Card Address Collection campaign from the Marketplace

2. Configure Email Send Dates/Times

In this part, you tell the campaign when you want to send the initial request email and
the reminder. While you can configure the timers any way you wish, the idea is to make
the initial address collection request and then send a reminder one week before you
plan to actually mail the card.

1. Double click into the Request Address for Holiday Card sequence.
2. Double click the first Date Timer and configure it for one week before when you

plan to send your holiday card; click the green Save button.
3. Double click the second Date Timer and configure it for when you plan to send

your holiday card; click the green Save button.
4. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence as Ready; in the

upper left of the page click Back to Campaign

3. Publish the CAMPAIGN

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (just like
the ADMIN - Start Holiday Address Collection goal). This means we can safely Publish
the campaign so it can be used.
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1. Click the Publish button in the upper right.
2. Click the Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

4. START COLLECTING ADDRESSES

This campaign can be triggered to a group of contacts or on an individual basis.

To add a group of contacts to this campaign:

1. Do a contact search for the segment of your database you want to send a holiday
card but don't have a mailing address

2. In the upper left of the search results, click the Actions drop-down and
select Start/Stop a Campaign Sequence.

3. Select the 'Holiday Card Address Collection' campaign from the second dropdown
and then 'Request Address for Holiday Card' sequence from the third dropdown

4. Process the action

5. To manually add a contact to this campaign:

1. Apply the 'ADMIN - Start Holiday Address Collection' Note Template to a contact
record. Click here for a tutorial on how to apply a Note Template.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Inbound Call Sales Rep Assignment
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:02 am MST

This article provides instructions for launching the Inbound Call Sales Rep Assignment
campaign that you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

When a new lead calls in, easily enter their information and assign the lead to a sales rep – all
by filling out a single internal form .

1. Download the Inbound Call Sales Rep Assignment campaign from the Marketplace

2. Assign a Backup User to the Follow Up Task

The only setup step is to choose who is the backup user to receive the follow up task;
this is a built-in safety feature to ensure every task is assigned to a user.

1. Double click on the Sales Rep Follow Up sequence.
2. Double click on the New Lead Follow Up task.
3. Select a user from the Assign to (backup) drop-down.
4. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to change the task to the Ready status.
5. Click on Back to Sequence in the upper left of the page.
6. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence itself as Ready.
7. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

3. Publish the CAMPAIGN

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (just like the LEAD
- Inbound Phone Call goal). This means we can safely Publish the campaign so it can be
used.

1. Click the Publish button in the upper right.
2. Click the Publish button at the bottom of the campaign checklist to publish the

campaign.

4. Start Assigning Inbound Phone Leads to Sales Reps

Your campaign is ready to go! The next time you need to assign an inbound phone lead
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to a sales rep submit the "LEAD - Inbound Phone Call" internal form according to this
tutorial .
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Easy Password Recovery
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:03 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Easy Password Recovery campaign that
you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign contains a web form your membership site users can use to request their
password via email.

1. Download the Easy Password Recovery campaign from the Marketplace

2. Setup the Campaign Link

The email delivering a member's password also points the member back to your
membership site login page. In this part, you tell the campaign the login page URL.

1. In the upper left of the page, click on the Campaign dropdown and click on Links.
2. Click Edit to change the Member Login Page URL.
3. Update the placeholder URL with the actual URL of your membership site login

page and click Save.
4. Click on Close in the lower right corner of this menu to close it.

3. Publish the Campaign

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (like the Password
Recovery Formgoal). This means we can safely Publish.

1. Click the Publish button in the upper right of the page.
2. Click the Publish button at the bottom of this list to finish publishing the

campaign.
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4. Put Password Recovery Form on Your Site

Your password recovery form is now is ready to go! You just need to grab the form's
web code and put it on your site.

1. After the publish is finished, in the upper left of the page just below the Back to
List button, click on the Edit tab .

2. Double click on the Password Recovery Form WEB FORM goal
3. After the form opens, click on the Code tab towards the top middle of the page.
4. In the Do It Yourself section, copy the Javascript Snippet code; this is the actual

code for the form itself.
5. Publish this form code on a page (or pages) of your membership website. Your

members now have a way to quickly and easily recover their membership
password!
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

List Migration Reactivation
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:03 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the List Migration Reactivation campaign that
you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign contains an email series designed to reactivate email subscribers that you
have imported from another email system.

1. Download the List Migration Reactivation campaign from the Marketplace

2. Assign the Fulfillment List

The only setup step is to choose who gets the list of subscribers who should be
removed from any mass broadcast segments.

1. Double click on the Flag for Removal sequence.
2. Double click on the Inactive Subscribers fulfillment step.
3. In the Dashboard Options section at the bottom of the page, select a user from

the Assign To drop-down.
4. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to change the fulfillment list to the Ready

status.
5. Click on Back to Sequence in the upper left of the page.
6. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence itself as Ready!
7. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

3. Publish the CAMPAIGN

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (just like the Keep
Me On Your List goal). This means we can safely Publish the campaign so it can be used.
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1. Click the Publish button in the upper right
2. Click the Publish button at the bottom of the menu that displays to publish the

campaign

4. Add Your Imported List to The Reactivation Series

It is easy to manually add a group of contacts to this campaign.

1. Do a contact search for the imported segment of your list you want to reactivate.
2. When you have the segment you want, from the Actions dropdown in the upper

left of the search results, select Start/Stop a Campaign Sequence.
3. Select the 'List Migration Reactivation' campaign from the second dropdown and

then 'List Migration Reactivation' sequence from the third dropdown.
4. Process the action.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Satisfaction Survey
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:03 am MST

This article provides instructions for launching the Satisfaction Survey campaign that you can
download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign contains a one-question survey that will capture the satisfaction level of your
customers. Then, automate your follow up based on their level of satisfaction.

1. Download the Satisfaction Survey campaign from the Marketplace

2. Assign the Follow-up Task

The only setup step is to choose who gets the follow-up task when someone is not
satisfied.

1. Double click on the Not Satisfied sequence.
2. Double click on the Not Satisfied Follow Up task.
3. Select a user from the Assign to (backup) drop-down.
4. In the Notify these users section, select the same user so they can receive an email

notification whenever someone bubbles up.
5. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to change the task to the Ready status.
6. Click on Back to Sequence in the upper left of the page.
7. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence itself as Ready!
8. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

3. Publish the CAMPAIGN

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (just like
the Satisfaction Surveygoal). This means we can safely Publish the campaign so it can be
used.

1. Click the green Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items
to be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

4. DRIVE TRAFFIC TO THE SURVEY
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You can easily link to this survey from within any email.

1. When configuring an email link, select "Hosted Web Form" from the drop-down
and find this satisfaction form
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Contact Me Bubble Up
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:03 am MST

This article provides instructions for launching the Contact Me Bubble Up campaign that you
can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign contains a simple re-usable workflow that lets a contact easily request a
personal follow up.

1. Download the Contact Me Bubble Up campaign from the Marketplace

2. Assign the Follow-up Task

The only setup step is to choose who gets the follow-up task when someone bubbles up
from an email.

1. Double click on the Task to Contact sequence.
2. Double click on the Contact Bubble Up task.
3. Select a user from the Assign to (backup) drop-down.
4. In the Notify these users section, select the same user so they can receive an email

notification whenever someone bubbles up.
5. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to change the task to the Ready status.
6. Click on Back to Sequence in the upper left of the page.
7. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence itself as Ready!
8. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

3. Publish the CAMPAIGN

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (just like
the Functional -> Contact Me Bubble Up goal). This means we can safely Publish the
campaign so it can be used.

1. Click the green Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items
to be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

4. BEGIN ADDING BUBBLE UP FUNCTIONALITY TO YOUR CAMPAIGNS AND BROADCASTS
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You can easily add a link in any email that applies the functional tag.

To apply this tag from a Campaign Email:

1. When configuring a link in a Campaign Email, click the Auto-Tag button

2. Begin typing the name of the tag

3. When the tag appears as an option, click on it

4. Click Insert/Update
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Facebook Event Promotion
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:04 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Facebook Event Promotion campaign that
you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign contains a simple email series inviting contacts to check out an upcoming
event listing on Facebook.

1. Download the Facebook Event Promotion campaign from the Marketplace

2. Setup the Campaign Field and Campaign Link

This campaign points a contact to your event on Facebook. In this part, you tell the
campaign the event name and your event's URL.

1. In the upper left of the page, click on the Campaign dropdown and click on Merge
Fields.

2. Click the pencil icon next to Event Date & Time to edit the merge field value.
3. Insert the event's date and time and click the Save icon.
4. Repeat steps 2 & 3 for the Event Name.
5. Click on Close in the lower right corner of this menu to close it.
6. Click on the Campaign dropdown again and click on Links.
7. Click Edit to change the Event URL.
8. Update the placeholder URL with the actual URL of the Facebook event page and

click Save.
9. Click on Close in the lower right corner of this menu to close it.

3. Configure The Campaign's Date Timers
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All emails are written to be ready to send out-of-the-box. We just have to tell the
campaign when the "Day Before" reminder email should go out.

1. Double click into the Check Out Our Upcoming Event sequence.
2. Double click on the first Date Timer.
3. Configure the timer to go out one day before the event date during normal

business hours; click Save.
4. Double click on the second Date Timer.
5. Configure the timer for one day after the event starts; click Save.
6. In the upper right corner of the page, click on Draft to change the sequence to

Ready; click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

4. Publish the Campaign

All items in this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (like the Click to
View Event goal). This means we can safely Publish.

1. Click the blue Publish button in the upper right of the page; this will display a list of
all items to be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

5. Invite Your List to The Event

It is easy to manually add a group of contacts to this campaign.

1. Do a contact search for the segment of your list you want to invite to the event.
2. When you have the segment you want, from the Actions dropdown in the upper

left of the search results, select Start/Stop a Campaign Sequence.
3. Select the 'Facebook Event Promotion' campaign from the second dropdown and

then 'Check Out Our Upcoming Event' sequence from the third dropdown.
4. Process the action.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Landing Page Template Pack 2
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:04 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for using the landing page templates found in the Landing
Page Template Pack #2 campaign that you can download for free from the Infusionsoft
Marketplace.

A user can easily copy one of the landing page designs into a campaign which they are
actively working.

1. Download the Landing Page Template Pack #2 campaign from the Marketplace.

2. Copy a landing page design into another campaign

Copying over an existing landing page from one campaign into another is a powerful
tactic to save time!

1. Go into a new or existing campaign (not the one you just installed)
2. Drag out a new Goal onto the campaign canvas
3. In the lower left corner of the Goal, click on the small colored icon to open the

Goal Settings
4. Configure the goal to be achieved when a contact Submits a Landing Page form;

click the green Save button
5. Double click on the new Landing Page goal to edit it
6. When it loads, in the upper left of the page click on the Landing Page

dropdown and select Copy from Campaign...
7. Using the dropdown menu, select Landing Page Template Pack #2
8. In the second dropdown that appears, select the specific landing page design you

want to copy
9. After verifying this is the design you want, click on the green Use This button in
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the lower right corner of the page

3. Customize the landing page.

You should now customize the landing page content for your specific business.

4. Customize the Thank-you page & Settings

The last piece to configure is the content on the Thank-you page and the link to share
the landing page on Facebook.

1. Click on the Thank-you page tab at the top of the page
2. Customize the page content with the appropriate information; do not worry about

the Facebook share link yet
3. Click the Code tab at the top of the page
4. Copy the landing page URL; click back to the Thank-you page tab
5. Double click the 'Share on Facebook' link to configure the link options
6. The link is pre-populated with "https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?

u=REPLACE_ME_WITH_LANDING_PAGE_URL". Replace everything after the "u=" in
this link with the actual URL to the landing page; click the
green Insert/Update button

7. Click on the Settings tab at the top of the page and configure any necessary
options

8. In the upper right of the page click on Draft to mark the landing page as Ready
9. In the upper left of the page click on Back to Campaign and continue building out

the campaign
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Post Appointment Follow Up Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:04 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Post-Appointment Follow Up campaign
that you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

After an employee submits an internal form with the specific post-appointment
communication, the contact receives a branded email with that information.

1. Download the Post-Appointment Follow Up campaign from the Marketplace

2. Publish the Campaign

This campaign is 100% ready to launch, no setup required.

1. Click the blue Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items to
be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

3. Send A Post-Appointment Follow Up Email

Your campaign is ready to go! The next time you need to send a post-appointment
follow up email...

If they are a new contact:

1. Submit the "Send Post-Appointment Follow Up" internal form according to this
tutorial .

4. If they are an existing contact:
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1. Submit the "Send Post-Appointment Follow Up" internal form according to this
tutorial .
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Social Review Promotion Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:05 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Social Review Promotion campaign that
you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

After an invite tag is applied to a contact, they receive up to three emails inviting the contact
to click and leave a review on a particular social channel.

This campaign can be used with any social network where users can leave recommendations
or reviews.

1. Download the Social Review Promotion campaign from the Marketplace

2. Setup the Campaign Field and Campaign Link

This campaign points a contact to your profile on a social network. In this part, you tell
the campaign which social network and your social profile's URL.

1. In the upper left of the page, click on the Campaign dropdown and then click
on Merge Fields.

2. Click the pencil icon next to the Social Channel to edit the merge field value.
3. Insert the name of the resource and click the Save icon.
4. Click on Close in the lower right corner of this menu to close it.
5. Click on the Campaign dropdown again and click on Links.
6. Click Edit to change the Social Profile URL.
7. Update the placeholder URL with the actual online location of the resource and

click Save.
8. Click on Close in the lower right corner of this menu to close it.

3. Publish the Campaign
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3. Publish the Campaign

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (like the Invite to
Social Reviewgoal). This means we can safely Publish.

1. Click the blue Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items to
be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

4. Start Requesting Social Reviews Automatically

Your social review request is ready to go!

To automatically trigger this campaign:

1. Navigate to another campaign you want to use with this social review promotion
2. Open the sequence of the campaign where you want to request a social review
3. At the appropriate point in the sequence flow, add a Tag step that applies

the Functional -> Invite to Social Review tag.
4. Re-publish that campaign so the next time a contact reaches that point in the

sequence, the tag will automatically start them in this document workflow

5. To manually trigger this campaign for an individual customer:

1. Apply the Functional -> Invite to Social Review Tag to someone's contact record

6. To manually trigger this campaign for a group of customers:

1. Do a contact search to find the segment of your database that could provide a
social review

2. When you have the segment you want, from the Actions dropdown in the upper
left of the search results, select Apply/Remove Tag

3. Apply the Functional -> Invite to Social Review tag
4. Process the action
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Event Purchase Follow Up Automation
Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:05 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Event Purchase Follow-Up Automation
campaign that you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign is triggered when someone purchases an event ticket through Infusionsoft.
The new registrant will receive three emails leading up to the event.

1. Download the Event Purchase Follow-Up Automation campaign from the Marketplace

2. Set up the Campaign Merge Fields

This campaign contains information about the live event so you need to input those
details.

1. In the upper left of the page, click on the Campaign dropdown and then click
on Merge Fields.

2. Click the pencil icon next to the Event Address to edit the merge field value.
3. Insert the address of the event (e.g. 1260 S Spectrum Blvd. Chandler, AZ 85286)

and click the Save icon.
4. Repeat the previous two steps to fill in the values for Event Date(s), Event Name,

and Event Time(s).
5. Click on Close in the lower right corner of this menu to close it.

3. Configure the Ticket Purchase Goal

This campaign is automatically triggered when an event ticket is sold through
Infusionsoft. You have to configure the purchase goal with the specific event ticket
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product.

1. Double click on the Purchase Live Event Ticket goal
2. Select Specific Product Purchase and then choose the specific event ticket product;

click Save.

4. Set up the Follow-Up Timers

Since this campaign is sending out reminder emails with respect to a live event, you
have to tell the campaign when the emails should be sent.

1. Double click the Live Event Follow-Up sequence.
2. Double click the first Date timer and set for a date one week before the event;

click Save.
3. Double click the second Date timer and set for a date one day before the event;

click Save.
4. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence itself as Ready!
5. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

5. Publish the Campaign

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (like the Purchase
Live Event Ticket goal). This means we can safely Publish.

1. Click the blue Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items to
be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

6. Start Selling

Your Event Purchase Follow-Up is ready to go! This campaign will start automatically
when someone purchases an event ticket through Infusionsoft.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Automated Lead Follow Up Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:05 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Automated Lead Follow-Up campaign that
you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign is triggered when a new lead fills out the contact request web form, which
creates a follow up task. The new lead is then automatically nurtured via email until the
follow up task is marked as completed.

1. Download the Automated Lead Follow-Up campaign from the Marketplace

2. Assign an Owner and Configure Task to Call

The only thing to configure for this campaign is who will be tasked with calling a new
lead.

1. Double click on the Task to Call & New Lead Nurturing sequence.
2. Double click on the Assign to Rep owner step.
3. Select the user that will contact the new lead via the dropdown and click on the

green Save button.
4. Double click on the New Lead Call task.
5. Select the same user from the Assign to (backup) dropdown as did in the previous

steps.
6. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to change the task to the Ready status.
7. Click on Back to Sequence in the upper left of the page.
8. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence itself as Ready!
9. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

3. Publish the Campaign
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All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (like the Task to
Contact Completed goal). This means we can safely Publish.

1. Click the blue Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items to
be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

4. Put Request Form on Your Site

Your request form is now is ready to go! You just need to grab the form's web code and
put it on your site.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Appointment Reminder Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:06 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Appointment Reminder campaign that you
can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign is triggered when an employee fills out an internal form with the date and
time of a scheduled appointment. Immediately a confirmation email is sent and two
reminder emails leading up to the appointment are scheduled. Two days before the
appointment, the reminder email gives the recipient an option to reschedule/cancel the
appointment. If this happens, a task to reschedule is created.

1. Download the Appointment Reminder campaign from the Marketplace

2. Assign the Follow Up Task

The only thing to configure for this campaign is who will be tasked with contacting
someone that requests to cancel/reschedule an appointment.

1. Double click on the Task to Reschedule sequence.
2. Double click on the Task to Reschedule task.
3. Select a user from the Assign to (backup) drop-down.
4. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to change the task to the Ready status.
5. Click on Back to Sequence in the upper left of the page.
6. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence itself as Ready!
7. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

3. Publish the Campaign

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (like the ADMIN -
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Schedule Appointment goal). This means we can safely Publish.

1. Click the blue Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items to
be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

4. Start Scheduling Appointment Reminders

Your campaign is ready to go! The next time you need to schedule appointment
reminders for a contact in your database...

1. If they are a new contact: Submit the ADMIN - Schedule Appointment internal
form according to this tutorial .

2. If they are an existing contact: Submit the ADMIN - Schedule Appointment internal
form according to this tutorial .
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

W-9 Collection Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:06 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the W-9 Collection campaign that you can
download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign delivers the W-9 form and allows you to easily record when you receive it. The
campaign can be triggered automatically from another campaign or you can manually start it
using the Note Template .

1. Download the W-9 Collection campaign from the Marketplace

2. Publish the Campaign

This campaign is 100% ready to launch, no setup required.

1. Click the blue Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items to
be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

3. Launch the Campaign

To automatically trigger this campaign:

1. Navigate to another campaign you want to use with this tax doc collection.
2. Open the sequence of the campaign where you want to request a W-9.
3. At the appropriate point in the sequence, add a Tag step that applies

the Functional -> Start W-9 Collection tag.
4. Re-publish that campaign so the next time a contact reaches that point in the

sequence, the tag will automatically start them in this document workflow.
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4. To manually trigger this campaign for an individual prospect:

1. Apply the ADMIN - Request W-9 Note Template to someone's contact record

5. To manually trigger this campaign for a group of contacts:

1. Do a contact search to find the segment of your database that needs a W-9 on file.
2. When you have the segment you want, from the Actions drop-down in the upper

left of the search results, select Apply/Remove Tag.
3. Apply the Functional -> Start W-9 Collection tag.
4. Process the action.

6. To log when a W-9 has been received:

1. Apply the ADMIN - W-9 Received Note Template to someone's contact record.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Refer-A-Friend Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:06 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Refer a Friend campaign that you can
download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign asks someone to refer a friend by providing the friend's name and phone
number. Once the referral has been submitted, a follow up task is created to reach out to the
new lead.

1. Download the Refer a Friend campaign from the Marketplace

2. Assign the Follow Up Task

The only thing to configure for this campaign is who will be tasked with contacting the
newly referred lead.

1. Double click on the Task to Call New Referral sequence.
2. Double click on the New Referral Call task.
3. Select a user from the Assign to (backup) dropdown.
4. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to change the task to the Ready status.
5. Click on Back to Sequence in the upper left of the page.
6. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence itself as Ready!
7. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

3. Publish the Campaign

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (like the *Start
Refer a Friend goal). This means we can safely Publish.
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1. Click the blue Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items to
be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

4. Start Asking for Referrals

This campaign can be triggered automatically or manually.

To automatically trigger this campaign:

1. Navigate to another campaign you want to use with this referral request
2. Open the sequence of the campaign where you want someone to start the

nurture
3. At the appropriate point in the sequence flow, add a Tag step that applies

the Functional -> Start Refer a Friend tag.
4. Re-publish that campaign so the next time a contact reaches that point in the

sequence, the tag will automatically ask for a referral.

5. To manually trigger this campaign for an individual customer:

1. Apply the Start Refer a Friend Note template to someone's contact record.

6. To manually trigger this campaign for a group of customers:

1. Do a contact search for the segment of your customers you want to ask for a
referral.

2. When you have the segment you want, from the Actions dropdown in the upper
left of the search results, select Apply/Remove Tag

3. Apply the Functional -> Start Refer a Friend tag
4. Process the action
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Easy Follow Up Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:07 am MST

This article provides instructions for launching the Easy Follow Up campaign that you can
download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

1. Download the Easy Follow Up campaign from the Marketplace

2. Assign the Follow Up Task

By default the follow up task will be assigned to the user that owns the contact record.
However, a backup user needs to be chosen in case there isn't an assigned owner.

1. Double click on the Task to Follow Up sequence.
2. Double click on the Task to Follow Up task.
3. Select a user from the Assign to (backup) drop-down.
4. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to change the task to the Ready status.
5. Click on Back to Sequence in the upper left of the page.
6. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence itself as Ready!
7. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

3. Publish the Campaign

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (like the ADMIN -
Schedule Follow Up goal). This means we can safely Publish.

1. Click the blue Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items to
be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

4. Start Scheduling Follow Up Tasks

Your campaign is ready to go! The next time you need to schedule a follow up for a
contact in your database...

If they are a new contact - Submit the "ADMIN - Schedule Follow Up" internal form
according to this tutorial .
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If they are an existing contact - Submit the "ADMIN - Schedule Follow Up" internal
form according to this tutorial .
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Free Resource Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:07 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Free Resource campaign that you can
download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign contains a web form where people can request a copy of an online resource.
Upon form submission, the contact will receive an email with a download link for the
resource and they will be tagged accordingly if they actually download it. This campaign can
be used with any type of resource: a spreadsheet, slideshow, etc. You will need the resource
hosted somewhere online that is publicly accessible.

1. Download the Free Resource campaign from the Marketplace

2. Set up the Campaign Field and Campaign Link

This campaign delivers a free resource when someone requests it. In this part, you tell
the campaign the title of the resource and where it lives.

1. In the upper left of the page, click on the Campaign drop-down and then click
on Merge Fields.

2. Click the pencil icon next to the Resource Title to edit the merge field value.
3. Insert the name of the resource and click the Save icon.
4. Click on Close in the lower right corner of this menu to close it.
5. Click on the Campaign drop-down again and click on Links.
6. Click Edit to change the Resource URL.
7. Update the placeholder URL with the actual online location of the resource and

click Save.
8. Click on Close in the lower right corner of this menu to close it.

3. Customize the Web Form
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3. Customize the Web Form

In this part, we simply update the opt-in form with your resource title.

1. Double click on the Free Resource Request goal.
2. In the Title snippet, update the placeholder name with the actual name.
3. If you want to receive a notification when someone opts in, click the Settings tab at

the top. In the Notification Email section, insert the email address you want to
receive notifications.

4. In the upper right of the page, click on Draft to change the form's status to Ready.
5. Click on Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

4. Publish the Campaign

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/grayed out (like the Free
Resource Request goal). This means we can safely Publish.

1. Click the blue Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items to
be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

5. Put Request Form on Your Site

Your request form is now is ready to go! You just need to grab the form's web code and
put it on your site. After publishing a campaign, the builder will take you to
Performance Mode view.

1. Click on the Edit tab in the upper left of the page just below the Back to
List button.

2. Double click on the Free Resource Request web form goal
3. After the form opens, click on the Code tab towards the top middle of the page.
4. In the Do It Yourself section, copy the JavaScript Snippet code; this is the actual

code for the form itself.
5. Publish this form code on a page (or pages) of your website. You now have a way

to quickly and easily capture leads on your website!
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Document Follow Up Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:07 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Document Follow Up campaign that you
can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign is designed to streamline the creation and delivery of a specific document. An
employee can request the document's creation via our mobile applications or directly inside
Infusionsoft. This creates a task to create and send the document. There is an automated
follow up email one day after the document task is marked as complete.

1. Download the Document Follow Up campaign from the Marketplace

2. Setup the Campaign Field

This campaign references the specific document in the creation task as well as the
follow up email. In this part, you tell the campaign the name or type of document being
created and sent.

1. In the upper left of the page, click on the Campaign drop-down and then click
on Merge Fields.

2. Click the pencil icon next to the Document Name to edit the merge field value.
3. Insert the name or type of document (e.g. "1099 Form") and click the Save icon.
4. Click on Close in the lower right corner of this menu.

3.  

4. Assign the Follow-up Task

The next step is to choose who gets the document create & send task when a request
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comes in.

1. Double click on the Task to Create & Send Document sequence.
2. Double click on the Create & Send Document task.
3. Select a user from the Assign to (backup) drop-down.
4. In the Notify these users section, select the same user so they can receive an email

notification when a new lead comes in.
5. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to change the task to the Ready status.
6. Click on Back to Sequence in the upper left of the page.
7. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence itself as Ready!
8. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

5.  

6. Publish the Campaign

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (like the ADMIN -
Request Document goal). This means we can safely Publish.

1. Click the blue Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items to
be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

7.  

8. Begin Requesting Document Creation

Your workflow is ready to go! Now you just have to start requesting documents.

To request document creation on-the-go from any Infusionsoft mobile
application: Apply the 'Functional -> Request Document' tag to someone's contact
record
To request document creation when using Infusionsoft in a full web browser:
Apply the 'ADMIN - Request Document' Note template to someone's contact
record
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Simple Lead Capture For Sales Teams
Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:08 am MST

This article provides instructions for launching the Simple Lead Capture for Sales Teams
campaign that you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace. This campaign
contains a pre-built web form you can place on your website to collect leads. Upon form
submission, a sales opportunity is created and assigned to a sales rep to follow-up with the
new lead.

1. Download the Simple Lead Capture for Sales Teams campaign from the Marketplace

2. Setup the Sales Opportunity Creation

The only setup required is to tell the campaign who gets assigned new sales
opportunities.

1. Double click on the Create Sales Opportunity sequence.
2. Double click on the Create Sales Opportunity opportunity.
3. In the Starting Stage section, select the first stage of your sales pipeline; this most

likely named "New Lead", "New Opportunity" or something similar.
4. In the Assigned User section, select the sales rep to receive this new sales lead.

Round Robin: Round Robin: If you have more than one sales rep, you can also select a
Round Robin. To setup a Round Robin follow this tutorial.

5. (Optional) Click the check-box to prevent duplicate opportunities from being
created if the contact is already in the sales pipeline.

6. In the Next Action Date, set it to be 0 days from now so your sales rep can work
this lead immediately.

7. In the Next Action Notes, type the first action the sales rep should take for the new
opportunity. Feel free to provide some context as well. Copy/paste this example to
save time, "This is a new lead that came from the website. Contact them to see if
they are qualified."
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8. Click the green Save button in the lower right to save the settings for the
automated opportunity creation.

9. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence as Ready!
10. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

3. Publish the Campaign

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (just like the
Simple Lead Capture goal). This means we can safely Publish the campaign so it can be
used.

1. Click the blue Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items to
be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

4. Deploy the Campaign by Putting the Simple Lead Capture Form on Your Site

Your lead capture form is now is ready to go! You just need to grab the form's web code
and put it on your site. After publishing a campaign, the builder will take you to
Performance Mode view.

1. Click on the Edit tab in the upper left of the page just below the Back to
List button.

2. Double click on the Simple Lead Capture web form goal
3. After the form opens, click on the Code tab towards the top middle of the page.
4. In the Do It Yourself section, copy the Javascript Snippet code; this is the actual

code for the form itself.
5. Publish this form code on a page (or pages) of your website. You now have a way

to quickly and easily capture leads on your website and get them to a sales rep!
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Automate A Task Driven Process
Last Modified on 10/03/2018 1:33 pm MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Automate A Task-Driven Process
campaign that you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace.

This campaign provides a Note Template an employee can apply to any contact which
automatically creates a task.

1. Download the Automate A Task-Driven Process campaign from the Marketplace

2. Customize the default Note TemplateCustomize the default Note Template

The Note Template comes out-of-the-box referencing a 'Task A'. In this part you will
customize the Note for the specific task you want it to create.

1. Double click ADMIN - Task A to edit the Note Template's name.
2. Replace "Task A" in the goal name with the actual task this Note will create. For

example, you could rename the goal to "ADMIN - Send New Customer Cookies" if
the task being created is to send a new customer some cookies in the mail.

3. Double click inside the circle of the Note Template itself to configure the note
details.

4. Update all references to "Task A" with the actual task being performed. Feel free to
include extra context in the Description or Creation Notes. For example, using the
cookie example from step 2, the Description could be "Need to send new
customer cookie kit" and the Creation Notes could be "We need to send the new
customer kit with cookies."

5. Click the green Save button to update the Note Template.

3. Customize the TaskCustomize the Task
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Now that you've customized the Note Template, you need to customize the task that
will be created.

1. Double click on the Task A sequence.
2. Double click on the Task A task.
3. Update all references to "Task A" with the actual task being performed. Feel free to

include extra context in the Title or Body of the task. Remember, you can include
merge fields to facilitate task completion. For example, if the task is to send
cookies to a new customer, you can merge in the customer's mailing address to
the task Body so the end-user doesn't have to waste time tracking down that
information.

4. Select the user who will be completing the task from the Assign to
(backup) dropdown.

5. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to change the task to the Ready status.
6. Click on Back to Sequence in the upper left of the page.
7. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence itself as Ready!
8. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

4. Publish the CampaignPublish the Campaign

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (like the Note
Template goal). This means we can safely Publish.

1. Click the blue Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items to
be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

5. Begin Automating Task CreationBegin Automating Task Creation

Your campaign is ready to go! The next time you need to create this task, apply the Note
Template to someone's contact record. For a tutorial on how to apply Note templates to
a contact click here .
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Sales Pipeline Starter Kit
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:08 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions and best-practice strategies for setting up the Sales Pipeline
Starter Kit campaign that you can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace. This
campaign gives you all the tools necessary to build an automated, systematic and strategic
process for managing the communication between a sales person and their leads.

1. Download the Sales Pipeline Starter kit from the Marketplace

2. Rename your sales stages and publish your campaign
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1. In the main navigation menu, go to CRM > Settings
2. Click on Sales Pipeline
3. Click Edit next to "Custom Stage 1" and rename it.
4. Repeat for "Custom Stage 2"
5. Click on Opportunity defaults to specify your active sales stages.
6. Set the Win stage as "Win" and set the Loss stage as "Loss."
7. Go into the Sales Pipeline Starter Kit Campaign.
8. Double click on the goal/sequence titles and replace "Custom Stage 1/2" with the

actual stage name.
9. Publish the campaign

3. Setup your dashboard for daily pipeline management

You need to set up two saved opportunity searches; one that shows your active pipeline
and one that lists opportunities that slipped through the cracks.

1. In the main navigation menu, go to CRM > Opportunities
2. (optional) Click Start Over to create a new search
3. Set the following search criteria:

Opportunity tab > Stages: All stages selected Except Win/Loss
Opportunity tab > Owner: Current User
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Columns tab > Custom Columns:
Contact Name
Opportunity
Stage
Next Action Date
Next Action Notes

4. Scroll down and sort by Next Action Date
5. Click the OK button.
6. Click Save
7. Name it "My Active Pipeline" and check the box to Add this search to the user

home
8. Click Edit Criteria/Columns and set the next action date custom interval to 365

days ago and/or -1 days after today
9. Click Ok

10. Click on Options and click Save As and name it "My Overdue Pipeline." Check the
box to add this search to the user home.

11. Hover over the Home icon in the upper right corner of the page and click on
Dashboard

12. Add the following widgets to your dashboard:
Calendar Items
Tasks and Pipeline Stages

13. Click Settings at the bottom of the Pipeline Stages widget.
Select all stages except the Win/Loss
View stages for users we are setting up the dashboard for.

14. Organize the dashboard according to the video above.

4. Learn how to manage an opportunity record
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You can create opportunities manually or automatically .
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Simple Lead Capture Campaign
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:09 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for launching the Simple Lead Capture campaign that you
can download for free from the Infusionsoft Marketplace. This campaign contains a pre-built
web form you can place on your website to collect leads. Upon form submission, a task is
created to follow-up with the new lead.

1. Download the Simple Lead Capture from the Marketplace

2. Assign the Follow-up Task

The only setup step is to choose who gets the follow-up task when a new lead comes in.

1. Double click on the New Lead Notification sequence.
2. Double click on the New Lead Notification task.
3. Select a user from the Assign to (backup) drop-down.
4. In the Notify these users section, select the same user so they can receive an email

notification when a new lead comes in.
5. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to change the task to the Ready status.
6. Click on Back to Sequence in the upper left of the page.
7. In the upper right of the page, click Draft to mark the sequence itself as Ready!
8. Click Back to Campaign in the upper left of the page.

3. Publish the CAMPAIGN

All items on this campaign by now should look light green/greyed out (just like the
Simple Lead Capture goal). This means we can safely Publish the campaign so it can be
used.
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1. Click the green Publish button in the upper right; this will display a list of all items
to be published.

2. Click the green Publish button at the bottom of this list to publish the campaign.

4. Put Lead Capture Form on Your Site

Your lead capture form is now is ready to go! You just need to grab the form's web code
and put it on your site.

1. Click on the Edit tab in the upper left of the page just below the Back to List
button.

2. Double click on the Simple Lead Capture WEB FORM goal
3. After the form opens, click on the Code tab towards the top middle of the page.
4. In the Do It Yourself section, copy the Javascript Snippet code; this is the actual

code for the form itself.
5. Publish this form code on a page (or pages) of your website. You now have a way

to quickly and easily capture leads on your website!
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Using Landing Page Templates
Last Modified on 09/04/2018 11:09 am MST

Please NotePlease Note! We recommend using the online Strategy Guide to source your campaigns.
The Strategy Guide is kept up-to-date with the latest campaigns. This campaign may
contain legacy content (e.g, legacy emails, legacy landing pages, etc...)

This article provides instructions for using the landing page templates found in any of the
Landing Page Template Pack campaigns that you can download for free from the Infusionsoft
Marketplace.

These campaigns contain unique pre-designed landing page templates that can be easily
brought into your other campaigns.

Loading a landing page template into your campaign is easy!

1. Go into a new or existing campaign (not the one you just installed)
2. Drag out a new Goal onto the campaign canvas
3. Give the goal a name, configure the goal to be achieved when a contact Submits a

Landing Page form; click the green Save button
4. Double click on the new Landing Page goal to edit it
5. When it loads, in the upper right of the page click on the Landing Page button and

select Copy from Campaign...
6. Using the dropdown menu, select the Landing Page Template Pack containing the

design you want
7. In the second dropdown that appears, select the specific landing page you want to copy
8. After verifying this is the design you want, click on the green Use This button in the

lower right corner of the page
9. You can now customize the landing page content for the specific campaign objective
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Link Automation Primer
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:40 am MST

Email links are a subtle, yet powerful way to engage email readers and personalize the
follow-up messages they receive. Email links can be used to automatically initiate a change in
the way you communicate with each contact. When the recipient clicks on an email link, the
link action or campaign sequence you've attached to it will fire off automatically. An
automated response can be assigned to campaign email links, broadcast email automation
link s, double opt-in links, updates links, opt-out links, image links, and more. There are
several different types of automation links in Infusionsoft.

Campaign Goal Links

These special links are set up in the campaign builder. They allow you to transition contacts
through various automation processes. For example, when a contact clicks a campaign goal
link in an email indicating that they have hav interest in a free consultation, they can be
transferred to a "Free Consultation" campaign sequence that automates the consultation
registration process. This is the most common type of automation link in Infusionsoft.

 

Automation Links
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Similar to Campaign Goal Links, automation links serve a similar purpose, but are used
primarily in Email Broadcasts. You can create as many automation links as you wish and
reuse them in other email broadcasts. You can manage your automation links by going to
Marketing > Settings > Automation LinksMarketing > Settings > Automation Links in the main navigation menu.

Link to an external web page or a customizable Infusionsoft thank-you web page.
Tracks the number of clicks and displays them in various email reports.
Automation links are used in broadcast emails.
You can save automation links and use them in more than one email.

 

Confirmation Links (Double Opt-In Links)

When clicked, these special email links set the contact record's email address to a
"Confirmed" or "Double Opt-In" status. An email with a confirmed status has higher email
deliverability. Confirmation Links in a campaign are created using the campaign builder,
while Confirmation Links in an Email Broadcasts are created in Marketing > Settings >Marketing > Settings >
Automation LinksAutomation Links.

Link to a default, but customizable, Infusionsoft double opt-in web page.
Updates the email status on a contact record to "confirmed"
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Update Links

Links to a default web page that allows a contact to update their contact information.

Links to a default update web page that allows contacts update contact
information. You are not able to customize the update page.
Updates the information in a contact record automatically.

 

Opt-Out (Unsubscribe) Link

Links to a default Opt-Out web page. If the contact opts out, you will no longer be able to
send automated emails to that person. All automated emails sent from your Infusionsoft
account contain an unsubscribe link.

Links to a default opt-out confirmation web-page. You are not able to customize this
page.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Custom Unsubscribe And Opt Out Links
Last Modified on 08/08/2018 3:57 pm MST

Legacy NoticeLegacy Notice: This article refers to a feature that used with legacy broadcast emails
which are created in Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates. Custom Unsubscribe/Opt-Out links are not
supported in the campaign builder or when sending an broadcast using the modern
email builder.

There is a default unsubscribe / opt-out link displayed on the bottom of every broadcast
email. These are considered marketing emails and are subject to the requirements of the
CAN SPAM Act. You are not able to remove the opt-out link from these emails, but you can
replace them with custom opt-out links.

Each custom unsubscribe / opt-out link offers up to 2 options:

Remove from All Email MarketingRemove from All Email Marketing: This is the default option. When an email recipient
selects it, their email status is changed to "opt-out" in Infusionsoft and the system will
skip this person's email address when sending Broadcast and Follow-Up Sequence
emails. You can also set up global actions that run whenever someone chooses the
"Remove from All" through Marketing > Settings > Email Defaults.
(Optional) Remove from series of emails(Optional) Remove from series of emails: You can set up an alternative unsubscribe
option for each opt-out link. This option allows an email recipient to unsubscribe from
one series of emails (e.g. 10 Must-Dos), but continue to receive other broadcast and
sequence messages.
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1. Go to Marketing > SettingsMarketing > Settings

2. Click on Automation LinksAutomation Links in the settings menu.

3. Click on the Create Update / Opt-OutCreate Update / Opt-Out button to add a new link.
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NameName: Enter the name you'll use to identify this link (email recipients won't see
this name). It should be short and descriptive.
TypeType: Select Opt-Out from the drop-down. The opt-out link sends visitors to a
confirmation web page that is hosted in Infusionsoft. This page displays a message
asking the person to confirm their desire to opt-out of all email marketing and (if
configured) offers the alternative option allowing email readers to unsubscribe
from one specific series of emails.
(Optional) Link Blurb (HTML)(Optional) Link Blurb (HTML): Click on the Edit tab to add text or images that will
show up above the opt-out link.
Link TextLink Text: This text will show up as a hyperlink in HTML emails. The recipient will
click on the words you enter here (e.g. "Unsubscribe")
Link Blurb (Plain Text)Link Blurb (Plain Text): This message will show up above the link in plain text
emails. It usually says something like: "Click on the link below to unsubscribe."
Note: You are not able to mask links with text or images in a Plain Text email.

4. Click on the Save Save button to create the link.

5. (Optional) Scroll down to the Opt-Out Page Display Information section. Use this area to
add an alternative unsubscribe option. This option allows someone to choose between
unsubscribing from of all of your email marketing or only one series of email marketing
messages. This is optional, but highly recommended.

Opt-Out Header: Enter the name of an email series  (e.g.10 Must-Dos Tips Series.)
Opt-Out Description: Enter a more detailed description of the emails (e.g. "Choose
this option if you want to stop receiving the 10 Must-Dos tip emails, but want to
continue to receive other messages from Fully Baked Co.")
Click on the Actions tab. Note: You must add actions to adjust the follow up.

If the person is unsubscribing from a broadcast series, then you need to
remove the tag you use to identify the broadcast list.
If the person is unsubscribing from a series of messages that are delivered
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through a legacy follow-up sequence, then you need to remove the tag and
stop the follow-up sequence.

6. Click on the Save & CloseSave & Close button, then go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates to insert the custom
double opt-in link into the corresponding emails.

7. Open your email to edit it with the drag & drop builder.

8. Click inside the email where you want to insert the link. Now, click on the Links Links button
to choose the link you created. Note that you can set up these links while you are
creating the email.

Code Builder: If you build your emails using the Code Builder, you will need to click the
arrow on the Merge Merge button to find the Merge Fields option.

9. The double opt-in link merge field should show up in the email.
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10. Click on the Save Save button to save the email update and click on Close BuilderClose Builder to return to
the email template.

11. Scroll down and click on the Save Save button to apply the updates to the email template.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Custom Double Opt-In Link
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:56 am MST

Legacy NoticeLegacy Notice: This article refers to a feature that used with legacy broadcast emails
which are created in Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates. Custom Unsubscribe/Opt-Out links are not
supported in the campaign builder or when sending an broadcast using the modern
email builder.

Double opt-in links are used to confirm a person's request to receive your email marketing.
They are generally inserted into a confirmation email that is sent from a web form. You can
use the default double opt-in link or create a custom link that triggers a set of actions. When
the email recipient clicks on a double opt-in link their email status is updated to "double opt-
in" and the actions assigned to that link fire off automatically.

1. Go to Marketing > SettingsMarketing > Settings

2. Click on Automation LinksAutomation Links in the settings menu.

3. Click on the Create Opt-InCreate Opt-In button to create a new link.

Name: Enter the name you'll use to identify this link (email recipients won't see
this name.) It should be short and descriptive.
(Optional) Link Blurb (HTML): Click on the Edit tab to add text or images that will
show up above the double opt-in link every time it is used in an email.
Link Text: This text will show up as a hyperlink in HTML emails. The recipient clicks
on the words you enter here (e.g. "Click here to confirm your monthly newsletter
subscription.")
Link Blurb (Plain Text): This message will show up above the link in plain text
emails. It usually says something like: "Click on the link below to confirm your
monthly newsletter subscription." Note: You are not able to mask links with text or
images in a plain text email.

4. Click on the Save Save button to create the link.
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5. Click on the Double Opt-In Page AppearanceDouble Opt-In Page Appearance tab to customize the web page email
recipients see after they click on the double opt-in link.

Merge Field for Opt-In HeaderMerge Field for Opt-In Header: By default the system uses the
~Company.Company~ merge field in the header message ("Your email address,
~Contact.Email~, has been confirmed. You will now receive email communication
from ~Company.Company~."). This merge field pulls the company name you've
entered under Admin > Settings > General settings. You can delete the
~Company.Company~ merge field and replace it with a specific company name.
Header ColorHeader Color: Select a color option from the drop-down. The default is white text
on a black background.
Page Content:Page Content: Click on the Edit or Source tab to customize the web page message
and design. Use the Edit tab to use Infusionsoft's built in WYSIWYG editor or click
on Source to paste in HTML code you've created outside of Infusionsoft.

6. (Optional) Click on the Actions Actions tab to add one or more action that automatically update
tags and / or follow-up processes.

7. Click on the Save & CloseSave & Close button.

8. Open your email to edit it with the drag & drop builder.

9. Select a location for the double opt-in link and then click on the Links Links button to choose a
link or create a new one. If you build your emails using the Code Builder, you will need
to click the arrow on the Merge Merge button to find the Merge Fields option.

10. The double opt-in link merge field should show up in the email. It will look something
like this: ~OptIn_35~

11. Click on the Save Save button to save the email update and click on Close Builder to return to
the email template.

12. Click on the Save Save button to apply the updates to the email template.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Create An Automation Link
Last Modified on 08/20/2018 4:27 pm MST

Legacy NoticeLegacy Notice: This article refers to a feature that used with legacy broadcast emails
which are created in Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates. Automation links are not supported in the
campaign builder or when sending an broadcast using the modern email builder.

The automation links you use in broadcast emails track recipients' click-through responses
and can initiate a series of actions in Infusionsoft that automatically update tags and follow-
up. You can create text and image automation links.

1. Go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates

2. Click on the name of an existing email template to edit it using the drag & drop builder,
or add a new email template.

3. Highlight the text you want the email recipient to click on or select an image that's been
inserted into the message using an Image, Paragraph, or Article Snippet.

4. Click the Link Link button in the WYSIWYG editor toolbar.

5. Select a link type from the drop-down.

Web address: Enter the full URL (e.g. http://fullybaked.com/blog/business) for any
web location.
Email address: Enter a full email address (e.g. rachel.baker@fullybaked.com)
Thank-you page: This thank-you page is hosted by Infusionsoft. Use the WYSIWYG
or HTML source editor to create a simple thank-you message.
Hosted Email page: This is usually used in the pre-header of an HTML email or in
the plain text version of the email. It links to the hosted version of the email in
case someone is having difficulty viewing it through their email client.
Update page: This links to a page that displays the contact's current contact
information and allows then to make changes if something is no longer correct.
Opt-Out page: This links to a page where a contact can unsubscribe from all email
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marketing.

6. Click on the Actions Actions drop-down to add one or more action to this link. Click on the Save
button for each action, and then click on the Finish & Close Window button to save the
action set.

7. (Optional) Click on the Other options link to save this link for future use. If you re-use
this link in other emails, the actions will also carry over.

Don't Track Who Clicks this LinkDon't Track Who Clicks this Link: Mark this checkbox if you are linking to a
common web address that does not tell you any details about a person's interest.
Place the person's details at the end of the URLPlace the person's details at the end of the URL: Mark this checkbox if you want to
pass information from the person's Infusionsoft contact record into the Web
Address URL. This is used to pass information into hidden fields on a web form or
to personalize the message on the landing page. This option requires additional
programming outside of Infusionsoft.
Save this link for later useSave this link for later use: Mark this checkbox if you want to use this link in more
than one email. The link Actions will be the same every time the link is used.

8. Click on the Insert/UpdateInsert/Update button to add the link to the email.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Pass Contact Information To A URL From
An Automation Link
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:57 am MST

Legacy NoticeLegacy Notice: This article refers to a feature that used with legacy broadcast emails
which are created in Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates. Automation links are not supported in the
campaign builder or when sending an broadcast using the modern email builder.

The Infusionsoft system tracks clicks on the automation link s you insert into drag & drop
email templates and can automatically update that person's contact record or change follow-
up communications based on the click. It can also pull information from the email recipient's
contact record and place it in the URL of the web page they visit after clicking on the link. This
allows you to personalize the page they visit (e.g. display their name) and / or pre-populate
fields in a web form (e.g. their name and email address), so they can fill out the form more
quickly and to minimize duplicates in your database.

To use this option, you must create a web page on your site instead of using the automation
link thank-you page. This page must be coded to pull the information out of the URL and
display it on the page or place it into the proper fields on a form. This requires some basic
knowledge of website code - you may need to contact your website administrator to request
assistance.

You can enable this option when you create or edit an automation link per the instructions
below to add it later.

1. Go to Marketing > SettingsMarketing > Settings

2. Click on Automation LinksAutomation Links in the settings menu to view a list of saved automation links.
Click on Edit for the one you want to configure or Click the Create Create button.

3. Scroll down and to the right to find the More Options link.

4. Mark the check box to place the person details at the end of the URL and select the
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fields you want to pass (e.g. First Name / Email.) Hold down the Ctrl Ctrl key to select more
than one.

5. Click on the Save & CloseSave & Close button to apply the change. Make sure the destination web
page is programmed to capture the information from the URL and display it or place it
into web form fields. If you are linking them to one of your Infusionsoft web forms or
landing pages, the fields will automatically pre-populate without any further
configuration needed.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Set up Legacy Invoice
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 11:59 am MST

The default order invoice is very basic. It displays a standard black and white layout with your
company logo. If you want to customize the type of information displayed in the invoice or
modify the layout or table colors, you will need to create a custom order invoice. You can set
up multiple custom invoice templates; however, at any given time you can only have one
default selected for orders and one for subscriptions. These custom invoices will be sent to
customers when:

An Infusionsoft user creates a manual order and chooses to send an invoice
immediately.
A successful payment is made through the shopping cart, through an autocharge, or
recorded manually (if enabled through E-Commerce > Settings > Orders.)
An Infusionsoft user sends an invoice manually from an order record upon request
after purchase.

The following tutorial is for applications that have the option to 'Enable payment collection on Invoices',
turned off.

Setup Legacy Invoice Template

Go to E-Commerce > SettingsE-Commerce > Settings 
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Click on Quotes & InvoicesQuotes & Invoices   in the Orders Settings menu.

 

Under InvoicesUnder Invoices

Click  AddAdd to create a new order invoice or subscription
invoice template.

Click the Edit Edit to customize the invoice.
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A window will pop-up (make sure you have no pop-up
blockers enabled through your browser)

Add a Title, From Email Address, and Subject Line.

 

Click on the Edit Email BodyEdit Email Body 
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or click on the arrow to choose to build the email in either the
classic WYSIWYG editor or the Code Builder.

 

To merge custom fields into the email, click on the
Merge Merge button.
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Some common fields include:

Invoice Fields
Billing and Shipping Address Fields
Order and Subscription Fields

 

Click on the Save Save icon and then click the Close BuilderClose Builder button.
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Scroll down and Save  Save your changes

 

Set up Other Defaults Defaults
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From Address, Email Subject, and Email Body:From Address, Email Subject, and Email Body:  Enter these default email settings for invoices
sent from an order record. You can also customize this information as you go through the
process of sending an invoice.

Enter a Tax ID Number to Merge Into Invoices
1.  Enter you Business numberBusiness number

This field is available from the "Your Company Fields (most common) Merge Fields
in a custom invoice template.
The "tax type options" will only display with "Enable payment collection on
Invoices". To display the tax type enter it with the Business Number.
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2. Tax Label - This is only used with the "Enable payment collection on Invoices"
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Manually Send an Invoice

Click here for detailed  information
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Legacy Landing Page Builder
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:00 pm MST

A landing page is an Infusionsoft hosted web page with a built in web form that can be
designed and launched quickly without the help of a webmaster. You can create a multi-
column landing page layout and include text, images, and videos in the content. Landing
pages are more robust than hosted web forms. Contacts usually fill out the form on a landing
page, but they can also be used as data entry pages for an outsourced call center or
contractor. Each landing page can only be assigned to one campaign goal. A landing page will
auto-saved every 30 seconds so you can work with confidence.

1. Drag and drop a campaign goal onto the campaign builder canvas.
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2. Name the goal and click SaveSave

3. Double-click the goal to set up the landing page.

Pro Tip! If you've already created a landing page, you have the option to copy it and
use it as a starting point. Click on the Landing Page button and select Copy from
Campaign. Select the campaign name and then select a specific landing page from
that campaign. If you do not see a landing page listed, you may need to publish the
campaign before proceeding.
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4. Enter the landing page meta data. This information is used to optimize the landing
page's search engine effectiveness. It describes the content of the page and makes it
easier to find from a search engine. The meta key words are invisible, but the title and
meta description display in the search results.

5. Click on Layout & Style in the landing page toolbar to create or select a custom style.
The style defines the font and background colors used throughout the landing page.
The layout allows you to add or remove the header, footer, or sidebars, adjust page
widths, customize form field position and size, and more. If you haven't created a
custom landing page style, click on Edit on one of the standard styles and customize it
using one of the following options.
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6. Enter the hexidecimal color codes for your company colors. You can obtain these from
your graphic designer. Click into a color field to select a color from a color chart or use
the eyedropper tool to select a color from a landing page image.
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7. Click on your custom banner image, and then click on Guess from Image in the style
menu.

Pro Tip! Each time you click on Guess from Image, the system will analyze the
header and suggest a possible style.
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8. When you like the style, click on Save to give the style a name and save it for future use
in other landing pages.

9. (Optional) Add more page content (images, paragraphs, titles, etc.) using the content
snippets.

10. (Optional) Customize the form fields by adding or removing field snippets
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11. Click on the Test button to preview the landing page as you customize the design and
make changes to it.

12. Click on the Thank-you page tab to customize the hosted thank-you page. Header (600
x 100 pixels), snippets, layout, and style, or enter select A Custom Website URL from the
drop-down to enter the URL for an existing website.
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13. (Optional) If you use the Infusionsoft thank-you page, you can insert merge fields to
personalize the thank you page. It will insert personal information that exists in an
Infusionsoft contact record, like a name or company name into the thank-you page text.
To merge more information onto the page, just insert a merge field into the body of the
Thank you page.

14. Click on the Settings Settings tab to select a method of identifying duplicates and set up a
notification email. The notification email is sent each time someone fills out the landing
page web form.

15. Click on the Code Code tab to choose a method of using the landing page.

We recommend you use the hosted version and/or share the landing page with your
network.

Do It Yourself or Have Your Webmaster Do ItDo It Yourself or Have Your Webmaster Do It: These options allow you to host the
landing page on your own domain.
Use the Hosted VersionUse the Hosted Version: Copy the landing page URL or create a custom URL to link
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this page to a paid ad (Google / Facebook PPC), to a blog article, or use send it by
email. Note: The custom URL will no longer work if you edit it again. Choose a
custom URL that you can use permanently.
Share This with Your NetworkShare This with Your Network: Use this option to publish the landing page link to
your social followers.

16. When you finish customizing and testing the landing page, toggle the status from Draft
to ReadyReady.

17. Click on the Back to CampaignBack to Campaign button.

18. Publish your changes.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Set Up Third Party Fulfillment
Notifications
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 12:01 pm MST

Legacy WarningLegacy Warning! While a Fulfillment Report automates fulfillment when an order is
placed, fulfillment templates can be created as part of legacy automation and can also be
imported into a campaign sequence in the campaign builder. If you plan on creating a
fulfillment list for use in the campaign builder, it is better to set it up on the fly when
creating the campaign. The procedures outlined below are typically only relevant to
customers that utilize pre-campaign builder automation.

There are two types of fulfillment templates that you can create:

Fulfillment ListFulfillment List - An email with an attached spreadsheet (csv file) listing the contact
information of those individuals who need something mailed to them. This is the most
common type of fulfillment. The email with attachment is sent to a fulfillment company
for processing.
Queued fulfillment ListQueued fulfillment List - Instead of an email, this would simply be a "job" on an
Infusionsoft user's dashboard. Only someone with an Infusionsoft user account would
have access to this job.

Fulfillment List Templates

Choose this when you use a third-party fulfillment company to process the mailing. By "third-
party" we mean anyone who does not have access to your Infusionsoft application, even if
that person is your employee. The fulfillment list template sends the responsible party an
email with the attachments needed to process the job. The attachments  include a
spreadsheet list of the contacts who are to receive the mailing and may also include a PDF, a
Word document, or other files needed to process the job.

When you use a fulfillment list template, you will create a queue and control notification
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frequency through a follow-up sequence (legacy feature) schedule:

Daily Daily - Use the Global Follow-Up Sequence scheduling options to select the time of day
(Eastern Standard Time) that you want ALL fulfillment list template to trigger. People will
queue on the list until the specified time(s) of day. When the time arrives, the system
sends the fulfillment list to the responsible party and begin queuing a new list.
Weekly or MonthlyWeekly or Monthly  - Use a combination of the Global Follow-Up Sequence scheduling
options AND the X Days After A Person is Added to This Follow-Up Sequence step
scheduling option (with Rounding) to send the notifications on a specific day of the
week (e.g. every Friday) or day of the month (e.g. 15th of the month). Note: If you need
to send a list more than once a week or once a month, you will need to create a
separate fulfillment list template for each day / date.

1. Go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates
2. Select Fulfillment ListFulfillment List as the template type
3. Enter a Title for the fulfillment list template. Note: The title is used to identify a

fulfillment list template in various lists throughout the system. It should be short and
descriptive.

4. Choose a privacy option.
1. PublicPublic: Choose this to make the template accessible to other Infusionsoft users.
2. PrivatePrivate: Choose this if you want to hide this template from other Infusionsoft

users.
5. Enter the Fulfillment List Options.

1. Field ListField List: The fields listed on the left include all available standard and custom
contact fields. The fields on the right are the fields to be included on the
spreadsheet attached to the fulfillment job notification email. The fields on the
right should include only the fields the responsible party needs to process the
mailing. You can move the fields from one list to the other by clicking on the field
name, and then using the arrow buttons to move the field to the left or right.

2. (Optional) Attachments(Optional) Attachments: Select or upload the additional attachments needed to
process the mailing (e.g. cover letter.)

6. Enter the Processing Information.
1. Email Send ToEmail Send To: Enter or update the email address for the person responsible for

completing this job.
2. Send to Contact's OwnerSend to Contact's Owner: Select Yes if you want to send internal notifications to

contact owners when the job notification is sent.
3. Email Send FromEmail Send From: Enter the email address for the fulfillment supervisor from your

company. This person should be able to answer the responsible party's questions
about processing the job.

4. Email SubjectEmail Subject: Enter the subject line for the notification email. It is best practice to
include your company's name or initials and a short job description (e.g. RDFP
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Mailing Job: New Customer Welcome Gift.)
5. Email BodyEmail Body: Enter more detailed processing instructions telling the responsible

party what to send, including any special requests (e.g. hand address.)
7. Click on the Save Save button to create the fulfillment list template.
8. (Optional) Click on the Categories and Follow-Up SequencesCategories and Follow-Up Sequences tab to assign the template

to a category. The categories are used to organize and filter templates.
9. (Optional) Click on the Misc. ExpenseMisc. Expense tab to assign a cost per person to this template.

This cost can include both the materials and the labor needed to send the mailing to
each person.

10. Mark the template as Ready Ready and click on the Save Save button to apply the updates.

Queued Fulfillment Template

Choose this when one of your Infusionsoft users is responsible for processing the mailing.
The queued fulfillment template will queue up a job on the Fulfillment Job widget you've
added to the responsible user's home page. The system automatically queues records within
one "job" until the responsible user begins processing it. When a job is "picked up" by a user,
the system starts a new job queue for the newer records. You can still use the global follow-
up sequence schedule and / or the follow-up sequence step schedule to control the
frequency of job creation, however, the system will queue the records for each job
automatically.

You will create a queued fulfillment template through the Marketing > Templates or "on the
fly" as you add a step to a follow-up sequence (legacy feature) or send a broadcast.

1. Go to Marketing > TemplatesMarketing > Templates
2. Select Queued Fulfillment ListQueued Fulfillment List as the template type.
3. Enter a Title for the queued fulfillment list template. Note: The title is used to identify a

queued fulfillment list template in various lists throughout the system. It should be
short and descriptive.

4. Choose a privacy option.
1. PublicPublic: Choose this to make the email template accessible to other Infusionsoft

users.
2. PrivatePrivate: Choose this if you want to hide this email template from other

Infusionsoft users.
5. Enter the Queued Fulfillment List Options.

1. Field ListField List: The fields listed on the left include all available standard and custom
contact fields. The fields on the right are the fields to be included on the
spreadsheet attached to the fulfillment job on the user's dashboard. The fields on
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the right should include only the fields the user needs to process the mailing. You
can move the fields from one list to the other by clicking on the field name, and
then using the arrow buttons to move the field to the left or right.

2. (Optional) Attachments(Optional) Attachments: Select or upload the additional attachments needed to
process the mailing (e.g. cover letter.)

6. Enter the Processing Information
1. Assigned UserAssigned User: Select the user who will be responsible for processing the mailing.

This fulfillment job will show up in the fulfillment job widget on the user's
dashboard.

2. Notify SubjectNotify Subject: Enter the subject line for the notification email (e.g. Mailing:
Referral Request Postcards.)

3. Notify BodyNotify Body: Enter more detailed processing instructions (e.g. use glossy
postcards.)

7. Click on the Save Save button to create the queued fulfillment template.
8. (Optional) Click on the Categories and Follow-Up SequencesCategories and Follow-Up Sequences tab to assign this template

to a category. The categories are used to organize and filter templates.
9. (Optional) Click on the Misc. ExpenseMisc. Expense tab to assign a cost per person to this template.

This cost can include both the materials and the labor needed to send the mailing to
each person.

10. Mark the fulfillment template as Ready Ready and click the Save Save button.
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Branding Center
Last Modified on 09/28/2018 12:11 pm MST

The Branding Center consolidates all your default templates, giving you an easy way to
create and edit design styles from one place. Default templates include emails, forms,
landing page s, thank you pages and direct mail pieces. You can also manage default logos
and communication footers from here.

Default Templates

Legacy NoticeLegacy Notice: Campaign Email, Broadcast Email, Single Email, Follow-up Sequence
Email, Template Library Email, Campaign Form, Legacy Form, Campaign Landing Page,
and Campaign Letter are legacy features and can be ignored!

When style changes are made to the default template, they will be automatically applied to
all of the communications associated with it, ensuring brand consistency and saving time.
You no longer need to recreate a style for all of your marketing pieces. You can create and
apply a single design style to all items that use the drag-and-drop builder, including emails,
landing pages, forms and thank you pages. Every new account will come with a default style
that can be edited to set fonts, colors, and more across all default templates (emails, landing
pages, forms, etc) with one click. When editing a style, you can preview how your style
changes will affect items currently using that style.To customize your default templates:

1. Go to Infusionsoft > Branding CenterInfusionsoft > Branding Center
 

2. Click Edit Edit under the template you would like to customize (you can click the thumbnail
image to get a larger preview)
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3. You will now be in the Email Builder.

Upload Company Logo
1. Go to Infusionsoft > Branding CenterInfusionsoft > Branding Center

 
2. Click on the Logo Logo Tab

 

Default LogoDefault Logo - Your customers and prospects will see the master logo. It is
displayed on invoices, digital product download pages, and opt-in/out
confirmation pages.
Logo SnippetLogo Snippet - The logo snippet is available in the email and web form builders.
External PagesExternal Pages - Displayed to your audience on opt-in/opt-out screens, invoices,
and digital products.
Sign-in PagesSign-in Pages - Shown on the sign-in screen for your users and referral partners
Client CenterClient Center - Shown on pages your clients have logged into
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Infusionsoft Footer

To disable Infusionsoft branding, scroll to the bottom of the page and click No No next to the
Allow Infusionsoft Footer in emails? option.
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Rest API Contact Region Location Update
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:21 am MST

Please Note! This change will go into effect on November 15, 2017.

The Infusionsoft API has been updated to receive either the ISO code or the full name value.
The full name value for any ISO code that is passed to Infusionsoft is what will be stored to
the database.  This resolves an issue where the opposite value (ISO code or full name value
was being stored when being passed to Infusionsoft

Example:

Passing the region as the ISO code of "US-AZ" would result in the full name value of
"Arizona" being saved.
Passing the region as the full name value of "Arizona" would result in the ISO code of
"US-AZ" being saved.

This change resolves the problem by always saving the full name value but accepting either
format ("Arizona" will be saved if "US-AZ" or "Arizona" are passed to Infusionsoft).  This will
affect integrations that are providing Infusionsoft a region of "Arizona" and are expecting
"US-AZ" to be returned.

Example:

Passing the region as the ISO code of "US-AZ" would result in the full name value of
"Arizona" being saved.
Passing the region as a full name value of "Arizona" would result in the full name value
of "Arizona" being saved.

These changes will affect any REST API calls which can return a contact location/region as well
as the validation for any REST API calls.

Acceptance Criteria:
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Input, be literal (accept "Arizona", "US-AZ", "AZ")
Output, stored information in the database.

Please review the Frequently Asked Questions below:

Will this affect me?Will this affect me?

Most integrations will not be affected by this change.  Less than 200 applications are using
this call today, and the overwhelming majority of those applications are expecting the full
name value to be returned.

How will I know if this change breaks my integration?How will I know if this change breaks my integration?

If an integration is being used that pulls the location/region/state/province field and the field
stops being returned as it has in the past this change is probably the issue

How can I fix it?How can I fix it?

The API has been changed to return the full name value of the ISO standard on the region.  If
the full name value is the expected response, this change will not cause a problem.  For a list
of ISO standard location regions, please reference https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-2.

It is suggested to contact the developer who created the integration.. If the creator of the
integration isn't reachable it is suggested to contact an Infusionsoft Developer Partner here.

Why was this change made?Why was this change made?

In an effort to standardize API outputs, Infusionsoft adopted a stricter standard on how we
store things like location.  This change was requested by many developers and maintains
international standards.
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System Issue with GDPR Helper
Campaign
Last Modified on 07/12/2018 11:10 am MST

We experienced a system issue between approximately 9:00am MST May 9th through
12:00pm MST May 21st, 2018 affecting the GDPR Helper Campaigndownloaded from the
Marketplace. The GDPR Landing page s, GDPR Consent Landing Page, and Personal
Information Request Landing Page, were not capturing contact details when submitted.

Your application has been identified as having downloaded the affected campaign. The
campaign in question did not have any active contacts, but as a precautionary measure we
have deleted the campaign from your application. This issue has been corrected and the
updated campaign can be re-downloaded from the marketplace to ensure your forms are up
to date with the latest code. If you have already downloaded the updated campaign, no
further action is needed.

We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused.
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System Issue with GDPR Helper
Campaign
Last Modified on 07/12/2018 11:10 am MST

We experienced a system issue between approximately 9:00am MST, May 9th through
12:00pm MST, May 21st affecting the GDPR Helper Campaign downloaded from the
Marketplace. The GDPR Landing pagesThe GDPR Landing pages, GDPR Consent Landing PageGDPR Consent Landing Page, and PersonalPersonal
Information Request Landing PageInformation Request Landing Page were not capturing contact details or achieving campaign
goals when submitted.

Your application has been identified as having active contacts in the affected campaign. We
were able to identify contacts that may have submitted one of the forms using your contacts’
recent activity. The issue has been corrected and the updated campaign can be re-
downloaded from the marketplace to ensure your forms are up to date with the latest code.

For the contacts that are currently in the broken campaign, we recommend adding them to
the newly downloaded campaign. We have tagged the existing campaign with, System ISSUE -System ISSUE -
GDPR Campaign ContactsGDPR Campaign Contacts.

For the contacts that we have identified as potentially submitting information through the
broken campaign, we recommend adding them to the SYSTEM ISSUE - GDPR ContactsSYSTEM ISSUE - GDPR Contacts
sequencesequence within the newly downloaded GDPR Helper CampaignGDPR Helper Campaign. We have placed a sample
apology email within the sequence and ask that your contacts re-submit the form.

Please review the email and edit as needed. 

 

Update the GDPR Helper Campaign
1. Open the GDPR Helper CampaignGDPR Helper Campaign
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2. Open the SYSTEM ISSUE - GDPR Contacts sequenceSYSTEM ISSUE - GDPR Contacts sequence

3. Open the Apology EmailApology Email

4. Make any verbiage changes you would like.
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5. When you are finished editing, go back to the main campaign canvas and republish republish the
campaign to make your changes live.

6. Click Publish Publish again to confirm and update your campaign.

 

 

Find the contacts that may have been affected and add them
to the campaign

In order to easily identify the contacts, we have created a tag SYSTEM ISSUE - GDPRSYSTEM ISSUE - GDPR
SubmissionSubmission. To find SYSTEM ISSUE - GDPR SubmissionSYSTEM ISSUE - GDPR Submission records, run the following contact
search:

1. Go to CRM > ContactsCRM > Contacts (If previous search results display, press the New SearchNew Search button.
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2. Find the Tags criteria section. Choose, With ANY of these TagsWith ANY of these Tags from the drop-down and
then search for the tag, SYSTEM ISSUE - GDPR SubmissionSYSTEM ISSUE - GDPR Submission.

3. Press the green Search button to get results.
 

4. Click the Check AllCheck All box to select all contacts.

5. Using the Actions Actions button drop-down, select Start/Stop a Campaign SequenceStart/Stop a Campaign Sequence
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6. Select the GDPR Helper CampaignGDPR Helper Campaign from the drop-down, then select the System IssueSystem Issue
GDPR - Contacts sequenceGDPR - Contacts sequence.
 

7. Select Process Action Process Action and your tagged contacts will be added to the campaign sequence

Repeat the same steps as above and replace the SYSTEM ISSUE - GDPR Submission tag with
the SYSTEM ISSUE - GDPR ContactsSYSTEM ISSUE - GDPR Contacts tag and add them to the Consent - Email sequenceConsent - Email sequence.
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Asset Domain Changes
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:22 am MST

Over the next few months, we will be releasing improvements to our product and website
that you may notice. The domains for certain published assets will change for all users. These
include published:

Legacy landing pages
Web forms
Shopping carts
Order forms
Legacy order forms
Email tracking links
Hosted email links
Referral center links including referral partner login, and client login

Please Note: These changes do not require any action on your part and do not negatively
impact your customers, performance of the pages, or functionality in any way. The original
links and domain will still work but will be directed to the new domain.

These changes help set the foundation for future versions of our product and website that
will allow us to help you serve your customers better.

 

FAQ’s

Q: Is there any action that I need to take as a user?Q: Is there any action that I need to take as a user?
A: No. Any existing processes or links that you’ve previously setup will continue to work
indefinitely.

Q: Will my email deliverability be affected?Q: Will my email deliverability be affected?
A: No. There won’t be any changes to the domains used for emails that get sent out. The only
changes occur within the email tracking links, and the hosted email links. Any previously
published link will continue to work and will redirect to the new domain.
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Q: Will I have to take action regarding affiliate links?Q: Will I have to take action regarding affiliate links?
A: No, you will not have to take any action nor should there be any impact on your existing
processes or links. The links that you’ve previously published will continue to work and will
simply redirect to the new domain.

Q: Will the redirect ever stop working?Q: Will the redirect ever stop working?
A: We will continue to support the existing published links on the previous domain. We have
no plans to stop supporting a redirect to the new URL.
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Chat Status
Last Modified on 07/12/2018 11:11 am MST

Current Support Chat Status:

Normal

Ask questions. Get Answers. Join us at community.infusionsoft.com to connect with
Infusionsoft users and experts ready to help you grow your business.

We are constantly working to improve our Chat services and we want to hear from you! Click
here if you would like to help shape your future chat experiences.

Support Chat Hours of Operation

24/7 Chat Support

Known Issues
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Contact Time Zone and Language
Last Modified on 07/25/2018 12:28 pm MST

Connect in context! See each customer's local time, language and weather so your team is
ready to make a personal connection from the start.

When a contact fills out a web form, order form, shopping cart, pays a quote, or pays an
invoice, Infusionsoft will capture the timezone of the contact via their web browser and will
set that as the time zone in that contact's record in Infusionsoft. When a contact submits a
web form, the contact's language will also be captured. These fields are located right above
the tags section on the general tab of the contact record. You can manually change these
fields by selecting from the drop-down options and saving the contact record.
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Tasks Marked As Complete Due to HTTP
Post System Issue
Last Modified on 07/12/2018 11:11 am MST

December 21st, 2017

Between Dec 13, 4:19 pm MST and Dec 15th, 7:29 pm MST, we experienced an issue that
caused a corrupt user error when an HTTP post action from a campaign tried to run.  Those
apps that were impacted by the issue were identified and contacted, providing them with a
workaround to manually run the HTTP post action by going to the contact record and clicking
resend on the campaign action.

We have since discovered that if the HTTP Post actions were run manually on contacts that
had uncompleted tasks associated with them, the uncompleted tasks were erroneously
marked as complete.

How do I know if I've been impacted?
Impacted users received an in-app notification on their dashboard on December 21 directing
them to this help article.

What steps should I take if I've been impacted?

1. Go to CRM > Contacts > New SearchCRM > Contacts > New Search (if necessary)
2. Set the following criteria:

 a. Tags > Contains Any = Auto Completed Task 12.14.17Tags > Contains Any = Auto Completed Task 12.14.17
3. SearchSearch
4. In the Interactive List View click on the Tasks Tasks tab for each contact
5. Find the completed tasks on 12/13/17 or 12/14/17
6. Click to open each task
7. Remove the completion date if the task should not have been marked complete
8. Save Save the task
9. Go to the next contact on the list

 

If you have additional questions, or need additional assistance, please contact Support @ 1-
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866-800-0004 Ext 2 or via the in-app chat.
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Known Issue Resolution - Campaign Entry
Goals Not Triggering
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:22 am MST

During the scheduled system updates this past weekend, we experienced an issue with some
campaign entry goals not triggering.  We have identified your application as potentially being
impacted.  The primary issue has now been resolved but additional action may be required

Campaigns that have been identified as affected will display an error in the 'Error Message'
column when viewing your list of campaigns under Marketing > Campaign Builder. The error
message will read "Saturday, December 16th 5:00pm MST Update"

This issue directly affected entry goals in campaigns. If a campaign was set to start with a
'Web Form' or a ' Landing Page ', the submission was still recorded to Infusionsoft, but the
campaign automation was not triggered to begin. 

If you would like to look into your Infusionsoft account and find the potentially impacted
contacts, you may use the following steps to identify them depending on which type of entry
point Goal is used to add contacts to your campaign:

Submits a Web Form
1. Navigate to Marketing > ReportsMarketing > Reports
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2. Click on Web Form Tracking ReportWeb Form Tracking Report

3. Click Start OverStart Over if available

4. Select the web form name and Form date range of 12-16-2017 - 12-16-2017 from the
drop-down menu
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5. Click SearchSearch

6. Click Actions > Start/Stop Campaign SequenceActions > Start/Stop Campaign Sequence

7. Select the name of the campaign, then the name of the sequence from the drop-downs
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8. Click Process ActionProcess Action

 

Submits a Landing Page Form
1. Navigate to Marketing > Reports
2. Click on Web Form Tracking Report
3. Click Start Over if available
4. Select the landing page name from the drop-down menu
5. Select Form date range of 12-16-2017 - 12-16-2017
6. Click OK
7. Click Actions > Start/Stop Campaign Sequence
8. Select the name of the campaign, then the name of the sequence from the drop-

downs.
9. Click Process Action
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Reaches a Score
1. Navigate to CRM > Contacts
2. Click Start Over if available
3. In the lead score drop-down, select the number of flame icons you specified in your

campaign.
4. Click Actions > Start/Stop Campaign Sequence
5. Select the campaign and sequence from the drop-down menus.
6. Click Process Action

 

Purchases a Product
1. Navigate to E-Commerce > Reports
2. Click on All Sales Report
3. Click Start Over if available
4. Enter the date range of 12-16-2017 - 12-16-2017
5. Click on the Misc. Criteria tab
6. Select the products from the Products drop-down.
7. Click Search
8. Click Actions > Start/Stop Campaign Sequence
9. Select the campaign and sequence from the drop-downs

10. Click Process Action

 

Submits an Internal Form

There is no report to determine from submissions

 

Moves an Opportunity
1. Navigate to CRM > Opportunities
2. Click Start Over if available
3. Select the opportunity stage you set in the campaign
4. Manually review each record via the Campaigns are in Interactive view
5. Click Actions > Start/Stop Campaign Sequence
6. Select the campaign and sequence from the drop-downs
7. Click Process Action 
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Applies a Note
1. Navigate to Admin > Reports
2. Select the Task Note Report
3. Click Start Over if available
4. Enter the title of the note in the Main Search field
5. Enter the date range of 12-16-2017 - 12-16-2017
6. Contacts will need to be manually added to the campaigns
7. Click on the contact's name
8. Click on the Campaigns tab
9. Click Add to Sequence

10. Select the campaign and sequence from the drop-down
11. Click Add

 

Applies a Tag
1. Navigate to CRM > Contacts
2. Click Start Over if available
3. Select the tag(s) from the Tags field
4. Click Search
5. Tag applied date will need to be manually verified under the Applied column in

Interactive view
6. Uncheck any contacts that you do not want to add to the campaign
7. Click Search
8. Click Actions > Start/Stop Campaign Sequence
9. Select the campaign and sequence from the drop-downs

10. Click Process Actions
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Campaign Builder HTTP Posts Triggering
Corrupt User Error
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:22 am MST

12/14/2017 7:30 PM MST12/14/2017 7:30 PM MST

We experienced a software defect that began at approximately 8:30 PM MST December 13th,
2017 through 7:30 PM MST on December 14th, 2017.

Campaign Builder HTTP Posts that were scheduled to run after a contact achieved a
campaign goal (such as a web form) failed to post and would display a 'Corrupt User' error
message on the contact record's recent campaign history.

This means that if a contact fills out a web form, and there is a sequence that contains a
process to send an HTTP Post with their contact information to another system, that action
will not run.  The web form information will still be captured in your Infusionsoft application.

HTTP Posts scheduled to post during this time frame will need to be re-sent.

Below are further details on what this means for broadcast and campaign emails and what
course of action you may need to take:

 

Campaigns

I had a contact scheduled to have HTTP Posts scheduled to run during the affected timeI had a contact scheduled to have HTTP Posts scheduled to run during the affected time
frame, what happened to them?frame, what happened to them?

The campaign post would have failed to run from the application.  Posts can be manually re-
sent from within the Contact Record 'Campaigns' tab.  Contacts can also be identified
through the Campaign Reporting by following the steps in this article and including the date
range of 12/13/2017 through 12/14/2017 in the criteria.

Contacts can also be identified through the Sequence Step Recipients report available under
Marketing > Reports and use the HTTP Post's name in the 'Flow Item' field as well as the date
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range of 12/13/2017 through 12/14/2017 in the criteria.

At Infusionsoft, we are committed to helping small businesses succeed and we know that this
issue may have had an impact on your business.  We deeply regret the challenge this created
and are at work on implementing measures to prevent additional impact on your business.
Please contact Support if you have any questions.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Email Performance System Issue August
29th 2017
Last Modified on 07/12/2018 11:12 am MST

Posted August 29th, 2017, 6:12PM EDT

We experienced an email performance system issue that began approximately 12:00am EDT
August 29th, 2017 through 10:00am EDT on August 29th, 2017. Emails scheduled to send
during this time frame were delayed or did not send until the issue was resolved at
10:00am. Some emails were unable to be recovered and will need to be re-sent.

Below are further details on what this means for broadcast and campaign emails and what
course of action you may need to take:

Email Broadcasts

What if I had a broadcast scheduled during the time frame?What if I had a broadcast scheduled during the time frame?

The broadcast email may have failed to send to all contacts in the list and will need to be re-
sent. To locate recent broadcasts, please follow the steps in this article.

 

Campaign Emails

I had contacts scheduled to receive emails during the affected time frame, what happened toI had contacts scheduled to receive emails during the affected time frame, what happened to
them?them?

The campaign email may not have been sent to the contacts.  Emails can be manually re-sent
from within the Contact record, Campaigns tab. Contacts can also be identified through the
Campaign Reporting by following the steps in this article and including the date range of
08/28/2017 through 08/29/2017 in the criteria.

At Infusionsoft we are committed to helping small businesses succeed and we know that this
issue may have had an impact on your business.  We deeply regret the challenge this created
and are at work on implementing measures to prevent additional impact to your business.
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Please contact Support if you have any questions.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Infusionsoft Payments Invalid CVV Issue
Last Modified on 07/12/2018 11:09 am MST

We experienced a system issue that began approximately 9:00pm MST August 7, 2017 and
persisted through 10:00pm MST on August 14, 2017.

During this time frame, the following error message would be displayed if your contacts
attempted to make a product purchase using a credit card that has a CVV code (also known as
CVC) beginning with 0.

1003 (1003): Invalid parameter cvv

We have resolved the root cause of the issue but were unable to tokenize  the credit cards that
were attempted during the above time frame.

 

What happened to the orders if my contact was not able to enter an alternative paymentWhat happened to the orders if my contact was not able to enter an alternative payment
method?method?
All orders have been successfully created within your application and will have an outstanding
balance.

How can I identify the contacts that encountered the error?How can I identify the contacts that encountered the error?
We have applied the tag “System Issue - Infusionsoft Payments Error 1003” to the contacts that
we suspect may have encountered the error due to the issue.  Due to PCI Compliance, we are
unable to store CVV codes and the list may also include contacts that have entered an
incorrect or typoed the CVV.

What actions do I need to take?What actions do I need to take?
We recommend using the “All Sales Report” to identify the tagged contacts that have orders
with an outstanding balance.

1. Navigate to E-Commerce > Reports > All Sales Report E-Commerce > Reports > All Sales Report
 

2. On the Search tab, enter a date range of August 7th through August 14th, 2017 and aAugust 7th through August 14th, 2017 and a
Balance due value of greater than and 0.00Balance due value of greater than and 0.00
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3. Click on the Misc CriteriaMisc Criteria tab and enter tag, System Issue - Infusionsoft Payments ErrorSystem Issue - Infusionsoft Payments Error
10031003

 

It may be necessary to obtain the CVV code or alternative payment method from your
customers and re-attempt the credit card charge.  A successful transaction will tokenize the
credit card that can be used on future manual orders.

At Infusionsoft we are committed to helping small businesses succeed and we know that this
issue may have had an impact on your business.  We deeply regret the challenge this created
and are at work on implementing measures to prevent additional impact to your business.

Please contact Support if you have any questions.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Saved Search System Issue
Last Modified on 07/12/2018 11:09 am MST

We experienced a system issue that began approximately 9:00pm PST July 10, 2017 and
persisted through 10:00pm PST on July 14, 2017. During this time frame, searches were
returning inaccurate results if certain criteria was used or edited.  We have resolved the root
cause of the issue but found some Saved Searches/Reports with specific criteria/filter
combinations may not have saved correctly in the database.

What Reports and Criteria combinations were affected?

Report NameFilter/Criteria

Campaign ContactsCampaign Contacts
ReportReport

Sequence Stop Date, Sequence StartSequence Stop Date, Sequence Start
DateDate

Orders Search Order Title
Call History Summary Action Type
Task Note Report Task Type
Email Broadcasts Report Follow-up Sequence field

 

What actions do I need to take to fix my saved Search/Report?

We recommend reviewing the criteria for any of the saved searches/reports listed above and
re-saving it, even if no changes are necessary.

 

How do I locate the following saved Reports?
Campaign Contacts Report: Navigate to Marketing > Reports > Saved Reports > Report
Description will read as, This shows Contacts who are being marketed to by Campaign
Sequence s.
Email Broadcasts Report: Navigate to Marketing > Reports > Saved Reports > Email
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Broadcast Report > Report Description will read as, Check the status of Email Batches
that you have sent.

 
Call History Summary: Navigate to CRM > Reports > Saved Reports > Report Description
will read as, View the total number of calls by rep.
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Task Note Report: Navigate to Marketing > Reports > Saved Reports > Task Note Report >
Report Description will read as, View pending and completed tasks for all users.

 

 

How do I locate the saved Orders Search?

Navigate to E-Commerce > Orders > Select the saved Search from the Saved Searches drop-
down
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How do I review the search/report criteria?

After clicking on the saved search/report name, select the Edit Criteria/Columns… button

 

How do I re-save the reports?

After clicking on the saved search/report name, verifying the criteria, click the Save button.
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At Infusionsoft we are committed to helping small businesses succeed and we know that this
issue may have had an impact on your business.  We deeply regret the challenge this created
and are at work on implementing measures to prevent additional impact to your business.

Please contact Support if you have any questions.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Temporary System Issue June 26 2017
Last Modified on 07/12/2018 11:09 am MST

We experienced a temporary system issue between approximately 9:00 PM MST June 26th,
2017 and 8:00 PM MST on June 27th, 2017.

How Do I find the contacts that may have been affected?How Do I find the contacts that may have been affected?

In order to easily identify the contacts, we have created a tag called, System - Updated Non-
Marketable Status List. To find System - Updated Non-Marketable Status List records, run the
following contact search:

1. Navigate to CRM -> ContactsCRM -> Contacts. (If previous search results display, click the New SearchNew Search
button)

2. Find the Tags criteria section. And choose With ANY of these TagsWith ANY of these Tags from the drop down
and then search for the tag, System - Updated Non-Marketable Status ListSystem - Updated Non-Marketable Status List

3. Press the green Search Search button to get results

Below are further details on what this means for broadcast and campaign emails and what
course of action you may need to take:

 

Broadcasts

What if I had a broadcast scheduled to affected contacts during the time frame?What if I had a broadcast scheduled to affected contacts during the time frame?

The broadcast email will not have been sent to the Non-Marketable contact and will need to
be re-sent. To locate recent broadcasts, please follow the steps in this article.

 

Campaigns

I had contacts scheduled to receive emails during the affected time frame, what happened toI had contacts scheduled to receive emails during the affected time frame, what happened to
them?them?
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The campaign email will not have been sent to the Non-Marketable contacts. Emails can be
manually resent from within the Contact record's, Campaigns tab. Contacts can also be
identified through the Campaign Reporting by following the steps in this article and including
the tag System - Updated Non-Marketable Status List in the criteria.

At Infusionsoft we are committed to helping small businesses succeed and we know that this
issue may have had an impact on your business. We deeply regret the challenge this created
and are at work on implementing measures to prevent additional impact to your business.
Please contact our Support team if you have any questions.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

ICON 2017 Product Update
Last Modified on 06/19/2018 3:15 pm MST

New Landing Pages

Quickly create beautiful landing pages for your marketing campaigns with New Landing
Pages.

 

Find the new Landing Page icon in the campaign builder

1. Navigate to the Campaign Builder.
 

2. From the campaign goal section on the left-hand sidebar, locate the new "Landing
Page" goal and drag it out onto the campaign canvas .
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3. With the new "Landing Page" on the canvas, double-click on the goal to begin
configuration.

Landing Page Management

Similar to the new Email Builder, you are met with both a gallery of predesigned landing page
templates and a gallery of saved/existing landing pages.

 

Landing Page Template Gallery
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Hover over one of the predesigned landing page templates and click the Use Template
button to start customizing it, or click the "eye" icon to preview the template. While
previewing the template, you can click the Use Template button to start customizing it or click
the X button to return to the gallery.

Rename an existing landing page by clicking on the pencil icon next to the name of the
landing page at the top of the preview card. Once you click this pencil, you will be prompted
with a text box to alter the name of your template. You may save your changes by pressing
the Enter key on your keyboard. You can cancel your changes by clicking away from the text
box or by pressing the Esc key on your keyboard.
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My Landing Pages

Click the My Landing Pages tab to view your previously used landing pages.

Hover over a template to:
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Use Landing Page: Start using this template in your campaign
Preview Landing Page: See a desktop and mobile preview of the landing page
Clone Landing page: Make a copy of the landing page. Once you click this button, a
clone of your landing page will appear and you will be prompted to name it.
Edit Landing Page: Click the pencil icon to modify the landing page. Once you click the
pencil icon, you will be taken to the Landing Page editor.
Delete Landing Page: Click the trashcan icon to delete the landing page. When you click
this button, you will be prompted to confirm your request to ensure landing pages
aren't accidentally deleted. Once you click the red Delete button, the landing page will
be permanently deleted. If you decide to keep the page, click the Cancel button which
will return you to the main hover state.

Please Note! Only one unique landing page may be connected to one sequence at a time. If
you want to use the same landing page with the same automation for another campaign or
another sequence within the same campaign, you will need to make a copy of it for each
individual use case.

 

Infusionsoft WordPress Plugin

Create opt-in forms right from within WordPress to simplify the process of designing, placing,
and triggering forms across multiple ways and pages on your WordPress website.

WordPress Plugin Setup

1. Sign in to your WordPress admin account
 

2. Within WordPress admin view, navigate to the Plugins tab on the sidebar
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3. Click the Add New tab under the Plugins tab
 

4. Search for Infusionsoft Official Opt-In Forms from the search bar found on the top right
corner of the WordPress plugin directory view

 

Sidebar Tab: Opt-in Forms

In this sidebar tab, you can:

View all existing opt-in forms (active and inactive)
View high-level statistics for all existing forms
Create new opt-in forms
A/B test two existing opt-in forms
Deactivate existing forms
Duplicate existing forms
Delete existing forms
Make changes to existing forms

 

Creating a New Form

1. Click on the New Opt-In button on the top right corner of the page from the "Opt-In
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Forms" sidebar tab

2. Choose what type of opt-in form you would like to use

Pop Up Opt-In Form: Prompt your visitors to opt in without annoying them. You
can set Infusionsoft's Opt-In Forms to appear automatically after a specific amount
of time, after visitors reach a particular point on your page, or even after visitors
leave a comment or make a purchase.
Fly In Opt-In Form: The slide-in form is the pop-up’s smooth, subtle cousin. It slides
in at the bottom of your visitor’s screen and can be set to appear after a specific
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time or at a specific point on the page.
Widget Opt-In Form: Use widget forms to create attractive opt-in forms for your
sidebar, footer, or any other widget-friendly areas on your site.
Locked Content Opt-In Form: Offering valuable content in exchange for an email
address is one of the most effective ways to grow your email list. Protected
content forms allow you to offer content your visitors can “unlock” by opting in.
Below Post Opt-In Form: You can use “Below Content” forms to place an opt-in
opportunity at the end of your blog posts or pages. Visitors who have read an
entire post are highly engaged, so this is an effective way to turn that engagement
into a conversion.
Inline Opt-In Form: Want to insert an opt-in form in the middle of a blog post,
rather than the end? Inline forms make it easy. You can display these forms
virtually anywhere you’d like on any post or page on your website.
Notification/Opt-In Bar: Increase your opt-ins, announce your promotions and
drive traffic to the pages of your choice with our attention grabbing top-of-page
banner.
 

3. Enter a name for your opt-in form then click the Next: Design button to advance to
styling your opt-in form or click the Save & Exit button to save the opt-in and return
later to edit its design & display settings.

 
4. Choose one of the three form layouts then click the blue Next: Customize button at the

bottom.
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5. Choose one of any pre-designed templates based on preferred color and style. You can

alter these colors after a template has been selected. Once you select a template, you
will automatically be taken to the bottom of the screen to click the blue Next: Customize
button again to advance to the next part of customization.
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6. This next part of the design process allows you to access the next layer of

customization. You may customize the following on your opt-in form:
Copy
Opt-in form header
Opt-in form body/message
Image
Orientation of the image on the opt-in form
Upload a personalized image on the opt-in form
Animation of the image load on the opt-in form
Ability to hide the image on mobile
Styling
Background color
Copy font
Copy color
Corner styles
Border orientation
Border color
Border styles
Field setup
Form orientation
Form fields to include (no name, single name, first & last name)
Email placeholder text
Button text
Opt-in consent checkbox
Field styling
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Field orientation
Field corner style
Form text color
Form background color
Form button color
Form button text color
Form edge style
Footer copy
Successful submission copy
URL redirect upon successful form submission
Customize CSS
 

7. After customizing the above settings, you can click the blue Next: Display button to
customize the following elements of the opt-in form:

Display and Timer Settings
Intro animation
Trigger after time delay and how long
Trigger after page inactivity
Trigger when users arrive to bottom of a post
Trigger upon site visitor submission of a comment
Trigger prior to a visitor leaving a page
Trigger when a page element is clicked (Adds new onclick shortcode option to
Infusionsoft editor when editing a page / post)
Trigger after scrolling a page
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Trigger after purchasing an item from a WooCommerce page (Display on
"Thank you" page of WooCommerce after purchase)
Limit to one trigger/display per session
Ability to hide when viewed on mobile device
 

Where to display the opt-in form. Note that the fields below these checkboxes are
dynamic according to display options chosen.

Everywhere on site
The home page
Archives page
Certain page or post categories
With specified shortcode tags
Specified pages
Specified posts

8. Once you have customized the above settings, you have completed the form setup
process!  To finalize, you must click the gray, Save & Exit button at the bottom of the
Display Settings tab.

 
9. After successfully configuring/customizing your opt-in form, you will be taken back to

the Opt-In Forms tab and your newly created opt-in form will display in the list of opt-in
forms. This list can be delineated should you make some opt-in forms inactive (see
below).
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Sidebar Tab : Email Accounts

In this sidebar tab, you can:

Initialize a connection to their Infusionsoft account (on first visit)
View the status of the connection to their Infusionsoft account
Deactivate the existing connection to their Infusionsoft account
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To connect to an Infusionsoft account:

1. Navigate to where your API key is located inside of your Infusionsoft application. To
generate an API key, follow these instructions.
 

2. Copy your 32-digit encrypted API key.
 

3. Paste this key value into the "API Key" field within the WordPress plugin.
 

4. Enter your Infusionsoft application name. For example, if your Infusionsoft application
URL is abc123.infusionsoft.com, then abc123 is your application name.

 
5. Click the Authorize button.

 
6. Click the Save & Exit button.

 

Sidebar Tab : Statistics
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In this sidebar tab, you can:

View aggregate statistics for all opt-in forms over last 30 days and last 12 months
Manually refresh the stats data
Clear out all stats data
View form views, opt-ins, and conversion by each existing opt-in form
View conversion statistics by form within any given page of the users WordPress site–
ideal for optimizing placement of opt-in forms by highest converting page
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Sidebar Tab : Import & Export

In this sidebar tab, you can:

Export an existing opt-in form to share with another user
Import an existing opt-in form received from another user

 

Infusionsoft Setup

1. Navigate to campaign builder
 

2. From the campaign goal section on the left-hand sidebar, locate the "WordPress Goal"
goal and drag it out onto the campaign canvas.
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3. With the "WordPress Goal" on the canvas, double click on the goal to designate which

Infusionsoft WordPress opt-in form completes this campaign goal. Select the name of
the opt-in form from the dropdown list. If you have a long list of opt-ins, begin typing
the name of the desired form and you will be taken to the form in the list.

 
4. Once the desired opt-in form is selected, you can finalize this configuration by clicking

the green Save button.
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5. The last step to finalize the WordPress goal completion setup is to ensure that the goal

is connected to a sequence and the subsequent sequence is properly configured to
initiate automation for contacts completing the WordPress campaign goal.
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Using a different version of Infusionsoft? Click Here to learn more

Supported Languages For External Pages
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 4:24 pm MST

Supported Languages

Infusionsoft has support for the following languages, on external pages:

English
German
French
Spanish
Brazilian Portuguese
Italian
Japanese
Dutch
Arabic
Swedish

These pages will display based on the user's browser language settings. The external page
will default to English if the language is not yet supported in Infusionsoft. These pages
include: Shopping Cart, Order Forms, Quotes, Invoices, Email Update Page, Email Opt-Out
Page, and some emails (Quotes, Invoices, and Email Confirmation.)

Quotes/Invoices/Emails

Please Note! Please Note! This doesn't work using legacy invoice settings

On the contact record, under Global Information, make sure you have the correct language
set for the contact in the drop-down menu
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On the contact record, under the Orders Orders tab, select a recent order or add a new order. In the
order, select Send InvoiceSend Invoice. The invoice email content will be rendered based on the language
on the contact record. If we do not yet support the language, it will be rendered in English.

 

Email Confirmation Sequences
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1. While In Campaign Builder, in the email confirmation sequence, click on the
Confirmation Email Confirmation Email part of the sequence.

 

2. Once you are in the builder, select the language from the drop-down menu

3. All hard-coded content will be translated immediately. Any custom content will not be
translated automatically.
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Asia Pacific Countries (APAC)
Last Modified on 08/27/2018 12:20 pm MST

Australia Laos

Bangladesh Malaysia

Cambodia Micronesia

China Myanmar

Fiji New Zealand

French Polynesia Pakistan

Guam Singapore

Hong Kong Taiwan

India Thailand

Japan Vietnam

Korea - South
Korea
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May 8 - How to Verify Suspected Bad
Contacts
Last Modified on 07/12/2018 11:08 am MST

Situation overviewSituation overview

As you may know, last week we identified that your Infusionsoft app contained contacts that
were created by malicious, automated robots (bots) targeting major email service and
marketing automation providers. The contacts were created by the bots submitting invalid
web forms. (a form submitted by someone other than the owner of the email address), and it
resulted in unsolicited emails being sent to these contacts from your account. This could have
a negative impact on email deliverability for all Infusionsoft customers, including you, which
is why we are writing you today.

What steps are we taking to protect email deliverability for you and all Infusionsoft users?What steps are we taking to protect email deliverability for you and all Infusionsoft users?

Tuesday, May 16: Beginning at 9am PDT, we will start opting out suspected bad contacts
that have not been verified by you to protect email deliverability to all your valid
contacts. If you don’t want any suspected bad contacts opted out automatically, please
take the steps below to verify if they are good or bad contacts.
We have taken great care to ensure your valid contacts have not been selected. For
example, we identified email addresses that had made purchases, double opted-in,
opened emails, or clicked links in emails from your application. None of these email
addresses were included in the group designated as “suspected bad” contacts.

What is a suspected bad contact?What is a suspected bad contact?
We designate a contact as “suspected bad” if the contact was submitted from a suspect IP
address or the same email address was submitted to a number of different apps using
different names.

How do I find the suspected bad contacts you are opting out?How do I find the suspected bad contacts you are opting out?
Tuesday, May 9: Beginning at 9am PDT, you can find the suspected bad contacts we
identified by performing a contact search in your app.
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If you don’t want any suspected bad contacts opted out automatically, please take these
steps to verify if they are good or bad contacts. 

To find  SYSTEM - Suspected Invalid Contact contacts, please review and remove tag if
wrongly identified:

1. Navigate to CRM > Contacts. (If previous search results display, press the New
Search button)

2. Find the Tags  criteria section. Choose With ANY of these Tags from the drop down and
then search for the tag SYSTEM - Suspected Invalid Contact
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3. Press the green Search button to get results

4. Please review and remove the tag if wrongly identified

 

Please verify the suspected bad contacts no later than Monday, May 15, at 9am PDT, as we
will begin an automatic opt-out of any contacts you have not verified after that time.

If you have additional questions about this change, please submit an online support case,
and enter the following in the "trying to accomplish" field, Web Form Bot Submissions.
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We sincerely apologize if this situation has hurt your ability to connect with your leads and
customers. Our Operations and Engineering teams are working hard to resolve this issue for
you as quickly as possible, and we have implemented security measures to reduce the
likelihood of this occurring in the future.

Thank you,
The Infusionsoft Team
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Discontinuing The 7 Day Rule FAQ
Last Modified on 07/23/2018 1:17 pm MST

Important Note!Important Note! The 7 Day Rule will be eliminated from all apps by Jan 10th 2018. Your
account may not be affected until then. Please test your account before assuming the 7
Day Rule is gone.

Infusionsoft has discontinued the "7-day rule" behavior in Campaign Builder. After receiving
customer feedback, we have found that this behavior was not overall beneficial to building
and maintaining campaigns. The 7-day rule triggered any added processes published to an
existing sequence to run on any contact currently in the sequence (Active or Queued) to have
the added process run automatically on their contact record at the point the update is
published to the campaign.

Below are some Frequently Asked Questions regarding this change, and a link to an
additional resource to learn more.

1. How did the 7-day rule work in a campaign sequence?How did the 7-day rule work in a campaign sequence?

If you published an additional process to a campaign sequence (e.g. adding an
additional email to an existing sequence) any contacts currently in the sequence (ActiveActive
or Queuedor Queued) that would have reached this new step in the last 7 days would have the
process automatically ran at the point of publishing the update to the sequence.

2. If I publish an addition to a sequence, what will happen now that the 7-day rule hasIf I publish an addition to a sequence, what will happen now that the 7-day rule has
been discontinued?been discontinued?

Only contacts that have not reached the point in the sequence where the addition was
made will have the process ran. Contacts that are past the point of the addition to the
campaign sequence, or contacts that are queued at the end of the sequence will NOT
have any additional processes ran on their contact record, if an update is published to
an existing sequence.

3. What if I need to run these additional processes on contacts that may have alreadyWhat if I need to run these additional processes on contacts that may have already
passed a certain point in my sequence?passed a certain point in my sequence?
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These processes would need to be run manually, by pulling contact sequence reporting
for the desired contacts (active and queued). Contacts can be selected and processes
can be run via the 'Actions' drop-down.

Pro-Tip:Pro-Tip: If the addition is an email, consider sending the email as a 'Broadcast' to the
contacts that have already passed the point of the addition to the sequence.
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May 8 - How to View Known Bad Contacts
and Verify Suspected Bad Contacts
Last Modified on 07/12/2018 11:08 am MST

Situation overviewSituation overview

As you may know, last week we identified that your Infusionsoft app contained contacts that
were created by malicious, automated robots (bots) targeting major email service and
marketing automation providers. When the bots submitted invalid web forms (a form
submitted by someone other than the owner of the email address), it resulted in unsolicited
emails being sent to these contacts from your account. This could have a negative impact on
email deliverability for all Infusionsoft customers, including you, which is why we are writing
you today.

What steps are we taking to protect email deliverability for you and all Infusionsoft users?What steps are we taking to protect email deliverability for you and all Infusionsoft users?

Monday, May 8: Today at 9am PDT, we began opting out the known bad contacts we
identified in your app, preventing any further communication to these emails.
Tuesday, May 16: Beginning at 9am PDT, we will start opting
out suspected bad contacts to protect email deliverability to all valid contacts. If you
don't want any suspected bad contacts opted out automatically, please take the steps
below to verify if they are good or bad contacts.
We have taken great care to ensure your valid contacts have not been selected. For
example, we identified those email addresses that had made purchases, double opted-
in, opened emails, or clicked links in emails from your application. None of these email
addresses were included in the groups designated as, "known bad" or "suspected bad"
contacts.

What is a known bad contact?What is a known bad contact?
We designate a contact as “known bad” if the first and last names are clearly not valid names.

What is a suspected bad contact?What is a suspected bad contact?
We designate a contact as “suspected bad” if the contact was submitted from a suspect IP
address or the same email address was submitted to a number of different apps using
different names.
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How do I find the known bad contacts you are opting out?How do I find the known bad contacts you are opting out?
Tuesday, May 9: Beginning at 9am PDT, you can find the known bad contacts we opted out
by performing the following steps in your app. To find SYSTEM - Invalid Contact records, run
the following contact search:

1. Navigate to CRM -> Contacts. (If previous search results display, press the New
Search button)

2. Find the Tags  criteria section. And choose With ANY of these Tags from the drop down
and then search for the tag SYSTEM - Invalid Contact
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3. Press the green Search button to get results

4. If desired, you can delete these contacts from your database. These contacts should not
be re-opted in as any further marketing to them would be unsolicited email

How do I find the suspected bad contacts you are opting out?
Tuesday, May 9: Beginning at 9am PDT, you can find the suspected bad contacts we opted
out by performing a contact search in your app. If you don’t want any suspected bad contacts
opted out automatically, please take these steps to verify if they are good or bad contacts. To
find  SYSTEM - Suspected Invalid Contact contacts, please review and remove tag if wrongly
identified:

1. Navigate to CRM -> Contacts. (If previous search results display, press the New
Search button)
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2. Find the Tags criteria section. Choose With ANY of these Tags from the drop down and
then search for the tag SYSTEM - Suspected Invalid Contact

3. Press the green Search button to get results
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4. Please review and remove tag if wrongly identified

 

Please verify the suspected bad contacts no later than Monday, May 15, at 9am PDT.

If you have additional questions about this change, please submit an online support case and
enter the following in the “trying to accomplish” field, Webform Bot Submissions.

We sincerely apologize if this situation has hurt your ability to connect with your leads and
customers. Our Operations and Engineering teams are working hard to resolve this issue for
you as quickly as possible, and we implemented security measures to reduce the likelihood
of this occurring in the future.

Thank you,
The Infusionsoft Team
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Infusionsoft reCAPTCHA FAQ
Last Modified on 06/19/2018 3:13 pm MST

Infusionsoft web forms and landing pages utilize Google's Invisible reCAPTCHA . This
improves Infusionsoft's spam bot detection on all Infusionsoft web forms and landing pages,
to prevent spam emails from entering you system. With a reduction in spam submissions, we
can ensure that all applications contain valid contact information, resulting in better email
deliverability. Google Invisible reCAPTCHA is built to watch for suspicious behavior on your
web form, or landing page, and only prompts verification when suspicious behavior is
detected.

What is reCAPTCHA?

reCAPTCHA is a free service by Google, that protects your website from spam and abuse.
reCAPTCHA uses Google Intelligence to keep automated software from engaging in abusive
activities on your site. It does this, while letting you valid users pass through, with ease. To
learn move, visit https://www.google.com/recaptcha/intro/invisible.html
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How does reCAPTCHA help me?

Better email deliverability. When spam email addresses get submitted into your Infusionsoft
application, and Infusionsoft emails those addresses, they get identified on email compliance
filters, that flag email senders (like Infusionsoft) as "bad senders." Even though the majority
of email lists contain legitimate emails, a few spam emails can affect deliverability for all
applications. Preventing spam emails from entering the application, and being emailed, will
prevent Infusionsoft from being considered a "bad sender", giving confidence to our users,
that their emails are being delivered to their subscribers.

What does it look like for my customers?

For most cases, visitors to your web forms and landing pages will never see or interact with
reCAPTCHA.  If suspicious activity is detected, visitors will be prompted to check the box on
the image below. Once the visitor selects the box, the form submission will be completed.
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May 8 - How to View Known Bad Contacts
Last Modified on 07/12/2018 11:06 am MST

Situation OverviewSituation Overview

As you may know, last week we identified that your Infusionsoft app contained contacts that
were created by malicious, automated robots (bots) targeting major email service and
marketing automation providers. When the bots submitted invalid web forms (a form
submitted by someone other than the owner of the email address), it resulted in unsolicited
emails being sent to these contacts from your account. This could have a negative impact on
email deliverability for all Infusionsoft customers, including you, which is why writing you
today.

What steps are we taking to protect email deliverability for you and all Infusionsoft users?What steps are we taking to protect email deliverability for you and all Infusionsoft users?

Monday, May 8: Today, at 9am PDT, we will begin opting out the known bad contacts
we have identified in your app, preventing any further communication to these emails.
We have taken great care to ensure your valid contacts have not been selected. For
example, we identified those email addresses that had made purchases, double opted-
in, opened emails, or clicked links in emails from your application. None of these email
addresses were included in the group designated as “known bad” contacts.

What is a known bad contact?What is a known bad contact?
We designate a contact as “known bad” if the first and last names are clearly not valid names.

How do I find the known bad contacts you are opting out?How do I find the known bad contacts you are opting out?
Tuesday, May 9: Beginning at 9am PDT, you can find the known bad contacts we opted out
by performing the following steps in your app. 

To find SYSTEM - Invalid Contact records, run the following contact search:

1. Navigate to CRM > Contacts. (If previous search results display, press the New
Search button)
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2. Find the Tags  criteria section. Choose With ANY of these Tags from the drop down and
then search for the tag SYSTEM - Invalid Contact

3. Press the green Search button to get results
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4. If desired, you can delete these contacts from your database. These contacts should not
be re-opted in as any further marketing to them would be unsolicited email

If you have additional questions about this change, please submit an online support case and
enter the following in the "trying to accomplish" field, Web form Bot Submission.

We sincerely apologize if this situation has hurt your ability to connect with your leads and
customers. Our Operations and Engineering teams are working hard to resolve this issue for
you as quickly as possible, and we have implemented security measures to reduce the
likelihood of this occurring in the future.

Thank you,
The Infusionsoft Team
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TLS
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 4:26 pm MST

You've likely arrived at this page after receiving a notification that you are using an out-dated
web browser. When making online purchases, it is especially important to have the latest
version of your preferred browser installed. We have detected that your browser does not
support TLS 1.2 , the latest security protocol that protects your information over a computer
network.

Learn how to update your current browser , or click on one of the links below to download a
free web browser.

ChromeChrome Internet ExplorerInternet Explorer FireFoxFireFox OperaOpera SafariSafari
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Facebook Ads by Infusionsoft
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 4:27 pm MST

This document is an FAQ resource for those using our Facebook Ads product. Click here to
learn how you can grow your business by generating more leads on Facebook.

Where do the leads generated by my Facebook Ads go?

When new leads are generated on Facebook, their information is sent back into your
Infusionsoft application through an integration we’ve built. Your Infusionsoft application will
trigger an API goal that you can use to trigger a campaign. You will also receive new lead
notification emails that will give you a download link for retrieving your leads in a CSV file .

What did Infusionsoft set up in my application for me?

When you get started with Facebook Ads by Infusionsoft, we set up two things for you:

1. A value in the Lead Source field on the contact record that says “Facebook Ads by
Infusionsoft." That way, it’s easy to keep track of which leads came from us!

2. A campaign that is triggered by new leads from Facebook. If you had a campaign you
wanted to use, we will have set up an API Goal correctly for new Facebook leads to
trigger the campaign. If you didn’t have a campaign you wanted to use, we’ll give you a
template campaign based on one of our “Collect & Offer” campaigns in the Infusionsoft
Marketplace and we’ll label it FB Leads FB Leads in your campaign list. In either case, we will leave
a few notes for you in the campaign and publish the portion of the campaign that
marks the “Facebook Ads by Infusionsoft” lead source on new leads. Everything else
we’ll leave for you to configure to your liking.

How do I find the leads in my CRM that came from Facebook
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Ads by Infusionsoft?

To find your leads from Facebook Ads by Infusionsoft:

1. Go to Contacts > View ContactsContacts > View Contacts

 
2. Click New SearchNew Search (if available)

3. Select the Misc CriteriaMisc Criteria tab
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4. Select the Facebook Ads by Infusionsoft Facebook Ads by Infusionsoft lead source

5. Click SearchSearch

The results that are returned will be all the leads that we’ve generated through the Facebook
ads we’re running on your behalf.

What if I want to start sending my Facebook leads into a
different campaign?

To send your Facebook leads into a different campaign, you just have to set up the correct
API goal in that campaign.

Be careful! Be careful! If you have two API goals in two different campaigns, your Facebook leads will
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go into both campaigns! To avoid that, delete the API goal from the campaign you won’t
be using and republish it.

To set up the API goal in the new campaign, drag out a new API goal from your toolbox,
double-click it, and enter the values shown below. Now, just connect it to the correct
sequence and publish your new campaign!

Integration: ISFBLEAD
Call Name: FBLEAD
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Temporary Service Interruption May 2
2017
Last Modified on 07/12/2018 11:07 am MST

We experienced a temporary service interruption between approximately 1:53am EDT and
3:50 EDT on May 2, 2017.

During this time frame, most customers were able to access their application and
experienced the following:

Unable to schedule/send a broadcast or single email
Unable to open campaigns
Link clicks/file downloads were not trackable
Notification emails were sent to admins advising of “broken campaigns”

Some customers, during this time period, sporadically experienced Gateway Timeout errors.

Below are further details on what this means for broadcasts and campaigns and what course
of action you may need to take:

 

Broadcasts

What if I had a broadcast scheduled to send during the affected time frame?What if I had a broadcast scheduled to send during the affected time frame?
The broadcast will not have been sent and will need to be re-scheduled. To locate recent
broadcasts, please follow the steps in this article

 

Campaigns

I received X number of emails advising my campaigns were broken. What do I do to addressI received X number of emails advising my campaigns were broken. What do I do to address
them?them?
Our system automatically sent the email alerts once the incident occurred. We have fixed all
of the campaigns and no additional action/republish is needed to resume campaign
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processes.

I had contacts waiting on timers set to run during the outage, or my contacts should haveI had contacts waiting on timers set to run during the outage, or my contacts should have
achieved a goal during this time. What happened to them?achieved a goal during this time. What happened to them?
If a process failed to run, we retry sending 3 additional times over successive 15 minute
periods. If the process failed to send, the action will need to be manually run from within the
contact record Campaign history tab. If you suspect that you were significantly impacted,
please submit a support case with the title “Service Interruption 5/2”.
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Opt-out Web Forms From Automatic Bot
Detection
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:21 am MST

First, click here to learn more about Web Form Bot Security

This article will show you how to turn off Bot Detection on your Infusionsoft web forms.

 

1. Go to the campaign that contains the web form that you want to configure
 

2. Double-click the web form goal

3. Click on the Settings tab
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4. Check the box, "Opt out of automatic bot detection processing"

Important note! Important note! In the near future this feature will no longer be optional and will be
enabled for all Infusionsoft web forms. For now, the “opt-out” box will allow you to select
certain web forms to be exempt from this security enhancement so you have some time
to make make any necessary process changes.
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Web Form Bot Security FAQ - Captcha
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 4:27 pm MST

What is a bot?

"Bot" is short for "robot" which-in the case of spam-is a program that is written to
automatically deliver or retrieve information with malicious intent. Everyone has experienced
email spam. A web form bot also delivers spam, but in a slightly different way and for a
variety of reasons, such as:

They’re probing for vulnerabilities - often so they can hijack your mail server to relay
their spam.
They’re attempting to get links to their spam sites published on your web pages.
They're out to cause trouble for trouble’s sake!

Most small businesses aren’t the targets of big nefarious crime syndicates, but their websites
and forms get caught up in the wide net cast by these organizations. An automated bot
doesn’t care if it gets just one in 100K attempts; their cost is negligible. However, the
aggravation, wasted time, and software usage costs can make a real impact on you and your
business.

What security function is Infusionsoft updating?

This most recent security update addresses an often-used bot tactic - submitting many spam-
delivering email addresses via the same web form multiple times from the same location (IP
address).

Why the change?

Over the last year Infusionsoft has seen an increase in bots submitting web forms with
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information that is either known to be bad or that is valid information submitted without the
information owner's knowledge. In order to stop bad or stolen information from filling up
Infusionsoft users' contact lists, Infusionsoft has enabled this process requiring a CAPTCHA if
there is suspicion of bot activity from the same IP address.

What is "CAPTCHA"?

CAPTCHA is an acronym for "CCompletely AAutomated PPublic TTuring test to tell CComputers and
HHumans AApart" - essentially it's a system to determine if the person submitting any
information thru an online form is a bot or human. We want interested humans sharing their
information with you and your business. We don't want bots simulating that with bogus
information. CAPTCHA is a mechanism to distinguish the two from one another.

Why did Infusionsoft use Google's "reCAPTCHA"?

Choosing services provided by Google enables global ongoing support with the most current
technologies, maintained by a trusted company that employes some of the best software
engineers on earth.  Top notch security with minimal impact to your customer's experience-
all maintained outside of Infusionsoft for free.  The algorithm for bot detection uses
advanced machine learning/artificial intelligence to detect bot behavior. As bots get more
advanced, the protection against them should too and Google's detection intelligence
provides the highest level of security.

What’s in it for me? 

Added security against bot submissions with the new Google CAPTCHA means:

Better email deliverability.  Better email deliverability.  When bots sneak bogus email addresses into your
Infusionsoft application and your application automates emails to those addresses,
those email addresses get identified on email compliance filters that flag email senders
(like Infusionsoft) as "bad senders."  Even though the majority of email lists contain
legitimate emails, the few bogus emails tend to ruin it for the rest of us.  Preventing
bogus emails from entering and being sent from your application will keep Infusionsoft
off the "bad senders" list and maintain healthy deliverability to inboxes that are waiting
your marketing message.
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Accurate list size and information.  Accurate list size and information.  You should only have to pay for email list sizes that
contain legitimate emails.  Some customers find themselves with too many bogus
emails which requires larger email list thresholds even though they're not all legitimate.
 Having a "true" email list with legitimate emails may reduce your need to bump up to
the next threshold of email size within Infusionsoft unnecessarily.

How is it being implemented in my Infusionsoft application?

CAPTCHA existed previously on your web forms.  The most recent update replaces the old,
difficult, time-consuming version that requires users to type in hard-to-see numbers and
letters with a simple checkbox.  Once the checkbox is clicked, the information from the form
being submitted will pass to your contact list inside Infusionsoft.  This CAPTCHA checkbox will
only appear when Google detects behavior that might indicate possible bot activity on your
web form.

Will it apply to every web form?

The changes made will apply to every web form and existing landing page that gathers
customer and prospect information-so long as you don't "opt-out" of this security feature in
your web form settings.

Do I need to do anything to enable this updated security
feature?

No. The Bot Detection (CAPTCHA) feature will default to “on” (unchecked box) in all
Infusionsoft applications for web forms, legacy web forms, custom forms, and current landing
pages.  You may turn off this feature for each form by checking the “opt-out” box in thechecking the “opt-out” box in the
“Settings” area“Settings” area of the web form setup process. See screenshot below:
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Please Note:Please Note: opting-out of this security feature may put your email deliverability at risk.  It
may also corrupt your email database with bogus email addresses that are set to trigger
you as a spammer-affecting the effectiveness of your email marketing.

In the near future this feature will no longer be optional and will be enabled for all
Infusionsoft forms without the option to "opt-out."  For now, the “opt-out” box will allow
users to select certain web forms to be exempted from this security enhancement so that if
they need to make process changes there is ample time to do so.  If you are using HTTP postIf you are using HTTP post
or other advanced automation to submit forms, please consult a developer and beginor other advanced automation to submit forms, please consult a developer and begin
working towards re-creating this automation thru our API.working towards re-creating this automation thru our API.

What if I am using the web form’s javascript/HTML code on my
website?

JavascriptJavascript

The captcha will be displayed within the form frame or on a redirect page depending on
the form settings.

HTMLHTML

The captcha will be displayed on a redirect page.

Javascript or HTMLJavascript or HTML
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Bot Detection is enabled by default for all hosted forms.
Once the captcha is entered successfully the thank-you page will be displayed or the
contact will be redirected to the page depending on Thank-you page 

Pro-Tip! Pro-Tip! If there is already a CAPTCHA on the form, it will not prompt the CAPTCHA a
second time.

 

How are web forms hosted with 3rd parties (ex. leadpages)
handled?

Forms hosted through third parties are unaffected by this change. 
If using a 3rd party, we recommend to test your forms by filling out the form from the
same computer multiple times in a row to see if the information goes through to
Infusionsoft.

Who might need to make changes before enabling this
feature?

Advanced or long-time users and partners who currently use HTTP posts to keep contact data
updated in multiple systems should begin updating their processes to leverage the improved
Infusionsoft API to achieve the outcomes they’re seeking.

Example 1:Example 1:
I use Infusionsoft for marketing automation and another system for e-commerce. I have (or
my developer has) set up a process such that when my customer submits a form/order in my
e-commerce system, their contact info is pushed into Infusionsoft by an HTTP postpushed into Infusionsoft by an HTTP post to
automatically fill out a web form in Infusionsoft.

Example 2:Example 2:
I have multiple Infusionsoft applications and want to distribute contacts from the main app to
the other application(s). When certain contacts are added to the main app, they’re added to a
campaign that runs an HTTP postcampaign that runs an HTTP post that then pushes that contact info into one of my other
Infusionsoft applications by automatically filling out a web form in that application.

In each example (or in related use cases), the system running the HTTP post could submit the
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destination web form 10+ times in a 12 hour period and it would be posting from the same IP
address. However, the HTTP post wouldn’t be able to complete the process when, after the
tenth form submission, the form would redirect to the new CAPTCHA page.

What should I do in these situations?

Transition the way by which systems are sending information by using the improved
Infusionsoft API. The API is created and maintained expressly for connecting other systems
and information with Infusionsoft and is fully documented and maintained by our product
teams at Infusionsoft with support available. For "How do I" or "How can this be
accomplished" questions, we have an API Discussion section in the Infusionsoft Community
and an API Facebook group . To ask questions about API throttling, error messages returned
from an API call, or to report a bug with the API, you can go  here to create a support ticket.

For specific instructions on how to use the Infusionsoft API for a use case similar to the two
examples given above, start here .

For general information on using the Infusionsoft API, start here .
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Time to Update Your Browser (TLS 1.2)
Last Modified on 08/13/2018 11:18 am MST

Odds are at some point you’ve seen a message in your web browser asking you to upgrade it
to improve performance. In fact, effective 23 January 2017 Infusionsoft is upgrading to
support the most current TLS security standards .

What does this mean?

If you continue to use an older, outdated browser after 23 January, you may have difficulty
accessing your Infusionsoft account. You’re probably already having difficulty accessing other
sites around the web, too, if you’re still using a browser with outdated security measures.

Visit the website of your chosen browser and upgrade today to have uninterrupted - and
even improved! - access to your Infusionsoft account. Already pretty sure you have an
updated browser? Check this list to make sure it complies with the latest TLS security
standards.

What exactly is a browser?

Everyone that accesses web pages on a desktop computer uses a web browser. Without a
web browser you can’t view websites. How do you get to websites like Facebook and
YouTube? You might click on a symbol that looks like one of the below.

What’s Wrong With Old Browsers?

Old browsers (especially Internet Explorer versions 6, 7, and 8) are less stable, and much
more vulnerable to viruses, spyware, malware, and other security issues. Lacking security is
clearly a big problem to be concerned about—especially for those who shop or run a
business online. But upgrading also has other benefits, addressed below. Why Are New
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Browsers Better? Newer browsers (e.g., Chrome, Firefox, Safari) have a number of advantages
over older browsers, including:

Speed
Every new browser generation improves speed

Better experience
Far fewer instances of crashing or freezing, a larger page-viewing area, and access
to a wide variety of new features, add-ons and better customizability
You can view sites that are using the latest technology to deliver beautiful,
informative and entertaining experiences

Security
Newer browsers protect you better against viruses, scams and other threats.
Outdated browsers have security holes which are fixed in updates.
New browsers will automatically update to the latest version, or will notify you to
download an update

 

Where do I go to update my selected browser?

Visit the website of your selected browser to upgrade by downloading and installing the
newest version.  Some of the most commonly used browsers’ websites are listed below:

Chrome
Firefox
Internet Explorer
Safari
Microsoft Edge

 

Internet browser compatibility guidelines
The following table lists the most common internet browsers. The table lists each browser
with the compatibility of TLSv1.2 for recent versions.

Browser TLS 1.2 Compatibility Notes

Microsoft Edge Compatible by default
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Desktop and mobile
versions

Compatible by default

Microsoft
Internet

Explorer (IE)

Review the Internet Explorer Support for TLSv1.2 article for detailed
information and instructions.

Desktop and mobile IE
version 11

Compatible by default

Desktop IE versions 9
and 10

Capable when run in Windows 7 or newer, but not by default. Review
the Internet Explorer Support for TLSv1.2 article to enable TLS 1.2
encryption. Windows Vista and older operating systems, such as
Windows XP, are not compatible with TLS 1.2 encryption.

Desktop IE versions 8
and below

Not compatible or stable with TLS 1.2 encryption.

Mozilla Firefox
Compatible with the most recent, stable version, regardless of
operating system

Firefox 27 and higher Compatible by default
Firefox 23 to 26 Capable, but not by default.
Firefox 22 and below Not compatible with TLS 1.2 or higher encryption.

Google
Chrome

Compatible with the most recent, stable version, regardless of
operating system

Google Chrome 38
and higher

Compatible by default

Google Chrome 22 to
37

Capable when run in Windows XP SP3, Vista, or newer (desktop), OS X
10.6 (Snow Leopard) or newer (desktop), or Android 2.3 (Gingerbread)
or newer (mobile)

Google Chrome 21
and below

Not compatible with TLS 1.2 encryption.

Google
Android OS

Browser
 

Android 6.0
(Marshmallow) and
higher

Compatible by default
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Android 5.0 (Lollipop)
and higher

Compatible by default

Android 4.4 (KitKat) to
4.4.4

Capable, but not by default.

Android 4.3 (Jelly
Bean) and below

Not compatible with TLS 1.2  encryption.

Apple Safari  

Desktop Safari
versions 7 and higher
for OS X 10.9
(Mavericks) and higher

Compatible by default

Desktop Safari
versions 6 and below
for OS X 10.8
(Mountain Lion) and
below

Not compatible with TLS 1.2 encryption.

Mobile Safari versions
5 and higher for iOS 5
and higher

Compatible by default

Mobile Safari for iOS 4
and below

Not compatible with TLS 1.2 encryption.
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Unengaged Marketable
Last Modified on 06/18/2018 9:21 am MST

New! Easily identify the riskiest addresses on your lists with automatically updated
Unengaged Marketable email status.

If you've been email marketing for long you've been warned about the dangers of emailing a
cold list.  But sending cold emails is perfectly legal - so why do we care?  Because
deliverability.

You send emails to cold lists because you want to connect with people.  In reality, those same
cold emails are killing your deliverability and more and more of your emails are destined for
the spam folder.

But exactly how does this impact your deliverability? There are few primary ways:

Your IP address, ISP or domain name is on a blacklist (e.g., Spamhaus, Spamcop).
Blacklisting is based solely on where you're sending from - not email content.

You're hitting a spam filter.
Usually based on email content. If you're using common spammy subject lines or
content that's in a lot of spam emails, your email could hit the filter.

You're getting custom blocked.
Any blocker could custom-code to block emails like yours based on any criteria
they want (content, subject, ISP, etc.). If you're lucky, your email is simply delivered
to a spam folder. Worst case, your email bounces (keep reading).

Your emails are getting bounced.
Only the hard bounces affect deliverability because the address you're sending to
either doesn't exist or is blocked because you need to configure the SPF on your
DNS account.
These are the bounces that you're most in danger of getting when emailing a cold
list.  If someone hasn't engaged with your content in a while, it could certainly be
because they deleted that email account. This puts you in danger of hitting a spam
trap .

 

At Infusionsoft, a full team of email operations geniuses manages our domains and related
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items alongside our systems teams to ensure we maintain the 99.5+% deliverability to the
inbox for our users.  However, it's also our job to protect our users from each other - and
even from themselves! When our users' emails aren't getting to the inbox it's often because
of an issue with their own IP address, content or technical configurations.  Even if it's
accidental, if Infusionsoft allows users with poor email practices to continue to email via our
servers, we put our community and our email reputation at risk.

Infusionsoft protects users through a variety of technical means.  For example, all broadcasts
to cold lists are throttled , testing the sender and the message with a small slice of the list
first.  Not a lot of spam complaints?  The rest of the list gets the message.  Too many?  The
send is not competed.  This protects both Infusionsoft and the sending IP address from being
hit with complaints, avoiding blacklist risk.

Infusionsoft also coaches and educates businesses on email marketing best practices like
gaining permission to market, personalizing content and segmenting lists.  Another frequent
recommendation is to regularly perform list hygiene.  Any email marketer knows how
important it is to not keep emailing unengaged contacts; for all we know, they could be not
engaging because they mistyped their email, they're no longer at that company or they're
just not interested any more.  What's trickier is figuring out exactly who's engaged and who's
not engaged because it changes over time.

That's why Infusionsoft's product team developed enhanced email statuses and search
functionality that updates email engagement status in real time.  Now, when a contact hasn't
engaged* within the past four months their email status will automatically update to the new
Unengaged Marketable status:

Performing your normal list hygiene is easier than ever. Use the Email Status Search to
quickly find contacts who are currently in Unengaged Marketable status.
Not ready to remove or opt-out those contacts just yet?  No worries. They'll still get your
messages for now - just remember the risks of emailing unengaged contacts!
When one of those contacts engages again, their email status will automatically return
to whatever it was before.
Extra credit: Use the new filters in the Email Status Search to find contacts who are just
starting to cool off or who have engaged within a specific time frame.  Easily search by
contacts' Last Engagement date and then get creative!  A postcard with special offer for
those who haven't engaged in over a month?  A flash sale email to those who've
engaged in the past two days?  Next-level tactics are right around the corner when
you've got exactly the list you need.

Infusionsoft is committed to innovate and constantly improve.  Not just improving our code
but also the resources and marketing best practices that small businesses need to get the
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results that are most meaningful for their unique businesses.  We're pretty excited about this
most recent update and the other features that came along with it. BUT we've got more up
our sleeve so keep an eye out for our next monthly product update.

Make sure you don't miss the latest Infusionsoft product improvements. Update your email
preferences here and select News and Product Updates to stay in the know.

*Engagement is defined as one or more of the following actions: opening an email, clicking a
link in an email or submitting a landing page or web form.
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Content Risk Services
Over the next several weeks, we will release built-in functionality to help you avoid triggering
spam filters when sending an email broadcast. Certain keywords can trigger these filters,
which send your email straight to your contact’s junk folder, where it sits unread. Now you
can check your emails for these keywords by clicking the “Spam” icon in the email builder.
These keywords will also be flagged when you click “Review and send” before sending your
email. Click here to see how!

API Additions and Changes 
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07-13-2018
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Open Rate Calculation Improvement

Infusionsoft’s email open rate calculation has been improved for accuracy. Previously, emails
that were sent but not successfully delivered were included in the calculation, potentially
resulting in a lower open rate. The open rate now reflects the count of unique recipients who
opened the email divided by the count of unique email addresses to which the email was
delivered.
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Reduced Effort During Contact Import

We reduced the number of questions regarding your permission to send emails to one simple
question. The Import Contacts guide has been updated.
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Email Broadcast - Best Send Time

Infusionsoft can now calculate the best time to send an email to a given group of recipients.
Infusionsoft will attempt to calculate the ideal send time for your selected audience when a
confidence of at least 75% is met. If the confidence level is lower that 75%, we will send the
broadcast based on the best send time for the average customer. Click here to watch the
video and read the step-by-step article.
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Anonymize a Contact

There are some new featues (coming May 22) that will help you comply with GDPR
regulations:

How to Enable GDPR Settings
How a Contact May Exercise Their Right of Erasure
How to Anonymize (Redact) a Contact Record
How Anonymous Records Work

Also, be sure to check out the GDPR Readiness Guide !

 

API Additions & Changes
5-15-2018
07-13-2018
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A/B Test Email Broadcasts

You can now A/B test up to 5 email variants when sending an Email Broadcast! Click here to
watch the video and read the step-by-step article.

 

FlexPay Gateway Integration

Infusionsoft now supports the FlexPay  gateway. FlexPay uses advanced AI to help reduce
credit card decline rates. Check out their website to learn more and check out the article to
learn how to set it up in Infusionsoft .
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API Additions and Changes
4-9-2018
4-11-2018
4-18-2018
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Hebrew Translation for External Pages

Several external pages will be automatically translated to Hebrew based on your user's
browser setting. Click here to view a full list of supported languages and external pages.

 

Campaign Ribbon Reports Now Available in Marketing Reports

You can now find the helpful campaign-specific reports under the Marketing Reports section
(Marketing > Reports).

Please note: You will need to know the Campaign ID number that can be found on the
Campaigns List page (Marketing > Campaign Builder).
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API Additions and Changes

3-6-2018
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New Landing Pages WordPress Plugin

Phasing-Out Some Merchant Accounts

Campaign Builder Now Supports the Safari Web Browser

New Infusionsoft Status Page

Recently Resolved Defects

API Additions and Changes

 

 

New Landing Pages WordPress Plugin
You can now display your Infusionsoft Landing Page in your WordPress website! You can
assign any domain name you own to the landing page which will give it the appearance that
it exists on your website.

Click here to see how!
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Phasing-Out Some Merchant Accounts
We are streamlining our merchant account offerings. The following merchant accounts will
no longer be available in Infusionsoft after February 20th, 2018. If you are already using one
of these merchant accounts in your Infusionsoft application, you will not be affected;
however, you will not be able to make a new connection to these merchant accounts after
February 20th.

Beanstream
Sage Pay
Easy Pay
Worldpay
USA ePay
Moneris
DPS
Internet Secure

 

Campaign Builder Now Supports the Safari Web
Browser
The Campaign Builder fully supports Safari on Mac OS.

[Protip:Pro-Tip::Note that Safari is still not a fully supported browser for all areas of the app,
so you may still find some quirkiness in other areas.]

 

 

New Infusionsoft Status Page
We now have a live production status page that will show you the current status of
Infusionsoft and Partner Edition servers. It will also show scheduled maintenance
announcements. Click here to learn more about the status page .
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Recently Resolved Defects
Click here to view recently resolved defects

 

 

API Additions and Changes
2-01-2018
2-13-2018
2-27-2018
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Archive Templates in New Landing Pages

You can now archive templates that you don't use often. Archiving a template removes it
from the templates area so it isn't so cluttered. Click here to learn how!

 

Campaign Email Performance Reporting will now contain
clickable links to results

After switching your campaign to reporting view, you'll note that results are now hyperlinked.
Click the link to view the report. This is available for the Campaign Email Performance Report
and Campaign Full Sequence and Email Report
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New Landing Page - Hidden Fields

You can now set a field "hidden" when building a landing page. Click here to learn more.

 

New Landing Pages - Custom URL Parameters

You can now send links that pre-fill form fields with a value that overrides the default merge
value. Click here to learn more.
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Email Builder - Edit Preview Text

You can now edit the text your recipients see in their email preview. Click here to see it in
action!

 

Lead Generation Services

We've made it easier than ever for you to get help generating leads. Whether you'd like to
connect with our services team and learn more about done-for-you advertising services or
you'd like to be first in line to test new lead generation tools , you'll now be able to find what
you're looking for on the Lead Generation page (Marketing > Lead Generation).
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API Additions and Changes

Click here to see the latest update to the Infusionsoft API
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Refund Page Now Defaults to "Refund"

Please note that the Gateway Options on the Refund page now default to the RefundRefund option.
Also, the option to skip the refund if the gateway can't process it will also be default.

New Landing Pages Mobile Editor

You can now modify the look of your Landing Page when viewed on a mobile device. Just click
the icon to start editing. The video below shows the steps to take in order to utilize this
feature.

Just click the icon to start editing in mobile or desktop view, in real time..
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Disallow Viewing of Decrypted Credit Cards

Administrators can now obscure all credit card information removing the ability for any
admin users to un-hide credit card details. This essentially locks-down all but the last four
digits of a card from being displayed throughout Infusionsoft.

Please Note!Please Note!
If you enable this setting, no admin users in your Infusionsoft account will be able to unhide
password-protected credit card details...including you! You will need to contact our Support
team if you decide to disable this feature later.

1. Go to Admin > Settings > GeneralAdmin > Settings > General and scroll down to the bottom of the page
2. Click the button to enable the new security setting
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Campaign Sequence Email Report Update

You now have the ability to measure the performance of specific emails in a campaign
sequence. See open rates, clicks, opt-outs and more. Check out this article to see how.

 

Nexus Merchants Integration

Nexus Merchants provides a bridge with popular merchant accounts such as Stripe and
Braintree. When you integrate an account with the Nexus Merchants merchant gateway, you
are able to process payments through any method (order forms, shopping cart, or manual
orders). It will also handle auto-charges for subscriptions or payment plans.

 

REST API Contact Region Location Update

The Infusionsoft API has been updated to receive either the ISO code or the full name value.
 The full name value for any ISO code that is passed to Infusionsoft is what will be stored to the
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database.  This resolves an issue where the opposite value (ISO code or full name value was
being stored when being passed to Infusionsoft. For example, providing a region of “US-AZ”
previously would result in “Arizona” being saved and a region of Arizona would result in “US-
AZ” being saved. This change resolves that problem by always saving the full name value but
still accepting either format (“US-AZ” or “Arizona”). This will affect integrations that are
providing us a region of “Arizona” and are expecting “US-AZ” to be returned.

Important! Important! This change will affect any REST API call which can return a contact location/region.
Please click here to learn more.

 

HTML Snippet in Email Builder

You can now inject custom HTML into the Email Builder using the new Code Snippet

Important Note!Important Note!
Using custom HTML in responsive emails could impact the way your email displays on
different devices. Please test all emails before sending them to your entire customer list.

Just drag the code snippet into the email template and begin writing HTML in the panel on the
left.
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7-Day Rule Being Discontinued

Infusionsoft has discontinued the "7-day rule" behavior in Campaign Builder. If you frequently
add marketing pieces to live, active campaigns, please take a moment to review this change .

 

Swedish Translation for External Pages

Several external pages will be automatically translated to Swedish based on the user's browser
setting. Click here to view a full list of supported languages and external pages.
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New Landing Page Builder

Easily create beautiful, high converting pages with New Landing Pages

 

Campaign Performance Report Update

Learn how well your campaign is performing from within the Campaign Builder. Click here to
learn more.
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Invisible reCAPTCHA Update

Infusionsoft web forms and landing pages have been updated to utilize Google's Invisible
reCAPTCHA, to help prevent spam email addresses from entering your system. 

For more information on this update to landing pages and webforms, please see the
Invisible reCAPTCHA update article
For answers to frequently asked questions about reCAPTCHA, please see the
Infusionsoft reCAPTCHA FAQ article

 

Upgrade Contact/Email Levels Within The Application
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Infusionsoft system administrators can sign into Infusionsoft to upgrade account
functionality, and to purchase upgrades to contact/email levels.

For instructions on purchasing upgrades to contact/email levels, please see the Upgrade
Your Account Users or Email/Contact Levels article

 

Added Language Support For External Pages: Arabic, Dutch
and Japanese

All external pages now support Arabic, Dutch and Japanese.  These pages will display based
on the user's browser language settings.

For more information, and a list of supported languages in Infusionsoft, please see the
Supported Languages For External Pages article
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Categorize Your Campaign When Creating a New One

Moving forward, when you begin creating your campaign, you will have the option to both
name and categorize the campaign.

1. Click the Create CampaignCreate Campaign button
 

2. Name your campaign and assign it to a category or create a new category on-the-fly

 
3. Click the Save CategoriesSave Categories button to start building your campaign!
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Test Your Decision Diamond logic

Publish with confidence! You can now test your decision diamond logic prior to publishing
your campaign. Please refer to this new article for instructions and watch the video below

 

Categorize Tags When Creating Them in the Email Builder
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1. Highlight the text you would like to hyperlink and click the Link iconLink icon

 
2. Click the Tag Tag button and create a new tag

 
3. Note that you now have the option to create a new tag category on the fly.
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4. Name your new tag category and click Create TagCreate Tag

 
5. Click Done Done when you are finished configuring the link.

 

 

API Additions and Changes

Click here to view the latest updates with the Infusionsoft API
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Automated List Management

List Hygiene is a crucial email marketing best practice and now Infusionsoft will take care of it
for you. You now have access to two new email statuses and automation that will set these
statuses for you. This feature replaces the manual List Hygiene process.

First, a definition of the 2 new statuses:

Unengaged Marketable StatusUnengaged Marketable Status - These contacts are eligible to receive your automated
marketing emails, but are tracked as not having engaged for a certain number of
months. The default timeframe is 4 months.
Unengaged Non-Marketable StatusUnengaged Non-Marketable Status - These contacts will no longer be eligible to receive
your automated marketing emails unless they engage with an email they've already
received from you or submit an Infusionsoft web form.

You can now set a "contact engagement threshold" (in months) which identifies and sets these
two new statuses automatically.
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There is a new settings section that allows you to customize when these email statuses are
applied to a contact:

1. Go to Marketing > SettingsMarketing > Settings in the main menu
2. Click on Automated List ManagementAutomated List Management

Unengaged Marketable StatusUnengaged Marketable Status - As mentioned above, these contacts will still be
eligible to receive your automated marketing emails, but are tracked as not having
engaged for the number of specified months.

The default timeframe for this status is 4 months - which is the hard-coded
policy currently in place. Based on this threshold, after 4 months with no
engagements (opens, clicks, web form submissions), all contacts with
confirmed or unconfirmed email status will automatically move to an
Unengaged Marketable status. In this status, contacts are still eligible to be
sent automated marketing emails, but keep in mind that no engagement after
4 months increases risks for excessive spam complaints or hard bounce s due
to email accounts becoming inactive over time. Once these contact re-engage
with your marketing efforts (open, click, or submit a web form) their email
status will return to the previous state.
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Unengaged Non-MarketableUnengaged Non-Marketable - As mentioned above, these contacts will no longer be
eligible to receive your automated marketing emails unless they re-engage (open,
click, web form submission.) If they re-engage, their email status will return to its
previous state.

Please toggle this OnOn and set your timeframe. The default timeframe
recommendation is 12 months, but you can adjust 1-24 months depending on
your preference. It must be equal to or larger than the Unengaged Marketable
threshold.

 
You can also disable this functionality by toggling the switch to the
OFF OFF position.

 
3. Click Save Email Address Status LimitsSave Email Address Status Limits to save your settings

 

Simplified OAuth Flow in Account Central

When a user logs into the account central page, http://signin.infusionsoft.com , they will
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experience a new link “API Access” on each app to which their user is connected. Everything
described below can already be done programmatically through the API (that functionality will
remain in place). This is just a way for the developer to not be required to implement quite as
much code because we’re now handling some of the token generation for them.

“Partner” use requires the user to enter in the partners OAuth Client ID (provided by the
partner to the customer). Clicking “Generate Auth Code” will generate an authorization code
which the user can then give to the developer partner for the partner’s use in connecting to
the user’s app.
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If you are giving an authorization code to a 3rd party, be sure to have them pass in a
redirect_uri of "null" when they request an Access Token. If the 3rd party attempts to request
an access token without a redirect uri of "null", they may see the following error:

{    “error”: “invalid_request”,    “error_description”: “Invalid redirect_uri”}

OR

{    “error”: “invalid_request”,    “error_description”: “Missing redirect_uri”} (edite
d)

Example of a valid request:

POST /token HTTP/1.1     Host: api.infusionsoft.com     Authorization: Basic czZCaGRSa3
F0MzpnWDFmQmF0M2JW     Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded     grant_type=a
uthorization_code&code=SplxlOBeZQQYbYS6WxSbIA     &redirect_uri=null
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"Any Time" Now Available in Delay Timer

You no longer need to set an arbitrary time window if you want something to be sent at any
time of the day. When setting up a delay timer in the campaign builder, just select the AnyAny
TimeTime radio button. Note that you can change the timezone to Use contact's time zoneUse contact's time zone by
checking the box shown below:

 

 

Added Conversion Rates to Email Broadcast & Email Broadcast
Conversion Reports

Quickly identify which emails are performing well and which may need to be optimized.

1. Go to Marketing > ReportsMarketing > Reports
 

2. Navigate to either the Email Broadcast ReportEmail Broadcast Report or the Email Broadcast Conversion ReportEmail Broadcast Conversion Report
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New Permission for Non-Admin Users to Access DKIM Settings

You can now permission non-admin users to modify your DKIM settings. Click here to learn
how.

 

 

Infusionsoft Sidebar Updates
Additional language support for: Spanish, French, Portuguese, Russian, and German
Support for Outlook.com Agent
Ability to see the campaign history and status of a contact. Click here to see the full
article.

 

 

WordPress Opt-In Form Statistics

In the Statistics Statistics sidebar tab , you can view aggregate statistics for all of your WordPress opt-in
forms over last 30 days and last 12 months

 
 

Email Builder: Button Links can now be cloned

When you clone a button in the Email Builder, you now clone the link as well. Previously, you
had to manually re-enter the link URL every time you cloned a button.
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API Updates

API Documentation

Updated text to recommend providing your access token as a Bearer token through an
Authorization request header.
Documentation now allows copy/paste of body sample text.
Added emphasized link to our new OAuth guide .
Added callouts to certain Contact endpoints explaining how to opt-in a contact .

General API

New operation added: Apply Tag to Contacts .
New operation added: Remove Tag from Contacts .
Removed erroneous duplicate check option from Create or Update a Contact . Valid
options are Email or EmailAndName.

REST Hooks

The Infusionsoft REST API now supports RESTHooks.org’s “delayed confirmation” of
subscriptions .

We’ve also added a significant number of Hooks:

Added appointment.*.
Added company.*.
Added invoice.payment.*.
Added note.*.
Added subscription.*.
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As always, please refer to List Hook Event Types for an up-to-date list of available REST Hooks.
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Floating Text Bar Editor

You can now edit text more easily with a floating text bar editor. This allows you edit a tall
block of text without having to scroll up and down to access the tools needed for editing. The
toolbar tucks away when the textbox is no longer in sight and re-appears when the text block
scrolls into view. To see the new feature, just click inside a text block in the Email Builder.
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Filebox Improvement: Image Preview & Download

You can now view thumbnails in the Company Images tab in your My Files page.

1. Hover over the Home icon and click Files

2. Click Company Images
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3. Click on the thumbnail image on the left to see a larger version of the image in a new
tab. Click on the Download link to download the image to your computer.

 

Native Italian Translation Available for End-User Assets

Infusionsoft will natively translate the following assets for your Italian-speaking audience:

Confirmation Pages
Opt-in / Opt-Out Pages
Invoices
Order Forms
Quotes
Shopping Cart
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Added HKD and VND Currency

Infusionsoft now supports the Hong Kong Dollar and Vietnamese Dong currencies. To set
one of these as your native currency:

1. Ecommerce > Settings
 

2. Click on Orders
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3. Change your Currency Locale
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Email Builder Improvement: Ability to Search/Filter Email
Templates

Find your Email Builder templates more easily by searching for them.

1. Navigate to My Templates while in the new Email Builder gallery view
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2. Navigate to the Search field in the top right corner of the main navigation bar

3. Type the name of the template you are searching for

Pro-Tip! Templates automatically filter as you type – pressing the enter key is not
required.

 

Longer Active Session Times

We have made some changes under the hood to greatly extend session times so that you
won't be logged out and lose progress while working in Infusionsoft.

If you are actively using Infusionsoft, a single session can be run continuously for 3 full
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days.
If you are inactive for a set period of time (for the average person, 2 hours), then you
will be given a 90-second timeout warning/countdown. After the countdown, if you
have not shown activity, then your session will be logged out.
To protect your customer's credit cards, a user with sufficient permissions to view credit
cards is required to provide a password once every 15 minutes when they attempt to
view a credit card. This password challenge does not impact sessions being logged out -
It does, however, log user attempts to view credit cards, and will lock the behavior down
after multiple invalid passwords are entered.

 

Improved Email Sending Performance

We have greatly increased email sending performance for those that send very large email
batches.

Improved the calculation and increased the accuracy of emails sent per second rate
Tuned and reindexed email sending related to database queries/updates
Updated and tuned the Mail Transfer Agent (MTA)
Improved the queuing of emails scheduled to be sent in the future

As a result, we have seen a 300+% increase related to email sending rates!

 

Increased Security on Order Forms & Shopping Cart

We have implemented a new security feature to prevent bots from using an Infusionsoft
order form or shopping cart to test fraudulently obtained credit card numbers.

After the first failed credit card attempt on an order, we have implemented a Google
reCAPTCHA as shown below:
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PayPal Update: One Click Authentication for PayPal Express
Checkout

We've made it easier to connect your PayPal Express Checkout to your Infusionsoft
account.Click here to see how!

 

Infusionsoft Payments Update: View Fees Disclosure for
Canadian Users

We now provide a convenient link to the publish fees associated with Infusionsoft Payments
for Canadian processing.

1. Navigate to E-Commerce Setup from the Infusionsoft main nav
 

2. Click on Payment Types from the Payment sub menu in the bottom left corner of the
screen
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3. Click the checkbox to the left of Payments to reveal details for configuring Infusionsoft
Payments

4. Click on the Canada radio button, then click on the View Required Regulatory Fees link
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Infusionsoft Community

24/7 Chat Support

USA/Canada Toll FreeUSA/Canada Toll Free
+ 1 866 800 0004 Ext. 2

Mon-Fri 6AM - 7PM Arizona 

UK FreephoneUK Freephone
+ 44 (0)808 258 0093

Mon-Fri 6AM - 7PM Arizona
Mon-Sat 2PM - 3AM London 

AUS Free CallAUS Free Call
+ 61 1800 730 419

Mon-Fri 6AM - 7PM Arizona
Tue-Sat 11PM - 12PM Sydney
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Navigation 
A quick 3-minute introduction to navigating Infusionsoft

Manage Contacts 
Join us to learn the basics of the Infusionsoft CRM. We will show you how to add both a
single contact and multiple contacts. We will also introduce you to tags and how we use
them to organize your lists.

Email Builder and How to Send a Broadcast 
Our templates are a great starting point to help you create your branded email inside of
Infusionsoft. We make it easy to start communicating with your prospects and customers.
Join us to learn how to send your first broadcast to a targeted group or your entire contact
list! It's easy and fun too!

Campaign Builder Basic Training 
Automation is the magic of Infusionsoft. Join us to learn how to use our amazing Campaign
Builder to automate your follow up. This webinar will introduce you to the tools to build a
simple campaign and start seeing the automation magic in action.
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Looping Campaigns
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 1:22 pm MST

Publish Date: 2/18/2016

This week's Mastermind call will be presented by Tara Roberts. The topic is Looping
campaigns for continuous follow up. Campaign loops are super helpful for tasks or
communications that need to go out on a recurring basis, like birthday emails.
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Subscription Management with Greg
Jenkins
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Campaign
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Designing Your New Customer
Experience
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 2:30 pm MST

Publish Date: 7/28/2016
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Copywriting 101
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 2:32 pm MST

Publish Date: 7/23/2016
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Email Deliverability and DMARC Changes
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 2:34 pm MST

Publish Date: 6/23/2016
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The Formula to Identify Your Hottest
Leads
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 2:36 pm MST

Publish Date: 6/2/2016
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Automate YOUR Processes
Last Modified on 10/02/2018 2:54 pm MST

Publish Date: 6/17/2016

We have updated the Campaign builder since recording this Webinar, meaning certain
parts of the Campaign builder may look different, but the workflow process and
information shared is still valid.

Go to 1:57 to skip the Webinar introGo to 1:57 to skip the Webinar intro
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5 Ways to Sell Online
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 2:39 pm MST
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Lead Sources - Maximizing your
Marketing
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 2:41 pm MST
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Using the API for your business
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 2:42 pm MST

Publish Date: 5/20/2016
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Defining and Speaking to YOUR Target
Market
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 2:45 pm MST
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The "Laws" of Sales and Marketing
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 2:48 pm MST
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The "Lean Campaign" Process - How to
build and launch campaigns fast!
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 2:50 pm MST
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Turning a Paid Trial into a Subscription
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 2:52 pm MST

Publish Date: 3/10/2016

On this Infusionsoft Mastermind, Russ will be showing a couple methods on how to turn a
shopping cart trial purchase into a subscription! This will allow you to sell your customer's a
trial to a subscription, and have the system start their monthly subscription later, billing the
most recent card on file!
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Creating a One-Click Upsell
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 2:55 pm MST

Publish Date: 3/24/2016

During this edition of the Infusionsoft Mastermind Webinar, Ethan will be going over how to
create a one-click upsell using action sets and the campaign builder. A one click upsell is a
great way to turn $10 into $30. By giving your customers an easy way to purchase more of
your wonderful products you can increase your sales in an automated fashion!
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Multi-step Web Forms with Reminders
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 2:59 pm MST

Publish Date: 2/11/2016

This week on the Infusionsoft Mastermind Webinar, Russ will dig into creating a multi-step
web form campaign, with built-in reminders for contacts who might have not completed all
the steps. Multi-step web-forms are convenient for when you might need a little more
information from your contacts, but don’t want to put all the form fields on one long web
form! With the a Multi-Step web form campaign, Infusionsoft can track your contact’s
progress, and send out a reminder, linking the contact right back to the page they left off at,
so they can finish their form submission! Russ will go over how you can link your web forms
together to form a multi-step form, and the campaign that will work behind the scenes to
track your submissions!
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Deck the Halls with Automated Holiday
Mailings
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 3:01 pm MST

Publish Date: 12/10/2015

This week on the Infusionsoft Mastermind Webinar, we will be creating an automated, major
holiday mailings campaign. In this edition, I will show how you can set up a simple, organized,
major holiday mailing campaign that you can funnel your lists into not only now, but
throughout the year, as you grab more leads! The great thing about a campaign like this is
you can utilize it for more than just holidays! As usual, I will cover some maintenance tips for
this style of campaign, and answer your questions!
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2016 New Customer Welcome & Wow
Campaign
Last Modified on 09/07/2018 12:32 pm MST

Publish Date: 1/7/2016

Happy New Year and welcome back to the Infusionsoft Mastermind Webinar! This week Russ
will be going over how to set up and configure a nice New Customer Welcome & Wow
campaign! We will discuss how you can configure this campaign to kick off for only new
customers and not any of your current customers! Wowing your new customers is a great
key to repeat business. You may be familiar with the free New Customer Welcome & Wow in
your marketplace, and asked yourself, “How can I only trigger this campaign to run for new
customers and not my existing customers” Russ will cover this, and more on our first
Mastermind Webinar of 2016! As always, we will be taking your questions, too!
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Campaign Tips & Tricks: Internal Use
Edition
Last Modified on 07/18/2018 3:23 pm MST

Publish Date: 12/3/2015

This week on the Mastermind Webinar, Russ will be digging into an ‘Internal use’ campaign,
that will let you give reps the ability to enter contact information into the system via a web
form! We will also be looking into how you can set emails in this campaign to be delivered
with the entered contact’s information to other internal reps! This style of campaign is
popular with businesses that have larger teams of reps that gather and enter leads! With this
campaign, you can set your team up with the ability to get information into Infusionsoft,
without having to log-in! Great for working on the go!
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Dynamic Email Marketing
Last Modified on 07/30/2018 3:29 pm MST

Download Slide Deck

DOWNLOAD "The Evolution of a Marketing Campaign" PDF
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Asia Pacific Countries (APAC)
Last Modified on 07/27/2018 7:55 am MST

Australia Laos

Bangladesh Malaysia

Cambodia Micronesia

China Myanmar

Fiji New Zealand

French Polynesia Pakistan

Guam Singapore

Hong Kong Taiwan

India Thailand

Japan Vietnam

Korea - South Korea
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